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^ F^BP AGE.
|ROMPTED by the growing interest in the VedantaPhilosophy of India,evinced throughout the world
in this Nineteenth Century (of the Christian Era),
through the efforts ofsuch distinguished scholars,
as Max Muller, Paul Deussen, George Thebaut, and
others; and through the instrumeutality of the great
movement known as the Theosophical Society, and the

upheaval caused by the eloqueut preachings of Svami
Vivekananda;and impelled by an earnestdesireto promul

gate through the English language, the Vedanta-doctrines as expounded by the Visishtadvaita Sage, Philosopher
and Reformer of the Eleventh Century(of the Christian

Era, T0i7)-Sri Ramanujacharya-I have humbly under
taken,as some beginning towards the accomplishment of
such an end, the translation of his Commentaries on the
memorable work known as the Bhagavad-Glta. I have
been at this task for nearly five years. When I first put

my hand to it, I did so as an exercise, not entertaining
the least idea of publication. But as I progressed apace,

and the idea of giving out my labours for the benefit of
the public flashed ou me, I felt a great responsibility;
and the work thus became one of strenuous efiort, instead
of recreation. I had thus to study and revise. This neces
sarily disclosed the weak points of the first translation,

thus necessitating a careful re-study of the original GitA
with the help of Tatparya-chahdrika—^the large gloss,
by Vedantacharya (A. C. 1268) on RamanujVs Comr

mentary,—-under the great Saipskpt Scholar and Guru,
B
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Sri Tiruvai-moli Tirunarayanacharya Svami of Melkota
(alias Tirunarayanapuram),—the

Holy Shrine

in

augurated by Rainanuja,—situated about thirty miles to
the North of Mysore. When I began to be earnest about
the publication of the work, I showed the Mss. to Col:
H. S. Olcott, when he was on a visit to Mysore in
March 1896. He not only encouraged me to publish it
but made favorable notice of it in the Theosophist for
1895-96(P: 225-229). I next submitted the work to Sr!
Yogis. Parthasarathi Aiyangar, B. A., B. Jh., of Madras.

This Saint blessed it, and furnished me with ample notes
and other useful material to be utilized for the work in

the best manner I thought fit. So fortified, I wrote out

the Mss. for the press, which I found resulting as a
third revision of the original Mss. When correcting
the proof-sheets I could not again resist the temptation
of giving the work more touches. In getting lucid expla
nations of some difficult passages here and there, I ack
nowledge ray obligations to Pandit Venkata Krishnama-

charya of Mysore and Pandita-Ratnam Kasturi Rangachar of the Mysore Oriental I^ibrary. Also to Mr.

A. Mahadeva ^astri, B. A., Curator, Oriental Wbrary,
for allowing rae four palra-leaf Mss. of Ramanuja's
Commentary with which to collate my Samskfit copy.
2. In a Prospectus, I published in 1895, sketching
out the general plan of the work, I stated therein that
my translation would include important Introductions
and a life of Ramanuja, and that the whole work would
probably occupy about 500 Octavo Pages. But I find

that the Gita alone has encroached on more space (600
Pages) than I had allotted to it with Introductions and

^fe. As it is, the work is already bulky, and further,

the well-wishers of the work, notably Mr. Justice
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C. Ramachandrier of the Mysore Chief Court, dissuaded
me from making my work too voluminous^ advising me
in a letter dated i8th November 1897,
^ might set
apart all my Introductions, and Biographical notices to
a separate Volume. Though unwilling at one time to

adopt this advice, I have been compelled to do so in the
end, making ample amends however for the absence of
an Introduction, by adding copious foot-notes prepared
from various sources. The Bhagavad-Gita-student,
who will peruse these, will find himself there introduced
to a number of works extant in Southern India on

Visishtadvaita literature, and other works also outside
that pale, for purposes of useful comparison and edific
ation. Four Tables also have been added, one at end of
Lecture I, of the Genealogy of the Kuru race (adopted
from Davies); a very important one at the end of Lec
ture II, of the important Vidyas, or Modes of Divine

Meditation taught in the various Up'anishads; one at
the end ot Lecture VII, of Cosmology, according to the
Visishtadvajta-philosophers; and a fourth at the end of
Lecture XVIII showing at a glance, the Soteriology or
"Ways of Salvation formulated by the Ramanuja-School.
Moreover the public, I am advisedly told, would natu
rally first like to acquaint themselves with the Ancient
Commentators than the opinions of the moderns. If
therefore in publishing this First Volume, I, like Max
Muller, decided in favour of'publishing of the materials
rather than to the drawing of the results which those

materials supply to the student of ancient language and
ancient religion,'* I think I have done well. Besides,
my book would have become heavy and very costly.
* Page XXIX, Volz XX., Part I: Vedic Hymns, by Max Muller,(Sacred
Books of the East).
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3. But briefly, let me, however, as a Prelude to
the 2ud Volume of Introductions I have promised
jnyself to write, introduce the reader to the study of
the Bhagavad-Gita by telling him that it is a work,
which occupies itself with an exposition of the Ways of
Salvation, of which the Chief taught therein is the Way
by God-love or Bhakti. It would require a big treatise
to enter into the details of this subject, but let Ramanuja

speak for himself. His School is essentially that which
inculcates the Way of Devotion or Love as the happiest
and best means to reach God.

A well merited tribute

is paid by Mrs: Annie Besant to Ramanuja, the ex
pounder of this Path, when she says;—" Here a Great
Sage has helped us—one of those Great Ancient Indian
Writers who have devoted themselves to the teaching of

the Higher Spiritual Truths—the SA GE RAmANUJA.
He has dealt with the preliminary stages by which man
developes Devotion, by which he may gradually prepare
himself to be a receptacle of real Love.'^

4.
Ramnaujacharya,according to tradition, is no
otber than Adi ^esha himself incarnated on earth as one
of the Spiritual Saviours of mankind, according to the
requirements of time, country and people. The tradi
tion alluded to tells us:—

'Anantah prathamam rilpam, lakshmanas cha
tatah param^
Balabhadras tritiyas tu kalau kaschit bhavishyatV

I. e.y He(Ananta* or Sesha, the Symbol of Eternity)
who became Lakshmana (the brother of Sri Rama in the

TV^iite-age), who became Balabhadra (the brother of Sri
1. Vide, p. 58'Tie Three Paths,'

2, Read H.• P. B'S. Secret DoUrine, Vol. I, p. 438 ; and Vol. II,
p. 193, IDS.
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Kfishna^ in the Dvd^ara-agQ), became Sri Ramanuja in
the ITalt-age. (The Vaishnavas of Bengal and 1 he follow
ers of Chaitanya', will especially welcome this work of
Ramanuja now translated into English for the first time.)
5. To return. Every lecture in the Bhagavad-Gita
is called a yoga. This term literally means'union' or
that which unites man to God. Vishnu-Purana (VI-731) defines the term thus:—
1. Videt Bkdgavata, X-2-5, 9;
2. Read Page 86 of Calcutta Review, No. CCXI,January 1898:'The
Diary of Govinda Das' says:'Kesava Bharati, eighth in the succession of
Rimanuja, the Great Founder of the §rl-secl of Vaishnavas initiated him and

gave $tl Kfishna Chaitanya as his Monastic name, a name by which he has
become famous.'

The Vaish;^avas all the world over, especially the Vaishnavas of Bengal
and North India will heartily welcome the frequent references I have made in
the Foot-notes to Sri Bkdgavata, a remarkable work on Bhakti, a work which
is reverenced by the Hindus as almost Apocalyptic. Also the reader is here
and there introduced to that Great Work, on the still Higher Stages of Love,—
the Hermeneutic Literature known as the Bhagavad- Vishaya, or voluminous

commentaries on the Lqjp-outpourings of the Inspired Saint Parankusa {alias
NammalvSr). The Sapkhyas will find their Sankhya-system, the Yogis their
Yoga-system, and Buddhists their scheme of morality and asceticism in the Gita.
And Christianity will really now understand what the secret of the Vaish-

tjava Faith consists in, from what Mr- F. S. Growse C.S. I. says in his Memoir
of Madhura: P. 1431 "In short, the Hindu in his ideas of divine worship, of
the religious life, of the efficacy of faith and good works, of the earnest sym

pathy ofthe Divine Being with human distre.ss, and His occasional miraculous
intervention for its relief, falls little, if at all, short ol Catholic truth."
And so will find lilam or the'I.ove God
'
religion, particularly Sujism,
which will find its doctrine of Faaa, elaborated throughout Gita, and the
doctrine of the extirpation of desires known as Asrar. Bhakti or God-love is

the"wine" of Omar Khayyam throughout his Quatrains.

Stanza 230 from Page 154 of E. H. Whinfield's Translation is quoted
here as a specimen;—

'My true condition I may thus explain.
In two short verses, which the whole contain <
"From love to thee I now lay down my life

In hope Thy love will raise me up again«"'
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'■Atma-prayatna-sdpeksh&-visishtS yd mano-gatih
Tasyd Brakmarti samyogo Yoga ity abhidhiyaie.^

meaning: ' That is called ' Yoga,' which makes the mind
to unite itself with Gk)d—that mind, the workings of
which consist (solely) of the endeavours to reaching such
a Spiritual Goal.' So that the object of the Bhagavad-Glta
is to teach how the mind is to be disciplined and con
trolled so as to render it fit to contemplate on God, and
finally reach Him. The best training is that by Bhakti
or Devotional Love, as taught in the Gita. The reader
is referred to the important Soteriological Table append
ed at the end of the Book, showing at one glance the
formulation, by the Visishtadvaita Saints, of the several
Ways to Salvation. The Several Ways as there shown

are Five: viz: (i) Karma (action) (2) Jildna (Intellect
or Knowledge) (3) Bhakti^ (Devotion or Love) (4) PraI.

Head I ' There is another Way, the Way of Devotion (Bhakii) that

reaches the goal attained by Way of the Intellect {/Hana), and for many of us

that way is more attractive, that road is more rea^y trodden. In that, our
meditation is directed to an Object adored and loved, and the passion of the
soul for that high Spiritual Being bums away every sheath that separates it
from the Object of its worship, until in union with Him it finds the certainty
of its own immortality
' (Annie Besant's: ' Existence of the Soul' p: 169,
Theosophical Review, Vol: XXIJI, Oct : 1898).
The Philosophy of Personal God in relation to the Way of Devotion
{Bhakti) is exactly what characterizes the teachings of the Vi\isht3dvaitaVeddnta, and is what, according to Ramanuja, the Theosophy of the Bhagavad
Gita inculcates. Christianity has reasons tu joy over these conclusions ot
RamSnuja, as also Islam.
Kamanuja forcibly draws attention to all the

passages of the Gita, where not an abstract, unrelated, quality-less, cold and
unfeeling God is taught, but a God who stands in relation to His creatures,
who is the real Cause (not therefore a metaphysical non-entity) of His
universe, full of perfections. Who loves and suffers for His creatures, and
Who incarnates for purposes of Salvation. Rev, Robert Jardine says: ' We
Cannot read the account of the different incarnations of Vishnu without feeling

that there is involved a deep-seated belief that human welfare is a subject
of regard and solicitude with God. P. 23t' IVhat to Belitvt.
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patti(Resignation or God's Grace) and (5) Achdry-dbkimdna(Saviour's Grace), Bhagavad-GUd however chiefly
treats ox the former Three and hints at the latter Two.

According to the Analysis of the Gita made by Sri
Yamunacharya (A. C. 916; the Preceptor of Sri Ramanuja) Karma-yoga (action) is defined as:—

(1) 'Karma-yogas tapas-iirtha-ddna-yajflddi-sevanam\' or The Way to Salvation by Action is to perform
such acts (of righteousness) as Austerities (or mortifica
tion of the flesh by diet, fast etc), Pilgrimages to Holy
Rivers (Shrines etc), doing Charities, conducting large
Sacrifices (at much sacrifice of wealth, time and energy)

etc., etc. {Vide\ Table: Pp: 573-574)-

(2) jUdna-yogo jita-svdntaih parisuddhdtmani
sthitih-^ or the Way to Salvation by Knowledge is to

conquer the mind and the senses, and rendering it
capable of being concentratedly fixed in the contem
plation of the Pure Spirit. {Vide; Table: Pp : 573-574).
(3). ^Bhakti-yogah paraikdntya-prityd dhydnddishu
sthitih^ or: the Way to Salvation by Devotion (or God-

love) is the establishment of oneself in Divine Worship
and Service such as meditating on Him (worshipping
Him with flowers etc., hymning His praises, prostrating
before Him etc., (vide, Gitd IX-14:'Satatam kirtayanto
etc.,' and the rest of the Chapter), all which, a result of
the ardent Dove (or Devotion) for Parabrahm (God)
felt in the innermost recesses ofthe heart, and exclusive

ly and unflaggingly rendered to Him^.
$ri Yamunacharya winds up his Analysis by declar-

jpg:—
I. Read Foot-note i, p. 227. Also read RBmfinuja's Proem to Lectures III

and VII and Gltt VII.I7-IX-34-XVIII-65.
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Aikdnt-atyanta-ddsyaika-ratis tat-padam dpnuydt^

Tat-pradhdnam idam Sdstram iti GUdriha-Sangrahah.^
Or; the Cardinal Doctrine of the Gita-Science is God-

love, one-pointed, intense, and asking nothing but the
honor and delight of serving Him.' He who acts thus
reaches the Estate of God*.

6. Bhagavad-Glta is thus a Revelation, whose
Purpose is to show mankind the Way to Salvation. As
Lord Krishna has shown Himself, by necessary figures
and symbols, to be a God of Love {Bhakti\ He has thus
shown that Love is the safest, happiest and easiest
means of reaching Him. From this Scheme of Love
none is excluded, whatever be his nation, his country,
color or grade.

7. As in the past, so in the present, mankind will
hail with satisfaction a Work in which they will find
that to the cold abstraction of a ^^nkara's God, a Rama
1. Cp: Sri Bhdgavata: III-29-J4, 15. 'Salokya-sirshti-sSmlpya sSrupyaikatvam ity uta, diyamanam na grih^anti jana mat-sevaiiatn vina'(14)
'Sa eva Bhakti-Yogakhyah' etc.

2. Cp: the conclusions arrived at by §rl RamSnuja in his Work, the
Vedartha-Sangraha:' Ausha-jagadd-hitSnuiasana-iruti-nikara-sirasi sama-

dhigato tpam arthojiva-Paramitma-yithdtmya-jMna-purvaka.vamdsrama-

dharm-etikartavyaiika-Paramapurttsha-charana-yugala dhySn-Srchana-prandm-ddir atyartha priyas lot pripti-phalah.^
Also in his other Work Srl-Bhdshya (or Commentaries on Brahma or

Veddnta-Suiras) thus 'Nd cha Paramapttrushas Satya-saitkalpo i.tyartha'
priyam jMninam labJhvd kaddchid drariayishyali.'

The followers of (Christ will delight in learning that the gist of the above
passages is contained in the words of one of their own Saints, St. Augustinet
'Quid esl credere in Deum ? Credendo amart, credendc diligere, credendo in
eum ire et ejui membtis incorporari,' and also delight in knowing that the
quintessence of the teachings of the Revelations of the Hindus—the Vedas—is

i.,ove to God—Love answering to the statement made by Christ Himself i

'Thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart and with all thy soul,
and with all thy mind and with all thy strength'{Matthew:XXII-37; Mark\
XII-30 5

X.27).
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nuja lends a Glowing Living Presence;to the intellectual
ly sublime of a Sankara's ideal, a Ramanuja lends an
emotionally rapturous expression. If a Sankara offers
'the stone of an abstract idea,' a Ramanuja gives us * the
bread of a Concrete Presence.' I may also further notice
that in the very first Proem of Ramanuja, the reader will
find taught the Aspect of God as the Gracious Divine

Motherhood',' coupled with the sublime concepts of His
Fatherhood, as Immanent, Omniscient, Omnipotent, and
Omnipresent(= Vasudeva).'' I shall now pass on to other
points to be noticed in this Preface.
8. I had also at first intended to print the original
51okas of the Gita, along with the Translations. But

opinions were divided among my friends, some saying
that it would be useful; others an encumbrance and un

necessarily raising the price of the Book. I have adopted

the middle course, however, of giving the beginning of
each verse, for ready reference.

9. Samskrit terms, like those of Atma^ Dharmay
Karmayjfldnay Bhaktiy Samsdra, Satvaniy RajaSy TatnaSy

etc., cannot be accurately rendered into English. Even
were exact equivalents available, experience teaches
that without the Samskrit original itself, the sense of a

passage as intended by the author, is often not under
stood. Another difficulty in dealing with Samskrit is that
the same term is often used in many senses, thus neces

sitating often the streching of one's powers of divination
to get at the exact import of a passage. I have therefore
1. Read:Foot-note 1, p. 6; Foot-note 2, p:227;Foot-note 2, p: 279 ^
Secret Doctrine Vol. 11, p: 80(1893); Vol.II, p. 1229. On Motherhood of God

by B.Bt Nagarkar, Chicago, Parl: of Rel: and p. 747, of Neely's Hbtory of th^
Parl; of Rel:

2. Cp. Annie Besants' Problems of Peligion,' p: 535, Vol. XXII,
Tbeosophical Review,
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endeavoured to retain such original terms as far as possible
and giving their sense at the same time by the nearest
English equivalent. The retention of the Samskfit terms
will be especially useful to Indian Students, as their mere

presence will serve to elucidate a whole passage.
The term dtmd^ for example is etymologically renderable
as 'self,' but to a Western Theologian,'soul'or 'individual
soul'—as Ramanuja mostly understands by the term—
would more readily convey the sense than if dtmd were

rendered as'self;' whereas the absence of the term dtmd^
and the presence of its rendering 'self to an Indian
Theologian, is apt to be understood as either meaning,
'soul'{fiv-dtma) or 'God' {Parm-dtma). The best tran
slation accompanies the term as far as possible, and it is
gradually omitted where the reader will have become

accustomed to understand the Sainskfit term itself, and
where the translation, particularly when compound words
such as atma-knowledge, atma-vision etc., occur, would
be found cumbersome. Foot-notes are also added at such

junctures as aids to the reader to accurately understand
the passages.
10. One word isf necessary about the formation of
compound words. In no other language is the practice
of compound word-forming carried to such an extent as
in Samskfit. Byiits means, the case-endings of a host of

terms are omitted, and brevity and terseness in expres
sion are thereby secured. Translators have been obliged
to deal with such terms by resorting to the manufacture

of hybrid adjectives such for example as $astraic, Vedic,
Karmic etc; but to me this seemed awkward, nor is it

necessary. For there seems no chance of understanding
less by the retention of a compound form in the transla

tion, than by that form broken up into hybrid adjec-
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lives and substantives. By a compound word like, say,
'Sastra-injunction\ it is not likely that the sense will be
misunderstood as it would be understood if the word

were split up into '■^astraic injunctions^^ or were para
phrased into Hhe injunctions of Sdstra.^ If the former
is mongrel, the latter (paraphrase! has the fault of verbo
sity. I have therefore avoided all the English ' ick' ings
of Saipskrit substantives; and the reader must be pre

pared to meet with such compound expressions as Atmacognition—^meaning the cognition of atma—, Vedainjunctions—meaning the injunctions of Veda,—Mokshaaspirant—meaning the aspirant for Mdksha, &c. The
sooner the Western public gets accustomed to such
Samskfit formations, the better will it get an insight
into the spirit of that language and the sooner will it be
initiated into the speedier comprehension of the spirit of
Samskrit when even a slight ability is acquired to read

the Original Saipskfit itself.
11. The Scheme of Transliteration adopted is
mostly that adopted by Monier Williams. I have found

this scheme the best. It is printed on a separate page (x)
for reference, as also a list of Abbreviations (ix.)
12. My bringing out a Second Volume of Introduc
tions will depend upon the success that this Volume will
meet, and the appreciation which it may receive at the
hands of all lovers of Indian Thought.

13. The Printing alone of the work, by the Vaijayanti Press, Madras, by its Manager, Mr. P. Srinivasa
Charlu, B. A., has taken a year. It could not possibly be
dpne under that period, considering the difficulties of
gettting all the diacritical types required in several
founts, that the critical publication of any important
Sanskrit Treatise necessarily warrants. The matter of
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the work being mine, the manner of the work is en
tirely due to the patient and earnest attention bestowed
by Mr. P. Srinivasa Charlu, of the above-mentioned
Press. He had undertaken, for the first time, a work of
this class ; and now he has had experience in this direc
tion, I believe that no other pres-s in Madras can

undertake to edit works of this nature in the thorough
and workman-like manner that he has done.

A. GOVINDACHAR'YA.
Veda-Griham,

(Maisur)

Mysore^ loth December i8g8.

SRl

BHAGAVAD GITA.
OR

THE DIVINE LAY,
WITH

SRf RAMANUJA'S COMMENTARY,

THE FIRST DIVISION
COMPRISING,

LECTURES I to VI.
ON

PSYCHOCRASY
t

OR

SOUL-COMMUNION.

Sri Ydmunacharya.
* Well-formed Wisdom in(i)thought and (a)deed, for mind-calm^s reach.*
*And thenfor soul-sighPs gain, the FirstSix Lectures teach.*
Sri Yogi S. PdrthasSrathy Aiyangdr.

SRI

BHAGAVAD-GITA
OR

THE DIVINE LAY.
WITH

SRI RAMANUJA'S VISISHTADYAITA
COMMENTARY.

LECTURE I.
NAMED,

• ARJUNA- VISHADA- YOGA\
OR

THE THEME OF ARJUNA'S
MOOD OF MELANCHOLY.

Sri Ydmundchdrya.
• GU was introduced to Pdrtha who Refuge sought.

Fearing righfs wrong, by misplaced love txndpity caughtl
Yogi S, Pdrthasdrathi Aiyangdr.

A U IVI<

^RI *Shagavad-G^a
WITH

SRl RAMANUJA'S COMMENTARY.

BOW TO BLEST SRl RAMANUJA.

Memorial verse in honor ofSri Rdmdnuja.

^rqr^sRq

w nqtrn"

To the feet of Blest Ramanuja,

Do I resort as(my) Refuge,—
Bhagavad®-Ramanuja, Mercy's Ocean,
Who, from his love of the lotus-feet of Achyuta'
Regarded everything else as trivial.
I. The sacred Vedic Syllable,
known as praftava, uttered at the
commencement of all Scriptural re
citations, and written at the begin
ning of all Holy Works. The mys
teries of this symbol are explained

2. This is an honorific title given
to all great men and saints and sages.
Its etymology and esotericism, when
applied to God, will be explained fur
ther on.

in the Upanishats. (vide. p. 5 of

3. Achyuta is the loist, 32Gth,
557th name of God, meaning chiefly,

Hinduism, Introd:I, "FiveTojacs,"

'He who does not abandon those who

by Yogi Parthasaralhi Aiyangar).

trust Him'(vide Bhattar's Sahasrattdma-bhdskya).
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PROEM BY RAMANUJA:

I HE LORD of .SRD ; Whose essential nature is the
being the sole Reservoir of all illustrious Attributes®,

the Antithesis to all evil (/teya^),—(such Attributes)
as Wisdom(jMna*),and Bliss {ananda^)]—Who is the great
Ocean of the legions of the boundless,exalted and countless

glorious qualities, behoving His (essential) nature, such as
Omniscience(y>?rt«i2),Strength(^a/rt), Sovereignty(rtAi'a;ja),
1. SRi is the name of the Lord's

which is to be avoided or that which

Consort, esoterically the Sophia or
the Logos, the eternally-united power
of Isvara, and doing the function of a
Mediatrix between the souls and the

should be shunned. Ur. RajendralalaMitrasays:—" When
isused
as an adjective, this phrase 'that which
is to be shunned' is too lumbering to

Lord. Isvara symbolizes JUSTICE,

l)e used with convenience. 'Avoi

and Sri, MERCY. Both are united

dance-worthy'conveys the exact mean

in the Cod-head.

ing, and is more easy of manipulation,
but it too is lumbering. A single
term is wanted, and not knowing any

Sri is called Srad-

dha as in "SradJhayd devo devatvam asjtule" (Krishna Yajur Veda,
Ka. I, Pra. 3, Pan. ii, Va. 9). P'or
esoteric explanations, read, Uttaragopdla-idpani Upanishat, Vishnu
Purtvta, I.9, ijj-ijj, and Kenopanishat, 111-12 (Sobhamduam n Mdm
Ssfc). StI is She who serves the
Lord to serve Her creatures, vice
versa.

2. Kant says:—"Reason forms the
idea of God, as the absolute substance

and union of all perfections, or as the

'most perfect being'" Vide Brah

English word of the kind, I use what
appears to me to approach the nearest
to the original, without being its
exact equivalent." I have decided to
use the word "evil," as the best and
most convenient word.

4. Vide, 'sa/jram jIUhtam aiian-

lam Brahma'' (Tait. Up.; Anandavalli, i),

5. Vide,'^nando Brahmeti vyajdndC•. Tait: Up; Bhr: valli, 6.) also,
'Raso vai sah rasamhy-tva St'c.' (Tait

ma-Sutra III-2-11: na sthdnaloz.

Up.; Anan : valli. 7.) also, 'SahisrTr-

pi parasyobhayaliu^am scrvatra hi.
3. Heya • I have found this word

amritam saidm'(Vajus, ash. 3, pra.

diflicult to render. It is derived from

be called Primary Qualities.

the root 'ha' to quit, meaning that

7.) Jhana and Ananda are what may

Proem.]
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Constancy {vlryd),Power(sakti\ and Lustre{teJasY; Whose
Divine Form is a mine of effulgence, beauty, comelinesss,

(eternal)youth,and other Perfections of the Person,—beyond
conception, divine, wonderful, constant, uninjurable®, and
superb, which are immutable and accordant with His
will®—; Who is adorned in transcendental Ornaments'*,—

diverse, marvellous, countless, wonderful and permanent,
worthy of Him and perfect—; Who is accoutred in illustrious
divine Weapons®, agreeing with His nature,—innumerable,
of inconceivable power, eternal, beyond injury* an beyond
praise—; Who is the beloved of.^rl,—Who is perfect in
all the multitude of limitless, marvellous and innumerable

qualities such as amiability {slla) &c.,—harmonizing and
co-ordinating with Him in nature, form, state"(regal=
vibhava), and plenitude or empire {aisvarya)—; Who has at
His feet, ever singing hallelujahs, countless Illuminated
Angels", whose essence, being, and wonderful works are in
1. These are the 6 Chief Qualities
of the Infinite one which may be called
"Secondary Qualities." Spinoza says,
(Def.'VI);—" By God we understand
an absolute infinite Being, an unchangeable Essence, with infinite
attributes, each of which expresses an
infinite and eternal essence." And

3. There are many Upanishad
passages in support of all Attributes
and the Divine Form. I quote
only one"Bharupas-Salyasah/ialfa,
akasJlmS, Sarvakarma, SarvakAmas-Sarvagar.dhas-Sarvai-asas-Snrvamidam-ahhydtthoi.vdky-anadarah (Ch:
Up:III-i4).

Huxley remarks on this:—" God so
conceived is one that only a very
great fool would deny even in his
heart."

4. The esoteric interpretation of
the Ornament-and Weapon-symbols
of the Divinity is explained elsewhere,
Symbology and metaphor are the

Cjf.'YathS ratndnijaladhcr-asaitkhyeydniputraka!

national characteristics of Aryan
writings. They represent great

Taihdguhdhyanantasya asahkhyeya

Mahatmanah'(Matsya Pura;a).
2. The term translated here is
'nir.-avadya.' It
invulnerable,
invincible, out of the pale of danger,
above imptrilment &c.

Truths and Kosmic Facts.

5. Siiris or the Nitya-siiris, the
Eternals, or the eternally Free Souls,
corresponding to the "Eternal Inheritances' of the Gnostics.
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accordance with His will;—their delight solely consisting
in rendering all service to Him, possessed as they are of a
multitude of vast, eternal, uninjurable* and sublime attri

butes, past definition by speech or thought—; Who has His
abode in the super-celestial Firmament* called akshara
(the imperishable),—conforming with His nature,diversified,
strange, endless, and abounding in objects,—means,—^and
localities,—ofenjoyment;—that Firmament,of infinite won
derment,infinite glory, infinite extension, ever-existent and
removed from harm'—; Whose will and pleasure, it is, to
dramatically display the Universe in its modes of projection,
sustentation, and dissolution—the Universe so replete with
various and curious objects of enjoyment, and hosts of en-

joyers thereof— : Who is Param Brahma', Purushottama*,
and Narayana';—He {the Lord of Sri), having made the
kosmos from Brahma® down to the immoveables', retired
into His own Self,so that to the meditations and adorations

of Brahma, the celestials {devas), and the mortals, He be
came incognizant. But He, being the vast Ocean of infinite

Mercy and Condescension, Love and Bounty, willed to
assume {material) forms similar to those of His creatures,
1. See Footnote No: 2, P: 7.

from an unthinkins substance.

Ut-

2. This is a short description
of the beatitude of the spiritual re-

fiurusha=\x>\mA soul; tUtard-purusha
=liberated soul, uttama-pmusha —

gions,for a detailed account of which,
the reader is referred to the Mahdnarayanipanishat, VaikunUia-gadya,
Bhigavata,
and Lokacharya's
Archiridi &c.
3. 'The Great,
the

the ever-free soul; Purushottama^
Soul Supreme^God.

669th name of Gotl.

4. 'The Super-excellent Person,'the
24th name of God,(vide also, PataHjalaYc^-SritraI.24,(whichsays/r/r»ska-viseshalj)—Purusha is the common
term to denote a thinking substance

5.
'All-Compreheiidiiig,^ the
246th name of God {vide, footnote,
p. 2. Vogi ParthasSrathy Aiyangar's
Hinduism.)
6. The Demi-urge, or the Fecun-

dating Element of God personalized,
the four-faced Prajupati, the SubLord for Special creations of liinited
systems such as a firahmS-}da.
7. Minerals and plants,

Proem.]
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without abandoning His own essential divine (immaterial)
nature, and repeatedly made descents (among them) as In
carnations^ in the several spheres (where the creatures

dwelt). (So accessible) To those by whom He was worship
ped, He granted their desires, to wit, any of the four-fold
aspirations of man, dharma (meritorious work done here
carrying with it the virtue of bringing future happin^s,
mundane or otherwise), artha (riches and general prosperi
ty), kdma (enjoyments), moksha (deliverance or Salvation).
The object of Incarnations is to relieve the earth ofits burden
(of sin and suffering), but at the same time no less is the
Lord's intention thereof that He should be within reach of

even people ofour (sinful),description. To fulfil this purpose.
He manifested himself on earth so as to be actually an
Object for all men's sights to see,and performed such other
wonderful acts as to captivate the hearts and the eyes of
all creatures high and low. (For example,in the Avatar as
Krishna)He destroyed(evil pests to society such as)Putani*
and ^kata®, Yamala* and Arjuna,® Arishta,® Pralamba' and Dhenuka,® KaUya,® Kesi*® and Kuvalaya-

plda,'' Chanura^'and Mushtika,^® Thdsala,^* Kamsa"&c.
He delighted the worlds with His looks and language
overflowing with the nectar ofamity and love. Such men as
1. God has five (hypostatised) aspects, para^ vyuha^ vibhava, antarydmin and archdvtUdra. Incarnations

or Avatars belong to vlbhava. (vide
p.9& 10 of 'Five Topics,' Hinduism,
by Vogi Parthasarathi AyyangSr).
2. Vide Vishju PurSpa V-S, 7 to
II.

8. Read Vishpu Piiraja V-8, i to
13.
9-

Ibid, V-7, 3 to 80.

10. Ibid, V-16, i to 15.
11. Ibid, V-2o, 31 to 41.
12. Ibid, V-15, 7 and V.20, 64 to
7b.
13. Ibid, V-20, 77 to 78.

3. Ibid, V-6, I to 2.
4. Ibid, V-6, 16 to 18.
5. Ibid, V-6,16 to 18.

14- Ibid, V-20. 79.
15. Ibid, V-20,80 to 88. Also consuit other works as Bhagavata, Hari-

6. Ibid, V-14, I to 14.

vamsa, Gopala-tapani Upanishat and

7. Ibid, V-9, 9 to 36.

Krishjfi Upanishat.
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Akrura* and Malakara" became most godly (/. e.. Saints)
enraptured by the most agreeable Presence,the condescend
ing deportment and numerous other qualities exhibited(by
Lord Kfishna.)

Under the pretext of having to persuade Arjuna to
fight,3rl Kfishna promulgated the doctrine ofBhakti-Yoga®,
—led up to by Jflana* and Karma,®—or that Path of LovingDevotion which is the burthen of all the Vedanta-teaching,
and by which He is indicated as The Only Object of Love,
and that,loved. He Himselfis The Means to lead man to the

climax of his ambition, viz., Moksha (salvation or the final

liberation from all ephemeral and conditioned existences).
Thus then, when Kauravas ® and Pandavas' became

belligerents, He, Bhagavan,® Purushottama® and God of
gods, appeared as Anthropomorph (Kfishna), with a view
to shower benefits on the world;and allowing Himself to be

overpowered by love for His faithful dependents, gave
Himself up to their service, and posted Partha'® in his warchariot, Himself undertaking the duty of the Charioteer
so as to be witnessed by the whole Universe."
1. Vish-Pur. V-17, 18, V)(adh\)
2. Ibid, V-19, 16 to 29.

8. Bhagav3n is He Who has the
six
attributes, described in the

3. Bhakti is exclusive loving

Proein,p.6and7. VideVishpuPurapa

devotion to God. (See Bh : Gita-

VI.5, 79;'Jadita-foiti-balainarya-

Books. VII to XII).

lirya-tejdmsy-aseshatah' iT'c.,

4. J Sana is intellectually or psychologically realising soul and through
it, God.

9. PurtishoUama-.tea.Anots^,^.%.
10. A patronymic of Arjuna, the
Pan(ju champion of the Mahabharata

5. Karma is work, or performing righteous works. Detailed des-

criptions of Bhakti, Jhana and Karma
will appear in the scrjuel.

war (see Geneological Tree and note i
p. 15).

11. i e., the Universe witnessing
the spectacle of God's Sacrifice for

6. The descendents"! See Genea• 7.

man,ocularlydemonstratedbyKrishpa
of Kuru, I logical tree acting, for example, the part of a servThe descendents(appended at
. ....
ofPapdu Jthe end of
a chariot-dnver, &c., to his faiththis book.

ful Arjuna.

Proem; x-4<]
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Dhritarashtra' though knowing the state of affairs
to be thus, yet totally blind (not merely physically blind,—
which he was—but spiritually also) questioned Safijaya,®
with a desire to learn of the victory of Suyodhana^ (his own
son thus):—
&c.

1. Dhritarashtra asked :—"O Safljaya I what did my
people and the Pandavas do, assembled on the
plains of Kurukshetra,*—the land of Dharma
(righteousness),—to carry on war ?"

5
2. Safljaya replied:—"King Duryodhana, then, (thy
son), surveying the Pandava forces marshalled,
approached his preceptor (Drona)* and addres
sed him thus:—

T^rlT &c.
3. "Teacher! look at this mighty army of Pandu's sons,
drawn up in battle-array by thy clever pupil,
the son of Drupada".

^^ &c.
4. Here are heroes, famous in archery, equal in fight
to Bhima' and Arjuna; such as Yuyudhana
and ViraU and Drupada,the great-carred.
1. Lit:'the bearer ofthe kingdom',
the father of Duryodhana.

part ofthe Doab near Dehli. Hastinapura was its capital.

2. The minister, charioteer and

5. The Brahmai^a instructor ofthe

envoy of Dhritaruhtra.
3. Same as Duryodhana, the son

Pai^idavas and the Kauravas in military sciences.

of Dhntarashtra, and cousin-enemy

of the Pap^avas.
4. A tract of land to the east ot
thejamna(yamima)river,in theupper

6. Named Dhrishta-dyumna,

7. The brother of Arjuna, the
second son of Kunti.
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&c.

5. Dhrishtaketu and Chekitana, the Kasi's' valiant
king and Purujit, Kunti-bhoja and Saibya, the
best of men.
&c.

6. The heroic Uttamaujas, the dauntless Saubhadra®,
and Draupadeyas.s all of great cars.
SRTRTg &c.

7. Know, now, Dvija-chief!* the chief men in our
ranks. The commanders of my army, let me
name to thee.
&c.

8. Thyself, Bhishma and Karna, Kripa and Samitifljaya, Asvatthama and Vikarna, and Saumadatti
with them.
&c.

9. And heroes, many, ready to lay down their lives
for me, armed with bows and other war-imple
ments,all versed in the arts of war.

^ &c.
10. Our strength under Bhishma's command would
seem inefficient before t/teir strength under
Bhima's command!
1. K5si=V5ra9asi=s Benares.
2. The son of Subhadra and

by Arjuna, (4) Satanika by Nakula,
and (5) Srutasena by Sahadeva. (See

Arjuna=Abhi-manyu.
3. The sons of Draupadi=(i)
Prativindhya by Yudhisthira, (2)
Siitasoma by Bhima, (3) Srutaklrti

Geneol; Tree at end of Book).
4. Dvija=twice-born, the Brahma^a, and other classes invested with
the sacred thread.

S-isO
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&c.

11. Do all of ye (then), each, posted to his division,
in the army, forsooth fortify Bhishraa,".
ciH

&c.

12. "The Kuru ancestor, the famous oldBhishma then,

to infuse cheer into him (Duryodhana), made a
lion's roar and blew his conchshell.

fRT:

&c.

13. (Following suit), there rang in the air deafening
notes sent from other conches, drums and

tabors{panava),trumpets {dnaka)and cowhorns
{^omukha).
&c.

14. Thereon Madhava' (.^rl Krishna) and Pandaya
(Arjuna), seated in their huge war-chariot,
drawn by milk-white chargers, blew their divine
conches.
&c.

15. Hfishlkesa* (blew) his Paflchajanya,® and Dhanaftjaya* his Devadatta,® and Vfikodara (Bhima)
1. The 169th and 741st name of
Vishju—the husband of'Ma' or
Lakshml, signifying that Madhava

the "Ruler of the senses." Harivamsa has, "Hrishikiny-iudriyHny-dkuh feshSm Iso yato bhavSnt Hris-

stands in the relation of both Father

hikesas-tato Vishnuft," &c.

and Mother to the universe.(Vide Bh3. The "nom de guerre" of
Gi. verse 17, Bk. fX); also it is said: . Krishiya's conch, made from the bones
"Ma vidyd(ha hareh proktd tatrd iso of giant PaSchajana of the ocean.
yato bhavdn, tasmdn-Mddhava
4. Lit, "The Conqueror of
ndmdsl dhavas-svdni-tti sabditah
Wealth,"—an epithet of Arjuna.
also "Maundddhydndcea yogdcea
viddhiBkdrata!Mddhavam" ^Bh3rata, Ud. Parva,—69, 4).

2, The 47th name of Vish»)u, lit,

5. The "nom de guerre" of
Arjuna's conch (a Divine gift.)
6. Lit,"He who has fire in his

stomach."
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of terrific deeds sounded his Paundra, the huge
conch.
&c.

16. And Raja Yudhishthira,^ Kunti's son, his Anantavijaya,® and Nakula and Sahadeva, their

Sughosha® and Manipushpaka* (respectively
they blew).
&c.

17. Kasya and Parameshvasa,Sikhandi the great-carred,
Dhrishtadyumna and Virata,Satyaki the invin
cible,
&c.

18. Dnipada and the Draupadeyah, Saubhadra the
mighty-armed, all, O Lord of Earth (Dhritarashtra)! each his conch-shell, sounded.

^ ^I"h1 &c.
19. The din rent the hearts of Dhfitarashtra's men,
filled the earth below and the vault (above).

(Safljaya): "Duryodhana himself, witnessing the
strength ofthe Pandavas under the auspices ofBhima,and his
own strength under BhTshma, and then submitting to the
notice of his master (Drona) the perfection of strength on
Bhlma's side to win victory over him,and defect in his own

strength against obtaining victory (over the opposite side),
felt inwardly grieved. BhTshma understanding this, sent up
a lion's roar and blew his conch followed by a tumult of

sounds emanating from (beating)drums,(blowing) conches,
&c., as if indicative of (coming) success—in order to
1. The eldest son of Kunti. Lit,
"the Steadfast in battle".

2. Lit,"Eterrial Victory.''

3. Lit,"Sweet-toned."
4. Lit, "Flower-gemmed'' or

"Gem-flowered."

i6-aa.J
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cheer up Duryodhana. On hearing this, Partha's^
Charioteer, the Lord of all lords" (Sri Krishna) and
the rider in the chariot, viz.^ Pandu's son (Arjuna), both
posted in their majestic car—fit to conquer all the three®
worlds with—sounded their respective conches, named the
Blissful Pafichajanya and Devadatta, which shook the three
worlds. Then did Yudhishthira, Vrikodara (Bhima), &c.,
each blow his instrument. The uproar caused went cleav
ing into the hearts of Duryodhana and of thy other sons,

and all. Dhfitarashtra's men thought:'the Kuru army is
as good as already destroyed.'!" Thus did Safijaya narrate
to Dhritarashtra who was longing for his sons' success.

20, "Then did Pandava*-the Kapidhvaja,®-seeing the
hosts of Dhritarashtra drawn up, and seeing the
shower of arrows falling fast, raising his bow,
&c.
21.

Address

Hrishlkesa®

this—wise:—'O

Lord

of

Earth! Achyuta'! do Thou place my chariot
between the two armies,

22. That I may see who those are that stand prepared
1. Epithet of Arjuna, being a descendant of Pnthu-Chakravarti.
2. Sarve.svaresvarah=The 97th

Heaven ; or the Terrene, Aerial and,
Celestial plains.
4- Descendant of Pa^du (—

name of Vishnu. "Yatra devdnctm

Arjuna).

adhi-Dera dste," (Kaushitaki Br5h-

5-

Lit.,"the monkey-bannered,"

mapopanishat), "Tarn daivatdndm

Arjuna's war-standard bearing a mon-

Paramailcha Dahatam" (Svetasvatara:Up.)
3. Bhub, Bhuvah, Svalj=the
Earth, Intermediate Regions and

key's figure thereon.
6. Krishna's name, see note
2, p. 13.
7.
Do.
see note 3, p. 2.
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to fight; between whom and me is the contest
to be when battle begins ?,

23. That I may cast my look on those who are going
to fight,—come here, as they are, to please the
evil-minded Duryodhana.'

(Saftjaya continues)
24. "O Bharata^ (r.

&c.
Dhritarashtra)! Gudakesa" thus

addressing, Hrishikesa planted the splendid
chariot between the two armies,
&c.

25. So that it may be within sight of Bhishma, Drona
and other leaders and rulers of countries, and
said :*See thou, Partha! these Kurus,assembled
here.'"

After making a survey of the party of Dhritarashtra
ranged in battle-order,(Arjuna) the son of Pandu,—he on
whose standard is that monkey(Hanuman) which set Lanka
on fire,—wished Him,Kfishna, to plant his chariot between
the two armies ;—(wished Whom ? no less a Person

age than) Him, The Trea.sury of such attributes as wis
dom, strength, lordliness, constancy, power and lustre;—
Him, to Whom His will-created Kosmos, in all its (triple)
aspects of inception, development and decline is but sport;
—Him,who is Hrishikesa®;—Him, the Supreme Governor,
the Exterior and Interior of all beings high and low;—

Him, Who (so hi^h, yet) descended^ out of His condes
cending love for His faithful,(so low as even) to be Arjuna's
Charioteer, carrying out Arjuna's orders to station his car in
I. The descendant of Bharata.
3. A name of Arjuna. Lit.,

"Curl-haired or Sleepless."
3. Krish\;ia, see note 2, p. 13.
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such a commanding position as to admit of a good view
being had of all the belligerents, and within the range of
the vision of such heroes as Bhishma, Drona &c., and

Kings of territories. He,Krishna,said (after this)to Arjuna,
—'See then, what chances there be for thy relatives'

success (over thee)!'.

clWnCT^

&c.

26. Partha^ saw there his sires and grandsires, precep
tors, maternal uncles and brothers, sons and

grand-sons; and comrades as well.
&c.

27. Also fathers-in-law, and friends and kinsmen, dis. tributed in both the armies.

28. Overcome by compassion, Arjuna became sad and

spake thus:—'Beholding my own people stand
ing to fight, O Krishna I,
&c.

29. My limbs quake, my mouth dries up, my frame
quivers and my hairs stand on end'.,
&c.

30. The Gandiva® slips frbfti my hand, my skin burns
hot, my legs seem to totter, and my head seems
to swim ;
I. Arjuna, see note i, p. 15.
3. Known as horripillation.
3

3< The name of Arjuna's bow,

l8
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&c.

31. Kesava»! also do I perceive inauspicious omens;
what good can follow from my people's carnage
in war?

•f

&c.

32. Krishna!" I desire no victory, no empire, no de
lights. What use, Govinda 1® is to rule and to
enjoy? (what use) is life itself?

aRT^cT &c.

33. For whom we seek(by fight) possessions, joys and
comforts,—those very men,risking lives and for
tunes, stand for contest! (vis):
9INPTT: &c.

34. Preceptors and sires, sires' sons and sires' sires,
maternal uncles and fathers-in-law, grandsons
and brothers-in-law, and others likewise,(our)
cognati.

t#^Sl^'&c.)
35. Madhusudanal* I would rather that I were killed
than that I should desire to kill these, even if all

the three worlds were to be my reward ;—let
the earth alone.

1. The 23rd and 654th name of

{Bhdrala, Ud. Parva, 69-5).

God. The etymology is given thus in

3. The 189th and S43rd name of

Harivam.%;—"A'a Hi Brahmanondmaisoz.hamsarva-dehindm,dvdntavdnge sambhutau, iasmdt Kesava

God. Its one etymology is 'NashtaSca dharanim pfirvam avindaSca
guham gatam, Govinda ili ten-aham

ndmardn,"

&c.

'

2. The s8th and 554th name of
God. Its etymology is'Krishir-bhuvacakas-sabdo (lascha nirvriti-vachakaly, Kfishjastad-bhava-yogacca &c.,

4. The 74th name of God. one
etymology is"
sa tate madAu-NishSdanah."
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Irf^ &c.

36. Janardana!^ what satisfaction derive we from
laying low the hosts of Dhritarashtra ? To
slaughter these enemies is to take sin to our
selves.

cW»fTlf

&c.

37. Hence 'tis not meet for us to despatch the party
of Dhritarashtra along with our kinsmen. How,

Madhava*! can we be happy by slaying our
own people?

q'ST^ &c.
38. Hearts overrun with greed, it is thus they fail to

perceive the danger entailed by extinction of
their race, nor do they realize the treachery in
volved in the betrayal of friends.

^^
&c.
39. How should we ourselves^ therefore, not know to
avoid this sin (treachery &c.,) knowing as we do
the hazard, the extinction of a race must
run?

&c.

40. When race declines, its eternal canons of righteous
ness {dharmd) also do decline;—when righte
ousness declines, irreligion (or wickedness=
adharmd)rampant, doth prevail.

^Twffirwiwjr &c.
41. When unrighteousness holds sway, Kfishna!® the
family-women become scandalized. And when
women become evil, Varshneya!* the result is

the intermingling of castes.
1. The I28lh nameofGod. One

etymology is ^ Dasyu-trdnSj-JanUrtianaie (Bharata. Ud. Parva. 71-6.)

2. See note i, p-iJj

3. See note 2, p-18.

4* A name of Krishna being a
descendent of the race called Vrishpi

(See Geneal. free at end of book.J
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&C.

42. The intermingling is verily damnation to both the
caste-demolishers and the caste itself.

For,

deprived of the offerings of food, water and
rites, the manes (jtitariihy of these (men) do
indeed fall.
&c.

43. By the faults of these caste-breakers,—the authors
of interminglement,—the ancient race-rules as
well as the caste-rules of morality {dharmd)
are disregarded(and broken).
&c.

44. For those, from whom their clan-laws have depart
ed, O Janardana!* permanent residence in
Naraka® results. So do we hear.
^ &c.

45. Alas! Coveting possessions and enjoyments, 'tis
strange that we thought of committing atroci
ous sin by attempting to massacre our kinsmen!

qfe

&c.

46. Immense benefit it would be to me if, unresisting
and unarmed, I be killed on the battle-field by
the armed hosts of Dhritarashtra I'
&c.

47. So saying, did Arjuna, agitated with grief, let go his
arrowed-bow, and sat down in his car between
the two armies."
I. Departed ancestors, to whom
periodical offerings of food &c., are
made by the surviving relatives.
3. See note i p. 19.

3. Places where sins have to be
atoned for by suffering. The
Infemum, or the Hades.
•
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(Saftjaya tells Dhfitarashtra).
'Partha,*—the most noble-minded,® the most compassion
ate,the eternal-kinsman,and the most virtuous,—albeit often

subjected by thee, along with his brothers, to horrid acts of
treachery, with intent to kill—such as for instance,the burn
ing them up in a lac-made house® &c.,—albeit thy knowing
that,by him (Partha),the destruction ofall thy people is cer
tain,—by the fact that he has the help of Parama-purusha*
Himself present with him—(yet, Partha) looked on them

all with feelings of friendship for kinsmen,and overcome by
pity, and by fear lest right (or righteousness) may suffer, he
shrank within himself and said :—'In no case whatsoever

shall I fight.' So saying, he became most dejected (in mind),
affected with grief at the thought of separation from kin,
and letting go his arrowed-bow, sat himself down in his car.
OM TA T SA T.

Thus closes the First Lecture,

with Ramanujds Commentaries,

called, the Book of Arjuncis Mood of Melancholy,
in the colloquy between Sri Krishna and Aty'una,
in the Science of Yo^^a,

in the Divine Knowledge of the Upanishads,
or the Chants of Bhagavdn^
The Bhagavad-Gitd.
1. Name of Arjuna, (See note i.

ever, by Vidura, they knew the insi-

page 15.)
2. Or 'deep-minded (mahd-

dious character of the plot, and made
their escape by an underground pass-

inandh).' So called because he knew

age. Purochana was burnt instead,

the God-ship of Krishna(Vide
vad-vishaya vol. II, pp. 9S4-5S).
3. Such a mansion was built in

(See Mahdbhdraia 1. 5864).
4- Parama-Purusha = Synonym
Purmhottama (See note 4, p.8.):—

VaranSvata for the reception of the
Pan^ava princes, by Purochana, at the

Ptirttsha means etymologically He
who grants abundance; "puru^

instigation of Duryodhana, with the
object of burning them alive, when

bahu, mnoli=dadali" Thus Paiama-Purusha means the Supreme all-

asleep, after a festival. Warned, how-

Giver.

THE GENEALOGICAL TREE
OF

DESCENT OF THE LUNAR DYNASTY.
Atri, One of the Rishis (ancient Sages).}■
Soma (or Chandra,) the Moon.
Budha+Ila or Ida, d. of Ikshvaku.'

1

*

Purdravas (or Aila)+the Nymph Urvast.a
Ayus

Devaydnl+Yayati+§armishtha
Puru, King of Pratishthana (the

Yadu (the eldest Son)*

I

Viish;ii

youngest son)

Dushyanta+§akunta]a <>

Devaratha

Bharata*

I .

I

Hastm (built Ilastinapura)

Andhaka

Kuru

Vasu or Sura

^antanu -(‚ Satyavati

Yasudeva, b. of Kunti (Pritha)
Balarama

Kmhm

(Contemporaries with the Sons of Pa.i^lu)

I

. . I -

Chitrangada

I
Knpa,
an adopted

Vylisa,

Vichitravlrya

son.

Vyisa

Amba.

Ambalikd.

Dhptarashtra + Gandhdri
Kunti

+

Pan^u

Madri

Dutyodhana,

and ninety nine sons.

r
I
I
I
Karjas Yudhishthira Aijuna* Bhima Nakula Sahadeva.
Abhimanyu
Parikshit

Janamejaya.

feXPLANAtlONS OP THE TABLE.'

The line down to l^ntanu has many omissions. The
full line is given in Professor Dowson's "Classical Diction
ary of Hindu Mythology," S. V. Chandra-vamsa. Bhishma
was a Son of ^antanu by a former wife, the goddess Ganga,
whence he is sometimes called Gdngeya. Another name,
.^antanava, is from his father, ^antanu.
(i.) They are usually numbered as seven, and are

represented by the 7 stars of the Great Bear (Ursa Major).
The hymns of the Vedas were revealed to them.
(2.) Son of the Manu Vaivasvat, who was the Son of
Vaivasvat, the Sun. Founder of the Solar dynasty.
(3.) A celestial nymph mentioned in the Rig-veda.
The loves of Pururavas and UrvasI are the subject of
VikramorvasI, a drama by Kalidasa.
(4.) From Yadu, Kfishna is called Yadava, as being
a descendent.

(5.) The heroine of Kajidasa's drama of that name.
(6.) From him India is sometimes called Bharatavarsha, the kingdom of Bharata.
(7.) Vyasa was the Son of SatyavatI, but not ^antanu.
His father was the Sage Parasara: he was therefore the
half brother of Vichitravlrya.
(8.) Karna was the Son of Kunti, also called Pritha,

by Surya, the Sun, before her marriage with Pandu.
(9.) Arjuna visited Krishna at Dvaraka, and there he

married Subhadra the Sister of Krishna. Abhimanyu was
her Son from this marriage. He was killed in the great
contest of the rival princes, but the kingdom of Hastinapura
descended to his son Paflkshit. The City of Hastinapura
was about fifty seven miles N. E. of Delhi, on the banks of
an old bed of the Ganges. It is now in ruins.
0

7. Adopted from Davies.

SRI

bhagavad-gita
OR

THE DIVINE LAY.
WITH

SRI RAMANUJA'S VISISHTADVAITA
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LECTURE II.
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SANKHYA-YOGA,
OR

INQUIRY INTO THE NATURE OF SOUL.

Sri Ydmundchdr)'a.
'Wisdom :—(/)Souls' ternalty,(2)work ofunselfishness,
'And(j)mtnd-calm,Book Two taught,to cure hisfoolishness!

Yogi S. Pdrthasdrathi Aiyangdr.
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SECOND LECTURE.
THE SANKHYA-YOGA.

Safljaya Continued .•—
%

&c.

1. "Madhusudana/ seeing Arjuna so deeply moved
by compassion, and eyes suffused with tears
and so sad,addressed him thus:—
&c.

2. 'Arjuna! What causes thee this ill-timed melan
choly, hateful to philosophers, a block tp
Svarga,"® and affecting (thy) reputation ?

"W: TPf &c.
3. Get thou not unnerved, Partha®!; it doth not
become thee. Weakness of heart is undig
nified. Hence, Parantapa !*, shake it off and

rouse thyself up.
1. See note 4-p. i8.
2. Higher-world or celestial conditions of eternal unalloyed bliss
sha.

3Arjuna (See note I, p-15).
4- Epithetic for Arjuna, signify
ing'the foe-harasser.'

zS
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.^rl Bhagavan^ deprecates the ill-timed despondency
of Arjuna, and counsels him to shake it off, and stand
up for battle inasmuch as his is a sadness which is felt out
of place; (a sadness) uncountenanced by wise men;
(a sadness) antagonistic to higher-world® interests; (a
sadness )inglorious and ignoble; and (a sadness) which
can only spring from a faint heart.

Arjuna not appreciating the wise counsellings of
Bhagavan,—because he was still agitated with sentiments of

friendship and pity, and with dread of what may be right
and what may be wrong—,again delivered himself thus:—
^

&c.

4. Madhusudana!® How can I, with darts, fight
against Bhishma® and Drona?* O Striker of
foes! are they not(on the other hand)fit to
worship ?

5^=51^% &c.
5, Than killing these noble-souled teachers, it is in
1. BhagavansEpithetic for God
(See note 8 p. 10); also read Vish: Pur

eating the kingdom of his father in
favor of a step-mother's sons. He

a^a VI-73 to 79. '£/ui' Implies the

is one of the leading characters of the

Cherisher and Supporter of the Universe, 'Ca'implies, the Leader, Impeller or Creator.'Bhaga' indicates

MahabhSrata, a model of faithfulness
and loyalty. In the great war he
became the generalissimo of the

the six properties, dominion, might,
glory, splendour, wisdom and dispassion. 'Fa' implies that the Spirit

Kaurava army. He was mortally
wounded by Arjuna on the loth day.
Drona is a Brahma-;a by birth,

dwells in all, and all dwells in It.
2. See note 4, p.18.
3 & 4. Both are preceptors of

the son of Kishi Bharadvaja. After
his leaving the court of PajSchala in

Panilavas and Kauravas. Bhishma is
the son of Santanu (See Geneal:

disgust, he was entrusted by Bhishma
with the education of the five Pa;dus
and the hundred young Kuru princes.

Tree at end of I.«c: I)and is a Ksha-

He assumed command of the Kuru

triya. He is called Bhishma or"the
Dreadful" because o( his vow in abdi-

army after Bhishma's disablement.
4. That is, Bhishma and Drona.

4-9<]
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this world by far nobler to subsist by mendic
ancy; than, that by killing them I should
have to taste blood-tainted happiness of riches
and lusts.
•T

&c.

6. Those same hosts of Dhfitarashtra, by killing
whom we desire not to live, are confronting us.
We do not know whether we may conquer
them, or they us. Which then is better for us ?
(begged food or blood-bought food ?)

7. My disposition troubled as to whether it is not
.selfishness (to kill and live), whether it is not
sin (to kill), and lacking the knowledge as to
what Dharma consists in, I ask Thee. Tell me

decisively as to what is best. (For), am I not
Thy disciple? Command Thou roe, Thy ser
vant ijirapanna).^

^

&c.

8. Though I obtain unrivalled sway over this
prosperous earth, though I obtain even sove
reignty over the Suras,® 1 do yet indeed fail
to see that which could assuage my sensewithering* affliction.'
Safljaya continued:—

>^^3^

&c.

9. So speaking to Hpshikesa,* Gudakesa' the
1. Prflpantta is a term which
will be found fully explained in the
sequel, (Lects.i viii. ix and xii).

2. Meaning affliction or grief
which deprives one of his faculties.

3. Or Devas, the celestials.
4. See note 2, p : 13 (a name of
God).

5. Epilhetic for Arjuna meaning
"the Sleepless."
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Harasser of foes, saying to Govinda*:'I will

not fight', kept silent. Strange indeed !
(Arjuna said):—'How can I slay venerable teachers,
such as Bhishma and Drona? The pleasures to which
they are wedded, how am I better to enjoy, by taking their
places ? Pleasures, aye! dripping with their blood! Let
it be that we prepared for war and withdrew, and that the
hosts of Dhfitarashtra put a violent end to us ;for it seems
to me more honorable to be killed by those not knowing

right and wrong, than an unjust victory obtained by our
destroying them.So saying,and reverently and most humbly
approaching the feet of Bhagavan, Arjuna appealed to him
thus:—'What is decidedly the best for me,—Thy disciple
and Thy-refuge-seeker—deign to tell me.* Finding Arjuna

thushelpless by misplaced sentiments offriendshipand sym
pathy ; finding him mistaking a lawful ksJiatriya war to be
unrighteous; and seeing him also suppliant, desiring to
know what is Right(dharma); Bhagavan Faramapurusha

thought that the infatuation under which Arjuna was
labouring would not leave him unless the knowledge was
imparted to him that the pro.secution of a (lawful) warfare
preceded by a knowledge of dtmd (soul)—but carried on
without any interest in the result—.would itself constitute
the means to self-realization {dtvta-prdpti). And in this
manner was this Science of the Soul {vis., BHAGAVAD-

GTTA)introduced by the All-perfect and Supreme Spirit.
It is this that the verse:

" Git was introduced to Partha, who refuge sought,

Fearing rights' wrong,by misplaced love and pity caught,"*
declared.

I. Govinda i vide note 3, p. 18.

2. 5th verse, Vamuntlcharya's
GiliXriha-Sangraha,

9'to.]
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Safljaya continued:—
&c.

10. "BharataM with a smile did Hfishikesa' regard
him (Arjuna), who thus stood sad between

the two armies ; and He spoke to him these
words:—

Beholding Arjuna overwhelmed with grief at not
knowing the distinction between the true nature of body
(matter) and soul
and yet discoursing in a fashion
that one, with a knowledge ofsoul existing as apart from
body, would adopt,—a position of conflicting views for

Arjuna—; beholding him, suddenly languishing into
inactivity when both the armies were ready to engage in war,
Paramapurusha lectured to him smilingly, commencing
frorn verse:

• Never at all was, that I was not &c;®

and ending with,
'I shall deliver thee from all sins &c.'*;

embodying the three-fold doctrines of Karma- Yoga'^,JfldnaYoga,^ and Bhakti- Yoga'', which are the Means for acquiring
1.

DhrltaiSshtra.

2. See note 2, p.13.
3. The I2th verse, Lec: ii.
4. The 66th verse, Lec: xviii
(the last Book of Bh: Gila).
5. Yoga here means method, path
or means, 'Karma- Yoga' is thus
'the Method of Works' or doing

deeds of virtue as inculcated in Scriptural and other .ethical codes.
6. '■JiUtna- Yoga' is ' the Method
of Knowledge.'

7- '

is'the Method

of Loving Devotion.' By these Methods one is to know (i) his Soul,(2)
Ijtow his God, and (3) find ihem.
1 use the word'find'so that it might
suit the moksha-\&OA. of any of the
three Schools, Dvaita, Advaita or Visishtadvaita.

Throughout my translation, I retain
the original expressions Karma- Yoga,
Jn Jna- Yoga, and Bhakti- Yo^, as for
as possible, the convenience of
which will be evident.
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the true knowledge of Atma(soul) Paramatma^ (Supreme
Soul=God), and for attaining them.
Smilingly means, (that Krishna discoursed on these
most abstruse subjects of philosophy and religion) as if it
were but a plea.sant recreation.
Sri Bhagavan (Krishna), to Arjuha ;—

II. 'Thou dost mourn for those thou shouldst not

mourn for. Yet dost thou speak words of wisdom.

The wise grieve not either as respects bodies {gatd-

sftn)* or as respects souls {agdtdsilH^— atmS).
Thou dost lament for those regarding whom thou hast
no reason to lament. Judging by thy own utterances in
such verses as "Verily the manes
of these men
fall, deprived of (offerings oQ food, water, rites &c" (i-42).,
thou sayest wise words, implying that thou art enlightened
enough on the subject of the distinction between the
nature of body and the nature of soul. To those then
who are knowers of this distinction between body-nature
and soul-nature, there can never be the slightest

reason for expressions of grief. Body as body being,
a lifeless thing, and soul as soul being life itself, neither
can be the cause for any regret, to those who under
stand their true natures.

Grief to thee is a contradic

tion; for on the one hand, thou givest vent to it where
1. Supreme Spirit, the Unexcelled

3. Atma, is lit:

it means soul,

or the Peerless Spirit.
2. GaitXsu-. a«<=life, ^a/(i=entered ; hence that which life enters in-

spirit,mind,God &c., accordingto context. I would prefer to keep the origiterm where it is likely to mean

to is gatasu, or matter (body) which

either individual soul or God, or that

life-energy vivifies. All matter can

which is'spirit,'as differentiated from

only iform, cohere, separate, organize, '"tatter.' Where it means;'individual

transform &c., only by means of the
life-force.

^ translate atma as 'soul' ins-tead of'self.'

ri-18.j
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thou hast to destroy these (men before thee); but that
grief hath no place when thou dost descant on ques
tions of dharma and adharma (or moral and non-moral
questions), inasmuch as such questions can only arise
on at least a hypothetic knowledge of a distinction between
soul and body. It is thus evident, thou dost not
khow the nature of body, nor the nature of the eternal
soul, nor dost thou seem to know those righteous laws

{dharma) which regulate why wars are undertaken. For
when righteousness is the basis of all principles of warfare,
engagement therein is itself a means for soul-realization.
The secret consists in not embarking on war (or any

other undertaking) with a motivefor reward. A war conduc
ted thus with no (selfish) interest in the result (but solely
conducted as a matter of duty, a duty demanded for
the righting of wrongs), is surely a passport to realize the
true nature of soul. ,
The soul is not that which springs anew into existence,
as a product of material combination(or organization), nor
is it one that passes into extinction (or annihilation) when
but a material process dissolves, called death. For soul has
neither births nor deaths. Hence as respects the soul, thou
hast no cause to lament; nor hast thou cause to lament for

body, for by nature it is insentient and is in constant flux.
The inherent characteristics of bodies are such that at one

time they come into being and at another time go out of
being (/. e.y according to the ideas our senses give us regar
ding matter).
To begin with, listen to the nature of souls.

^

^•&c.

12. Never at all^ was, that 1 was not, or thou or these
I. The paiticles 'tu' and 'eva'
(meaning 'never at all') emphasize
5

God's eternality. Though souls are
also eternal, this emphasis is wanting
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rulers of men (were not^). Never (will we all)
again not going to be" hereafter.
As for Me, the Universal Lord (Sarvesvara') there is

never'nay'to My having been in all the eternity anterior

to the present. 1 always tvas. So is thys.:lf and all these
in thy front:-all souls(in short) under My control {isitavyaJi)
and informers of bodies {kshetrajHas). Nor are all of us,—

Myself, thyself and all,—not going to be in the future. We
shall all be for ever in the future eternity. As indubitably
Bver-existent am I,—the Universal Lord (Sarvesvara),"-the

Supreme Spirit (Paramatma)*, so also should you all, the
matter-informing souls, be understood as ever-existent.

It is thus evident that (i) the fact of the soul being
distinct from Bhagavan' Sarvesvara (God), and (2) the
fact of the multiety of souls, have been declared (in this

verse) by Bhagavan" Himself. Foi^ this is an occasion
when (like the teacher to his pupil),eternal truths are impart
ed to one with the object of removing the cover of all his

ignorance. And on such an occasion, the distinctions such
as /, thou, we ail, &c., are made(thus showing that souls are

many and they are different from God, and it is this that
Kfishna is now teaching Arjuna).
(A brief statement of objections to the interpretations
above made, and refutations thereof now follow):—
in their case inasmuch as to show

that souls are

2, Eternal a parie posU

to transmigration,

3. This is the 97th name of God,

whereas God is not. Cf: this verse
with St John's Revelation 1-8"I am

meaning etymologically the Instantaneous Saviour of the faithful.

Alpha and Omega, the beginniiig and
the ending," saith the Lord,"which is
and which was, and which is to come,

The nth name of God; one
etymology is the Un-excelled or Peerless Spirit.

the Almighty.'*
I. /.e., as d/waf, or spirits, we are

5. The 563rd name of God, meaning the All-good, All-worshipful; see

all eternal a parie ante.

also note i, p.aS,
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ist. Aupadhika-bheda-vada^ or the Controversy which
holds the doctrine that all duality is caused by upudhi >
(limitations or conditions):—

In the matter of the Controversy that duality (or that
souls are different from God) is caused by upadhi^ we
ask why, at a time when instruction of veritable monistic

knowledge has to be imparted, the up&dhi attitude, (that
of Krishna being different from Arjuna and so on) is still
maintained (by Krishna)—an attitude clearly warranting
the dualistic doctrine ? Why any upadhi should, at such
time, be allowed at all to interfere with the monistic truth?

The teaching then, of Bhagavan, indicating the dualistic
position (that souls are many, and they are distinct again
from God) is thus a veritable axiom. That such is the case,
receives support from such ^mti* texts as: 'That Eternal
among the eternals, that Intelligent among the intelligents
that One among the many,is He who grants desires &c.'»
2nd. AjMna-krita-bheda-drishti'Vada, or the Contro
versy that the perception of duality is caused by ajAdna
(ignorance or nescience or a-knowledge):—*
[. A briefexplanation ofthese tech-

ed in the Universe is due to UpSdhi

nical terms and of the nature of the

orsomeinexplicable limitingcondition.

controversies of the Indian philosoph-

This argument belongs to the Schools

ers is very necessary to enable the

of Yadava and BhSskara. Read

reader to intelligently follow RSmanuja's arguments:—
Upadhi is that which limits, binds,

Commty: to xiii-2.
Ramanuja may now be followed.
2. Sruti is the Vedas, the Aryan

conditions, circumscribes, environs,
veils, obscures, contracts, dulls,fetters
&c., or that which, in short, checks,
bridles, restricts or obstructs freedom,

Scriptures or Revelations. I shall
use the Samskrit term itself throughout
my translation, as it is convenient,
3. Ka: Up: ii-5, 13, and Sve:

and is that by which Unity is supposed
to appear as Duality or Multiplicity.
AupOdhika-bheda-Tdda, is the
argument of the Monistic (advaita)
Philosophers as.serting that all the dua-

Up; vi-13.
4- This argument belongs to the
Sankara School. It maintains that
the dual appearance of the universe is
unreal. The unreality is caused by

lity(or plurality or diversity) manifest-

ignorance.
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If this be the case, then we contend that for Parama-

purusha (Supreme Spirit=God),—Who has definite know
ledge of all things, and Who must be credited with the
absence of all ignorance inasmuch as He ought to possess
the true experiential knowledge, which (according to you)

is that rt/w^(soul)is(one,because),attributeless{nirviseskay^
immutable {kutasthd)», eternal (nityaJ'&c.,(for Parama-

purusha, who possesses this monistic knowledge)to deceive
Himself by believing in the dualistic position caused by
ignorance, and then to practically teach it to others, is
most untenable.

If it be again contended that the persistence of dual
notion in Paramapurusha—in Whom the true monistic
knowledge is inherent—is no objection, as in the case of a
burnt cloth*, we reply that this cannot be a tenable
ground. For an example, we say that in a mirage,which is not
water, the notion that it is water may continue, but no one

would (with that dua/notion) attempt to pursue the mirage
in order to fetch water therefrom ! Hence even though
duality may persist (according to you) even after it has been
proved false by monistic knowledge, yet no one with the
conviction of the certainty that dualism is unreal, would
yet deliberately proceed to
(the same.) (Because,

teaching from the monistic stand-point is impossible, as

demands the recognition, at the outset, ofa real duality
between person and person, between thing and thing).
1. Nirvisesha:=void of attributes

or qualities.
2. ATSfafMn:=the immovable or

ofcloth is burnt,and is left undisturb-

ed, it still retains the semblance of the
cloth, the texture, form &c., so that

the steady, the stable.

though it is burnt up, the appearance

3. A'iVya.'sthe eternal, or that
which is not affected by time. These

that it is cloth still persists. And so it
is argued that'though monistic know-

three terms put together mean the

ledge is in God,dual knowledge still

noumenal, which is beyond spate,

p>ersists-in Him.* Thus the Monistic

causality and time.
4. The idea is that when a piece

Philosopher contends.

la*]
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Nor can you maintain that Isvara^ was once ignorant,
and that He came to possess true knowledge (/. monistic
knowledge)
acquaintance with Sastra*, and that there,

fore it might fairly be supposed that the dualistic knowledge
which Isvara had in his ignorant stage, might yet
continue even after the dawning of monistic knowledge,
coming to him from SSstra.* For,to maintain such a position
would be to contradict all Sruti® and Smfiti* declarations,
such for example:—"Who is All-knowing and All-under
standing"® ;"Transcendent is His power,and verily varied;
so it is heard. Knowledge,strength, and capacity for action
are natural (to Him)"®; "/know, Arjuna! all the beings
of the past, of the present and of the future; but Me, no one
knows"'. Again, it mustbe asked(«>., we ask you), that—ad
mitting that Paramapurusha and all the line of the Apostolic
succession of Preceptors {guru-paramparS) were convinced
of the monistic nature of spirit, and admitting that dual

notions (somehow) persisted as well,—to whom do they
I. l^ara is the term which,

sulras.J

in preference, Ramanujausesto denote

2. §astra means laws, learning,

God, in all his philosophical discussions; Chit being usei for individual
soul, meaning'sentient or intelligent

and therefore spiritual laws or science
embodied in the Vedas or Srutis &c.
3- See note 2. p. 35. §ruti is what

or conscious', and A-chit for matter
or that which is not sentient, not intelligent, not conscious.' A-chit, chit

is heard, or that body of spiritual
knowledge—theVedas—which is handed down by oral instruction from tea-

and l^ara thus constitute the ra/rw-

chertopupih^

traya, or the Three Verities, or the
Three necessary Postulates of Existence. It is well to remember this
terminology. Also Isvara or the ail-

4, Smiiti is that which is rtmem^£/'A/,suchastheInstitutesofManuand
others, who remembered the explanations of the Vedas and embodied them

perfect Lord is Parabrahm Itself in

into their Institutes,

the Visisht3dvaita literature, not the
5. Mund: Up: I-1-9, Means
Lower Brahm of the Advaita as distin- 'Generic' and'Specific' knowledge.
guished from theffigherjSrahtu. The
6. Svet: Up: VI-8.
Vedanta-Sutras make no such distinc-

tions fvide: G. Thebaut's Vedanta-

7. Bh: GT: VII-26.
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impart their conviction, the true monisti knowledge? If
you rejoin that the imparting (of monistic instruction) is to
such men as Arjuna &c. appearing as their reflections,{\w&

say that)this position is also unmaintainable. For,who, un
less he be mad, would,—knowing that the reflections of him
selfin a (polished) gem, sword or mirror, are but hitnself
reflected therein and none other—yet be foolish enough to

impart them (the reflections^ any instruction ?
To begin with, no continuance of dualistic notion can
even be alleged by them (viz., the holders of the monistic
theory), for (according to thecn) that which causes the
dualistic notion of things as existing separate from atmd, is,
by reason of its antagonistic doctrine ot the monistic nature

of atmd,should have exploded in time beginningless {anddi).
(/. e. if at any one point of time, it can be asserted that
monistic knowledge came and dualistic knowledge depart
ed, only then it can be reasonably comprehended that from
that time forward, the previous notion persisted and so on ;
but monistic knowledge is according to them (z. e., you)
eternal, i. e., never began in time ; hence the argument itself
is a fallacy)'. Next, we might suppose our opponent assail
ing us with the (analogical) argument of the 'duplicated
moon.* Thus may he say:—The moon is one, and yet the
diseased eye sees two moons. With the knowledge that there

is but one moon, may not yet the knowledge of the 'dupli
cated moon' exist? (This is as much as to say that the
unreal dualistic notion of dtnid, may, though unreal, yet
continue to co-exist with the real monistic notion of atmd).
To this we reply :—'this analogy does not apply to your
1. I put the argument in other

ter-knowledge of non-dualism of

words for better comprehension.

atmi (vis., that ttiere is but one Uni-

"Ignorance or false notion is dualism
which was instrumental in producing a
knowledgeof differences, which should

versa! Soul, and a second doth not
exist). But such disappearance is not
referrible to any fixed point of time

disappear with the advent of the coun-

in the eternal past,"

I$,5
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case'. For the disease of the eye is a factj whereas your
disease, viz: ignorance which produces the dualistic notion,
is a figment Again the cause, viz. the disease of the eye,
giving birth to the sight of the 'duplicated moon,' remains;
whereas your ignorance has vanished! There is thus reason
for the persistence of the 'double moon' though it must be
conceded that stronger evidence existing in favor of only one
moon, renders the diseased eye a proof of little or no im

portance. But in your case,the dualistic notion (according
to you) is a fiction! Not alone the notion or knowledge,
but as well the objects of such knowledge, the causes of such
knowledge, have no existence (according to you)! For
your real knowledge of things, viz. the monistic knowledge,
has dissipated it for ever I Hence in no way whatever is it
possible for you to maintain the argument of'the conti
nuance or persistence of the dualistic notion' in the face
of your monistic hypothesis.

Hence, if it is *t^e that the hypothetic(monism) alone
is the veritable knoledge that Sarvesvara and all the

Apostolic line of Teachers up to this time maintained, then
the dualistic ground on which alone all tutorial function
can be based, is inadmissible.

If on the other hand,(you say) they have (still) had
dualistic knowledge, then (because of such knowledge)
ignorance and its cause must have existence. When,there
fore, ignorance has existence, because of that very existence,
•—ignorance,—there can in no case be such a thing as impart
ing instruction of real (/. e., according to you, the monistic)
knowledge. (For, how can an ignorant man teach
truth ?)

A teacher again is (according to you) one who pos
sesses the supreme knowledge that atmd is non-dual ;
and hence Brahm'-ignorance and all its products'do not
1. I use Brahtn

for the neuter

form Brahma to distinguished It from
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exist for him. And therefore all instruction to a pupil is
(under such circumstances) entirely futile.
But if you should assert that the (spiritual) teacher as
well as his (monistic) knowledge may be itnagined, then
the pupil and his (monistic) knowledge should also be
imagined. Hence, not an hnagined (monistic) knowlege of
the pupil can be the means of dispelling his illusion (i.^.,
dualism).

If, however, you should retort again that (monistic)
knowledge—(even though it be of the imagined description)ha.s, in th^ case of the pupil, the force of destroying the
antecedent (dualistic) illusion,—by reason of their (mutual)
antagonism,—then this argument equally applies to the
teacher; and let it then be suppossed, that the teacher's
own (dualistic) illusion perish by means of his own
(monistic) knowledge, thus rendering all necessity for indoctrination-(as the having to imagine the duality of a

non-existent pupil, &c)superfluous andnnconsistent.
Hence, whichever way you argue, the giving and the

taking ofinstruction(on the basis ofthe monistic hypothesis)
is meaningless.

Enough then with all such exploded sophistic contro
versies !'.

Brahma, the masculine form, the for-

ance of the Vedic ritual; and if the

mer referring to the Infinite God, the

rules are themselves illusory, the

latter to the four-faced Demiurge, the

Vedantic initiation must itself be an

Lord of a Brahmanda, or one bubbleworld in the Infinite k" kisa.

illusion ; and if the initiation be false,
the indoctrination must be &lse too ;

I. The drift of Ramanuja's argument may be gathered from the following extract:—" If these rules of

for he only gets knowledge who has
got an ichSrya, The VedSnta will

initiation be truthful, then the doctrine
of One Being (a-dvaita) is necessarily
falsified, for they presuppose the existence of the gttru and of all things
which are necessary for the jierform-

mation can be brought about without
a qualified tutor. If there be no
dchdrya, there can be no teaching;
and if the indoctrination is a delusion,
the conclusion ofthis spiritualexercise.

not allow that its grand consum-

ia-13-]
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(This verse therefore, as we have interpreted, is a clear,

exposition of the dualistic doctrine that dtma (or soul is
different from God, and that dtmd is plural).
&c.

13. As are childhood, youth and senility in this body,
so is translation to other bodies. No wise man'

errs (or gets deluded) in that.

As, dwelling in a single body itself, the.dweller(dtmd)
does not grieve at the transition taking place from in
fancy to youth &c.,believing that in thattransition the dtmd
is in any way lost (/. e., affected), so no man who is wise

will, similarly, regret at having to pass from ope body to
another, knowing that (as is the case in the single body)
dtmd ever endures.

What practically one has to do (in these circumstan

ces) is this:—Atmds are eternal. Bound down by deeds
(karma)' done in the eternal past, they incarnate in bodies
such as are determined®by karma\ with these very bodies,
they have to work out liberation from bondage by engaging
in Sastra-sanctioned works(karma)such as undertaking a
war &c., appropriate to the (several) castes (in which they
must be the grandest of de-

tio ad abstirdam.

And therefore

lusions; and the whole system of

follow this advice when any one comes

VedXntbm (a-dvaitism), all its texts

to preach you this kind of Moksha :

and sayings, its precepts and promises,

—'Aham-artha-vindsas-chet moksha-

its dchirya and adhikarl (qualified

ity adhyarasyali, afasarped asau

pupil) are therefore built like a house
(as Ramanuja suggests) upon an im-

moksha-kathd-prastdva-gaitdha tah.^
Read also verse: 4, Decem: 8,

aginary mathematical line." Dia-

Cent: 2, Vol: II. Bhagavad-vishaya.

logues on Hindu Philosopuy p: 421.
IJrl Vfimunacharya argues thus
To whom is Moksha ? Tojiv-atma

r. Dhira is translated as wise
vum from the root'dhiyd ramante."
2. Karma is either past deeds or
present work. Done with motive, it
binds; motiveless, leaves one free,
3. This is reapingwhat is sovon,

(individual soul)? But individual soul
is to you a non-entity, so that Moksha
is to an unrealjlva, which is a redttc6
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may find themselves born), but performing them with no
desire for the ultimate fruit thereof.

To men who are so environed, the experiences of
pleasure and pain are unavoidable, inasmuch as they are
the product of'colds and heats'* which the senses sensate by
coming in contact with external objects. Hence one needs

tolerate such experiences happening to one during the pro
secution, and until termination, of any work undertaken.
This is explained in the following verse:—
&c.

14. The sense-contacts, Kaunteyal* produce
^ pleasures and pains through 'cold-heat'*
experiences. They come and go,and are in
constant. Take them coolly, Bharatal*
The qualities viz\ sound, touch, color, taste and smell,
with their functioning seats viz.,the senses,are called mdtras
(or tan-matrds), because they are the evolutes from mdtras
or the rudimentary elements. The contacts of the senses

with sound &c., produce cold,—heat,—soft,—hard &c.,—
experiences, and cause pleasures and pains*.

The expression "cold and heat"* is to imply or typify
the sum of all experiences. Bear them up with courage
till thou earnest out thy l^astra-enjoined war &c.,to comple
tion. As these experiences accrue and depart, they are

but fir to be tolerated (/. e., disregarded) by men of courage.
Also they are un-enduring {anityd), meaning that him,
—whose karma {i. e., the fruit of deeds done) has ceased,(as
in the case of the mukta, or the freed soul),—the 'cold-heat'*

adventitious experiences can never disturb (or distract).
1. Son of KuntisArjuna.
2. DescendentofBharata=Arjuna

nal phenomenais sensations which are
the sense-with-mind-contacts,'cold-

(see Geneol: Tree at end of Lec:I).

heat' &c., and then follow the reac-

The sense-contacts with exter-

t;ons, pleasures and pains.

i4-i6.]
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Is this passive or dull disposition to 'cold-heats' any
use ? The following verse tells us:—

4

"T

&c.

15. That bold' man, O man-chief! who looks on
pain as equal with pleasure, and whom, these
('colds and heats') cannot molest, is verily
made for immortality*!

Be it mild or acute, no arrow-hits can torment a person
of courage,—one who is able to look upon an inevitable pain
as equal to pleasure. That is the person to whom the
discharge of duties, incumbent on his status (caste, occu
pation &c.)in society,—such as engaging in war (for aKshatriya)—without anticipating any benefits thereform—paves
the way to immortality. Such a person wins immortality,

Arjuna!, not thou who canst not suffer pain. That conduct
(or character) i. e. bearing (up, or patient suffering without
complaint) is a necessary sign of the eternality of dtmas
(souls).

Whether it be the eternality of dtmds, or the decaying
character of the bodies that is regarded, it has been shown

by verse: viz:
'The wise, grieve not either as respects bodies, or as
respects dtmds, &c.\(Bh: Gl: ii-l i),
that no cause, in any case, exists for regret.
This subject will now be expanded :—

^&c.
16. To the non-constant(asat=matter) fixity is not;
to the constant
spirit) non-fixity is
not.

1. Bold means sagacious, wise.

'dear to me,'says Krishna(Vide XII-

2, Such a man of trained will is

18-19.)
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To

Truth-Seers are known, the essential

natures of both.^

Of that which is '^asat, or body, it cannot be predicat
ed that it is'
sat\ Of that which is 'sat' or spirit, it can

not be predicated that it is 'asat
To Seers of truth (or
Sages), the ultimate natures {antd)of both these postulates
are matters of their definite apprehension (or direct per
ceptual matters of observation)®.
Anta is literally the 'end'. Here it means the'end' of
proof, or the conclusive end of a thing indicated. (So
that the 'end' of sat and asat means their ultimate or

essential natures).
The conclusion or certitude arrived at by Sages
in this matter is that the nature of the non-sentient 'body',
is 'asat' only (=inconstancy), and that the nature of the
sentient 'atma' is 'saf ony (=constancy). Asat is
1. Rimanuja' tells us that this
verse has no allusion to the
rdda of the SankhySs (vide, Sankhya

thing, but the inconvertibility of ene
kind oi thing or category (vtir., the
ever mutable matter) into another

Sutra I-78). Yogi Farthasarathi
writes:—'What is here taught is, not
the inconvertibility of nothing into a

kind oi thing or category (ots., the
ever immutable soul)?—Nagapur.
15-11-87.

'What is not cannot come to be,
(And) what is, cannot cease to be.'

is a possible meaning, which though stating a true doctrine entitled 'the
Saikdrya-vada^, is here rejected as irrelevant to the context, and the following
interpretation is therefore preferred :—
'No matter can soul-nature take,
'
No soul can matter's nature take.'

Another more liberal rendering is:
'To the Non-real, existence is not,
'
Non-exbtence is not to the Real.

Yogi Pdrlhasdrathi Aiyangdr.
2. This means that the essential or

by observation, known to Sages,

substantial natures of these super-sensuous categories are demonstrably or

They are as certain knowledge to
them as sense-knowledge is to us.

I®.]
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thus that which is of the perishable character, and saf that

which is of the imperishable character. Says Bhagavan
Parasara:—

'O Twice-born idvija)\, there is therefore nothing,—
even a little,—that,in the number of things, can at any time
not be said to be (sat) with the exception of the intdiigent
vijfldna-dtmd)'*'

'(What has been told thee by me)is thatjndna{— dtmd)
is that which is {tT\ith.—satyam) ,• everything else is that
which is not (asatyam).'*'
'That which is indestructible is admitted by the wise
to be the highest Truth {paramdrtha). But that which is
derived by means of destructible things is doubtless des
tructible.'®*

'What would ye call that, O king I, thing ?, which by
changes &c., effected by time, receives not different signs
(names)?, what is that!}*

And so on.

In Gita itself it is affirned :—

'These bodies have endings &c.," (ii-i8).
'But as for that, know it is indestructible (ii-17).
Hence it is clear that what are indicated by'satna'
and'a-satvci are these {vis., dtmd and body)
The context does not here admit of this verse having
any reference to what is known as the satkdrya-vdda.
For,the occasion indeed is one when Kfishna has to explain
to Arjuna—who is labouring under the delusion of not
knowing the distinction between the natures of body and
dtmd,—the perishability and the imperishability of these
two (categories), in order to dispel that delusion.
It is to show this that the verse: 'As respects bodies

or as respects dtmas &c.(ii-i i)' was begun. Aijd it is to
1. Vishnu-purSna; II-I2, 43.
2. Ibid ; II-12, 45.

3. Ibid ;II-14, 24.
4- Ibib; II-13, 100.
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further elaborate the same (subject) that verses
'But know that to be indestructible &c.' (ii-17)

'These bodies have endings &c.' (ii-i8),
undertake.

But how is dtmd's (or the soul's) indestructibility
known ? This verse tells us:—

g cTf^ &c.
17. 'Know that that verily is indestructible by which
all this is pervaded. No one can cause des
truction to this 'exhaustless.''

Know that the <frw/<f-category is indestructible, i.e. that

sentient category (or principle) by which all this insentient
category (or inert matter)is piermeated. The latter is quite
distinct from the former. By reason of the pervasive
nature of dtmd,it is exceedingly subtle^ and is incapable of
perishment. Nothing which is of a different kind or of
dissimilar nature from it {dtmd) is capable of destroying it
(dttm)., for it (the other thing) is the pervadedy by (the
pervading dtmd, and is grosser than dtmd (which is
subtle*). Such things as weapons, water,fire, air &c., can as

agents of destruction, enter into such things as are of the
destructible kind, and cause disintegration thereof.

The rationale of a club or a mallet &c., striking a
thing and destroying it is thus given ;—(The mere contact
of the club with the thing does not destroy, the mere force
caused by wielding the club, without coming in contact
with the thing cannot destroy. Therefore), the club when

used with force and the thing is struck, what happens is
1. Means that which cannot be
expended, and therefore infinite.

Light penetrates glass. Glass may
get broken, but it never can destroy

2. The idea is the subtle always

light. As glass is to light, so body

penetrates, the gross is peiutrated.

Is to atm§.

i6-i8.3
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that rapid vibration is produced in the air-particles,
which, entering into the thing, produces molecular disrup
tion.^

Hence the afmd-pr'mclple is indestructible.

The next verse tells (us) that perishability is the very
nature of bodies:—

^^&c.
18. These bodies are declared terminable with respect
to the eternal, indestructible and undemonstra-

ble {dtmns) indwelling the bodies. Therefore
do thou, Bharata! hght.
The term deha (body)is derived from dih, to increase.
And therefore those bodies which increase, have decrease,

and therefore are of destructible nature, as in the example
of a pot which comes to be a pot by increase, combination,
aggregation (or growth), and is therefore subject to decline,
or segregable. The elements combine and become bodies
for the service of the eternal embodying (di/nd), to enable

theffl to experience therein the fruits of karma(past de^ds).
Say the ^astras:—
'By merit,(one becomes) meritorious &c'';
The bodies last as long as karmahsisio be exhausted,
then they disappear.
As for dtmdy it is indestructible. Why ?

Because it is

not an object (of demonstration)

{aprameyd). For dtmd is to be known not as an object to
be proved, but as the subject, the proven® It is so dec1. We know of loud noises, like
the thunder-clap, shattering glass-

bhavati, papah papena &c.,(Br: Up
VI-4-5.)

panes. A loud noise is a sound, a

3. Atma, the I, being the self-

sound is but a rapid commotion and conscious entity is no object of conagitation set up among the air-part- 'sciousness. I is the Cognizer of all
cles, which strike each other and facts of consciousness, and no fact of

produce the sound.
2. 'Pu^ya^ pupyena K a r m a n S

consciousness can prove the cognizer.
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lared further on.—"The versed (in soul-science)callhfni who
knows this {kshetra\ as the knower of kshetra(matter,—the
extended)(Bh: Gl XIII-i).
Atma is inconceivable as an aggregate of many
(substances or elements), for everywhere in bodies it is

apprehended in its uniform character of being different from
body as prover or cognizer(firamdirt),bysuch experience as
'I know this'.

Nor is

apprehensible as of mutable

nature as is the case with the various parts of a body.

Hence, by reason of its uniform (or changeless) nature
(everywhere), di/nd is not an entity which can increase by
aggregation. By reason, moreover, of its being the prover
(subject) and being the pervader, dimd is eternal. As
regards 'body,' because it is aggregable, because it is for the
service of the embodied {dtmd) in its experiencing the fruits

of karma ; because it is multiform ; and because it is pene
trable; it is destructible.
Hence, because 'body' is of perishable nature, and
because dtmd is of eternal nature, neither of them can be

just ground for regret. And therefore, with fortitude, bear

the unavoidable sharp contacts of arrows &c., falling
on thee, and bear it in others ; and thus going to war &c,
but- without desire for fruit thereof, prepare thyself for
reaching immortality.

^

frfft &c.

19. 'Both of them lack understanding, he who thinketh this dtmd to be the destroyer and he who

thinketh it as the destroyed. For(dtmd) neither
killeth nor is killable.

Whoever fancies that any one can be an instrument

for killing dtmd, and whoever fancies that dtmd is
I. Gp.'Hanta chen-m a n y a t e
hantum, hataschen-manyate hatam,

ubhau taHnavijanito nSyam hanti na
hanyate. Kat: Up: II«I9.
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killable by any cause, both of them are short of wisdom.
For reasons stated (already) that dttnd is of eternal charac

ter (&c), it can never be the cause of destruction; ergo,
dtmd can never destroy. The root kanti,to kill, connotes
an act which requires dtmd as its object. But the act is

expressive ofthat which causes a separation, viz: separation
of dtmd from body'.
The ^astra-injunctions such as:
'No creature shall be harmed'.*
'No brdhmana shall be killed'* &c.

are but expressions indicating that, unlawfully, no separa
tion of dtmds from bodies shall be caused.
•T

&c.

20. 'At no time is it {dtmd) born, nor doth it die.

Having been (in the past), it cannot be that
it is not going to be (in the future). It
is birthless {aja), eternal {nitya), constant

(sdsvata), and ancient (purdna), and is never
destroyed though the body be destroyed.®'

For reasons set forth, the characteristics^ which are
natural to insentient (inert) bodies such as birth, death
&c, do not pertain to dtmd, for it has no changes on
account of its eternality. The bodily experiences known
as birth and death do not affect dtmd, and hence the ex

pressions "it is not born, nor doth it die." It cannot be said
that having been before a kalpa^, dtmd is not going
to be after a kalpa. Such births and deaths, at beginnings

Bfid ends of kalpds, the Agamds(Scriptures) say,as happenI. 'Na himsyid bhutJni.'
3. 'BrShmapo na hantavyalj.'
3. Cf. 'Na jayate mriyate va
vipaschin-nayam kutaschinna
7

babhuva kaschit, ajo nityas sSsvatoy®™ purapo nahanyate hanjramane
sarire.' (Kat. Up. II-18}.
4. Brahma's age.
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ing to Prajapati^ and others, are with reference to their
bodies, but do not affect atma,

Atind which pervades all bodies is therefore unborn
{aja); and therefore it is eternal and constant. These two
terms denote that like matter

even its incessant

subtle (or insensible) changes (in the stage before manifes
tation as the visible kosmos)do not affect dtma.

Purdna (ancient): is etymologically purdpi navah,
meaning 'old, yet new'; meaning tha;t dtmd is such that
though ancient or old, it is experiencable (or enjoyable)
ever as new.

Hence, though bodies may perish, never can perish
dtmd.

&c.

21. 'Knowing this dtmd to be indestructible, eternal
and birthless, which person, Partha I can, any,
kill or cause to be killed ?'

Thus, how can any person, knowing dtind to be eter

nal by reason of its birthlessness and deathlessness and its
Inexhaustible nature, destroy any dtmd which dwells in the

numerous bodies of celestial, human, animal and vege
table kingdoms?

Whom can he kill ? How can he kill ?

How can one cause killing ?
Hence ignorance of the true nature of dtmd is the

cause of grief that is born by thinking: 'I cause these
dttnds to be killed or I kill them.'

Admitting that what happens to the eternal dtmds is

but disjunction from bodies, yet it may form good ground
for regret that bodies,serving as they do as instruments for
2. The Lord of creatures, lit

falling within the limits of a single

meaning the four-faced BrahmS who

globular system in the infinite kosmos,

b charged with the minor creations

called

(or BrahmS's egg).
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enjoying, or for securing enjoyment of, pleasures, should
so separate away! Reply (to this objection):—

wftf

&c.

22. 'As, casting off worn out garments, man puts on
other new ones, so doth the dweller of the body
eschew worn out bodies and migrate to new ones.
We learn from the §astras that those who drop their
bodiesin a righteous war,receive other bodies ofa surpassing
ly more blessed character. Such an event, in our opinion, is
certainly matter for unmixed rejoicing, as is the case of
one who doffs worn out raiment and dons a new and more
decent one.

Again, now, the subject of the indestructibility (of
atma)enounced in verse: "Know that that verily is indes
tructible, by which all this is pervaded"(II-17), is developed
for better comprehension, and the subject is emphasized as
follows:—

^

WTf% &c.

23. 'This atma the weapons cleave not; this,fire burns
not; this, water wets not ; and wind withers
not this.
&c.

24. 'Invulnerable is this, incombustible is this ; never
is this nioistened nor is dried up; this is
eternal, all-pervading, fixed, motionless and
ancient'

Weapons have no power to cut (or inflict wounds on),
nor fire power to consume, nor water to wet, nor air to dry,
this {atyna). AUna being capable of pervading all i. e.,
being of a nature to interpenetrate all substances, it is

subtler than any substance, and no substance can penetrate
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it. The effects, cleaving, burning, soaking, drj'ing etc.,
take place by the agents (weapons etc.,) penetrating the
things which become subject to their operation. Hence
atma is essentially fixed {sthdnu)i. e., of permanent nature ;
it is motionless {achald), t. e., imperturbable [a-prakampyd).
It \% sandtana=.purdtana-=ax\z\e.vX, primitive.
&c.

25. 'This is described as indiscrete, inconceivable,
and incorruptible. Knowing this to be so,
thou hast no cause for regret.'
indiscrete or indiscernible, because dtmd

is such an entity as cannot be palpably demonstrated like
the proof that can be given of physical things subjected
to the operations of division (by weapons) etc.; dtmd is
dissimilar to such perceptible things. (So dtmd is not a
percept).

/4i:A/«/>'fl!=inconceivable, because it is impossible to
think of it as of this or that quality, which is familiar to us
as belonging to this or that substance. It differs from all
existences and is a unique category by itself.(So dtmd is not
0^ concept). And therefore it is
incorruptible, /. e.,
intransmutable or unmodifiable. Knowing dtmd to be
such,thou (Arjuna) hast no cause for grief!

^

&c.

26. 'If thou wouldst think this {dtmd) as repeatedly
taking births and repeatedly dying, even then
hast thou,O mighty-armed 1 no reason to grieve.'
If thou wouldst still consider this dtmd to be the body
itself subject to constant births and deaths, in other words
that it is not a distinct principle—according to the given
definition—from body, even then it cannot form a ground
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for thy grief, for then you must know that for bodies under
going constant changes,'births and deaths'is alaw ofnature
which cannot be averted.

^ &c.
27. 'To what is born death is certain ; and birth is
• as certain to what dies. Hence,a matter which

cannot be averted,thou shouldst not deplore.'
It is evident that death is inevitable to whatever is

born ; that is, that it is one that cannot be escaped from.
Similarly re-birth is unavoidable to that which has met
with death.^ How can a thing which is lost become again ?
for it is conceivable that that thing which Aas been can be
come and it is inconceivable that that which has not been can

become. (We say)therefore that nothing can become which
has not been.

What are called births and deaths are but

different conditions of an ever-existent thing. ('Lost' or
'dead' does not mean annihilation, it is but a change of state).
Yarn and o*^her materials exist, but when woven into a

texture which is a particular arrangement of the yarn itself,
it receives the name of cloth, in the changed state. Even the
asat-karya-vadi^ ought to admit the ever-existent 'thing,*
for in what we know as cloth (which to him is a new exis
tence) we see the same yarn, which had been before,
disposed in a certain arrangement called cloth, but we do
not find any new substance {dravyiC) come into beingThere is no necessity for supposing a new substance, for
1. Cf.'Jayate mntaye loko, mri-

metaphysical quibble, for the contro-

yate jananaya cha,' Mahopanishat, 3.
'The destruction of one form is only
the building ofanother'p. 23.
ing of the Cosmos by Annie Besant.

versialist says that the name cloth did
not exist when there was only yarn ;
and therefore something new came
into existence. Ramanuja's conten-

2. This is the doctrine that a

tion is that names denote but different

thing can come into existence from

states, but the substance which passes

non-exbtence. Thb assertion b a mere

through the states is ever-existent.
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what makes a cloth differ from the yarn is not substance
but one self-same substance having undergone a manu
facturing process, receiving a new name and becoming fit for
several uses.

Hence coming into being and vanishing out of being
are but states into which an ever-existent substrate alone

passes. There is the thing in a condition which is called
birth, and what is called destruction is but the anti-polar
condition to birth, which the same thing passes into.
To a substance intrinsically metamorphic, a series or
a concatenation of changes is indispensable, as in the case
of a clod of earth transformed into a pot, transformed into
potsherds, transformed to dust &c. The acquirement of a
postcedent state by a substance is but the annulment of
the antecedent state in which it was, and the subsequent
state becoming in its turn antecedent to another state and

so on. Reasoning thus, and becoming convinced that a
succession of changes, each conjugate pair of which stands
in the relation of production and destruction, is natural
to an inherently changeful substance, and which cannot

therefore be prevented, there is no reason to deplore on
this account.

Even that slight grief which may be excited by the
new state into which, from a prior state, a thing may pass,
need not arise in the case of beings such as man, for:—
&c.

28. (All) creatures, O Bharata! have an unmanifest
origin, a manifest middle, and again an un
manifest end. Such being the case, where is
cause for sorrow ?'

Beings like mankind &c.,though ever-existent entities,
have a non-manifest (or latent) ante-natal condition, a
I, Arjuna (see note 2 p. 43^.
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manifest middle condition, and proceed again into an un-

manifest post-natal condition. Such vicissitudes constitute a
natural law. This therefore need cause no grief^

Having thus shown that even if it were true that body
itself was atind, even then there was no reason to grieve for,
the next verse declares that seldom is a person found who
would see, hear, converse, or who would be convinced from
hearing (from others who know), about the wonderful

nature of dtmd^ which is distinct from body:—
&c.

29. 'One looketh on this {dtmd) as wonderful;
similarly some one else speaketh of it in wonder
ment ; another heareth about it as wonderful
but no one knoweth at all what it is.''

Amongst innumerable beings, rarely is there one whose
sins have become expunged by rigorous austerities, and
who has so accumulated merit as to realize dtmd in its

singularly distinct nature (as such) from all the rest of

things, according to the description given above. Such a
person talks about it to another. Another person similarly
circumstanced gives it hearing and so on. But no one
definitely understands the true nature of diind. The con
junctive particle cha used at the end of the verse is to
cannote that even among the seers, talkers and hearers of

dtmd, the definite seeing, the definite talking and the
definite hearing, of what dtmd precisely is, is rare.

M

&c.

30. 'The embodied {dtmd), Bharata!—in whichever
I.
wither! BhSgavata,(§rutiGita, X,87, 38),"na yadidam agra
asa, na bhavishyadato, nidhanSd-

na labhyah, sririvantopi bahavo yam
na vidyuh, a^harj'o vakta ku^losya
labdha (Kat; Up. II-7J. This

anumitamantar tvayia vibhCti &c.'

is with reference to Patami/via.

2. Cf.Tl^ravariSyapi bahubhir-yo-
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body dwelling,—is invulnerable. Therefore
hast thou no cause to grieve for any crea
ture.

The embodied (or the dweller in the body—attna)—
whichever be the bodies tenanted, those of devas (gods)
or others—remains eternal and invulnerable even though the
bodies be slaughtered. Hence whatever diversity may be
presented in the forms of bodies assumed by devas and
down to the immovable (minerals &c.) creation, equality
prevails as regards the essential <z/;»ii-nature abiding there
in, and such dtmds are all eternal, whereas the bodily
variety is transient.* While thou hast thus no ground to be
regretful as regards devas and all beings, that it is so as
regards Bhishma &c, goes without saying.
&c.

31. 'Also, the considerations of what is one's own
duty do not warrant thy grief, for nothing is
more meritorious for a Kshatriya than a vir
tuous war.'

This impending war, moreover, involving as it does
much sacrifice of life, falls, like the Agnlshomlyam^ within
the sphere of one's own legitimate duties. On merely such

considerations even, thou canst have no cause for regret.
Quite lawfully and righteously, has the war ensued, than

which therefore no work more meritorious for a Kshatriya
exists. This is what will be found stated further on viz;—

'The Kshatriyds duty consists in intrepidity,invincibi
lity, perseverance, capability, non-retreat in ccmtest, libera
lity and lordliness.' (Bh: Gl. xviii-43.)
I. 'Man's nature—by which is

meant the soul—is thus divine not
corrupt, according to the Christian

conception'(Annie Besatil's Theoso*

phy and Christianity/
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In the Vedic sacrifices such as Agnishomlyam^^ really
no cruelty is inflicted on the animal that is enjoined to be
sacrificed therein. For the immolation of the goat is, on

the one hand, attended by the loss of its present inferior
body, and on the other, the gain of an excellent body v/ith
Svarga in addition. So says the 5>ruti:—
'Therefore dost thou (addressing the goat) never die,
nor art thou destroyed. By an excellent road shalt thou
reach the Devas. Let the shining (or vivifying) Deva
grant thee That^ where neither the virtuous nor the wicked
SO*

That the killed in war obtain illustrious bodies and

win other rewards, has in this work itself been declared :—

'As casting off" worn out garments, man puts on other
new ones' &c'(Bh ; Gi:ii-22).

The animal sacrifice is thus a beneficent measure,

similar to that of a physician applying his healing art to
his patient.
&c.

32. 'Fortunate Kshatriyas, Partha I meet with such
an unsolicited war, leading unhindered to the
door of Svarga.'

As happening without effort, and as when it happens,
1. A Vedic Sacrifice performed in
the name of Agni and Soma. The
fruit to accrue to the performer is

sukruto napi dushkritas tatra tva
Devas-Savitadadhatu('A'f/><i»a-^(y</r:
3-7-7-I4*) The sacrifice is a religious

Svarga.
is thesameas
Jyotishlhoma, and is described in the
/l,\h.toiihAdkyayds,SuklaYajun'eda

Sacrament, not a cruel act of killing
an animal for the sake of eating its
flesh. Vide
XI-5:'Tathi

and the seventh Ashtaka olKrishtta

pasor-alabhanam

na himsa.* (13);

Yajutreda, and the TtVtdya-brah- 'pasun druhyanti visrabdh3h' fi4).
vtana of the SSma-reda.
Sridhara quotes in his commentary:—
2. The mantra runs thas

'Na 'Va veda-vihitR himsa na sa hims—

va u vetan mriyasc narishyasi Devan
id-eshi pathibhis-sugebhih, yatra yanti
8

eti kirtyate."
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constituting the means for attaining to much happiness,
without obstacles in the way, such a war can only fall to
the lot of fortunate Kshatriyas.
&c.

33. 'If thou wouldst not engage in this righteous
war, thou shouldst then be .sacrificing thy duty
and fame, incurring also sin.'

If through blind sentiment or ignorance, thou shouldst
fail to perform duties incumbent on a Kshatraya, viz., the
prosecution of this impending contest, thou shouldst then
have not only to forego the most excellent reward that
would accrue to thee on the due performance of one's own

bounden duty, but shouldst also have to stake the reputa
tion depending on victory ; and instead, thou shouldst
have to contract great sin.
&c.

34. 'Besides, people (the world) will be narrating of
thy eternal disgrace ; but disgrace to a man of
honor is worse than death.'

Not only are lo.ss of happiness and fame entailed, but

the world at large—both ! men competent to judge, and
those incompetent—will speak of thy disgrace, eternally ;
that is, at all times and in all places, will they talk thus:—
'Partha beat a retreat when war commenced.' If thou

sayst,'what matters that'?, then, understand, that to one
like thy noble self, inbued with such virtues as heroism,
puissance, redoubtable courage, &c., the contrary behaviour
(of beating retreat), bringing thee bad reputation, is worse
than death. Than acquiring ill-fame of this kind, death
for thee is much better!

If thou .shouldst question how ignominy could attach
itself to one who is a hero (like thee), and whose retirement
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from conflict is only prompted by motives of friendship
and compassion for relatives, then know that :—
&c.

35. 'The Great-carred' will think thee retired from
the battle-field from fear. Having been before
honored by them, thou shalt then be slighted."
Whereas, hitherto, thou wert held in high esteem as a

hero and fit opponent by such valiant men as Karna,
Duryodhana &c., thou wouldst in their eyes appear light,
by thy ceasing to act, just on the eve of battle. Those
great-carred heroes would surely impute thy abstention
from fight to feelings of dread. Vindication of retirement
by motives of friendship for relatives &c., is not considered
a propriety for heroes and belligerents.
&c.

36. 'They will also be using language (to thee)
unutterable and derogatory, and speak of thy
ability with contumely. Is there anything
more painful than this?"
Thy antagonists, the hosts of Dhritarashtra &c., will
be deriding thee thus :—'How for a single moment could
Partha stand before heroes like ourselves ?

His boasts are

elsewhere than in our presence." Thus would they be freely
di.scussing in a style, inexpressible and unworthy for heroes.
What pain to thee could be greater than this ? Thou wilt
surely know that death is much better than having to listen
to such calumny!
Hence the next verse declares that for a hero, either
course is beneficient: to himself kill others, or himself be
killed by others:—
j, The Gteat-carred, thy eq«als.
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^ 3TTO% &c.
37. 'Killed, thou wilt attain Svarga; conquering, thou
v/ilt enjoy earth. Hence, arise, Kaunteya I
resolving to fight.''

If in a just warfare, thou art killed by others, thou
wilt obtain superior bliss (Svarga), but if thou killest others,
thou wilt find thyselfin tHe unrivalled enjoyment ofearthly
royalty.

A duty, like the war, discharged as duty, with no
anticipation of fruit, will be the means by which thou wilt
attain to supremest bliss. Making thyself sure therefore
that embarking on warfare is the means for winning
inoksha (final liberation)—which is the goal neplus ultra of
man's aspiration—prepare thyself for it (war).
Kaunteya : Such conduct, indeed, behoves \.he son of
Kunti.

How the moksha (salvation)-aspirer should go to war
is explained :—

§^35'^

&c.

38. 'Making joy and grief equal,(so) gain and loss,
victory and defeat, then engage in war. Thus
shalt thou incur no sin.'

Thus then, knowing dtmd to be that which is distinct

from body, uncontaminated with qualities pertaining to
bodies, and to be that which is eternal; keeping the mind
imperturbable under the varying conditions'of pleasure and
pain, gain and loss, victory and defeat (&c.,) caused by
arrows pelting &c; and destitute of any wish for reward,
such as gaining Svarga etc, fight as if it were a duty to be
discharged.
I. Cf. 'Hato va divam arohet,
hatva. va kshitim 5vaset' (131-12,

Apad-dharma, Ghishma : Parva,
MahS-bhirata).
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In this-wise wilt thou escape sin. Sin is what gives
(or is seen as) sufifering, consequent on matter-tied exis

tence (samsdra^). In other words, thou wilt be liberated
from the bondage of conditioned existence.
After thus imparting (to Arjuna) a knowledge ofthe
real nature of dtmd, Sri Krishna now begins to expound

Karma-yoga (the path or mode of works leading to
moksha:—
&c.

39. 'This knowledge in sdhkh^a^ has been told thee ;
as for that

yoga"^, hear it, united with which

thou shalt cast off^Gtmrt-bondage.'

1. Sdhkhya is the understanding; and sdhkhyam is

the dttna-caXegoty which is apprehensible by the under
standing or one's rational faculty. The rt/;«fl-principle hav
ing to be understood, that understanding hath been given
thee by which to know it, vis., beginining from :
'Never at all was that I &c'(Bh: Gi, II-12) and
ending with:
'Therefore hast thou no cause to grieve for any crea

ture(Bh: Gi, II-30).
2. By the term yoga is meant that understanding or
wisdom one has to acquire with regard to practising of
1. Lit: that which 'runs or
courses': means the circuit or circle
of worldly existence, mundane life,

khya system counts the 2^ material
categories, and declares«////:? the 25th
spiritual category. The term there-

material existence, matter-tied or
matter-consorting existence, condi-

fore means'the counting forth ofspirit
as distinct from matter,' as explained

tinned secular career, or matter-soul
existence, coursing though a transmi-

by Vijilana Bhikshu in his commentaries on Saijkhya Sutras. The same

gratory revolution of births and deaths
alternating. In Indian terms, Purusha
consorting with Prakriti (01 spirit-

interpretation is given by Sankara in
his commentaries on Bhagavad-gita
and on Vishnu-Sahasran3ma-bhashya.

matter combination).
2. Sdhkhya is literally a numeral,
and therefore counting. The Saj-

3. Wisdom or Knowledge-Yoga is
the method of works withota seeking
reward briefly named Yoga.
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works {karm-anushthana), which, founded on fl//«if-know-

ledge {sdhkhyam), is the path to emancipation. This under
standing is what is declared in:-'(Fruit-seeking)karma is far
inferior to wisdom-yoga*.'(Bh: Gi,ii-49). Listen then to the
wisdom that is contained in this yoga, which will be ex
plained to thee. United to that wisdom, thou wilt cut asunder
all karma-bonds (or knots of action).
The virtue of work done with this wisdom is now
shown:—
&c.

40. 'In this* there is no loss of effort, nor can any
harm accrue.

Even an iota of this Dharma'

saves from great fear.'

Any little effort that may have been made in this,> vis,
karma-yoga, is not in vain. Abhikrama means drambha=
beginning (/. e, effort).
destruction, i. e., the des
truction or loss, that the effort is means to a certain fruit.

No failure of fruit attends even when a duty begun is

not completed on account of interruptions intervening.
And no harm whatever will accrue if it be interrupted at
the commencement itself.

'Even an iota of this dharma saves from greatfeari
viz., the fear of sasmsdra (mundane career).
This same truth is further elaborated in verse:—

'Neither here, nor hereafter, is there loss to him,
Partha 1'(Bh : Gi. vi-40).

Thereareotherways(orefforts)both secular {laukik)?iaA
Scriptural (Vaidik), which when interrupted become
abortive, and are moreover attended with e\dl consequences.
I. That is Karma-Yoga or doing
works as duty with no interest in
fruit. This is the philosophy ofaction.

2. Dharma here means the right
performance of work,
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The difference between the wisdom of performing

fructiferous action {kdmya)^ and the wisdom of performing
action with final deliverance (inoksha) as aim,is now pointed
out;—

sq=ttilMl(cff5fn"

&c.

41. 'O Kuru-nandana!,^ there is but one certain con

viction of mind in this (to the cultured). But to
the unsettled (or uncultured) the minds are
many-branched and endless.'
In this^, i. e., the various methods of work prescribed

in Sdstras, there is but one path of certainty.
Vyavasd}'a=nischaya=c(irt.9.\vity or decision.

The

conviction or mind of such decisive nature is that which

the inoksha-a.spxv'iT has, in the works he performs. This
decision indeed follows from a certain conviction as regards
nature of dtmd.

'Unsettled or uncultured' is that mind which enter

tains ideas of fruit-breeding action. People of this latter
kind need only have a simple general belief that dtmd, a
something distinct from body, exists ; and no more precise
knowledge concerning dtmd is required in their case.
Without such accurate knowledge of dtmd, they can wish

for, try for, and obtain Svarga and similar fruit, so that
such acquisitions do not conflict with the necessity for a
definitely true knowledge of dtmd.
On the other hand, the understanding of certainty is

unique from its singleness of purpose, or singleness of aim.
All works enjoined for such a person has for its sole object,
moksha (freedom). This is the gist of all Sastra-teaching,.

pointing in that definite direction. And such being the
caise, there can arise but one settled kind of conviction.
t. Arjuna, a Scion of theKuru

dynasty.
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For the fulfilment of the one .single aim, moksha, are all

works enjoined for the inoksha-As^irtr. Hence as the main
object of ^astras is one, the certain understanding as
regards the object of all works [karmas) can be but one, as
in the case for example of all the six different rites
{karmas) viz., Agneya etc.,' with all their modus operandi

though different, which may yet constitute into a conjoint

means ; for when^ll of them are directed towards the secu
ring of one single fruit, the understanding thereof as re
gards these several acts is but one.
Whereas in the case of those of unsettled minds, who en

gage in various acts {karmas)each intended to secure some
one or the other fruit such as Svarga, sons, cattle, food etc.,

the understandings are endless inasmuch as the fruits are
endless. Even there it is many-branched, for though such
acts (or rites) as for example, Darsa-pilrnamasa'^ etc., are
directed to be performed for the attainment of a definite
end, yet they confer intermediate minor benefits such as a
lengthened lea.se of life as said in:—

'Ayur-asaste,*'
="Blesses with long life" etc.
Hence it i.« stated that the understanding of the
uncultured people is'endless and ramifying.'
The purport of the whole is this: that all daily {nitya)
and incidental(naimittika) rites prescribed in ^astras shall

be performed with the sole aim, moksha, being kept in view,
though each rite, if so desired, is per se capable of giving its
own specific, terminable and intermedial reward ; but all
such reward, the moksha-as^ixer shall reject.
J. The six Yagas or religious Sacrifices, known as Sgneya, agnUhomiya,

day, and Purmmdsa is the full moo n
day. The 6 Vagas, Agneya &c. (vid e

upHmsu-ySjam, dgmyam, aindram-

note I. supra) are three of them to be

dadhi, aindram-payah, constituting
what is known as Darsa-purtuimilsa.
See note 2. below.
2. See Yajus Samhila. 11-22, and
other places. Darsa is the new moon

performed in Dar\a, and the othe
In Pumamdsa,
3- ^ide Krishpa Vajus, Brihmap a ,
3, 5i lO) 23-
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As for fructiferous rites (kdmya,) even those shall be

performed, in the manner prescibed for the several castes
(vdrnay and orders oi life(dsrama),* and according to one's
own ability but resigning their specific fruits in favour of
moksha.

The engagers in fruit-breeding rites {j, e.^ hungering for
fruits thereof) are now condemned:—

^TTIW

^&c.

42. 'The unwise, Partha!* who talk such flowery
language are those who are addicted to Vedapraised rewards, and who argue: "Nothing else
exists."
&c.

43. (Who), hearts full of lusts, Svarga-minded, talk
of the laborious varieties of rites which would

bring pelf and power, and produce such effects
as would end in re-births.'

tFT^ &c.
44. 'To those, covetous of pelf and power, with hearts
enslaved by them, no settled conviction can
arise in their minds.'

Flowery, or that, whose fruit is no more

than the flower itself. And therefore the flowery langauge
is that which is pleasant to hear,(like,it is pleasant to look

on a flower),—a mere superficial pleasure (an empty talk).
This, the unwise or those of little understanding prate ;—.
1. The four voTMSj'are Brahmana,
Kshatriya, Vai^a and ^udra.
2. The four dsramas are Brahma-

charya (bachelor and student), Garhastya (married life), VSnaprastha
9

(retired forest life) and SanySsa
(monachic or ascetic life).
3. Cp. Isa. Up". 2:—•Kurvann-

eve-ha karmani &c.'
4- Arjuna's name.
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this, which has concern with the acquirement of pelf and
power.

yei^a-vdi/a-fa^d/t:those who are addicted to those parts
of the Vedas which treat of rewards like svarga &c.(sensu
ous enjoyments).
N-dnyadastlti vddinah ; are those who contend that no

higher goal exists surpassing svargd and similar states.
Kdmdtmdnah: are those whose minds are engrossed in
appetites (material).

Svarga-pardh: are those whose attention is entirely
given to svarga, or who ever ruminate on thoughts of
Svarga,

Janma-karma-pkala-praddm: that whi<|h relates to acts
which would bring about the fruit that would result again
in re-birth. Kriyd-visesha-bahuldm-.—(passages) full of
discussing the manifold rites or sacrificial acts (required to
complete a Sacrifice), in the absence, because, of tatva—
knowledge of (spiritual) Principles.
All this talk is with reference to the goal, viz, of ac
quiring opulence and power.

To those then, whose hearts are captivated by pelf and
power,and whose light of understanding is dimmed and daz
ed by the discourses on subjects relating to these aims, no
certain resolve, as that which was mentioned (verse 41, ante),
can enter their minds (sainddht).
Samddhi means mind, for the mind is that in which

dtma-jndna or knowledge of dtmd is collected, rested or
gathered together (samddkiyate). The sense is that at

no time, to such people, comes that understanding or
wisdom or conviction, which looks on work as the means

to moksha (freedom from material connections),—work
which may be performed, founded or based upon real defi
nite convictions regarding dtmd.

Hence the wo/fj^rt-aspirant ought not to connect

44-46.]
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himself with kamya-karmcis (acts or rites which bring
carnal desires.)
Why do the Vedas, then, which, more than a thousand
mothers and fathers, are supposed to have much tender re

gard and concern in the matter of souls' Salvation, busy
themselves in lengthily expounding such rites (works) as
would produce but poor harvest (compared with moksha)
and re-births following in their train ?

And how can such

Veda-ordained rites be considered as fit to be rejected ?
The reply is:—

45. The Vedas relate to (all) the three qualities» ; be
free, Arjuna!ofthe three qualities ; be free from
the 'pairs,'; be ever wedded to 'satva^; be
unconcerned about acquisitions and their care ;

be (ever) rt/i«rt-concerned.
&c.

46. As, from a reservoir overflowing with water,
a little only (of water) is one's requirement, so
much only (is the requirement) of the wise
Brahmana® from out of the numerous Vedas.

Traigunyam : is the group ofthe three gunas' or qualities,
viz., satva, rajas and tamas.^ The term iraigunya indicates
the persons who are severally characterized with,or prompt
ed by, these qualities.
If the Vedas did not minister to each of these classes

of men according to their tastes (or predilections), by
I. See Lect: XIV for an exhaustive
treatment of the gunis. These are

to act in the the world with passions ;
and Tamas is the tendency to sloth,

the three main characteristicsofmatter

evil &c.

which keep the world moving. Satva

2. See Commentary for an ex-

is the tendency to produce goodness, planation of this term, and note I,
purity, &c.. Rajas is the tendency

p. 69jost.
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indicating the means for securing Svarga etc., then those,
under the influence of rajas and tajnas, would not only—(by
their nature)—be opposed to the satva—fruit of moksha,
but would be in ignorance of how to gain their own ends

(of Svarga etc., for which only their present dispositions fit
them). And then, full of desires, but not knowing the way,

they would fall into tracks, fancying them to be the ways
leading to their goal, and thus go to ruin.
Hence the Vedas contain all that the three-qualitied

persons want. But 'be thou free of them. That is, thou
art now having saiva prevailing in thee. Encourage and
let it grow ; but allow not the intermixture of all the

triple qualities to prevail in thee, /. e., do not encourage
the growth of the mixture.'
Nir-dvandvah: or one who is free from the 'pairs,'
means, to be destitute of all that smacks ofsamsara.

Nitya-satva-sthah:or one ever wedded to satva, means,
to be separated from the two gunas {yajas and tamas of the
mixture) and abiding in the ever growing satva.
How is this to be done ? By being, nir-yoga-kshemah, or
one who does not concern himself about acquiring any other
advantage external to that of realizing «/i«a-nature and the

means to effect that end. Acquiring or gathering to one
self external things (which did not belong to him before)
is yoga. And caring for (or protecting) what has been
acquired is kshema. Relinquishing both,'become atmavdnj
i. e., one who, ever, is in pursuit of finding out the true
nature of dtmd.

If thou dost conduct thyself thus, the predominance
of rajas and tamas will cease ; and satva will get uppermost.
Not, also, that all that is treated of in the Vedas, is
necessary for all. For when there is a reservoir construct

ed to answer many purposes, and when water is flowing
to the brim on every side,there is only that little is required
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by the thirsty individual as is enough to allay his thirst, so,
only that much need be taken from the Vedas as one may
require.

Thus in all the Vedas, only that is to be. chosen by
the knowing brdkmanu^—i. e., by the Veda-believing
moksha-aspirant—which paves the way to moksha.
What is wanted then for the jo/wa-abiding mokshaaspirant is this:—
&c.

47. 'But to work, hast thou the right, not to the
fruits thereof. Become not the cause of works*

fruit, nor have interest in desisting from work.'
To thee who is fixt in satva, to thee whose sole end

is moksha, belongs but the mechanical part in the perform
ance of niiya (daily), naimittika (casual), and kdmya (fruitbearing) duties, to each of which is assigned some certain
kind of recompense ; but thou shalt not think of reaping
any fruit therefor.
Desire for fruit, and enjoying fruit (fruition in one
word), has a binding effect; without that idea, however,
works performed as Worship paid to Me, become means to
secure moksha. Hence have no motive for action, nor wish
to reap its fruit.

Though thou art the actor, but because thou art rested
in satva, and aspirest for moksha, thou mayst consider
thyself as no actor or agent in the act.

The appeasing of hunger &c, are also desires satisfiedj
but thou mays't fancy thyself as not the cause of the
appeasal &c.
Further on® it will be pointed out that both (the cause
•

I.

:

Kttowers thus mean all those

who believe in the Vedas, brahmanas,

Kshatriyas &c. Brihmanas are all

:

those who desire moksha.

2. Read verses 27 to 30, Lecture

HI.
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of gratification and agent of gratification) are due either to
the qualities, or to be ascribed to Me, the Lord of all.
Reflecting thus, do work.
Inaction (a-karma)implied in thy saying 'I am not
going to fight' (Bh : Gl. ii—9);—have no interest in that
even. This is to say:'engage, thou oughtest to, in war
and other acts.'^

The same is further elucidated :—
&c.

48. 'Equanimous,{yogastha\ Dhanafljaya I® and with
out attachment, do works. The equal niindedness as regards fulfilment or failure, is called
yoga:

Poised in
(steady-minded),and renouncing attach
ment for realm, relations &c,engage in acts such as war etc.
Engage in it equally unconcerned whether success or failure

may attend. This balanced attitude of the mind as regards
successes or failures is called 'yoga.' It is calmness in the

mind giving it steadiness, so as not to get disturbed what

ever may happen, be it fulfilment or disappointment.

^ &c.
49. '(Fruit-breeding) works, Dhanafljaya !" are verily
far inferior to wisdom-yoga. Seek refuge in
wisdom. Poor are the fruit-seeking.''

Verily far inferior is work (done with self-interest),
than work which is performed without regard to fruit,
and which does not' destroy the balance of mind under

gain or no gain (of fruit). (This is wisdom-yoga, or work
I. 'Consider thyself as the mere

2. An epithet of Ar^una, lit:'the

instrument or channel or agent of

despiser of wealth.'

some other responsible source and act
un-concemed about result.

3. Cf.'&x-. Up°:V-8-io,'aviditvaz.
smal-lokat praiti sa knpapo' Sic.
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done without expectations and keeping the mind steady
under all circumstances). The one kind of work which fs
done with the wise understanding mentioned, viz.^ buddhiyoga or wisdom-yoga (or philosophy of work), removes all
samsara'-suffering, and conducts (the worker)to moksha,—
the highest spiritual acme of man's ambition. The other
kind of work (done with longing for fruit) breeds samsara^
the nature of which is extreme affliction.

Hence, during actual performance of work,seek shelter

under wisdom, with mind in equipoise(under every circum
stance).
Phala-hetavah are those whose motive to act is reward.

But such men are kripandh: poor or pitiable, inasmuch

as they go into samsara^ (What makes them poor is the
non-gain of moksha, which is eternal wealth).
&c.

50. 'Even here, the wisdom-united (man) casts off
both good as well as bad deeds. Hence strive

for that mode (yoga). (Wisdom)-mode in
works is cleverness.

Whoso acts under the protection afforded by wisdomyoga (or wise or right performance of work as explained),
is divorced from his myriad, age-cumulated, good and evil
deeds,—the cause of bondage. Hence, wed thyself to that
firm wisdom. When acts are being performed, the perfor
mance under this understanding, with mind preserved in
calmness,is indeed great cleverness. The cultivation ofthis
understanding requires enormous effort,,indeed.
&c.

51. 'The wisdom-united forsake work-born fruit;
and released from bondage of birth, repair
indeed to that state which is free of ill.
1. Vide note 1, p. 61.
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Those who are so wise do work, unmindful of the fruit

it produces. These, delivered from bonds of births, journey
to that state which is void of ills ;(disease, death, affliction,

misery etc). Indeed this is the well-known doctrine (or
teaching) of all the Upanishads.^
^

&c.

52. 'When thy understanding well soareth beyond
the maze of(world-) bewilderment, then from
what has been heard, and what shall be heard

(from Me), thou shalt get to indifference (or
disgust for samsara).'

Doing work in the manner aforesaid, and therefore
purged of all taint, one's understanding shall get across all
muddle of (worldly) fancies arising from the connecting
the work with its fruit. Then, from what thou hast hitherto

heard from us as to the wisdom of forsaking fruit, and from
what thou wilt further hear from us, thou wilt, of thy own

free-will, attain to a state of indifference,(or disregard for
world etc).
What has so far,—commencing from : 'As for that

oiyoga,hear it' etc. (Bh. Gi. ii-39,ante),—been taught,is that
mode of performing work as enlightened by wisdom, and
based on a real knowledge of dtmd. The fruition of this,
called'yoga,' is now stated :—

^ &c.
53. 'When thy reason (or will), enlightened by thy
hearing (us), can unshakably be rested in thy
mind, then shalt thou attain to'yoga.'"
1. Or the Vedantas, the spiritual

near.

doctrines of the Vedas. Lit: the word
means 'sitting near.' And so Upa-

2. This verse is aphoristic of all
the Yoga philosophy! See Introduc-

nishad is confidential knowledge im-

tion.

parted to a postulant disciple siUing
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Sruti=Sravanam~hea.ring. From thy hearing(or in
struction)from us,thy reason isgreatly cultured, i.e., it begins
to reflect on the peerless,eternal and exceedingly subtle cate
gory(the dtmd). When this reason,intelligence(or wisdoni),
which by nature is steadfast and uniform, can firmly be
planted in the mind,—made pure by the practice of unselfish
work,—then shaltthou achieve 'yoga' or «/wrt-illumination.
The purport, so far, is this :—That practice of works

Karma-yoga),^ preceded by a knowledge of dtmd as
gathered from Sdstra,'' developes a certain illumination or
consciousness called ^sthita-prajflatd'*. And X\\\s 'sthitaprajdatd or the sustained effort of consciousness will result

in 'yoga' i.e., ^7;«rt-illumination (or

consciousness).

So lectured, Partha' asks to be enlightened as to the
nature of this 'sthita-pi ajdatd'—culture of concentrated

will (or will-power)—conducive to 'yoga' or rt/;«ff-cognition ;'sthita-prajilatd,' achievable by Karma-Yoga^ of the
form of non-attachment(described in verses, ante). Arjuna
questinos:—
&c.

54. 'What is the nature, Kesava !*, of the inind-fixt
man's concentrated consciousness? What doth

the will-concentrated talk?

How doth he sit?

How doth he move?.'®

What is the name of,or what defines, the sthita-prajdali
(or Adept in Spiritual Science)®? This means: what are the
characteristics of him, who has gathered himself up in his
mind ? What does he speak, and what does he do ?
1. Vide note 5 p. 31.
2. This term is explained in the
following verses. Videx my 'Ittspiratlon* Part //:(Ritambhari prajfia).
3. AnameofArjunajsee note I p-lS4. See note I, p. 18.
5. Talk is'word', sit is (to sit for)
10

'thought', move\s 'deed.'
6. Will-concentration is ripened
wisdom; this is a spiritual illumination
of the mind which seta in before fitmS
is realised. It may be called intuition.
7. For meaning of Sdstra, see
note 2, p. 37.
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5rT Bhagavan (Lord Krishna) answers:—
^

&c.

55. 'Then is he called 'sthita-prajfiah,' Partha! when
he shall have fully discarded all desires rooted
in the heart, and when his mind shall have

become solely .4/;««-satisfied.'

Whereas, when the peculiar occupation (of the Adept)is
described, his character becomes known, therefore that oc

cupation is described. By his mind {dtmand), being made to
fully occupy itself with (thoughts of) dtmd (soul) alone, he
is said to be *rt//«rt-satisfied.' When with mind so occupied

(or absorbed), other desires abiding therein are thoroughly
banished, then is he called'sthita-prajilah'(will-concentra
ted or wisdom-ripe).
This is the ultimate stage (or climax) of wisdomculture. (vide: Foot-notes i, 2, 3, and 4, pp: 74 and 75).

After this, the next lower stage—or intermediate stage
—of the wisdom-culturer (or will-practicer) is defined ;—
&c.

56. 'That 'muni' is called steady-willed, whose
mind is unagitated by affliction, and undated
by happiness ; who is free from love, fear and
anger.'®

To be unagitated in ;«rW:isnot to become grieved
when causes approach to announce the impending affliction
consequent on bereavement of something loved etc.
To be unelated in happiness, is to remain in an un-'

attached or passive state when things, loved, may happen.
Love is longing for things not obtained. One must be
free from this.

Fear is fear for prospective sorrow which may be
I. This stage is called VasikiraHawjns,

2. Thisstage is called
Samjnd,
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caused by bereavements of loved things, and occurences of
unwished-for things. One must be free from this.
Atiger (or hate) is that disturbed state of mind or
irritated feelings, which is pain produced by other people
being the cause of separation of loved things, or of the
happening of unloved things. One must be free from this.
Such man is the * muni' or the man of profound
reflection (or contemplation) on dtma. And he is called
the steady-willed {sthita-dhih or sthita-prajdafi).
The next lower stage is now described :—
&c,

57. 'His will(or consciousness) is(said to be)establish
ed who, nowhere, forms attachments ; who

neither exults when an auspicious event may
befal, nor abhors an inauspicious event befalling.'*
Nowhere forming attachments', means, to be in an

indifferent,(passive or unconcerned) attitude. Auspicious
is the event when something liked happens; inauspicious is
that, when a thing detested'happens. So be not over-joyed
at the one, and be not hateful towards the other.

This man also is the will-cultured {sthita-prajftaJf).
The next lower stage still, is:—
^

&c.

58. 'His will is installated, who like the tortoise
indrawing its limbs, abstracts the senses from
their pursuit after objects of sense.'*
When one, in the manner of the tortoise contracting
its members,indraws his sen.ses running out to contact their

sensual objects of pleasure, and who pins his mind to(think

on) dtma, he also is a'sthita-prajdah!
These are the four stages of wisdom-culture(or will-cul3. This stage is called Vyatireka-

Sa'njfld,

4. This stage is called YatamSna

SattJlUl,
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ture), each of which developes, in order, back from its pre
cedent stage.

The difficulty of following this wisdom-course and how
to attain the same is now stated :—

&c.

59. 'From the embodied, who starves(the senses),the
sense-pleasures depart,save the craving. Even
the craving departs when the Transcendent is
seen.'

(External) object^ (of enjoyment) are pabulum for
the senses. These depart from him who famishes his
senses by restraining (or rescuing) them from these objects.
But the essence is left behind. Essence {rasa) is craving

{rdga). The craving for pleasures does not leave still. But
when the essence (or nature) of dtmd is seen to be transcendant, i. e., very much more beatific than even the senseobjects,the residue of craving also vanishes.
&c.

60. 'Forsooth, Kaunteya I' the turbulent senses forcib
ly seduce away the mind of even the sedulous
sage.®

Without rt/;»a-cognition, the cravings for sensuous ex

periences never entirely surcease. The exertions of even the
persevering sage nevertheless, the restless or powerful senses
forcibly decoy the mind away. Thus the conquest of the
senses is dependent on rt//«rt-perception; and rt/;««-perception is dependent on sense-conquest. Hence the difficulty
of pursuing the Wisdom-Course (or Jildna-nishtha).
rTTR

&c

61. 'Restraining them all, and (mind)-collected, let
I. A matronymic of Arjuna.
(=son of Kunti)

2. Cfi'The roving eye misleads
the careless heart.' Cowfer,
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him remain absorbed in Me. His wisdom (or
will) is confirmed indeed whose senses are under
control.'

Whoso wishes to succeed in overcoming (the difficulty
presented by the mutual dependence of sense-conquest
and almH-cognition, explained in the previous verse), he
ought to rein in the senses,—which on account of their
cravings for pleasures, it is .so difficult to govern—and
make Me the Holy Subject for his mind's occupation ; and
thus, established in undisturbed serenity (yufitah), let him
be.

When the mind is so drilled as to have Me for it to

muse over,all impurities are burnt up; the mind is purified
and clear, and freed from all longings. Then the mind has
control over the senses. The mind,with senses (thus)under
control, is then capable of achieving rt/;«<f-perception. It is
declared (in Vishnu Purana):—

"In the same manner that blazing fire, fanned by the
(blowing) wind, burns up dry wood, so does Vishnu, en
throned in the hearts of Yogis,(burn up) all sin"'.
And then it is that:' His wisdom (or will) is confirmed'

indeed, whose senses are under control'(Bh: Gita: ii-6i).
But with his mind not entered into Me, whoso at

tempts to win the senses over, by might of self-effort, is
destined to fail, for ;—

fWTP^: &c.
62. To the person who dotes on sense-objects, union
therewith is generated. From union springs
lust, and from lust springs hate (or wrath.)'
1. Vishnu Parana vi-7-74, 'Yatha

the neophyte &c, or In other words,

tgniruddhata-sikhah &c.'

atma is demonstrated to him, and is

2. This means that atma-conciousness becomes an actual fact to

no more a hypothetical basis for
belief.
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: &c.

63. From wrath comes folly; from folly, dementation.
From dementation, wreck of the will; from

wreck of will,(he) perishes.'
To him whose cravings for sense-objects linger, the

effort to conquer the .senses, without entering his mind into
Me, is frustrated, inasmuch as (without My help), the
reminiscences of past sins keep his mind preying on senseobjects.

This rumination effects a junction (with the object),
which becomes more and more firm.

From this union springs lust {kama). Lust is the com

pletion-stage of the union [sanga), or kdma, lust or
appetite, is that which a man feels when he cannot stand
without its being gratified.

From kdma springs krodha=h3Xe, malice or anger.
This is that irritated feeling excited agamst other persons,

who, the man of lust thinks, stand in his way of obtaining
gratification from pleasures, not yet near at hand.
¥rom ktodha comes sam-moha=io\\y or infatuation,
which is the state in which the discrimination between

what is right to do, or wrong to do, is lost. And the fool
therefore does anything.
Thence follows dementation, or loss of tfie links of
memory in the effort which he has begun to make in order
to conquer senses etc.

From dementation follows the wreck of the will(or will

power). The v/ill here is the cultivation or labour he expends
(on the mental plane) towards obtaining «/wrt-knowledge.
From loss of will, he perishes; i,e., he is drowned again
in samsdra} (the material life of misery).
I. Vide note i, p, 61,
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&c-

64. 'With senses bereft of longings and loathings,
and kept under control, the man who despises
delights, and whose mind is in his bidding,
obtains pellucidness^ of mind.'
Whoso, as above declared (verse 6i, ante)^ places his
mind in Me, the Lord of all,—because I am the Holy Sub
ject for thought—,all his taints are thoroughly expunged.
The senses become destitute of cravings and loathings, and
are mastered. He thus rejects from him all sense-delights;

and has his mind under control. He gains pellucidness
of mind [prasdda\'^ i.e., purity (plus cheerfulness)of the
internal organ {antah-karand).
&c.

65. Peace^ (or purity) of mind attained, all afflictions
to him are at an end. To the pure-minded,
soon indeed comes wisdom®'

When the mind is placidly pure, the cessation of all

miseries arising from conjunction with matter {prakriti)
accrues to the person.

Prasanna-chetah: is he who has his mind expunged
of all blemish which blinds it against seeing dtma. And
then comes to him the distinct illumination {buddhi or

wisdom) to light up dtma.
Hence, when the mind is blessedly pure, all sorrows

are certainly at an end.
&c.

66. To the unconcentrated {a-yukta),there is no illumi
nation, and to the un-illuminated, there can be

no contemplation. To the uncontemplating,
I. Prasdda is 'the serene and

2. 'Wisdom' is the transcendent

blessed mood' of the poet. Serene

consciousness with reference to atmS

contentment or benignant trahqaillityi

(Sitiia-darsana).
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there is no tranquillity, and to the untranquil,
where is bliss ?'.

To him who does not concentrate his mind in Me

a-yukta) and who essays to control the senses by his own
effort, no clear illumination (or distinct consciousness) can

develope; ergo, he can have no contemplation {bhavana).
Then, to him who cannot contemplate on the distinct
(nature of) dtmd, there can be no tranquillity, or the sup
planting (or suppression) of the inclinations after senseobjects.
To him, then, who is untranquil, and who is immersed
in sense-appetites, how can eternal and transcendental
blessedness come ?

Again, as stated aforesaid, the disastrous consequences

that would flow from not governing the senses, are pointed
out:—

&c.

67. 'Whose mind is permitted to rove after the ram
bling senses, that mind verily steals him of his

intelligence (or wisdom),like the wind, the ship
in the waters.'

When the senses are wandering away amongst their
delights, and when the person permits his mind to ramble

after them,that mind will deprive him of (or draw away
from him) that intellgence or wisdom which concerned itself
with (thoughts of) dtmd. That is to say that, that mind
will, instead, induce a will full of sensuous thoughts.
The analogy to this state of things is that of a ship

over the ocean violently tossed hither and thither by
virulent winds.

(Conclusion from this is):—
cTW?T¥T

&c.

68. 'Therefore, O mighty-armed I whose senses have

66-70.3
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in everyway been withdrawn from their objects,
his wisdom (or will) is established.'
Therefore in the manner expounded by Me thus,
whoso,with his mind entered into Me—a Holy Subject for
contemplation—has his senses in every way completely
abstracted from their objects, to him belongs the establish-.
ment(or installation) of his wisdom (or will) in atmd.

The attainments ofthe man who has subjugated senses,
and whose mind is in pure serenity, is now mentioned:—

m f^RTT ^

&c.

69. 'What is night to all creatures, then awake is the
samyami (sense-victor); when all creatures are
awake, that is night to the seeing muniy'

What understanding concerning dhnd is darkness to
all creatures—i.e., that understanding or wisdom about
dtmd which like night does not shine to them—in that
understanding or wisdom concerning dtmd, the samyami
or the conquerer of the senses, has his mind lucidly awake
or serenely alive. This means that he remains seeing dtmd.
What understanding—which occupies itself with sen
suous delights, sound etc.,—all other creatures are awake
in or alive to,—that sensuous understanding does not shine,
like night, to the dtmd-seevttg muni^,
&c.

yor 'Like unto the waters entering a full and com
motion-less ocean, when all desires enter (the
like-minded) man, that man attains peace ; not
the lust-craving man {kdtna-kdmi).'
The sea is full in itself, and always preserves one form.
The waters of rivers enter it. Whether they enter or not
I. 'The silent and steady meditator,' read verse 56 and Commentary
II

thereon (ante). A holy retired man.
An Ascetic.
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enter, the sea undergoes no difference whatever. Even so,
when all sense-objects like sound &c.. enter into the samyami (sen.se-victor),—meaning that when they (sound etc.,)

-become apprehended by his senses, (he preserves calm
ness),—he attains peace: He attains peace, that is to say,

^ whose satisfaction from rt/;«rt-cognition prevents his becom
ing disturbed (or corrupted) whether sounds etc.,(/.^., sensedelights) contact his senses or not contact them. But not the
kamakdmi(the hungerer after desires), or he who permits
himself to be sold by his lusts. Never can such a person
achieve peace.
&c.

71. 'Whichsoever person, abandoning all desires, is
free from longing; who is void of'my-ness' and
'I-ness', well attains to peace.'

Arrt/«rtr=desires, or those things that are wished to be
enjoyed, sound etc. Whichsoever person resigns these, and
is free of craving therefor, and is free of'my-ness' («//matnah) therein, and free of 'I-ness' (tiir-akankdrah), t. e.,
free of mistaking the un-atmic body for dtmd, he sees dtmd,
and attains peace.

^f^: &c.
72. This is the Brahnil-state, Partha!' 'attaining
which one will not be deluded. Remaining in
it (state), even in old age, he will attain to
Brahm-bliss.'

This is the state, or condition of work-performance
in an unselfish or disinterested manner, based on the

knowledge (or belief) of the eternal (nature of) dtmd. This
method has for its aim the achievement of true wisdom

[sthita-dht).\^

It is Brdhmi or that which leads to Brahm.

Knowing the philosophy of work to be like this, he will no
I. See note i. p. 15. 2. Vide note 2. p,83.
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more be under infatuation, meaning that he will not again
enter samsara' (the mirage of conditioned existence). If

one adopts this method, even in his declining years, he will

attain Brahma-nirvdua, or Brahm-bliss(final liberation), t.e,,
he will attain to dtmd, the seat of exclusive beatitude.

Thus, in the Second Lecture,—to him who was igno
rant of the nature of dtmd, and that work like war etc., leads
to rt/»/«-attainment;—to him who laboured under the mis

conception that body is dtmd; who,under this misconception
retired from battle,-(to Arjuna),-was declared the Sartkhya-

knowledge^ concerning the eternal dtmd,and the Yoga (or
union)-producing sthita-prajftata* or setted knowledge, thus

teaching a karma-yoga, or the philosophy of performing
work, disinterestedly, based on the (Safikhya)-knowledge.
This doctrine is what is summarized in the verse:—

'Atmd is eternal, and work is to be void of interest;
'the one is Sahkhya-wisdom; the other. Yoga-wisdom; also
'the aim of the sthita-dhi,^ or him ofillumined understand

ing ;'these are declared in the Second Lecture for curing
his '(Arjuna's) folly.'*
OM TAT SAT

Thus closes Lecture the Second, named Sdhkhya- Yoga,
with Sri Rdmdnuja's commentary thereon,
in the discourse between Sri Krishna and Arjuna,
In the Science of Yoga,
in the Divine knowledge of the Upanishads,
ov \hG Cha.nis oi Bhagavdn,

the Bhagavad Gitd.
1. Note I. p. 61.

See note 6. p. 73. {sthila-prajiiaiS).

2. This wisdom or

See verse II-39.

is the superior illumination, or supersensuous consciousness, or intuition

produced by Yoga-practice ; vide my
Three Lectures on "Inspiration Src,"

3- See note I. p. 73.

note

2. p. 83.

4» Verse 6, Y a m u n a c h ar y a's
Gitdriha-Sangraha.

SRI

bhagavad-gita
OR

THE DIVINE LAY.
WITH

SRl RAMANUJA'S YISISHTADYAITA
COMMENTARY,

LECTURE III.
NAMED,

KARMA-YOGA,
OR

THE PATH OF WORKS.

Sri Yamunachdrya.
{i)'Unselfish,—(a) To save the Worlds (3) T quaPties ascribing, works,'
'Or (4) To Sovereign Lord-God, Lecture Three says:do works.'
Sri Vogi S, Pirthasirathy AiyangSr,

AUIVI

"^HAGAVAD-GrlTA
WITH

SRi RAMANUJA'S VISISHTADVAITA COMMENTARY.

THIRD LECTURE,

THE KARMA-YOGA,
OR

THE PA TH OF WORKS.
PROEM.

I HE purpose of this work, Gita, is to make an ex
position of that one-pointed and perfect Loving
Faith or Devotion {Bhaktt) to that Parabrahma^

and Purushottama^,—Who is proclaimed in the Vedantas®
as .the Goal to be reached by the Moksha-aspirers,—Who is
proclaimed by the Vodantas as the Destitute of all the
defilingtaintssuch as a-vidya(nescience), and thePosessed of
boundless and matchless myriad Attributes of Glory. This
Bhahti,—the Means leading to Divinity—is variously
known as Vedana, Upasana, Dhyana etc. In order to
achieve this Bkakii, the realizing of the nature of one's

own atma, is a necessary preliminary step. Atma-vision
or realization is, realizing atma's nature, as declared in the

(Veda-) Sentences of Prajapati thus:—
'That atma, who is devoid of sin etc.
I, See note 3, p. 8.

3. See note 4, p. 8.
'3 Lit I The Ends of the Vedas

teaching spiritual knowledge.

4. 'Yafttma apahata-pSpma'etc.,
Cfih t Up". VIlI'7-i.
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That this atma-vision is to be achieved byjUdna-yoga},

(2) thatjfidna-yoga^ is generated by performance of work
without attachment {karma-yoga) and (3) that this method

of work is based on the knowledge that atma is eternal(etc.,)
are subjects dealt with already (in the Second Lecture.)
In the treatment of Para-vidya (or the Divine art of

reaching the Divine), the method of meditation (updsana or
Bhakti)Divine,known as the dahara-vidyd^(or the method
of bhakti or meditation by which to realize God in the

etheric region of the heart),—comprised in the utterances
of Prajapati,—the realization of atma-nature by the Godseeker,as the first ancillary step to realization ofthe Divinity
itself,—is with reference to this atma-realization, in such
passages as:—

"Who, understanding that atma, contemplates it
etc.,"®

And then, the incorporeal or immaterial nature of

pratyag-dtmd (soul), and its nature transcending the states
of waking, dreaming and sleep, is declared ; and lastly the
subject of the dahara-vidya is closed by declaring the fruit
of its practice thus:—

"Thus doth this peaceful atma {samprasddo), emerging
out of this body, and attaining the Ineffable Light {Param
jyotili), shine in its natural (or native) effulgence."*
Elsewhere also (/. e, in Upanishads other than the

Chhandogya, from which the above citations are made)
1. This term represents the

3. • Yas tvam atmanam anuvidya

prajnatd, or intuitive wisdom or
knowledge or spiritual consciousness
referred to in verses, 54 to 68, Second
Lecture. Also see Note 2. p:83,

vijanati'C-iA.VIII.7-1. The
translation is as per Rahga Kamanuja's commentary.
4- 'Evam evaisha samprasadoz.

2. There are chiefly 32 Vidyas or
Modes of Meditation, a list of which

smachlurlratsamutthayaparam jyotir
upasampadya svcna rupe^ — abhinish-

b attached at end of Lecture Three.

padyate'. Chh: Up". VIII-12-2.
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the subject is similarly dealt with, for example, in such
passages of Para-vidya as:—

'By knowing the Deva (Paramatma) through the dis
criminative atma-knowledge, the bold man (sage) shakes
off joy and grief.^ 'Knowing the Devci indicates the Goal,
and 'through discriminative atma-knowledgd indicates the
atma-knowledge as the constituent member of the Para-

vidya. (So the passage points out that Soul-knowledge is
a necessary preliminary, step to God-knowledge). After
postulating, thus, the necessity of atma-knowledge, the
nature of atma is next inquired into by such clauses as:—
'The intelligent atma is neither born nor dieth'®
Then beginning from :

'The minutose than the minute'*, and affirming:—

'By knowing the Magnificent, All-pervading Atma
(God)the bold man (sage) doth no more grieve'* :—thus
showing the nature of Param-atma (God) and the result of
Pratyag-atma (soul) attaining Param-atma, the passage:
"This (Param)-atma or the Soul of all (/>., Allpervading Being) is not attainable (merely) by means of
much hearing(about Him, by means of much Scriptural
erudition) nor (merely) by means of well (/. e., thoughtfully)
discoursing (on Him), nor (merely) by means of the fixing
(of Him)in the intellect; He is attainable by him alone
I, 'Adhyatma - y o g - adhigaraena
-Devam matva dhiro harsha-Sokau

jahati.' Katt Up". W.-12.
• Adhyatma-yogadhigamenaV adhi-

achit vaAlsjvara. fvide note i. p#
37-)

2. 'NajSyate mnyate va vipas
chit.' Kat\ Up°s 11-iS.

gama is knowledge, or consciousness.

3. 'A^jor-auiySn.' Kath x Up^t

Yoga is concentration. AdhyatntSyogSdhigama is knowledge of dlmd

11-^.
4. 'Mahantam vibhum Stmanam

obtained by concentration, a know-

matva dhiro na sochati.' A'a^i Up°^

ledge discriminating between chit,

11-22.
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whom He elects (or makes choice of)^. To him (whom by
an act of sovereign Grace, He thus elects),the Soul(of all),—•
discovers His essence {t,e., reveals Himself)"® and so on,

i^/te Kathopanishat) discusses the nature of Param-atma,the
means or meditation [updsana) by which to attain Him,
and shows that the meditation is of the form of Loving
Devotion {bhakti-rupatd). And finally, the fruit of devotion
is stated thus;—That man who hath discriminative know

ledge® as his charioteer, and who hath the reins of his mind
(in his hand), reaches the end of the journey, viz\ the

supreme state of Vishnu (the All-pervader)'.*
(This being the purpose of the Glta), the next Four
Lectures (Third, Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth), deal with the

subject of the postulant (or aspirant) Pratyag-atma's cog
nition or realization, and the Means or Method {viz.^
Meditation) by which to realize it.
Quoth Arjuna:—
&c.

1. 'If thy creed, Janardana! » be, that Knowledge is
superior to Work, why then dost thou, Kesava!
impel me to terrible deeds (like war)?'
&c.

2. It seems as if thou confu.sest my understanding by
1. Cf. the expression :—" Many
be called, but few chosen'' Matt:

This passage occurs also in Mund-.
6^, iii-?-3.

16, and "For many are called but

3. Discriminatory knowledge of

few are chosen'' Matt:22-14.

2. The translation is by Yogi S.

ParthasSrathi Aiyangar. Original is
;' NByam
pravachanena labhyo,
na medhaya na bahuna srutena
yam evaisha vii-jute tena labhyas
tasyaisha htmd vivrinute tanum svam,
Kat h : Up" II-23.

natures of cAi'/, achit and Isvara-

(vide note I. h :37)

4. • Vijfiana-sarathir yas tu manah
pragrahavan narah, soz.dhvanah-param apnoti tad Vishnch paramam
padam.' A'at: Up°' Ill-g.
S- See note i; p. 19.
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thy ambiguous speech ? Tell me one (thing)
decidedly, by which I may derive supreme
blessedness.

'If thy opinion be that knowledge (or cultivation of

spiritual wisdom by the intellect) is superior to work (or

physical performance of duties as means to Moksha),
why then dost Thou enjoin Me to engage in terrible deeds
(like war)?' The purport of this is:—
'Intellectual Discipline or Path,—or Path of Knowledge

[jMna-nishthd]—isthe means by which to accomplish atma•vision. Work-discipline {Karma-nishthd)=ho6.i\y activif

ties) leads to the Knowledge-Path. The Knowledge?
Path, it was shown, is to be acquired by abstrapting all
the senses and the rhind from their objects : sound etc. If
then it holds that atma-vision is to be effected (immedi

ately) by the sense-and-mind discipline above alluded to,
then I ought to be instructed how to practise this Intellectual

Mode(or Knowledge-Path), by abstaining entirely from aU
active work. But instead, why dost Thou command me tp

engkge in all kinds of violent and such-like acts requiring
the use of all the faculties of sense and mind ?'

'Hence,I fancy,as if Thou art imposing upon me with

Thy duplicate language!' The language is verily equivo
cal inasmuch as the intellectual Path to achieve atma-vision
consists in the annulment of all the sense-and-mind

fa.culties, whereas Thy speech ordains me to embark theni
on actual work. Hence tell me a single
consistent)

unequivocal word, by which! may know for certainty the
exact course to pursue, and achieve (thereby) the highest
good.'
The Lord said :—
&c.

3. 'Two kinds of Paths, for this world, O Sinless I
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were proclaimed by Me already, thejflana-yoga
for the Safikhyas, and the karyna-yoga for the
Yogis."
Thou hast not clearly understood what I already spoke,
to the effect, that in this world,—abounding as it is in differ
ently charactered men—,there are two Paths, the one of
Knowledge {jilana\ and the other of work {karma),suited to
the capacities ofthe persons concerned. Not all men,who are
born in the world, are born with moksha-ambition (or taste),
and able enough(at once) to embark on the Path of Know
ledge ; but they must perform Works without aiming for
reward, performing them, too, as so many acts of Divine
Worship. So done,the contaminations(or evils)ofthe heart

get extirpated ; and then the senses will not be turbulent.
A man so disciplined is then able to enter on the Course of
Knowledge.
That all acts constitute acts of Divine Worship will be
found stated further on in verse:'Worshipping Him, by
one's acts,—from Whom all beings derive their impulses,
—by Whom all this is pervaded—, man attains perfection'
(Bh: Gl: xviii-46).
It has already been even seen that such verses as
"Right, thou hast, but to work etc.," (ii-47), ordain the
performance of works with no anticipations of fruit; and
then when one rises in wisdom beyond the turmoils ofsenseobjects, the Path of Knowledge is prescribed to him
by such verses as"When one gives up all desires etc.,"
(ii-55). Hence jAana-yoga (the psychic or Knowledge-

Path) was prescribed for the Sahkhyds, and karma-yoga

iovih^Yogis.

^

Sahkhyd means
Knowledge or Wisdom, or
reflection, or will. Those who possess this are called
I. Cf. With 11-39,
V-4-5, Bh:
Gij where the terms Sahkhya and

Yoga are explained.
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Sdhkhyas, that is those who are possessed of the wisdom
concerning
(Hence the mind-training or will-training-

jHana-yoga—is for the Sdnkhyas).
Those who are not fit for this course, are the' Yogis, or
those who are fit to follow Karma-yoga, or the Path of
Works.

Hence there was not the least equivocation of lan
guage when it was asserted that for one who is subject to
the distractions of phenomenal objects, Karma-yoga is
suited, and for one who is not so wdi]&c.\.,jfidna-yoga is
suited.

It is now shown that, even though a wish for moksha

arise in the man of the world, he is, yet, not competent
enough to immediataly enter on thejfidna-yoga-Y^i}^:—
T

&c.

•4, None can attain the actionless (naishkarmya)
state by cessation from action ; not by cessa
tion merely doth he attain perfection.'

Neither by not performing the $astra-ordained works,
nor by abandoning them after once begun, does one attain
to the actionless state, i.e., the state of jHdna {naishkarmya=jildna), inasmuch as action {karma) alone, when
interpreted as the mode of worshipping the Supreme

Spirit {Parama-Purushd), and performed with no expecta
tion ofreward, brings perfection, and without this course

/^a»^-fitness is not attainable.
Thus atma-nishthd (or the bestowal of exclusive atten

tion to the concerns of
the psychological training)—
which is practicable only after the annulment of all sensedistractions—is impracticable by those who are deep in the
untold sins of the long past, and who have not worshipped
Govinda,' by acts, with no reward anticipated therefor.
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Further exposition of this question is made
&c.

5. 'None indeed can ever, even for an instant, remain

actionless. By the matter-born gu^as,^ one is
forced against his will, to work.'
No person who is a denizen of this world,remains even
for a moment quiet, without busying himself with someone
act or another.

If he should ever determine to himself saying:'I shall
do nothing,' he will yet find himself compelled into action
by the qualities of matter (with which he is bound),
satva,rajas and tamas^ whichever may get the ascendancy
in response to the influences of past deeds.
Hence by following the Karma- Yoga Course, the
cumulated sins of the pa.st must melt away, and then
mastery over the.qualities {Gunasy of niaiter is gained. The
internal organ {mind)is then made pure, by which next
jndna- Yoga becomes possible.
Otherwise, the attempt to pursue Jftdna-Yoga alone
becomes a pretence, says the verse:—
?RTwr &c.

6. 'Pretender is that atma-ignorant rhan, who in
inhibiting the functions of the senses, yet, in
mind, broods over sense-objects.'

Whoso, with the load ofsins, not yet disburdened, with
no control yet acquired over the inner and outer-senseactivities, strives for atma-wisdom, but if he allow his

thoughts to dwell on sense-objects, implying his love for
them (not yet ceased),—and therefore his thoughts • are
1. See note 3. p. 18.
2. See note I. p. 67(the properties of matter which rule the disposi-

tions of mankind in their several
worldly avocations,
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absent from dtiriS,,—his conduct is false, for while he pre
tends to be doing one. thing, he is doing another.

A man of this description striving for rt^/««-knowledge,
surely misses his mark and perishes. (/.

fails.)

&c.

7. 'Whoso Arjuna! curbing the senses by the mind,
disinterestedly practises Kartna- Yoga with the
organs of action, he is great.'
Inhibiting the sensed by mental effort, whoso cons
trains them to co-operate with him in his endeavours to

accomplish rt^;;««-vision, by performing the ^astra-enjoined
duties, to which, by circumstances of his birth, caste etc., he
is fitted, and which come to be naturally facilely performed
by his organs, which are as it were made for action, such a

person is even more distinguished than the jHdna-Yogi
inasmuch as the path of Karma-Yoga is free from dangers
which are incidental to Jiidna-Yoga.

^^ &c.
8. 'Action is inherent. Do it (then). Action verily Is

superior to non-action {a-karma). Without
action, thou shalt not be able even to sustain

bodily existence.'

iVy'rt/rtW=extended,^ pervading, therefore inherent.
An act is pervading or co-extensive^ because it is a product
of the union (of dimd) with matter. Union with matter

{frakrttl) is a persisting inheritance of the unknown past
To do therefore comes as art easy natural accomplishment,

and not subject to dangers (attending the Path of Know

ledge). Therefore do work. That is superior to nonaction, viz., the mental course,
1. VedkntScharya explains that

with substance, or matter with inher*

extension is co-extension; the co-

ent motion or energy. Hence em-

extension or co-existence ,of action

bodied souls must act.
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A-karma, non-action, means jUdna,—knowledge,—and
is the same as naish-karmya, occuring in such verses as:—
"None can attain the actionless [ncush-karmya) state
(iii-4), and elsewhere.
Even to the follower of thejfldna-?2Sk\, karfna-?a.ih is
superior,for the former is one to which he is not accus
tomed, and which does not flow to him as an inherent ten

dency, and is therefore difficult to practice, and attended
with risk.

Further on it will be shown how even one possessed
of the real rt/wa-knowledge, may work and yet look upon
himself as no agent of {i. e., not responsible for) the act."®"
Thus even <f/»wi-knowledge is a part and parcel of(or involv
ed in) Work. Hence Work is superior. What is said about
the superiority of Work, above Knowledge, will be evident
to himwho is actually engaged in Jhana- Yoga.
Again supposing thou resignest all action, and embarkest on the /^rtwa-course alone, then how dost thou expect
to support thy bodily existence, which is necessary and
helpful to thee in thy practice of jMna-yoga, when thou
hast taken that course up and retired from all activity?
The maintaining ofthe body is a sine qua nan as long as one
has to finish the particular method he has adopted, and
till he reaches the end he has in view. The way that one
has to maintain the body is, by labour, to acquire money in
rightful ways; then perform, by its means, the Mahdyajnas^
1. Cp. in-27, and Xlll-ao.
{Karyakirana kartritve S^c).

(3.) /ToMa=The offering of clarified butter &c.,into fire, called Deva-

2. The five Great Sacraments or
Acts of Divine Worship ordained for
every holy man are

yajila.
(^)

(i.) Adhyapana=1hRie3.chmgot

yajHa,

the Sacred Scriptures &c., called

Brahma-yajita.
(2.) Thr/awa = The oblation of
water, food &c., called PHH-yajda.

The distribution offood
to creatures in general, called Bhuta(5.)

entertainment

of holy guests, called Nri-yajfia
Wdt Mattu, 111. 6g to fj.
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partake of the residue of food offered at these holy cere
monials, and sustain existence by such food alone. For,
the .^ruti declares:—

'From pure food, mind becomes pure; when mind is
pure,(the continued stream ofj memory (on attni) accrues
etc."

Also in the Gita itself it will be shown:

'They, the sinful who cook food for themselves eat sin'
etc., (iii-13.)

Hence to the postulantofjH&na- Yoga,—when he desists
from all work,—what is the manner by which he must
necessarily support his body ? (consider).
Hence, because (l) that the jMna-czxididdXQ also has
to keep up the body, and has to continue performing the
daily and occasional duties^ such as the fnahd-yajflas^ etc.,
till the end of his course is accomplished ; because (2) that

in the Karma- Yoga path, also, the contemplation of the
reality of rt/wa-nature is included,—that contemplation In
volving the conception that the worker is no agent &c—;
because also, (3) that the Kanna-Yoga is easiest done and

with no prospect of dangers (such as do attend jHdna- Yoga
practice). Karma- Yoga is preferably recommended even to
the Jftdna- Yogi.
The decision on the whole is ;—'Do thou therefore

practice Kartna-Yoga.
But if it be argued that work, such as the acquiring of
money etc., involves the vanities of* I-ness' and'my-ness'
etc., demanding the vexatious exercise of all the sense1. 'Ahara-fuddhau satva-suddhth, satva-suddhau dhiiva-smriti^,

Aupasana. The occasioned (naimitiiX'a) are the Sr3ddhas, Tarpapas &c.

smriti-Iambhe sarva-granthlnaih vi-

performed on the Eclipse-day, Saflk-

pra-mokshali' Chh. Up°. VlI-26~2.

ranti, MahSlaya &c. Purva-MimSmsa

2. The daily duties {nitya) are
SnSna, Sandhy3,Vaisvadeva-brahma-,

says: 'nitya naimittika karmacharaye
phalam nSsti: akarane pratyavSyal;'.

yajiia, Deva-rshi-pitri-tarpana, and
13

3.

Note 2, p. 96.
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faculties, and that this procedure must eventually cause
^ndage to the person, it is said :—
9. 'Outside F^yi^rt^-intended work,the world becomes
work-bound. With that object, Kaunteya !, do
work, void of attachment'
Instead of work, such as that of acquiring money re

quired to enable one to perform the sastra-bid Yaj^as^,
works for selfish ends are inaugurated. It is the latter by
which the world (men) becomes bound. Hence engage in

works, such as getting money,for the sake of the Yajflas^.

Sanga or attachment c^mes, when work is undertaken
for self-service (dima-prayoj^a). Free from such motive, go
to work.

All labour, when solely spent in the service of the
Yajilas^y becomes consecrated, through the Yaj'das^, as
acts of Worship done to please the Supreme Spirit(Paramapurusha'). He(God) will then efface all the deeds(sin and
merit) of the immemorial past, binding the man, and point
out'the >vay how, with little trouble, one can achieve atmacognition.

. It is now shown that all persons of every ambition,
without exception, must support existence by yaj'da-conse-r'
crated food only; and that sin is incurred by those who do
not do so.

XIW:^ &c.
10. 'Creating beings along with Yajflas,® Prajapati*
. 1. From yaja-=d^-a-pujdy<lm^
the Sacrifices; or the formulated holy

2. See note i, p. 2,
3. Cp. 'Tasmad YajSat sarva

rite8ofDivineWorship,daily,occasional

hutah' Tait\ Up". Purusha-SUkta,

&c. Throughout, it is the postulation
of the Law of Sacrifice. For praises

g-ro.
4. A term generally applied to

ofYajfia, see 49th and 50th AnuvSkas,
NSrdyanam.

the four-faced Brahma, the lord commissioned to create his own single

9-10.]
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spoke (thus)in the past:—" With this, multiply;

verily it is all-desire-giver {kamadhuk)"
As declared in the Sruti:—

'The Lord of the Universe'(Patim visvasya)' etc., the
term Prajapati is an unrestricted designation of Narayana,*
the Lord of all, the Greater of the Universe, the Soul of the

Universe (visvatma)/ and the Supreme Resource (Parayana)."

In tlie past, this Prajapati,—the Bhagavan,®—intently
reflected, at the time of creation, on the entities {chit),

entangled in matter {a-chit) from an immemorial past
They were destitute of a name, of a form and of a distinc

tion (one from the other), and embosomed in Him. They
were fit for fulfilling great aims, but were lying latent like
inert or unintelligent substances.
Prajapati, out of infinite mercy, looked on them, and
wishing to work out their deliverance, created them (or

projected them into manifestation). With them he inaugu
rated the institution of Yajftas, so that they may worship
Him thereby. And he spake thus:—
'By this (yajfia), multiply yourselves {attnasy (iii-io)
And'let it grant you or fulfil for you, your highest ambi
tion, viz, moksha, and all the rest of lower ambitions, help
ful to moksha.'

system in the vast kosmos, vizi the

name of Vishnu. Read(i) Tait: Up"

Brahman^a. It is also applied to

NarSyamm VI. (2) Atharva-Sikha,

the Prajapatis, the sons of Brahma. NarSyamm; (3) Mahopanishat-i;
But here it signifies God Himself, (4) SubSl-opanishat. 6, and many
the Universal Creator,the Mahd Vish-

another Upanishat,

nu, whose 70th and t99th name it is.
Vishnu-purapa says:'Kartu-kamah
prajapatih'
1. Tait: Up". Narfiyapam.VI-i I.
2. The import of this most
Holy Name has already been noted,

3. The 227th name of God.
4- The 592nd name of God. He
from whom aWyama,niyama &c.,are
obtained. He from whom all bhaktiqualifications referred to in Bh: Gi.
XI-54, XVIII-53, 54, are derived.

vide note 5, p. 8. It is the 246th

$• See note i, p: 28, note 8, p: 10.
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How (does this happen)? (It is explained):—
cl &c.

11. 'By this (yajna), serve the devas

let the devas^

serve you. Reciprocating services (thus), you
will attain the highest good.'
By this (yajfla), worship the devas (minor divine func
tionaries) who constitute My body, and whose Atma,I am.
For, it is declared further on ;—

'{Aham hi etc.,) i. e., I indeed am the Enjoyer of all the
Yajfias, and the Lord etc.'(ix-24).
Let the devas^—of whom I am Atmd,—worshipped by
you,grant you your prayers for food, water etc., (t.e., general
prosperity and abundance).
Mutually exchanging services thus, you shall reap the
highest good, moksha.*

^ &c.
12. 'The devas, propitiated by sacrifice (yajfta) will
surely grant you all wished-for enjoyments.
He is verily the thief who eats what is given by
them without offering it to them.'
Yaiha-bkdvitdhs:Honored or recognized by yajfias, />.,
worshipped. 'The devas, of whom / am the soul, shall
confer on you whatever enjoyments you may pray for.'
This means that whatever good you receive from them shall

be such as would enable you to worship the devas again
and again.

If one should enjoy the gifts granted by them with
the view that they may be worshipped by you in return,
without offering to them beforehand, he is a thief indeed.
1. The lower Gods, the agents of
God, with several function.s allotted
to them in creation.
2. Cp: Srt BMgavata. XI, 2-by.

'Bhajantiye yatha devan deva api
tathaiva t5n'. Cp. ThiV: 6^":
nam, soth Anuvaka;— 'yajSa iti

yajhohi devanam &c.'

It-t3«]
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Chaurya is larceny. Its dcBnition is thus:—'It is

the intention one forms that property which belongs
to others,and for the use of which they have the right, is his
own; and (by depriving them of the same, unlawfully)
appropriates it to himself and lives by it'
Hence to an individual of this description, there is not

only the forfeiture of the highest aspiration of man {moksha)
but he will deserve a journey to the Infernum {nirqya).
The same subject is continued:—
'

&c.

13. 'The partakers of Yajfla-consecrated food are
delivered from all evils. But those who cook

for self-enjoyment,—sinners,—incur sin.'

Those who prepare food from money earned, with the
soleobjectofworshippingthe Supreme Spirit,—Who ensouls
Indra^ etc.,(the lower gods),—and who only partake ofsuch
consecrated residual food, become absolved from the aeonic

accumulation of iniquity, impeding the fulfilment, viz., of
the cognition of true atma-nature.

But they, the sinful souls, who fancy that what the
Supreme Spirit,as the Indwelling Spirit in Indra etc., grants,
with the view that it may be used for His worship, is for
themselves, and prepare and eat of food with this notion,
eat of sin itself.

Agha=^s\n: is here used to denote the consequences
or fruits of sin.

Adverse to achieving atma-perception, such people

prepare food, eat etc., paving for them the way to infernal
regions.

Again it is shown that everything is traceable to
Yajfia whether it be viewed from the stand-point of the
I. The ruler of Svarga, the material Elysium.
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world, or from the stand-point of ^astra^; and it is shown
that the observance of Yajfla is a necessity, and that its
omission is aftended with evil consequences:—
'TcTTH &c.

14. 'From food come all beings ; by rain^ is produced
food ; Yajfla causes rain ; and result of actions
is Yajfla,'

^

&c.

15. 'Know that body [braAma) gives forth action ;

from akshara (the Imperishable=rt^»«rt) comes
body. Hence the all-obtaining body is neces
sary for Yajfla.'
&c.

16. 'Thus is the wheel made to revolve. Whoso,
here, doth not follow it, his is a life of sin,—he is

a reveller in the garden of the senses,—he
liveth a vain life, O Partha.'

From food,all creatures spring,and from rain, ofcourse,
comes food. That it is so, the world is witness to.

As for Yajfla causing rain, we know it so from the
authority of the Sastras, for it is therein declared :—
'Oblations well delivered into the fire, mount up to the
sun.

From the sun is born rain etc,'®

And actions, such as the earning of money etc., by an

agent, result in Yajfla. And actions proceed from the body
{brahmd).

The term brahma (here) denotes the body, an aggre
gate of material particles. That such denotation is sancT. See note 2, p. 37'

2. Cp."Patjanyo varshati" &c.
Tail: NSrdyatta yoth Anuvctka.
3. Manu. III-76;'Agnau pras-ta-

hutissamyagadityamupatishthate&c.

This is also quoted at end of VI-73,
Maitri. Up". Asiat: Society of Bengal
Edtn. p. 284(Engl:)

14-16.3
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tioned, may be seen from the Veda-passage:—
'From Him, this brahma (matter=the extended

body) name, form, as well as food are born'^
This use of the term is also found in the Gita:—

'My womb is the extensive brahvici(xiv-3). Hence our
interpretation of the passage ^ karma brahmodbhavatti
meaning 'that actions proceed from the body'—a compound
of matter—is correct.

Brahm-dkshara sam-udbhavam; the term akshara (the

Imperishable) refers to jivdtma, the individual soul, for it is
jivdtma, who informs the body and obtains gratification
from food, water etc., and so fortified, is able to engage in
action. Hence the body which serves as the instrument of

jivdtma for work, is said to spring from it {akshara).^
Thus'the all-prevalent body,'/>.,the body that every votary
of Ydjfla must own,is the inevitable requisite for Yajda.
(From Yajfia, rain ; from rain food and so on, again), is
the wheel set in motion by the Supreme Spirit.
'From food comes all beings Bhutas are beings or

creatures, meaning embodied entities(souls=«/;«<»)or souls
clothed in bodies.

Thus food from rain ; rain from yajila; yajfia from
works, performed by a doer ; works from a living body;
living bodies again from food ; is the wheel of ceaseless
antecedents and sequences.
Whoso that is born here,—be he karma-yogi or jfidna-

y• ogi—^ follows not this v/heel,leads a sinful life by the reason
that he omits to nourish or support his embodied existence

by the leavings of Yajfia-dedicated.food.
Aghdyu}i=Y{^ vhose is a life of sin : means either he
I. If

as interpreted here by

meaningless. Some others interpret

some commentatorsas Supreme Spirit,
the Supreme spirit Springing from

it as the Vedas. Both are irrelevant
here.

Akshara^ or Spirit, again, would be
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whose life is dfevoted to commision of sin, or he whose life

is born of sin. It may mean both.
Therefore he becomes an indriydrdmah-. or he who has

the senses for his pleasure-garden, meaning he who indulges
in the delights of the senses.
And therefore he is no dtmdrdmah ; or he who would

revel in the delights of the garden of dtmd (or spiritual
transports of bliss). In other words the person {aghdyuK)
is one who is exclusively addicted to sensuous enjoyments.
Food, not consecrated to yajila before-hand, nourish

ing the body and the mind, provokes rajas (passions) and
tamts (darkness of intellect etc). A man in whom these
dispositions are uppermost, becomes hostile to achieving
a/;»<z-illumination, and finds all his pleasures in the gratifi
cations of the senses alone.

(With a necessary body then, which is to be used as
an instrument for Divine Worship, and which has therefore

to be served with food, let one act and fulfil this object.
He who does not do so), albeit his attempt to practice
jildna-yoga, is destined to fail.
'He, therefore, Partha 1 lives a useless life'.

It is now shown that necessity for works such
as the maha-yajfiasS incumbent for the several castes
(varna)" and orders (asrama)*, ceases in the case of that

person who is a mukia,(the liberated), and therefore he is
under no obligation to adopt any Means whatever to accom
plish rt/;«<i-vision.
&c.

17. 'But naught hath he to do whose delight is dtmd,
whose satisfaction is dtmd,and whose content

ment is dtmdj
I. See note 2, p. 96.

2, See notes i and 2, p:65.
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&c.

18. 'Here, neither Work nor No-work serves him

any purpose. For, naught is there in creation he
hath to depend on.'
cfWRBW. ycin &c.

19. 'Hence, unconcerned, work as if it were a duty

to be discharged. The person so unconcerned,
verily reaches the Transcendent'

The person who is in need of neither the Path of Wis
dom nor the Path of Action, is naturally he who is atmaward. To him 'dtmd is his satisfaction:' i.e., no satisfaction

such as he feels in dtmd, has he for food, water etc,
nothing in fact, save dtmd. 'His contentment is of dtmd'-.

i.e. not of pleasure-gardens, of flowers,of chandana (sandal
wood etc., paste, smeared over the body), of vocal and ins
trumental music, dancing etc.
To him whose care, whose support, and whose every

thing is dtmd, what need is there to do any work to lead
him to dtmd-cogmt\on, for to him the nature of dtmd is
ever and naturally evident ?
Hence he stands in need of no Means to accomplish for
him dtmd-cogm\\on nor by practising any Means does he
lose anything, for he is no more dependent on any Means,
because a/wa-cognition has, for him, become afait accompli
Means or Paths are for those whose attention has to be

diverted from material objects, but to one who has accom
plished this end, he has no need to resort to any help
which in the shape of ether (akasa) or other differentiation
of primordial matter in creation, constitutes the Means;^ for
all Means are intended to create an aversion for all that is

material (phenomenal).
I. This has reference to what is
known as Pfatlk-opdsana, or worship
of material symbok. Consult Brahma
14

Sutras i(ij Na pratikena etc. IV-1-4;
and (2) A-pratlkAlambanAt nayati
etc. IV-3-4.
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He indeed is liberated {mukta) whose engagement in
action is not an engagement with a view that it does consti
tute any means to effect rt^f«a-cognition. Whether one eng

ages in action as a means,or engages in it as no means,as in
the case of a purejHdna- Yogi,engagenent in action is easy,
bereft of danger, and involves fundamentally the contempla
tion on the true nature of dtmd (as ^astras inform); and ac
tion in all cases is therefore desirable, (In the case of the

Jndna- Yogi, action will be showing a good example to the
world, like the action of the Supreme Spirit Himself,as will
be shown further on).

Hence always engage in work, disinterestedly, and as
a duty to be discharged, until atma is realized,
AsaktaJi=y!\^o\xt attachment;kdryam=di duty,bounden to be discharged. How work may be done without the

egotistic notion of self as the actor is further illustrated. So
practising
the individual reaches the Transcandent (J)aram), i. e., dttnd.
&c.

19^, 'By action alone, did Janaka' and others reach
the supreme perfection.'
As because Karma- Yoga is commended even to those

who are qualified for jAdna- Yoga, the Maharshis or Royal
Sages like Janaka and others,—who were leaders of JftanTs,®
reached supreme perfection—viz: realization ofdtmd—by
way of Works alone.

Thus it has been shown that for the moksha-aspirant,
who is unfit to tread the Path of Knowledge (/Adna-yoga),
who is therefore fit to walk the Path of Works {karma-yogd),
the latter is the necessary course for him to adopt. It has also
1, See Chht Up" for Janaka's

account,

Brihi Up".

2. Janaka instructed even §uka,

the great Jiiani, the son of Veda-

Vyasa. {Videi Mahopanishat, sttd
Adhyaya).
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been shown,with reasons, that even for the man who is

qualihed to pursue thejildna-yoga course, karma-yoga(work)
has superior advantages over jflana-yoga. (Knowledge).
It will now be shown that karma-yoga has another

aspect:that of becoming an inevitable duty to a certain class
of persons who are specially distinguished and qualified to
practise,(and show) it (to others):—
&c.

20. 'Thou hast, besides, need to work, seeing that
benefit accrues to the world';(for):—
&c.

21. 'What the wise man doth, another doth likewise;
what law he may make, the world follows it.'

Considering from the stand-point that by one's acts

the world is profitted, then oughtest he to act (/. e., act
altruistically.)

Sreshthah : is a wise man,a worthy man,a man of note
and respectability; and is one well versed in Sastras.^
Whatever such a man does, is imitated by all other men.
It may be that it is generally known that a certain act is
one which ought to be performed, yet all men wait to see

how a good man, a leader of society, takes the initiative,
and then they will do it, following suit.

Hence a man of special distinction or character ought
always to show the example to the world, by first playing
himself the part in all dutiesassigned to his caste (varnay
and order in life {dframa).' If he should fail to do so, he
commits sin,—the sin of not having benefitted the world by
example.
The consequence to himself will further be that he will

slip from the Path of his own jfldna-yoga.
I. Vide: note 2, p. 37.

2, Vide:notes i and 2, p. 75.
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&c.

22. 'In all the three worlds,* Partha!* naught is
there (binding) for Me to do ; naught is there
not gained or to gain. Yet I am in work.'
In all the three worlds,* where I could,by mere will, be

present in the guise of man, or deva^ or anything I choose,®
there is no work which I am bound to do, for I am the

Lord ofall {Sarvesvarah)* for I have nothing which has not
been gained or which I have to gain by working. Hence
the sole reason why I have applied myself to work (cease
lessly) is for the interests of the world.

qfl: lit T

&C.

23. 'Did I not, for once, out of indolence, engage in
work,all mankind,Partha!' will copy My ways
in everyway.'
s9

&c.

24. 'Did I not Myself perform work,all these worlds*
would go to ruin. I would be creating disorder
{sahkard) and working the downfall of all
those creatures.'

I. See note i, p. 15.
3. The "three worlds" is a world-

they agree precisely with the Hindus,
who place the Gods above, man

conception. Richard Garbe in his
address before the Philological Con-

beneath,and spiritual creatures flitting
unseen, in the intermediate regions."

■ gress at Cjiicago, 1893, says.- "It
may be here remarked, by the way.

3. This alludes to the mystery of
Divine Avatars, (read Part I. Occi-

that the Pythagoreans, and Ocellus in

dental of my Papers on Inspiration

particular, distinguish as parts of the
world, the heaven, the earth, and the
interval between them, which they

etc). God has nothing to gain for
Himselfby his'Descents,' which are
intended as sacrifice and service for

term, lofty and aerial."
"Pythagoras, as after him Ocellus,
peoples the middle or aerial region
with demons, as heaven with Gods,
and the earth with men. Here again

others. The three Lokas or kosmic
regions are the Deva, the Pitr,^and
the Manushya, Lokas.
4. See note 2, p. 15. This is the
9yth name of.God.
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If I, the Lord of all, of Will Infallible, and in Whose

command lies the phenomenal display of the kosmos
in its several scenes of emanation, continuance and imma-

nation ; if I, taking births—seemingly as if it were a com
mon event like the births of other (karma-bound)
creatures,'—for the purpose of benefitting the world,—did
not at any time, out of indifference (say), not act; if I,
having been born in the pedigree of the famous man-chief
Vasudeva® (My father), did not conduct Myself in all
seriousness, in the ways and manners adapted to his race
(etc.,), why, all mankind would begin to act likewise, carried
away with the notion that My ways are the ways of virtue,
the worthy ways ofthe worthy son ofthe worthy Vasudeva® 1.
They would thus be put on the way to Infernum by the
mere omission on My part to do a duty, which amounts to
the commission of the gravest wrong. Mankind would be
put out of the way of realizing atma.
If I did not Myself
the customs of the coun
try, mankind would take that as the final verdict as to
what is right. They would desist froih all (right) effort,
and be lost.

If, again, I failed to respect the behests of Sastra, by
practising them Myself I would be the author of causing a
mixture or turbidity in the races of pure and holy peo

ple.' I would thus be the cause of such men's ruination.
[fthou also, Arjuna! thou the son of Pandu,® thou the
brother of Yudhisthira,® should betake thyself away to

fflana- Yoga (to which class thou belongest), all the worthy
rest of men, moksha-aspirants, would likewise follow thy

example, not knowing that their own stage is not of that
advanced kind as thine is.

1. Cp: Galalians: 4-41—'God
sent forth His Son made of a woman,

made under the law,'

2. About caste,read Lect. I. 391044.
3. Vide Gene al: Table at end of

Lect s I.
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Thus, failing to walk in the Path of Works, mankind
must meet ruin.

Hence, even for the specially distinguished men (who
do not need any action) there is this reason requiring them
to act.

&c.

25. 'Like the unwise,attached to works, act, Bharata I

(but) let the wise, in the interests of the world,
also act, but unattached.'
^

&c.

26. 'Let not be unsettled, the mind ofthe unwise,
attached to works. Let the wise heartily
(jukiah) enter into works, to encourage them.'

The unwise (avidvamsah): are the unlearned in all the
wisdom concerning atma.
Attached to works', are those who wed themselves to

works entirely, who lacking knowledge of atma, are unable
to take up jfiana ; or those who are but fitted to walk the
Path of Works, which to them is the sole Means by which
to achieve atma-illumination.

Let the wise man also behave like the work-attached

person, albeit his possession of full atma-knowledge,and
albeit absence of interest for him in the result of works, and
who is fit to walk in the Path ofjHana-yoga. For,

He is looked up to by the world as the best pattern
for imitation. To profit the world therefore, by dictating
to it the principles of right and wrong, he must set a
personal example ; which is, by himself treading the Path
of Works.

The unwise are the moksha-aspirants, who ignorant of

a thorough knowledge of atma, are incapable of adopting
thejfldna-yoga method.

25-38.]
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They are work-attached (karma-sanginah): or those
who from the persistence of.past habits of doing works,
have inherited the same tendencies, fitting them for that
Path (Karma-Yoga.)
Let not the Intention of such people be unhinged by

preaching to them the existence of other methods—besides
kar»ui-yoga-hy which atma-cognition may be accomplished.
What the wise man has to do in these circumstances,
is to seem as if, like the work-attached persons, he is at
heAtlWy (yuktahj with them for work, and that Aarnta-yoga alone, with no extraneous help of Jfldna-yoga-, is
sufficient to lead to atma-illumination.

By taking the lead thus in the Karma-Path, he must

inspire other people with love for good works (so that
eventually they may become competent to take higher
steps and reach perfection).
The difference between how the wise man practices

Karma-Yoga,—and how the unwise man—, having been
pointed out,the doctrine of how one may act, and yet con
template on disownment of responsibility as actor, is now
inculcated.—
&c.

27. All kinds of activities are born of the gunds^ of

matter. Whoso is deluded with the egoistic
notion {akahkdra),^ thinks,' I am the doer.'
&c.

28. Whereas the truth-knower, O mighty-armed 1 of

the nature and work of

gui^as,^ knowing

thatgunas^ rest in gunas/ giveth up attachment.'
1. Gunasequalities of matter, see
□ote I, p. 79. See also XIII-20 and
29.

2. Means pride, or intumescence

of selfness, egoism or egotism. AhaAkara, here means the deluded.notion
that what is not-self (body] is self

(dtma).
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In respect to the activities which are displayed by the
three-fold nature of matter,.satva, rajas and tamasj the
man who is blinded by ahahkdra^—fancies that he is the
doer or author,(the agent,the cause, the root, the spring,or
the fountain of the activities).
.(4^a«^rtra*'=I-ness=the notion of egoism one feels for

his body,or the mistaken notion that the non-self,—body,—
is the self, dtmd.

A man therefore who is under this wrong notion mis

takes the doings of the body or the^««aj,^ as dtma's doings.
He thinks,'I am the doer.'

Tatva-vit or truth-knower: is he who is capable of
discerning in work the properties of the
manifesting
themselves.

Whoso therefore discovers in the manifestations of the

gunasj the gunas^ themselves, will not commit the error
of thinking,' I am the doer.'

29. 'Deluded by maXtet'sgums,^ they find employment
in the workings of the gunasX The all-informed
wise man shall not disturb the ill-informed igno
rant.'

The ill-informed people attempt atma-realization, but
they are ignorant of the true nature of atma by reason of
their connection with matter, the gums of which obstruct
him. He is naturally drawn to connect himself with the

activities of the gunas and cannot divert these natural
tendencies towards the contemplation of the distinct atmanature. Hence they are not competent for the Path of

Jndna, but only good enough for that of Karma.
The all-wise man, again, shall, seeing the capacities of
these sluggish people and their slow understanding,though
I. See note I, p. 67.

2. See note 2, p. III.
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himself a jflana-yogi, shall not try to turn them from their
own easy Path of Action, The danger is that they are on
the watch to follow the lead of wise men ; while so, when

they are not capable themselves to tread the Path ofJUdna,
but when they find their wise man,above necessity of action,
they may mistake the wise man, by giving up action them

selves (and not be able to join the wise man in his ways.)
The conclusion thus is that the leading man, the man
of wisdom, shall himself stay in Karma- Yoga; and though
he know from his knowledge of the true rt/ww-nature that
dtmd is essentially no actor, shall yet persuade men of less

knowledge that «/;««-vision is solely possible by the unaid
ed Path of Karma (or action).
It was also previously pointed out that even to ajftanayogi, the harma-course was (for reasons stated) preferable.
Hence men of light and leading {vyapadesjdK) shall
themselves tread the karma-YdXh as a measure, beneficent
to the masses in the world.

The method of practising Karma-Yogahy ascribing
all agency to the gunas,—because dtmd has been shown to
be a distinct essence—has now been described.

The ascription or attribution of agency to the gunas
is thus:—

Reflect, that dtmd from its essential nature, cannot be

actor,but action comes to it from its conjunction with matter.
(It is actorship not natural but derived or borrowed).
Hence in association with matter {prdptaY, there is actorship ; in the absence of such association {aprdptay,there is
no actorship.
I. Praptdz.prdpta = agreement sition'All not.5 is not .4.'Its appliand difference; or pripla,positive pre- cation to the present case is thus:—
miss, corresponding with the universal 'Atma becomes actor when in contact
A proposition 'All A b A' The with the gunas'•, 'not contact with
aprapta is negative premiss, corres- the gunas, b no actorship to atma.'

ponding with the converted A propoIS

Atma is thus, per se, no actor.
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It is next shown how works may be viewed by attribu
ting authorship thereof—an attribution hitherto considered
with reference to the gunas/—to Bhagavan, the Supreme
Spirit,the all-Soul,—a consideration justified by the fact that
all atmas constitute His body, and are related to Him in
the relation of the guided and the Guide.
&c.

30. 'With mind, a/wa-absorbed, rest all works in Me.

Rid of desire and 'my-ness', and of (mental)
fever, fight.,

'In Me, the Inner-Soul of all living beings, place all
thy acts; with thy mind rt/w«-engrossed, desireless (of
fruit for work done), destitute of the vanity of'my-ness,
and free from feverish (cankering) care, fight, i. e., dis
charge all 5>astra-enjoined duties.
Ae/hj'dtma-chetasd^with, the mind atma-absorbed i. e.,
all thought absorbed in the contemplation of the nature of
dtmd as proclaimed by hundreds of Sruti-texts, such for
example as:—
'Penetrating the interior, the Ruler of all creatures,
the all-Soul etc.'^.

* Him, the Penetrator into the interior, the Author (or
Actor) etc.,®'

* He, Who is seated in atmi, Who is interior to atma,
Whom atma knows not,to Whom atma is body. Who rules
in the interior of atma,(He) is thy Indwelling Governor
(Guide), and Immortality {i. e.. Giver of Immortality)etc';*

declaring that atma constitutes the body of the Supreme
t.

Kn/f: note I, pt 67.

2.' 'Anta); pravishtassasta jananamsarvltma.'
III-11-2.

3. 'Antah pravishtam kartaram
etam.' Tait t Aran, lll-tt-2,

4. 'Ya 9tmani tisht^ann Stmanoz.

ntaro Yam-aima na veda, Vasy-3tm9
aarlram, Va Stmanam antaro yama-

yati Sa ta Atmaz.ntaryainy-Ainnta]i.'
Bri \ Up \

Kdtiva-pilha.
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Spirit {Pardma-purushay, and is subject to His direction,
He being the Director or Guide.
Likewise do the Smritis also declare, as for example:—

'The Supreme Ruler of all'* &c.
The Gita itself will be fbund further on to say:—
'{Sarvasya chaz~ham fi'f.):—In the heart of all, indeed,
I am enthroned, and from Me is memory (smriti) and
reason

(xv-IS).

'{Tsvaras-sarva-bhfiidndm

—Isvara, Arjuna! dwells

in the heart-region of all creatures, whirling them by His
mdyd (wonderful power),(as if they were) mounted on a
machine.'(xviii-6i.)

As a necessary inference, therefore, from the consider
ation that dtmd constitutes My body, and derives all ener
gies (or powers) from Me, do thou surrender all acts to Me,
the Supreme Spirit, imagining that they are all done by
Myself. In other words,let all acts be done as acts of Wor
ship paid to Me.
Also, be nirdfih, desireless, i. e., remaining without any
expectancy of fruit for work done.
Nirmainah=to be free from the idea of 'my-ness' or
owning an act for oneself.
Thy (mental) fever thus cured {vSgata-jvarah), do
hghting and all the round of duties (that the sacred Edicts
make binding on thee).

Thus ought thy reflections to run :—'My Soul {Atma)
is the Supreme Spirit, and therefore, He, my Atmd, is the
Author (or Actor). The Lord of all, the Master of all, it

is He, Who causes acts being done—acts of worship to
Him—by me, who am His body, and therefore His instru
ment. And therefore no notion of'my-ness' or owner-

•ship of acts done, I can entertain.'
I. See note 4, p. 21. This name

is synonymous with Param-StmS.

2. 'PrasiisitSram saryesham,'&c,

Manu'. XIII-II2,

Il6
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Thus shall thy fever leave thee,—the fever or mental
trouble evinced by thy thoughts:'how am I going to escape
from the enormous mass of sins committed in the immemo

rial past etc. ?'
Thou mayst thus cheerfully enter on the duties pres
cribed for thee—Karma-Yoga—reflecting that by them,
thou dost but worship the Supreme Spirit; and He so wor

shipped delivereth thee from bondage.
That Paramapurusha^ is the Supreme Lord {Sarves-

varahy

Supreme Master (Sarvaseshi),'^ is declared

in such ^rutis as:—
'Him, the Great Supreme Lord of Lords,—Him the

Supreme Devata of the Devatas, etc.'*
'The Master of the universe'*.

'The Master of masters '« etc., etc.

livaratva, Lordship: is Niyantritva, Kingship or Commandership.

Patitva, Mastership: is the relationship between the
Lord and the liege, or Master and the disposable right He

has for His property (the liege).
That such is the actual quintessence of all Upanishad
teachings is now shown:—

.

tr ^

&c.

31. 'Whoso, men, will follow this eternal behest of
Mine,filled with faith or (at least) void of ill-will,
shall be released from all deeds.

M'dnavas=men, the descendants of Manu', and there
fore the followers of ^astras. They determine to themsel

ves what the main import of the l^astras is,—which
1. See note 4, p. 21.
2. All-Lord
a&me).

5- Patim visvasya etc: MaAS
Ndrdj/ana l//>° i XI-^.

3. The all-Disposer.
4. 'Tamlsvara-jam pa r a m a m

6. Patim patinam etc. Svet: Up°,
VI-7.

Mahesvaram, tam daivatanam paramajSchaDaivatam.' Svet s Up°. VI-7.

7* See note under

: 6^». IV-1.

30-32.]
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(3astras) are no other than My Will formulated—and con
duct themselves in accordance therewith.

There are those, who,if they cannot bring the Sastracanons into practice personally, may yet be faithful
believers in the tenets inculcated therein.

There may again be those, who though not earnest
and believing, may not yet range themselves with
blasphemers, and doubt the truthfulness, authority (and so
on) of the -^^astra-injunctions ; in other words, who will not
try to detect errors in Sastras, laying claim, as they may,to
perfection.
All these three classes of men shall be delivered

from the effects of their vast accumulation of past fructescent deeds, causing their bondage.

7V-2-//= they also,or atleast they:referring to the unvilifying class, is to impressively show that even if they be
not men of earnestness, but if only they keep a passive
attitude, they are entitled to salvation (gradually.)
This verse thus declares that even those who are un

able to exemplify the Sastra-teaching by actual conduct, but
if they are earnest in believing its precepts ; and that even
those who m^ not be earnest, but if they at least do not
blaspheme, are entitled to absolution from past deeds, the
cause of bondage. The(positive) attitude of faith or at least
the (negative) attitude of absence of ill-will gradually
leads them on to actual conduct as enjoined by ^astra, and
then on to liberation {mokska)finally.
The evil to the non-observers of Aupanishad-com-

mandments, the non-earnest, and the blasphemers, is stated
thus:—

^

&c.

32. 'But whoso, blaspheming,carry not out this. My

n8
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edict,—know them to be blind to all knowledge;

and, bereft of understanding,(te be) lost.'
My edict or truth is that to all atma-essence I am

the Prop. It is to Me as My body, standing to Me in the
relation of disposable property {seska-bhiliam); and it de
rives all its impulses from Me (explained in verse 30, ante)Whoso, then, do not contemplate and act conformably
to this law or truth; who.so,otherwise, are not earnest; whoso,

otherwise again, may take to cavilling, know them all to be
utterly destitute of any knowledge. Therefore they are
to be considered as deprived of understanding and lost'.
Understanding or intelligence (chetah) is that which
gives to one the true knowledge of things ; in its absence
their knowledge would be pervert or crooked {yiparitajUdna), and uttermost ignorance then prevails.

Thus, it has been shown that'actorship' arises from
union with matter, from its (matter's) qualities (gunas) be
ing provoked by the contact; and that this is (ultimately)
dependent on the Supreme Spirit.

Reflecting in this manner, Karina- Yoga is meet, both
for him who is competent for the
Kartna-Yoga^
and for him who is competent for the Path ofJflana- Yoga.
Karma-Yoga is meet for both (it was explained), on ac
count of its facility, exemption from dangers, and requir
ing no help of other methods for its prosecution, inasmuch
as in it is involved a (required amount of the) knowledge

of atma; whereas jHana-Yoga is difficult to practise, suscep
tible offailures, and inasmuch as some karma,—such as that

required to find the wherewithal to maintain bodily exis
tence—is necessarily demanded (without which how is any
one to perform any yoga at all ?)
I. Lost means, incapable of rising
to those heights of perfection which is

in the power of souls.
note i, p .• 120.

Also read
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Also it was pointed out how necessary it was for a
man of distinction to specially engage in karma (as an
example to the world).
What the difficulties and the dangers are in respect of

Jnana-Yoga,ds&novf explained in the remaining portion of
this (third) Lecture:—
&c.

33. 'Even t\\Qjfldni follows the bent of his nature* ;
all creatures follow nature* ; what can {Sdstra)restriction avail?'.

The jftdni,—the man of wisdom—is well acquainted
with the Sastra-declarations as regards the distinctive nature

ofatma from matter(prakriti), and knows also full well that
atma should form the sole object of his contemplation.
And yet the force of old habits(in connection with matter)
is such that he is carried along in the current of old
nature's tendencies, and he finds occupation with material
objects. The reason is that creatures become confirmed
in whatever habits they form with nature,—whatever habits
they create from their association with the inert companion
«c//f/=(matter); and in those habits they persist.
In the face of these inured habits, what availeth Sastra,

which would impose restraint(on these habits)?!'*
How one (slavishly) follovYS (material) nature is now
explained :—
I. Nature here means the sum of
tendencies, dispositions, tastes, inclinations &c., which are seen to evoke
in each individual,—the man thus

which eventuate in the present birth,
(Read my Articles on'Predestination
and Free-will.' In the Theosophisl,
1896-97}.

apparently unaccountably differing

2. Cf. the MahabhUrata verse!

from another,—the varieties so exhi- 'Janmantara sahasreshu yS buddhir

bited being accounted for by the
habits formed in previous births,

bhavita nri^am, tSm eva bhajate
jantur upadew nirarthakaJ;.'
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&C.

33^. 'Loves and hates are rooted in the objects of
every sense.'

The objects of the senses of knowledge(or perception)
viz., hearing etc, are respectively, sound etc., and the
objects of the senses of action, viz., tongue etc., are respect
ively, speech etc. For each of these objects, one has affec
tion or love, or desire to enjoy, generated by ancient
indurated habits (vasana=predilection or reminiscence).
And hate or aversion is inevitably present in the same
objects, as soon as there is the least hindrance in the way,
preventing enjoyment thereof.
Such loves and hates hold down the person who would
pass through thejHdna- Yoga course,—who would subjugate
his senses. The loves and hates hold him in their (iron)
grip, and drive the man to the committal of acts conform
ing with the (material) nature (he has inherited).
He is thus turned from his purpose of realizing the
bliss of atma-nature and is lost. ^
&c.

34. 'None shall get under their power ; they are verily
his enemies.'

No one after embarking on the course ofJflana-Yoga,
shall get again under the influence of loves and hates, and
thus work his own destruction. For, they will be his most
invincible foes, indeed, frustrating his endeavours towards
Jfldna-Yoga.
&c.

35. 'Though wanting in merit, better is one's own
I. iVajAjo/i is literally he who is

incapacitated to work for higher spi-

lost. VedantachSrya explains that
'the loss' means that the man becomes

ritual objects {purushdrlh-dyogyam).
See note i, page 118.
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Dharntay than another's Dharma^ well perform
ed. In one's own Dharma, death is noble;

others' Dharrita^ is danger-fraught.'*

For reasons stated, one's own Dharma^ or prescribed
duty (by Sastra) viz., karma-yoga, is the best, albeit it be
destitute of great virtues in it. Such duty {dharma) is

easy to discharge, and unattended with risk. Whereas, to
the man who is wedded to matter, jildna-yoga,—though
assuredly it is most excellent—is most difficult of achieve

ment. Jfldna-yoga is besides surrounded by danger,
though the Path indeed is shorter than karma-yoga.
Karma-yoga comes to a man easily and most naturally
befitting him. Death, he may encounter, before, by this
method, he is able, in one life, to achieve his purpose ; but

his progress does not get barred by any obstacles. In his
next birth, the thread of previously accomplished progress

is ecisily picked up and continued.^
Whereas to one who is allied (or tied) to matter, the

attempt to tread the Path of j'fldna is surrounded by

dangers, which beset its Path, and which deter one from
adopting that scheme readily. Jfldna-yoga is thus difficult.
Arjuna (now) asks:—
&c.

36. 'What is it then, Varshneya*! prompted by which
one wallows in sin ? as if forced into it against
his will ?'.

What is it,(Krishna !) that impels a person—dragged
as it were by force, into the ways of evil,—who is desirous

of embarking on the course ofJfldna-Yoga ?
1. Prescribed duty. The ways of
virtue.
2. Cp. XVin-4S to 48; Vish :
Pur. I1I-7-20 5 BhSg. XI-2I-2.
16

3. Cp. II-40, and VI-40.
A patronymic of Krohpa(vide

Genealog: Tree at end of Lec:I.).
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.^rl Bhagavan (Krishna) answers:—

m

5^: &c.

37. 'Lust (kamd)it is,—hate {krodha) it is—, which
is begotten of rajo-guna} This foe, here (on
earth), know, is all-consuming, all-polluting.'^

What obstructs a person in his pursuit ofJildna-Yoga
is this lust, this appetite or longing for sense-objects, such
as sound etc., sharpened all the more by past habits; be
cause the person i.s attached to matter, the gunas* of which,
rising and falling, constantly influence all beings.
This lust is a most devouring (or exacting) foe, and

inveigles him into its province of sense-pleasures.
This self-same lust, when hampered in its course, turns
into hate (or wrath)—the most sinful—displayed against
those who come in the way (of gratification), and resulting
in the perpetration of violent acts against (such) creatures.
Know this lust is begotten of rajo-guna^ and it is the

adversary, hostile to Jfldna-Yoga.
&c.

38. 'Like the fire enveloped by smoke, the mirror
by stain, and the embryo by the amnion, so is
this (world) wrapped in it (lust).'
r.4«=all creatures (the world): is immersed in desires,
like smoke enveloping the fire ; like the stain obscuring the
brightness of a looking glass, like the foetus ensheathed in
its(membraneous) cover®.
How it envelopes is explained :—
&c.

39. "The understanding (jMnay of the jhani (the
1. See note i, p. 67.
2. Read 11-62 to 64.

3. Utiai—Srutidefines itas"Ul-

tann va ulbaj jarSyuh."
4. Jfldita is a term in Samskrit,

which, according to the place where

37-40-]
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wise man), Kaunteya'! is enwrapped by this
eternal foe, in the guise of lust, insatiable and
inexhaustible.'

The intellect or understanding of the intelligent or
enlightened man, in respect ofatma-knowledge,is becloud
ed by the eternal foe which comes in the shape of lust,—
that which generates a fascination for object-enjoyments.

It is dushpura or insatiable, i. e., it hungers and thirsts
after gratifications, though inaccessible to it§ grasp.
It \'sanala^ or inexhaustible, i.e,, nothing will complete
ly satisfy lust. When it gets one object it desired for,
it will want another. It is unappeasable. (Inexhaustible
greed is never satisfied).

What are the instruments by which lust takes posses
sion of atma? It is said :—

1«TI' &c.

40. 'The senses, the
it occurs, variously means,knowledge,
wisdom, reason, understanding, sense,
intelligence, intellect, consciousness
and sentiency. In Vedanta works, all

and the buddhi* are its
juflging, discerning, ascertaining or
deciding faculty of the mind. Vide
note 4, below, on'Manas.'
3. yf/ia/a means also fire. In which

these terms are used with reference to

case, lust is like fire, which, once it

spiritual matters. Sir William Ilamil'ton in his Metaphysics fi-193) says:

attacks a thing, will burn it outright,
So lust burns a man out.

'consciousness and knowledge each

4-

Manas is generally translated

involves the other,' and yet each term
finds its appropriate use according to
the tenor of particular passages which

as mind, but mind in English Psycho'•'gy 's a general term denoting Intellect(orThought), Will(or Volition)

have to be elucidated.

& Feelii^s (or Emotions); but in

[. A matronymic of Arjuna, see
Mote i. p. 42.
2. ^uddJii is generally translated as
understanding, will and :o on. Indian

Indian Psychology, manas is subslance, the nth organ, the internal
organ of perception and action,
Manas, the mind that functions

philasophy understands by it, th?

in the world is the instrument of
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seats. By beclouding the understanding, it be
witches the embodied (soul).'

The senses {indriydni),the mind [matias), and the deter
minative faculty(ofthe minA=buddhi)are said to be the seats

of lust (or desire), as by establishing itself in these, it ex
ercises dominion over atma. By these,—the senses, manas
and buddhi,—its instruments,—become saturated with

cravings after object-experiences (or delights), lust seizes

hold of, or entices the embodied (atma),—embodied (atma)
is the matter-consorted {prakriti-samsrishtd) soul—, by be

clouding itsintelligence {jAdnd). Vi-mohaynti means vividham
mohayati, i. e., (lust) entices (the soul) in many ways. That
is to say, it makes the person blind (or opposed) to allknowledge of atma, and plunges him into objective revel
ries (or sense-indulgences).
. objective consciousness ; whereas bud
dhi may be considered as the subjec
tive or spiritual consciousness.
Manas or the worldly mind constitutes

Ihspersonality of an entity contermin
ous with a single incarnation on the
material plane; and constitutes also
the individuality of the entity as well
in its various transmigrations from in
carnation to incarnation;

persona

gara-Samvada (vide, MahdbhdrSta,

3ranya Parva. iSist Adhyaya) Ajagara(or the dragon) gives a short and
clear definition of buddhi, and manas,
worth quoting here:—

'Buddher atmanug-atlva, utpate na vidhlyate,
Tadasrita hi sa jSeya, Buddhis
tasya-ishini bhavet. 25.
''Buddher utpadyate karyan,

lity being distinguished in the sthiila
or gross visible bodily manifestation,

manas r-ritp>annam eva hi.

and the individuality being distin

tad-gupavad bhavet.' 26.

guished in the sukshma, lihga, or
subtle invisible bodily hiauifestation,

is the ever indissoluble attribute of the

and experiences thereof in dream,
Svarga etc. Whereas buddhi is
consciousness pure, exempt from all
material conditions, and is an in

separable adjunct of the soul. It is
spiritual consciousness which eter
nally adjectivally co-exists with soul

{atmg). In the Yudhishthira-Aja-

^tti&Mergu^a-vidhir nasti, manas

Meaning'. Buddhi(or intelligence)
soul (atma), and is to be known as
dependent on the soul, and ministe
ring to it. Buddhi is the evolvent of
effects (or cause) whereas manas is
the evolute (or effect). Buddhi is not

circumscribed by the gunas (or pro
perties of matter, whereas manas
changes according to the gunas.

40-41.]
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&c.

41. 'By first constraining! the senses therefore, O
Bharatarshabha!,' do thou vanquish this sinner
(lust), the destroyer ofjilana^ and viJAdna.*
One, who is desirous of entering on the Path oijHdnayog&y has to cease from the natural out-going tendencies of
the senses ; but lust, his foe in that disguise, creates, on the
one hand, antipathy for atma, and creates on the other
hand, love (or sympathy) for sense-delights.
Thou shalt, therefore, accustomed as thou art to the

senses working in their own natural spheres,—because of
thy intimate union with matter {piakriti)—constrain the
senses to busy themselves, in their appropriate occupations
pertaining to Karma-yoga.
[Discarding (or repelling) lust from thee in this

manner] vanquish that foe, the great sinner, the destroyer
ofjftdna^ and vijilana,*

Jildna^ is knowledge relating to atma-nature.
Vijddna^ is deeper, inner or discriminative knowledge
of the same.

The chief of the obstacles which hampers the under
standing, is(now) mentioned :—
1. Constraint is here used in preference to restraint or repression, to
mean that the senses are to be'restrained' from material pursuits, and

dom, in a distributive sense,
3-1-4. For example, to know generally that there is an immortal entity,

atma,constitutesy/2d/M,buttoknowit

'constrained' to employ themselves

deeper limits nature as atomic, es.sen-

in the performance of Sastra-enjoined
duties.
2. Epithet of Arjuna, meaning
the Bull (or Lion)ofthe Bharata race.
3. The beginnings of atma-knowledge, or wisdom collectively.
4. The thorough, complete or dis
criminative atma-knowledge or wis-

tially blissful, and so on, constitutes
vijMna. Orjiidna is previous knowledge, and zyffd/ta, after-knowledge;
vide Commentary on this verse and
also on XVin-42; XVHI-73. Fide
also Vilakshana mokshSdhikdra
nirnaya. p. 51 (Telugu edition, 1891)
on the various kinds ofjHdm.
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42. 'The senses, they say, are the chief; manas,^ even
more than the senses; yet buddhi*, more than
manas^ but that {sah^=kd7na=\\ist) is even more
than buddhi^.

The senses are said to be the chief impediments to
knowledge in the hostile camp arrayed against it; for while
the senses are occupied with objective concerns, knowledge
can never develope as regards atma.
But manas (the fickle mind, the lord of feelings),
surpasses the senses (in its obstructive character.) This
means that the senses may be quiescent, but if the mind
is full of objective thoughts, no knowledge of atma can
develope.
But buddhi (the intelligence or the intellect, which

judges, ascertains, which is one of the four functions of the
antahkarand) even exceeds manas. This means that the

manas may be quiet, but if the intellect or intelligence is
ill-directed along the channels of world-activities,(a perver
sion of intelligence quickens or) no wisdom developes in the
realms of atma.

Supposing the senses and all, buddhi inclusive, were

quiet and passive, desire or lust, which is craving, deeply
rooted in the heart, and rajas-horn, will yet assert mastery
1." See note 3. p. 125.
2. See note 2. p. 125.

Cf\
V.203, which
says:—'Desire is the worst of dis-

3. See note 2. p. 123,

eases; if one knows that truly, that is

4. This pronominal particle has

Nirvana.'

been wrongly interpreted to mean
'Him' or 'Brahm'or 'atma,' by other
commentators, except Kamanuja,

Also read (61): The Qautrains of
Omar Khayyam by E. H. Whinfield.
M.A.'Men'slusts likehouse-dogs,still

whose interpretation, that it means
lust or desire, is justified by the tenor

the house distress, 2 'With clamour,
barking for mere wantonness;3'Foxes

of the subject-matter, which Gita

are they, and sleep the slpep of hares;

deals with just here.

4 'Crafty as wolves, as tigers pitiless,'

42-43-]

the karma-yoga or the path of works.
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over all, and wins them all to its domain of objective-

pleasures,obscuring the light of knowledge as respects atma.
That which then is the most strong and overpowering,
vis.y kdma (lust, desire, craving,or appetite for phenomenal
experiences) is denoted by the pronoun'sah.''
&c.

43. 'O strong-armed! thus knowing this (\\ist=kdina)
which surpasses buddki, and steadying the
manas with (thy) buddhi^, destroy the irrepres
sible lust-shaped foe.*

Thus knowing that desire is even prior to buddhi, know
it to be the antagonist tp jiidna-yoga. Do will, or firmly
resolve, then, to keep thy mind firmly established in atma;
and destroy this, thy inveterate foe in the guise of lust.
OM TAT SAT.

Thus closes Lecture Three, named Karma-Yoga,
or the Path of Works,

With !^rl Ramanuja's Commentaries thereon,
in the colloquy between Sri Krishna and Arjuna,
In the Science of Yoga,
in the Divine Knowledge of the Upanishads

or the chants of Bhagavdn
the Bhagavad-Gita

*'Kill then, O Great-armed Chief! that hardly conquered foe.
The /ffti of what is unrighteous and sole root of woe.'
Sri Yogi S' PSrthasaralhi Aiyangir.

The motive underlies thought

thy vacillating mind by thy firm

tersely expresses what is meant by
* Yo budde^ paratas tu sa^."
2. "Steadying the manas with
hiiddhi, is equivalent to:'Steadying

1.

will.' In popular expositions, the
strict philosophical meanings ofterm
must be partly forgotten.
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A Table showing the important Vidyaa or Upasanaa, or Modes
of Meditation, enjoined in the Upanishads for
attaining to Moksha or Eternal Release from

Samaara, or cycles^^hs and deaths.

S

A few leading
words of the Upanishad

Reference to

Name of VidyS.

Upanishad.

to enable the student-to
trace them out.

'IsavSsyam idam sarvam' etc.,
Isavasya-Vidya. IsSvasyopanisbat.
Purushan
Parama-p u r ush a- iCathopanishat, 3rd'liitam pibantau
na param' etc.
VaUi.
Vidya.
Chhandogya: Up°6-2-1 'Sad eva Somy!—edam agra
Sad-VidyS;*
asit' etc.
ffAna n da-may a- Taittiriya: Up°, Anan- 'Vij8anam_ yajSam - tanute...
ananda AtmS'.
davaUi 5^
VidyS.
Chhandogya:Up° 1-6-6'Eshoz.ntar-aditye hirapmaya^

Antar-aditya-J'

Vidya.

and

Pnrusho' etc.

Brihadaranya: Up"
|

'Adityo ya esha etasmin man-

'7-S-1/

dale'etc.

Chhandogya: Up" I-9'Asya lokasya ka gatir ity
Aka»-Vidya.

{

PrSpa-Vidya.

aka^' etc.

Iff.

Do. do. 8-14-1^'Akaw vai nama-riipayor nirvaluta' etc.

Do. do.

1-11-5. 'Prana iti ho(u) vacha sarvSnha va' etc.

Do. do. 3-13-7^ 'Atha yad atah paro divo
Jyotir dipyate etc.
Pratardana-Vidya. Kaushltaki: Up" 3-1- Pratardano ha vai daivodasib'
ParaSjoti-Vidyl

etc.

CbhSndogya: Up" 3-14
I#

§a:

Sarvatn kbalv idam Brahma...

aha Sandilyas^andilyah.'

Agnirahasya,Sakla-'Sa Atmanam upasita manoYaj\is.

Bnhadara^ya:Up"

mayam' etc.
'Manoroayo z. yam

Purusho

bhassatj^m' etc.

12

Up" 1st' Agni-lokam agacchati...
...virajS nadi Amitaujasam
paryadkam' etc.
Srava^Syapi bahubhir yo
Nachiketa-Vidya. Kathopanishat, 2nd

13

Valli.
na labhyal}' etc.
U pakosala-VidyS. Chhandogya: Up"4-lo.'Upakosaloha vai

11

Paryadka-Vidya.

Kaushltaki:

Adhyaya.

Brahma

kam'etc.
14 Uddalak-antar

Brihadaranyaka: U p' Atha hainam Uddalaka Aruni^

Esha ta Atmantaryamy

yami-VidyS.

15

arafito' etc.
Akshara-para- Mup^akopanishat. I. * Atha para yaya tad aksharam'
VidyS.

16

Vaisvanara-

Vidya.

etc.

Chhandogya: Up" 5-'Imam Atmanam Vaisvanaramilff.

tad VaisvSnare hutam

syat

'
Chhandogya:Up°7-iff- * Vo vai Bhfuna tat sukfaam'

17

Bhuma-Vidya.

18

Gargy-akshara- BrihadSranyaka; U p''Etad vai tad Aksharam, Gar-

etc.

VidyS.
19

5-8-8/.

gi!' etc.

Satya-kama-Vidya Chhandogya: Up"4-4/.'Satyakamo hi JSbalo (4)
atra ha na kifichana vlyS eti
viyS eti (9).'

♦ RSmanuja's Ved-irtha-satigraha is said to be the exegesis ofthis VidyS.
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A Table showing the important Vidyas or UpHaanaa, or Modes
of Meditation, enjoined in the Upanishads for
attaining to Moksha or Eternal Release from

Samadra, or cycles girths and deaths.

Name of Vidya.

A few leading
words of the Upanishad

Reference to

U[>anishad.

to enable the student to
trace them out.

1. Chhandogya: U p' Atha yad idam asmin brahmapure Daharam (i)
utkra
8-1 to 6.
Dahara- Vidya
mane bhavanti(6).'
(vide Ram3nu- 2. Taittiriya: Up' 'Daharam vi-papmam vara
ja's Proem to
Narayaniyam-ioth vesma bhutam yat pun^ariBhagavad -Gita
Anuvaka 23 and the kam (10-23)..ta.syawikhaya
Lecture III).

whole of IIth Anu
vaka.

madhye Paramatroa vyavasthitah' etc.

I. Kathopanishat 'Angushtha-matrah Purusho
madhya atmani ti^lhati'etc.
2-4-12f and 2-6-17.

'Angushtha-matrah'Purusho

AAgushtha - pramita-Vidya.

Lntaratma' etc. *

2. ^vetasvatara: Up°. AAgushtha-m atro ravi5-8flf.
tulya-rfipalj' etc.
Chhandogya:Up'.j-i^ 'Asau va adityo-deva-madhu(i)
Madhu-Vidya.
etad eva tato bhuya iti (ii).'
Do.
4-3 'Vayur vava samvai^o' etc.
Samvarga-Vidya-.
Jyotisham - Jyotir- Brihadaranyaka: U p°.'Tad deva jyotisham jyo6-4-16.
tilj' etc.
VidyS.
1. KaushltakI: Up''Girgyo ha vai Balakir anu4th Adhyaya.
chanal>' etc.,
Balaki-Vidya.
2. Brihad-Branya Up".'Dnpta Balakir h-anCichano'

1 Brihad-aranya Up".'Maitreyitih ouvicha'etc.(4-4)
4-1.

etc.

Maitreyi-Vidya.

4-4 and 6-5.

'Atha ha YaJBavalkyasya,etc.
(6-5).

Gayatrl-Vidy5.

Chhandogya: Up 'Gayatri va idam sarvam' etc.

U shasta-Kahok-

Bnhadaranya Up". 5-4'Atha hainam Ushastas' etc.

3-12.

Vidya or Sarvan

and 5.

taratma-Vid^a.
PaBch-agni-Vid-

ya (vide Bhaga-

(S-4).

'Atha hainam Kaholah'etc.5-5.
I. Chhandogya Up".'§vetaketurh-aruneyah
5-3 to 10.

vad-Gita.Vin-3
and Raminuja's

vettha yatha paBchamyam
(3)
etan eva paBchagnin veda' etc.,(lo).

Commentary 2. Brihadaranya: Up' 'Svetaketur ha va Arujeyah'
8-2.'
thereon).
etc.
Akshi-Vidya.
Chhandogya: Up", a- Ya Esho akshiijii Purusho

drisyate' etc.
Bhargavl - Varuni' Taittiriya Up". Bhrigu-'Bhri^r vai Varupih
Varu
Vidya.
Valli, I to 6.
r)i-Vidya,'etc.
^riman -Nyasa- Taittiriya: Up". Nara- '...Nyasa iti Brahma..., nyasa
Vidya.
yapam-49 to 52 Anu- evatyarechayat...'(49).
vakas.

'...Nyasa ity ahur...'(5o).

'.Om iljratmanamyuBjlta.'Sif.
OM TAT

SAT.

'Tasyaivam vidu9ho...Brahmapomahimanam ity U panishat.

A''. B.—This Table has been prepared as a result of 12 years of
study and research, and 1 feel sure many will welcome it as an index to the
Study of the Upanishads.

SRI

bhagavad-gita
OR

THE DIVINE LAY.
WITH

SRl RAMANUJA'S YISISHTADVAITA
•

•

COMMENTARY,

LECTURE IV.
NAMED,

JNANA-YOGA,
OR

THE PATH OF KNOWLEDGE.

Sri Ydmundchdrya.
'Passing. Selfs own Nature; how work, knowkdge becomes;
* How works vary;how greaCs knowledge, Book Four enounces.^
Sri Yogi St P&rlhasdratht Aiyangdf t

i;

Ajjjyi

'W

^hagavad-G^a
WITH

SRI ramanuja's visishtadvaita commentary.

FOURTH LECTURE,

THE Jl!5fANA-YOGA,
OR

THE PA TH OF KNOWLEDGE,

PROEM.

JN the Third Lecture, it was shown that Karma-Yoga
(Path of Works) alone, was best fitted for the matterbound moksha-aspirant, and that therefore this candi
date was not competent, all at once, to enter on a course of
Jilana-Yoga(Path of Knowledge).
It was also shown,with reasons,that even to thejilanayogi, karma(works)—when performed with ideal mechanic
impersonality,—{a-kartritv-anusandkdna), was prefdi-red.
It was further shown that,to persons of light and lead
ing [visishtatayd vyapadesydh), the practice of Karma- Yoga
was an imperious necessity (for reasons stated).
The object of this, the Fourth Lecture, is to further

emphasize the necessity there is for Karma- Yoga,by declar

ing that it was taught (to great men)at the beginning ofthe
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Manvantara^; and to show how karma-yoga partakes of the
nature ofjiidna-yoga, by reason of knowlege {ffldna)underly
ing work (karma)-,—(the Lecture) winding up by a discussion
of the nature of karma-yoga, its varieties,and the importance
of the knowledge-aspect inherent in it.
Episodically, the Truths {j)iz: purpose etc.,) regarding
Avataras (or Divine Incariiations, or 'God made flesh') are
dwelt on.

..^ri Bhagavan (Lord Krishna) spake:—

^

&c.

1. 'I was the Teacher of this eternal Yoga,* to Vivasvan' (the Sun); Vivasvan declared it to
Manu®; Manu imparted it to Ikshvaku.®

2. 'So handed down successively, the Royal Sages

(Rdjarshts) came to know it; but by (long
lapse of) time, O Pa«"antapa*!, the Yoga dec
lined.'

e

w

&c.

3. 'This .self-same ancient Yoga is what is now pro
pounded by Me to thee,—mysterious and best—,
as thou art My devotee. My friend.
Thou shouldst not suppose:'The Yoga, Thou hast

expounded, is but a persuasive speech intended to induce
me to fight' ; for I expounded it Myself to Vivasvan (the
Sun), is the Method by which to obtain moksha—the sub
lime ambition of man—, a Measure designed for the sal
vation ofthe whole Universe. Vivasvan to Manu, Manu to
I. The present Manvantara is
Vaivasvata Manvantara. (See note 2,

p: 13s).
2> Read, Patanjala Yoga

Sutra I-26.
3. This is the Solar Dynasty,

4» Meaning 'Harasser of foes'=;
(Arjuna).

1-4.]
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Ikshvaku, and so on successively transmitted, the Royal
Saints came to learn it. But with (long lapse of) time,
and owing to the dull understanding of men, the Yoga well
nigh became forgotten. That very same Yoga, pure,entire
and in all detail, is what is revealed to thee by Me, now ;
because thou bearest Me friendship, and hast, in all loving
devotion, sought Me as thy sole Asylum. No one, save
Mj'self, is able to understand or to preach (to others) this
Yoga inasmuch as it is the Sublime Wisdom, the Mystery
of the Vedantas*.

In the course of this dialogue, Arjuna, with the object
of accurately knowing the nature of Divine Incarnations,
asks:—

W

&c.

4. 'Thy birth is recent; but the birth'of Vivasvan is
prior;(then) how Thou wert the Teacher in the
beginning, is what I desire to know.'

(Arjuna):—Judged by the march of time. Thy birth
is recent. Thou art verily our contemporary,on this earth.
According to time-calculation, Vivasvan is old by twentyeight cycles of four Yugas each.® The explanation of this

anomalous anachronism that Thou wert the First Speaker,
is what I wish to know.

A question here arises, as to why a doubt of this kind
1. See note 3, p. 87.
2. A Maha-kalpa is the life-period

ed away. We are in his fifty-first
year, seventh Manvantara (presided

of Brahmi, which is one hundred

by Vaivasvata-Manu = Manu the Son

(Brahma) years. Each day of the

ofVivasvat). Of the yif Mahayugas,

year is called a Kalpa. A Kalpa
consists of fouiteen Manvantaras.

the present Mahayuga is the twentyeighth, of which the present Yuga is

Each ManvAntara is equal to yif
Mahayugas, a Mahayuga being a
group composed of the four Yugas,
amounting to 4,320,000 human years.

Kali, the first quarter ofwhich is now
closing (5000 years). The discourse
between Krishna and Arjuna, was in
Dvapara, the preceding Yuga to Kali,

Fifty years of Brahma have now pass-

or more than 5000 years ago.
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should be expressed by Arjuna, inasmuch as it must

have been easy for him to have known the possibility for
Krishna to have been the First Speaker (or Teacher), by
the fact of previous Incarnations; because it is said that
noble souls remember the events of past incarnations'.
That, besides, Arjuna knew perfectly well that the Son of
Vasudeva (Kfishna) was no other than the universal Lord
Himself, goes without saying, as there is such evidence
of that knowledge, as:—

"Thou art the Supreme Brahm, the Sublime Glory,

the Superbly Holy,The Spirit{purusha)Eternal and Divine,
the First Lord, the Birthless, the Omnipresent. So decla
red Thee, all the Rishis, Devarshi* Narada, Asita, Devala,

Vyasa. And Thou Thyself hast declared to me (so)."
(Bh: GT. x-12,13).
Not unfrequently, were Bhishma and others also heard
to say, during the Rajasuya^ and other Yagas performed
by Yudhisthira,* thus:—
'Krishna alone is the Origin and the End of the Uni
verse. All this Universe composed of the movable and
of the immovable (things), is verily for Krishna'.s sake.'®
In this verse, the expression 'for Krishna's sake'
{Krishnasya hi krite) is to connote that all the Universe is

subordinate (or disposable property=wj//a) to Him.

What then is to be understood by Arjuna's question ?
Arjuna certainly knew that the son of Vasudeva

(Kfishna) was no other than the Blesssed Lord(God) Him'Jati-smarana-

4. The eldest brother of the five

vrittantah jatim smarati paurviki.'
2. For notes on Devarshi Narada

1. Cp.

Manu

Pandus, Arjuna being the 3rd younger. See also note I, p. 14.

&c, see Gita. X-I2-I3.

5. 'Kmhna eva hi lokanam ut-

3. A great sacrificial ceremony
performed at the time of the corona-

pattir api ch-avyayah, Knshnasya
hi krite bhutam idam visvam chara-

tion of emperors. This is described

charam*. MahSbhSraia, SaiASparra,

in the Sabkit-parva, Mahd-bhaiaiat

38-23.

4.3
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self. And his question was put purposely in order to have
an exposition (from Krishna, for the information of all,) of
the meaning of Avataras, viz.
(1). Whether the Avataras of Him, Who is,

(«). The Antidote to all evil, {Heya-pratyanika),^
{V). The Abode of all perfections {Kalydnaikatand)^
(f). The Lord of all,(Sarvesvara)^

{d). The Omniscient,(Sarvajda),^
(e). The Infallible-willed, {Satya-sahkalpd)^ and
(/). The Fulfilled of all desires {Avdpta-samastakdmd)^ are like the ^«r;«rt-determined births of devas, men
etc.,* ?

(2). Whether, the Avataras are real, or illusory like
magic (indrafala)?
(3). Under what circumstances do the Avataras take
place?

(4). What is the nature of the body that is assumed ?
and,
I. Th'ire is sense in the sequence
of the attributes of God, as used here.

burn Himself! (e.) 'God must be
True-willed,' for otherwise. He must

Vedantacharya glosses thus in his
Tatparya-chandrikai—
(a), * God must be free from evil,'

will one thii^ but do another,and He
could not thus be trusted. (/.) 'God
must be all-satisfied,' for if lie were

otherwise He cannot remove others'

in want. His Incarnation may have to

evil. (6).'God must be the Abode of
all perfections'for, unless He is so. He
cannot make others perfect. Being
perfect, his Incarnations are forothers.
(c). 'God must be the Lord of all',
for if He were not, some other Lord

be attributed to some want having to
be satisfied. .Hence the Incarnation
of One Who has these enumerated
attributes, it is established, must be
for the deliverance of creatures. If
it be asked why He may not simply

over Him must have forced Him to

will away salvation, instead of'des-

take birth, (il). 'God must be
Ommiscient', for if He were parviscient or nescient, we must suppose Him
not to know what is good and what
is bad, and He may out of ignorance

cending' into matter, the reply is,
whatever He does. He does as His
pleasure, for. (^.) He is Independent.'
2. Cp. 'Devatve deva-deheyam
manushyatve cha m3nushl.* Vishnu

fall into the fire, like a child, and

rtirdna,
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(5), At what times do they take place?

.^ri Bhagavan [Lord Krishna) replied :—

^

&c.

5. 'Many births have past for Me ; for thee also,
Arjuna.! I remember them all, but not thou
Parantapa!'

This statement:'Many births have past for Me'is an
affirmation of the reality of Incarnations, (and therefore it

is no illusion or magic). The example (or analogy) of
Arjuna intended by the phrase,'tavachd (for thee also), is
as a proof of that reality. (That is to say. My Incarnation
now is as real as your present birth is real,' and so the past
Incarnations of both of us are real).

The manner the Avataras^take place, the essential
P

nature of the bodies assumed, add" the purpose fulfilled by
the Avataras are now explained :—
&c.

6. 'Birthless, and of nature Imperishable, and Lord
of all beings, yet do I establish Myself in my

own Prakriti (matter), and will (maya) Myself
to be born.'

N'ever divesting Myself of My essential attributes of
Suzerainty, that of being Birthless, of being Exhaustless
[avyaya\ of being the Lord of all, et ccetera, I go into birth, of
My own free choice, by planting Myself in My own native
(material) nature.

Prakriti—s\xhsia.nce. literally, or the material part of
My nature, or nature itself.

'I enter into My own nature, take on My own form,
and with My own free-choice, I take on births.' This is the
purport.

4-6,]
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The forms or shapes in which I make Myself visible
are such as are described in such ^ruti passages as:—

'Him, Who is of Sun-color, Who is beyond ta'tms(dark
ness).'^

'Him, Who dwells beyond rajas (matter)'*
'He,the Spirit in the interior ofthe sun, of golden hue.'*

'That Spirit in it(the heart). Who is mind-pervaded (i>..
Whom a cleansed mind perceives), the Immortal, the
Golden.'*

'All the unwinking {devas), (or the winking=man etc.,)
sprang from the lightning-like Spirit.'®
'He of resplendent Form, the Firm-resolved, and Subtile-souled like space (dkdsa)'^
'He is All-act, All-desire, All-odour, All-taste.'^

'Whose raiment is gold-colored.'® etc., etc.

Atma-mdyd—Atmiyayd mdyayd='Qy My own native
Mdyd or will (or will-power).'
Mdyd meaning will, knowledge, consciousness, in
telligence or understanding is from the authority:—'Maya
vayunam jflanam'[nighant).
Famous authors have used mdyd in the above sense, as
for example:—
'By His intelligence (or omniscience
He
knows the'goods' and'bads' of His creatures.'®
1. 'Aditya varnam tamasah paras-

Atma.' Ckh: Up°> III-i4-2>

tSt.' Svet-VfP. III-8.
2. 'Kshayantam asya rajasah-pa-

7. 'Sarva-kaima Sarva-katnas Sar
va-gandhas Sarva-rasah.' Chk s Up".

rake.' Tail. Samh. II-2-12.

II1-I4-2.

3. 'Va esho 2. ntar-aditye hitanmayah Purushah.' CAA:Up°. I'66.
4. 'Tasminn-ayam Purusho manomayah, amrito hiranmayah.' 7'ail:.

8. 'Maharajanam vasalj.' Bri:
Up". /F-j-6.
9. 'Majraya satatam vetti pfan.
inaiichasubhaZ-subham.'Also consult
BAagavad-visAajiaVoU III, p. 1264.
Also Sec Fedinta-Taiva-Sara (Bena.-

Up". I-6-I.
5. 'Sarvenimesha jajnire vidyutalj

purushad-adhi.» 7aitt JVdrS.l-i-S.
6.'Bharupas sattya-sa&kalpa akas18

res Edition) on JUdyi, and Sandilya SUlras.

l4o
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'By My intelligence' or 'by My knowledge', means ;
'by My will
resolve).
By My (free)-wlll, thus, I am born, but not laying
aside My essential(godly)attributes of, viz ; the being evilOpposed, the being the Abode of Glorious Perfections, the
being the Lord of all, etc.
I take on forms as pertain to the devas (celestial beings),
man (terrestrial creatures), and so on : and manifest Myself
as if I were of their nature, by My own free choice. It is
this that is voiced in the

:—

'Being Unborn, He is (yet) born Multiform.,'^ etc.,

meaning that Isvara incarnates in manifold ways as like
the devas, like man etc.,—only so far is He in common
with His creatures. As for taking birth it is, in His case, by
free-will, whereas in the case of the creatures, it is impell
ed by karma.
In declaring this sense, the previous verse, viz;'Many

birthshave past for Me;for thee also, Arjuna !. I remember
them all etc.' (iv-s), and the following verses viz:
'Then do I create Myself.'(iv-7);
'Whoso understandeth rightly, thus. My births and
Works etc.' (iv-9),—are one in agreement.
The times of the Avataras are now indicated :—

"TcO"^If ^^#1 &c.
7. 'Whensoever and wheresoever, Bharata !,® virtue
wanes and vice waxes, then (and there) do I
create Myself.'
No fixed periods are appointed for My Avataras.
Whensoever dharma (righteousness etc.,) as is ordained to

be practised by the four varnas^ and the four dsramds^
decline, and wheresoever its opposite adharma increases,
I. 'Ajayatnino .bahudha

yate.' (Tail: 2ran! Ill-tj).

vija-

2. See note 2, p. 42.

3. See notes I and 2 p j65. •
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then do I manifest Myself in Incarnations, of My own free
will, in the manner explained already (verse 7, ante).
The purpose of the Avataras is now stated :—
TiwwT

&c.

8, 'For protecting the virtuous and destroying
(punishing) the wicked, and for firmly re-installing dharma, ami born fromyugatoyuga'(age
to age).'
Sddhus; are the good and virtuous, the godly, the
eminent Vaishnavas (or worshippers of the All-Pervading
Spirit=Vishnu*), who are seeking Me out as their Shelter.

They are those who feel that without seeing Me—Whose
names and wonderful works transcend the powers of speech
and mind—they cannot live and move,cannot support their

very being. They are those to whom a single moment of
My absence from their memory, is as it were a kalpa.
For the protection ofthese holy men,—lest they,in their
agony at not seeing Me, pine away—,I grant them the privi
lege (or right) to be able to see Me and My doings, and
hold converse with Me, and so on.

For this purpose, viz.,(i) protecting the good,(2)des

troying the wicked (the doers of heinous things,—sinners),
who stand in contrast to the good, and (3) for re-instating
the Vaidlk or Veda-forms of dharma, which had suffered

decay, I take Incarnations. Dharma is, in fact Modes of My
1. Knta-Yuga with Sandhis=4800 x 360= 1,728,000 mortal years.
Treta-Vuga do. do. =3600x360=1,296,000 do. do.

Dvapara-Yuga do. do. =2400x360= 864,000 do.

do.

Kali-Yuga

do.

do. do. =1200x360= 432,000 do.

Also z/iafe note 29 p; 135.

Total. 4,320,ooo=a Maha-Yuga.
(Read Vishnu-purUna, I-j).

2. The 259th,663rd name of God,

sa proch yate Vishnuh viser-dhatoh

derived from the root;'Vishl, vyap-

pravesanSt'. ("^Uya-purSna) Also

/««.*—'Yasmad vishtam idam sarvam 'Vishnur vikramapad-devahi'{MahStasya saktya mahatmanah, tasmSt bha; Ud\ Par.
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Worship,(in order to attain salvation, or other minor objects
which men may aspire for through Me),and My manifesta
tions as Avataras ^erve as Objects of that worship, .^nd
(hence), I become like the devas, like men etc., from age to
age;

'Age to age (yuga to yuga)''; is to imply that I should
incarnate whenever I chose, not that My Incarnations

should be confined to any particular yuga such as the krita,
tretd etc.^

^^ ^1" &c.
9. 'Whoso understandeth in their true nature, My
Divine Incarnations and Doings, he, Arjuna!
doth not come to re-birth after quitting the
body, but goeth to Me.'
Whoso, in verity, comprehends the divine, immaterial
and unique nature of My Incarnations, and My Acts (con
nected therewith) which are solely designed for the benefit
of those who seek Me as their Rest; and which are intended
for the protection of the good (scidhu);—whoso understands
the real nature of Incarnate-manifestations {vis; Vibhava^
manifestation'. No 3 from Para)—and \^'^orks thereof,—as
different from the compulsory births which come to beings
as a consequence of their past deeds {karma), arising
from the union between pure dtmd (spirit) and the triplenatured xmpuvcprakriii(matter):—whoso knows the Incar
nations to be of Him, Who is possessed of such Glorious
Attributes, such as Lordship over all. Omniscience, Firmwill etc.,—such a man does not return to re-birth after depar

ting from his present body. He reaches Me alone.
That is, by accurate discriminative knowledge which

he may possess regarding My divine Avataras and Divine
I. See note i, p. 141.

2. Vide: note i, p. 9
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Acts, one becomes rid of all sin which may stand as a
barrier against his coming to Me.
In his present birth alone, he will gain Me, by placing

implicit reliance on Me (in the aforesaid manner), by mak
ing himself exclusively dear to Me, by making Me the
absorbing Occupation for all his thoughts.
The same (the superb godly character of these sddhus
etc.,) is described:—
&c.

ID. 'Weaned are they from desire, dread and pas
sion ; full of Me, are they ; entirely reliant on
Me, are they; many^ are they, who, purified by
wisdom-meditation {jfldna-tapas\ have come to
My state {mad-bhdva)'

Legion are the souls, who have become purified
by contemplation on the wisdom (or knowledge) of My
Avataras and Acts.

Sruti declares likewise:—

'The wise [dhlrdh) know the rationale or secret(yonim)
of Him'*. Only the dh t'ras or the most eminent amongst the

spiritually enlightened (the wise), understand the nature,
mode etc., of His Incarnations :

^ W fit

&c.

II. 'In the way they resort to Me {prapadyante)^ in
that way do I serve to them. All men (of My
ways) Partha*! go after Me in every way.'

Not only, by the method of Incarnations, in the forms
of devas^ men etc., I am saviour to those who seek Me as
1. A discnicc declaration of the

plurality of souls.
2. 'Tasya dhirah parijananti yonim* (Talt Up" t Purmka-sukta-ig.
The rationale or secret of Him is in
allusion to the Avatars. Also Tait;

Aran. III-13. The wise are Narada

etc.,(vide commentary on Furusha
-siikta).
3. This word has a special sense
indicating the method of • FfapattP
4. Arjuna (note i, p. 15}.
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their Refuge, but

other method orform^ which it may

be their pleasing option to select.® Whatever that is, to that
I adapt Myself. By whatever conception}- they choose to
seek Me, I manifest Myself to them in that mode}BhajdmiisWi&xzWy'I serve (in love).' Here it means,
'I appear to them'[darsayami).
In short, albeit My nature is such as even Yogis (ex

clusively God-devoted men) find it to be transcending
thought and speech, yet to all who are of My ways, I suit
My.self in a manner that I am, to them, not only a Visible
Demonstration, but they may enjoy Me by every one of
their sense-faculties, and in all diverse ways.
Bringing now to a close, the digressive topic (of
Avataras), the subject of karma-yoga is resumed. Before
presenting they;^rt/r«-aspect of karma-yoga, it is first shown
how rare are the persons who practise that kind of karmayoga.

mmi

&c.

12. 'Those who wish for the fulfilment of works, wor
ship the devatas (lower gods) here. In mortal
realms, work-born fruit is speedily realized.'

Generally all men, who long for the fruit of their

works,worship Indra®,and other devatas[mdX&TizX celestials).
It is seldom that one takes to My worship—Me, Who am
the Soul of Indra and other gods,—and Who am the actual

Recipient of all Sacrifices (Yajfias).
I. This verse is a wondertul proof
of the catholicity of the religion of
GIta. It affords freedom of worship

3. The Ruler of s-varga,—the
paradise or material heaven. He is
also a Vedic Deity. He is the Origi-

toallin any manner. As such, the
verse is an authority for image-worship (Read, Bh: GI: VII-21, IX-a3
and 25., a1so.5yi4faf«/<r, XI-3-52.

nal ofJupiter Tonans of the West and
the Thor of the North. Derived from

2. Vviti Sri Bk3,^avata,ll\-2^-y>.
Tany eva te z. bhirupani etc.

the root ind, to govern. Consult
Vishnu Purana and other works for
various accounts of Indra,

11-13.]
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Why is this the case? Because the workers readily

find the fulfilment of their works in the mortal regions
alone, such as obtaining progeny, cattle, food etc., (all,—
material prosperity).
Manushya-loka^xxioti^S. world: implies all material
spheres, svarga etc., (included in the material globe, the
brahmdnda, the mundane egg).
People of the world, witless by reason of the vast past
accumulation of sins not having exhausted itself, desire for

immediate fruit, to secure which, therefore, they readily
resort to the worship of Indra and other minor deities.
The fruit is either prosperity in this world, such as offspring,
food, cattle etc., or prosperity in higher spheres, such as
obtaining svarga.

He is rare, who dreading samsdra^ in his heart, eispires
for moksha; who would therefore engage in kartna-yoga,
as a duty,—as worship rendered to Me.
(The next verse) points out the way how to get rid of
sins which obstruct the undertaking of the kind of karma'
yoga described above.

^ &c.
13. 'The fourfold varaa" (class or caste) was created
by Me according to dispositions (gu^a), and
occupations {karma). Though I am its Creator,
know Me to be the Imperishable Non-creator.'
The whole Universe, from the (four-faced) Brahma

down to the blade of grass, is divided by Me into the four
fold classification, in conformity with the dispositions, or

qualities, viz, satvd? etc., and in conformity with the oc1. See note i, p. 61 (transmigratory existence).
2. See notes, z & 2 p. 65.
3. 'Tamas sQdrc, rajah kshatrc,
brahuiage j^arvtzw-ultamam.' t. e,.

/owaj'-quality in the Sut/ra-c\ass,
/-i^aj-quality in the isAatrijfa-c\ass,
and x<t/9a-quality in the brShmattaclass, f Tdiparya-chandrika).
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cupations^ (or communal division of labour), suited to the
qualities that the several classes possess; for example:
the practice of the sama quality,(or restraint of the desires
etc., by the brdhmana). 'Creation' (srisAit) implies the
other conditions of the Universe, vt:; that of susten-

tation (for a period) and disappearance,—all which, I do.
Though I am the Author of these several acts, creation
etc., know Me yet to be No-author.
How (Author and yet No-author)? It is explained :—
^ JIT

&c.

I2j4. 'Works soil Me not. No interest have I in
works' fruit.'

Because, the wonderful works of creation etc., do not

soil Me, /. e., do not bind Me. The wonderful variety,
such as deva, man etc., are beings created by their own
deeds of merit and demerit. Hence, inasmuch as one's own

deed, or no-deed results in his becoming conditioned or not
conditioned in material existence {prdptdprapta-viveka), the
man himself is his author; and /, am free, i. e., I am Noauthor (in the sense that I am not answerable for the con

ditions which creatures bring upon themselves by their own
deeds or works).
I am No-author, again, for another reason: that the

born (or created in the world)embodied souls[kshetrajHas),
—who by the conditions of creation, get endowed
with limbs and bodies—take to enjoying the things of the
world, as a consequence of their (selfish) attachment
to fruit.®

Hence it is these that have interest in the

fruits of kosmic creations, not that I have any interest.
1. As described in Gi XXIII-41.
'BrJhroaga kshatriya visSm'etc.
3. Cp. Svet t Up". 1-8.'Anisa.s-

chatmilbadhyatebhoktn-bhSvSt'etc.,
and many other-passages.
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The Sutra-kara (or Vyasa, the framer of what are
known as Brahma- siitras, Veddnta-sutras or Vydsa-siitras,

or aphorisms exegetic of the Upanishads), says:—
'(The Lord)cannot be reproached with'inequality and
cruelty,' for
merit and demerit) are regarded (by
Him)".

Bhagavan Parasara as well, declares:—
* In the act constituting the creation of beings,(He the

Lord)is but the directing (or instrumental) Cause, because
the creating forces verily have their roots in nature
{pradhatia)*^

'Save that ideal (or instrumental) Cause, no other is
desired, and, O chief of ascetics I, the beings {deva) etc.,
come into their (conditioned)existences in accordance with
(their) own (^rt/';««)-potencies.'®
,I, Paramount Spirit (Paramapurusha), indeed, am the
fashioning ideal Cause of the created beings, the devas and
such like ; but the chief factors determining the diversities
of the kosmos, such as the devas, man etc., are the antece

dent karma-^otencics.
Save the instrumentality (or ideality), save the sche

matic power vested in Me, the Supreme Spirit, no other is
needed to fashion out the marvellous representation of
creatures, as devas etc., in their embodied condition, except
the inherent primal -feama-potencies, by which creatures
become enfigured.
1. {Bi'ahma-st}tral\-i-'i^)=*Va.ishamya-nairghrinye na, sipekshalvSt

Hence'pradhana'means X'armic forces, or samskarSs or skandhas

etc.'
2. 'Pradhana' means the tenden-

(iis the Buddhists call). This is equivalent to the Greek notion of'plastic

cies in the matter-stuff of creation,

nature.'

impressed thereon by the spiritual entitles who areencased therein) by their

2+3. Vishtmu Pun 1-4-51, 52*—
'Nimitta-mStram-evftya&i etc*

19
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fit

&C.

14. 'Whoso, full well, knoweth Me thus, will not
be bound by works {karmas)'

Thus, i. e., (i) Me, zs Author, and yet No-author in the
way explained above;and (2) Me,the Non-concerned in the
fruits of karma (works)(iv-13^).

Whoso unde^tands Me, thus, will not entangle him
self in the past karmas, which forge connections with fruits
thereof. (/. e. By knowledge, one renders the karmapower nugatory in producing effects). The past karmas

are tho.se that form the bar to the entrance of the postulant
into (the portal of the kind of) Karma- Yoga (described
here).
He will not be bound, means: he will be delivered from

them (the bo nds of karma).

^^ &c.
15. 'So understanding, did the moksha-seeking anci
ents do work. Do thou also work, like the
ancients, in the ancient way.'

Understanding Me in the way propounded above, did
the ancients work (work as if it were all My Worship);—the
moksha-aspiring and sinless ancients.
Do thou also—released from all evil by thy knowledge
of Me in the way inculcated—work, or observe Karma-

Yoga in the old style, as adopted by the ancients, Vivasvan,
Manu etc., (read iv-i),—Karma-Yoga, as taught by Me at
that time, and such as is going to be expounded further
on.

The difficulty of understanding the kind of Karma-

(yoga)—which is going to be described—is stated :—
^

&c.

16. 'What is action ? what is inaction ? In this

the jnana-yogA or the path of knowledge.
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(matter), even the wise get confounded. That
action will I explain to thee, knowing which
thou mayst, from evil, be freed.'^
'What is the nature of action {karma), which ought to
be practised by the moksha-ambitious, and what is inaction
{a-karma)?'

By the term 'inaction'(a-karma), is meant the true
knowledge(or wisdom)concerning the doer, atma.
'What is action which is to be observed ?'

And

'what is the wisdom [inaction=a-karma) involved in
the action ?'. Even enlightened men are in this matter
confused, /. e., they do not understand the distinction well.
I am going to expound to thee this wisdom-involving
(or wisdom-underlying)action. By making thyselfconver
sant with it, thou shall be assoiled of all defilement, t. e.,
samsara*—bondage.
Where is the utility of performing a work, as bounden
duty {kartavya-karina)? The utility or satisfaction in the
consists wisdomdiscerningwhy the duty is to be discharged.®
This is the wisdom-based duty. The knower is he who
works for moksha ; the ignorant is he who works with sel

fish motives. The former kind of work is, by its nature,
exempt from personality, the latter tends to more and more
indurate personality [egoism].

Why is it so difficult to understand ? It is explained.
&c.

17. 'Verily, karma has to be understood, vi-karma
has to be understood,and a-karma, as well, has
1. Vide Bhdgavatd XI-3-47.

it with selfish motives. Moksha is

2. Migratory existence; See note
I, p. 6i»

unselfish, ail other fruits are selfish.
The former is by its nature exempt

3. This is the wisdom-based duty.

from personality, the latter tends to

The knower is he who does work for

more and more indurate personality

moksha', the ignorant is he who does

[egoism].
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to be understood. Intricate, (or incomprehen
sible) is the way of karma'
Inasmuch as:

(1) The nature of karma or action that is means to

Mokska, ought to be known ; Inasmuch as :
(2) Vtkanna, or vividha-karma, or variety of actions,—

comprised of the nitya\ (daily) naimittikay (incidental) etc.,
done with some object (of enjoyment) in view {kama-rupa\
and demanding for their due performance, the earning of
money and other activities,—ought to be known; and
inasmuch as :

(3), a-kanna orjfldna(or wisdom),ought to be known,therefore, the Path of Karma is abstruse to be understood

by the moksha-seeker.
Why vi-karma,—that connotes the performance of

motived,daily, casual etc.' acts, involving the earning of
money and a variety ofother acts—ought to be known by the
moksha-aspirer is, to know that the variety therein consists
in each act having a specific fruit promised therefor, but
he ought to perform them all with the one under
standing that they all have one uniform fulfilment in his
case, as ^jastras teach, viz-, the achievement of ntoksha.

This isthe 'fixed or cultured understanding'[vyavasdyatmikd

buddhi)(ii-41) that wa^ inculcated already, and so the sub
ject is not expatiated ^on here.
What is to be known as regards karma and a-kanna^—
is now stated :—
^T: &c.

18. 'Whoso seeth a-karma in karma, whoso,too,seeth

karma in a-karma,—he is the wise among man
kind ; he is the fit {yuktah); he has done all
work.'
I.

Vide note 2, p: 97.
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A-karma is the negative of karma. Karma is action.

A-kanna or the other than action, is wisdom {jflS.na\
viz; wisdom concerning atma, which is the subject to be
considered.

(The two predications thus dre):—

(1) Whoso sees atma-wisdom in an action which is
actually being performed ; and,
(2) Whoso, while stationed in atma-wisdom, yet sees
(therein) action.
He who, by contemplation of the real nature of atma
sees, thus, the wisdom-aspect of the action which he
actually performs, realizes the first predication. And again
he who could conceive the work-aspect of all wisdom,—in
other words, who could conceive all wisdom,—or mental or

intellectual operations, such as meditation on atma-nature
and such other deep and intense thoughts,—as but act (/.e.,
wisdom or knowledge is a kind of act also), realizes the
second predication.^
By actually doing work—the objective—and at the
same time reflecting (or meditating) in the mind the true
nature of atma (in connection with work)—the subjective
—both the positions are realized.*
Whoso thus sees how in work {karma) is involved wis

dom {a-karma) or meditation of atma-nature, he is the wise
man among men i. e., he is said to be conversant with the
ultimate import of all the ^astras.
He is the yukta orfit man to earn moksha.
He has done all work {Kritsna-karma-krit). i. e., he has
I. In this connection, reflect on

the expression 'thought-form', a
scientific term of theNineteeth Cen-

He became', becoming being the act,

or thought execu/eJ, p,
2.

Read Introduction to this Lec-

tury. Also the metaphysical abstrac-

ture for an apt illustration, taken from

tions'thought is act intended" 'act is

Tolappar's Smrili-ratndkara, to elu-

thought extended.' Also the Vedic

cidate this abstruse point in Karma-

statement such as 'He thought and

yoga.
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accomplished or carried out in actuality, the essence of all
Sastra-teaching.

How is wisdom-aspect tenable, to an act which is
actually visibly performed ? Reply :
&c.

19. 'He, whose all-acts are devoid of desire and
delusion [sahkalpd),—the wise say—is the en
lightened man, whose works are burnt up in the
fire of wisdom.'

Karma,desire, is the attachment (f. e., longing)for fruit.
Sahkalpa is delusion, imagining, or fancy. Delusion is the
fanciful or wrong notion in one's mind. The fancying
[sahkalpa] here alluded to consists in the thought 'which
identifies atma with prakriti (matter), and its (the latter's)
gunas(qualities), and mis-conceiving them all as one (prin
ciple).
To the moksha-aspirant, all the nitya>, naimittikcp etc.,
frugiferous {kdmyci) acts, necessitating the worldly activities
such as earning money etc., for their sake, are devoid of
desire {kdma).

To him, those acts are further exempt from fancies
{saMalpd), because he performs them with the distinct

knowledge he has of atma,as contrasted with matter (/>r«kritt).

"Whoso does work in this fashion—work involving medi
tation of atma-wisdom—the wi.se, or truth-knowers consider

him as one, whose all past deeds have become consumed in
the fire of that (atma)-wisdom.
Hence to work, is assignable a knowledge-(or-wisdom)-aspect.
The same sudject is further elaborated ;
I. Hflfe note 2, p .• 97.
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&C.

20. 'Whoso is dissociated from works' fruit, ever self-

contented, and self-reliant, though he engage in
work, never doth anything.'
Whoso has abandoned all connection with fruit of

works, whoso is nitya-tripta (ever content), i. e., ever con
tent in the eternal atma ;

Whoso is nirdsraya (sell-reliant), t. e.. who does not

depend on matter {prakrit'i);
Though such a man may act and seem to be ever so
intent therein, he does no act (f. ^., an act which would
have a binding effect), for, though what ostensibly seems
as if he does work, he is inwardly really cultivating knowedge (or wisdom).

The wisdom-aspect of work is further examined ;—

21. 'Bereft of expectancy, restraining the anxiety
[chittdp of mind, and forsaking all possessions
(parigraha), whoso does work as if it were a
mere bodily function, incurs no evil.'

(bereft of expectancy) or one who is desti
tute of all longings for fruit. Yata-chitt^-dtmd=-\dtmd here
is mind, chitta is one of its functions (mind being a general
term).^ Hence] the expression means one who has resI. Buddhi, ahatikdra and thitla
are the vriltis or functions of the

the determinative, the.longing, and the
anxious, thoughts, which are certain

mind. Buddhi is adhyavasdya (or
determination), ahailhdraisahht'mdna
(attachment or longing), and chitta is

classes into which thought in general
is divided. Buddhi and ahahkdfa
of mind are not to he confused with

chintd (anxiety or anxious thought).

the buddhi-tatva and ahahkdra-tatva

If mind is thought, then buddhi,ahahkdrd, and chitta, are respectively,

of primordial matter. Read also p:
lo, of Vivek5nanda's
(icPpy.)
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trained the anxieties of the mind (manas).^

Tyakta-sarva-parigrahah= one who has abdicated all
property or belongings, i. e., to say, one who has given up
selfish love for material objects {prakfiti) and sense-cravings
iprdkrita],(and centering all his interest in atma).
And, as long as life may last, doing work as if it were
mechanically, as a mere function of the^ body, he incurs no
evil.

Evil is samsara^ (physical existence). He will be free
from this.

\{Karma-Yoga

performed this-wise, that alone is

sufficient to lead to atma-vision, obviating the necessity
for an intermediate (strict, i. e., without karma,or cessation
of all work)jildna-co\ixs&.
&c.

22. 'Content with whatever gain may, by chance, be-

fal, above'pairs',® exempt from malice, equal
in success or failure,—though one may act, he
is not bound.'

One who is content with whatever may spontaneously
come to him for the support of existence.'* Dvandv-dtitah

is one who has crossed beyond the 'pairs.' This means
that he patiently endures the experiences of'cold-heat'®
-like opposites, which inevitably happen till he reaches the
end of the Means (f. e., the Means or the Method he has

employed to gain atma-intuition).
I. See note i, p-i53i and notes 2

2. See note i, p. 6i.

an((4,p.123. Restraint offWWa implies

3. 'Pairs of opposites,'='cold-

the restraint as well of the other func\MV&oitnanas2\?x),viz., adhyavasdya

hat's vide, note 3, p: 42.
4. Cp. 'Santosham yena kena

and abhimdnd {Tdlpaty<^a»drika). chit'. Bhdgavata, XI-3-29.
This is 'the suppression of mind's
functions.' See
$utra 1-2.

Fatanjala

Voga

5- Fo''explanation of'cold-heats,'
vide, note 3, p. 42.
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Vimatsarah:to be exempt from malice is one who by
imputing to himself the authorship of all evil, that may
accidentally happen, is free from malice consisting in the
thinking that the evil (to him)is due to others.

Siddhav-asiddhau samah ; is one who preserves the
balance of his mind whether success or failure may attend
his efforts, such as war etc.

Despite such a man doing work, he shall, though he
pursue not a (pure)jiiana-course, not be fettered. It means
that he shall never be hurled into sarasara^ (material life).
&c.

23. 'All kanna' entirely ceases for him, who has
ceased from attachment, who has renounced all,
whose mind is wisdom-absorbed,and who works

for yajfta (sacrifice).'
From his mind being entirely engrossed in atmawisdom, his attachment to other things has been with
drawn. Hence he has abandoned all belongings or property.
And he lives for the sake of performing sacrifices (yajftas)
in the way already described. All past or accumulated
kartm^t which -tends to bind such a person, perishes with
out residue.

The wisdom-aspect of viewing work as connected with
the contemplation of atma-nature as contradistinguished
from prakriti(mater^l nature), has now been explained.
And now, a higher view is presented, viz.^ the wisdomaspect of work, by contemplating that the Soul of all work,
with all its(work's) factors of execution, is the Paramount
Spirit, Who is Parabrahfm?
1. See note i, p:6i..

2. Karma here means past deeds
of a man, merit and demerit which tie
20

him down to samsara.

3. See note 3, p. 8.
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&c.

24. 'By Brahma-apparatus, the Brahma-oblation Is,
by Brahma, offered in Brahma-fire. He who
(so) contemplates karma (work) to be Brahmafull, goeth to Brahma Itself.'^
Brahmdrpana is adjectival to {Brahma)-havih. That

by which an oblation is offered is arpana, viz., the yajftaapparatus, ladle etc., (The ladle etc., are accessories or
instruments by which havih,oblations—food etc—are offered

into the fire, in yajfta-ceremonies). Being an effect (or
created thing), it (the ladle etc) is Brahma. That Brahma
which is the instrumental accessory [arpana) to oblation
(food etc), is Brahmdrpana. By this Brahmdrpana, the
oblation [BraJima-havih), which is again Brahma, is offered
by the performer(or offerer)—who is Brahtna again—, into
Brahma-fire, or fire which is Brahma.
Whoso thus contemplates Brahm to be abidant in all
acts,—(this realization of Brahm in every act is samadht),—
which is called Brahma-karma-samddhi—, he reaches

Brahm itself. Reaching Brahm : is the realizing of the
Brahma-like atma-nature.

So that, the work that the moksha-aspirant does is by
him contemplated as Brahma-ensouled work, or in other
words, that the Soul of all work is Brahm. Work, in this
view, becomes itself wisdom, and, precluding a distinct
course of jflana, is itself the means to achieve atma-vision.

Having now demonstrated how work (karma) may be
viewed in the aspect of wisdom (jfiana), the varieties of

Karma-yoga are now mentioned:—
li This is the highest contemplation in Spiritual Philosophy. It is
the ultimate view of all work. This

is tantamount to seeing God everywhere, in all acts by oneself, and acts

seen by him external to himself,
This is a spiritual height, that only
saints of the stamp of. Prahlada and
NammaWar scaled»
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&c.

24.^. 'Some Yogis devoutly observe the Daiva-yajfia
only.

Daivam yrt;>Z<i/«=Sacrifices or acts of worshipping the
Divinity itself(God). This,some yogis i. e., some Karmayogis, devoutly practise. That is, they make this, their
fixed occupation.
m &c.

25. * Others pour into Brahma-fire, yajfia with yajfta'.^
Here, with yajila refers to the apparatus, food
etc., used in the (Vedic) Sacrifices.

Others, (karma-yogis), adopt for their practice the
several yagas^ and homas? in consonance with the ideal
presented in:—

'By Brahma-apparatus, the Brahma-oblation' &c
(iv-24).
•

&c.

25^. 'Others sacrifice the senses: hearing etc., into
the Samyama^-fires.'

/. e.. Others engage in endeavours to control the senses.
26. 'Otherssacrifice the sense-objects : sound etc, in
to the sense-fires.'
f

Other (karma)-yogis strive to appease the appetites
which the senses feel towards gratifying themselves by
coming in contact with their respective objects.
1. Cp\ 'YajSena yajiiam ayajanta
DevSh.'(Tail iUp°. Purmha-sukia),
2. Va^s are the great Sacrificial

rites inculcated in the Vedas, such as

consecrated fire is a sine qua non ;in
which ofTerings (food etc.,) are burnt.
4. Samyama is restraining or controlling. It is allegorised as fire, be-

asvanudha-ySga, rdjasiiya -ySga,
garuda-chayana etc.,

cause the function of the sense is burnt
up by it. Each sense requires a fire.

3. Homas are Sacrifices in which

Hence in the plural'fires,'
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27. 'Others sacriBce all sense-activities and prana>activities in the wisdom-fanned dtma-samydmayoga-fire ?

Others offer up (or burn up) all the functions of the
senses, and all the functions of prdna,—the vital energy (in
the body),—in the fire of mind-restraint. (<?/;««=mind).
That is, thej' direct their efforts towards disciplining the
mind to retire from its love for sense-and-life-activities.
&c.

28. 'Some do wealth-sacrifices ;some, /a/aJ-sacrifices;
some/«»^«-sacrifices:some, svddhydya-sB.cnfic&s\
and some yaiis of fixed resolve, go in forjiidnasacrifices.'

Some few karma-yogis go in for wealth-sacrifices ; that
is, they earn money in the right way, and devote the same

to Divine-worship;others devoting it to charitable purposes;
others performing Yagas^ and Homas® therewith. All these
come under wealth-sacrifices.

Others betake themselves to tapas-sacrfiices. Tapas
is austerity (or penance or mortification of the flesh). Its
modes are known as Kricchra, Chandrayana', fasting etc.
Others resort to yoga-sacrifices.

Yoga here refers to a

variety of karma-yoga, in agreement w^th the subject that
is discussed here. Yoga means joining. Joining or making
pilgrimages to holy waters, holy shrines etc., is meant by
yoga-sacrifices.
1. The life-force which performs
all organic functions in the body,diges-

rules. Tapas, Rajendralal Mitra L.
L. D., C. I. E., translates, as'reli-

lion, respiration, circulation etc.,

gious austerity or self-denial, p. bo.

2. Expiatory penances. See Ma-

nu XI-217, Hemadri and other
Dharma-Sastras which give detailed

Yoga Siilras,

3. Vide, notes 2, 3, p. 157.
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Others take to svadhydya-sacrificeSy i, e., study of the
Vedas(Holy Scriptures).

Others employ themselves in jftdna-sacrifices, i. e., they
endeavour to enquire into the import of the Ved^s and
understand them.

Yatis (plu: yatayah) are those who assiduously perse
vere to accomplish what they undertake.

Samsita-vratdh^dridha—sahkalpdh=-i}t\!as&oi fixed resotve or firm determination.

: &c.

29. 29^. 'Others, the practicers ofprdndydma,^ ob
serving food-restrictions,sacrificeprdm in apdna^
apdna in prdna, and restraining both the cur

rents,
and apdna, sacrifice prdna in prdna!
Other kanna-yogis devote themselves to prdndydma}practices. They consist of three parts, called Rechaka,
Puraka and Kumbhaka.

'Sacrificing prdna in apdna' is Puraka or breathing in.
^ Apdna in Prdna' is Rechaka or breathing out.
'And restraining both the currents, prdna and apdna,

and sacrificing prdna in prdm,is Kumbhaka or stopping (or
holding) the breath.-

The practicers of these require regulated diet.®
&c.

30. 'All these are yajfla-knowers, the yajfta effacing
their sins.'

I. The controlling and regulation
of breath. See Yoga Sutra 1*34, and
Hatha-yoga-pradipikaand other works
on Yoga. PrSna is not mere breath,
but life-breath, or vital energy having
intimate relation with mind, nerve-

force and all forces which direct
organic processes. It is called by
various names, animal magnetism,
aura, odic force etc),
2. Cp. Bh» Git VI16;XVII-j»
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&c.

305^2. 'The eaters of the nectar-like remnants of
yajfla-offered food repair to the eternal Brahm.'

Beginning from 'wealth-sacrifice'and up to'Pranayama,'
are the several varieties of Karma-Yoga, engaged in by
men according to their tastes. All these are yajfia-knowers, or those who engage in the Mahayajflas^ and other
daily and incidental yajftas, referred to in :—

'Having created beings with Yajftas etc.,' (iii-io).
And therefore they are those whose evils have become

destroyed by means of the yajftas.
Living on nectar-like remnants of Yajfta-dedicated
food, these practicers of Karma-Yoga reach the Eternal
Brahm.

^

&c.

31. 'To the non-.sacrificer, this world is not; whence
the other (world), O Kuru-best I ?.'

To the man, who is without yajfta (sacrifice),—i. e.
who does not perform the Mahayajftas* and other enjoined
daily {nitya'^) occassional {naimittika*) etc, sacrificial acts,—
this world is not, i. e., no profit does he derive in the material

regions, such as those which mankind aspire for, dhanna^,
(^astra-enjoined duties etc., which promises rewards in this

or other material worlds), artha^ (riches and prosperity in
general),and kdma^ (desires or enjoyments). While such is
the case, how is the man, without yajftas, to achieve that
ambition of his,—the other than all these—

moksha^

(final liberation, or spiritual state)?
Moksha is the Noblest Ambition for man.

As all the

discourse (of Gita) is about moksha, the term 'this world'
1.

Vide, note, 2, p: 96.

2. See note 2, p. 97.
3. Dharma and Artha are

Sddhanas(means);

ecoA Moksha

are S8dhyas^x\A& or goals).
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{ayam loka) is used with reference to the other (three)
ambitions of man [dharnia etc.), and these (latter) are
material.

&c.

33. 'Thus have the varieties of yajna been expounded,
as means leading to brahnia (atma). Know
them all as springing from action (karma),
Knowing thus, thou shalt be emancipated.'
Such, in truth, are the various kinds o(Karma-Yogaknown to be the various Means for attaining to real atmastate[brahimno mukhe),^ described so far.
Know them,(the yajftas) all, to spring from action,—as

already explained—involving the regular performance of
the daily {nitya), incidental {naiinittika) etc., duties.
Knowing thus and reducing the same to practice, thou
shalt be freed (from bondage).

The wisdom aspect of kanm has been explained by
showing how wisdom {jMna or knowledge) is involved in
work {karma). The importance of the wisdom—element in
this compound of jfldna-karma (wisdom-work) is now
dwelt on:—

33. 'The wisdom-element, Parantapa* I is superior in
the yajftas, requiring a profusion of material.®
I. Brahmano mukhe. The term
hrahnta signifies here the true nature
of fitma; and mukhe signifies the

means to attain that atma. So that
brahmano mukhe, means'
the means

to attain atma' (vide Titparya than-

drika, by Vedantacharya).
2. 'Harasser of foes,' a noin d«
giterte oi Ax]wn?i.
3. Dravya means any material
required for an act, and therefore
includes money.
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A D- complete act, Partha !* ultimately ends in wis
dom.'®

Kanna (all action) has two aspects,(the act as the un

intelligent act itself, with materials, instruments etc., taken
to perform it with, and the intelligence which is used in the
act [this is the wisdom-aspect]).
That part of the act which is wisdom (or intelligence
or motive or intent with which it is performed) is superior to

the part which consists of an abundance of material(money
etc).

All {sarvam) act, with its complete {akhilam) accessor
ies, ends in wisdom (f. e., finds its meaning in wisdom ; act
in itself without the directing intelligence being dead and

meaningless). Hence all work is performed that wisdom
involved therein may be cultivated (or evolved);—wisdom
being the end that is intended, by every means,to be reach
ed. By constant endeavour, that itself(wisdom), is reached,
and conducts one to the final stage.
&c.

34. 'By prostrations, by fair questionings and by
service {sevd\ know this. The truth-seeing
Saints (Jfldninah)shall instruct thee in wisdom'.

Know this.- that is, knowledge (or wisdom) relating to
atma, propounded by Me in the verses, from :'know that
that verily is imperishable etc.,' (ii-17) up to :
'This has been told thee etc.,' (ii-39).
Learn this thou, as,—while engaged in prescribed work
(orduties)—thou advancest;(acquire wisdom)or learn know
ledge more and more—as thou progressest in thy work—
1. Arjuna (see noCe i, p 15).

now jMna is extolled. Are they

2. A confusion will arise here in

separate, or the one in the other ?

the mind of the student, as to why

These doubts will be cleared up in an

i('ar//ia was ail the while extolled, and

Introduction!
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from wise men, by due prostrations (falling at their feet, as
a mark ofveneration and humility); by timely questionings ;
and rendering them (all kinds of) service.
The wise,-the truth-seers-are those to whom atma is a
demonstrated verity. Pleased by thy suppliant demeanour,
service etc.—they will divine what thou in thy heart desirest to know, by thy reverent questionings etc, and impart
thee the wisdom thou art eager to acquire.
The nature of wisdom concerning the true nature of
atma, which becomes a matter of actual perception,(ex
perience or demonstration, i. e., atma is no more a hypothe
sis then) is described ;—
&c.

35. 'Knowing v/h\ch{jfldm), PandavaM thou wilt not
again be under delusion ;—thatjflana, by which
thou wilt see the sum of beings in thyself, then
in Me.'«

(Jftana is the wisdom mentioned in the last verse.
The term is conveniently translated as'consciousness' in

some places in the following lines).
It is that wisdom, knowing which thou wilt.not fall

again under the delusion which makes one to mistake (the
forms or bodies of) deva etc., for atma, and the notion of

egotism (my-ness or selfish personal interest) which it pro
duces therein®.

It is that wisdom or consciousness, by which thou shalt
see the universe of creatures of all concievable forms, devas

etc., as in thyself, because as between thyself and other
beings,there exists equality, in that all atmas, viewed when
divested of their (temporary) material environments, are
one in their nature, of being conscious entities.
t. The son of PandussArjuna.

a. See VI-so, and IsA
31

6and 7.

3. 'I-ness' and 'Myness,' in

other words.
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That all atmas are of one uniform (intelligent) nature,
when they are dissociated from matter-union, is averred in
a future stanza viz:—

'Faultless indeed is brahma (atma), and equal'(v-ip)*
Thou wilt see

, then in Me i. e., thou wilt see the

universe of creatures in Me, for all atma-principlc is, by its
nature and purity,one, i. e., the same as Mine. So says the
verse:—

'Embracing this knowledge, they have attained to My
equality' (xiv-2).
Sruti also chants thus:—

'Then the enlightened man, casting off merit and de
merit, becomes cleansed, and attains the highest equality.'^
Stripped of name and stripped of form, the atmaressence is the same in all beings and equal with the
nature of Para (Supreme=God).
Hence, when viewed in its dissociated condition from
matter, one atma is like another, and like Isvara.

^

qf^IWT: &c.

36. 'Wert thou an evil-doer, even greater than the
greatest sinners, thou shouldst yet, with this
wisdom-bark, swim across (the sea of) evil.

Supposing that thou wert a sinner greater than the
greatest sinners, thou wouldst yet be able to cross the sea
of long-hoarded sins, by means of the bark of atma-wisdom
(or atma-knowledge).
&c.

37. 'Like the kindled fire, Arjuna!, consuming a heap
of sticks, the fire of wisdom reduces all action
to ashes',
I. 'Tada

Vidvan

punya-pKpe

vidhtlya niranjanah paramam sam-

yam Upiaiti.' (Mund i

35-40.]
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In the manner that fire, well-kindled, burns up a faggot
of sticks, the fire of wisdom relating to true atma-nature
reduces all the longraccumulated mass of sin, attaching
itself to jivatma, into ashes,

*lf^

&c.

38. 'No purifier, like wisdom, is there existing. He

who is (karma-) yoga-perfect realizes it in him
self in time'.

Inasmuch as there exists here—in theuniverse—no other

purer (or more sanctifying) thing than atma-wisdom, it is
destructive of all sin. By perfecting oneself, therefore, by

easily practising karma-yoga (yoga-samsiddhah), in the way
taught, one realizes in himself, in due course of time, the
atma-nature.

The same is made (further) clearer.

?ira[T#5*I^ &c.
39, 'Whoso is full of faith, is intent thereon, and is of
subdued senses, he attains wisdom. Wisdom at

tained, soon after, attains he to Supreme Peace.'^

Receiving knowledge by instruction, (see verse 34

ante\ growing more and more devoted and attentive
as knowledge(or wisdom) ripenes, and becoming more and
more abstracted from external matters towards which the

senses pull, one soon reaches the summit of wisdom.
After attaining wisdom, he attains Supreme Peace, viz

Nirvana (Spiritual Bliss).
&c.

40. 'The ignorant, non-earnest, skeptic-minded,

perishes. To the skeptic-minded, this world is
not, nor the other, nor happiness.'
I. Cp. With XVni-31,
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A-jflah or ignorant: is he who is uninstructed in wisdom.
■ A-sraddha-dhdnah or the non-earnest: is he who lacks

faith or fervour, even after instruction.

The skeptic: is he who doubts the knowledge he
has received.

The man of this disposition perishes. That is, that to
the man who doubts the true nature of atma, which is
taught him, there is neither this material world, nor the
other (svarga etc).
That is to say, he forfeits all the fruits of man's ambi
tion; dharma, artha Sind kdma\ while so, whence moksha?

For, all the ambitions of man are gratifiable by carry
ing out .some one or the other of ^astra-enjoined duties.
And fulfilment of any desire is dependent on the conviction
of an atma existing distinct from the body.
Whoso doubts therefore the very existence of atma
cannot share in the smallest fraction of(spiritual) bliss.
&c.

41. 'No deeds bind him, Dhanaftjaya* I, whose works
are yoga-dedicated, whose doubts are wisdomcut, whose mind is firmly-fixt'

'Work, yoga-dedicated {)'oga-sanyasta-karma)'\ yoga is
karma-yoga, or the Mode of performing works in the man
ner inculcated (above). Dedication or resignation means ;
that work is performed from the stand-point of wisdom.

(When so performed the binding power of work becomes
nullified).

Also in the manner inculcated, doubts concerning atma
are dispelled by atma-wisdom.

Aimavantam=inanasvinatn(self-contained) or he whose
mind is untrammelled or unassailed by any doubts, or
I. See Commentary: verse 31
p. 160 and note 3, p: 160.

2. Arjuna,(see note, 2, p. 70).
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whose mind has attained to a state of unshakable certitude

as regards atma,—from the teaching received.
No string of endless deeds,done by him, can ever bind
such a person.

.
&c.

42. 'With the sword of wisdom, then, Bharata 1,^

cleaving all this ignorance-born doubt settling
in thy heart, arise, and practise (karma) yoga.'
With the sword of atma-wisdom, therefore, as imparted
by Me, sever all the long-standing ignorance-born doubts

concerning atma, harbouring in thy bosom, and take thy
self to practising karma-yoga in the manner that I have
inculcated.

To carry out My injunctions, then, arise, O Bharata
OM TAT SAT.

Thus closes Discourse Four,

named,Jfldna- Yoga, pr the Path of Knowledge
With Sri RdmdnujcCs Commentary thereon.
Between ^ri Krishna and Aijuna,
In the Science of Yoga,
In the Divine Knowledge of the Upanishads
Or the Chants of Bhagavan.

The Bhagavad-Gita.

I. Aijuna,(see note 3, p. 42).

SRI
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FIFTH LECTURE,

KARMA-SANYASA-YOGA,
OR

ON WORK-RENUNCIATION.

PROEM.

JN Lecture Four, the wisdom-(or knowledge) aspect of
Karma-Yoga was treated of, with special reference to
the importance of the wisdom-element in it.
In Lecture Three,it was shown that even to the person
who may be qualified to practise Jflana-Yoga, Karma-

Yoga • (or method of works) was still preferable, inas
much as jflana or atma-wisdom is involved therein ; inas
much as works are destitute of accidents (such as attend

jflana-yoga), easy to perform, and constitute per se an
independent Means.
In the Present (Fifth) Lecture, Karma-Yoga is exami
ned in its character of expeditiousness as compared with
22
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Jflana-Yoga,—in effecting atina-attainment;and as to how it
should be practised by eliminating the element there
from of ones' being the actor.

How jfiana (wisdom) is seen from this stand-point is
also investigated.
Questions Arjuna:—
&c.

I. 'On renouncal of work, Krishna!^ and again oq
doing of works {yoga), dost Thou descant
Which of the two is better, conclusively tell
me.'

Arjuna:—

The renunciation of works is Jfldna-Yoga. Yoga is
Karma- Yoga, the prosecution of works. Once, thou dost
extol the former, once the latter ! Here is a summary of

Thy teachings:—
In Lecture Two, Thou didst declare that Karma-

Yoga was worthy to be followed by the moksha-aspirant,
and that as soon as the inner organ {aniahkarana=
mind) became purified of taints, it was then time to embark
on Jflana-Yoga, which would bring about atma-vision (/. e.,
soul-consciousness).
But in Lectures Three and Four, Thou didst maintain

that Karma-Yoga was preferable even in the case of him

who is quali^ed for Jflana-Yoga; that Karma-Yoga was
alone sufficient,—without the aid of Jflana-Yoga—as a
Means to atma-attainment.

As between these two then, viz\ Karma-Yoga and

Jflana-Yoga, wilt thou tell me truly, which of them is the
superior, the ready, the easy, means to attain to atma ?
t. See note 4, p-iS.

2. On 'renouncal'(sattySsa), vide
XVIII-I.
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SrT Bhagavan responds thus:—
&c.

2. 'Renunciation' and Karma-Yoga, both conduct
to bliss. Of these two however, K'arma-Yoga
is declared better than Karma-renouncal.*

Sannyasa (lit: putting away)is cessation from work,
and therefore means Jfiana-Yoga.

Both Jfiana-Yoga and Karma-Yoga, are each, indepen
dently capable of achieving bliss. But of the two, how
ever, Karma-Yoga is better than Jftana-Yoga,—the renun
ciation of works.

If it be asked how this is, it is said :—
&c.

3. 'He is to be known as ever sannyasi,^ who neither

hates nor craves. He who is above the'pairs,'*
Maha-baho !* easily escapes from bondage.'
The karma-yogi who has experienced atma-bliss that

is involved in karma-yoga, does not desire for anything
else than atma. He has thus no occasion to hate anything.
And therefore also is he one, capable of enduring the
'pairs.'* Such person is to be known as the constant
mnnydsi, i. e., as he who is the constant practiser of jflana
(wisdom). Such person easily practises karma-yoga and he
easily escapes bondage.

That, independently, both Karma-Yoga and JflanaYoga, are each capable of conducting to atma-attainment,
is now shown :—

1. This term Is applied to an ascetic or one who retires from the

world. It means one who surceases
from world's activities, as well as

Vedic ceremonies,
2. See note 3, p:42.

3. A war-name of Arjuna, lit: the
'strong-armed.'
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4. 'Saflkhya and Yoga are different,' say children,
not savants. Whoso is well established in one,

reapeth the fruits of both.'
Those are lads (or uninformed men), or to whom wis
dom has not yet bloomed, who utter that Sdhkhya> (jfianayoga)and Yoga}-(karma-yoga)differ from difference of fruit.
Such men are no-pandits (erudite men),—meaningthattheir
understanding is shallow,—who would affirm that Karma-

yoga can but lead to Jftana-yoga, and that it is Jflana-yoga
alone that conducts to atma-vision, thus making a distinc
tion between the two, from the difference of fruit. (The

fruit of karma being jfiana, and the fruit of jMna being
atma-cognition).
But this is not the case, inasmuch as the aim of both
the Paths is but one, viz., atma-vision.

And that is rea

lized by both, so long as one firmly adopts any one ofthem.
The same (view)is further expanded :—
&c.

5. 'The place that is gained by the Sdhkhyas,is gain
ed by the Yogis as well. He sees, who sees
that Saflkhya and Yoga are but one.'

The Sdnkhyds are the followers of the Jflana-method.
Whatsoever goal is reached by these is that reached, as
well, by the followers of Karma-j'oga.
He sees (or knows) correctly, who sees (or knows) that
either of the methods, Sankhya and Yoga,leads to the same
one fruit. Such person alone is wise.
The difference is this-much:—

I. See u-39, and iii-3, and commentaries thereon for an explication
of the terms S3hkhya and Yoga>

Briefly the former is Knowledge > the
latter Work or Action,
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&c.

6. 'But sannyasa without (karma)-yoga, is difficult
to achieve,O Mighty-armed!. But the(karma-)
yoga-united muni soon attains brahma (atma).
As for Sannyasa or Jflana-yoga, it is difficult to achieve,
without (the help of) Karma-yoga.
Yoga-yuktah (yoga-united) is he who has united him
self to (or has adopted the Path of) Karma-yoga.
Munik=:he who is constantly ruminating on atma.
(lit: he who is silent; i. e, silent as regards the world).
This person easily journeys along the Path of Karma, and
soon attains atma {brahma).
But he who has united himself to the method of

Jftana-yoga has to walk that Path with extreme difficulty.
It takes long time, on account of its difficulty, to attain to
atma by this road.
&c.

7. 'The (karma-)yoga-united, pure-minded, whose
mind and senses are under control, who looks
on the atmas of all beings as his atma, is not

tainted (by works), though he works.'
The performer of Karma-yoga is he who fulfils the
sacred canons of Sastrat which are but Modes of Worship
to the Supernal Spirit {Parama-purusha^).
By this, one becomes purified of mind {visuddhatma).
He is vijitdtma (having mind under control), because he is
absorbed in the performance of the said Worship. Hence,
he isjit-endriya(who has governed the senses.)
He is sarva-bhut-dtma-bhut-dUna, or he who is enabled

—by the way he performs work with the knowledge of the
true nature of the performer thereof, atma,—to contemplate
I. See note 4, p. 21.
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on the atma.s abiding in all beings such as devas etc., as on

his own atma ; for the essential nature of atma(-principle),
wherever it may abide,—devas etc.,—is the same to the
meditator of atma-nature.

The true nature of atma is not in the changeful matter

which constitutes the bodies of devas etc. Bodies vary,
but the informing atmas therein are one like the other, in
their essential nature of being conscious entities, as viewed

distinct from the (non-conscious) bodies (veiling them).
Gita tells us further on this fact that:

'Faultless indeed is brahma (atma), and equal'. (v-19).
A man of the above description is never infatuated

with the erroneous notion of taking what is non-atraa(non-

spirit or, material substance) for atma (soul or spiritual
essence), albeit he works.
He works, but (his spiritual notions are ofsuch a nature
that) his works do not bind him.
Ere long, therefore, he realizes Stma.

As Karma-yoga has been declared to be easy of per
formance, and fructifying soon, what is required to enable
one to so perform it. Is now stated :—
&c.
&C.

8-9.'Knowing that the senses abide in their appro

priate objects, the truth-seeing yukta (karmayogl), shall reflect (thus): 'naught, do / do,'
though he be seeing or hearing, touching or
smelling, eating or walking, sleeping or breath

ing, talking^'answering'' or grasping, opening
the eyes or closing (them).'*
I. Answering means answering the
calls of nature, and other excretions

from the hody.

2. Cp.7.r3-C//».®2'Kurr-ann-ev-eha
karmani etc.'
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Thus, he who is edified concerning atma-nature,
shall reflect thus:—* Though the senses of perception,—the
auditory etc.;—the senses of action, the voice etc.,—and the
pranas (life-breaths)—all function within their several cor
responding objects,/virtually do not do any of those actions.
For I am in reality the conscious entity (and not any of

these), and doer-ship for(such) me is derived from the senses,
pranas etc., union with which has been forced by(past)deeds;
and it,(doer-ship or actor-ship), is not an essential attribute
of atma-nature.' Thus shall the atma-knowing man reflect,
&c.

ID. Whoso performeth acts, ascribing them to mat
ter {brahma), and abandoning all attachment,is
not touched by sin, like unto the lotus-leaf
un wetted by water.

The term brahma here signifies prakritt(matter). That
such application of the term obtains, is exemplified by such
passages as:—

'The great brahma (matter)is my womb (seat)' (xiv-3)
Whoso performs work, reflecting that all activities such
as hearing,seeing etc., pertain to matter, and,matter's modifi
cations into the organized forms ofsenses; and whoso there
fore, performs work imputing it to brahma (matter), and,
renouncing all attachment, thinks 'naught do / do,' he
remains uncontaminated with the sin that arises from the

misconception of taking matter for atma,—that causes
bondage.
The analogy to this idea is that of the lotus-leaf and
water. Though they are in contact with each other, water
remains intact with reference to the leaf.

iFRir

&c.

u. 'Unattached,—forsake of self-purification , do
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the yogis act,—by their body,—by the inanas^,—
by the buddhi,^—and even by the mere senses.

Devoid of all clingings to fruits such sls svarga etc., the

(karma)-yogls (mecTianically) let their body, uianas, buddhi
and the senses do work, as but the instruments with which
to effect self-purification.

Self-purification(rt/»«a-fMrf</Ai) is the breaking of the
bonds of past deeds binding atma.
Work is done to get this release (and therefore not for

securing any fruit like svarga etc).

SRjiw &c.
12. 'The
forsaking actions' fruit, attains to
everlasting rest. The a-yuktah, prompted by
lust, clings to fruit thereof, and remains bound.'

Yuktah is the right performer of action, or he who
does not desire for other fruition save atma,—in other words,
who centres all his love in atma. He resigns fruit of works,

and performs work merely for the purpose of self-purifi
cation. And he attains permanent peace, i. e., the eternal
beatitute of atma-enjoyment.

A-yuktah is the wrong performer of action, or he who
desires for other fruits than atma, or who is averse to ob

taining atma-vision. Incited by lust, he hungers for fruit.
The acts of such a person therefore perpetually bind him
down. That is, he becomes a constant samsdri^ (the creature
of incessant material limitations).
Hence, he who is weaned from attachment to fruit

shall (credit or) attribute all action to matter,—manifesting
itself in the shape of the senses—and act for effecting atma's
deliverance from bondage.

(After saying how agency of action may be imputed to
the senses etc., or parts or members of the body), it is now
I. See notes 2 and 3, p.159.

2. See note i, p 1 61.
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shown how agency of action may be attributed to the body
itself, an aggregate of matter.
&c.

13. 'Neither doing aught, nor causing any act, the
embodied mentally consigns all acts to the ninegated city (body), and sits therein the happy
victor.'

, Distinguishing in the mind that all authorship of work
rests in the body,—with which atma is conjoined as a result
of past deeds—,and that, therefore, authorship does not pro
ceed as an essential attribute of atma, the embodied atma

shall assign all acts to the nine-gated city(body). Himself,
independent (vasi or victor), remains happy, not doing
aught as a consequence of his residing in the body, nor
causing the body to act.
What is really the true nature of (this independent)
atma?

It is stated :—
^

&c.

14. 'Neither actorship nor act,doth the (^rab/tu^) lord
of the body create for the world ; nor even the
bond between act and (its) fruit. * Tis Nature

(svahhdva) that prevails.'*
The prabhu is the ruler of the body=atma. By essence,
he is above the influences of deeds {karma)and abides in his
own nature. This prabhu is not the originator—in the world
or regions abounding in matter-bound existences, viz., the
four-fold divisions of deva, animal, human and immovable

minerals etc.,) kingdoms—of the several kinds of agencies
(or authorships of acts) pertaining thereto, nor of
actions themselves, emanating from those entities ; nor of
I. Atma is pnxbku from the root
pra-hhavali. It lires(in contrast with
Ufeless matter). See Dvaita Commentary.

23

2. Vide, Bh: GI: VI-5, 6; XIIIS> 6, 19 to 21; and Theosophist, Vol:
VIII, p.- 436.
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the links which connect act to act-born fruit, such as becom
ing a deva etc.,
What is it, then,that does all this? It is the Nature that

prevails. By Nature is meant the material reminiscence or
instinct {vdsand). This kind of actorship etc., springs from
union with matter in its forms of deva etc., fashioned by the
chain of deeds generated in the immemorial past. The
actorship etc., is also the result of the habit or instinct
[vdsand) of the mistaken notion that the forms of deva etc.,
do themselves constitute the atma.

Hence actorship (or authorship) of acts etc.,—which is

the product of union with matter—is no essential character
istic of atma.
&c.

15. 'The vibhu^ (atma) taketh not away one's sin or
merit. It is by ignorance that wisdom is

wrapped, creatures being thereby deluded.'

Atma cannot snatch away the sin,-/, e., misery or suffer
ing,—though it may attach to a beloved son etc., nor can it
steal away the merit—/. e., happiness—which may belong to
one who is hated. Because atma is not insignificant
kah), constrained to keep to a certain limited sphere as
when confined in the body of a deva and so on ; and, inas
much as atma is of a nature

that can have neither the

relationship called amity, nor antagonism called enmity,
all such notions (friends, foes etc.) are caused by vdsand
(material instinct). How then does such instinct come to
atma of the above-described nature ? The reason is ignor
ance. Ignorance covers (or veils) wisdom. Ignorance (o
nescience) is that which is opposed to wisdom (or knov/

ledge). By this wisdom-hostile ignorance,-due to the retros
I. So called, by the all-pervasive,

or all-diifusive nature of consciousness
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pective karma (deeds),—the intelligence (or consciousness)
of this atma becomes contracted, so as to subject it (atma)
to the predicament of becoming an enjoyer of the fruits
thereof(of karma). By karma then, which confines (or obs
cures) intelligence, the linking with such bodies as deva &c.,
is forged. From love for the bodies, arises infatuation.

This infatuation persisting, becomes the instinct (msaaa),
(which constitutes the germ for further material existence).
Thence spring forth the further body-loving instincts, and
karma-instincts (/. pruriency or impulse to act).^ From
these instincts, further perverted* Iovk issue, and further
impulses to action are engendered.®
\

Now the topic of wisdom,—as alluded to in :
{Sarvam jildna)'.'Thou shouldst yet with this wisdombark swim across all evil'(IV-36) ;

(Jtldn-dsnih): * The fire of wisdom reduces all action to
ashes' (IV-37).;.

{Nahijildnena)'No purifier like wisdom';(I V-38)—
is opportunely brought in here:—
f

&c.

16. 'But, for the atmas whose ignorance is destroyed
by knowledge, their extraordinary intelligence
illumines (all) like the Sun.'
While all atmas are thus circumstanced, there come

forth, out of them, those whose unwisdom becomes dispers
ed by knowledge. Unwisdom or ignorance is in the shape
of the endless mass of cumulated karma(deeds) persisting
from beginningless time. Knowledge is the above-described
I. So, instinct is of two kinds, the

instinct to love {aihtmSna) and
the instinct to act (karma). Vasana
is lit: scent, (it means habit, tendency, nascent inclination etc).

2. Love for matter etc.

3. Here ends the manner in which
one is to fancy disavowal of all authorship of acts to atma. Next, the subject-matter of Lee; IV is reviewed; „
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atma-related knowledge derived from the teachings,inculcat
ed, regarding real atma-nature; that which increases by
virtue ofd^ily culture ; and that which is exceedingly pure.
#

For these, the innate extraordinary (or transcendental)
consciousness or intelligence, (hitherto, cooped, cribbed and
confined in the atma by external obstructions) becomes all
shining ; i.e., like the Sun, it, limitless and expanded,illumi
nates (or reveals) all things in their exact nature.

In this verse,the terms'teshdm'(for ihem) and ^ dtmandm' (of many atmas) occur. This declares most clearly
the multeity (or plurality) of atmas (souls), already enuncia
ted in verse;—

[Natv-ev-dham etc.^) 'Never at all was that I was not'
etc-(ii-i2), and other contiguous (or contextural) passages.
It may not be contended that this plurality is attribut
able to upddhi^ (limiting conditions); for, no trace of upddhi ^
(limitation) can exist in the case of those whose ignorance
has become dispelled.*

The expression 'their intelligence'[teshdmjddnani) is

composed of two terms, of v/hich the term'their'[teshdm),
is in the genetive case, and is a pronominal adjective, quali
fying the term 'intelligence' ijftdnam) in another case. This
shows that intelligence or consciousness is an attribute or

quality possessed by a possessor. Possessers are atmas, enti
ties whose attribute, the possessed, is'intelligence.' Intelli

gence (or consciousne.ss) has thus an attributive (dhannaj
existence only,[in relation to the su\3st3.nt\a\(dharmi) exist
ence(atma)]. The analogy ofthe Sun,employed in the verse,
is an illustration to prove the relation between the cognizer
and cognition (or knower and knowledge), such as the
1. See note I, p: 352. The conclusion is that multipli-

which is established by the use of
plural terms even to souls who have ri-

city of Stmas is not a temporary imposition due to Upadhi, but it is a truth

sen to the ultra-upadhic state or
vteksha.
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relation existing between the Sun—the source oflight—and
the light (emanating from him as a quality).
Hence it holds, that in the Samsara^ (conditioned)

state, intelligence is contracted (limited) by karma, and in
the Moksha (emancipated) state, it is expanded (unlimitedly diffused).*
&c.

17. 'Meditating on that (atma), engrossed in that,
pursuing that, aiming that, they go, wisdomeffaced of taint, to the non-reverting {that)' ^
Tad-buddhayah=Those, having all the understanding
{buddki=or will, reasoning, or intellect) employed on that
i. e., employed to secure atma-vision of the kind described

(V-i6,tf«/^).(Understanding or intellect fixed, is meditation).
Tad-dtmdnah=1YiosQ, having all the mind {atma—
manas) centred on that, i. e., making atma the sole subject
of(loving) reflection. (Intellect is mere thought, but mind
involves emotion. Hence engrossment is when a desired

object takes loving possession of the heart).
Tan-nishtJidk-='X\io%&, who practise earnestly all that
is necessary to take them to their desired end. Practice
is pursuit,

Tat-pardyanah=Those. whose single noble aim is atma
alone. Wisdom, cultivated (or consciousness developed)
in the above-said fashion, removes all taint; and they (of

these qualifications) will reach atma, which, once awake,
there is no falling back from thence to forgetfulness
(which is existence in restricted and conditioned grades
of conciousness.)
When that state (or estate) of atma is reached, from
1. See note I, p. 61.

3. Another rendering oi 17:

2. Consciotisness becomes univer- 'Those who, set the whole intellect

sal; as the Chh-. Up."VlI-36-2 says:
'
sarvam ha pasyah pasyati,'and many
another text. Read also, Bh •- Gi:

XIII-13, 14 apd I 5.

onthat,the whole heait on that,strive
for that, view that as the only goal,
go, wisdom-wiped of stain, to whence

there is no return,'
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which atma does not fall back (or return), it it is called the
non reverting that. It means that atma, as in its own

pure native state, is reached (or realized) by them.
&c.

18. 'The wise equally regard the brahmana,or one of
culture and conduct,or the cow, or the elephant,
or even the dog or even the abject outcaste."

Brdhmcina (by mere birth) or brahmana(the spiritual

class in India ; any spiritual men generally) possessed of
learning and conduct. Cow,elephant, dog,an abject outcaste
and so on, are examples by which to illustrate the great
differences between one another, in which(embodied) atmas
seemingly so appear.
The equal-seeing(or regarding),for the knowers of atmanature, consists in the regarding of all atmas (residing in
those bodies)as equal, by reason of their essential characte
ristic, viz., intelligence (jfiana) being a common property.
The varied appearances are due to (prakriti) matter; not to
(atma) spirit.

The wise see that all atmas (in whatever bodies they
may chance to dwell) are equal, viewed by the standard of
the attribute of intelligence being shared by them all in
common.

&c.

19. 'By them, whose mind is fixed in (this) equality
(or sameness), even here is migration [sargd)
overcome. Verily is brahma (atma) stainless
and equal. Hence are they fixed in brahma!

Even here='Ever\ during the progress(of the Karma-

yoga practice). Srtr^rt:=taking up of continued physical exisI. SvapSka, lit ;he who cooks a dog and eats.
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tences, is overcome. That is, sanisara^ (mundane life) is
conquered by him, whose mind is imbued with the notion of
equality of all atmas, as above described.
Brahma or the atma-category is indeed equal(or equalnatured), when it is stainless, i-e.^ divested from the stain

accruing from matter-consorted existence.
When their mind is fixed in the atma-equality,(it may
then be considered that) they are fixed in atma itself.
Fixture in brahma (dtma) is indeed the victory over
sanisdra^ (worldliness).

The sense is that those who could reflect on the equalness of all atmas are, indeed, muktas (liberated beings).
How a kartna-yogi might attain to this equal-seeing
summit of wisdom, is now taught:
•T

&c.

20. 'He shall not exult, attaining the'agreeable,' nor
grieve, encountering the 'disagreeable'. The
steady-willed, undeluded, brakma-kviavicr, re
mains in brahma itself.'

'Agreeable' and 'disagreeable' things happen according
to the body in which one may dwell, and according to the
past karma-instincts. (These are accidents of embodied
existence).
He who would scale the heights of wisdom, shall not

evince joy or sorrow, when the 'agreeables {priyam) or the
'disagreeables' {apriyanii may happen, (respectively).
How is this possible? It is, if he is: sthira-buddhih=
steady-willed, or he who plants his will in the stable {sthira)
atma. If he is : a-saminudhah. I. e, inoha is the delusion or

the confounding the stable atma with the unstable body.
Asammildhah is he who is free from such delusion.

How

is he to be this ? If he is brahmaA&dxned [brahma-vit] and
I. See note t, p. 6i.
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imAwrt-stationed {hrahmani^thitah). That is, by learning
or knowing what imA;«fl:(atma) is, from instruction, and to
remain steadily practising in brahma (/. e., constant spiritual
culture).
The tenor of the verse is this:—

From instruction received from truth-seers (?>., spiritual
preceptors), one shall learn the exact nature ofatma[brahmavit). He shall then practise the same. He shall then

abjure the atma-love which he places in the body,and employ
himself in blissful contemplation of the would-be eternal
atma-intercourse. And then he shall neither rejoice over

'agreeables nor tremble against 'disagreeables.'
&c.

21. With mind unattached to external contacts(sensedelights), whoso feels delight in atma (itself),
joins himself in mind, to brahnia-yuga, and
tastes eternal bliss.'

Thus, in the way described, whoso desists from clin

ging to pleasures f<^rm objects other than atma, and begins
to derive pleasure from the internal atma, alone gives up
his pursuit after physical delights, and unites his mind to
brahmayoga, {hrahm-dbhyasa-=repeaX&d contemplation of
atma). And he obtains the imperishable bliss of brahmaenjoyment.

That material (or sense-) joy is easily ab3lndonable,
is now shown:

ir ff

&c.

22. 'As verily the contact-derived delights are wombs
of grief, with beginnings and endings, no sage,
Kaunteya 1^ delights in them.'
The contacts are the contacts of the senses with their
1. Cognotnen of Arjuna (See note i, p. 42).
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objects. Joys are those born of such contacts.
Wombs ofgrief, means that the sense-contacts are the

source of pain and suffering. Moreover they are well-known
to have beginnings and endings, or of a transient nature.

He who knows their nature to be so, will not delight
therein.

WhW ?T: &c.
23. That man is fit iyuktah), and is happy, who, even
here, before deliverance from body, is. able to
resist the violence born of lust and anger.'
'Even here before separation from body': means even
during the prosecution of the Means of Salvation {i.e.,
during practice of yoga while yet in body).
Whoso, even then, is able, from the grateful experiences
he may have of atma, to oppose the on-rush of desires and

passions, he is said to be y«^/fl:=harmonized, or he who
is fit to pursue yoga. And finds his sole bliss in atmaexperience after departing from the body.
&c.

24. 'Who finds joy within, enjoyment within, and
similarly light within alone, he, the brahma-like
yogi, attains brahma-bliss.'

Antas-sukhah is he who feels the desire for the happy
atma-exper.iece, after abrogating the pleasures of external
objects.

Antar-aramah is he who finds his atma his pleasuregarden. That is to say, his atma has the capacity, by
its inherent qualities, to enhance his (spiritual happiness).
Similarly, he who.se sole light or illumination is the

wisdom concerning atma, is brahma-like yogi. And he
attains brahma-nirvdna, i.

enjoyment.
24

bliss that comes from atma-
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&c.

25. 'Those, the Seers, who have cut the'pairs'^ asun
der, have set their minds on atma, who delight
in the well-being of all beings,—assoiled of
taints—obtain brahma-nirvana.'

C/iinna-^vaidAah,=Those who are rid of the 'pairs':
'cold-heats' and so on.

Yai-dimdnaA=Those who have tutored their minds
into atma.

Sarva-^hfUa-hite

Those who ever wish for all

other creatures, the happiness or good they would have for
themselves.

Rishis are the intent Seers of atma. Those who are of

this description get rid of all the impurities that are hos
tile to the realization of atma, and then obtain hrahma-nirvdna (atma-bliss).

That brahma (atma) is very accessible {t.e., most easily
reached) is now explained:—
&c.

26. 'Brahma-nirvana is everywhere for them who, are
weaned from lust and wrath; who are perseverers
iyatayah); who have restrained the mind ; who
have mastered the mind.'

To them, the yatayah, or plodders (on the Spiritual
Path), who are ex empt from greed and hate, who have con

trolled the mind, and who have subdued the mind, bri^hma-nirvdna (or atma-bliss) is everywhere, i.e., bliss lies in

their hand,(means: at hand and not far away).

The subject of karma-yoga having for its aim, yoga
(meditation
is now brought to a close:—
I. See note 3, p: 42.
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&c.

27. Shutting out all outward (sense-) contacts ; hxing
the eyes between the brows; equalizing the
nasal currents prana and apana'';
&c.

28. 'Governing the senses, manas® and buddhi®, whoso
is thus exempt from desire, dread and ire,
the muni®, the sole moksha-desirer, is verily,
ever the liberated.'

'Shutting out all (sense-)contacts' with objects, means:
stopping all the activities ofthe outer senses.(Then),he shall
enter into a state fit for practising meditation (yoga) and
there assuming an erect posture, fixing the eyes on the tip
of the nose between the eye-brows,* and equalizing the ins

piring {prana) and expiring {apdna) life-breaths, current in
the nostrils, render the senses, manas* and buddhi* incap
able of moving out to any other subject save atma.
And then by reason of the above procedure, he shall
be exempt from longings, fear and hatred.
He is mokshapardyana,or he whose sole aim is moksha
(emancipation).
He is muni, or ever intent on the desire to sight atma.
Whoso is (all) this, is indeed the liberated [mukta).
That is to say, he is to be considered as liberated, even
before reaching the goal as after it {i. e., during the journey
itself on the Path of Spirituality).

The easy mode of accomplishing Karma-yoga with
its auxiliaries made up of the described nitya, nai1. See verses 29 and 30, ante,

p; 75.

The amplification of this subject is

4. The several postures are des-

Lecture VI.
2. See foot notes 2 and 4, p: 123.

cribed in Hallia- Yo^ia-pradipika, and
elsewhere. See Gita. Vl-io to 15. The

3. See Commentary on mimi

tip of the nose is mentioned in VI'13
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■mittika^ etc., duties,—and having yoga (medtiation) for its
aim, is now shown :—
qsjolcTW &c.

29.

' Knowing Me to be the Acceptor of sacrifices
{yajflas) and penances {tapas), the Great Lord
of the Kosmos, the Friend of all beings, one
goeth to Peace.'

KnoA^ing Me, to be the Accepter [hhoktd) of sacrifices
and penances (or austerities),—to be the High Lord of the
Universe, as declared in: 'Him, the Supreme Lord
Sovereign of lords'*;—knowing Me to be the intimate
Friend of all creatures, one attains Peace.

This means : that if Karma-yoga,—which is the sum
total of all duties—be performed as acts of My worship, that

way of doing Karma-yoga is the easiest. As worshipful
service to Me, it is easy for them.

Moreover, who would

not do such service when it is one to be rendered to a Uni
versal Friend ?

OM TAT SAT'

Thus closes Lecture Five,

Named Karma-Sannydsa- Yoga,
Or the Path of (mind)-renouncal of works,
With Sri Rdmdnujd's Commentary.
In the collof^xiy between Sri Krishna and Arjuna
In the Science of Yoga,
In the Divine Knowledge of the Upanishads

Or the Chants of W^avdn
The Bhagavad-Gitd.

1.
2,

See note 2 p: 97.
SvehUp". 6-7 * Tam I.svaraijam

paramam Mahe.svaram.'

SRI

bhagavad-gita
OR

THE DIVINE LAY.
WITH

SRI RAMANUJA'SYISISHTADYAITA
•

•

COMMENTARY.

LECTURE VI,
NAMED,

abhyAsa-yoga,
OR

THE MODE MEDITATION-PRACTICE.

II"
Sri Yamundchdrya.
C/F

^The mode and means ofdoing Yog; Yogis are four;

Yofsperfections end in God; such the Sixth BooYs lore,''

AUIVI

®Shagavad-GTta
WITH

SRI'RAMANUJA'S VISISHTADVAITA COMMENTARY.

SIXTH LECTURE,

abhyAsa-yoga,
OR

THE MODE OF MEDITATION-PRACTICE.

'

SRI BHAGAVAN Continued:—
&c.

1. 'He is the sannydsi, he is the yogi, who discharges
work as duty, independent of its fruit; not he
that is fire-less («« niragnih), not he that is

act-le§s {na-ch-dkriyah).

farma-yogajjvith all its constituents has so far been ex
pounded. The rules for the practice of yoga or

meditation to secure atma-vision, through Jflana-yoga
and Karma-yoga, will now be declared.
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This verse is a short recapitulatory re-assertion of what
has already been stated, viz., that (i) Karma-yoga is the
immediate (or unaided) means (for atma-attainment); that
(2) it has in it the wisdom-aspect; and that (3) Karma-

yoga has for its aim yoga (meditation which precedes
atma-vision).

Independently of the rewards of works, such as svarga
etc., whosoever performs work as a duty, with no other idea

than that it is worshipful service rendered to the Supreme
Spirit,—Who is in every way our Real Loving Friend,—he
is the santiydsi or the Jftana-yogl; and he is the true yogi or

Karma-yogi. Such a person may be considered as walking
both the paths (of Karma and of Jnana), leading to atmarealization.

So tha^ the sannydsi or JftanI is not he that simply
abstains from fire-duties,' or he who ceases to do any
work, enjoined by the Sastras viz., yajhas (sacrifices) etc.,
but he who engages in work, answering at once both the

requirements of act and knowledge.
The next verse undertakes to show that in the kind

of Karma-yoga,just described, there is wisdom also:
^

&c.
%

2. 'What they call sannydsa^ Pandava !*, know, it is
yoga. For no one becometh a. yogi who is not
exempt from delusion.'

(Arjuna)! know that what they call sannydsa (renun
ciation) or Jflana-yoga, or atma-wisdom, is no other than
Karma-yoga itself. How it is so is explained by :'For no
one becometh a yogi who is not exempt from delusion.
Delusion is the error one commits of mistaking matter for
atma. Sahnyasta-sah-kolpah is he who, by the power of
I. 'Agnihotra' &c prescribed as
karma,

2. Patronymic of Arjuna, vide,
Geneal: Table, at end, Lec:II.
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his contemplation on true atma-nature has given up this
delusion. He who is otherwise is a-sannyasta-sahkalpah.
No one who has-not shaken off this delusion can be count

ed as a real Karma-yogI among Karma-yogis, as shown
in :

'He who.se all-acts are devoid of desire and delusion

{sankcdpa^ (IV-19).
That Karma-yoga alone leads, without danger, to
yoga (contemplation or meditation) is now stated :—

3. 'For the yoga-ascending^ muni. Work is declared
as the Means. But for him,—the yoga-ascend
ed*—, Peace is declared as the Means.

Karma-yoga is prescribed as Means for the yogaascending [arurukshufff or him who is striving to achieve
atma-vision. But for the same person, when yoga-ascend

ed (arudhahf or when securely established in yoga(medita
tion), Peace or surceasal from work is prescribed. Hence,
the conclusion is that Work (karma) is incumbent,till moksha or atma-seeing moksha is effected.

When is one supposed to be well established in yoga
{i. e, meditation that leads to atma-consciousness)?. (It
is said):—
&c.

4. 'Then is he called yoiga-perfected (fixed in medi
tation) when he has ceased from loving,sense-

objects and (sense-) promptings ; when he has
shaken off every illusion.
The yog-arHdha (or meditation-accomplished man) is
I. 2rurukshu, lit: yi^a-scaling,

the neophyte, or the novice.

2. Yogar&dha, lit: yoga-scaled, or

yt^a-risen, the adept.
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he who, from his experience of atma-bliss, has ceased to
love the sensuous material objects, nor does he counten
ance the impulses of the senses, in relation to such objects.
Not loving means that he becomes incapable of (or
above) such associations.

He is yog-drudha, who has cast aside all illusions (or
erroneous notions).

Hence, as the yoga-aspirer,—or who is preparing for
meditation—is yet in object-associations, he has need to

practise karma (work) as a means to estrange him from
such associations, and (then) lead him on to meditation.

Hence, the yoga-aspirer shall practise karma alone, so
as to abstract him from object-associations.

The same subject is further amplified :—
&c.

5. 'Let one elevate his atma by his mind, and let
not atma be molested. The mind verily is
atma's friend, as well, indeed, its foe.'

Atmand means : by the mind. Through the mind,
detached from sense-pleasures, atma shall be lifted (i.
elevated to noble thoughts and spiritual heights). But let
not,—through the mind being employed in a reverse direc

tion to that above stated (/. ^., by attachment to objects)—,
atma be harassed. For, mind is really both the friend,
and the foe of atma (according to the use it is made of).
&c.

6. 'The mind is friend to him (atma) who has him
self conquered it. But to him who has not
conquered mind,it assumes an inimical attitude.*
The mind is friendly to him who restrains it from
flowing outward to (sense-) objects ; but if one has not so

subdued the mind, it militates against him as his enemy.

4-7-]
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The meaning is, that the unsubdued or ungoverned mind
interposes obstacles in the way of attaining Supreme Bliss.
So declares Bhagavan Parasara:—
'To men, their mind alone is the cause of bondage as

well as emancipation. The mind addicted to sense-objects,
constitutes bondage, the mind when destitute thereof,
constitutes freedom'*.
•

The preliminary competency to be acquired before
commencing yoga (meditation) is now stated ;—

f^cTTcIR: WtTPT &c.
7. 'By him, who has effected mind-control and has
peace in the midst of cold and heat, joy and
grief, honor and dishonor, the exalted atma is
realized.'

When the mind is under control, when it is governed
I. g., when it is incapable of being affected by cold or heat,

joy or grief, honor or disgrace ; when, in other words, it is
serenely placid, then is the exalted atma fully realized
therein.

Samahitah =
well-placed, or placed
near, means that atma is realised in its own true essence.
Param-atma, or exalted soul is here used to denote

Pratyag-atma, i. e., individual soul, as that is the subject in
reference. The designating the individual soul by the term
param-atma may be justified from the fact, that the

experiences of atma are such that when different stages
are attained, each subsequent stage is experieneed as more
exalted from its antecedent stage.

Or, if the phrase be read as'atma param samahitah',
it would mean:'atma is sublimely realized..
I. 'Mana eva manushyanam kSia-

Bhdgavaia, III-25-15 and XI-8-41.,

5ambaiidharaokshayoh &c.' Vishi P.

MahibhSraia, SaHat-sujStlya,

VI-7-28; also see Amrita-bind-Upani.
shad, beginning; Manu, VIII-84;

15. &C.&C.
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8. 'That (karma-)yogl is fit for yoga (yuktah), whose
mind is content with knowledge and higher
knowledge ; who is constant; who hath con
quered the senses ; and who looketh equally on
a clod, a stone and on gold'.'

jHdna is knowledge or wisdom concerning the nature
of atma. Vijnana is higher knowledge concerning atma as
contrasted with (the nature of) matter.

Tript-dtmd: is he whose sole contentment abides in
these two kinds of knowledge.
Kiitasthah=}^& who is constant, or who remains

perpetually unchanging amidst the ever varying phenome
nal conditions such as the conditioned form-existences as

the being the devas, &c.(He who contemplates on sUch
stable nature of atma is kUtasthah). Hence he is, vijitendriyah, or he who has brought the senses under complete
subjugation.

Sama-losht-dsma-kdflchanah-=Yie to viYiom, s. clod (of
earth),(a piece of) stone, or (a bit of) gold are all of equal
value, for when once atma has been realised in its dis
tinctive nature from matter, all material objects cease to

have for him any pleasure-giving importance.
That karma-yogi, to whom all material objects, clod,
stone, gojd etc., are of equal worth, is said to be yuktah,
meaning that he is fit to practise meditation leading to
atma-vision.
Also;—

&c.

9. 'He is specially distinguished, who looks with
equal eye on friends or comrades,foes or strangj. Cp.

G%i XIV-24R

8-10.]
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ers, neutrals, born-enemies or kinsmen, on
the virtuous or the vile.*'

5«Ar//s=friend, or he who, taking no account of the
differences in age, wishes one well.
^iVra=-comrade or compeer, is one who is of equal
age, who wishes one well.
An'^foe, is one who for a given cause, wishes one ill.

stranger, is one who has no cause to be
either a friend or a foe.

MadAyasfka=neutra], is one who from birth is neither
a friend nor a foe.

Dve&hya-=^. born-enemy, or one who bears ill-will
from birth.

kinsman, or one who bears good-will from
birth.

the virtuous man, or he who always walks in
the path of rectitude.
/'a/fl(A)=the vile or the wicked man who walks the
path of iniquity.
The Yuktah is the man, who has ceased from all

relationship with the world, i. e., who has to gain nothing
from friends, foes, etc.. And therefore he has an equal eye

on all. In his case, all opposition or inimicality is absent.
Such a person is competent to engage in meditative
practice.

TPft 3^tcT &c.
10. 'Let the (karma)-yogT, alone and in secret,—
checking the thoughts of the mind,—rid of
desires and belongings,—constantly practise
atma-concentration.'*

Yogi is he who walks the path of Karma-yoga as
explained already.
I. BhSgavaia, IV-20-13;'Samas
samanottapia-madhyamadhama};.'

2. Cp.

:XIII-10.
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Satatam, constantly, means: daily, at fixed times set
apart for meditative practice.

Atmdnam yufljita means: let concentration on atma be
attempted, i. e., let attention be closely directed so as to
clear the way for atma-vision.
sequestered or in secret, i. e., in a retired

place, free from men and sounds.
£>&«/&/=solitary or alone, without a companion (or a
disciple).
Yatu-chitt-dtma

dtnta=minA, chitta stands for the

thought-changes which rapidly occur in the mind. Hence
the term means: 'checking the capricious stream of
thought,' or 'restraining the fugitive nature of the mind.'
Nirdsi=\.o he weaned from every other desire save
that for atma.

Aparigrahak=^to he quit of every possession or pro
perty save atma.

^^ nmM &c.
11. 'In a pure place, let him prepare a firm seat,
neither too high nor too low, made of kusa^grass, deerskin, and a sheet, (one over the

other).'

^
H?!: &c.

12. 'There into the seat, let one enter and let the

mind he made one-pointed, restraining all
activities of the mind and the senses, and let

concentration he practised,for atma-purification.
Suchau dese=:In a pure place. Purity due to non-

occupation or non-frequentation by unclean individuals;
due to no unclean articles being in contact with the place.
SfAira>ft=firm, i. e., prepared of wood etc., firmly set.
The seat should he neither too lofty nor too low, and
I. ^Poa cymsuroides', a grass which plays a great part in all Brahmana-rites,

tO-14.j
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should be covered over with kusa'-grass, deerskin, and a
sheet of(clean, washed) cloth. The seat ought to be com
fortable and inviting, and should have a bolster-support to
rest the body against.*
Entering such a seat, and freeing the mind and the
senses from their activities (or distractions), let the mind

be made one-pointed, that is, directed to one thought.
And let concentration be practised for the purpose of puri
fication. Purification of atma means, deliverance from

(material) bondage.
Let atma be thus seen {t. e., realized).

^

&c.

13. 'Keeping the body, head and neck straight,
unmoving and firm, fixing the gaze on the
nose-tip^ (so as to be) unwandering into space,

jpyicllc+il &c.
14. With mind in perfect tranquillity, fearless, keeping
the vow of brahmacharyaj' restraining the mind
and making the thoughts to dwell on Me, let
one, collected, sit meditating on Me.'

'Body, head and neck straight' means: an erect (and
balanced) posture.
'Unmoving and firm {sthiraf'. i. e., resting the balan
ced head and body against a cushion or some comfortable
(bolster-)support.
The eyes not allowed to wander in different directions

in space,but held fixed so as to gaze(between the eye-brows)
at the tip of the nose.® (So far, body-discipline).
1. Vide, note i, p : 200.
2. Vide, Brahma-Sutraj IV-1-7

up to IV-I-II, Aslnas-sambhavat &c.
3. See note i.p; 189. The tip of

the nose is the directrix to bring the
gaze to the middle of the eye-brows,

4. Vide, note 2, p: on 202, the
meaning of Brahmacharya.
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(Now comes, mind-discipline]:—
'Mind tranquil' connotes the state of mind in high
contentedness.

Added to this is 'freedom from all fear.'

Then, again, what is required is leading the mode of
life called 'Brahmacharya,' i.e,, continence or reservation of
the vital energy*, to which one should be faithful.
(

Keeping the mind thus closely attentive (or harmo
nized), let one turn the mind on Me, and sit fixing it there
in meditation.
&c,

15. 'Thus the yogi, ever uniting his mind in Me,
becomes mind-disciplined, and reaches the

supreme Peace of Bliss abiding in Me.'
'Uniting the mind in Me,' means to constantly fix the
thoughts on Me,Para-brahma®, Purushottama*, the Holiest'

Subject for mind to muse on. Mind-disciplined or discip
lined of mind, means: mind made steady or firm by the

purification it undergoes by being brought in contact
with Me.

Such a person attains that Peace which has Nirvana
or Moksha for its ultimate goal,—that Peace which is to be
found in Me.
I. Svami Vivekananda says in his

RajaYoga(pp:6i-62;,that'that part
of the human energy which is express-

11-30,11-38.

2.

III.-2-4 says:'This

atma is never attained by the weak.''

ed as sex energy, in sexual functions,

The definition of Brahmacharya is

sexual thought and so on, when
checked and controlled, easily, be-

given thusj—'Yoshit-smarapa,-kirtana, keli, prekshana,-guhya-bha

comes changed into'Ojas*. » •• » • shapa,-sankalp-, adhyavasiya;-kriya,If people practise Raja-Yoga and at nirvritti-laksharia'. In re Brahmathe same time lead an impure life, charya, also see Mune^-.Vjp III-1-5,
how can they expect to become /Vof: £^.®I-2. See
Cl. VIII-ii.
Ye^is ?
3. See note 3. p. 8.
Read abo Patanjala Yoga-sutras,
4, See note 4. p. 8.
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Thus, after declaring how one who would commence
meditation (yoga) should fix the mind on Bhagavan,—the
Holy Subject to concentrate thoughts on,—in order to
effect its (mind's) purification, other helps to meditation
are now stated :—

&c.

16. 'Meditation cannot be for him, Arjuna!, who
much feasts or who much fasts ; or to him who
is given to much sleep or who keeps much
awake'.

17. 'Meditation becomes the woe-destroyer to him
who is careful in food and careful in exercise;

who carefully employs himself in works, and
who regulates sleep and waking.'
Over-eating or never eating are both prejudicial to
meditation (Yoga). So are excessive activity and complete
inactivity. So are inordinate sleeping and over-vigilance.
So are over-work (to exhaustion) and so idleness.
To him, who is discreet in food and exercise, who does

not fatigue himself(in life's multifarious avocations), and
who is regular in sleep and waking, meditation becomes
the exterminator of all afflictions, f. &, the untier of all

(material) bondages.
M^l mHMci &c.

18. 'Then is he called yoga-fit {yuktd)^ untouched by
any desire, when the fickle mind {chitta) is
firmly planted in atma.'

'The mind firmly planted in atma' means ; making the
mind so todwellon atma, as to make atma to be its highest
object of ambition, or highest goal,and so keeping the mind
riveted to atma, i. e., let it never stray away from atma.
26
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When the mind is so tutored, then he becomes weaned

from all lusting after a multiplicity of desires.
And then, he is called yukta (harmonized), or he who
is fit for practising meditation (yoga).

^*41 <£Ih1 &c.
19. 'To like unto the flame flickering not,' when
screened from wind,they compare the atma, with
which communes the yogi of restrained mind.'
The lamp-flame, when sheltered from wind, does not

flutter, but burns bright and steady. (This is cited [=smrita\
by those who are experienced in meditation) as an
illustration to show how atma-nature becomes steady and
effulgent to that yogi who con-centres his thoughts on it,
after abstracting them (or stopping them) from all other
outward functionings..

The purport is, that atma shines steady and radiant in
its light of intelligence (jflana), by reason of all extraneous
workings or distractions of the mind having been shut out,
like the flame of a lamp burning steady and bright when
all breeze is shut out from blowing against it.

<4:51

&c.

20. 'That,(yoga), wherein by practice, the restrained

mind revels, that wherein the mind perceiving
atma, rests content in atma;'
&c.

21. 'That, wherein one feels infinite intellectual bliss

in excelsis; that, wherein once planted firmly,
no one would be inclined to retire from its
(beatific) experience;'
'T

Sic.

22. 'That, which gained, no other is considered a
I. Sri B A Sg a vata, 111-24-44,
gives another illustration:'Prasant-

onnir iva udadhih ; meaningt like
the ocean with its waves sulsided.

l8-a4>^
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higher gain ; /Aa/, wherein harboured, no afflic
tion, ever so heavy, can agitate one;'
rT

&c.

23. 'Know, that is called meditation (yoga),—the
disunion from union with pain ; thcUy into which
one, with misery-less mind, shall positively
penetrate,'

That meditation, wherein, by dint of practice, the
completely abstracted mind feasts, i. e., wherein it gets
transported with ecstatic felicity;

Wherein, the mind, perceiving atma, attains supreme
contentment, leaving nothing else to be desired for;

Wherein is experienced by the intellect, that ineffable
bliss, beyond the range of the senses to comprehend.
Wherein, established, one does not desire to give up
the exquisite happiness felt;

Which (meditation) when achieved, one, even in the
hours of non-meditation, does not think there is any
higher gain ;
That, wherein established, one, whether immersed in

its (meditation's) depths or risen therefrom (yiraiah), is not
shaken by afflictions even as grave as the bereavement
(by death) of bright and good sons etc..
Learn that is called

meditation which shall sever

connection with affliction; or meditation is that which is
antithetical to affliction.

Knowing the nature of meditation to be such, one
should enter its portals with the mind steeped in faith (or

certitude), and freed from all embarassments, /, e',, a mind
happy and contented.
&c.

24. 'Completely forsaking all will-born desires, welj

2o6
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ruling the community of the senses by the
mind.'

&c.

25. 'Slowly and slowly, let one, by force of trained
will (buddhi)^ retire; and fixing the manas^ in
atma,let naught be thought.'
Desires are of twofold character, sparsa-jdh and

sahkalpa-jdh. Sparsajdh are contact-born, i. e., sensationborn (bodily desires'). Sankcdpa-jdh are will-born or mindborn, i.e., desires which have a mental origin. The former
are such as cold, heat etc. The latter are such as sons,
land etc. Between these, the will-born desires are abandon-

able in toto. Whereas, the .sensational experiences are
those which cannot be averted. By an effort of the mind,

it may be made to abandon the will-born desires by
making it to cease thinking on them ; and the pains and
pleasures arising from sensations, cold, heat etc., are possi
ble to be resisted by an attitude of indifference.

Thus, in every wa)', diverting or abstracting the
group of senses from their corresponding (external)
objects,—by slow degress,by efforts of a wise resolute will—,
shall the mind be made to retire from all things save atma ;
and, rested in atma, nothing shall it think.*
&c.

26. 'From thence and thence to whence the fickle,
unsteady mind rambles,shall it again be forced
back;and placed under the power of atma alone.'
Whithersoever the mind,by nature fickle, and refusing
to stay in atma, wanders out to cling to its cherished
objects, let effort be made to withdraw it therefrom, and
rested in atma, persuading it to believe (or think) that
therein is found supreme happiness.
I. On Bttddhi and Mams, vide,
poles 2 apd 4, ps 123.

2. Read BhSgavata, XI-14, and
Ph^ana-bM-Up°,

34-38.]
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smrnW ^ &c.
27. 'Supreme bliss verily comes to that yogT whose
mind has attained peace, whose rajas-nature has
been calmed, who is stainless and draima-like.'

'Mind in peace' means: mind immovably fixed in
atma, or mind placed in atma.

From this state, it (naturally) follows that the yogi
has had all his stains or sins expunged.
This implies that the rajas-c^aWty (or passion-nature)
has been stilled down (or eradicated).
Hence is he brahma-like. Brahma is atma. Brahma
like is to be re-established in his own true essence.

To such a yogi (or one who has reached the pinnacle
of meditation), comes exquisite transcendent felicity, i. e.,
atma-beatitude.

Hi, translated as 'verily.' is an indeclinable particle,
giving a reason ; meaning that by reason of atma-nature
being essentially blissful,(the yogi attains to" it).
&c.

28. 'Ever thus^ vowed to atma, the yogi is cleansed
of sin, and, with ease, tasteth the endless bliss
of contact (or communion) with brahma.'

Completely vowed to atma, the yogi is delivered from
all the vast past accumulation of sins. And he comes to
enjoy infinite bliss arising from brahma-communion.
Brahma-satnsparsa means:contact with brahma, mean
ing bliss like that of brahma-bliss.
Atyanta^endleas or eversomuch, means limitless.
With ea.se {sukkena) means, without effort {andydsena).
That the mature state of meditation is of four kinds, is

now described (verses 29 to 32):—
i< 'Thus' or in the manner described in verse 10,ff
.
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29. 'The meditation-absorbed equal-seer everywhere,
perceives atma abiding in all beings and all
beings abiding in atma.'

Equal-seeing everywhere^ {=.sarvatra sania-darsana\
means the realizing, that atma, wherever it do abide in one
self or in other beings, is of the self-same essence,
looked at from the point of'intelligence' or 'consciousness'
(jflana) which is an attribute, equal or common to all atmas.

This is equality, sameness, or agreement which is perceived
when atma-nature is divested of its matter-connection (/. e.,

atma in its disembodied condition).
Inequality or difference comes from viewing atma in
its matter-conditioned states.

The yogi or he who is ripe in meditation does not
see the differences produced by matter-environments, but
perceives the sameness of atma-nature, wherever it do

abide, by its essential or inherent common attribute or pro
perty of'intelligence' or'consciousness.' This is equal-seeing.
Thus the equal-seer is he who perceives the atma in
him to be the same or of the same character, as the atmas
which abide in other creatures, and that other creatures are
equal to himself in this respect. (In other words, he sees
atmas in all beings as like his own atma, and sees his atma
as like atmas of other beings).

The conclusion is that all atmas being of one essential
nature, when one atma's nature is known or seen, the
nature of all atmas are become known or seen.

This sense

is expressed by the sentence:—

'He is a seer of sameness everywhere'(VI-29). Referred
to again in :
'What this, sameness-seeing meditation (yoga) is, that

Thou hast declared.' {yo-^yam yogah

VI-33.
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This sameness was what was again alluded to in :—
nirdosham &c)\—'Verily is brahma (atma) stainless and
the satne'^ (V-19).

^

&c.

30. 'Whoso perceiveth Me everywhere, and perceiveth att in Me, to him I am never lost, nor to
Me is he lost,'*

Even more advanced (in yoga)is he who approaches
nearer to My nature, in the manner declared in the $ruti:—
'Stainless, he attains to supreme equality (or sameness).'®
Whoso thus realizes that atma-nature, when viewed in

its essence, in its state of purity or exemption from all

good ahd evil, is equal, or comparable, to Me; whoso, so
seeing, realizes again that I am in all atma-principle, and
realizes that all atma-principie is in Me, that is to say, reali
zes that when the nature of atma is known in one instance

(as described) it is known in other cases; to him, who so
realizes his own atma-nature, I do not veil Myself, for My
nature is the same as his. On My part, I lake him who sees

the equality of his own nature with Me as My Ownself;
I look upon him to be equal to Myself, and ever reveal
Myself to his vision.*
The still more mature stage of meditation is (now)
described:—

31. "He, taking his stand in unity, worshippeth Me,
Abidant in all beings,—that yogi, in whatever
condition he be, dwelleth in Me.'

Ekatva»t-dsthitak=^& taking stand, or the being
1. Cp.'Yastu saivapi bhfitSni atmany-ev-anupasyati&c.'
6).
2. Cp. IV-3S.—{NehSbhikrama
£r»f.,)'lost'means'lost sight of, for
says Amarakvja t vinBsas-sySd-adar-

sanam.'
3. 'Nirafljanah pararaam sSmyamupaiti.' Munds Up", iu-1-3.
4. Equivalent to: 'I seek him

who seeks Me»'
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established, in unity, means the eschewing of all the diffe

rences arising from material conditions; and the expanding
of the yogi's consciousness' in his meditative moments, so
as to cognize Me as abiding everywhere.
In whatever condition he be means: whether he be
immersed in meditation, or awake froi® out of that state

[vjyutthdna), or whatever he be in. The yogi so far advanced,
seeing his own selfand seeing all creatures, ever 'dwelleth in
Mel i£., ever seeth Me alone.
Dwelling in Me means: he ever sees Me and Me alone;
i. e., he ever feels-that his atma-nature as well as the atmanature of all beings are like Mine.*
The still further advanced stage of meditation is
now stated:—
STRVmsf &c.

32. 'He is to be known as the superior yogi, Arjuna I
who, by reason of atma-similitude, looketh

everywhere, on happiness or misery, as equal.'
Atma-similitude consists in the sameness of all atmas

as well as his (yogi's) own, in its native character of all-

pervading consciousness.
Knowing thus that atma has no connection with

happiness or misery, he looks on them as one like the other,
whether they befal him or befal others ;—happiness or joy
in the shape of a son being born etc., and misery or grief
in the shape of that son dying etc.—In other words, it is
the same to him whether other people's sons are born or

die, or his sons are born or die etc.
He who looks on all joy and affliction with such

supreme indifference, is to be classed as the highest yogi.
1. According to Ramanuja,consciousness b rendered finite in bondage,

2. This is the yogi who realises
Vaishnava Parama-pada,{V\is §an-

and recovers its natural infinite state

kara's Commentary/

in freedom.
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Queries Arjuna:—
&c.

33. What this sameness-seeing yoga (or doctrine of
meditation) is, that thou hast expounded,
Madhusudana!', I do not, from heedlessness,
understand the exact nature of.'

^

&c.

34. 'Krishna!*, verily is the mind wavering,tumultuous,
virulent and wayward. Restraining it, I deem,is
as extremely hard as (catching) the wind.'

(Arjuna said):—I do not comprehend thoroughly the
character ofthe Yoga (or the doctrine of meditation, or the
spiritual mode by which one is able to view kosmos as
full of soul and as full of God),that thou hast expounded;—
the Yoga of Equality (or sameness, similarity, or resem

blance

ofatmas, vijs., thej^uality ofJivatmas on the

one hand viewed from the aspect of intelligence {jftana or
consciousness) being shared by them all as a common

characteristic; and the equality of Jivatmas with Isvara
(God)on the other hand, viewed by the common attribute

of exemption from work(-bondage=karma) which, emanci

pated souls share in common with Isvara ; such Yoga (or
spiritual mode of seeing things) of'looking equally on all'
{sarvatra samadarsana-yoga), being in direct conflict with

the immediate evidence presented,all the while, by our actual
(phenomenal) experience of seeing differences (not equality)
among the Jivatmas on the one hand, consisting in the
existence of a variety of natures as represented by the
divine, the human etc., natures; and again the actual evi

dence pf seeing differences (not equality) between jivas (in
dividual souls) and Isvara (Universal Soul=God).
Not to be able to realize the view of things that,the Yoga
I. See note 4, p. 18.
27

2. Note 2, p. 18.
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Thou hast taught, would determine, can only be accounted
for by the fugitive character of the mind failing to grasp it.
So it is, indeed. For, even in matters of ordinary expe

rience, the naturally fickle mind eludes the attempts of man
to fix it on to a certain thing. The mind powerfully twists
and tosses the man about,and irresistibly flies away whither
soever it pleases.
While such is the case in matters of ordinary

experience, how much more difficult would it not be to
govern the mind and bend it so as to dwell on atma,—a
matter of in-experience!? I believe that to control the
mind is as difficult a work as that of attempting to oppose

a (fragile) fan against the fierce blasts of wind blowing in
the face.

Thou hast thus need to teach me the way how to
control the mind.
,

Sri Bhagavan (Lord Krishna) responds:—
&c.

35. 'Doubtless, O mighty armed! the roving mind is
difficult to subdue; but by industry^ and dispassion*, Kaunteya! it is governable.'®
wmrsRT

&c.

36. 'My belief is that yoga* is hard to be won by
1.
Exercise or eifort or
exertion or the Practice of Meditation
as laid down in verses 10 ff.

2.

state into which by practice &c., the
mind is disciplined. It is the state of
mind freed from all thoughts or trains

=freedom from pas-

of consciousness relating to worldly

sions, contempt for life, dispassion.un-

concerns. This state of mind func-

worldliness, asceticism, non attach-

tioning purely on the spiritual plane

ment.

is called samadhi, when all conscious-

3. Cp. Patanjala Yoga-Sutra I-12.
'Abhyisa vairagyabhySm tan-niro-

ness of body and self are withdrawn
for the time being. It is the state of

dhah' also Cp. Bh. GIta. VIII-8 and

trance, or spiritual ecstasy,(vide, my

XII-9. Vide also Annie Besant's

Lectures on Inspiration, Intuition and

'Path of Discipleship,' pp: 50-53.

4.

means here the queiscent

Ecstasy in 3 Parts).
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him of ungoverned mind ; but can be won by
him of mind mastered, using (proper) means
(therefor).'
That it is difficult to arrest the mind, which by nature

is of a roaming character, is beyond denial. But the
possibility of taming it anyhow depends upon generating

in the mind a love (or liking) for atma by accustoming it
to reflect on its (atma's excellences), and an aversion (or

dislike) for objects other than atma, b> presenting before
its imagination the inherent imperfections of those objects.
By him who has not subjugated the mind, yoga^ is cer
tainly difficult to achieve, but it
yoga ofspiritual equa
lity, or the cognizing sameness of spirit everywhere), is
feasible to him who gains control over mind, by using proper
methods.

Mind-control is attainable by the performance of the
already described Wisdom-based Karma-Yoga,—which is
worshipping Me—.

Arjuna asks again, in order to understand well, the

greatness(or virtue) of(Karma-)yoga, he had already heard
about, in the verse:

'In this there is no loss of effort' &c.,(II-40).
The greatness of Karma-yoga there described is cer
tainly that which embodies atma-wisdom (or that which
involves atma-wisdom) within it, and culminating in yoga
(meditation or atma-union by meditation). That great
ness of yoga itself,* (is what Arjuna now asks :)—
wm:

&c.

37. 'Which way goeth he, Krishna! who, ardent, yet
I. See note 4, p. 212.

differing from what is taught here ;

2i The meaning is that the nature
of Karma-yoga declared inLecture III

for Karma-yoga is that which has calm
atma-meditation for its culmination,

should not be consid^ as in any way

previous to Itma-ravealment,
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for want of application, hath his mind moved

away from yoga, and (hence) doth not reach
yoga-perfection ?'
•

38. 'Is he, cut off from both (ends), lost,like a divided
cloud, unfixed {apratishtho), and unenlightened
in the Path of Brahma ?
&c.

39. 'Thou art fit, Krishna! to thoroughly clear this
doubt of mine. None else, save Thee, have I,
to cut this doubt asunder."

One may ever so enthusiastically embark on yoga,but
if he lack persistent application, his mind is liable to be
distracted therefrom, and he must fail to reach perfection
in yoga. What will be the fate (^a^t) of such a person ?

Doth he not get lost or disappear like a broken bit of
cloud leaving one big mass of cloud behind, and failing to
unite with another in front?

What is meant by the double loss ('cut off from both',
see text).? The one is the non-fixture {apratishtho) and
the other is non-enlightenment or ignorance of the Path of

Brahma {brahmanah pathi vimudhatva).
The first loss is the failure to secure svarga,' the fruit
appropriate for works performed. Works (or karma) per
formed with that object in view, liberally promise that fruit.
But works are done by this person with no such intent;
and hence he forfeits the (material) fruit on the one side.

The second loss consists in the'ignorance of the Path
of Brahma.' This means that the (spiritual) Path (/. e.,
doing works with no regard to reward, and contemplating
on self and God etc.,) is begun to be trodden, but the nian
I. Cp. Bh\ Gi; IX-20-2I>
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fails to pursue in it steadily, and strays away. So he is
cut off from this side.

When,then, one is so cut off from both ends, is he
lost or not lost?

This doubt of mine, Krishna !*, Thou canst clear.

Thou art Omnipresent and Omniscient. Thou canst there
fore cut my doubts asunder.
3rl Bhagavan* (Lord Krishna) replies:—
siTg^ &c.
40. 'Neither here nor in the next (world), Partha!
is there destruction for him. Verily none, Belov
ed ! who is a doer of good work, goeth the
evil way.'®

Neither here (in the present life) nor there (in the life
to come) is there loss for him, who, in all earnestness

engages in yoga, but who may fall away therefrom.
Destruction means deprivation or forfeiture of the
material enjoyment of svarga, on the one hand, and spiri
tual(Brahma-)enjoyments on the other hand,either of which
he could have aspired for.
Destruction

means the intervention of undesirable

obstacles, in the shape of evils.

But, when one has performed even a little of the yoga
of this super-excellent character (described already), he

will not indeed find himself at a loss, neither in the past,
nor the present, nor the future.
How can it be so ?

Answer:—
&c.

41. 'The yoga-fallen, on attaining to the realms of
1. See note, 2. p. 18.

2. See note, 7. p, 28.

3. Cp. Bh: Glta; II-40: n-eh-

Sbhikrama-nSMLSti. &c,'
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the meritorious, and having dwelt there for
long years, is well-born again in a family of
well-to-do people {srimatam)'
Whatever was the desire which diverted one from pur
suing to the very end the Path of Yoga,that desire will find
its fulfilment,—and exquisitely enhanced manifold,—in
the regions of those men who did most virtuous deeds:
He enjoys there to the utmost limit of his capacity to enjoy;
-^that enjoyment extending over a considerable period.
This, by virtue of the yoga, which he trod and left (un
finished).

After enjoying there to his utmost, his capacity for
more pleasure comes to an end. And then he is again re
incarnated in a family of pure and prosperous souls, quali
fied for prosecuting Yoga.
To be thus born in favorable environments, is also

due to the efficacy of the Y oga which the disciple began to
tread but swerved therefrom.^
&c.

42. 'Or, he is born in a family of wise yogis, but
this kind of birth indeed is in this world most
seldom merited.

If he had diverged from Yoga almost at the stage of
fruition, he is (now) born in a family of illuminated sages
(yogis), or those who are themselves versed in the Science
of Yoga and can indoctrinate others too in it. In both
these cases, difficult among mankind is such re-incarnation

viz\ (i) that of being born among the yoga-fit, and (2) of
being born among the yoga-full. When it doth take place,
it is a result of the efficacy of Yoga pursued to a certain ex
tent already and discontinued for(some reason or the other).
I. Cp. Bh:GI: IX. -2q-3I,
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&c.

43. 'Here picketh he up, the memory-link connected
with his previous body; thence again, O Son of
Kuru!doth he strive towards (yoga)-perfection.'
&c.

43

'By the previous habit alone, is he attracted into
it (yoga), even involuntarily.'

In the re-incarnation that comes, he gets back the

yoga-memory or links of reminiscence connected with the
habits cultivated in his previous body,—when,like one
roused from slumber, he again presses on towards yogaconsummation, without encountering further obstacles.
The affiinities of the old yoga-practice are such as to
impel him forward in that course, instinctively as it were,or

as it were out ofhis own power(not to continue the process).
Verily the power and greatness of Yoga, is well-known
to be such.
&c.

44. 'Even he who has the(mere)desire to know Yoga
passes beyond the name-great^ (sabda-brahma).'
Even he who may not actually embark on Yoga, but
is a mere inquirer, resumes such inquiry if he had dis
continued the same on a previous occasion (or incarnation).
And he gradually comes again to walk the Path of Karma-

yoga, and eventually transcends the name-great, [or the
vast expanse of matter which is the cause of names and
forms {sabda-brahmd)\
Sabda-brahma signifies matter,for it is the great matterstuff in its manifested modification which gets to be named
(sabdita) as devas, men, earth, the sky, svarga, etc. Hence
that which is nameable is the. name-great (matter-stuff.)
I. Name-great or the infinite
matter-expanse, the greatness of

forms. The Nameless-Great is the
Omnipresent Spirit, in contrast with-

which consists in having nan^ and

the name-great (matter-stuii)
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Even the mere inquirer as to what Yoga is, acquires
merit, and ultimately passes beyond sabda-brahm. This
means that he becomes unfettered from matter's coils, and
attains to atma, the sole harbour of intelligence and bliss

{jftana and atianda), or that which cannot be named as
can be named those objects as are matter-moulded, such
as deva, man etc.
&c.

.

45. 'The sedulously exerting yogi becomes assoiled
of sin; and obtaining perfection after many
births,' thence passes on to the Supreme State.

Such is the greatness or virtue of this Yoga that merit
goes on accumulating as man passes through many an
incarnation, and purifying him by disengaging him from all
defilement.

Thus does he become more and more competent for
prosecuting Yoga. And, by force of strenuous effort, des

pite (failures or breaks), he surely makes his way to the
Supreme Goal.

The superiority, above all others, of that yogi, who has

chosen the Highest of human Ambitions (atma-realisation)
is now stated :—
&c.

46. • The yogi ranks higher than the tapasvis, higher
yet than the jfldnis; higher is he than the

karmis. Hence, Arjuna! become thou the yogi.'
As Yoga (or The Path) leads to the highest aspiration
of man, it is greater than what is attainable by the austere
I. Cp. Bh.-Glta. VII-3, and VII19.

suiyadi-graha

praj-cn-driya-visha-

yapi jSanani. Knowledge such as

>f. VedSntacharya says in his

attaining psychic powers,' or

\Tlttparya-chaMdrika •. 'Santi hi tat
I tad-yoga-sastrokt ani aupa-nishad^oktSni cha, devatantara chandra-

getting a knowledge of planets, the
Sun, vital energy ect.
.

■pxrT hltrT^ 1. of

.
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and ascetic mode of life itapas) ; greater than what is
attainable by various kinds of knowledge^ inferior to atmaknowledge, (this is the jfldni meant here); greater even
than what is attainable by performers of Asvamedha* and
other Veda-writ ritualistic ceremonies (the karmls).

Hence the yogi is superior to the tapasvis, to the
jfldttis and to the karmis.
" Thou, Arjuna!, become, therefore, this (kind of) yogi.
So far, thus, the subject relating to (or how to acquire)
atma-intuition (or atma-knowledge) as preliminary to the

Higher knowledge (Para-vidya=God-intuition,or God-wis
dom or Theosophy) propounded by Frajapati in the

(Upanishad)passages,(Chh: Up. VIII-7, et seqCJi, has been
discoursed upon. This verse is a eulogy on this Higher
Theosophy.
&c,

47. 'Even more beyond the yogis and ofall, is he said
to be the most superior who, in faith, and with

his inmost manas immersed in Me, worship-

peth Me.'**"
The genitive case of the word yogindm has the force

of the ablative

yogibhyah \ yogindm thus meaning not

1. Lit: horse-sacrifices, a cere-

jSapta ye 2. dayaluna, kutharais chic-

mony emblematic of the immolation
of a horse, by a king ambitious of

chiduh kruddhSh smaranto 2. mlvam
asya yat.''

universal empire. See Yajur-Veda,

^ The reader is referred to

aand to 25th Chapters. They are not

Kamanuja's Proem to Lec: III and

real sacrifices, but emblematic cere-

the Table of VidySs appended at end

monies. After certain prayers have

of Lec: III.

been recited, the victims are let loose
without injury. If the animals are
actually immolated,they are in turn
aaid to wreak their vengeance on the

^ See Proem to Lect. Ill; this
verse is introductory to the 2nd Division of Bhagavad-gita, the Bhaktiyoga. Lectures (VI to XII). See
Proem to I.«ct t XII and XII-2.

Sacrificer. Vide, Bhigavata; IV-2826 i 'I am yajSia-pa^vo2.nena sam38
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of the yogis, but beyond the yogis. (The ablative case gives
the sense that the yogi of this verse is not one amongst the
four kinds of yogis described (in the twenty-ninth verse, ff.

ante), but is thefifth above and beyond,and superior to, the
four kinds.

The description of the four kinds of the yogis is as
contained in verse (sarva-bhutastham etc.,):—

'Perceives Atma abiding in all beings etc., (vi-fp.)
and following verses :(vi-30, 31 and 32).
As the yogi referred to in this verse,does not fall as
one of this four-fold classification, the genitive case has
not the force of specifying a class among those already men
tioned.

Api sarveshdm,—'and ofaif'. refers to those mentioned
in verse forty-seven, viz the tapasvis etc., Likewise here, as
of the y/otdyogindm,the genetive case ofthe word sarveshdm,
has the ablative force, for reasons the same as stated above;
in this case meaning that this yogi (described in this verse
and the following lectures, vii to xii, viz., the bhakta, the
Lover of God) is greater than all the yogis(verses 29 to 32)
and the tapasvis etc.,(verse effp
In comparison with this yogi, they are all, by inferiority,
to be grouped into one class. The comparison between
him and them is as between the Mount of Meru,^ and a
handful of mustard seed. Between one seed and ano

ther, differences certainly do exist, but that difference is

impalpable when compared with that which subsists bet
ween the seed and the huge Mount Meru.^
'The inmost manas immersed in Me' means : that out

of his overflowing love for Me,all his manas (' heart,life and
I. This is the golden mountain,
according to the Pura^as, in the
centre of Jambu-dv{p<-i. Its height is
eighty-four thousand yojanas (yojana
1=9 miles); its depth below the sur-

face of the earth sixteen thousand ;
its diameter at the summit is thirty
two thousand and at its base sixteenthousand.
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soul') is merged in Me. His nature is thus unique, sing
ling him out from all other kinds of yogis.
Aptar-afma,=i'inmost manas'is so called from its being

the receptacle of all internal and external experiences.
So drunk in (God-)Love is this yogi,that he is unable,
without Me, to support his very existence. In this way he
is merged in Me as one.
^raddhavan: is one full of earnestness or faith. The
earnestness in worshipping Me, comes from the inordinate
desire which impels him to find Me, for, the intensity of
yearning Love that he has for Me is such that he is unable
to tolerate a moment's separation from Me,—
Me, to Whom, the emanations, -sustentations, and

immanations of the Kosmos, abounding in objects ofenjoy
ment, enjoyers, and enjoying instruments—viz; body and
senses—are but sport.
Me, the Treasury of the countless groups of glorious
attributes,—antidotal to evil,— such as wisdom or omnisci

ence
power (bald),* dominion [aisvaryd),^ energy
(r'rrya),*capacity (sakti),^ lustre (tefos)* etc., etc..
Me, whose Divine Figure is a synthesis of every thing
beautiful, becoming Me, inconceivable, transcendent,
mirific, imperishable, invulnerable, super-excellent etc.,—
such as radiance (aufjvalya), loveliness(soundaryd),fragrance
(sau-gandhyd), softness (sau-kumdryd), grace (Idvanyd), and
youth (^yauvand)',
I. jOana-oi Himself, He, all
things, in every respect, and at every

5'Works miracles, or
transcends our very conception.'

moment, cognizes directly.'
2-1- 3 Bal-aitoarye='h\\ things
thus cognized. He ever supports

6. T^Vk=Overpowers all. Himself being unaided or undaunted, by
anything P. 64. S. ParthasHfaihi

and controls.'

4.
exhausted.'

English Trans i ofTatva-

'Nevertheless, is never

trfiya.
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Me, in essence and in attributes, beyond mind to con
ceive, and speech to extol;
Me, the unbounded majestic Ocean of compassion
(kdrunya), condescension {sausilya), love (vdtsalya), bounty
{auddrya) etc..
Me, the Saviour or the Impartial Asylum of all the
worlds ;

Me, the Reliever of the distresses of my supplicants ;
Me,the sole Object of passinateLove for My postulants;

Me, Who become theophanous, or become ocularly
demonstrable to all men;

Me, incarnate in Vasudeva's house, without laying
aside my true (Divine) nature (on that account);
Me, illumining all the Universe by My infinitely sub
lime glory;
Me, the Promoter of the well-being of, or the Filler
with gladness, the whole Universe, by the resplendent glory
of My Divine Self;
Whoso meditates on Me in this-wise, I hold him to be
the nearest to Me, the most estimable to Me above all
others.

Because, I am Omnipresent and i] Omniscient in Eter

nity, I know all this:(that what I say is the Truth).
OM TAT SAT

Thus closes The Sixth Discourse,
Named, Abhydsa-Yoga, or the Practice of Meditation
With Sri Rdmdnujd's Commentary thereon,
Between Sri Krishna and Arjuna,
In the Science of Yoga,
In the Divine Knowledge of the Upanishads,
Or the Chants of Sri Bhagavdn.,
The Bhagavad-Gitd.
-0«)1
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THE SEVENTH LECTURE,
NAMED

PARAMAHAMSA-VIJNANA-YOGA,
OR

SUPREME SAINTLY WISDOM.
PROEM.

JN the the first Six Lectures (constituting the First
Division of the Bhagavad-Glta,called Psychocrasy),the
subject-matter discussed was with reference to how

atma-cognition may be attained by the aspirant, by
adopting the Path of Karma, founded on the recognition of
atma.

Atma-cognition (or atma realized) is ancillary to the
incessant devotion—upasana^—by which to effect com
munion* with SrI-united-Narayana®,(or Theocrasy), Who is

the ultimate Supreme Goal for any one to reach. Who is
I. 'Lit:'dwelling near,' means
constant reflecting or meditating on
the God-head, so as to bring about a

Proem to Lect. iii.
2. The Consort of(Narayapa,)the
Emblem of Mercy &c., the Universal

coalescence of one's being with God's

Motherand Mediatrix(or the MotheiWojl

essence. Upasanais synonymous with
Bhakti, Dhy3na and Vedana; see

of God), See note i, p:6.
3. See note 5 p. 8.
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the Supreme-Great (Parabrahma)/ the Indefective {niravadya=^e.tie.c'C), the sole Uncaused Cause of the Universe,
the Omniscient, the All-pervading Spirit, the Infalliblewilled, the Great Lord of universal empire.
Now,in the Mid-Section of Six Lectures (constituting

the Second Division ofthe Bhagavad-glta,called TheocrasyLect: VII to XII), the subject-matter discussed is the
nature ofthe Supreme-Great(Param-brahma),^theSupreme-

Spirit(Parama-purusha),* and the mode of lovingly devoutly
meditating on Him, called Upasana or Bhakti.
This mode of devout love called Bhakti, is sum

marized in the closing Lecture(of this Lay, Divine) in such
language as:—
{Yatahpravrittih&.c);'Man attains perfection by ren

dering worshipful service to Him from Whom all beings
receive their impulses, by Whom all this is pervaded.'
(XVIII-46); and closing up with:—
(Vitmchya etc.): * Resigned, become selfless and calm,
one makes for becoming Brahma-like'(XVIII-S 3.
{Brahma-bhiltah etc).'The brahma-like, atma-purified
(saint), grieveth not, yearneth not. Equanimous to all

beings, he obtains supreme Bhakti,' (XVIII-S4).
This constant meditation {upasana)of the form of Love
{bhakti), constituting the mode by which to reach the

Supreme(God),is what is declared in the Vedanta passages:
'Knowing (or meditating on=viditva) Him alone thus,
doth one cross over mortality.''
'Knower of h\m={vidvdn), thus becomes immortal
here';* analogous with passages:—
1. See note 3 p. 8.
2. See note 4, p:21.
3. Svet: Up"-. III-8: (Tam evam
viditva-iti miityum eti).

4. Tait: ^ratt: III-12-71 (Tam
evam vidvan amnta iha bhavati), also
see Purusha: Sukta,

Proem.]
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'O (Maitreyl)!, Atma alone is to be seen

intently

contemplated on etc.'^

'The all-seeing Atma alone is to be worshipped.''Mind being pure, meditation is firm ; meditation
being fixed, all knots untie.'®

'The knot of the heart is cut asunder, all doubts get
vanished, and all deeds(karmas)do perish, to him to whom
He is manifest''® etc., etc., in which the terms dhyana,

upasana, etc are synonymous, expressive of the continuity
of reflection or contemplation on the Divine (smfiti), so
intensified as to approach to the characteristic of perceptive
experience.
Again in the Upanishad-passage :

'Not by deliberation is this atma gained, nor by
concentration, nor by much hearing (learning), but is
gained by him whom He may elect, and to whom He may
reveal His essence.'®, conclusively affirms that what the

term Upasana connotes is that incessancy of Divine Medi
tation of an ecstatically blissful kind,—which makes the
Divine to descend to the devotee,—blissful or felicitous by
reason of the Object of meditation, viz., the Divinity itself,
being the Object of Love.
That this self-same Upasana is. Bhakti, is declared by
the definition:—

'Constant memory,coupled with Love, is denominated
Bhakti.'^

1. Bri: Uf I n-4-5: (Atma va
are 1 drashtavyo
nididhyasitavyah).
2. Bri: Up": I-4-I5: (AtmSnam

hiidaya-granthih
tasmin drishte par-avare)>
S*
Ufx II-23: (Na-z.yam
atma pravachanena labhyo na me-

eva lokam upasita).
3. Chh: Up".* VII.26-2: (Satvasuddhau dhnva smnti^ &c}.

dhaya na bahuna srutena, yam evaish^
vrinute &c;.
6. Sneha-pCirvam anudhyanam Bh-

4. Muni. Up" I II-2-8» (Bhidyate

aktir ity abhidhlyate.
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That the terms UpSsana and Bhakti are equivalent in
sense, is also evident from such passages as:—
'The knower of Him thus, becomes immortal here;
no other Path to liberation (ayand) exists.'^

{Na^ham veddih etc):'Not by Vedas, not by aus
terities, not by gifts, and not by sacrifices, am I to be seen
thus, as thou hast seen (xi-53)
{Bhaktyd tv-ananyaya etc.,):'By exclusive Bhakti
alone, Arjuna! am I possible to be seen thus, known
thus, and essentially penetrable, Parantapa 1' (xi-54).
Thus the Seventh Lecture in this Middle Division of
the Gita treats of:—

(1). The essential nature of Paramapurusha (the
Supreme Spirit), the Object of meditation (updsana);
(2). The occultation of this Divine Nature, caused

by matter's veil;
(3). The resignation of oneself to Him, in firm faith
(prapatti) so as to be able to tear this veil ;

(4) The classification of the updsakas (meditators)
who have chosen this Path of Bhakti. And,

(5). The pre-eminence among them of those known
asjftanis (God's own Saints).

Sri ^gavan addresses (Arjuna):—
jPTOrfvJRT: &c.

I. 'Hearken, Partha! how thou canst know Me, with

certitude, in My finality, by thy mind placed
in love with Me; and—relying on Me—by
engaging in (bhakti-)yoga.'

^Mayy-dsakta-mandh': means he whose mind is, in
friendly spirit, set on Me; so much is he attached to Me
and so impassionately doth he love Me that if he should ever

happen to be separated from Me,even fora moment,or should
I. Tait t ^ranx III-a-7. 'Tam
evam vidvan amrita iha bbavati,

n -anyah pantlia ayaiiaya vidyate.'
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chance to suspend his thoughts for a moment from musing
on My attributes, or on My doings, or should perchance

forget for a moment to think of the magnificence of My
universal Divine Estate, that would suffice to imperil his
very existence.

^ Mad-asrayall'=rQ\\sx\'t on Me=he who exclusively
trusts to Me as his Prop, without which he could not stand.

Thus,listen, how thou canst learn by what I am going
to tell thee, how one of the above description, who enga
ges in (bhakti-)yoga, or Love-full Divine meditation, can
know Me in all my total perfection ais I am, and as I am in
very truth.
fPT

&c.

2. 'That wisdom, with greater wisdom, I shall, in
entirety, disclose to thee,—knowing which there
shall remain naught else here to be known.'

I shall exhaustively reveal to thee wisdom in general
as well as greater wisdom, in all detail, concerning Me.

Vijfldna-=greater wisdom : is special or discriminating
wisdom consisting in knowing Me as contradistinguished
from all that is animate and inanimate,—inasmuch as I

am the Opposite of evil,—inasmuch as I am the Master
of Universal Estate, possessed as I am of the countless
multitudes of Infinite Blessed

Attributes.

This is the

greater or discriminating wisdom.
Along with this, I shall reveal to thee jfldna, or
wisdom concerning My (manifested or expressed) nature.
Briefly, it is wisdom, knowing which there shall be no
more of Me to be known.

How difficult it is to arrive at the wisdom—which is

going to be explained—Is now mentioned :—
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trgisiTTw &c.
3. 'One perchance amid a thousand mortals strives
for perfection. Even of those who so strive for

perfection, 'tis seldom one knows Me truly.'
Men are capable of acting in accordance with the
behests of Sastra. Thousands may so act, but hardly one
is found who will persevere till the end—viz: perfection,—
is attained. Of thousands again, who may be found to be

sustaining in their efforts to reach the goal, scarcely one is
discovered, who, understanding Me, works through Me to

perfection. Of thousands who may know Me, rarely one
knows Me verily as I am. Not one, is meant.. So it is
declared further on thus:—

[Sa mahatma etc).: 'That great-souled one is most
hard to find'(VII-19).

{Mam tu veda etc): * But Me, not one knows'(VII-26).'
&c.

4. 'Earth, water, fire, air, and space, mind {ntanas),
buddhi and egotism thus constitute My Nature,
differentiated eightfold.'*

Know that this primeval matter-stuff {miila-prakriti—)
is the basis (or matrix)of this infinite and marvellous Uni

verse, ministering (to sentient creatures=souls) in a variety
of ways, as objecis of enjoyment, instruments (or organs)to
enjoy with, and regions of enjoyment, and it is of Me. It is

divisible into the(chief)eight categories of(I) earth (solids),
(2)water (liquids),(3) fire(light and heat),(4) air (gases),(5),
space(ether),withtheirdistinguishingqualities,z/i5'.,odour(for

I. Vide 5A4fow«/«.III-24-28:'Bahu yalj, 'suny-ag^shu yat padam.'
janma-vipakvena, 'samy^ yoga-samSdhinS, 'drashtum yatante yata-

2. Cp.XIII-5, and XIV-3{mahadhrahma).
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earth etc., respectively),(6) of mind {manas\ with its train
ofsenses,(7)of3«</i!i%for»w^0/and(8)of egotism {ahahkard)}
&c.

5. 'But this (Nature) is inferior; know My other

Nature,superior(than that),—the jiva(=soul),—
by which, O Strong-armed! this Universe is
sustained.'

But this (f. e., matter-stuff) is My lower Nature. Know
My other higher Nature which is different from that insen
tient Nature, the latter but contributing to the enjoyment of
My other Nature, the sentient beings. This other higher
Nature is the living Nature, forming a distinct class from
that of the lower lifeless Nature. This higher Nature
stands to the lower Nature in the relation of the enjoyer
(to the enjoyed), and the higher Nature is further charac

terized by intelligence (absent in the lower Nature). (As
the lower Nature [matter] is of Me) so also is the higher
Nature [soul] of Me.
By this higher Nature, all this inert or non-intelligent
Nature,—the Universe.—is upheld.*

"^cRTt^TR &c.
6. 'That all beings, understand, have these (two

Natures) as their womb. And I am the Origin
as well as the End of all the Kosmos'.®
1. For an explanation as to what

MSnds Up" II-4. This verse refers

these terms are intended to denote,

thus to the Principle of the Isvara,

vide Table at end of this Lecture,and
explanations of the Table.

thus constituting the three-fold
Constituents of the Kosmos, of which

2. Verses 4 and 5 thus represent
the Athit and the Chit, or the Objective and the Subjective aspects of
Isvara (God.) Vide, note I, pj 37,
and table at end of Lec t VII.
3. Cp. with XrV-3. Bh: Gi 1 and

Achit (verse 4) and Chit (verse 5^,
are the material aud spiritual substances, evolving from Isvara, their
Identity or Visishtadvaita. §rl R3manuja's Monism is very nearly the
Monism of Spinoza, who would say«

^34
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This is My dual Nature, so constituting syntheti
cally generally the two-fold Categories of the [samashtiy
Sentient [Chit) and the Insentient (Achit) Principles. This
double Nature is the womb [t. e., source or basis) out of

which all things,high and low, from the Demiurge(Brahma)
down to the blade of grass are modelled,— compounds of

the Intelligent and the Non-intelligent Principles.
This dual Nature is verily My own. In the same
manner that they constitute the basis of all things, under"There is but one Infinite Substance,

(matter) and Chit (souls) carmot have

and that is God. Whatever is, is in
God ; and without Him, nothing can
be conceived. He is the universal

independent exbtence. God (Isvara)
is the uncaused Cause, or the Identity

Being of which all things are the

contained in Him, and at certain

of all effects which are ever potentially

manifestations. He is the sole Subs

epochs kinetically expressed. God is

tance ; everything else is a Mode; yet,

thiisj both the material as well as the
spiritual, or in other words, both the

without Substance, Mode cannot

exist. God, viewed under the attri
butes of Infinite Substance, is natura

Objective as well as the Subjective
basb of- the Kosmos. Identity in

naluratts—, viewed as a manifesta

Ramanuja's Monbm does not mean

tion, as the modes under which his

sameness, 'but the root from which

attributes appear, he b the nitura

spring two opposite stems, and in
which they have a! common life. Man

naturata. He b the Cause of all

things, and that immanently, but not
transiently. He has two infinite at
tributes—Extension and Thought."

(Pr^e 430, G. H- Lewes' Hbtory of
Philosophy). In R^manuja's phraseology, there is but One God, Sat or
the one Substance to whom AcAif or
Extension {■=■ Brahma
or

for iastance, b the identity of soul and
body ; water b the identity of oxygen
and hydrogen.' (Footnote to page
431, Op: Cit.). An exhaustive article
on the necessity of Three Postulates to
explain the Kosmos has been written
separately, which see.
I. Samashti-Srishti is general or

Mahad-Bq^hma [XIII-2] ox Sabda-

collective creation, or creation into

Brahma [VI-44] = matter-stuff), and
chit or Thought (=jaana or 'in
telligence' or 'sentiency or 'con-

broad principles, the minor divbions

ciousness'= soul-stuff) are the Prakara, or Modes, or Viseshana or At
tributes.

Substance,

God b Sat, or PraVjiti or

without

whom Achit

of which constituting wj'arA/f.
or particularization of the general
principles or distributive creation,
thb function being committed to minor
Lords of creation, the Demiurge
or the four faced Brahrak etc.
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stand that/am,in turn,their basis (womb). They belong to
Me. I alone am the Origin (Projector) and the End(Retrac
tor) and the Lord, of the whole Kosmos.

I, Paramapurusha,^ am the womb again, (the causa
causorum), of this collective compound womb, of the Uni

verse, ; the Tntelligents plus Non-intelligents or purusha
plus prakriti. This is evident from ^ruti and Smriti pas
sages, thus:—
'The mahat(ox ist manifest differential) resolves back
into avyakta {unmani/est matter), avyakta into akshara

(still subtler {invariable substance), akshara mto tamos(the
still primodial undifferenced basic substance miila-prakriti,
called darkness, for it is a homogeneous indiscrete nebu
losity of substance); and tamas merges as oneness with the
Supreme Divinity {Pare Deve).'*

'Two forms issue from the Supreme Nature of Vishnu,
O Vipra
(=matter,) and purusha{=sov\)P
'What was described by me, as prakriti,—in its dual

aspect of'differenced'and'undifferenced'—and purusha,
do merge in Paramatma. And Paramatma is the Support
of all, is the Highest Lord, named Vishnu, sung in all the
Vedas and Vedantas.'*

"TOR &c.

Naught whatsoever, higher than I, exists, Dhanafljaya!®
Inasmuch as I am the Cause of the cause of all things,
viz., the Twin-Nature (described above); that is to say, inas
much as I am the Cause as the Lord-King of the com

pound sum of Intelligent and Non-intelligent things; and
inasmuch again as I am the Possessor of the glorious
I. See note 4 p. 21.
a.
: Up:St (mahan avyak

svarupa paratodite dve rupe etc.,)
4. Visht /"wrrlV -4-39, 40.(Prak-

liyate, aksharam tamasi llyate, ritirya maya khySta, vyakt-a^aktatamah Pare Deva eki bhavati).
svarfipiQi; purushas-chapi etc./)
3. Vish t Pttr s i-a-24. (Vishpos30

5. See note»2, p. 70.
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attributes such as wisdom, power, energy &c., I stand The
Superior above all, and nothing is there beyond Me, or
separate from Me, nor is there any one to whom attributes
of the given description may be said to belong.^
&c.

7. 'Like unto a row of gems strung on a string, all
this is threaded by Me.*

All

the sum of things, chit (intelligents) and

achit (non-intelligentsj,—all that exists as the aggre
gate of causes and effects, and constituting My body.
All this depends on Me as body depends on soul, i. e.,
I, am their Soul; and they, are My body,in the manner that
number of gems are held together by means of a string.*

In the Antaryami-Brahmana® and other Upanishad*
passages, the (substance-plus-attribute-like) co-existence of
the Universe and Brahm, in the relationship of body and
Soul, is set forth thus:—

'To Whom earth is body, of which He is Soul etc;
; He is the Divine Lord, the one, Narayana.'*
Hence,all things constitute the body of Parmapurusha,®
Who ensouls them. All things thus are predicative to, or
modes of,Paramapurusha;hence Paramapurusha alone exists
(the substa'is), adjectivated by everything else. All terms are
thus connotations of Him, by the rule of scimanddhikaranya,

or the rule which expresses the inseparable relation existing
between substance and attribute, or the invariable co-exis

tence of subject and predicate. (Any term meaning an
1. Cp. Bht GU V-39. (na tad
asti vina etc.,) also Cp. Pr<n\ UfP:
VI-7,(natahparam-astiti^.

2. Cp. Subi

X-(Sarva-loka

atroani brahmaiii manaya iv-autascha

protascheti).

3. Brih i Up° V-7-22.
4- Suit Up'^i KhandaW.
5. Brihi Up°-'V-'j-22-^Sttbt Up":

VI.(Vasyapnthivlsariram
Deva Eko Maiayapah).

6. See note 4, p: 2i>

Divyo
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attribute is, by implication, necessarily connotative [or sug
gestive] of the substance of which it is attribute).
In

this sense of the communal relation

of terms

substantive and adjective referring to one substance in which
both are indissolubly combined, the following (four) verses
are addressed (to Arjuna):—
&c.

8. 'The sapidity in water, Kaunteya!* I am ; I am
the light of the moon and the sun; (I), the
Pranava* in all the Vedas, (I), the sound in
space ;(I), the masculinity in men.'

5^1^ 'T?- &c.
9. 'And, the odour of the earth, and the glow of the
fire, I am. The life in all beings, and the aus
terity® of the austere {tapasvi) I am.'
&c.

[O. 'The primeval Seed of all beings, Partha !♦ know

Me (to be). The wisdom of the wise, I am;

and the lustre of the illustriou^ (I am).'
^

&c.

11. And, of the strong, I am the strength, divorced
from lust and love. And desire, unconfiicting
with virtue {dharma), I am,O Chief of Bharatasi'

All these things of distinguishing qualities are
sprung from Me alone. They are My belongings, and
constitute My body. Hence they are ever in Me. Hence
1. Matronymic for Atjuna.
2. The mystic symbol of Divinity
and the technical nameef AUM,con-

sisting of three and a half instants;

Ctymologically,//•<»= excessively, and

laud ; that by which God is
belauded and meditated on.
3. Meditation combined with

mortification of the flesh.

4- Name of Aijuna,
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I am the Sole Existence, they standing to Me in the
relation of My predicates.

Things are now viewed in another way :—

^yiW'hl &c.
12. 'Those things that are satvika^ and those, rajasa' and tamasa,' know, they all deduce from

Me alone. But I (am) not in them ; in Me are
they.'

Whatever things are in the Universe, severally of sat-

va*,-rajas,i-and tamas'-charecteristics, which combine and
form into bodies and senses, and objects serving for en
joyment, know, they all are emanted from Me alone. Cons

tituting My body as they do, they ever abide in Me*.
'/ am not in them! however. In the case of others, atma

is seen to depend on the body, deriving profit from such
body,though it is true that withoutatma,no body can as such
keep together. But in My case, 1 am never dependent
on body; never is there any purpose served Me

by the things (in which I dwell). That I so order things, has
no other purpose save that it is My will and pleasure; in
other words, it is My sport [lild)?
&c.

13. 'Beguiled is the world by things possessed of
these three qualities. That I am the Exhaust-

less, Superior to these, it knoweth not.'
I. Read Lect: XIVfor a discourse

i-p. 67.

on this subject. Sitvika things are
those in which goodness and all benihcent qualities are predominant. Rija-

2. Cp:'tasmin lokas-sritas sarve
tadunatyeti kaMhana'. A'alh: Up°,
II-S-8-

jfl( are those in which passion, self-love
and other self-seeking qualities are

3. Vide Br:sutra II-1-33 (lokavat
tu lila-kaivalyam). Heiraclitus said

predominant. Timasa are those in 'To make worlds is Jove's pastime,
which badness and all maleiicent

Plato said: * Man is but the play

qualities are predominant. See note

thing of God.'
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All this Universe, abounding in objects animate and in
animate is Mine. At appointed periods, it emanates from
Me, and at appointed periods, it immanates into Me. It is
existent in Me alone, forming My body which I ensoul.
Hence, I alone am the Eyer-existent, both in poten
tial and in kinetic conditions. (/. e., I am both Cause and

Effect). For all things constitute My body,and are related to
Me as adjuncts. Whether I be considered as the Cause, or as
Sovereign Lord (Seshi) or as the Possesser of the countless
hosts of Glorious attributes {kalydnagundh\ and in many
another manner, I am the Most Superior above all things.
There is not a second who is fit to be so characterized.

But the world knows Me not as such, i. e., knows Me

not as above and beyond all sdtvika, rdfasa and tdmasa

things ; knows Me not as the Exalted Being possessed of
the multitude ofthe extraordinary Blessed Qualities; knows

Me not as That (joy) compared with which no other thing
exists which can, the least, claim to any of the characteris
tics which constitute that Joy.*

Avyaya=^\\^ Exhaustless=The Infinite=The Change
less.

Though I am Such, the ignorant world, consisting of
devas, man, animals, trees fete)., fascinated by the tri
vial and ephemeral tri-quality-full objects,—appearing as
bodies and senses, adopted to furnish enjoyments to crea
tures according to the dispensations ofold(prior) karmas—
recognises Me not as Such.
(If Arjuna should ask:—). 'How is it that, when
Thou dost exist—the Immeasurable Beatitude, the Eternal,
the Changeless, Who surpassest every delight that world-

objects are capable of affording,—(how is it) desire arises in
I.* Meaning is, that all delights are

sarva-Gandhas-sarva - Rasah.

found in Me,' the Brahm; for says
ChA t Up"i lll-m-Ai 'Sarva-Kamas

Tait;

2fatf. 'VII-x:' Raso vai Sah'
etc.
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all enjoying atmas for the most vulgar, guna-impregnated,
and inconstant pleasures ?', the answer is:—
&c.

'Verily is this, My divine guna-imbued maya,
hard to surmount.'

Inasmuch as this my
—permeate with the
characteristics of satva, rajas, and tamos,—is daivi or

created by Me,—^the Deva—,for purposes of sport {div=.\.o
play with, being the root-meaning), it is difficult for all to
overcome it.

Its designation by the term mayd is on account of its

power to produce marvellous effects (the protean phenominal nature=matter),analogous to such effects as the magic
missiles(arrows etc., used in war)of Asuras^ and Rakshasas*

produced, as stated, for example, in :—
'Then the discus. Sudar^na,despatched by Bhagavan,

and wreathed in flames,—at His mandate—, arrived. By
this rapidly whirling discus, the body of the youth (Prahlada) was shielded, and the thousand magic(= marvellous
=fndyd) designs of ^ambara (on the youth),(failed one after
another."

The term tndyd never signifies what is false.* The term

mdydvi is applied to one who produces real impressions on
anothers' imagination. The effect is real though the cause
is illusory. The magician (indrajalikd), by his art of

conjuring, produces marvellous effects by means of incanta1. Asuras are the demons of the

Bhagavata tasya rakshartham etc.,)

first order descended from Diti by

4. Maya never signifies what is

Ka^pa, in perpetual hostility with

false or unreal. Vidt, Introduction

the Devas or gods.
2. Rakshasas are the imps, fiends
and goblins who wage war with men
disturbing sacrifices, eating them &c.

toThebaut's VeddntS-Sutras, Voll,
p: XCIV. Vide, Colebrook's
Hindus, p: 242. Vide, Sii^dilya
Sfitra, 42:'Saktitvan nanritam

3.

VisAt Pur% I-19, 20 (Tato

vedyam.
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tions or herbs, so that when mdydvi designates a producer
of real effects, the term mdyd denotes the real incantation

or the herb itself through which such effects are produced.
Wherever therefore the term mdyd is found used, that
it invaribly means'that which is capable of producing mar
vellous protean effects' is universally acceptable. While so
when it may happen to be used so as to mean an unreality
instead of the real impression which is produced on the

imagination, such application is but figurative. (So that
the universal sense is not to be sacrificed to a partial figura
tive sense). As for example, when they say:—
Maftchak kro5anii=^ the cots cry': they mean that those
who lie on the cots, cry'.

This mdyd (or matter considered in its aspect of produ
cing marvellous effects), sated with gunas, is verily of
Bhagavan (Lord). It is the mdyd that is alluded to in:—
'Prakfiti (matter)is to be apprehended by (the term)
mdyd;and the Great Lord by (the term) mdyt.'*
The work that mdyd does is to veil the true nature of

Bhagavan, and lure men to find their pleasures in itself.

Hence, all the world, bewitched by this mdyd of Bhaga
van, fails to recognize Bhagavan, Who is of immeasurably
Superb Blissful Nature.

The way of deliverance from (this) mdyd is now stated;
&c.

[4. 'Those alone who resort to Me as their Refuge
overcross this maya,'

Those, who resign themselves to Me alone as their
1. This is the figure metonymy
in Saraskrit Rhetoric, as for example
'a hundred lances' means the hundred
men who bear the lances; 'read
Bacon' means, read the works of

Bacon,
2. Svet i
: lo. (mayan-tu
prakntim vidyat mayinan-tu Mahesvaram). Cp. Svet j Up":IV-9 (asman
mayl spjate visvam etat).
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Refuge and Protection,—Me, the Firm-Willed,—Me, the
most Merciful—Me, the Just Shelter to all worlds—,shall be
able to cross beyond this guna-full mdyd. In other words
such people abjure mdyd, and exclusively devote them-,
selves to Me.

If it be asked why do not all adopt this Path of Resig
nation to Bhagavan (prapotti) conducive of devotion to
Him, the reason is given:—
•T TT

&c.

15. 'Men of evil deeds, the ignorant, ignoble men,
divorced of understanding by maya, and men
of demoniac nature, do not resort to Me.''

Men of evil or wicked deeds are of four kinds, distin
guished by the deeds done by them. It is those who do
not come to Me in resignation.
The four kinds of wicked men are:—

(1)
mudhdh—^t ignorant: those of wrong 01
perverted understanding, those who think what is God's
own as theirs, for example the atma (soul) which is
specihcally characterized as that which is essentially liege to
(or the property of) Bhagavan ; an in the same way all the
objects of enjoyment (the world) (they consider as their
own).

(2) the nar-ddhamdh=ih!& ignoble men : those who,
albeit knowing My nature in a general way, are yet

distant with respect to My love (or loving Me).
(3) the mdyayd apahrita-jildndh=\hos& who have for
feited the understanding they had acquired concerning Me
and My Sovereign Glory by means of irrelevant and adverse

specious reasonings (or logic).
(4) the diuram bhdvam dsritdh=\hosQ of demoniac
I. See Lecture XVI for a full description of this class.
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nature: those whose well-settled understanding as re

gards Me atid My Sovereign Glory serves them only as
means to cultivate enmity with Me.
In the order stated, one class is more sinful than the
other.

*1^ &c.
16. 'Four classes of men, of good deeds, O Arjuna,
Lion of the Bharata-racel, worship Me: (i) the
fortune-wrecked, (3) the soul-seeker, (2) the
fortune-seeker, and (4) the God-seeker.'^

The men of virtuous deeds (sukritinah), seek Me as
their Asylum, and worship Me alone.
They are of four classes, as distinguished by their seve
ral acts of virtue. In the order they are treated of{infra)
each class is more superior than the preceding, by virtue

of more and more meritorious deeds which they do, by
which they are more elevated and exalted. They are:

(1). The
the distressed, or he who has lost
fortune etc., which he is earnestly longing to recover.
(2). The arthdrihi^=ih.Q fortune-seeker, or he who is

in quest of fortune which had never been possessed before.
(3). The jijHdsu>=ihe soul-seeker or the soul-wise
1. Vide, §^n^ilya-Sutra 72: 'Gau-

power and fortune, has come to desire

^am tiaividhyam.' Also Read i^ish:
Pur\, III-8-6: "Bhaumam mano-

the .same. Aspirants of this class, and
those coming under the class mention-

ratham svargam, svargi-vandyaScha
yat padam, prapnotyaradhite Vish-

cd in the last preceding note, are, together,included in one generic group,

^au Nirvanam api ch-otthamam."

^ being alike, seekers of power and

2.

'The impoverished and

fortune (ai^ary-arthinah)'

ditressed soul=Hewho, having been

4- /yflffrw"®'The seeker of-self-

possessed of power and fortune and

knowledge and self-satisfaction,'prays

lost the same, seeks to be re-instated

'^e Lord, only to enable him to attain

in the same.

goal by being released from

3. Arth-drthlt^^T^ie novice in
fortune-seeking = He who, having
ssever before tasted the sweets of
31

entanglement in material bodies."
PSrthasarcUhi Aiyattgar's
Engl: Trans: of Tatva-traya, p. 64,
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person or he who is in quest of atma, or who aspires to
realize atma per se, or in its state as dissociated from matter.
Pure %t\{-knowledge distinguishes this class, and hence one
belonging to it is called jijfldsu, or he who is 'anxious

to knowy or anxious of knowledge (regarding atma).' And,
(4). They;«anP=the sage, or the God-wise person, or
he who has the wisdom to know that atma (soul) is essen
tially characterized by its being essentially related as liege
to Lord, as declared in ; {itastv-anydm etc)=^ but know My
other nature, superior than that' (VII-5). The jflani
therefore does not halt or stop away at the point where he
may cognize the mere matter-distinct atma, but journeys
onward to reach the Lord. It is he who thinks the Lord

as the fulfilment of the very height of his ambition,
&c.

17. 'Of these, the jftani is distinguished, as the everunited and single-loving. Very dear indeed am
I to the jflani; he also is dear to Me.'
Of these four classes, thejHdni or the God-lover is the
most distinguished, for he is, nitya-yuktak and eka-bhaktih.
ever-united, i.e.y ever-united to Me, by
reason of My being his sole Goal. Others establish rela
tions with Me only so long as their objects of desire are
gained [or classes (1),(2),(3), verse i6, ante\

Eka-bhakiih=smg\&-\o\'mg, i. e., I am to the Jfidni, his
exclusively single Object of love; to the others, their love

for Me has but the motive of gaining their several objects
of desire, using Me as but the means by which to gain them.
The seeker of know-

for, he fully realizes, and thence is

ledge concerning God, and the sole

I.

ever loyal to, and delights solely in

satisfaction of God'=he who, being
enlightened
stops not with
he merely disembodied soul-essence,

enjoying, the Lord in all His Universal Sovereignty.'M

sdrcuhi Aiyangdr's, £ngl: Trans:

but desires to reach the Lord, hold-

of Talva-traya, p. 65. Vide note i,

ing the ^rd alone to be his Goal,

page ,362.
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Hence thejfl&ni is Mj' Elect.
And what is more?:—

To the
I am the Object of his most passionate
love. Atyartha=mo?,\., means beyond description or beyond
utterance or expression.^ The jftanVs love for Me is so
deep and abundant,—so it is meant—that even for Me, the

Omniscient and Omnipotent, it is difficult to fathom.
His love (for Me)can have no limits assigned to it, as
in the case of Prahlada,—the pre-eminent among the
j'Hanis,—of whom it is said :—
'Tjiough bitten by huge snakes, he did not know (or
feel) he had a body; so much was his mind devotionally
immersed in Krishna; so transported by rapture induced by
incessant recollections of Him ?*

He also'^ is similarly loved by Me.

•35Krt ^ &c.
18. 'Noble are they all; but the jflanY is to be known as
My very soul. Is not he My sole-devoted, de

pendent on Me as the only Unsurpassed Goal?'
Inasmuch as they all* resort to Me, they all are noble.

Noble or generous {uddrah) are they, inasmuch as when
they accept any little gift from Me—(this is their generosi
ty, that when out-of love for Me they accept any little thing
from Me, they do Me an act of great favour)—I shall have
I. Cpi the striking parallel to

2.

Vishnu-purSna-.l-ij-'^g,'Satv-

in the words ofSt; Augustine;
"Quid est credere in Deum ? credend

asakia matih Krishne dasyamano
tnahon^ih, na vived-atmano gatram

amare, credettdo diligere, credendo in
eum ire, et ejus membrh Incorporart." Meaning: what is to believe in
God? Believing is loving (with passionate warmth=the love of emotion)'.
Believing is loving (with reasoned
attachment=the \o\t oi esteem)-. Believing is to pass in to Him, to be incorporated with^his'members,

tat-smrity-ahlada-samsthitah'.
3- Also has here the force: '■My
love to him is cool compared with the
warmth and intensity of Ais love to
Me. Or, it is impossible, even for
Me, to sufficiently reciprocate his
love for Me.'
A. The four classes mentioned in
verse 16. ante.
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to consider that by that act of their acceptance of the gift
they paid Me with their all.'

As for the jfldni, I deem him as My own self (or
soul), i. e., My very life depends on him. If it be asked how,
the reason is that in the same manner that he cannot live

without Me,—his Highest Goal,—I cannot live without him.
Verily therefore is he My very life (atma).
&c.

19. Become wise at the end of many births, one
worships Me. That high-souled saint {mahdtma)
is very rare, to whom Vasudeva* is all®.'
It takes not a few births of meritorious works, for one

to rifien into that consummate wisdom that the soul is by
nature tlie servant of the Lord. It takes many births of a
meritorious kind, at the end of which one will know :'I

am essentially liege (^sha)to Vasudeva; my doings, my
(nature) and my very being, dependent on Him. As for
Him, He is most Superior by His countless Glorious
Attributes ?' Then is hejAdnavdn, the sage or the wise or

illuminated person. This is how he reflects: 'Vasudeva is
My Highest Goal, Vasudeva is My Way; whatsoever my
heart longeth, all that is Vasudeva to me,'* Such is the highsouled one who is very rare to be found "in the world.
'Va.sudeva is All' to me,' means that which was decla

red to be the nature of thejUdni in :

{Priyo hi eic.,)'Very dear indeed am I to the jUdni'
(vii-17) and,
1. Cp. * God's paid when man re-

who permeates all and sports. Vide

ceives the gift.'
2. This is the 334th, 700th and
714th name of God. See Mahd-bhd.

note 2, p: 261.
3. Cp. with VII-3.
4. He who looks on God as his

Moksha Dharma-jfiS', Udipar

father, friend, mother,lover etc., and

and fwA :/«r .* i-2-i2. Vasudeva has
four hypostases, Para-Vasudeva, Vyii-

all. Cp. Sub-. Up,^ 6, and Bht
Gi, XI-17.

ha 'Vasudeva, Vasudeva's Son, He
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{Asthitas etc.,) 'Is not he My sole-devoted, dependent
on Me as the only Unsurpassable Goal?' (vii-i8).
And thejflanavdn, or the wisdom-ripe is he who is of
the kind described in these verses, (a real God lover=
the Bhakta).

The knowledge or wisdom of thisjUdni is such as is
declared in:—

{BhUmir dpo etc)'Earth, water etc'
and egotism
is the eight-fold division of My Nature'(vii-4)
{Apareyam etc.,)'But this is inferior. Know My other
Nature superior than that, the living Nature'(vii-5); where
the essentially dependent (or allegiant) nature of the two

Categories of Matter and Soul, on the Supreme Spirit, is
pointed out. Again is his wisdom such as is declared in :—
(AAam kritsnasya etc.,) I am the Origin and the End
of all the Kosmos. (vii-6).

{Mattah parataram etc.,) 'Naught whatever higher than
I exists, Dhanafijaya!' (vii-7).

(Ye-ch-aiva etc.,) 'Those things that are satvika, and
those rajasa and tamasa know, they all deduce from Me
alone. But I am not in them, in Me are they.' (vii-12);
It is evident from these (verses) that both the two

Natures(Matter and Soul), in both their conditions ofcause

and effect, are dependent on the Supreme Spirit for their
very existence, character and impulses, and that the

Supreme Spirit is in every way Superior to all.^
Hence,he who possesses this wisdom, is the
That such a jfidni is most rare is further dwelt on :—
&c.

20. 'Deprived of knowledge by various desires, and
I, Cp;'We live and move and

have our beingin Him,(Acts, xvii-28)
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impelled by nature,' men take to worship other
divinities {devatds), imposing on themselves
appropriate obligations therefor.'*

All worldly people indeed are impelled by their
material inclinations. They are environed by such influences,
it is meant. The material inclinations or impulses are
the tendencies or instincts of old sins, in relation to guna-

impregnate objects. These tendencies give birth to fresh
longings for guna-sated things. And these desires rob

people oftheir knowledge(or understanding)concerning Me.
In order to gain their (material)desires, they resort to other

lower deities different from Me, like the ordinary deity
Indra etc. And observing such ritualistic rules and regula
tions as are laid down (in ^astras), in order to propitiate
such lower divinities, they place faith in them, and worship
them.

^ ^'it rig

&c.

21. 'Whatsoever body (form) a devotee wisheth, in
faith, to worship, that very faith in him do I
render firm.'

Even those other deities (Indra)constitute My body.®
Though ignorant of this truth as enounced in such Sruti
texts:—

'Who is seated in the sun,(but) Whom the sun knoweth not, of Whom the sun is body' etc.,* yet, whoso wishes

to worship Indra etc., who form My body, I grant him
1. These are tendencies, ornatural
instincts derived from habits cultivated in prior lives. These old

self into the graces of any of the lowers gods of his choice.
3. Cp, TaiV; C/fi": Sikshet-valli

reminiscences influence man.

(angaiyanya devatah).

2. Obligations are the course of
conduct one will have to adopt in or-

4.
5-7-9 (Yaaditye tish:
than Yam adityo na veda, Vasy adityas

der to propitiate, and ingratiate one-

sariram):
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unwavering faith for that very worship he desires, knowing
as I do that his faith is pinned to that which in fact consti
tutes My own body.^
Unwavering or firm faith=unhindered or undisturbed
faith.

gcTqrsnpfT &c.-

22. 'Possessed with that faith, whoso devotes himself

to that worship, obtains thence his wishes, but
they are verily granted by Myself.,

Whoso, then, with such unhampered faith (granted by
Me) lovingly worships Indra etc., he obtains from such

worship of Indra and other lower deities, who but form My
body, his several desires. But these desires are decreed
and granted by Myself.
When the votary is engaged in his worship of Indra
etc., he is, indeed, ignorant that they constitute My body,
and that worship rendered to My body is worship to Myself.

And yet I consider the worship, forsooth, as My worship,
and it is Myself Who grant the desires longed for by
the worshipper.*

^^ &c.
23. 'But to those of small understanding,(all) fruit
has an ending. The votaries of the deities join
the deities ; My votaries join Myself.'
The fruits or rewards which the witless men who

worship lower deities like Indra etc., obtain, are trivial and
transient.

Why ?

Because the worshippers of Indra ptc., go to those

very divinities whom they worship. The blessed state of
I. Cp. IV-i I SA: CU

2. Cp. Brahma Sulra i III.a.37:
'Phalam ata upapattel^.'
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Indra etc., is indeed restricted, and lasts, besides, for a time

only. The worshippers achieve but that blessed state as is
on a par with that of Indra etc., but when Indra and other
deities reach the end of their happy state, they fall; with
them do their worshippers necessarily also fall.

As for My worshippers, they also perform the very
same acts of worship as those men, but they do them with

the knowlec^e that they are acts of Mj/ worship; and do

them with^egard for their appropriate fruits ; do them as
acts having for their reward nothing else than the plea
sure they afford Me. My devotees, thus, attain to Myself,
and they do not return (or fall, as the others do). Verily so,
it is declared :—

(Mdmupetyaetc.,)'But, by joining Me, Kaunteya! there
is no re-birth.' (viii-i6).

In the following verse, the Lord says: there are peo
ple who disregard even My Avatars among men under
taken for the express purpose that they may have easy
access to Me.

24. 'The unwise, ignorant of My superior, infinite and
exalted nature, take Me as though one, unmanifest, became manifest.

My superior^ infinite and exalted nature is, that I am
the Adorable, by all acts of worship,—I am the Lord of
all,—I am He, Whose essence and attributes are unfathom

able by speech or thought. Never relinquishing this (Div
ine) nature of Mine, I am yet born as the son of Vasudeva,
actuated by motives of compassion and affection, so that I

may be accessible to all. But senseless people do not

understand Me as such, but take Me to be like any other
physically born son of a king, forced by necessity of karma
to be brought into patency from an antecedent state of
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latency.
Such men do not seek Me as their Shelter, and do not
worship Me by their acts.

Why is He not revealed (to all)? Reason:—

frri SRiPU: &c.
25. 'Enveloped—in yoga-maya, I do not shine to all.
This ignorant world knows Me not as the
Birthless and Deathless.'^

I am not obvious to all, as I am enveloped in that

congeries of material units(=the compound, called the
hody=jyoga), taking the form of the human, and appearing
to mortals as but a human shape, the usual habitat to

which the embodied (karma-bound) souls are accustomed.

Just because I appear anthropomorphic, the blin^
world does not understand that corporeity (or incarnation)
is, in purpose, assumed with a view to be within the reach
of all.

Albeit that My feats(or miraculous acts) transcend the
powers of Vayu and Indra (Symbols of the mighty forces
of Nature, the Deified Powers of the wind,of the firmament

etc)., and that My lustrous glory dims and darkens the light
of the sun and the glare of the fire, the stupid world knows
Me not,—^just because of My appearance as human,—as
the Birthless (because I am the Causa Causorum), and

Deathless (being the Lord of all).
&c.

26. 'All beings that were, are, and will be,/know,
Arjuna !. But Me, not one knows.'*

'I know all the creatures of the past, of the present,
and of the

future, but

none knows

Me.' This

is

meant to say that while to Me, all creatures, whether
t. Cp* iX-ll* Mh \ Gl,
32

2« Cp* Vl-3*

G$t
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existing in the past, the present or the future, are objects
of constant loving concern, no one discerneth Me as Vasudeva Incarnate, a Ready Refuge to him who may seek.

Hence, thejfldniox wisdom-ripe sage is very rare {See
Proem to verse 20).
Because:—

&c.

27. 'By infatuation of the 'pairs,' induced by loves and
hates, O foe-harassing Bharata!, all beings get
fascinated at time of creation.

From the very start of Incarnate existence, all crea
tures are inveigled into the trap set by the 'pairs'—coldheats, joy-griefs etc'—, generated by desires and aversions.

The purport is, that in whatever guna-sated objects,—
vis., the pairs of opposites, happiness, misery etc., in one's

past birth,—he had experiences of lovings and hatings, they
are transmitted to succeeding births as tendencies or predi

lections present at time of birth, and these same loving-andhating-opposites develope and ensnare creatures. The
creatures that were under this enchantment, appear as if
constituted of those very natures, and feel foreign to the

(spiritual) feelings ofjoy and grief consequent (respectively)
on their union' with, or separation from, Me. But the

jftanl's or the God-saint's nature is essentially that of
feeling joy only when in company with Me, and grief, only

when severed from Me. Of such a nature, scarcely a
creature is born.

TPt &c.
28. 'But when sins of men of virtuous deeds have come

to an' end, then do they have their full disI. Fidt, note 3, p: 42.

i
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charge from the witchery of'the pairs and with
a will resolute, worship Me.'
'Men of virtue' are those in whose case sins have dis

solved away,—sins descended from an immemorial past,
and obstructing them from becoming God-ward—sins
which had been the cause of his longings and aversions.
Exhausted become these sins by virtue of high merits acquir
ed during many lives. Determined by the various degrees
of such merit, men take shelter under Me,and are delivered

from the guna-sated beguilements. They make a firm
resolve to devote themselves to My worship,seeking either:(1). Great fortune (riches, power etc.,){aisvary-arthi)y

(2). Enfranchisement from dotage and death {kaivafydrthi)*

(3) Myself, as their Goal,{moksha-arthiy
Enumeration is now (briefly) made of the qualifications
which the above-said three classes of the Lord's own vota

ries, have to acquire, and the requisites of knowledge (they
have to cultivate).
&c.

29. 'Those who strive for deliverance from dotage
and death,(have to) know (r)the Tad-brahma,
(2) the whole Adhyatma and (3) all Karma.*
'Deliverance from dotage and death' means the dis

junction from matter-connections, and achieving atmarealization in its distinctness therefrom.®

Those who seek and worship Me with this object have
to know what Tad-brahma^> is, what the whole Adhyatma^ is,
and what all the Kartnc^ is.
1. This includes the aspirants,
and artMrthi(vide, verse 16, ante).
2. Thisistheclass;y»y«dJ«(<»/:«V).

ed in the Succeeding Lecture, the
Eighth.
5. This aspirant is the jVwa/l or

3. This is the class:
tit),
Vide, Foot notes also under verse 16.

Soul-Seeker, thejijni^u of verse 16,
ante. Vide-Commentary(36,000 Idu)

4. This technology is fully explain- of Bhagavad- fisAaya, Vol I, p» 434.
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30. 'Those, the others, (have to) know Me as Adhi-

bhutaS as Adhidaiva', and as Adhiyajfla ; and
all of them (have to) know Me, at time of death,
mind-collected.'

The plural pronoun 'ye'= those, the others, is repeat

ed in this verse, in order to show that the pronoun does
not relate to the votaries already referred to (in verse 29).
Though a relative pronoun has invariably the force of

referring back to a previously noted subject,yet the pronoun
in this verse, viz., 'ye'(those) has an independent sense, in
asmuch as it is indicative of another class of votaries viz.,

those who seek fortune, the aisvary-drthi, to whom the
knowledge of Me as identified with Adhibuta, and as identi
fied with Adhidaiva are requisites. To him therefore, the
preceding verse has no allusion.

The knowledge of Me as identified with Adhi-yajha, is a

knowledge which all the three classes of God-worshippers
have to acquire, in common; for it is evident that the obli

gation to perform the Maha-yajflas^ etc., in the shape of
daily and casual duties, devolves equally on all of them.

All of them have also, in common,to know Me(/. e., re
member Me)at the time of departure or death, the character
of that memory of Me being in accordance with the ideal

which each class of the votaries (mentioned) has prescribed
to itself as its goal,

That the class who'strive for deliverance from dotage
and death'(verse 29 ante) comes in for the above-said

memory-requisite at time of death, is indicated by the con
junctive particle'cha' meaning'and'(all of them).
The conclusion from the tenor of the verses above

|. For MahS-yajHas,

note

2, p:96,

30.]
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(w>., 29 and 30) is that it is a requisite for the jUani(the
God-sage also,—compatible with the ideal of his own Goal
—to know Me as indentified with Adhi-yajfla, and have My
memory at the time of death.'
OM TAT SAT.

Thus closes The Seventh Discourse,

Named Paramahamsa-Vtjftdna-Yoga,
Or Supreme Saintly Wisdom,
With Sri RdmSnujd's Commentary thereon,

Between SRjKRISHNA and Arjuna,
In the Science of Yoga,
lo-the Divine Wisdom of the Upanishads,
Or the Chants of §ri Bhagavan,
The Bhagceoad-Gitd.

'-^■o

I. The tenns Adhibhuta, Adhidaiva,
AdhiyajBa, Tad-Brahma,

Adhyatma, and all-Karma form the

subject-matter
following.

of

Lecture VIII,

Organs of Perception.

cons
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g*'ft

"•So

X

^

— ----

or Vaikarika

Organs of Action.

— "a

Satvik-Ahaiikara

I

X (i) Mahat (2) AhaAkara (3) Manas

(l) Suddha-Satvam
(Pure matter)
(5) Air

"S =

(6)Fire

So ii-i-S
<u".o

oO W so

elements.' (or Ttm-mStras)

The Incipient may be called 'Meta-

sl>

S .i: ;0
W SC <! Se2

and Action. ^

Jjl-l'rt J3i-i'§

or Bhut3di

si-a >v ®"5. •
o"S,x S'3.S^

of Perception jj^jS

Manas=

(8) £)arth
T3mas-Ahahk3ra

(7) Water

(Time)

(3) Satva-$rinyam I

"5 g ,
Inner Organ ^'Sss h'SIs

Rajas-Ahahkara
or Taijasa

(4) Ether

I

(2) Misra-Satvam
(Mixed matter)

Isvara (God) H + Chit (souls) G + Achit (matter) J

OR

THE THREE VERITIES

OR

THE MACROCOSM

THE COSMOLOGICAL TABLE OF THE THREE VERITIES (OR TATVA-TRAYA)

THE BHAGAVAD-GITA-VH (4-5-6.)

458
Explanations.—

(A) The 8 Categories as mentioned ia Bhagavad Gita {VII-4) are the
same as the 24 Categories as detailed in XIII-5 (Oj>: Cit \)
(B) The 8 Categories are as numbered in the Horizontal column
marked X

fC) The 24 Catagories as enumerated by Safikhya are t—
t.—Mfilapiakriti {AcAfi or Non-Ego).
2.—Mahat
below).
3.—Ahahkara,

4—8. The Five Elements: Ether &c.
9—13. The Five Organs of Sensation or Perception 1 Hearing &c.
14—18. The Five Organs of Action: Talking &c.
19—23. The Five Objects of Sense:Sound &c.
24. The Manas or the Inner Organ of Sensation (or Perception)
and Action).

(D) The 2Sth Category is CAi7=Atma-=Soul or the Ego).
(fi) The 26th Category is Jr^amsParam-atmaniGod.
(P) The Three Verities are the Ultimate Postulates which give the
Complete Solution of the Universe. These divide out into

Eight Categories, or 26 Cat^ories according to the manner in
which the Division is made.

(G) The Sub-Categories of CAit(Soul) are >
Chit (Soul or the Ego)
(I) Nitya
(2) Mukta t
(The Ever Free Souls) (The Freed Souls)

(3) Baddha t
(The Bound Souls).
who become Freed.

(H) The Sub-Categories of Isvara (God) are:—
Isvara(God)•

(i) Para (2) Vyfiha (3) Vibhava

(4) AntarySmitva (5) Archivatara.

(I) The Sub-Cat^ories of Satva-sfmia (Time)are s—
Satva-sflnya (Time)

Infinite (meta-physical)
Past

Finite (physical)
Present

Future.

(J) Avyaktaor Achit,(i)of(O)is Seed-Matter (»/»/a^ra.45»V«). Homo-

feneous Substance, because the Gunas(or attractive and repulsive
orces) are balanced.

(K) Mahat or the 1st swelling from seed-matter, is the state of seed-

matter like the seed swollen under groutid. This is substance
when the Gunas are thrown into heterogeneity-

CD Ahaitkara or the further development from Mahat is the sprout

like matter or'individual', translated as Egotism, and Rismic
Ideation, because Ahadkara is the Substance, which is formed
into a distinct Centre, separated from the rest of Mahat, for mani
festation as an individual system, striking out into its own indivi
dual course and development.

(M) Buddhi in the Microcosm (man)is the counterpart of Mahat of
the Macrocosm, and Manas in the Microcosm,(man)is the counter

part of Ahadkara of the Macrocosm.
Vide, note i, p:9 and note 3, p: 233.

f Vide, Bh: Gi: XV-i6.

SRI

BHAGAVAD-GITA
OR

THE DIVINE LAY.
WITH

SRl RAMANUJA'SYISISHTADVAITA
COMMENTARY.

LECTURE VIII.
NAMED,

AKSHARA-PARABRAHMA-YOGA,
OR

THE WAY TO THE CHANGELESS

PARABRAHM.

^ri Yamunacharya,
'What things, seekers(1)0/wealth,(g)ofsoul-sight,(3)0/ GodPsfeet,
'Need know and choose;of their nuirks, Ih' Eighth lecture doth treat.
^ri Yogi 5, Pirthasiraihi AiyangSr,

AUIVI

®Shagavad-G^a
WITH

srT ramanuja's visishtadvaita commentary.

THE EIGHTH LECTURE,
named

*

AKSHARA-PARABRAHMA-YOGA,
OR

THB.'WA K TO THE IMMORTAL PARABRAHM.
PROEM.

'N the Seventh Lecture, the following points were discoursed on, viz: the nature of Farabrahma,^ Vasudeva,*—
man's Object of Worship, as. being :—
(i) The Spiritual Sovereign (Seshi)® of all entities,
the Sentient and the in-Sentient; as.

Sovereignty is used to translate Seshi.
taeans the Sovereign Lord,

God has in His power to dispose of in
any manner He may please. Seshitva
is thus the absolute power of disposability vesting in God. 'Sovereign
Absolute Disposing Master' would
nearly-convey the sense implied by
the term Seshi, but as introducing
such long phrases at every place must
be lumbersome., 'Sovereign' is con
sidered enough. Qa;'...they which

^^Whom and man exists the

live should not henceforth live unto

1. See note, 3 p«8.
2. See note, 2 p: 246 and note 2,
p j26.
3. Spiritual Sovereignty is used to
distinguish front mere limited terres
trial Sovereignty. Spiritual Sovereign
ty Ls God's, absolute and exercised over
bodies as well as souls. The term

$relation of Lord and liege

es|i^essed-% tfci; phrase ^sesha-seshlbhimf. Man is God's'deposit' whom
•*

themselves, but unto Him which died

for them. Con 5-15.
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(2) The Cause {Causa Causorum)', as,
(3) The Support(or Prop); as.
(4) The Ultimate Referee of all language, used as the
expression of ideas, which ordinarily relate either to His

body or His mode,—the Referee being ultimately Himself,
of whom are all things the body, or all things the modes;
as,

(5) The Governor (or Ruler); and as,
(6) The Most Exalted and Supreme, by possession of
the multitudinous Blessed Attributes (Omniscience etc).,
etc.

Then the Lecture went on to give the rationale, of why
Brahm is screened from man, on account of the series of

iniquitous deeds committed by him in the long past,—
being addicted as he is to the delights which the body and
the senses furnish, sated with the triple qualities of satva,
rajas, and tamas;

And how this screen (hiding Brahm) is removable by
man,by,in faith and resignation, throwing himselfon Bhagavan's protection (such trust and resignation resulting as
the fruit of highly meritorious works being performed).
And next, the Lecture showed how the differences of

merit produced differences among the votaries {upasakas=
bhakias), as,

(1). Seekers of fortune etc., {asivarydrthi)}

(2). Seekers of akshara, or aspirants for realizing the

imperishable atma {figndsu)l
(3). Seekers of God {jfldnip
I. Cp< Annie Besani's Article on

ness, recovery from illness etc. These

XXI,Pi 538(1897-98)1 'We find pra-

[nearlycorrespondingtoafftwydirM/].

yersthatarepetilionsfurdefiniteworld-

Then we have prayers for help in

lyadvantages.forthesupplyofphysical
heeds—prayers for food, clothing,
money, employment, success in busi-

moral and intellectual difficullies and
for spiritual growth for the Overcom'
ing of temptations, for strength, for

^^^iSi^intheTheosophical Review,vol: we will group together as class A
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And that, of all these aspirants, the God'^pirant
was the most eminent,inasmuch as by his incessant devo-

tedness to God and singleness of love for him, he became
the object of Gk)d'3 warmest love ;and that such a God-lover
was very hard to find.

After this, the Lecture concluded by making mention
of several requisites of knowledge which those three classes
of aspirants have to acquaint themselves with, and act in
accordance therewith, (as Means to realize the several
ideals of future felicity, which each class sets to itself),
Queries A rjuna:—

apr

&c.

1. 'O Purushottama!', What is Tad-Brahma ? What

is Adhyatma? What is Karma? What-again is
that which was called Adhibhuta ; and what is
Adhidaiva ?
&c.

2. Who, Madhusudana!«, and how, is the Adhiyajfla
in this body ; and how art Thou known by the
mind-fixt (bhaktas) at their departing time ?
What is, Tad-brahtna what is, Adhyatma and what
is. Karma which those who, to effect liberation from death
and dotage by resorting to Bhagavan, have to know ; what

Adhib^la and Adhidaiva are which fortune-seekers have to
know; and what is That which is indicated by the term

Adhtyajfta, which all the three classes (ofaspirants) have to
know", and why is Adhiyajha^ characterized ?, and in what
way art Thou to be known by all these mind-disciplined
men {niyat-dtmabhih) at time of their departure (death)?
insight, for enlightenment. These can
be grouped as Class B [nearly corres-

ponding to iiJMsu].

in intense aspirationfor union with God
—the ecstasy of the mystic, the medi-

Lastly there

tation of the sage, the soaring rapture

are the prayers that ask for nothing,
that consist in contemplation and

of the saint. These we will call class
C[corresponding to/'«d»)]. Fi'de notes

adoration of the Divine Perfection,

2, 3,4 of P:243; and i of P» 244.
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The best Bhagavan responded thus;—
5Rr &c.

3. 'The superior, imperishable («I.\sAafa=atma), is
Brahma; nature (svadkava), is called Adhyatma; and that act of emission by which beings
are brought forth is signified as Karma.
What is designated as Tad-hrahma is the superior-indestructible (soxi\=paramam aksharatn^ Aksharam is that
which is not subject to decay, and is the collective name

{or hshetraj'Aa^

informers of uninformed matter-stuff=

matter-joined souls). So declare such ^futi—texts as:

'Avyakta (indiscernible compound of spirit-matter)
merges into akshara (the indivisible compound), akshara
into tamas (the impartite compound).''
And Paramam aksharam, the superior-indestructible
(or indivisible) is atma-nature, divorced or disengaged from
prakriti(or akshara—iho spirit-matter amalgam).
* Svabhava='ii^X^xro, is called adhyatma' The term
adhyStma signifies Nature=matter, or that subtle elemental

stuff and its accompany^efi'atic tendencie.s—the non-soul
which adheres to soul, and which is referred to in the Pattch-

&gni-vidyd? as that which has to be known Cby the aspirants)
Both these {akshara and adhyatma) have to be known

by the emancipation-seekers {mumukshu),—the one akshara
(soul) as that which is worthy of election, and adhyatma
(matter) as that which is worthy of rejection.
Next is karma,—act,—referring to that emittive act
which results in the(final) fashioning out of creatures, the
1. Subt UfP I 2. Avyaktam
V
ashare liyate, aksbaram tamasi
liyate. Tbrnarschaos.

2. The subtile quintuple process,
the last of which becomes the seminal
fluid, it is the evolution of the soul

in subtle matter, by a five-fold condensation or concentration. This is a
spiritual descent into embodiment,

called the Sacrifice of the I^e I^es,
Vide Ckh: Up
description.

v-3 to 10 for a

3-4] akshAra-parabrahma-yoga, or the way to parabrahm.
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becoming human etc,—(embodied states). The emittive
act {visarga) which results into this state, is the act of inter
course with the female.

The Sruti declares:—'The waters

sacrificed in the fifth (fire=woman)—comes to be called
purusha (embodied soul)'.* This act is called karma.

This karma as well as akshara and adhyaima are requi
sites of knowledge, to the moksha-seeker, so that by that
knowledge he may know that he is to dread what it signi
fies and desist from involving himself in that which is
worthy of rejection.
So teaches Glta further on {Yadicchanto etc);'That,de-

siring, they observe (the vow of) Brahmacharya'(VIII-i i).

^ &c.
4. 'Adhil^hiitam is that which is of the nature of the
perishable ; and

Adhidaivatam is Purusha

(the onjoyer); and Adhiyajfta in this body, is
Myself. O Best of beings!'
By AdhibhUtam,—that which is to be known by the
fortune-seeker {aisvary-arthi)—is that which is of the

perishable nature, the transcendentally subtile principles of
sound, touch, etc., with their supports—the senses—which

are latent in the elements, ether {dkdsa etc.,), and develope
therefrom. The subtile and transcendentally exquisite
sound, touch, colour, taste and smell—with their supports
the (senses)—»are mentioned here as objects upon which
the fortune-seeker has necessarily to contemplate.
Adhi-daivatam is Purusha; Purusha is the conscious

spirit—the enjoyer,—whose status becomes above [adhi)
the daivatas, the celestials or minor gods, such as Tndra,
Prajapati and all such lower divinities. (Not merely

above them in position but the) Purusha is one who be
comes the enjoyer of rare and keenly exquisite [vilakshand)
I. Chh t Up* t'PaSichamam Shu-

trvair purush^vachaso Chal'bnti.' m'de

Bha ; Visk:p t 1384.
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delights of sound etc., surpassing even those that pertain
to such celestials as Indra, Prajapati etc.,^The fortune-seekers {aisvary-drtht) have to meditate on

such a Purusha, as the enjoyer of subtle transcendent de
lights ; and this is what is called 'knowing the adhidaivatam.'

Adhiyajna is Myself'.* The appellation Adhiyajfla
denotes Myself. It means that I am He, Who is present
in Indra etc., that constitute My body—as He who is wor
shipped by sacrifices {yajHas.^
The AdhiyajHa is thus the Indwelling Myselfand is He

Whom all the three classes of My devotees {bhaktas) have to
contemplate in all their acts of worship, viz: The Mahayajflas,® the Nitya and the Naimittika duties.
&c.

5. 'Whoso, at the hour of death, meditating on Me
alone, casts off his mortal coil, attains unto My
state. No doubt Is there about this.

This meditation (at time of death) is also common to
all the three classes of votaries (or aspirants.)
He who, when his end approaches, has Me alone in his
remembrance, and thus departs from the body, becomes
like unto Me.

Like unto Me {madbhdva)=\\V.^ unto. My nature.
Whatsoever imageof Me is vividly present in his imagination

at time of death, that he becomes, as in the case of Adibharata* and others, who incarnated in the forms of animals
1. To him who gets riches through
loving God, the delights granted are
of such kind,
2. Vide Taittii Samh: i-74

(yajSo vai Vish^uh).
3. Manu, iii, 69-71, note 2, p. 96.

4. See

Visht pur •. W-iy^z, 33.

Another name of this king-saint is
Jada-bharata. He died, watched by
the deer,> with tears in its eyes, like a
son mourning for his father ; and he

himself, as he expired, cast his eyes
upon the animal, and thought of

nothing else, being wholly occupied

4-7.J AKSHARA-PARABRAHMA-YOdA OR THB WAV TO PARABRAHM.
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etc, by reason of such images having prominently been
present in their thoughts at their last moments.

That whatsoever be the image present in the last
thought of the meditator, that he becomes, is further
elucidated;—
&c.

6. 'With whatever idea, occupying his thought, one
leaves the body, at time of death, that he be
comes, Kaunteya!, as a result of his constant
brooding over that (ideaj.'

Whatever image prominently floats in one's thought
at the hour of death, and he leaves his body with that as

the last thought, that he becomes after death (thought
becomesform.) The last thought will naturally be of the kind
over which one will have been constantly brooding during
his lifetime.
&c.

7. 'Then do thou at all times remember Me and fight.
Dedicating heart and will to Me, thou shalt
doubtless reach Me alone.'

Inasmuch as the last flash of consciousness (in a

dying man) will be that to which, one, by constant pon
dering, will by habit, become accustomed,do thou unceas
ingly daily practise meditating on Me till the very moment
of thy departure.

Andfight. This means, do the work that is before
thee, and all other ^ruti-and-Smfiti-enjoined works, such as
the daily, and occasional duties, apportioned to the several
with one idea, [n consequence of the fikculty of recollecting his former
this predominant feeling at such a life. If. H. Wilson. Also Bhdgavata
season, he was bom again in the 'mnya^riram avapa' K-8-24-

Jambumarga forest, as a deer, with

i. Chht 6^":III-4.1,
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castes (varnas)and orders (asramas), so that while discharg
ing them I may be in thy memory daily. This is the most

expedient method by which thou canst succeed in keeping
thy manas and buddhi(heart and will) set on Me, and thus
remembering Me at the last moment, thou shalt reach Me

according to thy wish. There is no doubt about this.
Having now stated that to all in common, the attain
ment of their particular wishes is dependent on the last

thought, the different modes of meditative devotion {npdsand), appropriate for each class, compatible with the aim
they cherish to attain to, are now described. Of these,
the mode of meditation to be practised by the fortune-

seeker among them, and the kind of last thought consis
tent with the mode of meditation adopted, are now'
stated:—
&c.

8. 'With mind, unwandering elsewhere, and inured
to meditation, Partha I' one, by fervid recollec
tion, goeth to Parama-purusha,*-Divine.'

By meditation, daily practised, the mind is to be fixed
thereto and not permitted to wander away elsewhere.
With the mind so trained, I am to be thought of at the
time of death, as the Paramapurusha-Divine, and so on in

the manner further explained (verses 9 and 10). So thought

of, one reaches Me alone. In the manner that Adibharata
brought himself to be born like an animal, one, by force of
the mode of meditation prescribed for him, will be born,
possessed of fortune etc., comparable to even that of Mine.
Abhydsa is practice or training or habiting, or exercise
of the mind to ruminate on the object of meditation, at

all those other times also than that which is set apart for
the performance of daily and occasional duties.
I. See note 7, p 15.

.

2, See note 4, p 21.

7-10.J akshara-parabrahma-yoga, or the way to parabrahm.
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Yoga is the particular mode of meditation which is
prescribed to be practised at a fixed time set apart for
every day.

^

&c.

9. 'Whoso thinks on Him, The Omniscient, the
Ancient, The Ruler, The Subtler of the subtile,
the Creator of all, of Ineffable Form, of the

Color of the sun^, and the Beyond of tamas.'

MMI<ll«hl^ &c.
10. 'With, at time of departure, unwavering mind

united to Bhakti,(God-love) and fortified by
Yoga (meditation); and with Prana well drawn
in betwixt the brows;(he)reaches that Purusha,
Divine.'

Kavim^^SdigQ—Sarvcyfiam—liiva, who is Omniscient.
Purdnam=Th.Q Ancient or Primeval.

A nusdsitdram=The Ruleror Law-Giver ofthe U niverse.

Anor-anlydtitsam—T\vt Minutose of the minute, or the
Subtler than the subtile atma (jiv-dtma).
Sarvasya-dhdtdram=The. Creator of all.
Achintya-rilpam—Yosstssing a Form inconceivable,/. e.,
not conceivable by comparison with other things conceiv

able, or Form transcendental; and Sun-Colored, or resplendently glorious as (for example) the Sun is ; and beyond
tdims
darkness== matter) meaning : possessing a
metaphysical transcendant luminous divine Form, beyond
our limited conception.

Whoso, with mind made steady and strengthened by
the daily practice of meditative devotion {Bhakti-yukta-yoga1. Cp. Purttsha-sukla I■^, (Vedahatn etam Purushain Mah3ntain Adit

yavaroaUi tatnasas-tu p3re &c); Chh t
34

i/-d-d (ya eshontar-aditye hira^jniayalji Purusho] &c.
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balehd), gathers up, at the time of death, the praiia or lifebreath at the point between the brows ; and intently thinks
at that place, of the Purusha Divine (or Spirit of God in the
way described), goes to Himself, or achieves a state equal
to Divinity ; i. he will become possessed of a power and
glory such as those pertaining to Divinity Itself.
Next is described the mode of meditation, to be adopt
ed by the atma-seeker {Kcuvaly-arthi or jijftasu).
&c.

II. That Way will I now briefly declare to thee,
which the Veda-wise declare as that of Akshara

(imperishable); which, the desire-weaned Yatis
enter;, which to tread, aspirants lead the life of
Brahma-charya.®
That other Path, the Path which is for those who

would find their soul, and secure isolation ^Kaivalya-niokshd),
I will briefly explain.

That Path is the Path of Akshara, or the imperishable,
described as:—

'Not gross etc.' {Bry. Up, V-8-8)', by the versed in the
Vedas.

It is that, which the Yatis(or renouncers of the world,
attempt to enter.

It is that, hungering for which, men keep the vow of
Brahma-charya.*

Padam—Y&th. or Way, or that by which one mentally
proceeds and gains his object. Padyate=gamyate, or
that which is followed, or the method adopted by the mind.
1. 'Sahovacha-itad vai tad Aksha-

are conserved and re-absorbed into

ram Gargi! brahmana abhivadantyasthfilam ananv-ahrasvam &€.,

the system, Self-illumination is not
easily accomplished. Even the atomic

2. Chastity or continence. See
Note 2, p. 256. Those who would

philosopher Democritus did not approve of a man's marrying and getting

find their soul, should strictly lead

children. He used to say also, that

an ascetic life. Unless vital energies

the pleasure of love was a slight
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The import is this:'I give thee a short description of
the method by which, the soul-seeker {kaivaly-drth'i) has
to meditate on Me to achieve the end he has in view, viz..,
the meditating on Me in the aspect of the Akshara (the

Imperishable etc., as described in the Brihad-aranyakUpanishad, V-8-8 to ii).
&c.
&c.

12-13. Stopping up all passages, locking the mind in
the heart, forcing the prana into the head, and
thus establishing oneself in collected cortcentration [yoga-dhdrand), and methodically repeating
the one-syllabled OM,—the Brahm—,whoso,
thus, casteth away his body, intent on Me,
goeth to the Supreme State.

Stopping up passages, means: the repressing the sensefunctions through the channels of the ear etc., in other
words, abstracting the senses from their normal outgoing
tendencies.

Locking the mind in the heart, means : directing the
thoughts (loving thoughts) towards Me, the Akshara, en
throned in the lotus-heart.

Established myoga-dhdrana, or collected q^pcentration,
means; perfect concentration of all attention on Me.
Methodically repeating the one-syllabled OM. OM or
AUM is the sign, symbol or appellation of the Indestructrible.—[Akshara). OM being the sign, the indicator, I
am the Indicated, Who is to be profoundly meditated upon.
Whoso, holding up the prana (life-breath) in the head,

departs from the body, in the manner indicated, goes to the
Exalted State.
epilepsy. Newton had not time to

eunuchs for the Kingdom of heavens'

think of marriage. 'It is good for a

sake*. (Matt., XIX. 12), vide, p:92,

man not to touch a woman {t Cor.,

Engl: Tr: Tatva-lrayd by yogi

VII. i) '...have made themselves

Parthasarathi,

ara
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Param^m gatim (the.Exalted State) is the atma itself,

as In essence contra-distinguished from matter,and compar
able with My state, from which there is no return.
It is this state(of self-realization) that is discoursed ori
in verses

'He, who, when all beings perish, doth not perish
(Bh: Gl: VIII-20).
'It was described as Avyakta, Akshara; this, they
say, is the Exalted State'(Bh; Gl: VIII-2oi)
The modes of Divine Meditation suited to those who

are fortune-seekers [aisvary-arthinah), and to those"who
aspire after their selfor soul(kaivaly-afthimh)have thus been
declared. The mode of Divine Meditation suited to the

jaani or the God-aspirer, and the nature of his Goal are
now declared:—
&c.

14. 'Whoso, with undivided mind, and constantly,
ever ponders on Myself, to such a Yogi, Partha!

ambitious ofeternal union(with Me,)I am easy''
Nityasah=ever, means: ever since the time the aspi
rant devoted himself to Me as his Aim.

constantly, means: at all times.

Whoso ponders on Me, implies: that I have become to
him the Object of intense impassioned Love, so much so

that the moment I am absent from his thoughts, his
very life is in jeopardy.
Hence doth he constantly ruminate on Me.

Nitya-yukto yogi: is the man who yearns for eternal
union with Me,—the jfiani—the God-lover. To him, I am
easily accessible.
am easy, or I am

sibility is further proved by verse

easily accessible. This is the 823rd
name of god. The easy acces-

I.

IX-26:'Patram phushpam plwlam
toyam &c.'
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What this postulant, jftani, seeks,—1\ e, his Goal—is
Myself, meaning that it is not simply the state like unto
Mine in wealth etc.,—or what the fortune-seeker attains,—

but he gains Myself.
I am, again, happily accessible to him this-wise;—
I, on My part, would not be able to bear separation of
them (My lovers) from.Me; and therefore I Myself elect

him {vfine). I carry to fruition the Meditation he adopts
for reaching Me ;/ ward ojf for him the obstacles which
may hamper him in his progress in Meditation ;/generate
in him the intense love and affection for Me, etc., etc.
.^ruti so declares:—
'He is attainable by him alone whom He dects.'^
And further on, in Gita itself, it is declared:—
'Them, ever athirst for union, I, in love, endow with

that illumination {huddhi-yoga\ by which they may reach
Me'(Bh : Gl: x-io).«
Out of feeling grace for them,I occupy the stream of

their thoughts ; and, by the shining light of knowledge,
destroy ignorance-born darkness'(Bh : Gl: x-ii).*
Now the remaining part of the Lecture is devoted to

show that there is no return for the God-lover (JMni), and
soul-lover,
but there is return for the fortunelover {aisvary-drthi).
&c.

15. 'By attaining Me, the noble souls, who have
reached supreme perfection, shall not go back to
re-birth—the home of woe,— and transient.'
Those who have attained

Me, do not return to

1. JCalJf. Up"'. 11-33. (Yam evSi-

the God-seeker, is explained away at

sha vrijute tena labhyali &c.) also
vide, Mutjdy Up'*', III-2-3

full length in Lectures IX,X and XII
(read verses IX-14, 15 for example).

2. The Mode of Meditation for

Read B^gt III-25-35.
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that impermanent condition, re-birth, the home of suffering.
For they are: Mahdtmas, noble-souled beings who are
enlightened as to the real knowledge of My nature ; those,
who bear for Me such fervid love that in separatedness
from Me, their very life becomes insupportable; those,
whose heart and will are devoted to Me in love; those,

whose Stay, I am ; those, who by their meditating Me,
have reached the highest perfection,—Myself.
Reason is next assigned, why the attainers of fortune
return, and why the attainers of God do not return.

5nWV^ffT?iNir'. &c.
l6. 'All regions, Arjuna! from Brahma's home
downward,are of the nature, from which there is

return. Whereas attaining Me, Kaunteya 1
precludes re-birth evermore.
All worlds poised in the bosom of the Brahmanda,(or
the Great Sphere under Brahma's control,—the Mundane
Egg—up to the world of Brahma (Demiurge) himself, are
appointed mansions for the tasting of material happiness,
wealth, power etc. But these material regions are perish
able and in permanent.
Inasmuch therefore as the very seats of enjoyment are
unstable, subject to decay, the joys themselves that are
experienced there must terminate. This is inevitable.
On the other hand, in the case of those that attain to
Me,—Me, the Omniscient,—Me, the True-resolved, or

True-willed,—Me, to Whom, Kosmic manifestations,
progressions and dissolutions are mere sport,'—Me, the
Most Merciful,—Me, the Enduring (or Unchanging),—
there can be no talk of destruction ; and hence they have
no re-incarnation.

A dissertation is now entered into as regards the timeperiods, appointed by Will of Paramapurusha, regulating
I. Read Bras Sit
'
'Loka-vat tu lila-kaivalyam.

Also read, l^ish Purs 1-2-20.
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the appearances and disappearances of all regions, beginning
from the
from
th< sphere of Brahma and all things embosoj^ed
-»w

therein.

17. 'Those men know what the Day and the Night of
Brahma is, who know that the Day spans one
thousand Yugas, and the Night, one thousand
Yugas.''
&c.

18. 'With the advent of the Day,all things latent burst
forth into manifestation ; when Night draws
on, they disappear into the same latent state.'
&c.

19. 'The self-same bonded multitude of things
repeatedly become, disappearing with approach
of Night, and appearing with approach of Day.'
Those who know the order of Day and Night,establish

ed by Me for all, from man etc., up to (the Demiurge)
Brahma, know that a Day of Brahma ends with a thousand

of Four Yugas, and a Night of equal duration. At the
Mortal years.

I. Kali-yuga=360,000;

Mortal years.

Dvapara-yuga=720,05x3;

Sandhi= 72,000

Total=432,ooo
=4800, Divine years

Treta-yuga= 1,080,000;
Sandhi= 216,000

Sandhi= 144,000

Total=864,000
=3600,Divine years.

Krita-yuga= 1,440,000.
Sandhi —

288,000

Total=1,2^,000
Total=1,728,000
'= 2400, Divine years.
= 1200, Divine years.
Total of Four Vugas=4,320,ooo=one Maha-yuga.
1000 Maha-yugas=A Day of Brahma.
1000 Maha-yuga5=A Night of Brahma.

|-=A Kalpa

360 Kalpas=one year of Brahma; roo such years=a Maha—Kalpa=The
age of Brahma.

Vide also. Note i,/:141.
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dawning of Brahma's Day, all things in the three-fold
regions, viz., bodies, senses, objects of enjoyment, localities
of enjoyment etc., all in their undeveloped state, emit from
the Avyakta-state of Brahma's body.—And when Night
draws on, they are again re-absorbed into that unmanifest
form of his body. The same groups of beings, bound
down by karma, come and go, coming with the Day, and
vanishing with the Night, coming again with the Day and
so on [ad: infin).
When one hundred years,—a Day being equal to onethousand of Four Yugas—are past, all systems of worlds up

to Brahma's own realm,and Brahma himself,have an ending.
And in the order stated in the .Sruti:—

'Earth is resolved into water, water into fire etc.,'^ the

Kosmos, from avyakta, merges back iwlo*akshara, akshara
into tamos, and finally into Me.
Thus, all things save Me, are circumscribed by time.

All things derive their being from Me,and find their absorp
tion in Me. There is no escape from birth and death.

Thus, slipping back from material prosperity [aisvarya) for
those who have sought it, is inevitable.

But in the case of those who attain to Me, returning
(to re-birth) is not to be thought of.

Now it is shown that there is no return (to re-birth)
for those who have attained koivalya(=atma-isolation).

wiwg &c.
20. 'But different from that Avyakta is another prin
ciple of Avyakta which is eternal, which doth
not perish when all things,perish.'
Ste

al. 'It was called Avyakta, and Akshara. They say
I. Sub j l/p" t 2, 'Pfithivy-apsu prallyale, fipas lejasi llyante.'
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this is an exalted goal, a goal of glory, reach
ing which, they return not (to re-birth).'

Different in principle and kind than the non-intelli

gent avyakta^ or indistinct (primordial) matter is this
superior principle,viz\ the other Avyahta or subtle indistinct
principle (atma), the principle characterized by intelligence
or consciousness(jhana),contra-distinguished for this reason,
from the previously spoken avyakta. It is called avyakta,or

indistinct, for it is beyond any perceptive faculty to cognize
as a thing cognized or demonstrated. The meaning is that ft
is a principle self-conscious, and is thus unique in its nature.
5<i«a/^z««A=ancient=eternal, because not subject to

combination (or aggregation) or resolution (disintegration);
that, which does not disperse or dissipate, when all the
things, the elements—ether etc—, rudimental as well as
derivative, dissolve, though it abides in them.
This is called the the indistinct {avyakta), and imperish
able,{akshara) in the texts:—
'But those who worship the indefinite akshara,
avyakta'(XII-3).

'It is called kUtastha (the fixed), akshara (the
undecaying)(XV-16).
This, the versed in the Vedas declare to be the

exalted state, or goal. This akshara, the exalted goal
{paramdm gatim), refered to already in verse:—
'Whoso goes, leaving the body,goes to the exaltedgoal*
(yiII-3), is atma, existent in its pure state, isolated from

matter {praknti).
This state of atma's own nature realised is that, from
which,when reached, there is no reversion (to re-birth or
union again with matter); and it is called,'My paramam
dhdma' or My superior place or department, over which I
hold rule, or sway. The other place or deparment over which
1. These are the Two Postulates of Achit and Chit;vide,BAt Gl, VII-4 & 5.
35
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I exercise control is the non-intelligent matter ; the other
place or seat over which I hold similar control is thejlvaprakriti, or the life (or atma)-substance which is incorporate
with the non-intelligent matter-substance. And My

superior place or seat over which I have control(paramant
niyatnana-sthdnam) is the mukta (liberated)-nature, disjoin
ed from the non-intelligent material substance's connection.
And this is the place or state from which there is no return.'
Or the term dhdma may signify luminosity, luminous
meaning intelligence or consciousness, (the characteristic
attribute of atma). The param dhdma=Xh.Q superior
illustrious state, is the state of the atma, with expanded
or infinite) consciousness in its free state, contrasting with

the restricted (or finite) consciousness (or intelligence) of
the atma, by reason of its association with matter.
It is next shown that the goal of the jfiani (or Godseeker) is the most superb state, exalted above any other.

3^:^'K: &c.
22. 'Supreme is that Spirit {purusha), Partha! Who is
attainable but by unswerving love; in Whom

are all beings, by Whom is all this prevaded.'*
The Purusha,Supreme,is He in Whom all things reside.
Who enters into all things ; He who was declared in;—

'Naught whatsoever, higher than I, Dhanafijaya!exists.
Like unto a row of gems strung on a string, all this is
threaded by Me.'(VII-7).
'I am the Exhaustiess, Superior to these'(VII-13).
This is the Supreme Purusha, Who is accessible to

unswerving love {bhakti) as declared already in:—
* Whoso, with undivided mind, ever etc'(VIII-14).
Next, the journey that is called Archir-adi (or the
I. Cp: with V-17, where thisnonreturning state was shadowed forth.

2. This is Isvara or the Third
Postulate, vide Bhz Git Vll-h.
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spiritual road (beginning with light)whichis common to both
the knower of the true atma (or soul-lover) and him who is
devoted to Parama-Purusha (God-lover),is discoursed on:—
That archir-ddi is the road by which both these kinds
of devotees travel is declared in the Sruti. It is the road,

travelled by which, there is no returning (or retracing).
Says the Sruti, when treating on the Science of the Five
Fires [Paflch-dgm-vidya) thus:
'Those who know (atma) to be thus ; and those again

who meditate on Tapas^ (Brahm=God) with Sraddhd*
(Lakshml=Mediatrix, in Me), in a retired place, reach (the
deity of) Archih=light; from (the deity of) light, to (the
deity of) day, etc.'®
That he who travels by the archir-ddi road, reaches
Para-brahma, and that he returns not, is thus announced
in the Sruti:

'He (the spirk or angel or cherub, named Amanava)
conducts them (the redeemed souls) to Brahm
Travelled by this road, they return not to this mortal round
of existence.'*

The $ruti: referring to:—
'Those who know it (atma) to be thus,'® is not to be

understood as having reference to those aspirants who

follow the Prajapati-declared Pard-vidyd (or God-science or
Wisdom), auxiliary to which they have to know atma (or
their own soul, first); for if it did refer to the God-seekers,
1. Tb/ajsFatherhood of God.

ittlm vidur, ye ch-emezirariye Sraddh£

2. 5ra<ja'/ia= Motherhood of God.

Tapa-ity.upSsate fif.).

SraddhS-Tapas means the approaching of the Father through the Mother.

4. Chh: Up°: IV.is-6(Sa enan
Brahma gamayati
..etena prati-

Father is symbolical of Wisdom, Mother of Love. Vide note, r, p:6, and
Lakshml-Tanira for other esoteric
interpretations.
3. Chhx
V-2-IS.) (Tad ya

padyamana imam mSnavam avartam
n-avanante).
S- Chh \
V-io-i. (Tad ya
ittham viduh).

aSo
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then the mention of God-seekers or God-wisdom [ParavidyA) again (immediately after the above-cited passage,
viz:—

'
those who meditate on Sraddha-united Tapas
or Mother-Father God)'' would be superfluous and
meaningless.
In the texts of Paflch-Agni-vidya, viz:—

'Thus do the waters come to be designated as the
Purusha, in the fifth oblation' etc,,* and,

'Those of righteous deeds, those of iniquitous deeds'
etc.,* have reference to the (physical) forms alone like rrian

etc., fashioned according to virtuous or wicked deeds,out of
waters in conjunction with other elements, and that atma
is but in association with those forms. After thus declaring

the distinction between Intelligent and Non-intelligent
Principles, then next, the ^ruti:—

'Those who know it (atma) thus

join (the road of)

Archih; and return not to this whirl of mbrtal existence etc'',

Teaches that the non-intelligent nature (matter) is a
thing fit to be discarded, and the intelligent nature (atma)
is the thing fit to be espoused ; so that it is learnt that,

'Those who understand it(atma) thus '♦ are those (the
soul-seekers) who go by the road of Archih, and return not.
The passage,—*He conducts these to Brahm,'* as

meaning ' Brahm is attained,' is applicable to both the
aspirant for the realization of pure atma-essence (or
soul-seeker), and the aspirant devoted to Parama-purusha
(or God-seeker), in the light that the mode of meditation for
the former also consists in the contemplating of matter-ex
empt atma-principle, as Brahm-ensouled, and in the rela1. Chh s Up" / V-io-i (ye ch-emet
ranye §raddh5-Tapa ity upasate).
2. Chhi Up't V-9-I (Iti tu paBchamyam ahutav apah punisha-vachaso hhavanti).

3. Chh : Up°; V-io-y (RamHijiyacharanah kapuya-charapah).
4. ' Ye ittham viduh,' Chht Up"*
V-2-15.
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tion that atma is essentially leige to Brahm.^ This holds
conformably to the Vedanta-axiom called the tcU-kratunyS,ya [or the truth'that the like effort begets like result;
and therefore when Brahm is to be the fruit of a devotee,

he should have devoted himselfto]contemplation of Brahm.
In the present case, when the fruit Brahm,—as declared
in;'He conducts those to Brahm,'—is mentioned, it is infer
red that the soul-seeker's contemplative mode involves

contemplation of Brahm. How he contemplates on
Brahm was mentioned} viz., he contemplates on Brahm
as ancillary to atma,—atma (Soul) being his chief aim,—
whereas the God-seeker's contemplation is Brahm Itself,

with his soul as ancillary to Brahm,—Brahm (God) being
his sole Aim, not atma (soul)].
As regards meditation being of the nature that atma

shall therein be regarded as by essence standing in the
relation of fealty to the Sovereign God, authority is found
in the Sruti:

'Who(Brahm)abides in atma(as Soul

), of Whom

atma is body etc.'*
&c.

23. 'At what time departing, the yogis (bhaktas), re
turn, and (at what time) return not, that time

O Bharata-Chief!® I will tell (thee).'*
&c.

24. 'Fire, light, day-time, the bright fortnight, the

six nionths ofthe north (solstitial) declination,
I. This is a very difficult passage
to understand, [t is enough here

2. BrU Up", V.7.22,Kdnva-paiha
fYa Stniani tishthan yasy-atma

to state that the soul-seeker contem-

^rlram &c.)

plates on soul in its relation to God ;
whereas the God-seeker contemplateson God in His relation to soul.

3. jVaot de Guerre and patronymic
q} Aijuna.
4- Vide, Pra^x Uft I, 9 to 12.
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then, going forth, the Brahma-knowing men go
to Brahm.''

Time in this verse implies the Path where the Presid
ing Intelligences or deities who preside over time-divi
sions, from the day up to the year, dwell in great numbers.
The Path or the Road is either that, going by which, yogis
do not return, or that, going by which, men of good deeds
return. That road, I shall describe. The mention of fire,

light, day, bright fortnight, and the six months constituting
the Northern journey (of the sun), implies the year also.

^

&c.

25. 'Smoke, night and similarly the dark fortnight,
and the six months of the south (solstitial)
declination ;—there,attaining to Lunar light, the
yogi returns.'*
This indicates the Path of smoke etc., on which lies

the Pitfi-loka etc.,(or the realms of the Manes). The term
yogi here is used to denote the man of good deeds.
&c.

26. 'Verily are these Paths—the White and the Black

—permanently ordained.for the Kosmos. By
the one, the non-returning (state) is reached,
by the other, there is return again.'
The White Path is the archir-&diy the Black is the dhUm-

&di. He who goes, by the Whil£ Path, goes to that, from
which he returns not; but by the Dark Path, he turns back.
The White is for the two kinds of the jhanls(the God-seeker,
and the atma-seeker), and the Black is for the man who

does meritorious work (entitling him to reap material plea
sures). These two Paths for the three kinds of devotees
I. This is called the Archir idi

Mdrga or Deva-ydna.

2. This is called the Dhum-idi

Mdrga or Pi/ri-ydna.

24-a8.] AKSHAKA-PARABRAHMA-YOGA, OR THE WAY TO PARABRAHM.
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(wealth-seeker, soul-seeker and God-seeker), are thus decla
red in the Sruti:—

'(i) Those who understand it (atma) thus, and (2)
those who in forest (retired place) meditate on Sraddha-

Tapas (or Mother-Father aspect of God), join the Archi{=
the Bright Path). Then, those who in their own place (or
village) devote themselves to sacrifices {;=ishti)^ public
works (=^«r/a;M=constructing tanks, wells etc)., charities
(^=dattam), and other pious acts (f/f), join the Dhuma (==
the Smoky Path)'.*^

^ qcfr

Sic.

27. 'Knowing these Paths, Partha 1 no yogi will be
deluded. At all times, therefore, Arjuna! be
united in yoga.

Knowing these Paths, the yogi will not be under
infatuation, at the time of departure (from earth). He shall
travel by his own (rightful) deva-ydna, or Divine Path.
Hence, daily ponder over this Path of archir-ddi. This
daily meditation of the Path constitutes the yoga-yukta, or
he who is joined to the contemplation (of the Path).

Now the fruit of knowing the Sastra-impoft of the
Two Lectures (the Seventh and the Eighth), is stated:—
&c.

28. 'Whatever fruit is declared for Vedas, Sacrifices,
Austerities and Gifts, the yogi transcends all

by knowing this ;and reaches the state, supreme
and primal.'
For Vedas={ox prosecuting the studies of the Vedas,
w>.,, Rik, Yaju.s, Sama and Atharva.
I. Chh: Up"'. V-IO-I and 3'Tad
Ya itthan vidur ye ch-eme z. ra^iye
§raddh3-Tapa ity upasate te z. rchi-

sham abhisambhavanti; atha ya ime
grama ishta-pfirte dattam ity upasate
dhfimam abhisambhavanti.>
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YajHas=th& various ritualistic SacriBces.
austerities, mortification by fasting, rigorous
penances etc.

gifts, giving in charity, philanthropic works etc.
All these and such like are merit-bringing.
Whatever rewards are assigned (in the $astras) for
tho^ pious practices, he, who knows the greatness of the
nature of Bhagavan declared in these two discourses, tran
scends. This is to mean that the knowledge of this brings
him so much blissfulness that he makes light of the rewards
appointed for Vedas etc., considering them as insignificant
as a blade of grass.
F(7^2=become yogi or jftanior God-lover. He reaches
the Supreme and Original Abode, the Abode of all the
jfianis (saints=redeemed souls).
OM TAT SAT.

Thus closes The Eighth Discourse,

Named The Akshara-Parabrahma-Yoga,
Or Communion with the Immortal Parabrahma,
With Sri U&manujus Commentary thereon,
In the colloquy Between Sri Krishna and Arjuna,
In the Science of Yoga,
In the Divine knowledge of the Upanishads
Or the Chants of Sri Bhagavan,
The Bhagavad-Gitd.

SRI

BHAGAVAD-GITA
OR

THE DIVINE LAY,
WITH

SRl RAMANUJA*S YISISHTADYAITA
«

•

COMMENTARY.

LECURE IX.
NAMED,

rAja-v/dyA-raja-guhya-yoga,
OR

THE BOOK OF KINGLY WISDOM,
AND KINGLY MYSTERY.

Sri Yamunachdrya
• Krishna's own omttipresetU greatness;might, spite man's form;
Great souVs'xcellence; Love's way,ofthese th' Eighth doth inform.
Sri Yo^ PSrthasirathi AiyangSr.

36

AUIVI

'W

^HAGAVAD-GdTA
WITH

SRI ramanuja's visishtadvaita commentary.
•

«

THE NINTH LECTURE,
NAMED

rAja-vidyA-rAja-guhya-yoga.
OR

THE BOOK OF KINGLY WISDOM AND
KINGLY MYSTERY.

Sri Bhagavan continued:—

3% giTcR &c.
I. 'This, the highest mystery of jflana coupled with
vijflana, I shall declare to thee,—the artless,—
knowing which thou shalt, from all that is
impure, be delivered.

[HE fundamental principles distinguishing the different
kinds of (God)-devotees (upasakas), were discussed
(in Lect: VIII).

Now (in Lect IX)(i),the glorious greatness of Parama-

Purusha,the Object of devotion;—(2)The importance of the
jHdnts (God-Saints); and (3) The nature of devotion called

Bhakti or Upasana (God-love), will be examined into:
Kfishna, addressing Arjuna, says:—
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'To thee Arjunal'who art artless, I will impart the
mysterious knowledge {jHana) relating to bhakti or devo
tional contemplation,' and the further knowledge {vijHand)
relating to the important goal to which it leads.'

Artless or undistrustingor hateless {anasuyave\ means
that thou art of such a (Godly) disposition that when thou
hearest ofthe limitless glory of Myself—a glory extraordi
nary and matchless—,thou hast confidence or perfect trust
that it is so.

Knowing that knowledge, and reducing the same to
the extent of practising it, thou shalt be relieved of all

the (ills) or impurities that obstruct the way to thy
attaining Me.
&c.

2. 'Sovereign knowledge is this, and sovereign my
stery—sanctifying and best; conducive to reali

zation ; inseparable from Dharma ; most agree
able to practise; and unfailing.'
Ra.ja-vidya=Y^VR^y knowledge, or knowledge most
supreme.

Raja-guhyam=YAX\^Y mystery, or mystery of the
highest kind.
Kings are those of large and deep hearts. So is this
kingly knowledge one, appropriate to those having such
minds (or hearts). Only people of lofty minds possess the
discretion as to what things they must keep secret(or sacred

from profane view). To these is this knowledge, a sacred
mystery, pure and,
/'ai'f/ra»i=sanctifying=having the virtue to cleanse

all taints which prevent My being gained.
I. This mystery of the Path of {caWtA charamasjoka), Ony/IJnaand
Bhakti Ls again taught in the XVIIIth vijfUlna, see notes 3 and 4, p; 125.
Lecture, vide verses, 64 and 66,

Also see VII.2.

Ii'a.]
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Pratyaksh-avagamam. Avagamam is that which is ap
prehended, and therefore an object ofapprehension, or direct
perception.' Hence that fact which becomes a real perceived
fact in consciousness is pratyaksh-dvagamaw. The import
of this is that, worshipped in loving devotion {bhakti), I
immediately reveal Myself to the devotee. Then,also,it is,
Dharfnyam=ihKi which is inseparable from Dharma,
(righteousness, virtue). The quality of virtue or righte
ousness is known to be the means to effect spiritual
consummation [nissreyas).
In itself, by very nature,the practice of virtue is happi
ness. But when it is found capable of making Me present
(or revealed to the devotee), it is, while itself a most pleasant
quality to cultivate, is besides the way leading to the
exquisitely blissful Goal, Myself.
Hence it is su-sukham-=most pleasant or agreeable to

practice. Being so congenial, it(the knowledge I am going
to reveal) is one which must, in gratefulness and love, be

acceptable. (It is also),

Avyayam=-akshayam = unfailing=imperishable. For,
God-love {bhakti), is one which does not cease as soon as
I am reached, but it continues unabatingly thereafter.
I reckon, that, when to a loving devotee of this kind

I deliver My Own Self entirely, even then that is no suffici
ent compensation for the love he has borne (for Me). I
reckon too that even when I have given My own Self to
them, I have done little or nothing for him. That is how

I think of My beloved lovers.
I. Krishijia Incarnate is here considered as Virtue itself having taken

Rudra praises Krishria thus:
'
Namo
dhanndya brihate Knsh;i3y-akuntha

that Form, which could be actually
5een and felt by men. In Bhdgavata,

medhase.'Also
says:'Kpshnam dharmam sanatanam.'
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SIWiHT: &c.

3. '.People, heedless of this Dharma, Parantapa
fail to reach Me, and revolve back into the
mortal course of Samsara.*

Dharma is this holy Means known as Upasana (Godlove). It is a virtue that has the fond object, Myself, as
its Aim ; and the very practice of it is most pleasant and
genial. It achieves for the practicer the highest of his
ambition. Myself. Whoso, having arrived at the brink of

practising this kind of devotion, are found lacking in atten
tion, or fervour united with earnest longing, fall short of
reaching Me,and allow themselves to be carried along the
current of lethal Samsara.*

Oh I Is this not very strange!!

Listen then to the Ineffable Glory of Me,—the Goal.
&c.

4. 'By Me is all this Kosmos filled,—by My subtle
Form. All existences find in Me their rest,
but I do not rest in them.'
^

&c.

5. 'Behold My Divine Power that while beings are not
upheld by Me, I am yet the Upholder of all
beings; and yet am I not seated in them- By
my will I hold all.'
All this Kosmos constituted of .Sentient and Insentient

creatures, is permeated by Me.
By My subtle F(?r7«,=insensible or indiscernible {avyaktd)
Form. This means:'My nature as the unrevealed presence,
as the internal(hidden) Ruler [antarydmin)l In spirit, thus,
I pervade. I do so in My relation to the Universe as the
Sovereign Lord {Sesht)^ and for sustaining and ordering it,
as declared in the Sruti—{Antarydmi-Brdhmand]:—
1. Note 4, p. 27.

2. Note I, p. 61.

3. Wrfe, note3,/i26i. The word

Seshl is also rendered as

Appro-

3-S'i

RAJA-VIDYX-RAJA-GUHYA-YOGA, or THt kingly Wisbotf.
'(He) Who sits in earth
(He) Who sits in atma,
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.Whom earth knows not,'^
Whom atma knows not'*,

etc, in which the pervasive character of the indwelling Deity
in all sentient and insentient things, unseen by them, is
evident

Hence all existences have their Rest in Me, in My as

pect as the Internal Ruler. That I am the Internal Ruler,
is expressed in the same Antarydmi-Brahmana* thus:—
'(He) to whom earth is body. Who, in the interior of
earth, rules'®

'(He), to Whom atma is body. Who,in the interior of
atma, rules.'*

By saying'body' and 'Ruler', the subjection of all
things to His rule, and all things deriving their existence
from Him is established. Hence He is also the Sovereign
Lord and Master {Seshi).^

^ But I do not rest in them\—Ks for Me, I do not

derive support from them ; meaning that I do not in any
way owe to them My own Being.
Beings are not upheld by Mel This means that I am
no held by them in the manner that a vessel upholds water,
but that I support all existence by My will.
Just fancy this wonderful Divine mode of Mine iyogam
aisvaraffi). The wonder or Divine Power is that my way

is so unique and singular, and that it does not find compari
son elsewhere.

What is this yoga (wonderful Mode or Power)?
priatoT and Disposer. The sense conveyed by
Sesha-^esht relation Is

(Ya atmani tish^han etc).
3. Brii
V-7-3,(Yasya prithivl

as in Cor: 5-15: 'they which live
should not live unto themselves, but
unto Him.
1. B^i j Up°\ v-7-3(Yah prithivyam

sariram etc).
*Bri Up": V-7, goes by the name of

tishina^ etc).

2, Bii: Up": v-7-22, Kdnvi^Slha

AntarySmi-Br&hmana.

4. Bri: Up": V-7-22 (Yasy-atma

snrirametc.)
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'I am the Upholder of all beings, and yet I am not seated
in them. By My will I hold all':—

I am the Supporter of all beings {bhuta-bhritY and I
derive no kind of benefit from them.

Mam-dtma=^Y niind= My will. My abundance of
will {manomayalt) alone is the Cause of existence, the Prop
of existences, and What establishes an order for existences

{Bhuta-bhdvanak).*
An illustration is now given to show how all things
depend on My will for their being and moving:—
&c.

6. 'Know,that like unto the mighty air, suspended in
space and moving everywhere, all things are
supported in Me.'
'As in the supportless space, the mighty air rests and
moves everywhere.' This means that the air is so held in

the propless vault ofspace by My power ; that is, it is so
held by Myself.
Hence know that all things are in Me, Myself being
Unseen.
The Veda-wise declare thus:—

'The genesis of the clouds,the massing(of the waters) in
the seas, the phases of the moon and the waftings of the
winds, the flashings of the lighting, and the movements of
the Sun, are all the marvellous miracles of Vishnu.'"

The §rutis also declare likewise:—
'By the command of this Imperishable alone, the Sun
and the Moon are kept supported in their places.'*
1. The 6th name of God. Cp:
Taittirtya'.Ndriyanam\\-i;Kaushitaki Up": 111-9.
2. The 9th name of GodaThe
Bearer, Nourisher, and Giver of all
good things,

3.
(Meghodayas s^ara-sanni'
vrittirindor-vibhSgas sphuritani viyoh etc).
4. Bii\ Up°\ V-8-9 (Etasya va
aksharasya prasasane Gargi SurySchandramasau vidhritau tish^tah),

5-7'il
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• By His fear, the wind blows; by fear, the Sun rises;
by His fear also, the fire and Indra etc.'*^
That by the fiat of Bhagavan's (God's Junaided will
alone, that all things live and move has thus been declared*
That, likewise, the origin and the dissolution of things also
is due to His will is next declared:—
&c.

7. 'All beings, KaunteyaP enter into My Nature
at the end of a Kalpa.^

Again do I emit them

at the beginning of a Kalpa.®
All movable and immovable things enter into My own

Nature, i. e.. prakriti which is My body designated tamos
(darkness=the indistinguishable, indifferentiate vast ex
panse of matter-stuff;, which has no name, form and
division (in its indistinct state).
At the end of a Kalpa: when the period of dissolution
comes for the four-faced Brahma.

At that time all crea

tures pass into Me by My will.
The self-same creatures do I bring forth again at
the dawning of a Kalpa. Says Manu:—
'This became full of tamas (darkness)' etc.,*

'He, willing (to produce) from His own body' etc,®
Say the Srutis also thus:—
'Of Whom avyakta (indiscernible matter) is body'.*
'Avyakta merges into akshara^ and akshara into tamos'.''
'It was tamas in the beginning, by tamas was all
hidden and indiscernible {apraketam)'.^
I. /rKVi 6^*.'ii-S-i(BUshaz-smad
vata^; pavate, bhishodeti suryal; etc).
2. A matronymic of Arjuna.
3. See note i, p. 135; i, pi 141.

6.
:7-(VasySz-vyaktam
^riram etc).,
7:2(Avyaktam akshare Ityate etc)..

4.
:i'5, (Asid idam tamobhutam etc).,
5. Manui i-8. (Soz-bhidhyiya

8. TaUiBraia-&^<mdJttg Veda
viii-7-17. (Tama ash tamasa gudham
agrez-praketam). aprakctam'^K^.

sarir&t svat etc).,

jSayamgnaniK incomprehensible.
3;

2$4
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8. 'Again and again do I, resorting to My Nature,
emit all this multitude of beings, lying helpless
in the power of Nature'.
I have recourse to My own Nature(material substance)
of marvellously mutatory nature and make it differentiate
.in an eight-fold way. And I repeatedly create from time
to time the four-fold sum of beings composed of Devas,
mankind, animal and stationary kingdoms, lying (in their
dormant state) powerless in the folds of My alluring and
guna-sated Nature {prakriti.)

But it may be asked that creative acts involving inequalites must bind Bhagavan Himself, by having neces
sarily to impute to Him the blame of having created a
Universe full of differences, and thus imputing to Him also
the attribute of pitilessness(or heartlessness). Reply to this
objection :—

T ^ fft &c.
9. 'Never do those acts, Dhanafijaya! fetter Me;
(for) 1 am,(or do sit) indifferent as one with
no attachment for those acts.'

The diversities of creation etc, do not implicate Me,
nor do they point to a charge of mercilessness being laid
against Me ; because, the reason for all differences such as
devas, man etc., lies in the fact of embodied atmas,—which

are of a conscious (or intelligent) nature,—having, to their
account, past deeds (which determine the varieties).

As for Myself, I am quite unconcerned as regard the
differences, and I stand as a passive neutral. Says the Framer ofthe(Vedanta) Aphorisms(=the Sutrakara=Vyasa):

'Inequality (tof dispensation) and cruelty,^ are not (to
I. These terms mean'
injustice and partiality' in ordinary parlance.

8-10.3 raja-vidya-raja-ohhya-yooa, or the kingly wisdom.
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be ascribed to the Lord), on account of His regarding(Kar
ma=atma's merit and demerit).'^
"(If it be objected): no Karma, because of non-distinc
tion (between souls at time of dissolution)'; (we say)'no,
because it (the atmas) is beginningless; non-distinction
holds also (because names and forms for atmas were

absent at time of dissolution), and it is so declared (by
5ruti'.*
&c.

10. 'By Me, the Superintendent, doth Nature beget
all mutables and immutables. Indeed is this the

reason, Kaunteya I that the Universe doth
revolvd*

As determined by the merits and demerits ofembodied
souls {kshetrajHas), My material Nature brings forth all
moving and non-moving things, under My supervision (/. e.,

the decreeing of My will). Also by My willing, confor
mable to the deedsofembodied souls, does the Universe turn.

Behold thus (Arjuna!), My Lordly power, (axsvaram

yogam, see verse 5), or the wonderful manner(ofconducting
the Universe ), by the Son of Vasudeva ; My Sovereign
Mastership, My Infallible will. My being exempt from the
reproach of mercilessness etc. Say the Srutis:

'From this doth the Miracle-worker (May!) project
all this Kosmos; and in it, the other (atma) is confined by
(His) will (maya).'®
'What is maya but Nature is so to be understood ; as
for the May!, He is the Great Lord Himself.'*
1. 5m:

.• II-1-34.(Vaishamya

srijate visvam etat, tasminjs-ch-5nyo

nairghri^ye na,sapekshatvat).

mSyaya sanniruddhah).

2. Bra s Sii: ii-i-35. (Na karmavibhagad-iti-chet, na, anaditvSt
upapadyate-ch-apy-upalabhyate cha).

4. Sveti Ufi iv-10. May3in tu
prakntim vidy3n Mayinam tu Mahesvaram).

3.

IV-9(Asman MiyI
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the bhagavad-gitS with rXmanujA's commentary. £Lec. IX.
&c.

11. * The witless fancy Me as man incarnate,ignoring
My transcendent character, that I am,ofbeings,
the Sovereign Paramount'.^

On account of their sins, ignorant dunces mistake Me
—Who am in human semblance—to be like any other

specimen of(ordinary) humanity ;—Me the Great Lord of
creatures, the Omniscient, The True-willed, the only
Cause ofthe vast Kosmos,—Who assume the mask ofhuma

nity from motives of infinite compassion for creatures that
they may have access to Me.
Ignoring this My superior and singular hypostatic
nature, disguis ed in human form,—assumed on purpose, to
be within the reach of all, and a vehicle for the display of
Divine qualities of shoreless mercy and bounty, simpli
city, love, etc., pertaining to the Great Lord of beings—
they despise and disregard Me as if I belonged to the
human kind.

&c.
12. 'Wedded to the deceitful fiendish and demoniac

nature, they are of vain hopes, vain acts, vain
knowledge, and of perverted minds'.
The fiendish {rdishasi), the demoniac {asuri) nature

is inveigling, and shuts out from view the superior nature
and the qualities of infinite mercy etc., which are hidden
under My anthropomorphic exterior. And this, they es
pouse. And they become,

Mogh-dsdh=o( vain appetites, or longings destined to
remain unfulfilled;

Mogha-karmdna}}-=o{ vain endeavours;
I. Cps Bh; Gi: IV-5 to 9 ; VII-24.25 ; X-40 ; XI-51.

II-I4>3 raja-vidyX-raja-guhya-yoga, or thb kingly wisdom.
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Mogha-jflilnHhsto{ vain knowledge or fruitless know
ledge, inasmuch as they have wrong notions of all movable
and non-movable things which belong to Me;
Vicketasah='L{\iQyi\s& bereft of true understanding
concerning everything.
By taking Me,the Lord of all, as but resembling any
ordinary mortal, whatever man may do towards Me, and
whatever efforts, with any end in view, may he begin, shall
all go in vain.

HWRfg &c.
13. 'But the great-souled, Parthal, wedded to divine
nature,ken Me the Origin of things, and the In
exhaustible, and worship Me with rapt minds.'^
But those, whose self-acquired merits have led them to
come to Me as their Asylum; whose bonds ofsin have been
broken down, and who partake of the divine nature, are
noble-souled [mahdtmSs). And they know Me as the Begin-

ing of all things, and the Infinite—i. e., of such a nature, as
Whose acts and epithets are beyond reach of word and
thought,—Who incarnates in man's guise out of infinite
compassion,—to protect the good. Knowing Me thus,

they adore Me, with minds exclusively devoted to Me.
Exclusive devotion of the mind means: that exultant

state of the mind which is ecstatically so transported with
love for Me, that, were it not for such worshipful devotion
al mood, not the mind alone, but the soul itself, together
with the external senses, would become insupportable.

They worship Me, then, in such singleness of mind, as
if worship alone constituted their sole end and aim.
&c.

14. 'By ever chanting hymns of Me, in firm resolve

engaged in My services,falling prostrate before
*

I. Read SSndilyat SCitiasf 56,57 and 58.
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Me in rapt love, the hopers of eternal union
with Me, meditate on Me.'

Overwhelmed with intense love for Me, they discover
that it is impossible to support existence for even an tnfinitessimal part of a moment without being engaged in singing
My names, or in holy exercises, or falling prostrate before
Me,(the physical representation of the humbleness and
poverty of the soul, and offering of self in love).
They repeat and call upon My names,—which connote

the several distinguishing attributes of My nature,—their
frames quivering and hairs bristling with joy, thrilled
in holy excitement at such recollections, their voices tre
mulous and convulsed with holy joy, uttering broken speech,
and constantly reapeating in yearning notes such names as
Narayana,^ Krishna,* Vasudeva® etc.
With equal zeal are they assiduous in the performance
of holy duties and worship,as helps to which,in firm deter
mination, they employ themselves in the laying out of
gardens and construction qf temples etc.
They stretch themselves oh the ground—(overcome by
holy passion)—like a fragile reed, regardless of dust, mire
or pricking pebbles, all the eight* members of the body—the

heart {manas), the intellect {buddht), the sense of self-regard
(^abhimdnd), the two hands and the two feet, and the head—
falling prostrate in united concerted devotion and worship.
Ever and incessantly praying(in accents of love) to be
eternally united to Me, they ever meditate on Me and

worship Me, with the vivid fervent appeal that in holy
I. 'Or the Eternal Lord of
Bliss,—in Whom all the ndrdk or

eternal hosts of psychical and material entities ever live, move and have
their being, and who, consequently,

ding to the threefold etymology ofthe
word
P; 87. Engl .• Trans
Talva-traya. Also see note 5, p .• 8.
2. See note s 2, p: 18.
3. See note 2, ps 246; note 2,

is designated their Ayana or Sus-

p: 261.

tainer, Mover and Final Goal (accor-

4. 'Manobnddhyabhimanena&c»'
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service they may realize their true atma-nature of abase
ment and abnegation {dasyd).

gpmlCT &c.
[5. 'Others again worship Me with the Sacrifice of
Knowledge,* and (so) meditate on Me as the
Unity, the Distinctivit)', the Diversity, the
Infinity ?'
Others,the great-souled,there are, who by means of the
aforesaid methods of hymning etc., meditate on Me with
what is called the 'Knowledge-Sacrifice.'* How ? By reflect
ing Me as the Unity comprising the infinite varied diversity

displayed in the form of the Kosmos. The gist of the
teaching here is, thus, this ;—
The Blessed Lord Vasudeva® alone is (the Unity) hav
ing as his body in the most tenuous subtle state, the Prin
ciples of Intelligents (chit) and Non-Intelligents {achit),
having no names, forms or divisions (or partitipn). By His
unopposable Will he resolves:'I shall be as My manifested
mode having for My body the Principles of Intelligents and
Non-Intelligents in their gross state, having names, forms
and divisions.'

Hence, He Himself, the Unity, is seen as in His mani

fested Kosmic body, exhibiting the marvellous variety of
existences, such as the devas,

. the human, the animal

and the stationary kingdoms. Contemplating Me thus,
do they worship Me.
And therefore do I declare that I am the Kosmicconstitutioned
I. This veise explains the pure

2. Or what may be called the

mental form ofcontemplative devotion 'homage of intellectual worship'.

without bodily service).

3- See note 2, p;246.
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&c.

16. 'I am the kratu,' I the yajfia,* I the svadha,'
I the aushadha,* I the mantra'', I Myself the
buttter,® I the fire,' and I the hutam.'®*
1.

Kratu: I am the rituals of Veda-sacrifices known

as Jyotishtoma® etc.
2. Yajfia: [ am the acts of daily Sacrifices, the
enjoined daily obligations, the Mahayajfia.'.®
3. Svadha: I am the food oblated in the Sacrifices,
which goes to nourish the hosts of Pitfis (departed ances
tors, or divinities who preside over them).
4. AushadMa-. The classes of plants in general, or
herbic compounds, or grain etc., offered, is Myself.
5. Mantra : 1 Myself am the manira, or holy verses
chanted during ritualistic ceremonies.
6. I am the clarified butter (which is poured into the
fire accompanied with mantras). This implies all other
offerings such as soma.*

7. I am the fire known as Ahavaniya§ etc.
8.

Hutam=Homam=the act of Sacrifice.

This also

is Myself.
&c.

17. 'Of this Universe, I am the Father, the Mother,
the Patriarch, the Grandsire; the Knowable,
the Holy, the syllable'Aum'; also the Rik, the
Sama, the Yajus.'®
9. The name of a Sacrifice to gain
Svarga.

father to son perpetually; the ^avattlya is the fire that is lit from this for

10. See note 2. p. 96. Cp. iv-24: sacrificial purposes;the i}a>bA(Mjbthe
£h:Gi s
sacred fire placed towards the south,
* For an explanation, see note called Anvaharya-pochanaintheBrSh.
under ix-20.
ma;as. See CAA 5 Up°\ iv-ii, 12, 13,
§. TheTretagnior the Three Fires,
3. The three divisions of the Vedas

are the <«J>-A<i/(i/yai=the householder's
consecrated

fire

transmitted

from

a»the Trayl.

l6-l8.]
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Tt is Myself Who stand to this Universe,composed of
moving and non-moving things, in the relation of Father,
of Mother, of Patriarch and of Grandsire.^

The term
Patriarch,signifies that intelligent
Original Progenitor Who is the Cause of birth, distinct from
the immediate mother and father.

Whatever little, that by the Vedas is knowable, is

Myself; and Myself am the Holy Sanctifier.
The Indicator also, the Pranava (Aum), the Seed of
the Vedas, is Myself.

The Veda itself composed of Rik, Sama and Yajus, is
Myself.
&c.

18. '(I ?im)the Way,the Prop(or Spouse), the Master,
the Witness, the Abode, the Refuge,the Friend;
the Seat of evolution and dissolution, the Depo
sit, and the Imperishable Seed.'
(7«//A=That which is reached, or the several regions
(of bliss) reached ; the Way; the Goal.
Bhartd=He who Supports,the Prop or the Stay(like the
husband of the house); Or the Sustainer (like Gravitation)'
Prabkuh=1hit Master=the Ruler the Sovereign.
Sdkshi=Th.& Witness or immediate Seer.

Nivdsah=Th& Abode or the Place where all things
dwell.

Sara^m=T\ie Refuge, or The Intelligent Being, to
Whom souls may resort, for fulfilment of hopes and avoid
ance of evils.

Friend, or Who wishes all well.
I. Cp: ^«3: Up"-. 6:'Mata Pita
Bhcata Nivasas ^ara^am Suhrid Gatir
Nuaya^ah'. About Motheihood of

38

God, vide P: 747, Neely's Hist t Part
of Rel.

^62
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Prabhava-pralaya-sthdmm—Thit Seat, I am, of what
ever comes into being, in whatever dissolves, and wherever
these may happen.

Nidhanam, That in which is deposited=the things that
are born and disappear. Myself are they.
Avyayam bijam=Tht Imperishable Seed,the Exhaustless Cause, wherever found.
&c.

19. 'I give heat; I send,and also hold back,rain ;I am
Immortality as well as Death ; and Sat and Asat
am I, Arjuna 1'.^
Through Sun, fire etc., I myself emit heat. During the
summer season etc., I hold back rain, and in the rainy season
etc., I give it forth.
I am Immortality=the Life by which the world lives.
I am Death or that by which the world becomes destroyed.
Not to be prolix, I am Sat=Ens, and Asat^'Son-ens.
Existence=that which exists in the present time.
./4ja^-Non-existence=that which existed in the past, that
which may exist in the future. I am thus He who exists
in every mode in which the sum of things Intelligent and
Non-Intelligent, composing My body, exists.

The noble-souled {Mahdtmas, referred to in verse 13,
ante) are,thus,those who contemplate Me as the Unity,
corporeally manifesting Itself in multiformity and multeity,
in the macrocosmic scene. Thus do they worship Me, the
million-shaped Shapeless.
In order to bring into stronger relief the character of

the noble-souled God-wise,—whose method of enjoying
the Blessed Lord and Lord alone, has just been depicted,—
the behaviour of ignorant men, covetous of desires,is now
described;—

I. See Pras: Up": II-S (Eshoz. gnis-tapati etcj.
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Jit &c.
20. 'Those of the three Vedas, the Soma'-drinkers,

sin-purihed, pray for Svarga-destiny, by wor
shipping Me by Sacrifices; and reaching the
joyous world of Surendra, taste in that firma
ment, the delights of the celestials,

%

&c.

21. 'They, after enjoying that spacious world of
Svarga, merit (punya)-exhausted,enter into the
world of mortals.

Thus do the addictors to the

ways of the three (Vedas),—pursuers of
desires,—obtain the transitory (states).'*
The Three Vidyas or Lower Spiritual Sciences are the
three Vedas, Rik, Yajus and Sama. The followers of these

are called the Trai-vidyah, They are mere followers of
these, and not the devotees of the Ends of the Vedas, or
the Vedantas(= Upanaishads=Theosophy=Divine Wisdom
=The Highest Spiritual Science). The latter, the followers
of the Vedantas are indeed the Mahatmas (High Souls)
And it, is they who,as beforementioned,know Myself,as the
Object,taught by all the Vedas to be known,and by 'chan
ting My hymns' etc., (verse 14) and intellectually contem

plating Me by the'Sacrifice of Knowledge' etc., (verse 15,)
—^both stimulated by their intense love for Me—worship
Myself as their sole Acme of ambition.
Whereas, those who are addicted to the three Vedas

pray for Svarga as their chiefend, by partaking ofthe Soma'
after offering it to Indra and other ordinary divinities in
Sacrifices, in the manner prescribed by those Vedas. The
I. The juice of the'Asclepias or
/Esculapius.' But Anna Moresvar

2. Read
Su: III-1-9 kritStyaye 2. nusayavan &c.' And BASg

Kunte in his work .i^xA/iTn^a-Aftdhiya
says, it is'Sarcostema Viminalis.'

III-32-21: 'Tatas te kshina-sukritSlh &c.'

(P.-3)-
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barriers of sin which obstruct the passage to Svarga are
thus removed ; and they adore Me as Indra etc., to whom
the sacrifices relate, not knowing that behind the forms
represented by Indra etc., it is I that am.
Rid of affliction, they enter the world of Indra—the

Lord of the Suras—and there taste the exquisite delights
of the celestials (devas).

Thus do they abandon themselves to the delectations
provided in the vast regions of Svarga; but when the
merit which secured them all this fruit, gets exhausted,they
again enter the world of the mortals.
They thus forego the advantages of the ripe wisdom
enshrined in the Trayyantas (=Vedantas), but merely
hunger after the material delights of Svarga etc., thus
devoting themselves to the behests contained in the three
Vedas, and only obtain states involving elevations and
reversions (^=igat-a.gatam—XxdSi%\\.ory states): meaning that
their enjoyments in Svarga etc., are of a trivial and tran
sient nature, involving a turning back.^

Whereas, the Mahatmas (God-wise Saints) give them
selves up to ardent loving reflections of Myself, and achieve
Myself, Who am the inexpressible measureless Bli.ss Itself,
and never return. The other features distinguishing these
Mahatmas are further dwelt on:—

22 'Whoso, personages, devoutly meditate on My
self, precluded from all else, for such,—the ambi
tious of eternal unionship with Me,—I under

take to secure that unionship (yoga), and per
petuate it (kshema).'
An-anydh=Who haveexcluded themselves from all other
I. Read. Bra. Su: III-1-7.
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desires, or whose Centre of Hope and Joy is exclusively
Myself and no other. They ever ruminate on My thoughts,
for a deprivation of such thinking would,in their case,be
cessation of their very being itself. Hence, incessant

pondering over Me is to them an end in itself. Whoso^
Mahatmas of this description, devoutly contemplate Me
t. e., wholly contemplate Me,/. e., contemplate Me in My

fullness and entirety {patiiah upSsate) as possessed of all
the glorious (Divine) attributes, and in My relation to.all
Kosmic glories,—^whoso, Mahatmas,contemplate Me thus—
and who aspire for eternal fellowship with Me, I Myself
accomplish that end (yosa) for them,—from which there
is no returning,—and I do (further) preserve that relation
ship in perpetuity {jkshema)}
&c.

23. 'Even those who worship other divinities, in love
and faith, worship Myself, Kaunteya!, but(they
do so) in an informal manner.'*

Those also, who are worshippers of Indra and other
lesser divinities-—being followers of the Tri-Veda lines,—

and who perform sacrifices directed to Indra etc., are in
reality directing them to Myself. For, for reasons stated
previously, all (Indra etc)., form My body,of which I am the
Soul. And every term, Indra etc., finds its ultimate signifi
cance in referring to Myself.
They however perform sacrifices, ignorant of this form,
or law. They do not worship Indra and other divinities in
the manner that Vedanta passages such as:
1. Sch:'K>,ftf2.1abhasya labdl^
syat, kshemo iabdhasya lakshaQain.'
2.

"The Christian writer said he envied Hinduism that phrase in its Scrip-

With reference to this verse,

tures, and he wished he was able to

Annie Besant said in her address be-

quote it from his own Bible instead

fore the Theosophical

offinding it in the language ofanother

December 1895:—

Society in

faith.''
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'Where (in Paramatma)the Four-Hotri-rituals, obtain
their fulfilment through the devas'' etc., inform how cere
monial worship applies to those divinities.

For such

Vedanta passages, while directly enjoining worship of
Indra etc., as constituting the body of Paramapurusha,
indirectly enjoin the worship of Paramapurusha Himself,as
the Spirit ensouling that body.

(The meaning of the Vedanta passage quoted is this)'
'The Four-Hotri-service of rituals: Agnihotra*, Darsa,>

Purnamasa* etc., find their fulfilment through Indra etc.,
constituting the body of Paramatma, by means of Param
atma Himself, Who is their Soul. That, ofsuch(Paramatma-

ensouled) Indra etc., these rituals being the worship, they
(the rituals) obtain their fulfilment from Him. {sampat=.
fulfilment=fruition)

Hence, the votaries of the' Traividya (or the
Karraa-Kanda of the Vedas) do not understand that

rituals are but worship-services of Paramapurusha Him.self
having Indra etc., as His body, and that Paramapurusha
Himself is the real Object of that worship.

Hence they are entitled to limited recompense, and
possess the character to fall (from the place or state, gained).

ff ^4wif &c.
24. Verily am I the Enjoyer of all sacrifices, and the
1.

III-11-2. (Chatuc

hotaro yatra sampadam gacchanti
devaih).

syam yajate).

4. Another penance. Says TmU
Sam s 1-6-8:(ya evano vidvan paur-

2. Keeping sacred fire, and daily

namSsIm yajate). See note under

throwing oblations into it, rice, ghee

ll-^i £A:Gi:e.ndSrufa-prakd^iia, p.

etc.,

188(Telugu Edition),=gloss on Sri t

3. Darsa=A penance. Says Taiti
Sam:1-6-8:(ya evam vidvan amava-

Bh3shya,

23-35-3 RA)A-V1DYA-RAJA-GUHYA-Y0GA, or the kingly wisdom.
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sole Lord. But they know Me not rightfully.
Hence do they fall.'

Prabkur-eva cha=-l am the sole Lord, means: I every
where am the Granter of fruit

Stupendously strange it is, indeed, that by the self
same karma (sacrificial ceremonies etc).,engaged in(by men)

with the simple difference of motive (with which it is per
formed) some merit poor fruit, and lose it again; but others
come to possess the unlimited and transcendentally blissful
fruit,—Paramatma Himself,—and not losing it for ever.
This is explained :—
qtra

&c.

25. 'To the Devas^ go the devotees of the Devas';
to the Pitfis* go the devotees of the Pitfis ;* to
the Bhutas go the worshippers of the Bhutas,

and My worshippers indeed to Myself (go).'*
yrala=devotion, holy resolve or willing. Those who
will thus:'By the ceremonies, Darsa-purnamasa etc., let us,
worship Indra', go to Indra etc. Those who determine: * By
these Pitfi-yajfias etc., let us worship the Pitris', go to
the Pitfis. Those who resolve: 'We shall worship with
sacrifices the Yakshas,^ Rakshas,* Pisachas' etc., go to the
respective Bhutas (elemental spirits). But those who will:
'We shall sacrifice to Paramatma, Who is the Lord Vasu-

deva. Whose body are those Devas, Pitfis etc.,' attain to
Me alone.

The votaries of the Devas etc., go to them, share with
them measured enjoyment, and when the time comes for
1. Celestial beings.
2. The Manes or the Lords of an-

cestors next to the Rishis (vide Manu
111-194 to 2oi).
• Vide

t III-32 to 35.

3. Supernatural beings (See Ktr/i:
Pur. 1-5-43).

4* Demons(See VisAi Pur:1-5-43)
5. Hobgoblins and other evil
spirits.
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its finale, the votaries also share the same fate; but

those who direct sacrifices to Me, attain to Myself, the
Beginningless and Endless, the Omniscient, the Infallible-

Willed,the vast Ocean ofthe multitudinous and infiniteglorious Attributes, and the Measureless Bliss Itself; and from
Whom there is no return.

There is, further, another distinguishing characteristic
of My worshippers ;—
q^r

&c.

26. • Whoso, in love, proffers Me a leaf, a flower, a
fruit, water;—what is so lovingly dedicated in
purity of heart,— I do enjoy.'

'Whoso offers Me a leaf, or a flower, or a fruit or(a
little) water—the most easily obtainable articles—in love.'

Love is loving Me so ardently as that without dedicating
for My acceptance something, the devotee finds himself
unable to tolerate his very existence, and so impassionately

doth he love Me as to feel that the very act of paying Me
homage of leaf etc., is in itself a fulfilment of his grand aim,
{prayojana).
PrayoU-cUma is the pure-minded devotee, purity con

sisting in the attitude ofthe mind in dedicating the offering
with motives of pure devotion and love, which per se is his

highest ambition ful filled. Leaf etc., are offerings brought
by such a person.
'r=The Lord of all; He to Whom all the Universe's

coming into existence,its marvellousshowandits disappear
ance are like sport; He Whose will is unalterable; He
Who is all-satisfied; He, Whose glorious attributes are
illimitable and transcendent;

Though I, as such, am naturally in the enjoyment of
supreme felicity, yet do I enjoy the offering brought Me

(in the manner aforesaid), as if I came(anew)in possession

aj-270 kaja.vidya-raja-gumVa-Voga, ok Tkk kingly Wistx>k.
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ofa treat so rare as to be beyond the most distant expecta
tions of a desiring heart It is thus declared in the
Moksha-Dharma:—

'Whatsoever acts are consecrated to the Deva (God)
with single-pointed devotion, the Deva Himself, forsooth,
accepts them all on His head."
Inasmuch as such is the special character of the noblesouled jfianis (Gk)d-saints), beyond measure of speech or
thought, do thou also therefore become such a jftani; do
thou, thyself and thine, bend under the load of such Godlove (phakti) as has been described; do thou ever be

singing My praises, doing My services, worshipping Me,
and prostrating before Me; and do thou perform thy
secular, and religious duties,—daily and casual,—in the
manner stated in :—
&c.

27. 'Whatsoever thou dost do, dost eat, dost oblate,
dost give, dost do of iapas, Kaunteya!, do thou
that, as dedication (to Me).'*

Whatsoever mundane calling thou mayst be engaged
in, out of necessity to live; whatsoever thou mayst
be eating as thy food, whatsoever daily and occasional
Veda-enjoined duties thou mayst be fulfilling, such as
homa (fire-sacrifices), ddna=%\hs,
austerities, deliver
them all unto Me.

That which is dedicated, delivered, or offered up is
arpana. That is to say, do all acts as if the doer, the
enjoyer, and the worshipped were all offered up in Me.

The import is this:'In all acts constituting ydgas
I. Mahd-ihd, Santi-parva^ 171-

631

'Yah kriya^ samprayuktas-

syur ekantagata-buddhibhih, iSs-sarvSa sirasa Deva^ pratigriphati vai
39

svayam.'

2. Cp. Xn-6; and XVIII.6S.
Bh: Gi and

Su;64. And Vide

i III-9-13: Pumsam ato etc.'

^to
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(sacrifices) and danas (gifts), the devas(or lesser gods) are
resorted to as objects of worship ; and thou art the performer
ofthe act and the enjoyer. But both the devas and thyselfare
Mine; and depend on Me alone as your Prop, and for all
your impulses and very being. In Me,therefore, Who am the

Absolute Lord {seshi), the Paramount Agent or Actor,

offer up (i) thyself, the actor, the enjoyer, the worshipper^
(2) the hosts of devas, the worshipped; and (3) the sum
of acts constituting worship. Let thy mode of contem
plation united with rapt love be of the manner that thou
art My ruled, deriving thy chief characteristic of liegeship
(or vassalage) relatively to such (God-) rule, and that the
worshipped devas are ofsimilar nature.
&c.

28. 'Thus shaft thou be rescued from the bonds of

karma consisting ofgood and evil fruits. With

mind co-ordinated to this resigned contempla
tion {sanydsa yoga), the liberated thou, shaft
attain to Me.'

The yoga or method called sanydsa, is the complete
surrendering or the offering up of all. One whose mind
has found reconciliation in such mental resignation is
sanydsa-yoga-yukt-dtma.
Thus, pondering on the atma as solely My vassal, as

solely under My rule, and calculating all act as My worship^
do thou perform all acts, secular and scriptural. And thou
shaft thus be freed from the fetters of all the deeds of the

measureless past embodying good and evil fruits, barricad
ing thy passage to Me. So rescued from them, thou shaft
attain to Me.

Listen now as to My paramount nature, transcending
all that is worldly —

37-89.} rSja-vidva-raja-githya-yoga, or thb kingly wisdom.
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&c.

29. 'To all beings I am the same; to Me is there
neither foe nor friend. But whoso worship Me
in love, they are indeed in Me, and I also(am)
in them.'

Be it the divine, the human, the animal, or the station

ary, kingdoms; be they high or low, in point of kind (or
caste), in point of look, Ccolor etc.,) in point of nature,
(character etc.,") or in point of enlightenment, as Refuge to
all, independent ofsuch distinctions, I am equal. Inferiority
as regards kind, look, nature, or understanding in any

person does not, because of it, warrant that he is hateful to
me or fit to be rejected as unworthy to come to Me as his

Refuge. No one on the other hand claiming superiority of
caste etc., is, because of it, specially entitled to claim Me

as'j^is Refuge, or has warrant to be particularly dear to Me.
Save the ground that he elects Me as his Refuge, not any
qualification (as caste, color etc.,) will constitute a claim
for My acceptance of Him.

But whoso, of whichever description he be, worship Me
as the Object of the most endearing love, worship Me
with a fervour as that, without it, their very being would be
imperilled, worship Me as that worship alone were their sole

end and aim, they,—without regard to their superiority or
inferiority as regards caste etc.—would dwell in Me in such
a state of blessedness, as compare only with the blessedness
of Myself.

/ also dwell in them. i. e., dwell in them as if they
were My betters.'
Moreover;—
I, The meaning is that love would
be reciprocative, and sentiments of
love—unmixed with fear or differences

as between a master and a servant—
would be such as subsist between
parents and children.
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^

&c.

30. 'Even if one were of flagitiously wicked ways,
if he but pay Me exclusive worship, he is to be
esteemed as virtuous ; for he has verily steered
aright'.'

People are born of several castes, each caste having its
own rules of conduct, whether of the mandatory or the
prohibitory kind. Even if they should transgress those
laws, they are deserving of being accounted as righteous
men, if, in the manner aforesaid, they do but worship Me,
with a worship exclusively devoted to Me. Such a person
is to be esteemed or honored as a sadhu or the most

staunchly eminent Vaishnava ; or to be classed as equal to
those of My worshippers already mentioned.
But how is this possible? Because His (present) con
duct or resolution is definitely settled in the right direction
{vis,, of unswervingly worshipping Me). His firm attitude
of mind consists in his implicit belief,—which all cannot

get—that "the Lord alone is the Cause of the infinite
Kosmos, the Para-brahma, Narayana, the Ruler of movable

and immovable things, 'My own' Sovereign Lord, 'My'
Teacher,'My'friend, and 'My' Object of supreme delight."
Such a man is hence a good or righteous man.
He is also to be honored, or, in other words, he is

not an object to be lightly regarded, on account of any
slight derelictions frorn the institutes of his caste, inasmuch
as all his attention and effort are co-centred on the kind

of worship aforesaid. He is thus to be more honored.

But if it be objected, that transgression of customary
laws(of caste), must impede the further and further develop
ment of the flow of God-devotion, as in the manner declared
in the
®hall not attain Him, who has not

I. Vide Bhagx 'III-33-7: Aho
bata svapacho etc.' Cp: Bhs Gtt IV.

36:and IX.32.
^
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ceased from wickedness, who Is not free from passions,
whose mind is distracted, and engrossed with manifold
occupation, even though he may possess knowledge (of
Brahm)'^, the answer is:—
&c.

31. 'Speedy becometh he a holy soul, and flieth to

eternal rest. Promise Me, Kaunteya!that My
Bhakta (beloved) perisheth not.'*
Through love to Me, loving for love's sake, and
ecstatically transported by that love as he is, he is soon
shorn of all sin ; the humours of rajas and tamos are rooted

out; and he speedily becomes a holy soul {dharm-dtma),
that is to say, he soon becomes of a mind exclusively devo
ted to My worship with all its auxiliaries, unobstructed.
It is this devotion which was alluded to at the commence

ment: vis.,'of this Dharma (Path of Virtue), Parantapa !'
(Bh : Gi. IX-3), by the term Dharma.
Such a person goes to an eternal state from which
there,is no return,—a state where all effort contrari-wise
to reaching Me ceases.

Do thou Kaunteya 1 give Me assurance as to the certi

tude of this opinion of Mine that, whoso is My loving votary,
he perishes not, albeit his demeanour vitiated with inimical
factors. The great virtue of loving devotion is such that

all the army of opposition is destroyed, and having reached
the eternal position of non-obstructiveness (or freedom),
the devotee becomes speedily, deeply, imbued with love
for Me.

»lt

&c.

32. 'Be they the sin-born, women, vaisyas or sudras,
I. Kalhs Up" II-24'Navirato

duscharitan nasinto nSsamahitah,
nasanta-mSnaso vaZ.pi prajBSnenainam Spnuyit.'

2. Cp: XVIII-6s, Bh'.

Git

where the Lord makes the promise to
Arjuna: 'Prati-jim priyoz. si Me.' In
.this verse, Arjuna's pledge is asked.
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yet by trusting Me, even they shall go to the
superior state.'
&c.

33. 'Why doubt then, about the merit-full loving
brahmanas and king-saints. Do thou, who
art in this transient and joyless world, worship
Me'.'

By putting trust in Me, even women, the vaisyas, (or
the trading class who, by the very nature of their calling,
commit sin)or the Sudras, (the low servile class) though
sin-born, do yet go to the supreme state. While so, that
well-born brahmanas (priest-class) and king-saints are
established in My love, need not be questioned.
Joyless world-, because it is stricken with the three-fold
afflictions {tapa^ ;* and it is fleeting.
Thou (Arjuna)! art a king-saint and art living in such
a world. Do thou worship Me.
The nature of bhakti(God-love) is thus described :—
&c.

34. 'Fix thy heart on Me, be My beloved, be My
worshipper, and bend thyself to Me. Mind thus
devoted, and giving thyself up to Me, thou
shalt gain Myself.'
M:an-tnandh='blly-mindoA or thy heart set on Me.
This means, let thy heart ceaselessly, like the continuous

stream of poured oil, be fixed on Me;—Me, the Lord of
all ;—Me,the Sole Asylum of all excellences, exempt from
fault Me, the Omniscient;—Me, of Indomitable Will;—
Me, the sole Cause of the Universe ;—Me, the Parabrahma

the Purushottama;—Me of the lotus-like clear and large
I. Vide BhSg: II-7-4 '• Te vai

self-caused, adhi-bhautikas:thosearis-

vidanty etc.'
2. The three kinds of sufferings
man is subject to, viz., adhy-5tmika=

ing from the external world, and adhidaivika=providential visitations,
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eyes, and of uniform blue cloud-hue;—Me of a resplend
ence as if a thousand suns had simultaneously shone;—Me,
the Nectar-Ocean of loveliness, of arms four, broad and
stout, and of effulgent orange-hued raiment,^—Me, ornate

in immaculate diadem, fish-shaped ear-rings, garlands,
bracelets, wristlets etc..—Me, again, the Ocean of infinite
Mercy, Compassion, Beauty, Sweetness, Dignity, Bounty,
Affection etc.,—Me, the Asylum of all the globes, regard
less of differences;—Me,the Sovereign Paramount.
Further,such a heartshould be permeated with absorb

ing love for Me. He \sMad-bhaktah or My beloved. Again
let him be madyaji—M.y worshipper:worship resulting from
the delights of enjoying Me in love. K(y««=worship,
means the fullness of service that a loving leige renders
to his beloved master. Service is of three kinds:—

(i) Aupachdrika (=externals of worship such as
waving lighted camphor," fanning etc,,) (2) sdmsparsika,
(tactual service, as garlanding, smearing sandal-paste,

perfumes etc.,) and (3) dbhyavahdrika (=offerings, food,
fruit, milk etc.)

Ydga is thus rendering all kinds of

pleasing services. The meaning is: let thy mind be tutored
as to be ever bent on doing such loving service.'
And iwx^'ex bend thyself, or prostrate to Me. This means:

let thy mind,—not satisfied with services rendered out of
infinite love created by thy communal bliss with Me—be

bent in homage and humility to Me, thy Inner Soul.
Mat-pardyanah or one who has given himself up, is he
to whom I am the Supreme Seat (or State or Rest), or he
who, independently of Me, would not exist, and therefore
relies on Me.

Thus disciplining thy mind to be one-pointed towards
Me, render it strong enough to be able to revel in the deI. Along with other texts, read ^Skmanax "VI-i-j. with reference to
'yuva-suvasah parivlta agat' Yajus, the personality of God.
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lights of communing with Me. Possessed of such a mind and
heart {manasj thou shalt attain to Myself.

The term Mmd

(in the verse) stands for manas or mind.
The import of the verse is: that if with such a
prepared manas, thou shouldst meditate on Me, thou
shouldst enjoy Me, thou shouldst serve Me, thou shouldst

prostrate to Me, and shouldst trust to Me Solely, thou
shouldst gain Myself.
Thus, then, in conclusion, thou shalt carry on all thy
worldly duties required for thy bodily subsistence, and
scriptural duties,—viz-, daily, casual etc., rites—as if all was
done to please Me, as done by one who is essentially My
leige, and done, being actuated to do so, by Myself. Thou
shalt ever in love be engaged in singing My praises, in My
services, in bowings etc. Thou shalt contemplate that the
Universe is under My rule and guidance, and subsists as

essentially My appendage. Thou shalt ponder and reflect
over the multitude of My loveable Attributes.
Occupyingithyself daily, thus, in devotion of the afore

said description, thou shalt reach Myself.
OM TAT SAT.

Thus closes The Ninth Discourse,
Named, Rdja-vidya-Rdja-guhya- Yoga,

Or The Book of Kingly Wisdom, Kingly Mystery,
With Sri Rdmdnujd's Commentary thereon,

Between Sri Krishna and Arjuna,
In the Science of Yoga,
In the Divine Wisdom of the Upanishads,
Or the Chants of Sri Bhagavdn.,
The Bhagavad-Gita.

SRI

BHAGAVAD-GITA
OR

THE DIVINE LAY.
WITH

SRf RAMANUJA'SYISISHTADVAITA
COMMENTARY

LECTURE X.

NAMED,

VIBHUTI- VIS TARA-YOGA,
OR

THE BOOK OF DIVINE GLORIES,

PrefPlf

ii

^ri Ydmundchdrya.
'To cause and fan God-love, Book Ten takes to discussi
His PouAr over all, and His Glories num *rous,

^ 40

AJJJVI

*^hagavad-G^a
WITH

SRI RAMANUJA'S VISISHTADVAITA COMMENTARY.

THE TENTH LECTURE,
NAMED

VIBHUTI-VISTAR^-YOGA.
OR

THE BOOK OF DIVINE GLORIES.

PROEM.

SHAKTI or God-love with its requirements was treated
(in Lecture IX). In order to engender such loving
devotion, and nourish it, this Lecture undertakes to

expatiate on the subject of the infinity of infinite Glories
of Bhagavan such as unrivalled Sovereignty (or invio
lable Vo'N&^aisvarya),and the governance of the Kosmos

vesting in Him as its Soul,—the Kosmos constituting His
body.

SRi BHAGAVAN Continued :—

^^

&c.

I. 'Hearken,O of mighty arm!to My sublime speech,

which, again, I am about to deliver for the good
of thee,(My) beloved.'
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My beloved^ because thou becoipest delighted at hearing
My greatness. To thee then,for thy benefit,—viz..,to awak
en in'thee loving devotion and fan it to flame,—I shall again
sublimely harangue on the amplification of My Greatness,
Listen to it with rapt attention,

•T ^

&c,

2, 'Not the hosts of Suras, nor the Maharshis, ken

My Greatness ; (for) verily am I, every way,the
prior to Devas and Maharshis,'
The companies of the Suras (Devas), and even the
Maharshis who are capable of supersensuous perception,
and are highly illuminated, know not My High Nature=

prabhavamsiprabhdvam. In other words, they know not
the Divine nature of My titles. My deeds. My essence,
and My attributes. In every way am I the Source of the
being, the intelligence and the power possessd by them (the
Devas etc). What intelligence etc., they have, is limited,
being but the measure oftheir merit awarded by Me,making
them what they are, Devas and Devarshis, Their intelligence
(or consciousness) being limited, they cannot gauge the
exactitude of My nature.
That knowledge concerning Me is now stated, which
Devas etc., cannot conceive,—knowledge which would

remove the obnoxious elements which stand in the way of
Love [bhakti) growing,

^ 1TWI«TTft: &c,
3, 'Whoso knoweth Me as the Birthless, the Beginningless, the Great Kosmic Lord,—he, among
mortals, is risen from ignorance, and he is
delivered from all sins,'

He who is never born is y4/aA=Birthless, This attri
bute connotes the Lord, as contra-distinguished from the
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changeful non-intelligenf substance(matter), and the worldenmeshed intelligents {samsdri-chetandh).
By the term anddi, the Lord is distinguished from the
liberated souls, who, though birthless, have had a beginning
for their liberated state.

The liberated soul is so charac

terized from its having had at one time association with evil.
Hence by the term anddi is implied that the Lord had never
such association, and occupies a position antidotal to evil.
3ruti also says:—'(He)stainless etc.'^
Thus, he who has grown wise among mortals, under

stands Me (i) as essentially different from,and contrary to,

anything associated with evil: and (2) as the great Lord of
the Kosmos, meaning the Over-lord of the several lords of
the Kosmos.

Asamtnudhah=ih& non-ignorant, or the wise ; wisdom

consisting in being destitute of the hallucination in
that I am equal to, or I compare with, other things, or
not identifying Me with, or conceiving Me as like unto,
other things.
Such a devotee is delivered from all obstructive sins

preventing the development of God-love (or love to Me).
The purport is this:—In the world, the king ofa people
is,like any of his people, a man himself; but he has become
a ruler by some act(of merit): such even is the case with the
king of the devas [Indra, and even the Lord of the mun
dane egg(Demiurge=Brahma], who are all like any other
ordinary worldling. Every one of them comes under the one
or the other of the three-fold bhdvanas.* The Sruti dec- •
I. Sret: Up"-. VI-19: 'Nita-

vadyam etc.

Sanaka and such like, under (2), and

Brahma and such like under (3)'. Con-

2: BMvani-traya =» (i) Kawui- suit Veddrtha-Sangraha Pp-. 312-313,
Miwww, (2) Brahma-bhdvatta, and (Telugu Edition) and Vish, Pur,
(3) Ubhaya-hhdvc^na. Janaka and VI-7-48. And therefore they are all
such like persons come under (i), amenable to their acts.
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lares ;'(He) Who creates Brahma.|'
The same is the case again with all those who may
have even acquired the eight kinds of preter-natural

powers {siddhis)."^—But He: He is the {\)loka-(2) mah- (3)
esvara=\he Great Lord of the Kosmos:—

(1) The Kosmos [loka) is the sum-total of all Sentient
and Non-sentient Categories, in both their conditions of
latency and patency, the Sentient comprising both the
bound and the freed souls;—the Kosmos that is lorded

over by Him.

(2) Greatness(maha) consi.sts in his being Antidotal
to all that is evil, and the being the holy Storehouse of limit
less, countless, attributes of glory.

(3) Isvarah=lMTd,ot the being the Ruler, Essential;
(or Rulership not coming as an adventitious condition).
Hence, He is, unlike others, singular by Himself.

And he who does not incur the error {=moha) of fancying
Him like unto others, and so understands Me, is exempt
from all sins.

Thus, after showing how by meditation of the true
nature of the Lord, barriers impeding the growth of Bhakti
are broken down, and how, vice versa, by the removal of
obstacles, Bhakti is provoked, Gita next undertakes to ex

plain how Bhakti may be enkindled b}' meditating pro
foundly on His greatness and sublimity, and His blessed
attributes.

&c.

4. 'Decision, Knowledge, Disillusion, Forgiveness,
• Veracity, Government, Restraint; Happines,
1. !ivet\ Up'*'. VI-8:'Yo brab-

manam vidadhati.'

garimi, (4) laghimS, (5) vaiitvam,

(6)aisyaryam, (7)prdpii,(8 prilka-

2. (i) animn (2) mahimS (3) »ya'«.ConsultPgtaHjala-Yoga-SOtras,
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and Affliction; Geniality and Non-geniality,
Dread and Non-dread
&c.

5. 'Harmlessness and Equanimity ; Amiability, Aus
terity and Beneficence, Fame and Notoriety:
all these diversities proceed from Myself.'
The varied humours or temperaments or dispositions
of mankind all emane from Myself, (f. e., 1 am the Giver
of those according to merit), such as:—
Buddhi='DQCvavon, or the power of the mind to decide
or judge.

Jfldriam—Correct or certain Knowledge relating to
Intelligent and Non-intelligent substances.
Asammoha^'DhiWMsion or right conception, as for
example, the right conception of a pearl-mussel, as a pearlmussel, which had before been mistaken for silver from its
iridiscent nacrine shimmering.
Forgiveness, or the preservation of an un

disturbed state of mind against disturbing elements.
5a^'a»«=Veracity, or the quality ofthe mind to declare
truth as truth for the good of creatures.

Z?aw<i=Government or the governing or subjugating
the external senses or diverting them from their wonted
harmful objects.

.^«/«tf=RiBstraint, or governing the Inner Organ or
sense (the mind).
Happiness or delightful experiences.
Affliction or unpleasant experiences.
Bhava = bhavanam — Uddharsha = Geniality or the

blissful glow arising in the mind from a happy experience.
Non-geniality or the melancholy or pensive
mood into which an unpleasant experience throws the mind.
Bhayam=''DxtsA or the dire feeling of misery at the anti

cipation of an impending or approaching misfortune.
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AdAajyam=Non-dread or the absence of the above.

^Amjfl=HarmIessness, the being not an agent of, or
instrument in, causing pain or injury to others.
Equanimity or equable state of the mind
whether good or bad may befal, either to oneself, or friends
or foes.

Amiability or sweetness of temper with all
(at all times).

Austerity=the denying to oneself of even the
Sastra-permitted pleasures, and thus chastising the body.
Beneficence, or the transferring to another
what contributes to one's own enjoyment
FafaJ=Fame or renown that one becomes credited

with good qualities.
.4j'af<w=Notoreity for bad qualities.

The subject-matter here being the description of
mental states, fame, notoriety, austerity and beneficence,

imply the states of mind arising from the acts designated
by these expressions.
These and such like mental dispositions are the causes,

prompting creatures to engage in activities or keep passive.
And they all go forth from Me, meaning that they all
come from My willing them.

The next verse teaches that the active agents in the
work of creating, sustaining etc., all the sum of existences
derive their impulses from My Will:
&c.

6. 'In the past, the Maharshis Seven,' and the Manus
Four, were the mind-born those from whom

sprang all this progeny in the world.'
The past is the past manvantara. The seven' MaharI. Subt UfP. I.'Sa tnSnasiD sapta-putrSn aspjaU

5-7'3
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shis are Bhfigu etc, who were born from the mind of
Brahma (Demiurge) to inaugurate the Day-creation (of
Brahma). The Four Manus are those named Savarnikas^
etc., the mind-born, as well, of Brahma, appointed to look
to the maintenance of the created Kosmos. All the people
of this world are descendants from these. They create and
sustain, (respectively) their off-spmg, every moment, till
the eve of Kosmic dissolution.

Bhfigu,etc and the Manus are followers after My ideals.
Hence they are those who are after My mind {tmd-bhavdh),
or who share in My designs.
&c.

7. 'Whoso comprehends the truths of My vibhuti and
yoga, will be linked in steady (bhakti—) yoga.
No doubt is there about this.'

(1) Vibhuti=aisvarya— Universal Sovereignty or Ma
jesty, as displayed in all the marvellous works of creation,
sustenance, and the workings of the Universe etc, all de
pending on Me.
(2) Yoga^ihe. consensus or assemblage of all the
Glorious Attributes, exempt from all that is abhorrent.
Whoso comprehends Me truly in My character com

prised in (the two groups of)(U vibhuti and (2) yoga^ will
succeed

in

acquiring unwavering or rapt

devotion

{bhakti-yoga).

That is to say: the knowledge respecting

My

vibhuti and yoga,(or pondering over the Lord as seen in his.
wondrous works and conceived as with divine attributes),
will aid in the arousing of devotion. That such is the
case thou shalt experience thyself.
1. (1} Brahma,—Savarmka (2)
ttudra—Savar'jika (3J Dharma—Sa-

the Four Sons ofPriya, the daughter of
Daksha. Also consult Titparyi

vai^ika (4) Daksha—Savarnika, are

Chandrika.

41
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The development of Bhakti resulting as the fruition of
l/i3A«/i-knowledge, is shown (thus);—
m

&c.

8. 'I am the Origin of all; from Me operates every
thing. So do the wise comprehend Me, and
with thoughts imbued with devotion, worship
Me.'

I am the Origin, i. e., the Cause originating all the
wonderful works displayed in creation, comprised of the
Intelligent and Non-intelligent objects. And everything
too derives its impulses, or energies required for action,
from Me.

The wise are the illuminated sages (jHdnis). And
they comprehend Me in My native character af the Inde
pendent Lord of Creation, and as Him Who is possessed of
the illustrious attributes such as Condescending Simplicity
{Sau-sUya), Beauty {Saundarya), Affection {Vdtsalya) etc;
The wise worship Me in such aspects. They are
bhdva-sanianvitdh. Bhdva is a certain function or attitude

of the mind, when it is directed to Me in loving devotion.
The wise work their minds in order that it may enter into
such a mood.
How?

*1^^ &c.
9, 'Thoughts rivetted on Me. and life nestled in Me,
do they (bhaktas; ever enlighten and entertain
each other about Me. They are content and
they are exultant.

Macchittdh means:those who fix their thoughts on Me:

Madgata-prdndh means: those whose life hangs on
Me—,life which, without Me, would be extinct.

They enlighten each other reciprocrating their several
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experiences of my attributes; entertain each other with My
Divine and delightful acts.

They are content in that their mere conversation (about
Me) carrying to them a sense of satisfaction, such that
nothing more is wanted to complete it.

They are exultant in that their very hearing (of Me)
from others, causes in them a rapturous glow of love.

^ yddJjThMi &c.
10. 'Them,ever athirst for union, I, in love,endow with
that illuminated understanding by which they
may pass to Me.

Satata-yuktanam means: those who worship Me inces

santly, inten.sely praying for communion with Me. I give
them, out of loving grace, that ripe acute understanding
(^=z\\\\xm\na.t\oti=buddhi-yoga) by which they can join Me.
Further:—
&c.

11. 'Solely, out of tender grace for them, Partha!, do
I destroy their ignorance-born darkness, by the
resplendent light of wisdom, filling the course
of their thoughts.'
Out of compassion alone for them, I am present in
their mind-functions (or mind-workings) as their chief

Object {i. e., subject-matter of their thoughts). And there
do I make manifest to them My Blessed Attributes.

The li^^kt is Myself in his thoughts,—the light of
wisdom,—shining. The darkness is that begotten of
ignorance,—darkness to which men are long inured.
Ignorance is what Is found in the shape of past Karma.
This darkness is antagonistic to wisdom, and produces a

desire for things other than Myself. And I do dispel it.
I. Vide Srt BhSshya, P; 562(Telugu B^tion).
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Having heard thus, the character of Bhagavan (i)as in
his vibhati, or splendour of manifested Kosmic works, and

(2) as in his yoga, or in relation to Blessed Attributes,—
a character, unique and matchless,—a character productive
of infinite bliss to hearers, Arjuna asked with the desire to
know at greater length this two-fold character of
Bhagavan:—

Tt

^ &c.

11^. 'Thou art the Supreme-Great, the Supernal
Light,the Superbly Holy(Paramam-Pavitram),'
Thou art He Whom the Srutis proclaim as Parambrahma, Param-dhama, and Paramam-Pavitram.

Paratnbrahma or Supreme-Great is He as stated in:—
'Search for Him from Whom alone are all these beings
born ; by Whom the bom live on ; into Whom they enter
and merge ; He is Brahm'.^

'The Brahma-knower attains the supreme (state)'*
'Is not he, the knower of Param-brahma, who verily
becomes Brahm Himself?'®

Similarly, Param-dhatno.♦ = Param-jyotih •= Supernal
Light, as declared in:
'Now, (where) above all this, the Supernal Divine
Light shines forth'.®
'Reaching the Supreme Light,one resurrects in his own
essential nature,'®

'Him, the Light of lights, the devas etc.''
1. Tait:Up'i iii-i-i. 'Yatova
imSni bhutani jSyante, yena jStani

daitat Paramain-dhaina'.
5. C.4A.iii-i3-7.'Atha )^d

jivanti etc.'

atah Pare Divo Jyotir dipyate.'

2. Tails Up''t ii-i-i. 'Brahma-

6. CAh-. Up"-, viii-3-4. Param-

vid Spnoti param'.
3.
l/pPsm-2-9. 'Sa yo

Jyotir upasampadya svena rupenaz.
bhinishpadyate.'

ha vai tat Param-Brahma veda Brah-

maiva bhavati.'
4. Mimf': C/p': in-2-1. 'Save-

7-

»i

: vi-4-6. 'Tamdeva—

Jyotisham Jyotish'.

11-13.]
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Similarly, Paramam-Pavitram, the Superbly Holy or
Sanctifier, or He Who purifies the devotee of all his sins,
—the sins of the past {PUrv-d<rha\ and the sins ofthe future

(Uttara^hd). The ^rutis say:—
'As water wets not the lotus-leaf, so do evil deeds

cling not to him who understands thus.*^
'As the point of a reed {hhikd) cast into the fire, is
at once burnt, so do indeed the sins of him become con
sumed.'*

'Narayana is Param-brahma, Narayana is the Highest
Truth, Narayana is the Supreme Light, Narayana is the
Paramount Atma.'*

3^

&c.

12. 'The Spirit (Puru.sha), the Constant, the Divine
the First Lord, the Birthless, the Omnipresent.*
&c.

13. So do declare Thee, all the Rishis, and Devarshi

Narada, Asita, Devala, Vyasa (etc). Thyself
hast (so) declared to Me.'

All the Rishis, who have accurate cognitions of truths,
small and great, declare only Thee as the Constant, Divine
Puru.sha, the Primal Deva, the Unborn, the All-pervading.
So likewise, did Devarshi Narada, and Asita, Devala, and
Vyasa declare:—

"This, ^rt-united Narayana, the Resident of the MilkOcean, abandons his Serpent-couch,and vouchsafes to come
to the city of Madhura."*
1. Chkt Up-? iv.i4-3. 'Yatha

praduyante.'

pushkara-palSsa 5po naslishyanta
evam evam vidi pSpam-karma na

3" Taitx UpIfirS. 1\. 'NSrSyapa Param-brahma, tatvam NSrSya-

slishyate.'

C>ah parah, Niriyaijaparo-jyotiratma

2. Chh: Up°t v-24-3. 'Tad yatheshika-tulam agnau protam pradOyet-aivam haisya sarve pipmanah

Narayanah parah».
4- Harivamsa 123-62: 'Esha
Narayana.s-Sriman' etc.
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'Where Madhusudana is, that Dvaraka is blessed. He

verily is God Himself; the Ancient is He; He indeed is
the visible immemorial Dharma itsel-f.

Those indeed, who

are versed in the Vedas, and those also who know spiritual
truths, declare Krishna to be the Great-Soul, the Dharma

immemorial. Of all purificants, Govinda is said to be the
Supreme Purifier. Of all the virtuous, indeed,is He the
Virtue, and of all the auspicious things He is the Auspici
ous. Where ki the three worlds resides the Lotus-eyed,

the Over-Lord, Hoary Hari, Madhusudana Himself is He'.*
Similarly: it is stated'Where the Archaic, Divine,
Param-atma, Narayana is, there all the Kosmos, all the
holy waters, all the holy temples are. He is Merit, He is
Parabraham, He is Holy Waters, He is the Forest for
austerities, where the Devarshis and the Siddhas, and all
the hosts of the tapys-wealthy dwell. Where the Primal
Lord, the Great Yogi, Madhusudana is, there resides the
merit of merits. Let thee not have any doubt as to that.'
'Krishna sole, is the Origin and the End of the
systems ; Krishna indeed is all this movable and immovable

Kosmas.'^
Thyself hast declared to Me, as in ;—

"Earth, water, fire, air, ether, manas, buddhi and
ahankara constitute My eightfold differentiated Nature'.*

(Vli-4)
_y

'I am the Source of all; and all proceeds (or goes on)
through Me' (X-8).
&c.

14. 'All that thou tellest Me, Kesava I I take to be

true, for neither the Devas nor the Danavas,
Lord! understand Thy manifestations.'
!• MaAa-iM t 3ran } 8S-2$ to 2S.

2. Wflfe,Tableatend ofLect. VII,
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I take, that all that Thou sayest is but fact, not a mere
(poetic)description ;—all that Thou tellest me of thy extaordinary and infinite native glory and illustrious attributes.
Hence,O Lord !—Treasure of the matchless qualities of wis
dom, power, strength, dominion, energy, and lustre!,—the
Devas (celestials), and the Danavas (evil spirits), who are of
limited understandings, know Thee not.
&c.

15. '0 PurushottamalSourceofbeings! Lord ofbeings I
God of gods l^King of the Universe! by Thyself
(alone) knowest Thou Thee Thyself.'

O, Purushottama! Thy nature. Thou knowest Thyself
by Thy own knowledge.
Bhilta-bhdvana\—T\vt Progenitor of all beings.
Bhut-esa!=The Governor of all creatures.

Deva-deva \=God of even gods, i. e., that even as the
devatas or celestial beings excel the lower creatures, man

animals, birds, reptiles etc., by their innumerable auspici
ous qualities of beauty, habits etc., even so, much more,
dost Thou excel the devatas.

Jagat-pate\=Th.& Lord or Master of the Universe.
&c.

16. 'Thou alone art fit to tell Thy own glories,—glories
wherewith Thou abidest by filling all those
worlds.'

Whatever glories (or wondrous works) there be, that
are peculiar, to Thyself, Thou alone art capable of des
cribing them, I. ^., displaying them. They are glories end
less ; and Thou, conversant with the ways of governing all
these worlds, pervadest them as the Governor, and abi
dest therein.
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^

&C.

17. 'How can I, Thy votary, know Thee, by constan

tly meditating on Thee ? In what ways,O Lord j
art Thou, by me,to be meditated?'

1, Thy votary (yogi

the follower of hhakti-yoga.

How can I, embarked on constant meditation of Thee, in

love, know Thee as the endowed of Perfection, Sovereignty
and other Illustrious Attributes.

In what other ways yet untold,—ways other than
those already described by Thee as in: 'Decision, Know
ledge etc.'{jGitd X-4 etcj., art Thou—as the Ruler &c.,—to
be reflected on by Me.
&c.

18. 'Recount again in detail, Janardana! Thy yoga
and Thy vibhuti. To Me, the listener to Thy
nectar (of wordsj, there is indeed never enough
satisfaction.'

As explained briefly in :
'I am the Origin of all, from Me all operates' (Glta:

X-8); now, in detail again, describe Thy Yoga and Thy
Vibhuti,Thy Governance{piycmana)etc., such as the being
the Creator etc. Listening to Thy ambrosia-like Greatness,
there is verily no end of delight to Me.. That it is insati
able Thou Thyself knowest.

Sri Bhagavan responded thus:—

^

&c.

19. 'So be it, Kuru-Chief I I will unfold to Thee My

blessed glories, in their salient points; (for)
there is no end to My Infinity.'

O, Chief of Kurus! My glories are illustrious. By

salientfeatures are meant those prominent expressions of
My glories as will be declared in :
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'I am,of the household priests, the Chief etc.,'

X-23^). A few important instances alone in the world, I
am going to cite; for it would not be possible to tell
all, or hear all, as they (the glories) are exhaustless.
By vibiititva is meant the being governed (/. «., all the
Kosmos is under His government), for after stating that
'Decision etc.,' {Gitd^ X-4) of beings,—their manifold dis
positions—all 'come forth from Me alone, it was then
declared :

'Whoso comprehends the truth of My Vibhuti and
Yoga etc.'(Gitd, X-yj.
Similarly, to show that by the term yaig'a, the being the
Creator etc., was meant, and by the term Vibhuti, the

governance of such creation by that (Creator), the verse:
'I am the Origin of all, from Me all operates. So do
the wise know Me, and, with thoughts steeped in devotion,
worship Me' {Gitd: X-8), undertook.
That the Powers of the Lord connoted by the term
Yoga, viz: the Ruling of all creatures—or their Governnance—is displayed by His abidance in every creature as its
Soul, and that that term also connotes the function of the

Lord as the Creator, the Protector, and the Destroyer of
all, is now clearly declared (thus):
&c.

20. 'I am the Soul, Gudakesa 1^ enthroned in the hearts

of all beings. I am the Beginning, the Middle
as well as the End of all creatures.'

In the hearts of all beings, who constitute My body, I
am seated as their Atma (Soul)—To be the Atma is indeed
to be in every manner the Support, the Ruler and the
Master. As so it is further declared:
I. Lit: the Conqueror of Sleep

42
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'In the heart of all am I firmly seated ; from Me is
memory, reason and conjecture etc' {Gitd: xv-i6).

'Jsvara, Arjuna! resides in the hearts of all beings,
causing them, by maya, to whirl on the (Karma-) machine.'
{Gitd: xviii-6i)
Chant the Srutis also thus:—

'He, Who is seated in all beings,—Who is Innermost
than all beings,—Whom all the beings ken not,—of Whom
all beings form the body,—Who rules in the interior of all

beings,—is thy Atma,AntaryamI,(Inner Ruler), Immortal"

'He, Who seated ^in Atma-Who is in the interior of
atma,—Whom atma dc^not know— of Whom atma is body
—Who rules the interior of atma—is thy atma. Inner
Ruler, Immortal.'*

So seated then,—as Atma—among all creatures, I am
their. Beginnings their Middle and their End, i. e., the Cause
of their evolution, persistence and dissolution.

Thus having shown how the Lord abides in all His
manifested beings as their Soul, and how all terms in
their ultimate reference (jdmdnddhi-karanyaf connote the
Lord Himself, this community of reference* as subsisting
between the Lord and His manifested Kosmos iS now illus

trated (by many noted instances): Verily only then, can
all terms have such ultimate connotation, as referring to
the Lord, when He is in them as their Soul; as for

example, the terms such as Deva, man, bird, tree etc.,
though denotative of the corporeal exterior, is connotative
of the souls which indwell those exterior forms. The same

rule holds good in regard to terms ultimately connotatively
1. Brit Up"'. V-7-15. 'Yas sarveshu bhutesliu tishthan sarvebhyo
bhutebhyoz-ntaro etc.,'

2. Bii; Up°t v-7-22.'Va atmani
tishthan atmanotntaro etc.,'

3. Means, that two or more terms

signifying different ideas, referring to
but one object, such as the terms
yellow and round etc., in the expression, yellow round orange referring
to the object orange. 'The relation

of co-ordinates.'
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referring to the Lord Himself in His aspect as the Soul(of
things denoted by such terras),—as will be shown in verse:—
'Movable or immovable, nothing exists without Me,
but within Me etc' (Gi/a: x-39); a passage postulating
the existence of nothing save as dependent on the Lord.
That dependent existence means that which depends as
'the ruled by the Lord'was declared in the beginning:—
'From Me moves all etc'(Gffd x-2).
&c.

21. 'Of the Adityas I am Vishnu : of the luminous
orbs, the radiant Sun; of the Maruts, I am
Marlchi: of the stars I am the Moon'.

Of the Adityas, who are twelve^ in number, the chief
one bearing the name Vishnu is Myself.
Of the shining lights in the Universe, I am the Solar

group. Of the Maruts', the chief, by name Marlchi is My
self.

, """"I

I am the Moon of the asterisms. The genetive case

'of here is not used as specifying one ou^ of many, but as
one aver all; Moon in the present instance being the Lord
over all the stars ; as exemplified again in'I am the intelli
gence of beings'
: X-22) where, it means that what

exists as intelligence in beings as apart from beings, is
Myself.
&c.

22. 'Of the Vedas, I am Sama-veda, of the i)evas,
I am Vasava (Indra); of the senses, I am

manas ; of the beings, I am intelligence.'
I. Vishx Pur •• (i) Dhatn (2)

2. The Seven Maruts are: (i)

AryamS (3) Mitra (4) Varuna (5)

Avaha (2) Pravaha f3j Nivaha U)

Indra,(6) Vivasvan,(7) Pfishan, (8) Paravaha (5; Udvaha (6) Samvaha
Parjanya,(9) Amsu,(10) Bhaga,(11) (7) Parivaha(= Marlchi)
Tvashtn (12) Vishnu.
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I am the Sama-veda, the chief among the four Vedas,

Rik, Yajus, Sama and Atharvana; of the devas (celestials),
I am Indra. Of the eleven senses', the chief manas, I am.

Of the beings(at living things) I am intelligence (chetand),
i. e., what is intelligence in them, I am that.
&c.

23. 'Of the Rudras, I am Sankara; of the Yakshas
and Rakshas, I am Vittesa; of the Vasus, I am
Pavaka; of the mountains, I am Meru.'

Ofthe eleven Rudras*, I am lF5ankara ; of the Yakshas

and Rakshas, I" am Vittesa=(lit: the Lord of Riches)=
Vaisravana=Kubera.

Of the eight Vasus®, I am Pavaka.
Among the mountains crowned with peaks, I am
Meru.

&c.

24. 'Know Me, Partha! to be Byihaspati,* the chief
of the domestic priests; of the army-command
ers, I am Skanda'; of water-reservoirs, I am
the Ocean.'

The chief of domestic priests, Bfihaspati, I am. Sendni
=Sendpatt=comma,nders ofarmies. Ofthese I am Skanda®.
Of waters (or water-collections) I am the Ocean.
&c.

2$. 'Of Maharshis, I am Bhfigu; of speech, the
1. The five organs of perception,

3. fi) Apa, fa) Dhruva.(3)80013,

the five organs of action, and the
manas=ii. Vide Table, p: 257-258.

(4) Dhava, (5) Anila, (6) Anala or
PSvaka,(7) Pratyusha,(8) PrabhSsa.

2. PSyw;/'«r(i)Ajaikapad,a(2) (Set Visht Pur'.).

Ahvi-bradhna,(3) Hara,(4) Nir-nta,
fS) Isvara,ffilBhiivana,(7) AhgarSka

4. The household priest of Indra.
5. The 2nd son of Siva also

(8) Ardha-ketu, (9) Mntyu, (10) called Kumarasvami.or Subrahtnanya.
Sarpa. (ll)Kaprilin.

(Vide, Bhagt Vishi\). 1515).
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monosyllable (AUM); of sacrifices, I am the
sacrifice ofjapa; of the stationaries, Himalaya.'
Of the Maharshis,' etc, I am Bhfigu. Speech means

articulate sounds, signifying things (and ideas); of these, I
am the monosyllabic symbol(AUM),the Pranava.*
Of sacrifices (yajfias), the best is that of Japa (or

pious meditations on the Deity with the help of sacred
formulae).

Of the (terrestrial) mountains, I am Himavan (or the
Himalayas).
«

&c.

26. 'Of all the trees, I am the Asvattha;^ of Devarshis,
Narada; Of Gandharvas, Chitraratha; and of

Sid^as, Muni Kapila.'
Oftrees, I am the worshippable Asvattha; of Devarshis,
I am Narada ;(rest as in verse).
&C.

27. 'Of steeds, know, I am Ucchaisravas, the nectarborn® ; ofelephant monarchs, Airavata ; of men,
the king,—their ruler.
&c.

28. 'Of weapons, I am Vajra; of kine, the Kamadhuk;
the procreator Kandarpa, I am ; and of ser
pents (sarpas) Vasuki.
Kamadhuk=Kamadhenu=the Divine Cow Surabhi,

(lit: the milcher of desires).
Kandarpa=s(Manmatha)=sthe cause of, or motive for,
progeny.

1. The 329th name of'Vishnu'the

3. Amnta=the Milky Ocean. The

330th being Skanda-dkarah^ (Vide

horse Ucchaisravas was born at the

Bhattar's Sahasrattdma-BhSshya).

time of its churning.

2. Thelndianfig(FicusReligiosa).

4. Vide note i, p:5-
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Serpent or one-headed Snake.
&c.

29. 'Of Nagas, I am Ananta ; of aquatic denizens, I
am Varuna ; of Pitris', I am Aryama; and of
Judges, I am Yama.'
Nagas=Serpents or many-headed snakes.
inhabitants of water ; ofthem, I am Varuna.

Of Judge.^ I am Yama=Vaivasvat.
&c.

30. 'Of Daityas,'® I am Prahlada ; of meters, Time, I
(am); of animals too, I (am) the lion, and of
birds, Vainateya.'

Ara/«=Time=Afri/y«=Death, one of those agencies
that keep reckoning at time to cause catastrophes.
qsRTmTFi &c.

31. 'Of fluids, I am Pavana; of the wearers of wea
pons, I am Rama; of the finny tribe, I am the
dolphin; of rivers, I am Jahnavi.®
Of those which are fluidic, I am Pavana=wind. Of

weapon-bearers (of warriors), I am Rama. Unlike other
manifestations (which are indirect) Rama here is a direct
manifestation. Rama thus being directly the Lord Himself,
the manifested aspect in'I am Rama' being the manifest
ation of wearing weapons. In indirect manifestations, such
as'of Aditayas, I am Vishnu' etc, Adityas etc, are kshetrajfias or jivas (individual souls) and constituting the body
of the Lord—Who is their Soul—they are in the relation
I. Pitm =Vairajas or Somapas,
AgnishvSttas, Barhishads (incorpo-

ffarivamsa,• a.ad Yajur-Veda.
2. The Projeny of Diti.

real classes=3). SomapSs, Havishmantas, Ajyapas, Sukalins (corporeal

3. Ganges, the daughter of Jahnu
Rishi. (Vide Vishnu: Pur s IV.

classesn:4). See Manu III-194-199,

7-3, 4.)
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of attributes to Him, like the weapons (in this case) forming
attributes to Rama (the direct Incarnation of the Lord).

32. 'I am, Arjuna! the Beginning, the End, also
the Middle of creation. Ofsciences,(I am)the
Science of atma ; of the debaters,I am the argu
ment"

Creation means the sum of things created. Of this,
I am the Beginning, i. e.. Cause; i. e., I Myself am the
Creator of everything created, then and there.
Similarly I am their End, i. e., I am Myself the Des
troyer, then and there, of whatever things come to be
destroyed.

Similarly am I the Middle meaning Protector; t. e.,
whatever things are being protected, then and there, I am
the Protector.

f^ada is right argument employed in order to arrive at
truth or truthful decision, differing from what are called
Jalpa* and Vitanda.*

33. 'Of the alphabet, I am the letter A;of compoundwords, the dvandva? I Myselfam the perishless
Time. I am the all-faced Dhatyi.'
Among the letters of the Alphabet, I am the letter A,

which is the base or root of all other letters. So says .^ruti:
'A-kara (or Letter A)itself is all speech.**
I and 2. Jalpa and Vitandd are
both absurd ways of arguing, beyond
even the rules of fallacy. Monier

Williams describesJalpa as 'the argument in which a disputant tries to
assert his own opinion and to refute
that of his adversary by overbearing

consists in idly carping at the arguments or assertions of another without
attempting to establish the opposite
side of the question,
3. Compound formations such as
Rdnui-Laksknuufa.
4. Rig- Veda: Aitareya-^ranyoka

reply or wrangling rejoinder. Vitanda

III.2-3'Akaro vai sarvS-vak.'
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Sdmasikah means the class of samasdk or compound
word-forming (as in Samskfit). Of the several ways of
compounding, I am the collective-compound or compound
of which all the terms are substantives or attributes, each

term being of equal value with the other, grammatically.
I am Time —never-ending,—composed of the divisions,
called kala^ and muhurta.^

I am the Creator of all, vis: Dhdtri-=-Hiranyagarbha=
the four-faced (Demiurge).
&c.

34. 'And the all-capturing Death, I am; and the

Origin of all to come; of feminine (virtues)
I am fame,* prosperity* and speech,* memory*
and intellect,* courage* and forbearance.*
I am Death, the great Depriver of all life. And I am

the act known as Birth of all that is going to be born.
Of what is feminine(or known as feminine perfections,or the
female Deities presiding over these qualities), I am Pros
perity (Sri), also Fame {Kirti), also Speech (Pa^), also

Memory {Smriii), also Intelleet {Medhd), also courage
{Dhntik), also forbearance [Kshamd).*
&c.

35. 'Similarly, of Sama-chants, I am the Brihat-Sama;
of poetic metres, I am Gayatrl; of months, 1

am Margaslrsha ;* of seasons, I am the Flowery.®

Of Sama-chants (.Vide X-22), I am Bfihat-Sama; of
Vedic (holy) metres, I am Gayatrl.
Kusutndkara, or the Season of flowers
1.

>rii/2= about 8 Seconds,

il/«A«r/a=s^oftheday.
2. November-December, called
the Agrahayat^a, or the month with
which the year commenced at one

time.

3. April-May (VasantaJ.
4. In Samskrit, all these terms are
of feminine genden
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36. 'Of dupes, I am the gambling; of the illuminated,
I (am) the lustre; I am victory; I am effort;
and the goodness of the good.'
Of the dupes or those engaged in imposing on each
other, I am the materials such as dice etc., used for gambling
purposes.

I am victory of the victorious; and the effort of those
who labour.

goodness=magnanimity of mind.
&c.

37. 'Of the Vrishnis^ I am Vasudeva; of the Pandavas, Dhanahjaya^; of the Munis also, I am
Vyasa;(and) ofSages, I am Usanas.®
The being the son of Vasudeva is the manifested ex

pression of the Lord, Vasudeva being the Lord direct.
Of the Pandavas, I am (2) Dhanahjaya=Arjuna.
Munis dirt those who in silent meditation realize truths.

Of them I am Vyasa.

Kavayah are sages or savants.

^

&c.

38. 'Of puriishers, I am the Punishment (or the Rod);
ofaspirants for success,Iam Polity;and of secrets,
I am Taciturnity; and of the wise. Wisdom.'
I am the Punishment ofthose who punish infringement
of law. Of those who seek to succeed(in debate or conflict)
I am the means of success, z//>: Polity.

Of matters connected with secrecy, I am Silence; and
also I am the Wisdom of the wise.
1. See Genealt Tree at end,

3. U«anas=§ukraothe Son of

Lew I. '' '
2. '.The Conqueror,of-wisalth.'"

Bhpgu,=thepriest, and preceptor of
-.the.Daityas.
>

Aijuna.

..

..
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c\

i &c.

39. 'And what the seed of all things is, Arjuna! that
itself I am.^ Mutable or immutable, nothing
exists that, without Me, can exist.'*

What the seed (or soul) is in all things, in whatever
condition they be, manifest or inferred (or immanifest)
I am that.

Whatever sum of things may be deemed to exist,
without Me as their atma, it cannot so exist.

The purport throughout, thus,—from :—'I am atma,
Gudakesa! enthroned in the hearts of all beings' (Giid:
X-20), up to,'Movable or immovable, nothing exists with
out Me but with Me'(.Gad: X-39),—is that the Lord exists
in all things as atma(or Spirit). All things in all conditions
are ever united with Me as atma (Spirit). It is evident
from this that what is intended to be shown by sdmdnddhikaranya,(or communal existence of substance and attribute
as one object) is the fact of the Lord dwelling in all things
as Spirit (atma), (or that all things have only a relative
existence with reference to the Absolute Spirit).
JW &c.

40. 'There is no end, Parantapa! of My Glories,
Divine. As for this account of My Glories, I
have but given (thee) a summary.®
Of My glories. Divine or Auspicious, no end is there.
As for the account of Glorie.s, I have stated in brief here,
they are those which are manifested under some limitation
or other.
&c.

41. 'Whatever thing is beaming with glory, prosperI. Cp. Bh; GU XIV-4 and Bhagt
XI-16.

3. Cp. Bh-. Gi-.
3. Vide Bh: Gii VII-8-9.
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ous or brilliant, know thou that as solely eman
ated from a scintilla of My glory.'

(1) Whatever things exist which manifest the glory of
being under My direction {vibhilHmaf);
(2) Whatever things exist which are splendid and
grand, or prosperous in kind or coin ;

(3) Whatever things are seen attended with enthusiasm
and eclat in any undertaking ;

Know them all as arising'from but a fraction of My
glory. Glory or tejas is irresistible Energy or Power. All
the glories that are manifested, know, as springing from a
fragment of My directive Power, out of My inconceivable
Power.'

42. 'But, what use- is to thee, Arjuna I all this vast
knowledge. Abiding therein, I am in the Kosmos with but a fraction (of Me).'

What all that may be given to thee as knowledge
on this subject is to no account. In whatever condition
this Universe may be,—whether in the subtle unmanifest
state or gross manifest state*-whether as regards its essenti
ality or its perpetuity, or as regards its ramifying out into
various activities—this Universe,the compound of chit{cox\s-

cious) and achit (unconscious) substances, is all planned out
in such a manner as never to overstep the workings of My
will. It is upheld but by an iota—a ten thousandth part
I. In the modern language of

here presented in their primordial

philosophy, the subtle state, is the

relation as two sides of the same

'Absolute Reality'and the gross state,
the 'Relative Reality.' Herbert

change, of which we are obliged to
regard the last as no less real than the

Spencer may be considered the modem

first.' First Principles,

oracle of RamSnuja, when he says:

other words the'Unknowable'is ne-

170. In

'Noumenon and |^Phenomenon are

cessarily correlated to the knowable.
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of a ten-thousandth part(say)—-of my Transcendent Power,.
Says the Blessed Parasara:
'This Kosmic force is but the ten-thousandth of a

ten-thousandth part.'^
OM TAT SAT.

Thus closes The Tenth Discourse,

Nlamed The Vibhuii-Vistara-Yoga,
Or The Book of Divine Glories,

With Sri Rimanuju s Commentary thereon.
In the colloquy Between Sri Krishna and
In the Science of Yoga..
In the Divine Knowledge of the Upanishads,
Or the Chants of Sri Bhagavdn,
The Bhagavad-Gita.

2. Vishi Purt 1-9-63. 'Yasyayutayutatnsamse' visva-sAktir- mayi

sthita.' AJsb vide, Siotra-ReUna, bjAlavandar,.§l|,T2. ■
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Sri Yamundchdrya.
GitSrtka-San^aha, ij.
'Th' Eleventh mentions Eye Divine, Arj'un to view. ■
That Love's sole means to know, to see, to reach, God true.'

Sri Yogi PHrthasdrathi Aiyangdr.
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THE ELEVENTH LECTURE,
NAMED
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•

•

OR

THE BOOK OF KOSMIC VISION.

PROEM.

IHUS,in order to kindle affection for the Divine {bhakti)
and inflame the same, the nature of Divinity as
ensouling all things, accompanied with the expression
of the multitude of blessed Divine attributes,— unique, and
essentially characterising that Divine nature—was dwelt
upon; and that contingent on such Nature, the relation to
It as body, of all the differing natures viz.. the sum of
Intelligent {chit) and Non-intelligent {achit) entities, and
their derivation from Divine Nature, of their very sub
stance, being and movement, were also dwelt on.

Having heard thus from the Blessed Lord Himself,
the singularity of Divine ^Nature, and the dependence of
all things on Him for their very being, living and moving,
Arjuna brought home to himself the conviction that such
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was the truth; but desirous of perceptually demonstrating
to himself the same, Arjuna queries again :
[Conformable to Arjuna's desire, he is going to sight
Divinity, as will be apparent further on in verse :
'All-wonderful, Resplendent, Infinite, All-faced (Gi:
XI-ii).

'The whole Kosmos located There in a part, and

diversifiedly manifold'(Gi: XI-13),]
Arjuna spake thus:—
TVT &c.

1. 'Rid I am of my infatuation, by the speech Thou
hast, for my grace, made, concerning Adhyatma, the Supreme Mystery.'

I have hitherto been labouring under the misappre
hension of loving my body as if that were the atma. But

Thy speech constituting the Supreme Mystery, concerning
atma, has removed this misapprehension with regard to
atma; in other words, my misconception has been far

dispelled. The Adhyatma or knowledge regarding atma is
that which is embodied in the Gita, beginning with:

'Never at all was that I was not' (n-l2j and ending
with:

'Therefore become thou yogi, O Arjuna!'(VI-46).'
Likewise also:
&c.

2. 'In detail, verily, from Thee, O L'ofus-eyed ! have

'been heard by me,(the Whence'of)the ingress
and egress of beings, as also (Thy) eternal

I.
■

Majesty.'
'J

.

j..

.

•'

■

. j Likewise, beginning from thTe Seventh, up to the end of
1. Constituting the first Division of Six Lectures, called'Psychocrasy'.

1-40
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the Tenth Discourses, I have heard of Thee, O Lotus-eyed!

the efflux of all beings from Thee, as well of their influx
into Thyself, Paramatma.

Avyayam= Exhaustless=Eternal.
Mahdttnyam—M.aL}QsX.y or Greatness consisting in being
the Unrelate to all the related things, Sentient and Nonsentient; in Thy Supremacy, by reason of Thy countless
glorious attributes of Omniscience, Omnipotence etc; in
Thy being the all-Prop; in Thyself being the Director of
every thought and every wink, and so on ad infinitum.
//f=verily, is an adverb indicative of the approaching
vision (of God):
&c.

3. 'As didst Thyself declare, Paramesvara so do I
wish to see Thy Sovereign Form,Purushottama!

O Paramesvara Thou didst describe Thyself as thus,
and as such. And I do desire to realize the same by sight

O Ocean of Compassion for Thy lieges!—realize Thy
Unparalled Sovereign Form, expressive of Thy Divine
Aspects (or Powers of ruling, protecting, creating, destroy
ing and supporting; of Thy being the Harbour of Glorious

attributes; of Thy Super-excellency; of Thy Unique
ness from everything else, etc.
&c.

4. 'Master!* shouldst Thou deem Me fit to see (the
Form),then do Thou, Yogesvara! reveal Thyself
to me in all (things).'
If Thou so thinkest that Thy form, connotative of the

Divine functions of'all-Greater','all-Destroyer''all-Prop'
etc., is fit to be seen by me, then do Thou reveal Thyself
to me. Avyayam is an adverb meaning,in entirety.
I. The 379th name of Vishnu™

The Supreme Sovereign^
44

2. The 35th and 300th name of

Vishpu=the Master ofheart^iVoh^ir)

jSo
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Fogesvara!=Lord of Yoga. Yoga=the consensus of
Divine attributes: Wisdom, Power, Sovereignty, Energy,

Wonder, Glorj',^ etc., not to be found allied to any other
being save Thyself. That Yoga means this is testified to by;
'See My Sovereign Yoga' {Gi: XI-8).
To supplicating Arjuna, who was so desirous, and
whose voice was convulsive with rapturous emotion, spake
the Blessed Lord thus:—
&c.

5. 'Behold My forms Divine, Parthal by the hundred,

and by the thousand, in every variety, in every
color, and in ever)' contour.'

Gaze on My all-embracing (all-sustaining) Form, in
hundred and in thousand phaises.

Divine=Imma

terial transcendental colors: white, dark etc.

6. Behold the Adityas, the Vasus, the Rudras, the
Asvins, and the Maruts. Behold wonders,
Bharata!, many, and never before seen.*

In My One Form,find the Adityas, twelve; the Vasus,
eight; the Rudras, eleven ; the Asvins, two; the Maruts,
forty-nine-etc., for example. Find in it the many marvels,
those directly perceived (or sensed) in this world, and
those related in the ^astras, even all those that are to be

found in all the other worlds,.—all that may be mentioned
in all the Sastras ;—all that has never been seen before.
1. These are the Six Primary or

and glory (/«;aj)=all-Ovetpowering.

Principal Attributes (explained else- (Vide Tdt-Chant^iT,). These attributes
wherej. Wisdom (/Vla;ja)=Omnis- have also been explained elsewhere,
cience; Power (ia/a)=all-Supporting;
'The Sun, the moon, the stars
Sovereignty (ai«'ar^a)=Bll-Ruling ; the seas, the hills and the plains.
Energy (vlrya)= Exhaustlessness ;
Wonder (x«^/»Jst miracle-working.

these, O Soul, the vision of
Him Who reigns ? Tennyson,

4-8.3
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&C.

7. Behold now all the Kosmos moving and non-moving
nestling here, Gudakesa! in a corner of My
body ; and whichever else thou mayst wish to
see.

In My body sole, in but a corner of it too, look,
the whole universe of moving and non-moving things, lies.
And whatever else that Thou shalt desire to see, thou

mayst find it all to so lie in but a portion of My Form.
51 3

&c.

8. By thy this eye alone, thou wilt not indeed be
able to see Me: I grant thee the Divine eye':

See My Sovereign Yoga.
I shall reveal My Kosmic glory, all confined but to a
small space in My frame. But with thy physical eye, fitted
only to see limited and conditioned objects, thou wilt not
be able to realize that sight, unique, beyond example, and
beyond measure. Hence let Me confer on thee that Divya
or spiritual (immaterial) eye, capable ofseeing Me.
See My Sovereign Yoga ; Sovereign means: matchless
or extraordinary. Yoga=(i) the assemblage or juncture of
attributes, Omniscience etc., and (2) the centre of all dis

played magnificence [yibhUti).
Safljaya said (to Dhritarashtra):—
&c.

9. So saying then, O king! Hari,* the Great Lord of
1. r>i

Divine Eye, read:

Mundx Up° •. II-i-2; Bh\ GX:
xviii-34 ;

VIII-I2-S. Itisalsocal-

led the spiritual, celestial or luminous

eye. Read also

XI-14.

2. Hari^The 361s: and 6s6th
name of Vishnu=He who removes
obstacles or sins. Also vide

Sinli-parv<t III-43-39.
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yoga, disclosed to

Partha, His

Supreme

Sovereign spectacle.

So saying, He who was seated as Charioteer in the

chariot, Arjuna's own maternal brother-in-law^ (!) the
Great Lord of yoga—or united centre of Perfections and
Magnificence—or the Lord of wonderful Powers—Hari,*

—Who is Parabrahma Narayana,—unravelled to Arjuna,
His own paternal brother-in-law,® His extraordinary
Sovereign Form;—the Form, the Seat of all the diverse and
wonderful Kosmos;the Form, commanding all.
That Form, was like this:—
&c.

10. Of countless mouths and eyes, the cynosure of
marvels, of countless divine adornments, of

countless divine weapons ;

11. Wreathed in divine garlands, robed in divine
garments, anointed in divine unguents, allwonderful, brilliant, infinite and all-faced.

Devam=Th& brilliant, shining, resplendent.
Anantam=T\\t. infinite, or that which is the receptacle
of all the Universes, of the past, the present, and the future.
Hence that which is not measurable by space, time etc.
Visvato-mukham=

of face turned to all

sides of the Kosmos.

And that which has its appropriate Divine garments,
unguents, garlands, ornaments and weapons.

That which was described by the term Divya or
brilliant Is now explained :
1.* Maternal uncle's son.
2. See footnote 2, p. 351,

3. Paternal aunt's son.
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&c.

12. 'Were a thousand suns to all at once burst forth

in the heavens, then might the Majestic Soul's
radiance be compared to that brilliance.
This is but a mere illustration to show the infinite

splendour of the Form ; a splendour, the radiance of which
is never decreasing.
&c.

13. Then did Arjuna see there, lying in a spot of
the body of the Deva of the Devas, all the
' Kosmos, divided out in various ways.
In that Divine body of the Deva of the Devas,

infinitely long and infinitely broad ; of many hands and
of many trunks ; of many faces and of many eyes ; of un
limited effulgence; of countless celestial weapons; of
appropriate countless celestial embellishments ; of divine
garlands and of raiments ; redolent with heavenly odours ;
and teeming with infinite marvels; Arjuna discovered lying
in a spot, all the Universe in its multifarious wonderful
details of what is Brahma and others, what are the devas,

and what the human, the animal the vegetable and
the mineral, kingdoms are;—entities classed out as the
enjoyers, diversities of things of enjoyments, the varied
instruments ofenjoyment are; what,—with Svarga, Patala,
Ata}a, Vitaja, Sutala, etc.,—the localitiesjof enjoyment are;
in short, the Universe composed of Prakfiti andPurusha,—
(or composite of matter and spirit); or the universal glory
as depicted in the verses ;—
'I am the Source of all, from Me moves all' {Gi: X-8);
'So be it, Kuru-Chief1 1 will unfold to thee My blessed
glories' {Gi\ X-19);
'J am Atma, Gudakesa I enthroned in the hearts of
all beings' {Gv. X-20);
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'Of the Adityas, I am Vishnu' {Gl: X-21);
*

«

*

«

*

«

'Movable or immovable, nothing exists without Me
but with Me'{Gl: X-49);
'I with but a fraction (of Myself), uphold all this Kos-

mos abiding therein
X-42);
Pandava= Arjuna, saw all this with the Divine Eye
vouchsafed to him by the Blessed Lord's grace.
cm: ^

&c.

14. 'Then,atruck with amazement, and hairs thrilling
in ecstasy, did Dhanaftjaya reverently bow his
head to the Deva, and did, palms joined
exclaim.

Then did Arjuna perceiving the Lord Divine,—in
a ncx)k of whose Frame, upheld by Him, lay the whole
marvellous Kosmos,— the Deva, the all-Wielder, and
Container of all the wonderful countless glorious qualities
such as wisdom etc,—became petrified with astonish
ment, his hairs bristling with transport of joy. And like
an inanimate rod, fell prostrate, head bowed down ; and

with palms clasped, exclaimed :
&c.

15. 'I see, Lord! all the Gods in Thy Frame, and
likewise all the diverse hosts of beings; Brahma,
and Isa who is seated in Brahma; all the Rishis
and all the shining races of serpents'.
O Deva 1 In Thy Body, I do see all the gods ; and
similarly the several classes of creatures; similarly Brahma,
the four-faced ruler of the mundane egg (Brahmanda)

similarly Tsa or Siva who is seated in Kamalasana',(lotusI. Vishju's navel is the lotus.

vide Ndmalihgdnufdsana I-17. Siva

BrahmS is horn there. Hence he is
called Kamaldsana or lotus-seated,

is bom from BrahmS. So he is said to
be JCamaidsanasiha or he who is seat
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seated) or Brahma, meaning that Siva is under the control

of(his father) Brahma;similarly all the Devarshis and other
Rishis, and all the shining races of serpents, Vasuki,
Takshaka etc.
&c.

16. 'I see Thee on every side countless-armed—

(countless-) breasted, (countless-) faced and
(countless-) eyed, and ofForm limitless. Yea!
Kosmic King I Yea! Kosmic Figure! I see not
the end or the middle,or even a beginning for
Thee'.

Everywhere do I see Thee infinite, of countless arms
and of countless breasts, of countless faces and of countless
eyes.

Ftsvesvara~Tht Wielder or King of the Universe.
Visvaru/>a=The Kosmic Figure, or He to whom the
Kosmos is the body.
Inasmuch as Thou art a«a«/a=endless. Thou hast no

end, no middle, and no beginning. Thus do I see Thee.
&c.

17. I see Thee, crowned, with mace and discus in the
hands;a pile of light, dazzling everywhere, and
on all sides dazing the sight; blazing with sunand-moon-like glow; measureless'.

A huge mass of glory ; resplendent every where, blinding
the sight on all sides ; having a brilliance like the sun and the
moon blazing. I see Thee thus measureless, with crown

{kiritq), sceptre (£add), wheel {chakrd) etc.
&c.

18. 'Thou art to be known as the Supreme Imperi*
ed in Kamaiasana. vide

'
Brahma»fak putrdyajyesihdya jresh-

jAipa', = the noble eldest son of

BrahmS.
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shable; Thou art the great Shelter of this
Kosmos ; Thou art the Undecaying;the Shield
of the Permanent Dharma; and I ken, Thou
art the Primal Purusha.'

Thou art the Supreme Akshara, or the Imperishable
(=Unchanging), declared as that which is to be known, in

such Upanishad Texts as:—
'There are two Vidyas (sciences) to be learnt' etc.'

Nidhdnam=ShQ\tQT=S)\i^^or\.=Prop(ofthe Universe).
Avyayah='Y\\9.X. which can never exhaust, for in what

ever aspect, or character, or manifestation. Thou wiliest to
be,so dost Thou ever remain.
The Shield ofthe Permanent Dharma—The Protecter of

the Eternal Laws of Virtue etc., embodied in the Vedas, by
incarnating Thyself in any of the known ways (such as
Rama, Krishna etc).

Thou art the Primal Purusha or Ancient Spirit as
declared in such Upanishad-passages as:

'I understand this Purusha the Magnificent' etc.*
'The Sublimer than the sublime, Purusha'.'

That, this Thou art, 1 understand ; i. e.. Thou, the Or
nament of the Yadu-race, hast Thyself appeared to Me as
such.
&c.

19. 'I see Thee, beginningless, middle-less and end
less; of infinite energy ; and of countless arms;
having eyes like the moon and the sun; the
mouth with burning fire; and Thy glorious light
warming up the Kosmos.'
I.

-Dve vidye

veditavye.'
3. Tiiti Aran III-I2; and Puru-

Ved-aham etam Purusham

Mahantam &c.
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Devoid of beginning, middle or end=infinite. Infinite
Limitless supreme power. Other qualities are
implied, such as wisdom, might, dominion, power, strength,
lustre, etc. Countless arms imply countless breasts, feet etc.
All eyes, like the moon gladdening, and like the sun glowing.

The gladdening eye is the cool soft beaming eye with regard
to those friendly creatures, the Devas etc,, who bow and
bend. The glowing eye is the cruel hot burning eye with
regard to the inimical hosts of .\suras, Rakshasas, etc,

it is said :'The terrified Rakshas [flee from Thee) in all
directions, and all the Siddha-hosts do salute (Thee), etc,
{Gi. xi-36).

The mouth with fire burning
mouth as if tlie
Fire of Destruction, in the bosom of time, raged therein.
T^Vw=glory=dazzling presence, a beaming presence,
a presence, conquering everything before it, or which
nothing can resist in its course. And this life-giving glory
flows unresisted into the Universe,

Thus do I—in the manner Thou hast deigned to
teach me—realize Thy Apparition Divine, a demonstration
that Thou art the all-Creator, the all-Refuge, the all-Wielder, the all-Destroyer, the Asylum of all )he Divine virtues
of Omniscience etc., the Beginning-less, Middle-less, and
End-less,

How, in one body, are countless breasts etc., possible ?

The reply to such an objection would be: It is possible to
imagine a single middle trunk above which countle.ss hands
etc,,-do branch off, and below which countless feet etc., do
branch off; and every one of the countless faces too may be

imagined to have a pair of eyes each. So it is no impossi
ble conception.

'Seeing Thee this-wise, Devas etc., and myself are, all,

inspired with awe, etc., says the following verse :
45
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&C.

20. 'Indeed, is the interval betwixt the heavens

(above) and earth (below), and every direction,
filled by Thyself alone. At sight of this,—Thy
Marvellous Awful Form—all the Worlds Three,

O Great Soul! are panic-struck'.
The terms, heaven and earth, imply all the upper and
all the lower worlds (respectively). 'The interval between'
is to mean the intervening plenum or space. In the

spaces in which all the globes dwell, and in every direction,
art Thou and Thou alone extended.

Thy marvellous Awful Form is solely by reason of its
infinite pervasion, ineffably awe-inspiring.
All the three worlds : the worlds inhabited by
Brahma etc., the Deva and Asura bands, the Pitri-hosts
the Siddhas, the Gandharvas, the Yakshas, the Rakshas

etc.,—all present now to witness the (impending) conflict
(between the Pandavas and Kauravas),—the three worlds
distinguished as the habitat of (i) the friendly, (2) the
Inimical and (3) the middling, beings.
Panic-struck is to be over-terrified or staggered with
awe.

Great Soul—One:, Whose soul's (or mind's) working is
unfathomable.

Like unto Arjuna, unto all beings were granted divine
sight competent for direct apperception of the Kosmos-

enfolding Image (of the Lord). If it be asked why, it is
because to prove to Arjuna the extent of His Power. .
Hence it is stated :—

'At sight of thi.s. Thy Marvellous Awful Form, all the

WorldsThree,O Great Soul! are panic-struck'(^Gitd-. XI-20).
^11

^ &c.

21. 'Verily into Thee, do the Sura-hosts enter, some
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in fright, clasping their palms and lauding Thee.
Saying'all hail,' the Maharshis and the Siddha-

hosts lavish on Thee hymns of praise.'
These .Sura-communities, good in nature, seeing Thy
Universal Image, are rejoiced, and make towards Thee.
Some among them are frightened at the wonderful and
awful Spectacle, and consequently join their palms, and
ejaculate songs of praise, each according to his light.
Others, the Maharshi-groiips and the Siddha-clans,—
those who have realized higher and lower truths,—say 'all
hail' {=svasti 'be it well,' a form of well-wishing and
benediction), and break out into lavishly singing hymns of
Thy praise apposite to the Lord's character.
&c.

22. 'In astonishment,look on Thee all the Rudras,the

Adityas, Vasus, and those Sadhyas, the Visvas,
and the Asvins, Maruts and Ushmapas, the
hosts of Gandharvas, Yakshas, Asuras and
Siddhas.'

The Ushmapas belong to the Pitris, as the .^ruti says:
'Verily are the Ushmabhagas, Pitris'.i
All these, struck with astonishment, stare at Thee
^

&c.

23. 'The worlds are put into a tremor, and Myself
too, at seeing, O Strong-armed I Thy Magni
ficent Image, of many faces and many eyes,
of many arms and feet, many breasts, and
terror-striking tushes.'
'Tushes etc'=with teeth numerous,amost awe-inspiring

appearance. The worlds,are the Three Worlds above-men
tioned, containing the three classifications of beings, the
I, Tait.i Braht i-io, 'Ushnia-bhagahi pitarah,'
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friendly, the antagonistic and the indifferent. They and
all and Myself are put into trembling at sight of this Thy
Vision.

JPT:^&c.
24. '0 Vishnu 1' my very inner self quakes at seeing
Thee reaching the firmament, effulgent, of nu
merous colors, wide-opened mouths, and large
shining eyes; and neither courage nor peace
can I command.'

The term

firmament or vault above,is in refer%

ence to the parama-vyoma or the Supreme Space or
Regions above, beyond the three Gunas, (or the Heavens)
chanted in the ^rutis as:—

'That in the High Imperishable Vault (vyoma)'*.,
'The Sun-colored, beyond Tamas

'The Dweller beyond this Rajas
'He who is his (soul's) Supervisor, in the sublime
frmament (vyoma), etc.
NadAas-sprisam=rc3iching the firmament, means that
Thou art the (infinite) Shelter or Receptacle of all the
changeful Prakfiti-principle, and the Puru.sha-principle in
all its several states of existence (bound, free etc). Also in
a previous stanza, it was declared:—
'Indeed is the interval betwixt the heavens and the

earth filled' etc (Gi(a: XI—20.

Antardtma=my very inner soul, means the mind.
Courage ; To sustain bodily existence.
Placidity for the senses.
1. The 259th and 663Td liame of
(;od=> He who pervades all.
2. 'Tad akshare parame vyoman'
ahi-NUr X Up"-, I.
3. 'Aditya-varnam tamasah paras-

tat'
:III-I3.
4. 'Kshayantim a.sya rajasah
parake' TaU:Sa nh: H-2-I2.
5. 'Yo asy-a Ihyakshah parame
vyoman'. TaiX x Samh ; II-2-I2.
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0 Vish^u=0 Thou, Who art all-Pervading !
At sight of Thy most Miraculous and Awful Appari
tion, all my limbs quiver and all my senses are aghast.
&c.

25. 'Beholding Thy Visages terrific with tushes, and
flaming like the Fires of Time,^ I forget where I
am, nor find comfort. Mercy, O God of gods!
O Kosmos-Refuge!.'

Viewing Thy many a Visage, terrific like Time-flames,'
waiting to consume, when the ends of Yugas come round,
I fail to recognize directions, and I feel my happiness fled.
O Habitat of the Kosmos! O, Supreme Lord of devas, of

Brahma and of Isa too! deign to be kind, and let me
return to my old nature's ways.'
In this manner did Partha's Charioteer' demonstrate to

him how all the Universe rested on Him,lived from Him and

functioned through Him. He will now prove to Partha
(Arjuna), the destruction. He Himself, out of His Will,
is going to bring on those who were seen siding with the
party of Dhritarashtra in the guise of kings, and of those

belonging to Yudhishtira,—po.ssessed of Asuric natures—
so that (mother-) earth be rid of such burdens.

Arjuna,—after having realized, with the spiritual eyes
with which the Lord blessed Him, the Divine Powers of the

Lord in His aspect as creating etc.,—now sees in the Lord,
the all-Soul, with the self-same eyes, the event how all the

hosts belonging to Dhritarashtra meet their destruction,—
though an event which has not actually yet happened.
Arjuna continues:—
1. The consuming Fires at cata-

clysmal periods.
2. That is, going back to his

material condition with the usual

physical eye-sight etc.
3. Sri Krishna.
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26. 'All these scions of Dhritarashtra, along with
the bands who rule earth, Bhishma and Drona

and the yon Driver's son Karna, as well our
warrior-chiefs,
&c.

' 27. Are fast speeding into Thy mouths, terrific with
terrific teeth. Some are seen, heads caught
between the teeth and ground to dust.'
Duryodhana and others, these sons of Dhfitarashtra,—
Bhishma and Drona, and Karna, the Suta's son, with their
party composed of the lords of earth, together with some

of our chief warriors, are (seen) propelled to rush into Thy
mouths for perishment,—Thy mouths, striking fear, and
terrific with tushes. Some are found, heads caught between
Thy teeth and pulverized.
&c.

28" 'Like unto the waters of rivers flowing rapidly
seaward, so do these heroes of the human

world pour into Thy blazing mouths.'
W SRTffSRTSf &c.

29. 'Like unto the moths, precipitating into the
flaming fire,to die,so do these men hurl headlong
into Thy mouths.'

Like unto the rapid currents of river-waters speeding
into the ocean,and like unto the moths fleeing into the blaz

ing fire, so do these countless kings of men furiously rush
into Thy fiery mouths, to meet annihilation.
JfBBR: &c.

30. 'Lappest Thou all round, with Thy fiery mouths,
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all the worlds, morsels-made. The lights of
Thy fierce rays, Vishnu I fill the Kosmos, and
burn.

The royal folk, Thou catchest in Thy burning mouths,
and in Thy rage, violent, lickest the blood that wets thy

lips, again and again. Thy fierce rays encompass the
worlds with their light and deadly burn.

srrwf^ ^^ &c.
31. '
(Pray)rehearse,whoThouart,this dreadful Form ?
salutation to Thee, O Deva-chief!, be merciful ;

Thee, the Primitive, I wish well to learn. Thy
work I do not indeed understand.'

Thou manifested Thyself in this Awful Form, in order
to show me Thy Sovereign Power,—limitless—in response
to my prayer to see Thee thus, viz: 'Do thou reveal
thyself, in all, to me,{Gi: xi-4) I desire to know Thee as to
who Thou art, of this fearful shape; and what Thou
did.st intend to do? For I know not what thy intentions
may be. Explain this to me. O Lord of all (Devavara)! bestow Thy grace. Say with what object, and
for what purpose Thou didst appear in this manner?
And then, pray put on thy pleasing Form.

Questioned as to why the Blessed Lord, the Charioteer
of Arjuna, while, out of love for His proteges, he undertook
to exhibit His Kosmic. glory. He yet assumed the Awful
Form, He significantly delivered Himself this-wise,

'It is to put thee in mind that no effort on thy part

is expected to put an end to this world of kings,—tho^e,
to commence with, that are ranged in Dhj-itarashtra's

faction—, but I, am prepared to do this even before thee;
and to remind thee of this is the assumption by Me of this
terrific Form.' The Blessed Lord continued:
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32. 'I am Time, the world-Effacer, come to do the
work of destroying the worlds. Even without
thee, none of the warriors in the hostile ranks
shall be.'

Kdla is derived from the root Kalayati=ganayati=io
count or calculate.

I am the Time which reckons when the

life-time of Dhfitarashtra is going to expire, and similarly
of other royal dignitaries. 1 am now manifest in this
Awful Form in order to complete the work of their des

truction, and (know) I am engaged in that work directly.
By My mere fiat—no waiting for thy help—the Dhartarashtras, and other warriors ranged in opposition to thee
shall meet ruin.

&c.

33. 'Therefore do thou arise, win renown, and by
vanquishing thy foes, enjoy the prosperous
kingdom. Already have these, by Myself, been
slain; and (thou) Savya-sachin I' be but the
instrument.*'

Therefore, arise to fight with them. By vanquishing
them, acquire glory, and thy kingdom by right, and enjoy
the same abounding in prosperity. By Myself have these
unrighteous men been already slain, t. e., picked out for the

work of destruction. In that work, thou hast but to play
the part of an instrument; in other words, take the place of
(the destroying) implements of war.

Sai'ya-sdcAin^=ambidextrous, from the root shach=
to unite, meaning he who Is able to fix the arrow (to the
I.

Vide Alahdbhdraiai

2, Cp. With Bhattar's Askta^lokl

'Ubhau me dakshigau pani gandi-

i t' Makarartho jivas tad-upaka^am

vasya vikarshane tena deva-manu-

vaish^iavam idami'

shyeshu savya-sdchlli mam vidul;.'

^
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bow) with the left hand, or who can shoot an arrow with

the left hand, and therefore one who is able to fight with
both his hands.

^ Jfpsir

&c.

34. 'Smite thou, Drona, Bhishma,Jayadratha, Karna,
and the other valiant heroes, already by Me

smitten. Regret not. Fight. Thou shalt in
the contest be victor over thy enemies.

Already

have Drona, Bhishma, Karna etc.,—de

linquents—been chosen out for destruction. So,do thou the
work (of an instrument). Be not embarassed that thou
hast to kill these teachers and relations of thine,and others,

—who are attached to pleasures—for considerations of right
and wrong, fear or friendship, relationship or compas
sion. Inasmuch as they have been already picked out
for destruction, fight without hesitation. Thou shalt over
throw them in the battle-field. Do not in the least imagine
that thou mayst be committing deeds of cruelty (etc).
Sure, victory shall be thine.
Safljaya said:—
&c.

35 'Hearing this, Kesava's' speech, tremblingly did
Kiriti* clasp his palms; and reverently bowing,
again did he timorously and in broken accents,
address Kfishna.'

Having heard the words of Kesava,-T-the Ocean of
love for His loving creatures—Arjuna bowed, and again
in holy fear prostrated; and trembling with palms joined,

again did he in broken accents address Kfishna thus:
1< The 654th natne of VishpU.

46

2, Arjuna; or he who is helmed,
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36. 'Worthily, Hrishikesa! doth the universe rejoice
and revel at Thy glory. Panic-struck, the
Rak.shasas flee to all quarters; and the Siddharanks salute Thee.

right,just, worthy. What(is right)? That the
Kosmos of the Devas, the Gandharvas, the Siddhas, the
Yakshas, the Vidyadharas, the Kinnaras, the Kimpurushas
etc., should have come to witness the conflict, and justly
admire the Lord of all, manifesting Himself to them,out of

grace, and rejoice and revel at Thy glory; and it is right
that the Rakshasas, dismayed, should take their flight in
all directions. Right again that the Siddha-hosts revere
Thee.

Further reasons for just admiration etc., (are now
given):—
&c.

363^. 'O noble Soul! how should they not in vene
ration bend to Thee, the Sublime, the Creator
prior even to Brahma?

How should they refuse obeisance to Thee?—they, viz:
Hiranyagarbha etc—to Thee,Who art even prior to them?
&c.

3^; &c.
37-37/4- O Infinite I Devas'-Lord I Universe's Abode!
Thou art the Imperishable, the Effect and the
Cause, and What that is beyond. Thou art the

Original Lord,the Ancient Purusha, the Superb
Prop of the Kosmos.
A nanta=Endless=I nfi nite.
Nivasa^ Abode=Rest.

36-38.J
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AksA(tram= Undeclining=Imperishable=the Category

ofJivatmas, or individual souls as declared in such Srutis as:
'The illuminated (soul) is neither born nor dieth.'i
Thou art Thyself the Effect (sat) and the Cause (asat):
This refers to the Category of Prakriti, or matter.
Sat is with reference to matter's existence in its mani
fested or differentiated state=Efrect. And asat with reference

to its latent or undifferentiated state (or indiscernible slate)
=Cause. The Effect is when there are names,forms and

parts, distinguishing objects; the Cause, when all names,
forms and parts are obliterated.
What that is beyond is in reference to the mukt-dtmas,
or liberated souls who are beyond both the above-men

tioned Categories of (bound) souls and matter. Thou
Thyself art this also.
Hence, 'Thou art the original Lord, the Ancient
Purusha, and the Prop Supreme of the Kosmos.',
Nidhdnam='^iQs\. or Receptacle, for all the Kosmos is
rested in Thee ;—meaning that as soul is to body. Thou art

the Highest Support of the Kosmos.
&c.

38. 'Thou art the Knower and the Knowable*; the
Superb Asylum ; by Thee, O Infinite-formed !
is the Kosmos. filled.
What in the Universe are the sum of Knowers and

the Knowable, Thou art that. Abiding as Spirit (ot
Soul) in all. Thou art the Highest ne plus ultra Goal. All

existences, Sentient as well as Insentient, are impregnate
with Thee as (their) Spirit.
Hence by all terms such as Vayu etc., Thou alone
art implied:
I, Kaths Up°t 1-2-18:

'Najayate mriyateva vipaschit.'

2.

VedyaJi=ihe i6sth name of

Go4. Vide;Sakasra-nHma-Bhishyii,
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38-J. 'Vayu, and Yama, Agni and Varuna, and the
moon art Thou ; the Grand-sire and the Great
' Grand-sire'.

Thou art the Great Grand-sire: The Prajapatis are the
Patriarchs of all creatures. The Father of the Prajapatis is

Hiranyagarbha, and therefore Thou art the Grand-Sire=
Pitdmaha. Of Hiranyagarbha also, Thou art the Father and
therefore the great Grand-sire of creatures
the sense being that every term such as Pitdmaha, is Thy
name by the fact ofThy being the indwelling Soul ofall viz.,
Hiranyagarbha etc.,

^

&c.
&e.

39-39». 'Homage, homage to Thee! a thousand times
again and again homage, homage to Thee;
homage before, and homage behind to Thee ;
homage to Thee, O All,' from every side'.

Beholding the most Majestic Pageant of the Lord, [
prostrate to Him from every side, with joy-elated eyes and
reverent with fear.

'ild'd4jiqi &c.
40. 'O Infinite Energy!of infinite prowess art Thou.
Thou dost interpenetrate all things. So art
Thou the AH'.'

O Infinite Energy! Thy valour is beyond measure.
1. 5ari'(7/;=The twenty fifth name
of Vishnu, Vide

Ud.-Parva;

parijflanat Sarvam enam prachakshate,'and TiwV» A'<7r/7 Vl-jo: 'Sa

70-13. • Asatascha sataschaiva sar-

vai sarvam idam.' Gi'a. XI-40,

vaaya prabhavapyayah sarvasyacha

explains the term.
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As Soul (or Spirit), Thou dost enter into all things. Hence
Thou art the All, for Thou art the Soul of all the multitude

of entities, the Intelligent and the Non-intelligent. All the
Intelligent and the Non-intelligent Principles constitute
Thy body, and are related to Thee as Thy modes. Hence
Thou art the Substance or Kernel, of which all else is but

mode; and every name is a name of Thee. It is clear

the immanent or omnipresent character of God (in Spirit) is
the rationale of all such descriptions as:'Thou art Akshara. Sat, Asat' etc, (Gi: xi-37);'Vayu, Yama, Agni (etc.,
art Thou)* {Gi: xi-39); known as the method of'Common

reference of predioates* {sS,man<ldhikaranyd). Of similar
import are also the passages;'O of Infinite Form! pervad
ed by Thee is all the Kosmos'{Gi; xi-38); 'Thou dost
interpenetrate all'(Gi: xi-40); etc.

^l%m

&c.

41. 'What, by mistake or from love, might in
rashness,—thinking Thee Friend, and ignorant
of this Thy Majesty—have been said by Me in
calling Thee'O Krishna! O Yadava!'
&c.

42. 'What slight, Achyuta !^ in jest, might Thou have
met (from me) at play or at rest, sitting or
at meals, alone or in company, I implore Thy

pardon,(for the same) O Boundless.'
In regard to what,—knowing Thy great glory. Thy
infinite Power, Thy measureless Prowess, the Omnipresent
nature ofThy spirit. Thy Greatness as Creator etc.,—might,

through heedlessness or folly, love or familiarity for a long
time,been uttered by Me,by calling Thee—as on equal terms
I. The loist, 320th, and 557th
name af God Sahasra-ndma-BhSskya.

* Vasman na chyuta-purvo2.ham
Achyutas tena karmana.'
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of fnend!5hip—"O Krishna!,0 Yadava! O Comrade! and
so on", in haste and wanting in humility; and in regard to
what might in merriment, —on occasions of our sporting
together, sleeping together, sitting together, eating together
etc.,—have been done by me, derogatory to Thy dignity,
O Adorable!,—either alone or in company—let me beseech
Thee to forgive, O Measureless!.
RcTTH

&c.

43. 'O matchless Glory! Father art Thou of the
world,—mobile and immobile; its Adorable art
Thou; and Teacher Venerable; none is there

equal to Thee, nor superior, in all the three
worlds.''

O Incomparable Glory! Of all this world of moving
and stable things. Thou art Father; also art Thou its

Preceptor ; hence its Adorable Worshipful. None is equal
to Thee in point of any virtue such as mercy etc. How
could there be any one,in all the three worlds,above Thee!.
&c.

44. 'Therefore bowing and with body bent, I ask
grace of Thee, Lord and Adorable! As Father
to son, as Friend to friend, t'is meet, O Lord!
to bear with me, as Lover to the loved.
Inasmuch as Thou art Father of all; the Most Ador

able; the Teacher; and the Exalted above all, by thy Mercy
and other virtues, I implore Thee, Lord Adorable!,—by
bowing, and by stretching myself before Thee at full length,
—to smile on Me in grace. Though culprit the son,yet as the
father reconciles himself to him; and as a friend overlooks a

friend's (defects), and as thus harmony and benignity estaI. Cp. Bht Gl IX-17, and Sveti Up\'Na tat-asmasch-abhyadhikascha
dnsyate.'
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blish themselves, as a result of supplication, so do Thou, O
most Merciful !suffer—Thou, the Lover,—with me.Thy be
loved.
&c.

45. 'Sighting what never before was sighted, I am
glad (in heart), but troubled in mind. Thy
other Form, show.Me, Lord !; O Lord of lords!
have mercy, O world's Asylum!.'

Beholding Thy Most Marvellous and Awful Form, I
am satisfied, but my mind is filled with fear. Deign therefore
to transform Thyself into Thine other benign Presence. O
God of gods,—viz: of even Brahma! O Abode of the Kosmos! show me grace.
&c.

46. 'Fain would I see Thee in that four-armed Form,
O many-Armed! Be Thou, O Kosmic Form !
That, with crown and club and discus in the
hand.'

That same old Form do I wish to see,—the Form with
diadem, mace and wheel borne by Thee in Thine hands,—

the Form with four arms. Assume that old Form offour
arms, O (now) many-hrxa&d 1 O (now) Universal Form I
The Blessed Lord said :
&c.

47. 'In graceful response, Arjuna! this Form of
Mine, transcendent, has by My will, to thee
been unveiled;(Form)Glorious, all-Souled, Infi

nite, and First, and Such as not seen before by
other than thee.

7"^(!7-»w>'a= Glorious «= a mass of light or flood of
brilliant light.
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= All-Soul, or pervading all things as Spirit.
i4«a«/a;«=Endless= Infinite; meaning having neither
beginning nor middle nor end.

A(fyam=First=lie Who is Prior to all else besides Me.
Thou art My votary (hhaktd). To thee therefore has
been revealed, out of grace, a Spectacle never before been
witnessed by any other.
Atma-yoga=Q^n free-will=Immutable or Infallible
will.

It is now shown that by no means whatever, except
by exclusive Bhakti, is it possible to realize Me as I am:
&c.

48. 'Not by Vedas, not by Yajftas, not by Veda-

study, not by gifts, not by works, not even by
hard austerities, am I, in this kind of Form,

seeable by any in this world, save thyself, O
Kuru-Hero!

By means of Vedas, Yajflas etc., I am not to be seen
in this kind of Form,—which reveals Me as I am in essence

—by any one, who is devoid of intense and one-pointed
love (bhakti) towards Me—by any one than thyself.

IH^5WIT=^ &c.
49. 'Be not alarmed,be not much perplexed, beholding
this My terrible form of Form. Rid of dread
and glad of heart, perceive thou again My for
mer Form."

Whatever fear and whatever perplexity, might have
been cau.sed thee by witnessing this. My Awful Form, let
them leave thee. I shall present thee now with My lovely
Form, the Form to which thou art already accustomed^
Behold it.

Sahjaya now said:
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&C.

SO. Speaking thus to Arjuna, Vasudeva did again
reveal His wonted figure. Donning again the
milder-looking guise, the High-Souled (God)
comfor ted him, the dismayed (Arjuna).
Thus did the son of Vasudeva discourse with the son

of Pandu, and once more did display His familiar Fourarmed Form. Arjuna had been startled at the unusual vision

which he had witnessed; and he was now soothed by the

Lord appearing in His accustomed gentler Appearance
(as Kfibhna)

Mahdtma=-\^\^\ High-Souled, meaning, He Who is
of Indomitable Will.

The manifestation of this Lord of all,—Supreme Spirit
and Parabrahma,—in human shape—to bless the world,—
and as son of Vasudeva,—waswith Four Arms; but in answer
to the prayer of Vasudeva, who was in terror of Kamsa,two
arms were rendered invisible till the event befel,of Kamsa's
death, becoming visible again after that event. Vasudeva
prayed thus:—
'Art Thou Incarnate, O Lord of the lord of lords!

bearing the conch,the wheel, the mace? O God! this Figure
is Divine; be thou pleased to conceal and conceal it.'^
O World-soul! this Four-Armed appearance etc.'*
This four-armed figure of the son of Vasudeva was what

constantly haunted ^isupala even, the enemy, so it is said :
'Him Who is of Four Arms, broad and robust, bearing
the conch, the discus, the mace etc.'*
1. VUhi Pur; V-3-10:

'Jatosi deva-devesa!sajkha-chakra
gada-dhara,divyam rupamidam Deval
prasSden-opasamhara.
2. Vish\ Pur. V-3-I2 »

< Upasa mhaia Visvatman! rfipam
47

etam chaturbhujam.'

3. Bhigavata (?).
'Udara-pIvaia-chatur-bShum, sail*
kha-chakra-gada-dharam.
Read also FisAi Pmt TV-1^,10 io

15,
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Hence, Partha also similarly exclaimed :
'With that very same Figure of Four Arms etc'.
(Gi: XI-46). Arjuna now said :
&c.

51. 'Seeing this, Thy pleasing human Form, Janardana!' I am now serene and restored to my
normal self.

After gazing on this—Thyself in human vesture,—a

Figure lovely to witness, and extraordinary as indexing
the personal beauties of comeliness, tenderness, grace etc.,
my mind (or heart) has acquired placidity, and I feel like
myself again.

3ri Krishna answered :
52. 'That, My Form, that thou hast seen, is most
hard to see. Even Devas do ever long to see
this Form.'

That Form of Mine, displaying Me as the Universal
Director, as the Universal Asylum, as the Cause ofall etc.,—
which thou hast seen,—is most inaccessible for any one to
see. Even the Devas—gods—ever longing to see it, have
not seen it.

Why?
&c.

53. 'Not by Vedas, not by austere penances, not by
gifts, not by sacrifices, am 1 to be so easily
seen as Thou hast seen.'

CFtl'MMt &c.

54. By Bhakti alone, Arjuna!—exclusive—am I
possible to be thus—in essence—seen and
known and penetrable, Parantapa I.
t. The 128th name of God; vide Sahasra-nima-bhdshyat
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By Vedas, includes teaching the Vedas, inculcating
their sense, learning (by rote), hearing, meditating etc.
SacriJices=Qh\dXix\g in fire etc., {agnihotra), and per
forming the great ritualistic Sacrifices (ydga):
Devoid of Love (Bhakti) to Me, none of these, alms
givings, or rigid austerities etc., are independently, of any
avail to disclose Me as My true Self. But by Love(Bhakti)
exclusive, I am easy to be known in the manner that Sastras
promulgate Me ; I am easy to be seen as I, in essence, am ;
and I am easy to be penetrable, in essence. (=Divine
Conimunion=the actual blessed experience of the soul in
God-fellowship)..
So chants the ^ruti:

'Not by deliberation is this Atma reachable, nor by
concentration, nor by much hearing (learning), but is reachd
by him whom He may elect; to whom He may (choose to)
reveal His Essence'.'

55. 'Doing work

Me, having Me as Aim, lieing

My votary, weaned from attachments, and
exempt, Pandava! from hating any one, he
cometh unto Me'.

Mai-karma-krit—¥i& who does workfor Me=He who
studies the Vedas and does all similar (spiritual) work,

considering that it is all but several modes of worship
rendered to Me.

Mat-Paramah=Yi& who has Me as his Aim=He who
looks on Me alone as his Supreme End, towards which
every effort is to be directed.
Mad-bhaktah=M.y votary or lover=He to whom I
am the Sole Object of aspiration or his only Hope; he who,
I,

Katht Up"; II-23.,'Naiyam atma pravachanena labhyo' &c,
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out of his plenitude of love for Me, is unable to live unless

he is ever engaged in hymning Me,praising Me, meditating
Me, worshipping Me, prostrating to Me, etc.
Sanga-varjttah=v{ea.nQd from other attachments, on
account of his love-attraction towards Me alone.

Nirvaira5-sarva-bhuteshu= Y{2i^t\es,5 towards any crea
ture. This arises from a three-fold consideration, vir
Firstly ; the bhakta's only happiness consists in being
with Me, and misery in being without Me. (Hence his
concern is not with other creatures).

Secondly; The bhakta attributes all his afflictions to
his own guilt. (Hence he has no reason to hate others).
Thirdly: the bhakta has implicit faith in all beings
being subject to God's Sovereign Rule and Providence.
Hence he has no cause to attribute motives of harm as in

dependently arising from any of his creatures).
Hence the bhakta is exempt from all enmity. He who

possesses these qualifications comes unto Me. Coming unto
Me means realizing Me as I am in reality ; i. e., resting in

blessed enjoyment of the Divine that is devoid of the
Faintest traces of anything like the defects of nescience
{avidya) etc.
OM TAT SAT.

Thus closes the Eleventh Discourse,

Named, Visvanipa-Sandarsana— Yoga,
Or The Book of Kosmic Vision,

With Sri RamdnujcCs Commentary thereon,
Between Sri Krishna and Arjuna,
In the Science of Yoga,

In the Theosophy of the Upanishads,
Or the Chants of Sri Bhagavan,
The Bhagavad Gita.
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LECTURE XII.
NAMED,

BHAKTI-YOGA,
OR

THE PA TH OF DI VINE LO VE.

Sri Yamundcharya.
Gltirlha-San^aha, IS-

(j) '7Aat God-love Hpediettl is;(g) the means to do it;
(j) Akshara-pathfor God-unft;{4) its requisite;
(S) Bhakta is God-belored,—
Proclaims Book Twelve aloud-

SrJ Yogi PSrthasdratki Aipangdr,
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"^hagavad-G^a
WITH

SRf ramanuja's visishtadvaita commentary.

THE TWELFTH LECTURE,
NAMED

BHAKTI-YOGA
OR

THE PATH OF GOD-LOVE,
I

PROEM.

RJUNA desired to see the unrestricted Sovereign

Power of Parabrahma—The Blessed Lord Narayana^
—the Object of Worship to all treaders of the Path of
Bhakti. And This Power (or Universal Dominion) was
made manifest to him by the Blessed Lord of Will Resolute,
—the Lord ofthe Divine Attributes,—countless and exalted,

—of mercy, bounty, affability etc., of which He is the
Ocean.

Also it was shown that one-pointed and profound
Bhakti alone was the Means by which to know and see and

gain the Lord in His real nature.
Next, in this Lecture (XII), the following points will
be considered:

(i). The superiority of the Mode of Bhakti, involving
God-meditation, over Soul-meditation (leading to Soul-rea

lization only) in order to accomplish one's hoped-for

3^
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ambition (i. e., any ofthe Four Purushdrthas),'-—(superiori
ty) in point of early fulfilments (of hopes), and in point of
felicity of performance.

2. The method of practising it (G/; xii-2)
3. The Akshara-Ys.^ iGi ; xii-3-4-5) for him who is
inept* for Bhakti and its requisites.
The superiority of God-Love (J3hakti-Path) consists
in the superiority of the Object of that Love,viz.^ God Him
self. This superiority was briefly indicated in the Stanza :
'More even than the Yogis and of all, is he said to be

the most superior, who, in faith and with his inmost

heart (manas) plunged in Me, worships Me.'{G'l; VI-47).®
Queries Arjuna:

^ &c.
I. 'Of those who thus—Thy bhaktas—ever devout,

worship Thee, and of those who betake to
the Imperishable-Immanifest, which are the
better informed of yoga ?

Satata-yuktdh=cvct devout(or ever intent in thought
for union with Thee): are those of the character pourtrayed
in the Stanza:'Doing work/or Me* etc., (Gi: XI-5S).
I. PurusMrlhas are the Four
Ambitions of man: (i) Dharma

or Salvation) is either Kaivalya or
soul - enjoyment(=the Goal of Self.

(meritorious works), subdivided into
Vedic Sacrifice (ishia), and public

seekers), or Brahmdnttbhava or Godenjoyment (the Goal of God-seekers),

works of charity such as tank-cons-

2. The ineptitude comes from the

tructing {purti) etc. (2) Artha
(wealth), or the Ved-appointed means

absence of love in devotion. This is
explained in the commentary to

of achieving 'works' on the one hand
and enjoyment (iawa=3)

stanza xzff,
3- See Foot note under this

other. (3) Kdma (enjoyment), or the

stanza where it was stated that i^as

tasting of pleasures, be they of this

the index stanzMo the Middle Divi«

world oi; other material worlds such

gion of Glta(VKII).

as sv<wgiL> (4) Moksha (Deliverance

*-»]•
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'Tvam updsaie=-WOTship Thee=Worship Thee, the
Lord,deeming Thee as the very Fulfilment oftheir sublimest

ambition;—Thee the Perfect,—the Sovereign of all Kosmic
glories,—the Possessor of such countless and exalted

characteristics as (Divine) Beauty, Affability, etc., and

Omniscience, Infallible Will etc—; these are Thy Lovers.
The other worshippers are the worshippers of The
Imperishable-Immanifest {Aksharam-avyaktam), those who
contemplate on the nature of pratyagdtma (=jlvatma=
Individual soul).
Pratyag-dtina is a<^^^a/'a/»=imperishable;andaz/ya^/aMt
=indiscernible, inasmuch as atma is that which is not an

object of perception or manifest to any of the senses, the
eye etc.

Of these two classes, which are the better yoga-inform
ed (yoga-vit-tamdh)?^ meaning, who would reach their
respective goals sooner ?.

'Ere long, Partha I I become' etc.

XII-7), is the

Stanza further on, in which it will be made clear that the

'better-versed of yoga' is with reference to the rapid
reaching of the (God-)Goal.
Rejoined the Blessed Lord thus:—
&c.

2. 'Those who worship Me with minds fixed on Me,

with intense faith imbued, and ever longing
for communion, are those whom I count as

My best-devoted.'
They fix their minds (and hearts) in Me, or they let
their minds enter into Me, inasmuch as I am to them the

Dearest Object of love.

'With intense faith [sraddhd) imbued,' they eagerly-

long for eternal Divine Communion.
Those who in this spirit' worship Me'i, e., the spirit in
48
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which the world of manas (mind and heart) is entirely

occupied with thoughts of Me alone.
These are My best-devoted {yukta-tamdK)—^o'&^ who
would expeditiously and happily make towards their
Goal—Myself.
3. 'But those, who devote themselves to the imperish
able, indefinable, indiscernible, all-entering,
inconceivable, stable, immovable, eternal,—
&c.

4. Restraining well the group of senses, equal-mind
ed everywhere, and well-disposed towards all
beings, also reach Me.
&c.

5. '(But) to these, whose hearts are inclined to (this)
indiscernible (atma), great are the difficulties.
Inndeed is this a/a^/Ssr-path, with struggle, attain
ed by the embodied.'

But those who devote themselves {updsate) to medita
tion on «^j^ara:=imperishable=individual soul-nature»

which is

indefinable, by defining it as the deva

etc.,because it is distinct from body (or form which, terms
such as deva etc., designate); hence avyaktam=mdiscermhle.

or immanifest or that which is imperceptible to any of the
senses, the eye etc ;

Sarvatra-gam andachintyam—iW-e.ni&Tmg and incon
ceivable, inasmuch as despite its (the soul's) presence
everywhere in the bodies of devas etc., it cannot be con
ceived as such and such a bodily form, the form not helping
towards soul-conception; ^«^aj/A«>«=stable=uniform, or
that which does not change its form consequent on changes
of bodies such as oideva etc. Hence,
immovable,

because of its singular non-mutatory character; hence
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i/Ar»ya»/=durable=everlasting=eternal. Restraining well
the sense group=vtG\\ abstracting them from revelling
in the midst of their accustomed objects (external) ;
Sarvatra sama-buddhayak=equal-TamdeA everywhere,
means that the understanding is brought to cognize the
fact that soul is everywhere the same by reason of its
specific attribute of consciousness {jfland)—wherever it

may happen to dwell for the time being, under cover of the
diverse(body-)forms of deva etc.
For this reason, sarva-bhilta-hite ratdh= well-disposed

towards all beings, or well-removed from wishing ill to any
creature; for ill-wishing is indeed a product engendered
by the egoity (or personal selfish loves) due to the differ
ences created by the being a deva etc.

Whoso devotes himself thus to'^aSSS^contemplation
(=soul-contemplation) 'reach Myself,' meaning that they
will realize atma unconditioned of satnsdra,—atma in essen
ce like unto My own essence. So it is declared further on in
Stanza:

'They will have arrived at an equal status to Mine'(Gi:
XIV-2). Also Sruti says:—

'Washed of stains, he reaches sublime equality' etc*.
That Parabrahma is affirmed as distinct from

the

iiitastha=atma, also designated as akshara, is borne out by
the Stanza:

'The kutastha (stable) is called akshara(imperishable);
but another, the Supreme Purusha, is the Paramatma
(Gi; XV-16 and 17).
But in the Sruti passage, referring to akshara-vidya:
"Now that higher (science, pard) by which That
Akshara may be reached,"* Parabrahma Himself is desig

nated by the term Akshaia, for. He is the Source of beings.
1. Muit^: Lf" •. III. 1-3: Nir-

para yaya tad aksharam adhigamyate.

aftjanah paramam simyam upaiti.
2. Mum}: Up't i-i-S- 'Atha

See Table of the 32 Vidyas at end of
Liect t VII,
•
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To those whose mind is given to avyakta (soul), diffi
culties are great.
Avyakta-Path is the getting the mind to think of the
subject relating to
Individual soul. This is attain
ed with great struggle by the embodied i. e., those who love
the body as if it were the atma ; for, so do those encased

in bodies fancy.

That the worshippers of the Lord are the better
equipped(to reach their Goal^^yuhta-tamdh) is now affirmed.

^5

&c.

6. 'As for those who consign all their acts to Me, with
Me as their Aim, and ever muse on Me with

exclusive devotion, and worship ;
&c.

7. 'For those whose thoughts are centred in Me,soon
do I become their good Saviour from the ocean
of deadly samsara''.

Acts are of two kinds: (i) woi^ly acts undertaken
with a view to obtain food etc., to support bodily existence;

(2) spiritual acts (or veda-enjoined ceremonies) such as
Yaga,gifts, Homa, penances etc.,in short every kind of act,
with (antecedent) motive; and (postcedent) aim. Whoso,
spiritual-minded and keeping Me alone as their End, deli
ver up all their acts to Me, and in single devotedness and
purpose, ever meditate on Me, and worship Me,—i. e.,
worship Me by all such acts as meditation, worshipping
with flowers etc.,) prostrating, praising, hymning etc., as
if the very act is in itself the much-loved End.

To these, most speedily do I become the Mighty
Deliverer from the ocean of death-like samsara" which is

a barrier against souls reaching Me.
!• Conditioned and painful existence. Vide note i, p: 61.

5-xo].
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&c.

8.'In Me alone rest thy manas,' into me let thy buddhi*
enter; in me alone shalt thou thence doubtless
abide.*

Inasmuch as I am the Highest Hope (of man), most
easily attainable, and swiftly reachable, let thy manas(heart)
find its peace in Me ; and let thy huddhi(intellect) enters
let it constantly think that I am the Supreme End.
Thence,i. e., after the heart and intellect are so directed

and disciplined, thou shalt res'de (ever) in Myself.
^

&c.

9. 'If, to firmly plant in me the mind, thou art unable,
then by means of practice, seek, Dhananjaya!
to reach Me.'

If, at once, to steadily keep the mind in me, thou
findest not possible, then ceaselessly endeavour by discipline
to so fix it in Me,—Me, the natural boundless Ocean of all

the exalted countless glorious Attributes, such as Beauty,
Compassion and Condescension, Love and Clemency,Sweet

ness and Dignity and Bounty; Courage, Valour and Daring;
Wisdom, Lorship of spiritual kingdom (satya-kamatva),*
Lordship of secular kingdom {satya-sankcUpatva),* Godship
and Cause-ship of all things j—Me, the Antithesis (or
Antidote) of all vice.
Practice or effort is that of constant loving remem
brance of Me. By this means, steadiness of mind is
attained, and then thou mayst seek to reach Me.
&c.

10. 'If for this effort also, thou art unfit, then devote
[. For Buddhi; Manas, vide Sarapagati-gadya).

notes 2 and 4, p; 123.
2. Nitya-vibhutimatvam;

Supreme Love is Intense Love
resulting in God-vision =pSrdm

2. Li Ia-vihhutimatvam (Vide
Srutaprakankacharya's commentary on

bfiaktim,
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thyself to My works. Doing works for My sake,
thou shalt gain the Goal.'

[f thou art unable to inure thy mind for ceaseless con
templation of Me, then betake thyself to My works or
services such as construction of temples, creation of fflower
etc—) gardens, lighting up lamps (in) and sweeping(My
temples), sprinkling waters and otherwise beautifying (with
paints, devices, scrolls etc.. My places of worship), gathering
flowers (for My worship), and worshipping Me therewith ;
singing My Names, perambulating (My temples and My
images), praising by psalms, bowing, prostrating etc.
Perform these acts in ardent affection. So performing,
for My sake, thou shalt (i) soon get thy mind prepared for
memory-practice {smriiy-abhydsa) and then (2) its firm fix
ture in Me.

II. 'If, even to do this—with a view to My union—
thou art unable, then, mind-controlling, resign
all action's fruit.'

With a view to My union(mad-yoga): means adopting the
Bhakti-Yoga, which demands all love being centered in Me
alone. Whoso then,—the follower of this Path,— always
musing on My attributes, finds himself unable to perform

all works for My sake,—from which procedure God-love
would be born—then let him launch on akshara-yoga, or the
contemplation on soul-nature,—described in the first six

Lectures,—which would (gradually) engender Para-bhakti
(or God-love).
The resignation or renouncal of the fruits of action,

is preliminary, or the preparatory stage, to insure
soul-vision.

yat-dtmavdn = yata-manaskah = mind-controlling in

I0-12j.

BHAKTI-YOGA OR THE PATH OF GOD-LOVE.
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this case,the mind made willing to do works without craving
for fruition).
It is only to one, who is entirely cleansed of all his
sins, that I become the Object of Love. It is only such a
person who would converge all the strength of his intellect
{buddhi) to Me (the Fullness of Love^ as his sole Aim.
Thus, by performing actions—which in truth are forms
of My Worship,—and not craving for their reward,
(i) Soul-contemplation ensues;
{2) From Soul-contemplation results the obliteration of
all beclouding impediments, such as ignorance {avidyd).
(3) From this follows Soul-vision {Pratyag-dtma-)
{sdshdtkdra), or the experiencing of soul-nature as
essentially relate to Me.

(4) When this experience is had,Pard-bhakti (Godlove+God-vision) for Me becomes a natural product.
It will be shown further on that'By worshipping Him

by his acts, man wins the Goal' {Gi: XVI11-46).
'Relinquishing,and freed from 'my-ness', and in repose,
he is made fit to become like unto Brahm''(G/; XVII-53).
'Become Brahm-like and clear-souled, he laments not

and longs not; same to all beings, he doth attain to My
love supreme''{Gh XVI11-54)*
&c.

12. 'Next to (God-) devotion, (soul-) knowledge is
preferable; next to (soul-) knowledge, (soul-)
meditation is preferable; next to (soul-) medita
tion, surrender of work's fruit; from surrender
follows peace.'

If(God-) exercise or practising (God-) devotion con

stantly {zsabhydsd) (as a mere head-exercise) is hard, by
I. Supreme Love is intense Love, Parabka/Ui, ParajMna, Paramaresulting in God-vision (=/>an»»/#L bhakti,

bhaktim), I/)ve has three stages 1 y
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reason of no response coming to it in the interests of the

soul from the heart, then the next alternative is to attempt
soul-exercise, or practise the ais^ara-path (Gi: XII-3-4-5)
through which to attain to soul-vision (jAdna).
In the interests of the soul, next to the achievement

of soul-vision (or soul-cognition),—not arising—the mere
contemplation on soul-nature(dhydna), (as Spiritual Books
teach) is to be adopted as the next alternative.

If soul-contemplation be found hard to practise—then
it is best to perform works, resigning fruits thereof. This
would lead (gradually) to soul-contemplation.
Performing action this-wise; viz.,—without interest in
the reward,—results in the divorcement of sin ; and there

after comes peace of mind. (Thus):—
(1). From peace of mind comes soul-contemplation ;
(2). From Soul-contemplation results soul-cognition.
(3). From soul-cognition arises Pard-bhakti (Godlove)
Hence, to him who is inept for Bhakti-Yoga (=the
Path of God-love), soul-devotion is recommended as (next)
best; but to him who cannot bring a mind peaceful enough
to try this, -let him devote himself to doing fruit-forsaken
works, based on soul-faith. This would (gradually) lead to
soul-contemplation and soul-vision (in order).
The qualifications required for such a disinterested
worker are now enumerated :

llST ^T^clRT &c.
13. 'Whoso is non-hater of any being, benign and
clement, exempt from selfishness and self-love,
unaffected by pain and pleasure, patient;
&c.

14. 'Content, ever yogi, steady*minded, firm-faithed,

ia-14.] VISVARUPA-SANDARSANA-YOCA OR BCX>K OK KOSMIC VISION.
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and of manas and buddhi offered to Me,—such
Bhakta is dear to Me.'

AdvesAid!= Non-hater of any being,!, e., hating neither
friend nor foe.

Mattrah=To be benign, i. e., showing good-will to
both

well-wishers and ill-wishers, under the conviction

that they love and hate, under the impulse imparted by
Isvara to match his own (past good or ill deeds).'
Karunah=To he clement i. ^., evincing tenderness or

sympathy towards both friend and foe in their sufferings.
Nirmamak=To be exempt from selfishness, i. e., to be
free from the notion of'mine-ness' attached to body,senses,
or other belongings.
Nir-ahailkdrah=-Ho be exempt from self-love; i. e,, to be
free from the notion of 'I-ness,' or body-identified soul-ness.
And therefore unaffectedby pain andpleasure, i. e., to be
free from grief and joy consequent on the mind-affections
{sdhAalpika) of pain, pleasure etc.

Kshami=To be patient, i. e,, to remain unaffected by
physical incidents (or accidents).

Santushtah=content with

any

chance-procured

thing serving for corporeal sustenance.

Ever yogi=To be ever engaged in meditaton of spirit
as distinct from matter.

Yat-dtma^Uhe being able to govern the workings of
the mind.

Dridha-nischayah='Yo be firmly rooted in faith or
belief as regards the knowledge of spirit declared in the
3astras.

Manas and buddhi offered to

Head and heart con

curring that by works performed without interest for fruit,
the Lord Vasudeva alone is worshipped(served),and that so
worshipped. He would guide one's efforts to obtain Soulvision, etc.
49
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Such Bhakta—worshipping Me by his acts,—is dear
to Me.
&c.

15. 'He from whom the world fears not; he who,by the
world, is frightened not; who is quit ofjoy and
wrath, dread and distress; is also dear to Me.'^

That person, who by his actions, does not become
the cause of fear or trouble to the world; in other words who
acts not so as to afflict the world; and who has no cause to

fear the world, in other words, no act on the part of the
world can cause him affliction inasmuch as no elements of

antagonism exist for him anywhere ; and therefore who is
free from being the author of joy to some one, or of wrath
to another(and so on)—such an one is also dear to Me.

iKlUhi'. &c.
16. 'Desireless, pure,proficient, unconcerned, unafflic-

ted, surceasing from all undertakings,—that
Bhakta is dear to Me.'

An-apeh/ta/t—Usiving no love or desire for any thing
else save atma

desireless).

Suchih^To be pure: is to sustain the body by ^astraprescribed articles (=food).
Proficient or expert in carrying out Sastraenjoined works. And,
unconcerned in other matters.

Gata-vyathah—\ivivciOvt.A or unafflicted by the neces

sary experiences of heat, cold, hardness etc., contingential
to the successful carrying out of §astra-enjoined duties.
And,

Who gives up every other undertaking than that de

manded by Sastra; such a Bhakta is dear to Me.
I. Note the churus * dear to Me' in all the stanzas from 13 to sc.

VfSVARttPA-SANDARSANA-YOGA OR BOOK OF KOSMtC VISION.
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&C.

17. 'Who exults not, hates not, grieves not, craves
not, the renouncer of good and evil, that
Bhakta is dear to Me.'

The karma-yogi who exults not on obtaining things which
cause joy to mankind;

Hates not on the reverse of the above happening;
Grieves not over events which cause grief to mankind
such as the loss of wife, son, wealth etc;

Craves not that such prosperity should accrue to him;
The renouncer of both good and evil, inasmuch as both
merit and sin are one like the other in causing bondage;
Such a Bhakta is dear to Me.

^&c.
18. 'Unto friend and foe, equal; likewise to glory and
shame; to heat and cold, pleasure and pain,
equal; from attachment, exempt;'
&c.

19. 'Unto praise and blame the same; silent; with
anything satisfied; not home-tied; mind-steady;
that man of Bhakti is dear to Me?'

The absence of hate towards foe or friend was already
made mention of in Stanza:'Hater not of any creature'etc.,

(jGi\ XII-13); and equanimity to them, herein mentioned,
is of a more pronounced type viz\ equanimity even when
they are face to face.
Aniketah-=no\. home-tied, means divested of love for

home etc. becausq, of the mind firmly devoted to atma ;
Similarly., bearing honor and disgrace equally ;such a
man of Bhakti is dear to Me.

Thus, having shown the superiority of the votary of

Bhakti-yoga, (=God-seeker) over the votary of atma
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=soul-seeker,) the subject-matter(wls., Bhakti-yoga) is now
brought to a close.

^

&c.

20. 'Whoso, in fervid faith, with Me as Hope, devote
themselves to this Holy Blissful Way, as set

forth (above)are Bhaktas exceedingly dear to Me.'
The Way or Path which is dharmyam (Holy)and which
is amritam (Blissful) namely BHAKTI-YOGA, which as

means is equal to its end is that which was briefly ex
pounded in the Stanza : 'Who letting their mind enter into
Me'etc.,('G/. XII-2).
Whoso devote themselves to this Path in the manner

set forth, they are My Bhaktas mo.st exceedingly dear to Me
OM TAT SAT.
Thus closes Discourse Twelve

Named The Bhakti- Yoga,
or

The Path of(God-) Love,
With Sri R&mdnujus Commentary thereon.
Between Sri Krishna and Arjuna,
In the Science of Yoga,
In the Theosophy of the Upanishads,
Or the Chants of Sri Bhagavdn,
The Bhagavad-Gitd.

SRI

BHAGAVAD-GITA
OR

THE DIVINE LAY.
WITH

SRI RAMANUJA'S VISISHTADYAITA
•

•

COMMENTARY,

THIRD DIVISION
COMPRISING

LECTURES XIII to XVIII.
ON

THEO-PHILGSGPHY,
OR

THE METAPHYSICS OF SOUL AND GOD.

Sri Ycimuniichdrya.
'Maitet,—germ and patent; Soul,—bound andfree; all's Lord ;
fVork; Mind; Love; such Discourse, Last Division doth afford,
Sti yogi S. Pdrthasdrathi Aiyangdr,

SRI

BHAGAVAD-GITA
OR

THE DIVINE LAY.
WITH

SRI RAMANUJA'SVISISHTADVAITA

•

•

COMMENTARY.

LECTURE XIII
NAMED,

KSHETRA-KSHETRAJNA- VIBHAGA-YOGA,
OR

THE BOOK OF MA TTER-SPIRIT BIS TINCTION.

3^1^ II
Sri Ydtmunickary'i GUdrtha-Sangraha, (77).

Of(i) Matter^stuff, of(a)Soul, and(3)How tofind the Soul,

(4) How Soul is bound, (3)its libWation, is Thirteenth's goal.

AUISfl

^HAGAYAD-GrfrA
WITH

SRi ramanuja's visishtadvaita commentary.
•

•

THIRTEENTH LECTURE,
NAMED,

kshetra-kshetrajRa-vibhaga
YOGA

,

OR

THE BOOK OF MATTER-SPIRIT DISTINCTION.

PROEM.

JN the First Division comprising the First Six Lectures
(Psychocrasy), it was shown that there were two Paths,
viz., Karma-Yoga and Jflana-Yoga by which an aspi
rant can achieve actual soul-realization.
It was also shown that such soul-realizafion or soul-

cognition is ancillary (or stepping-stone) to God-Love
known as Bhakti, or the Means by which to reach the

Supreme Goal, viz-, the Blessed Lord Vasudeva, Who is
Parabrahm.

Next, in the Middle Division, (comprising the Six
Lectures, Seven to Twelve, or Theocrasy), the Path of
Bhakti or Bhakti-Yoga was propounded,—Bhakti or God-

Love, intense and one-pointed, preceded by a true knowSO
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ledge of the Blessed Lord,and His glory-full Greatness,—
the Lord, the aspirant's Exalted End.
It was also shown (in the Middle Division) that

Bhakti-Yoga constitutes the Means (also) by which those,
ambitious of acquiring wealth {ai^varya) and those aspi
ring for mere soul-enjoyment {kaivalya), can gain their
respective desires.
And now in the present(and last) Division,comprising
the Third Six Lectures (or Theo-Philosophy, XIII-XVIII.)
the topics propounded in the First Two Divisions will
be further examined, grouped under the heads of: matter
and spirit {prakriti-purusha), their union constituting the
manifested Kosmos,the nature of Isvara (God), the nature

of (the Paths,*or Means of Salvation) Karma (works), of
Jfiana (knowledge), and of Bhakti (Love or Devotion), and

how to acquire (and practise) these several Methods.
Of this Third Division, the Thirteenth Lecture under

takes to discuss the following points:

(1). The nature of body (matter) and soul;

(2). The examination into the nature of body(matter);
(3). The means by which to realize the soul (phif) in
distinction from body (matter or achit);

(4). The examination into the nature of soul as dis
criminated from body (matter);

(5). The cause of such distinctive soul's associa
tion with matter and,

(6). How the soul per se^ may be meditated on.
The Blessed Lord continued :

^

&c.

1. 'This, the body, Kaunteya! is designated as

I.] 'KSHKTRA-KSUBTRAJNa' OR MAITBR-SPIRIT DISTINCTION.
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he who knows it, as the

Kshetrajfla ;• so say the savants versed (in
spiritual love.)
This, the body. That, in correlated connection with
which, the experiencer,-soul,-thinks,'I am Deva,''I am
man 'I am corpulent','I am slender' etc ; that which
is distinct from the experiencing soul; and that which
the wise who know what bodies are, assert as the field
(kshetray for soul's enjoyment.
And him—who knows it (body) as composed of
members (or parts i. e., divisible), or it, as an aggregated
whole ; who knows it in the manner of the statement:'/
know this (the body)'; who is thus the cogniaer as

contradistinguished from the cognized (or cognoscible)
which he cognizes—the wise who know what soul is, as
sert as the 'knower ofthe field' {kshetra-JAa.)*

It may be said that when cognition arises of objects
like a pot etc, external to (ones' own) body, the cognition
is of the form'I who am Deva, or I who am man, cognize
the pot etc'implying that the cognizer is the cognizer, the
soul, as cofrelated to an inseparable body (not I, the soul,
independently of body). Admitted, but still when the soul
has experience of its own body, the experience of the
•body itself is similar to the cognition of a pot, for,'I
cognize the pot' is equivalent to 'I cognize the body';
hence like the pot, does the body exactly stand in the

place of cognized objects, external to a cognizing soul.
Hence, as from a cognized pot, so from the cognized
body also, the cognizer—the kshetra-jfla,— is a distinct
entity.

To assert, however, the indiscerptible attributive
I.
matter, body, habitat, field, place or that which is en-

joyed.= Capacity, the container.
3, Kshetrajfia is the soul, the -

knower, the conscious dweller or he
who enjoys the field {Xshe/ra)—
Informer, the contained,
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character of the body to the soul, in accordance with the
Law of Co-existence of Subject and* Attribute {samanddhikaranyd) stands to reason in the same manner that a

class—like cattle, a generic term—is an inseparable attri
bute (or common term) of every particular individual, say
a cow or bull, falling under that generic term viz: the
class, cattle.

Inasmuch as the singularly unique nature of the

cognizer (soul) precludes perceivability by any of the senses,
the eye etc ; and is only conceivable by the mind after
the latter's subjection to the process of Yoga (or the prac
tice of introspection developing the sense of intuition in
the mind), the ignorant—ignorant by reason of the mere

propinquity of matter—misconceive that the mere bodily
configuration is itself the cognizer (soul). Thus declares a
future stanza;

'The unenlightened perceive not (him)the guna-linked,
the quitter, the dweller, the enjoyer; but they perceive,
—the wisdom-eyed.' {Gt'. XV-io)
&c.

2. * Know Me, also, Bharata! the Kshetrajfia in all
the Kshetras. I deem that is knowledge,—the
knowledge of Kshetra and the Kshetrajfia.'

Know that the Kshetrajfia (soul) who in the capacity of
cognizer abides in (or vivifies) all the tenements, such as
those of deva, man etc, is Mine, or is that which is

ensouled by Me {mad-dtmakatri).
From the adverb 'also' {apt) in the expression,
• know me also the Kshetrajfia', it is justly inferable that
'Kshetra also is Mine'. The purport is that in the
same manner as Kshetra (body) is apprehended solely as

the inseparable adjunct of Kshetra-jfia (soul),—by the.
Law of the Correlation of Subject and Predicate—so are
both Kshetra and Kshetrajfia to be understood as inse-

a.} 'KSHETRA-KSHBTRAJNA' OR MATTER-SPrRIT' DISTINCTION.
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parably adjectival to Me as relates, according to the same
Law of subject-predicate co-inherence.
It will be pointed out further on that Para-brahm—
Vasudeva—is a distinct Postulate of existence, from Kshet-

rajha—whether the latter belong to the condition of bondage
or emancipation—or Postulate dehned by the terms

Kshara (the perishable=matter-bound souls) and ^^shara
(the imperishable=matter-freed souls); for it is stated :

'Two-fold are the Purushas (=souls) in the world»
the Kshara and the Akshara ; Kshara is the sum of all
existences; the constant (kntastha) is called the Akshara.'

(Gi-.XV-i6j.
* But the Best Purusha (Soul) is Another, Who Is pro
claimed as the Great Soul, Who, being Infinite and.
Sovereign, entering the triad of existences, sustains (it)'
{Gt:XV-i7).
'Since I surpass the Kshara, and even excel the
Akshara, I am reputed as Purushottama both in the world
and in the Veda * {Gi: X V-j8) etc.

That Kshetra,theJcomposite of(the elements)earth etc.,
and Kshetrajha (souls) do qualitatively constitute the
body of the Blessed Lord—the Blessed Lord being their
Soul—the ^rutis such as the following declare:
'Who seated in the earth ; Who is the Interior of the

earth ; Whom earth knows not; to Whom earth is body ;
Who in the inside of the earth rules—,He is thy Soul, Inner
Ruler, Immortal'.'
'Who seated in the soul; Who is the Interior of the
soul; Whom the soul knows not; to Whom the soul is

body; Who in the inside of the soul rules ; He is thy Soul,
Inner Ruler, Immortal'.*

I. Bri Up'i V-7-3:'Yah prithivySm tish^han &c '.

2. B^: Up"s V-j-iz:'Yaalmani tishthan &c.'
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The reference to the Lord by the terms Kshetrajfla and
so on is justified in accordance with the Law of correlation
of subject and predicate signifying the abidance of the

Lord as the Soul of all tCshetrajhas, internally ruling them.
This Law of correlated reference was seen illustrated in

all the stanzas, such as:—

'Of the Adityas, I am Vishnu' etc.,(Gi: X-21), inter

vening between the general statement to that effect made
in the commencement in the stanza:

'I am Atma, Gudakesa! enshrined in the hearts of all

beings,'(Gi: X-20), and closing up as in such stanzas as:
'Mutable or immutable, nothing exists that without
Me can exist' (Gi:X-^gy,
'Abiding therein, I am in the Kosmos with but a

fraction (of Me).' (Gt: X-42).
I esteem that knowledge, then, as worth knowing viz,
the knowledge concerning the distinction between Kshetra
and Kshetrajfla; and the knowledge that T am their Soul.
Now,some interpret the passage:'know the Kshetrajfla
also as Me,' to establish unity (or identity) by the Rule of

Common Reference. In that case, then, of having to

postulate a unic existence, viz: Isvara, the fact that through,
ignorance. He is in the position of a Kshetrajfla(=cognizer,
implying duality, viz: cognizer and cognized), has to be ack

nowledged; and that the inculcation of identity is to dispel
this ignorance.(The explanation is that)the ignorance due
to the imagined (dual)condition as Kshetrajfla is dispelled
by the precepts of such highly trusty elders as the Blessed.

Lord, just as by the precept of a trusty elder, teaching'this
is rope, not snake', the fancied notion ofsnake disappears.
Such (interpreters) have to be questioned thus:

(i). Is tAis Teacher, the Blessed Lord Vasudeva, the
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Supreme Isvara, One whose ignorance has disappeared by
the realization efifected of soul-reality ?, or is He not such
an One ?

(2). If He be One Whose ignorance has disappeared
on the dawning of soul-illumination, then to imagine that
which is adjunct-less \jiirvisesha)t and which is purely essen
tially
(=consciousness) is to imagine a contrary reflec
tion (t. e.,imagining a duality in an essential monity) which
is objectionable, such as the existence of a duality like
Kaunteya (=Arjuna) etc. In that case where too,
is there any occasion for such a procedure as the imparting
of instruction to them (Arjuna and so on)?

(3). If He is not admitted as such an One (read 2),
then no soul-illumination has dawned on him,and therefore

ignorance remains undispelled ! Then because He is Him
self ignorant, whence his fitness to impart ?>o\A-knowledge ?
Is it not indeed stated elsewhere that :—

'The wise {inanis)—the seers of truth—shall teach thee

wisdom., etc(an explicit declaration of the truth of duality)?
{Gi \ IV-34).

Hence, all polemics of this nature, opposed as they
are to all ^rutis and Smritis, Itihasas and Puranas,logic and
their own averments,—so rife in order to impose on the
world—deserve not to be entertained.

The real philosophy of existence lies in the assertions
which the Srutis make of the distinctive characteristics of

(i) 'the experienced,' inherent in the nature of inert
matter-stuff {achit\,o{ (2) 'the experiencer inherent in
the nature of soul-stuff (^chit) and of (3) 'the Dictator,
inherent in the nature of Para-brahm (or the Supreme

Spirit.) Some of the :$5rutis which so declare are :—
'From this (tnatUr), the Charmer {Mayi) creates
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this Kosmos; in which another (soul) is by (His) magic
power confined'/
'Know the magic power {mdyd) to be verily matter
{Prakriti)] as for the Charmer, He is the Great Lord'*,

'The perishable {kshara) is matter {fradhdna), the
imperishable {akshard) is the immortal enjoyer (the soul)
and the Lord (God) alone rules (both) matter and soul'.®
(Here, amrit-dksharam harah, stands for the enjoyer
viz : the soul. The soul is called harah, because it is he

who is capable of seizing [=:harati) on matter—the
enjoyed—as enjoyer thereof).

'He (God) is the Cause, is the Lord of the lord of

the (bodily) organs (=Lord of the sou'); to Him there
is no other Lord Progenitor above*;—He is the Master

of matter (fradhdna) and soul {kshetrajha)', He is the Lord
of qualities.®
'The Master of the Kosmos, the Lord of the soul, the
Eternal, the Blessed, the Unfailing'.®

'The Knower (God), the not-Knower (soul) are two;
both are unborn; the One is Lord, the other is non-lord.'®

'The eternal (God) of the eternals (souls), the Intelli

gent of the intelligents, the One above the many,—Who
grants desires'.®
1. ^vet: Up°: IV-9: Asman May!
sfijate visvam etat lasmims-ch-anyo
mayaya sanniruddhal;

janita, na ch-adhipah'.
5.
j'Pradhana-kshetrajBa-patir gupe^h'.

2. Sveti Up°i IV-io 'Mayantu

6. Tai/iA'ira: 6^°: XI-ij Patim

prakritim vidyan Mayinam tu Mahesvaiam'.

visvasy-atmesvaram sasvatam sivam
achyutam.'

3. Sveti Up": 1-10/ 'Ksharam

7. Svett Up'x 19; 'J2a2.jnau

pradhanam amritaksharam hara(;, dvav-ajav-^anlfau.'
ksharatinanav ijate Deva Ekalj'.
g.
vi.13; and Aa|/4
4. Sveti 65^° / VI-2: Sa karajam
V.13; 'nityonitySn&m etc.'
karapadhipadhipo, na ch-asya ka^ch>^
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'Knowing the experiencer (soul), the experienced
(matter) and the Dictator (God) etc."

'Knowing the soul and the Guide as distinct, and
then by serving Him, he (the soul) reaps immortality from
Him."

'Of them, the other (soul) eats of the ripe fruit of

karma (sj>ddu pippalam), but the other (God) eats not and
shines everywhere."

'Verily one unborn (bound soul) lovingly tastes of the
one unborn (matter)—red (=light=fluids), white(=water=
liquids)and black(=food=solids),—and the latter (matter)

begets, in answer to his wishes (sarupdmj, manifold
progeny ; and one unborn (freed soul), discards her (matt
er) after tasting of her delights.''

'This earth {=mzXXer -gauk)is beginningless, endless,
is the mother having all creatures in its womb
'Dwelling on the same tree (with the Supreme Soul)
the deluded soul (the individual soul), immersed (in the

relations of the world) is grieved without having a Lord ;
but when it sees the other, the Lord—the Lovingly Worshippable, the Different (from all wordly relations)—and

■His glory, then does its (soul's) grief cease'®
libitum.

etc., ad

Also Stanzas in the Gita itself, such as those that

follow, are ad rem.

For example:—

'
and ahailkara; thus constituting My eight
fold differentiated Nature (prakriti=matter)' {Gi,: VII-4).
1. Sveti Up": i-i2; ' Bhokta
bhogyam PteiitSram etc.'
2. Sveti Up° I i-6; Pnthag atmanam Pieitaram etc.'

' Ajam ekam lohita-sukla-kpshnSm
etc.'
5. Mantra or Mdntrika t Up"-: I
' Gaur anadyantavati sa etc.'

3. Sveti Up"! iv-6, and Mu^ Up":
iii-i-i:' Tayor anyalf pippalam svadv

6. Sveti Up": iv-7; Mun((i Up"*
' Samine vrikshe purusho nimagno

atti etc<'

etc.'

4.

Sveti Up"t Tatit Ndrdi3i-i.
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'But this is inferior; know My other Nature,superior—
the Jiva (=soul)'[,Gi: VII-5).
'All creatures, Kaunteya! go into My Nature (=matt

er), at the end of a Kalpa. Again do I emit them at the
beginning of a Kalpa.' {Gi: IX-7).
'Again and again do I, resorting to My Nature, emit
all this sum of beings, lying helpless in the power of
Nature.' (G/;IX-8).
'By Me,the Superintendent,(itjbegets all mutables and
immutables. Indeed is this the reason, Kaunteya! that the
Kosmos turns.' {Gi:IX-io).

'Nature as well as Spirit,know,are both beginningless.'
(G/-: Xni-19).
'The vast brahm (=matter! is My womb, into which
I sow the germ (=soul). Thence comes, Bharata! the birth

of all beings.' (G/: XIV-3); and so on.
The meaning of the last quoted verse is:
'The womb (or source or cause) of the Kosmos, this

vast extended (= matter-stuff) is Mine, called prakpti
(=substance), the subtle of the elements, the inert thing
(jochit.) Into this, I unite the embryonic germ called the
chetana (or c/4iV=the conscious entity). Thereafter, from
this compound alone of animate and inanimate substan
ces—created by My will—all creatures,from deva down to

a tree, confined in matter (achii), are produced.
The term brahma as signifying this primal rudiment
of elements(=root-matter) is evident from the Ijiruti:
'From Him (His will), this brahma (=unmanifested

Kosmos)and the 'name-form-food'(=manifested Kosmos),
are born.'^

Similarly, ^rutis asseverate that the Intelligents ifhit)

and non-Intelligents [achit),'md\\ conditions and existing in
the relation of'experiencer' and'the experienced,' constiI. Mun^ s Up"x I-I-9!'TasmSd etat brahma' etc.,

a.]
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tute the body of the Supreme Spirit, and subject to His
Will stand to him in indissoluble attributive relation ; and

that the Supreme Spirit is their Soul. (In other words,
God is the Subject of the matter-and-soul Predicates).
Some of the Srutis are quoted below for reference:
'Who seated in the earth, Who is the Interior of the

earth; Whom earth knows not; to Whom earth is body ;
Who in the inside of the earth rules; He is thy

Soul,Inner Ruler, Immortal.'^ Comniencing thus, the 5ruti
closes by saying:
'Who seated in the soul; Who is the Interior of the
soul; Whom the soul knows not; to Whom the soul is

body; Who in the inside of the soul rules; He is thy Soul,
Inner Ruler, Immortal.'*

Another Upanishat, also commencing by declaring:
'Who, moving in the interior of the earth ; to Whom
earth is body ; Whom the earth knows not,*®
'Who, moving in the interior of akshara («=soul), to
Whom,akshara is body; whom akshara knows not,'*
'Who,moving in the interior of mrityu (=root-matter)
to whom mrityu is.body ; whom mrityu knows not,'® etc.,
finishes up by saying:
'He is the Inner Soul of all beings, the Sinless, the
Divine, the only Lord, Narayana.'®
(The term mp'tyu in the above quoted Upanishat,
connotes the subtle state of the inanimate {achit) substance,
known by the appellation of tamos).
In the same Upanishat again, it is further stated :
1. fifii C^°jv-7-3.'Yah prithivyam
tishthan etc.'
2. £ri: Up°t v-7-22.'Ya atmani
tishthan etc.'

SubJi

3. Suid: Up', vii. 'Yah piithivlm
antare saBcharan etc.'

. 4.

antare saficharan etc.,
5. SubA\ Ofi'
Yo mntyum an.
tare saiicharan etc.'

Up"-, vii.'Yo?.kharjitn

vii.'
Esha sarva-

bhfit-Sntar-atma Divyo Deva Ek o
Narayaf^a^.'
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'The unmanifest(avyakia) merges into the imperisha
ble (akshara) and akshara into tama^^ and so on.
Elsewhere also it is asserted thus:—

'Penetrating within, the Ruler of creatures, the allSoul.'*

Similarly,, there are Srutis which undertake to expli
citly impress the truth that the Supreme Spirit alone is the
Subject, predicated by the compound body of sentient
and insentient elements existing in all conditions; and that
He alone is existent as the potential as well as the actual
Kosmns. Some of them are cited here :

'This Sat f=existence=God") alone, O Somva
ami
able disciplel, was in the beginning, the One Only, the

Secondless.*
'That willed :"May I be many !"
May I multiply." It created light f=tejasi.'* So begins
one Sruti, and closes thus:—

'In Sat f=Existence) O Somya! has all this offspring
(creation)its Root, Sat is its Support,and Sat is its Rest.'®
'All this r=the real Kosmos) is ensouled by It (Sat):
That is true; That is the Soul; That,O Svetaketu! thou art.'®

In another place, similarly, beginning with :
"He willed :'May I be manifold !','May I procreate'
etc." So did He meditate; meditating. He created all this,'*
closes by stating:
'Both the constant (=safyam=sou\) and the variant

(=«««/«>«=matter) became the Truth (=Safyam=God)''
Suiit: Up": ii. 'Avyaktam

5. CAA; 17/®: vi-8-6. 'San-mulas

akshara etc.'
2. Tail: 2ratt; iii-io. 'Antah

I-

Somy emSs sarvah etc.'
6. CAAt Up": vi-S-y. 'Aitad 5t-

j)ravishtas sSsta jananam etc.'

myam idam sarvam etc.'

3. CAA: Up": vi-2-1. 'Sad eva
Somya etc.'

4. CAA.'F/®: vi2-3.'Tadaikshata
bahu syam etc.'

7. Tail: ^ran: u-6-2. 'Soikamayata bahusylm etc.'

8. 7h//i
anritail cha.'

ii-6.3. 'Satyag ch-

2.J
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The above passage confirms what, in another Upanishat(Chhandogya), is sung in the same strain viz:—
'Hanta\ with this life-soul {—fivena dtmana^j'ivdtmand\ do I interpenetrate these three devatas(=material
principles: fire-water-earth), and manufacture names and

forms;'' showing the distinction in essence subsisting
between the three substizntia, viz: cAiV(=sOul),achit(s= mat

ter) and Tsvara (=God).
The TaittirTya-Upanishat itself declares likewise:
'After creating it (=the composite Kosmos of chit
and achit), He(God)entered into it; and entering it, became
both the non-mutatory f=Soul)and the mutatory(=matter)
,the Cone) conscious, the (other) unconscious r
the (one) constant, the (other).variable—became the Truth
f=Gbd).'«

From the agreement in sense between the Chhandogya-text viz:
'With this life-soul (=.7ivdtma) do I enter into (these
three devatas)'' etc. and the TaittirTya-text: viz.,
'
(He),entering it, became both the changeless f=soul)
and the changeful (s= matter)

the conscious and

the unconscious*' etc; as proving the ensoUlment of jiva
(soul) by Brahm (God), it is seen that the principle
intended to be established throughout is the principle
of Immanent Co-existence as in the relation of soul

and body.

The manufacturing of names and forms is of this
(the aforesaid) description ; which is further confirmed
by another Upanishat also:
'Whereas this verily was (before)unfashioned {avydkri/aw), and which(He now)fashioned into names and forms'®
1.
vi-3-2.'Hantaz-ham
imSs tisro devata etc.'
2, Tail t Ujf; iI-6'2.'Tat siish-

tvaetc'
3. Bri-.Vfi iii-4.7'Taddhedam
tarhi etc,'
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Hence, since the Supreme Spirit alone, with chit and
ctchit correlated to Him as body, is the One Principle, the
Cause,—when
and achit are in subtle condition,—and the
Effect,—when chit and achit are in manifested condition.

Hence, admitting the identity of Cause and Effect, our
position'that knowledge of Cause is knowledge of Effect
ergo, 'that knowledge of the One is the knowledge of all,'
is tenable.

In the text: 'Hanta\ with this life-soul

do I enter into these three devatas, and make names and

forms,'' the expression'three devats' indicate all ctchiisubstance en masse, and that fashioning'names and forms'
is by the medium of life Cjiva=soul), the soul of the latter
being God Himself. From this it is evident that all names
which are sound-symbols do all have reference to the
'Supreme-Soul, adjectivated by matter and soul. Hence
the Rule of the identity of substance with its adjuncts finds
its primary application in that terms signifying the
Supreme Spirit in His causal mode, have reference to terms
signifying his mode as effect.
Hence since Brahm Itself is the Cause, with soul and
matter as Its modes in subtle state, and Brahm Itself the

Effect with soul and matter as Its modes in gross state,
Brahm may be said to be the Material Cause ofthe Kosmos.

Though Brahm is the Material Cause, that Cause is the
Compound (Brahm), and hence no intermingling in their
essences, of the triune elements: soul, matter and Brahm,
need be supposed. Our assertion therefore that Brahm
is the Material Cause of the Kosmos is most tenable.

As in the case of a colored cloth, the material cause of

which, say, is the combination of white, black and red
threads,—though the cloth is a single substance considered
(. Chh TJfx vi-3-2.'Hanta^hAin imas tisrp ^evatt etp'

3.j
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as a whole, yet the qualities, whiteness etc., are confined to
just those parts of the whole, where white threads etc., may
happen to occur,so, when the compound of matter,soul and
God is declared to be the Material Cause, yet in the Effect
ofthat Cause,viz:the Kosmos, there is no confusion ofthe
distinctive characteristics of'the experiencer,' 'the experi
enced'and'Director'which severally pertain to the three
distinctive principles,—combining to produce a kosmic
effect—of matter, soul and God. But there is a difference,

that in the case of the cloth—cited as analogy—the several
(colored) threads are capable of being separated, whereas
since matter and soul in every and any condition, ever
constitute the body of the Supreme Spirit,it is a case where

with the indiscerptible attributive character of matter and
souland substantive ctizxdJcXsx ofGod,itisa Compound Unity.
Hence the Supreme Purusha alone so adjectivated by matter
and soul, is both the Cause and the Edect; and Supreme
Purusha alone is thus He, Whom every verbal symbol
ultimately connotes.

As for the differences in the components of this com
pound,and their non-interchangeable character, the analogy
(of the cloth) holds good.
When the case stands thus, it is evident that though
Parabrahm enters into the effect,—since there is no trans
formation of his essential nature therein, there is no
transmutation of his substantial character.

That He is Effect is tenable by reason of His being the
Soul of the effect, for what is effect but a change of mode?
The contention of 'Brahm devoid of qualities'
\=nirgu^-vddd)t is justified when it is taken to mean
that Brahm is devoid of sinful qualities. (It means that
when for example Brahm is said to be sin-Zrj'j' it does not
necessarily follow that He has no virtues or no attributes
whatever). For, certain !^ruti passages declare

4i2
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'(He is) destitute of sin, of decrepitude, of death, of
affliction, of hunger, of thirst','After thus oppugning im
perfections (or sinful qualities) to Brahm, the 5>ruti im
mediately next declares:—

'(He is) the Fulfilled of desires (=All-sufficient or
Self-sufficient), the Possessed of Infallible will'* etc., thus
ascribing virtues (or good qualities) to Brahm ; and esta
blishes affirmatively here what elsewhere (in the Srutis) was
generally negatively established that'devoid of qualities'
means the'negation of evil qualities.'
Next, the controversy'that Brahm's nature is mere

consciousness(not conscious entity)' becomes intelligible on
the ground that Brahm Who is Omniscient, Omnipotent,

Opposed to vices and Endowed with Virtues etc., can be
aptly defined by the fact of his being endowed with the
primary attribute of consciousness, chiefly characterizing
Him,the"Self-Illuminated.

§rutis such as:'Who is Omniscient and All-wise' ®;
• It is heard that His Transcendant Power is manifold,
and His natural (attributes oO Wisdom, Energy, Work etc.'*
'Oh (disciple)! By what is the A)1 Knower to be Known?

etc., proclaim Him as the Wise or the Conscious (Being);
etc.

^rutis such as :

'(He is) Truth, Wisdom,' etc.®, proclaim His being
essentially Wise (etc), inasmuch as He is definable as

pernieated by Wisdom (or Knowledge or Consciousness),
and as being essentially .Self-Effulgent.
Srutis such as:

I. Chht Ufx VIII-i-5. *Apa
hata-papma etc.'
3. CMi Up^'.
'Satya
kSmas satya-sapkalpa^f etc.'

4. Svett Ujfi't IV-8..'Paratsya
sakti^ etc.'
5.
6^®/IV-4-14.'VijiiatSrani
are etc.'

3.
Up"I II-3-7. Yas
larvajfias etc«*

6. Taiit Up"'. II-i-i. 'Satyam
jBanam etc.'

a.]
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"He willed:'May 1 be manifold,"*

"He contemplated:' May I be many,"*
'He fashioned it into names and forms;'®

'Oh (disciple)1 When,indeed,the Spirit is seen,is heard,
is meditated, is understood, all this becomes known;'*

• All that is to be rejected where all is seen save Atma;'®
'What is Rig-veda but verily the breathings of this

Great Being;'® show that Brahm alone is, by His Self-will,
existent in the forms of movable and inmovable (Objects).

Again, that manifold existence without Brahm as
Soul is an unreality,—(/, e. in other words, any Multeity that
could be supposed to exist without the Unity (Brahm) is a
non-entity, or that anything could have a self- existence
independent
—is the declaration ofsuch ^rutis as:

'Who perceives Here (in Brahm) the least diversity,
deserves the death ofdeath (=doom of samsara)';*

'Not Here (in Brahm)is the least diversity,'®
'Where it may appear to be duality;'®
'That as other, the other sees ; but where to him all
is Soul, who (else) is by what (else) seen ?'*®; etc.
Nor is the multiplicity of modes of Brahm, asserted

by such §rutis, as:'May I be many!, may I procreate !'**—
showing the assumption by Brahm,by His own will of many
1. Taiti IT^": 11.6-2. 'Sot
klmayata etci'
2. Chh-. UpPt

VI-2-3. 'Tad-

7. Biu Up"-. IV-4-19. and Aafti
VP''. IV-io-ii.'Mntyos sa mptyum
etc.'

aikshata etc.'

8.

3. Bits UtP: III-4-7. 'Tannama-rupabhySm etc.'

IV-io-ii.'Neha nanatsti etc.'
9Up"* VI.5-15. 'Yatra Hi

4. Bits Up" I VI.S-6. 'Atmani
khalv-are etc.,
5. Bits Up": Vl-s-y. 'Sarvam
tam parSdSt etc.'

6. Bfit Up'i VI-5-II 'Tasyaha
V8 etc.'
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dvaitam etc.'
'o- -Bl's Up"'. VI-5-is. 'Taditata
itaiam etc.'
11.
VI-2-3.' 'Babu syam

prajaygya etc.'
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names and forms,-denied; for that such is the case has been

established at the commencement itselfof the Sruti passages,
in the midst of which occurs the apparent contrary state
ment: 'But where to him ail is Soul,' etc,' those passges being :'All that is to be rejected where all is seen save

Atma'* 'What is Rig-Veda but verily the breathings
of this Great Being'.^ etc. Thus by the $rutis themselves
we see established (i) the essential {or substantial) differ
ences amongst the Categories of chit, achit and Isvara
(or the soul, matter and God); (2) the attributive (or

qualitative) differences amongst them; (3) the Law of
Cause and Effect;(4) the Relativity of Cause and Effect,
etc, and thus a harmony is established amongst all the
Srutis by the Srutis themselves. Hence there is not the
least room for entertaining such doctrines as those of
'Brahm-nescience'* {Brahm-ajhdna-vdda)'Brahm-difference
due to limitations',® {Aupddhika-brahnta-bheda-vdda) and
other similar tenets based on fallacy and opposed to
the spirit of the Srutis; and hence let us take leave of
further controversy.

clc%^

&c.

3. 'Listen from Me briefly, what that Kshetra is, its
purpose,its mutations, its origin, its nature; and

what he (Kshetrajfia) is, and his powers.
That Kshetra'^{yat)'=-what it w, means what its subs
tantial nature is.

1. £li\ Up°i vi-5-15.'Yatra tvasya etc.'

seeming dual through ignorance,
(Vide commty: 11. 12.^4: Q.)

2. Bris Upfi vi-S-7.'Sarvam tam
parSdat etc.'
3. Brix Up"'. vi-S-ii. 'Tasyaha
v3 elasya etc.'

5. This is what is called AupdSkika-Brahma-bheda-vdd(x\ or Brahm
become dual on account of limiting
conditions. ||.,This is §lankara's doc-

4. This is what is called the
Brahm-SjMna-vida;

or

Brahm

trine, {.This is Vadaya-bhaskara doc*
trine {vide commentary to 11. 12).

2."]
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Yd<irik=wha.t kind = what use or purpose it serves

=to what is it a support or how it lends itself for service ?
Yad-vikari^Yhs. mutations or modifications or chan

ges it undergoes.
Yatdk—Yrom whence, means whence it originates, or
for whose use it is originated.
Frt/=its nature or properties. And
What he is means what is Kshetraj^a i.e., soul's nature.
Yatprabhdvdh=\\\% virtues or properties or powers. '
Hear from Me a summary of all this.
&c.

4. 'What by Rishis is variously sung,and distinctly by
various (Veda-) Chants ; also by Brahma-sutra
passages, full of reasoning and certitude.*

The truths regarding the Ksketra and the KshetrajHa
have been variously declared by the Rishis, Parasara etc.
Thus for example:

'O Earth-king! Myself, thyself and others likewise, are
all of the elements. Entities (or egos) en masse, take the

bodily shape by following the stream of the gunas.''
'Verily, King I are the gunls, satva etc., dependent

upon deeds (=karma); and deeds are gathered together
through (/. e., the consequence of) avidya (ignorance) ; and
this (avidya) is in all creatures.' *
'The soul is pure, imperishable, tranquil, void of

qualities, being distinct from prakyiti(= matter).'^
Similarly, 'Inasmuch as the body characterised by
head, hands and the like, is different from the person, to
which of these, O King! can I refer the symbol'I!?♦
1.

Vish: Puri II-13-69. 'Aham

tvaBcha etc.'

2.

Vishs Purs II-I3-70.'Karma*

va^5 guna etc.*

3.

Vishi Purs ri-13.71. 'Atma

suddho etc.'

4.

Visht Purs II-13-89. 'Piij^a^

pntliRg c'c,'
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Similarly again,' Art thou this head, or thy breast or
the belly ? or art thou the foot etc., and the like, or are
they, O King! thine ?''

'Distinct, art thou O King I from all the members.
Now, like a clever man, King! think who in this is'I '.*?
That of both these postulates(matter and soul)distinct
from each other, Vasudeva is Soul, is sung in such verses as;
'The senses, manas, buddhi and egoship, health,

strength and spirit are all, they sa)',ensouled by Vasudeva,—
both the Ksketra and the KsheirafHaJ^

Distinctly by various Chants {of Vedas), =by Rig, Yajus,
Sama and Atharva Vedas, the distinctions of body-nature
and soul-nature are variously sung, as for example.-—

'From this Atma,verily is akasa(space)sprung; from
space,air; from air, fire; from fire, water ;from water,earth.
From earth, the plants; from plants, food; from food, man
(purushawany embodied creature); and this man is truly
full offood-essence.'♦; by which,the nature of the body has

been stated. And then the subtler principle of Prana(=life),
and then the still subtler principle of manas (=mind), have
been stated, closing up with the statement:

'Other again than this mano-maya principle (mindfull sheath) is the still subtler princple, vijHdna-ntaya
(=intelligence-full sheath=soul)V by which the nature of
soul has been stated. And lastly, the nature of Paramatma

(=God) has been stated by the passage:
1. Viski Pur \\-t3103. 'Kimtvam etat-chirah etc.*

'IndriySni, niano etc.*
4. Taitx Up^t Anan: ii-1-2. *Tas-

2. KfVA;
ii.13-103. 'Samastivayavebhyah etc.*

mSd va etasmat etc.,
S"•• Up'': -4-1. Tasmad-va
etasm3t etc.*

3. Vish t Sahcura-nSmidhyaya s
MakdSAd: Aw.Parva ClLIX.-iyj'
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'Other again than this vijHdna-maya, the still subtler

principle is Ananda-maya fsGod).'
Similarl)' also in many places in the other Vedas, Rig
Saina, and

Atharva, the distinctive features in which

Kshetra and Kshetrajfla exist, and their ensoulment by
Brahm,are all clearly enunciated.

Also by Brahma-Suira passages \.t., Aphoristic sen
tences which treat of the knowledge of Brahm, also
called SarTraka-Sutras,—authoritative judgments on the
topic in question. For instance,—commencing with the
Aphorism: 'Space {=sviyaf) (does) not (originate), on
account of the absense of Sruti (to that effect)',*—the
decisions regarding Kshetra-nature have been formulated.
And, commencing with Aphorisms:
'The soul is not(born etc.,) says the $ruti; also it is
eternal as the same (Srutis) say *.®

'Atma (soul) w intelligent'.* etc., the decisions regar
ding the truth of Kshetrajfta have been formulated.
And by the Aphorism :

'But from the Highest fLord), because $ruti says,'®
decision has been pronounced regarding everything being
under His Guidance and Power {=pravartyatvd) and
therefore He is the Soul of all things.
In this manner the truths regarding Kshetra and
Kshetrajfta have been expounded in numerous places (and
numerous ways). And now hear the same which in alucid
and compendious manner I am going to explain.

♦1^1^I'M

111 &c.

5. ' The great elements, .^hankara, Buddhi
1. 7a«V»
etasmat etc.'
2.

Br: Su: ii-j-/.

'Tasmad va
' Na viyad as-

ruteb.'

3. Brt Su:n-j-/S,

sruter nityatvaccha tabhy^'
4. Br t Sii: ii-jzao. jfiiota eva.'
5.

Br: Su s

tach-chruteh.'

'Na^ tma
IX.

and

' ParSt tu
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also the Avyakta (Unmanifest); the senses Ten
and One, and the five Sensibles.'
5^: &c.

6. Longing and aversion;joy and affliction, constitute
Kshetra with its mutations. This is(thus) briefly
described—this aggregate, this basis for the
soul.'*

The great elements, Ahankara, Buddhi and Avyakta,
are the germinal materials of Kshetra.

The great elements are (i) the Earth, f2) Water rs)

Fire (4) Air, and f5) Space. Ahankara is the root of the
elements. Buddhi is Mahdn (or Mahat-tatva). Avyakta

is Prakrtti or primordial matter-stuflf of which all the
foregoing are differentiations or mutations,(or several terms
in an evolving series).
The Senses Ten and One, and the Five Sensthles,

are the ■(material) principles which depend on Kshetra
The Five Senses, of perception (or knowledge) are the
auditory, tactual, visjual, gustatory and olfactory, senses.
The Five
f=organs) of action, are the vocal, the

prehensil^le, the locomotive, the excretory and the genera
tive organs ; thus Ten. The One is the manas (=mind).
The Sensibles are the five objects of the senses, viz:
sound, touch, color (or form) taste and smell.
Lonffint^, Aversion, Jov and AMictinn-. These are said to
be the products, or the modifications of Kshetra. They are

so said to be on account of their resulting from Kshetra by
the union with it of soul, albeit, properly speaking, those
are affections which pertain to soul as its characteristics (in
its mundane state).
That Longing etc., are moods or affections of the

(ihcorporeal) .soul is .shown further on as: 'Purusha is
a.

Cp: 54; <7?: VII.4.

3.

Cp: 54: C/: XIII-I?.
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said tc be the cause for being the experiencer of joy and
grief.,'
SanghAtas-chetajiadhritih,:—adhrtih=adhdrah—the ba
sis=the medium or vehicle or fundamental materials. Sang'

^4/0^=the aggregate or the collocated ingredients(=body)
to work with, for the intelligent principle, the soul,either by
its aid to experience joy, grief etc., or by its aid to procure
material happiness (on Earth, and elsewhere as in Syarga

etcher to procure liberation {apavarga).
Thus Kshetra or the aggregate fashioned out ofthe rootmatter(=^r0^/'iVjj down to earth-stuff, is the foundation for
the senses; is the compound, giving birth to changes of
temperament such as longings, aversions, joys and griefs ;
and the instrument for soul to experience pleasure, pain
etc., with.

This Kshetra has thus now briefly—with its variations
and its moods (or affections)—been explained.
Now the virtues or powers as will enable one to
obtain soul-knowledge,—(that the evolutes mentioned

aforesaid) of Kshetra^ can aid him to develope are now
enumerated:
&c.

7.'Reverence, Simplicity, Harmlessness,Forbearance,
Rectitude, Teachers"service. Purity, Faith, Selfcontrol.

Amdnitvam=te.vetev\cQ=dib?'QncQ of affront or contu

mely for good and great men.
Simplicity=absence of ostentatkm or
show in the discharge of pious duties, in order to gain
notoriety or a name for piety;
/4>iwwja=Harmlessness=absence

others in word, thought and deed.

of hurtfulness to

4^
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Forbearance=preserving temper undisturb
ed even when molested by others.
Rectitude, or sincerity or oneness in tongue,
mind and body.

Acharyopasanam=-Teachers' service^ = By prostration,
respectful speech etc., services to the Holy Teachers im
parting instruction concerning soul.
5a«c/4awts=Purity=cultivation of thought, speech and
deed, as dictated by ^astra so as to be fit to strive for and
acquire soul-knowledge.
=Faith=unshakable confidence in the spiri
tual teachings of Sastra.

Atma-vinigrahah=SG.\{control=the abstracting or with
drawing the mind from pursuits other than that of the
spiritual science.
&C.

8. • Non-attachment for sense-objects, and also nonegoism and remembrance of the evils of birth,
death, dotage, disease and misery.

Vairdgyams:Non-attachment^ ^Ijanegation or distaste
arising for things other than the soul, by reflecting that
they contain evil.

An-ahaMlfdra=non-egoism=the absence of the love of
mistaking the non-ego=body,for ego=soul. This is a single
illustration (to stand for all similar mis-notions). It includ
es the absence of the notion of property for what is not pro
perty(=the'mine-ness)'.
Remembrance of the evils of birth etc=the constant

pondering over the fact that so long as existence, incorpo-,
reate lasts, evils of birth etc., cannot be averted.
&c.

9 'Relishlessness; absence of doting on son, wife,

■"

I. Vide

Cfi: IV.34.

7-10.J-
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home etc., and ever keeping mind balanced, let
good or bad befal.'
/^AZ/&/r^=ReIishlessness=not wanting things other
than the soul. Anabhishvangah—
ofexcessive fond
ness, or loving to extravagance, son, wife etc., beyond the
law-allowed limit of use to which they are intended.
Balance of mind etc: Good and evil, are the outcome of
man's motives in the mind. When these happen, to be free
from elation or dejection consequent thereon.^
&c.

10. 'Exclusive love to Me in Unerring devotion ;
resort to sequestered spots ; tastelessness for
men's society '.*
Bhakti='L.ov& to Me—the Lord of all—rendered in

onepointed and steady devotion.

Selecting places free from people, for habitation ; and
avoiding the company of men.
11. 'Fixture in soul-knowledge, and meditation on
knowledge regarding (spiritual)truths. This is
declared to be knowledge; what is contrary
thereto is ignorance.'

./4i/Ayah«a-;;'^a«a=soul-knowledge=knowledge of soul.

Fixture {—nityatva=nish(hatva) is to be permanently es
tablished therein.

Tatva-jHdndrtha-chintanam—vci&dltdXioti or musing on
such thoughts as would subserve the purpose of gaining
an insight into the truths of Eternal Principles {'^tatvas).
/«a«aw=knowledge=That, or the means, by which
one can achieve soul-wisdom. The aggregate of virtues, viz-.
Reverence etc,, aforesaid, tend to produce soul-knowledge
I. Read Smtca on'Happiness.'

3. Cp. Bit Glx XIV-26, VI-10, XVIII-ja,
53
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to the kshetra-conjoined soul (=embodied soul). And
whatever are the other qualities, opposed thereto, that the

kshetra is' capable of evolving, are obstructive to soulknowledge, and hence all that is ignorance.
Hereafter, the nature of kshetrajfia will be inquired
into, alluded to in :'He who knows this'{Gi: XIIlJ.
&c.

12. 'That will 1 declare which is to be known,

knowing which one tastes immortality; [that
which is) the beginningless; having Me for the
Highest; the brahma; called neither'ens * nor
'nonens.'

7hat which is to be known: is that which i.s to be gained,
viz: the nature of pratyag-atma (.soul),—to be known by
means of the virtues: Reverence etc., {vide supra).
Immortality: is the immortal soul itself, exempt from
the material necessities of birth, decrepitude, death etc,
y4«a<fi=That which has no beginning ; for to pratyagatma (soul) there is no birth ; hence it has no end; for

says the ^ruti: 'The intelligent soul {vipaschit) is neither
born nor dieth

Mat-param=1hdX (soul) to which I am the High

\para), as declared in the Stanza:'But know My other
Nature, superior, the jiva'{Gi: XII-5), by which, teaching
that soul-nature is in essence that which is body to, and
which depends on, the Blessed Lord.

Similarly do Srutis declare, as for example:
'Who seated in the soul; in the interior of the soul;
Whom the soul knows not; to Whom the soul is body;
Who rules in the inside ofthe soul
I. /Calhi UfPt ll'ii. 'Najayate

orij'ate va vipaschit;

etc. And also,

2. Brii UfP t \-f-zzt 'Ya

atmanoLntaro &c.'
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* He is the Cause, and the Lord of the lord of the
senses ; to Him there is no progenitor or lord

(He is) the Lord of matter {pradhdna) and soul {Kshetrajda), and the Master of qualities.'*
Brahma
which is great, because soul is an enti
ty separate from body, and is that which cannot be parted
or divided off by body etc. {Brahma=indivisible, impartite). So brahma=the Category of Kshetrajfia=soul;
Sruti also declares:—' He can become infinite.'® Soul's

limitation by body is due to Karma; but limitlessness or

infinity would be its attribute when liberated. In Gita
also the term brahma is applied to designate soul jas in:
'He, transcending these gunas, is fitted to be brahma'
[Gi: XIV-26);'I am brahma's Prop,—the immortal,im

perishable (brahma)' (G#:XIV-27). 'Brahma, purified,
grieves not, craves not; same to all beings, he acquires the
highest love for Me'. (G/:XVIII-54)
It is called neither sateens,nor asat~non-ens, because
it is that which never undergoes the states known as causes

and effects. The term'Ens' comes to be applied to it

when.it (soul) assumes names and forms such as deva etc;
and when no such names and forms are donned, the name

'Nonrens' comes to be applied to it. (Hence,essentially)
it is neither'ens' nor'non-ens.' Declare also the Srutis
thus:—

'Asat(non-being) was in the beginning, from it was
sat(being) born.'*

'This verily was unfashioned, whichwas(then)fashioned
out into names and forms
1. SvtU up''. VI-9:'Sakaranara

and so on,showing that the ocanthySya kalpate.*

karanHdhipSdhipo nacpasya kaschijja-

4. Cp: (Taih II-7-9, also Rig-

nit nachSdhipah.'
2. Svetx
VI.16! 'Pi;adljana

Veda (Vlll-yri;).
D/*"? 1-4-7:'Taddhedaln

kshetrajSa pathir gu^esah.'

etc.'

3. Svetx

V-9. 'SachSn-
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currence of states—as cause and as effect—to soul is due to

the.enshroudment brought on by ignorance [avidyn)\ and
is • not inherent to the nature of the soul itself.

Hence

soul-nature is undefinable by such terms as sat and asat.

It may be said that the Sruti: 'Asat was in the
beginning,etc' refers to tbe causal state in which Parabrahm
(God) is; to which it is replied that the causal state of
Parabrahm is the state of Parabrahm having the princi

ples, chit and achit (soul and matter) as the body. Hence
in the causal state, the body also, vis: kshetra and kshetra-

jfia(matter and soul) are fit to be designated as asat\ but a
causal state to kshetrajfia (soul) is accounted for by

karma, the pure soul-nature itself being one which can
neither be called'ens'{sat) nor'non-ens' {asat).^
&c.

13. * Everywhere hands and feet,that (kshetrajfia,is);
eyes, heads and faces everywhere, and all-hea
ring ; abides in the world encompassing all.'
Everywhere hands and feet^ that=The pure soulnature is capable of doing everywhere what hands and
feet do (in the embodied state). Similarly, it is capable
of performing the functions of seeing, hearing etc (without
the physical organs).
That Para-brahm,—albeit possessing no hands,feet etc.,

is yet capable of performing the functions of such mem
bers,—is declared by such Sruti passages as:
'Handless, footless. He fast moves and grasps ; eyeless.
He sees ; earless. He hears etc.'*

That pratyagatma (soul) also, in its pure nature,
and as co-essential with Para-brahm, has this capacity of
performing functions without organs, is a clear conclusion
1. Vide: Bh: Git IV'J4.'
2. Svet\ Up'. 111-19, 'ApSpi-

pSdo javano grihita etc.,'
Vide also Taitx N3r3\ \-\2,

'kshrtra-kshbtrajna'or matter-spirit distinction.

from the Sruti, when it declares :

'Then the wise (soul), casting off merit and demerit,
and become purified, attains transcendent equality (with
Brahm).'^
Also in the Gita; itself the Stanza further occurs:

'Embracing this knowledge, whoso attain to My stan
dard of righteousness' etc. {Gi: XIV-2).
And that {or this kshetrajha), abides in the world en

compassing all: means that soul pervades all things in the
world without exception; for pure soul-nature has no
limitations of space etc., and therefore it is all-pervasive.
&c.

14. 'Shining with all the sense-faculties, without all

the senses; unaffected, assuming all; guna-less,
guna-tasting.'
Shining with all sense-faculties: that which is capable
of shining or functioning with all the faculties of the senses.
Sense-facuities=Sense-activities.
The meaning is that with such faculties also, it (soul)
is capable of perceiving objects; but by nature, it is
devoid of ail senses, for without sense-faculties even, it is
by its own virtue capable of knowing all.
Asahtam^'unsiffected, or by nature unattached to
bodies such as deva etc. And yet,

Sarvabhrit=3iSSUTn\ng or capable of assuming all
bodies such as deva etc., as declared in the $ruti:
'He becomes unifid, becomes trifid etc.*

Nirgunam = guna-less or intrinsically without the
qualities such as satva etc., pertaining to matter and yet,
Guna-hhoktri—^^ enjoyer of the gunas, satva etc.
&c.

15. 'Without and within the elements; unmoving
I.

iII-l-8-• Tfttha

vidvS pupya-pape vidhflya nirafijanahparamam samyam upaiti.'

2. Chht up"-. VII-26.2S 'Sa

ekadhS etc.*
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and moving; being subtle, incomprehensible ;
it (soul) stands far and yet near.'"^

Without^)^& soul can exist disembodied abandoning
the elements, earth etc.,and it is within them also.

It can roam about or not at will, as stated in the l^ruti:
'Eating and playing and enjoying with partners,
equipages etc.'«

By nature, it is steady {unmoving), but moving in
the embodied state.

Being subtle, incomprehensible='Yh.Q soul-principle is
possessed of all powers, and all knowledge, and though it
inhabits this bodily tenement, it is very subtle; and there

fore. difficult by worldly men to understand it in separation
from the body.

It standsfar and yet near= It stands far to those men
who are not possessed of the aforesaid virtues of'Reverence'
etc., but posses.sed of vices contrary thereto; aad therefore
far to them though it is present in their own bodies.
But it is near to those who are possessed of the virtues
'Reverence'etc., {Gi\ XIII-7 to 11).
^ &c.

15^. 'Undivided among beings, it abides as divided.'
By its intrinsic property of'knower,' it is void of
divisions, abiding everywhere among creatures, deva, man
etc. But to (spiritually) unwise people, it appears divided
as:'This is deva'; 'This is man' etc.

FromwhatissaidintheStanza:'Hewho/twzyjthis etc.,'
(Gi'. XIII-1), it is understood that the soul being 'knower,'
it is possible to comprehend it as an entity separate from
the body, though in expressions like: 'I am deva,' 'I am
man' etc., it (soul=I) is always comprehended with referI. Laotze After calling it Distant, II say it conies back to me' p ■
249. Max Mullet's Intro: to Science

of Religion, z, Chh. £^®rVII.i2
3:
'Jakshan etc.*
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ence to the .body (its cloak). And now It will be shown
how to comprehend it as a distinct entity, in other ways:
&c.

16. 'And as supporter of elements it is to be known;
as devourer and as causer.'

Inasmuch as it supports or holds together the combi
nation of the elements,earth etc., known as body, it is to be
known or is capable of being known as the 'supporter,' as
contradistinguished from the'supported (body).'
Similarly, it is grasishnu^AevoMter of material ele
ments such as food. And therefore it is capable of being
comprehended as the'devourer,'as contradistinguished from
the'devoured articles.'
And

causer or cause of transformations

such as devoured food undergoes, and hence'causer' of
transformations may be inferred from the transformations
of food effected.

Inasmuch as no such properties are discovered in a

dead body, it is concluded that mere matter-combined
Kshetra'vs incapable of being the 'supporter,' the 'devourer
or'causer.' (Hence soul is to be inferred as such).
&c.

17. 'It is the light even of lights and is said to be
beyond darkness (tam<xs)\ wisdom-khowable;
wisdom-gainable ; centred in ever)' heart.'

Lights are such as those of sun, fire, gem etc.. Light
of these lights means that which illuminates these or that
by the light of which these lights are seen, meaning light of

knowledge before which all the luminaries,the sun etCi,shinei
As for lamp-light and the rest, they but dispel the dark
ness intervening between the sense of(sight) and its object;

the illuminating power of these lights is but limited to such
work. (Not so the light of the soul).
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It is said to be beyond darkness (tamos). The term

tamos is designatory of the subtle condition of prakfiti
(= matter). It (soul) transcends even this subtle principle.
Hence
=Comprehensible by intellect
or knowledge) as that which is characterized by intelli
gence (or cox\scio\xsness=jndndkdra),
\t\sJndnagamyam=vfisdom-ga.ina.h\e or that what can
be reached by wisdom embodied in the qualities:'Rever
ence'etc., or by qualities which constitute knowledge by
means of which to gain wisdom.
Centred in every

Present or seated in the hearts

of all creatures, man etc. in a pronounced form.
cim &c.

18. 'In brief has thus been told (thee what is) Kshetra,

Knowledge and the Knowable. My Bhakta,
well knowing this, is fitted for My state.'
Thus, a concise description of what constitutes the

principle of Kshetra has been given beginning with: 'The
great Elements, Ahankara etc.,' {Gi\ XII-5). and ending
with: '
the aggregate, the basis for the soul
(Gl:XI11-6^; of the Knowledge-means by which to know
the Knowable soul-principle in ; 'Reverence etc' (Gi-.
Xlll-y^ up to:'Meditation of Knowledge regarding (spiri
tual) truths' ^Gi?;Xlll-ii) and of the truths regarding
the Knowable or Kshetrajfla-principle, in : 'Beginningless
having Me as Goal etc 'f Gi:Xlll-i2) up to: 'Centred in
every heart'(Gi: XIII-17/

My bhakta knowing this — knowing the truths regarding
(I) Kshetra,(2) the means by which to reach the(or realize)

soul-nature as distinct from Kshetra, and (3) Kshetrajfia.
Isfittedfor My state: My state is My nature, different
from samsara (material mundane existence). To reach this
state he becomes competent,
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Now (x) the beginninglessness of the conjoint state of
the two distinct-natured verities, matter and soul, (2) the
difference of function which-(in union) each is supposed to
perform and (3) how these two principles came to be
conjoined, will be treated of;

19. 'Matter and Spirit, know, are both beginningless. Know that passions as well as virtues are
matter-born.'

Know that from time out of beginning, exist matter
(prakrtH)ox\^ soul (purushaj enmeshed together.
Vikdtas=\\t: or spirit modifications of properties=
unspiritual tendencies or qualities=pa.ssions.
Gu^as=\iV. qualities=good qualities=virtues. Passions
are desire, hatred etc., which forge bondage {bandha); and
Virtues are 'Reverence etc,'—qualities which effectuate
liberation (moksha).

Matter in union with Soul, perpetuating from item
immemorial,—evolved as body {kshetra)—conduces by its
modifications of desire, aversion etc., to bind him (the

soul); and the same prakriti (matter), by its modifications
of 'Reverence' etc., constitutes the cause of soul's eman

cipation.
&c.

20. 'For creating effect and instruments, matter is

said to be the cause ; for experiencing joys and
griefs, the soul is said to be the cause.'
=effect=body.

Kdraif^dni^ihc instruments viz: the senses of percep
tion, the organs of action, with manas(=mind). In the
making of these two (body and senses) to function the sou

envisaged matter alone is the cause. That is to say that all
54
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work—or manifested activity—as means to afford enjoy
ment or experiences (to the soul) is dependent on matter in

its state of'the field' impulsed by the soul. The soul simply
carries with it the function of the 'director' or'superin
tendent' {adhishthatri). In this sense, the following Vedanta Aphorism applies to the soul viz;—

'(The soul is) agent, because Sastra's purport is (then)
fulfilled,'^ etc.
What is agency (or being the doer), to the soul

but the being the cause of initiating effort through the
medium (or by the governing) of matter ?
The soul is the cause for experiencingjoy and grief •.
means that the matter-consorting soul is the seat for such
experiences.*

Thus difference of function each appropriate to
matter and soul—when in conjunction,—has been men

tioned. Next it is shown how the soul which is inherently
fit for self-blessedness, comes to experience pleasures

and pains derived from objects (products of matter).
3^:
&c.
20^. 'Verily being in matter planted, the soul
eats of the matter-bred products.'

The term ^««a=lit: quality, is figuratively used
here to represent the products of matter.

Prakriti-sthah purusha is the soul which by its own
intrinsic (soul-) nature, is made for self-bliss ; but it is now
seated in {i. e., consorts with) matter.
Matter-bred products
products or manifest

effects of the gunas, satva etc., arising adventitiously
from the circumstance of the (matter-soul-) association.

Bhuhkte=&dLXs of or experiences, joys and griefs.^
I. Br\ Sii:II-3-33 V'Karta sastrarthavatvat."

3. Consult BA: Gi: III-27 to 29

in this connection. Also read BAd^t
lIl-26-9:'Karya-kararia kartritve etc.'

3.

yiJe t Br:Sii : III-2-4, j.
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How this consorting (or conjunction) with matter
has come about^ is now explained:

PJW &c.
21. 'Attachment to qualities (gunas)is the cause of
births in good and evil wombs.'

This soul, born in a series of retrospective births
among devas, man etc.,—all variations of matter-forms,—

delights in (or evinces attachment for) guna-sated pleasures
etc., varying in their sdtvika and other characteristics accord
ing to the incidents of such births; and in so doing laun
ches into activities, good or evil, in order to procure for
itself such pleasures. In order then to reap the fruits
of such good or evil acts, it is inevitably born again in good
or evil wombs (respectively). Born, he acts again; acting,
he is born again. This circumvolution never stops till he
will take to the culture of the virtues:'Reverence etc.,'

[vide, Gi \ XIII-7 to 11) leading to soul-acquisition. (
Hence, it is declared :

'Attachment to gunas is the cause of births in good
and evil wombs.''

&c.

22. 'In this body, this soul excellent, is spectator
and permitter, supporter and enjoyer, the great
lord, and is also called p'aramatma.'

'The purusha dwelling in this body (=:soul) is specta
tor or he who directs by means of the will,the several opera
tions attaching to the body ; and permits them ; also is he
the prop of the body, also the enjoyer of pains and pleasures,

born of bodily activities. Thus by virtue of ruling, support
ing, and enjoying the body, the purusha is the gieat lord
I. Cp: Bh: Gii III-27; Tati

Trax Chit 34;' Guna-samsarga kiitarn;' Yoga
II-I7;' Drashtri &c;'

Vishx Pur\\-2-i and VI-7-22. and

VI-17-29. 'D«himRm &c,'
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{mahesvard)of the body,and the senses and the mind therein.
That he is such a lord {isvara), is further declared thus :
'When the lord [Isvara) goes,into the body, and
when he goes out of it, he seizes these and goes,like wind
(seizing) the scents from their seats.' {^Gi- XV-8).
To the body,the senses and the mind, he is also said to
be
supreme spirit,—within the limits of the

body. The term'atma' is often applied to signify'body',
and'mind,' as for example in:
'By meditation do some perceive soul in atma (tcdy,

by atma(mind).','f7i XIII-24).{T\iereioxeparam-dtma would
mean the soul that transcends both the body and the mind).
The conjunctive particle 'api'=-fl/j<7, appears to refer to

the epithet' great lord,' meaning that so far as this body is
concerned, the soul may be called the great lord, the
paramatma and so on.
Parah /«r«jAd'A=excellent soul: so called from the

natural potentialities of infinite consciousness and power
pertaining to this purusha (soul) as detailed in Stanza :—
'Beginningless, havingMe as Goal'; etseq(Gi:XIII-12)
%r% &c.
23. 'Who thus kens soul(pun(sAa)a.T\d matter(prakriit)
together with the gunas ; in whatever condition
he exist at present, he is never born again.'
7'A«^=sinthe manner described,—whoso intelligently

understands the nature of purusha (soul) and prakriti

(matter);"and also the gunas=thG humours or qualities
ofmatter as will be described further on {vide the Succeeding
Lecture XIV).

Whatever condition={rciate.na\ conditions)such as being
deva, man etc., in bodies, though(much against the will (of
the indwelling soul).
Never bom <2,^a»«=will never get into the company of
matter ; meaning that at the time when the body ceases
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to exist, soul is realized, in its characteristic state of
boundless consciousness and sinlessne.ss.
&c.

24. 'By Dhyana-yoga some do mentally perceive the

soul in the body ;by Safikhya-yoga,others;and
by Karma-yoga, others again.''
Some, who are perfect in yoga, perceive the soul {aima)

by the mind (atma) in the body {dtma), by means of
Dhyana-yoga (Bhakti or Path of Love). Others, who
are unadvanced in yoga, render the mind fit for yoga by
means of Sdflkhya-yoga ■=^^^^x\^-yoo^.{=Path of Know

ledge) and perceive the soul.
Others, who are unfit for Jfiana-yoga, as well

as

those who are fit but who prefer the easier road, also men
of note who have a duty to perform viz; to set an example
to others, follow Karma-yoga {= Path of Works) embody
ing knowledge, and train the mind to be fit for yoga, and

perceive the"soul.
&c.

25.

'But others who, knowing not thus, fmerely) con
template after hearing from others, do verily
(also) overcros.? death ; also thbse of (simple-)
faith in hearing (what is told them.')
Others again there are, incompetent to walk the Paths
of Karma etc,—leading to soul-vision,—who listen to the
teachings of sages, the seers of truth ; and then by treading
the Paths of Karma etc., contemplate on atma.

perceive atma and cross beyond death.

These

Also those who

are able only to believe in what they hear from others,

get purged of their sins, and are gradually enabled to em
bark on the several Paths (laid down) vis., Karma-Yoga
etc., and thus pass over death.
I.

All the Three Paths are here

summarized. As to what Sankhya and

Yoga mean read, II-39; III-2; V-4-5

and XVIII-13 (£A; Gl).
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'Api
signifies the degrees of competency or
capacity (that different sets of men have).
Now, in order to discriminatingly understand the
matter-bound soul, it is pointed out that whatever comes
into being, movable or • unmovable, is a product of the
union of sentient apd insentient substances, chit and achit.
&c.

26. 'Whatsoever a thing, mobile or immobile springs

up into existence, know that, O Best of Bharatas, (tobe) from union of kshetra-kshetrajfla.
Whatsoever thing—how so ever minute the mobile or
immobile is seen springing up into existence,it is so from
the mutual coujunction of (matter) and (soul). It is
always a compound existence, never independent of each
other.

^
&c.
27. 'He sees,indeed, who sees alike in all beings the
abiding lord transcendant; the undecaying
amid the decaying.'*

Seeing
or discriminatingly knowing that
atma is distinguished as the'knower'; is separate from the
diversities of (material) forms such as deva and the rest,
and that in whatever bodies it may happen to dwell, it is,
with reference to those bodies and senses and minds thereof,

the lord transcending {i=.parames:}ara) ; in other words
seeing the atma-nature to be the same in every compound
of soul-matter existence, by the common attribute of cons
ciousness.

Also discriminatingly seeing that whilst bodies etc.,

decay, the principle of atma does not decay, because of its
inherent imperishable nature.
For him who distinguishes atma thus, it is well enough;
but he who takes it as a variable thing varying like the
(. ^yisAs Pur: VI-7-S8;'Pradhanadi vi^shRntam etc.'
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forms, deva etc., and therefore subject to birth and destruc
tion, will ever remain in bondage (samsara).
m

&c.

28. 'Verily, by seeing the lord (soul) abiding alike
everywhere, one causes not to his self mental

injury;thereby doth he pass to the highest goal.'^

Ifvara=\oTd=dima=sou\, which resides everywhere in
the bodies of deva and the rest,as their sovereign
their
prop {adhdra) and ruler (iiiyantri); and which is free from
the corporeal differences brought on by being a deva etc.,
Seeing

seeing that the soul wherever it do

abide, is, by its, essential character of intelligence (jfldna
or consciousness), the same.
By thus comprehending atma-nature, one harms not

that nature by his mind (j., e., by thinking otherwise than
as stated;. Harms not=saves=deliverance (or redemption
from samsara. (?. e., the soul is saved by understanding its
nature aright;.

And then, by such knowledge,—viz: by comprehend
ing atma as the'knbwer' and of uniform nature wherever it
do dwell—one reaches the supreme goal; i. e., one realizes

the highest ambition, by obtaining atma-vision, in its true
light
But if he should view atma as different in
the differentiating light which the diverse bodily forms,
deva etc.; present, he injures it i. e., he hurls it into
the midst of the ocean of samsara.
^ &c.

29. 'He seeth, who so seeth that by matter alone
I. I draw the attention of the

p. 31, 32 where reference is made to

readers to the excellent articles
suphical Axiutns illustrated^ No.II.
Religious consciousness, by W. A..
Mayers [Theosophist for Octr: 189S

the Spint-ual Soul as the Basis of
Unity' &c., much in accord with
Kamanuja's Sy8t,em.
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are all dcts enacted *; seeth that likewise atma
is not actor.'

Whoso sees—that all actions proceed from the agency
of matter in the manner previously averred in;

'For creating effect and instruments, matter is said to
be the cause' (Gt: XlII-20); and sees that the soul
being one of intelligence is not the actor; and therefore
sees, that it is ignorance in the shape of karma, that brings
about(i) the associating with matter, (2) the condition
of informing it, and (3) the experiencing of joys and

griefs occasioned thereby,—such a man—sees atma in
its true light.
&c.

30. 'When he percieves the diversity of existence
centred in the unity; that from thence (unity)
alone is expansion, then doth he attain to
brahma (soul).'

Diversity (J>rithag-bhdva) is the diversity such as being
deva, being man, being short, being tall etc., seen in the
variety of existences such as deva and the rest,— exis
tences constituted of the dual principles of prakriti

(matter-stuff) and purusha (spirit-stuff)
Eka-stham=c^\xtA in the unity=the unic principle
{j=.eka-tatva)=\i!s\t, matter-stuff not the soul-stuff.

Expansion (vistaia) is the multiplication of differenti
ated

existences to run on

in successive

form-mani

festations such as children, grand-children etc., all ema.
nating from that unic matter-principle. Whoso thus
perceives that all differences have their origin in matter,
I. Cp. £A: Gi. III-27-28; Cp:

with TyndalPs Fragments of Science,
pj 495 (Longmans, 1896). "The
principle of every change resides in

matter.

in nature the

agent works within, being the most
active and mobile part of the materiai
itself,''

.»9'33'1 'kshetra-kshetrajna' or mati-^r-spirit distinction.
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(not atma), attains to brahma, /. e., realizes atma in its
iitate of infinitely expanded consciousness.
&c.

31. 'Begiriningless and quality-less, this exhaustless
exalted atma, Kaunteya! acts not; is tainted

not, though seated in the body.'
This exalted atma l=param-dtma) has now been de
fined as of a nature distinct from that of the body.
Though stationed in the body, atma is inexhaustible

or devoid of exhaustion(= perishment) inasmuch as it did
not begin {at any point of time). (The meaning is.that
infinite in time means infinite in nature).

Quality-less=Destitute of saiva and other qualities.
And therefore acfs not and is tainted not i, e., is not

affected by the properties of the body.
Granting that atma, being quality-less,

not, how it

in its constant association with body, is not tainted hy
the bodily properties is explained :
&c.

32. 'As, being subtle, the all-pervading akasa (space)
is soiled not, so is atma tainted not, though
everywhere present in body.'
Akasa or space prevails everywhere, and is in contact

with all objects ; and yet by reason of its subtle nature, the
properties of those objects never stain it. So is atma
very subtle, and though it do dwell everywhere in- the
bodies of deva, man etc., the peculiar properties(or natures)
that pertain to such bodies do not sully it
.I . .

.

&c.

33. 'As being single, the Sun illumines all the world,
so does the Kshetrl, (soul) Bharata I illumine

all the Kshetra,(body).'
55
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The Sun, singly by his light, illuminates all the
world. Like this does the Kshetri(=Kshetrajha=atma)
shine by the light of his intelligence in the Kshetra or his
tabernacle, the body—everywhere out.side and inside it

from top of head to toe of foot—by thinking: 'this is
my Kshetra (or residence), its state is such and so on.
Hence as the Sun in his capacity of illuminater differs

from the world, the illuminated, so atma, according to the
description given or in its capacity of cognizer, differs
from the Kshetra the cognized, and is therefore of a

unique nature as distinguished from Kshetra.
&c.

34. They attain to the Transcendent, who by the
wisdom-eye ken the difference betwixt Kshetra
and Kshetfajfla,also (do they attain) deliverance
from matter manifest.'

Difference=(<J«^rw«)=the distinctive characteristics

of Kshetra (matter) and Kshetrajfla (soul).

TWjflfo/M-^^=(jflana-chakshush)=the eye of discri
mination,

Bhuta-prakriti-moksha^tadXlGt as manifested in its
differentiated aspect^ of diverse existences. This is bhata-

prakriti, (as distinguished from primordial or root-matter).
JfoAjAa=deliverance=that which effects deliverance,
viz.] the means of such deliverance as stated in'Reverence'

(etc.,
Hence, those who comprehend (i) the distinction sub

sisting between matter [kshetra) and soul [kshetrajhd) and
(2) the means of effecting escape from the trammels
of manifested corporeal existence^—those means being the

^Mractice of such virtues as amdnitvam (.reverence)' etc.,
already enumerated, (XILI-7^) —reach the param—^^
Transcendent,

the enfranchised atma, or find atma in
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its essential state of unhampered or infinitely expanded
consciousness' (intelligence).
OM TAT SAT.

Thus closes the Thirteenth Discourse,

Named, Kshetra-Kshetrajfla- Vibhaga- Yoga,
Or the Book of Matter-Spirit-Distinction
With Sri Rdmdnuj'd's Commentary thereon.
Between Sri Krishna and Arj'una,
In the Science of Yoga,

In the Theosophy of the Upanishads,
Or the Chants of Sri Bhagavdn,
The Bhagavad-Gitd.

I. 'This is the process of un

nat etc.'='All that's done's thisj

ravelling and unfolding' recognized
by Bruns and others down to Tyndall.

What already is, is made manifest,
etc.' P. 104.Foot: note: Taiva-traya

Cp: §aunaka's;'Yathodapana-kara.

by Yogi S. Parthasarathi Aiyangar.
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COMMENTARY.

LECTURE XIV
NAMED

GUNA-TRA YA-VIBHAGA-YOGA,

OR

THE TOPIC OF THE THREE QUALITIES.

3^15^".
5W YdmundcMrya, Gitdrtha-Sahgraha, (Stanza, jg).
(l) Haw QuaTties bind,(2) their actoiship; (3) haw them to Cross,
That He the Source of all three Aims, the Fourteenth shows.'

Stl Yo^l S. Pdrthasdrathi Aiyangdr,
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THE FOURTEENTH LECTURE
named

IiUNA-TRAYA-VIBHAGA-YOGA,
OR

THE TOPIC OF THE THREE QUALITIES.
PROEM.

JN the Thirteenth Lecture, it was shown that by cornpre/

hending the real nature of the mutually related verities

of Prakfiti and Purusha, and then practising the virtues
of Reverence etc., (XI11-7. ffj, sanctified by the Grace
of the Blessed Lord, obtained through Bhakti (XIII-io)»
release from bondage would result And it was also there
made mention of that the cause of bondage was traceable,
to concatenated antecedents of attachments for satva and

other guna-impregnate(material) pleasures, viz:
'Attachment to qualities is the cause of births in good
and evil wombs'. {.Gi: XIII-21).

' • -.

In this Lecture, it is proposed to treat of how the

qualities (gunas)come to bind, and how deliverance there
from may be effected.
The Blessed Lord continued :
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^

&c.

r. 'Yet more, I shall declare, of the best wisdom of

wisdoms, having which the Munis all have, from
hence, passed to perfection.'
Param=yet more, of the wisdom concerning satva

etc., the q^ualities influencing the matter-soul union different
from what has been told. This wisdom surpasses all that
has yet been told thee relating to this union.
those who possessing this wisdom ponder over
it; and pass on to the supreme state of spiritual realization
(siddhi), from kence i. e., from the sphere of samsara.

This,wisdom is extolled, viewing it by i,ts fruits :
&c.

.2.. '."f Those, embradng this wisdom, have attained to
My state, are n.either born at evolution nor
suffer at dissolution.'

Wisdom is that which is going to be expounded in
this Lecture.

Mama,sadharmyam =-'^y state or My estate, or status
Comparing With My (divine) status,
Born at evolution is to be subjected to the processes of
evolution ; similarly to be subjected to pains in the course
of dissolution. But those who have obtained wisdom are

subjected to neither.
In order to show how matter's qualities come to

be the cause of bondage, it is first declared how all existing
beings,—resultants of the commingling of the elements of
matter and Souls howsoever small, as stated already!:-^

".a thipg, immobile or mobile, springs up ipto .exisjtence"
etc., (-<?/: XIII-26).—are so fashioned out by the Blessed
Lord Himself.^

I. Cp: Bhig\ III. 36. 30: Daivit kshubhita-dharmlDySmi'

X-30
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&c.

3. 'The vast brahma (iriatter) is My womb, into
which I sow the germ (soul). Thence comes,
Bharata! the birth of all beings.'
The inert or inanimate matter-stuff alluded to in:

'Earth, water, fire, air and space, manas, buddhi and
ahankara, thus constitute My eightfold differentiated mat
ter.''But this is inferior' (G/: VI1I-4,S), is what is desig
nated here by the term brahma,(the vast or great, or infini
tely extended) by reason of its being the primal cause of
all the differentiations which emanate therefrom in the forms

of Mahat C=buddhi), Ahankara etc. Passages of Srutis are
also found here and there calling matter-stuff by this name,
brahma. As an allusion, is the following:
'Who is omniscient and all-knowing; Whose medita

tion is wisdom-full; Whence, this brahma (matter-stuff)
and the Kosmos(annam)oi(.manifested) names and forms,
springs forth

By the i&cm garbha(=germ=foetus=embryo),the seed
en masse of all animate creatures is meant as alluded to in:

'Other than this. My superior Nature, the life-nature
etc. {Gi: VII-5).
Thus in the inanimate (or inertl-natured womb-like

vast matter-stuff I cast the seed of the aggregate of the
animate principle (jiva=soui). In other words it metms:
'I unite with the field that is inanimate,—the field ofenjoy
ment,—the aggregate constituting the animate principle,—
the enjoyers in (and of) the field.'
Thus are all beings from Brahma down to the tuft of
grass are by My will produced, from the conjunction of the
aforesaid dual Principles.
That this evolute-product or the manifested condition
of this union, has been produced by Myself is now shown:—
I. Muh\ » U^x

56"

I 'Yas sarvajfSas etc.'
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4. 'Of every form, Kaunteya! that is born of every
womb, the great womb of all is matter, and I
am the seed-giver, the father.'
Whatever forms are seen to proceed from the wombs
of Devas, Gandharvas, Yakshas, Rakshas, man, animals
beasts, birds, serpents etc., mattet-stuff is the great field of

conception, i.
the material nature that transforms itself
into the variations, Mahat etc., with the aggregate of the
animate Element imbedded by Me therein, is the cause. I

am thefather i. e, 1 am the Imbedder or Uniter, according to
circumstances, determined by each one's (soul's) karma.
Thus in the manner determined by previous karma,
souls, matter-bound, spring forth from the wombs of deva
etc. The cause that tends to perpetuate such generation
Is now pointed out:

5. 'Satvam, Rajas, Tamas^ are qualities matter-born,
which, O Great-armed! bind the imperishable
ego in the body.
Satvam, Rajas and Tamas are the three qualities (or
affections or humours or tempers) of matter=those in

hering in the matter-stuff. To mattertheystand intherelation
of attributes, and their existence is to be inferred from the

effects which they are instrumental in producing such as

brightness (of disposition, dullness etc).
These qualities are in a latent state in matter when
unevolved ; but manifest in its evolutes, Mahat etc.

And they impound in a body,the essentially free soul,
but forced

withal to dwell in

bodies such as those

of deva, man etc.,—forms manufactured.from out of the
Mahat and other evolutes of matter-stuff.
I. Vide, note, I, p4 67.
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The properties severally of Satvam, Rajas and Tamas,
and the mode of their binding the souls are now describ
ed ;—
&c.

6. 'Of them, O Sinle.ss I Satvam, luminous and pain
less from (its) purity, links (souls) to blessed
ness and wisdom.'

The characteristic nature amid Satvam, amid the three

qualities of Satvam, Rajas and Tamas is thus:
Being pure or lucid, it is bright. Purity or clearness is
that which is the negation of obscuration ; or brightness and
happiness. As only brightness and gladness result from
Satvam, it is said to be their cause.

Ptijkdsa=\vim\x\os\iy, means true enlightenment, or
exact knowledge of things accruing.
Andmtyam—ThsLt in which inhere not causes for pro
ducing pain (sickness) etc., and therefore Satvam is the
cause of health.

This Satva-quality produces in the embodied crea

ture a predisposition for happiness and knowledge. And
when such leanings for happiness and knowledge arise,
then one embarks on such worldly and spiritual pursuits
as conform with his leanings. Thence he is propelled to be
born in such wombs

made to be born in such bodies

as are favourably fitted for the enjoyment of the fruits of

his (satvik-) labours. So born, his inclinations fostered
by satva again tend towards happiness and knowledge.
Happiness and knowledge do thus result which in turn
produce a desire for more of them.

^WRHI &c.
7. 'Rajas, know, Kaunteya! is lustful; it engenders
desire and attachment; it ties the embodied
to work,'
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Rat'as is lustful or the cause of lust. Rdga =Lust,
concupiscence or carnal desire between males and females.
Rajas is the birth-place of trishnd and sahga.
Trishna is desire or thirst for all sensual enjoyments,

such as sound(= music) etc.
Sanga is attachment or desire to be united to, or to be
in the company of, sons, friends etc.
Thus Rajas, by engendering desires, tiesone(or prompts
one) to activity or active works. A pruriency for
active engagements or undertakings ; then performance of
works of the kinds of merits and demerits—thus does

Rajas become the reason for one being born in such places
and such bodies as are peculiarly suited to enjoy the fruits
ofsuch (Rajasa-) labours.
Hence by provoking an itching for works, Rajas
confines a man. Hence Rajas is said to be the cause of
lust, sensual desires and attachment.
&c.

8. 'As for Tamas, Bharata! it begets ignorance,
fascinating all embodied (beings): by listlessness doth it bind (one) to sloth and sleep.'
Af'Mna='igT\or^nce is that which is the reverse of
knowledge or wisdom. Jfldna or wisdom is the accurate

or right perception of things, and ignorance is perverted
or wrong perception. And Tamas {lit-, darkness) is the

diametrically opposed or completely reversed perception
of what a thing actually is.
Mohanam =\.\\aX which deludes men into obtuse know
ledge=Tamas.

This Tamas, being thus the root of pramdda, dlasya,
and nidrd, binds (one) fast, through these.
/'»'a>«<ifl'(j=Hstlessness=the attention being diverted
from a work on hand to some other.

7-tO.]
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i4/<?^«=sloth=inability to engage in any occupation,
sleep. Owing to a disinclination on the part of
the senses to function, sublation of all such activities
ensue. Sublation of the external senses constitutes dream,

but when the mind also sublates, it becomes sleep.
The cardinal features of satva etc., and their various

impulses, through which one is fettereS, is now stated:—
&c.

9. 'Satvam, Bharata! unites (one) to blessedness,

Rajas to activity, and Tamas,forsooth !beclouds
intelligence, and unites (one)to inattention.'
Satvam is chief in creating a rest for ble.ssedness;

/iajas is chief for impelling one to work; and Tamas
is chief in obscuring intelligence, and producing a perver
sity of the understanding, and thus create tendencies for
unnatural work.

If Satvam

and other qualities are the natural

qualities of matter which organizes into forms known as
bodies,—then it is evident that they all dwell together in
matter. How then do they each give birth to consequences
so very conflicting with each other ? Reply:
&c.

10. 'Overpowering Rajas and Tamas, Bharata I Sat
vam prevails; Rajas, similarly, over Satvam and
"Tamas ; and Tamas, over Satvam and Rajas
It is admitted that all the three, Satvam etc., are

qualities attaching to matter-bound Souls. But owing
to conditions impo.sed by past karma, and determined
further by the varieties of food eaten for supporting the

body, Satvam and other qualities so exist as one to
predominate over the other, or working at cross purposes
to each other; sometimes Satvam subordinating Rajas and
Tamas, sometimes Rajas, and at other times Tamas.

4SO
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That such is the case has to be inferred from the

knowledge we have of(visible) effects (produced thereby):
&c.

11. 'When intelligence is seen to shine through all
the avenues of this body, then it is to be known
that Satvam is regnant'.

When fUdna (understanding) or intelligence is seen to
shine through all the channels of knowledge, the eye and
the rest, producing a right conception of things, then it is
to be inferred from this that Satvam is In the ascendant.

Slf^^RRJT: &c.
12. 'When Rajas, Bharata-chief! is uppermost, then
are bred parsimony, unrest, engaging in works,
disquiet and craving.'
ZiiMa=parsimony or acquisitiveness=cIose-fistedness
in the expenditure of one's own money etc.,
PnJmVh'A=Unrest=a disposition to be active with no

definite purpose in view.
Engagement in frugiferous works.
Asamah=Tht disquiet of sense-activities.
craving for (sense-) objects (or sensual indul
gences)

These spring up when Rajas is in the ascendancy ; i. e.,
to say, when parsimony etc., are discovered to exist, the

inference therefrom is that Rajas is predominating.
&c.

13. 'When Tamas, Kuru's Son! is regnant, then are
bred obscurity, inertness, listlessness and error.

A/>rakasa=Bbsence of illumination or intelligences
obscurity=stupidity.
Apr^vritti— Inertness=sluggishness=disinclination to
work.

10-I5-]
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/'ra»iada=listlessness=attention diverted to the cornmittal of misdeeds.

Moha-=&ttox, perverseness, hallucination or illusion=
the disposition of the intellect to take distorted view of, or
to misinterpret, things.
These arise when Tamas is uppermost. That is when

stupidity etc., are seen to be rife, the inference there
from is that Tamas is in the ascendant.
&c.

14. '[f the embodied passes into death, when Satvam
is regnant, then doth he attain to the spotless
abodes of the blest.'

If the ego meets death when satvam holds sway, then
he attains to the numerous blessed regions of those men

who are knowers of the good=knowers of the good truth
viz: the truth of atma.'

/I

Spotless or exempt from blemish, meaning

devoid of ignorance.

The purport is that the fate of the person who dies
under the influence of Satvam would be such as to deter

mine hisfuture incarnations to take place in the environ
ments of such holy people as are atma-enlightened, and

having been so born, would be impulsed to persist in the
path of doing meritorious works, enabling him to further
improve his atma-knowledge thereby.
&c.

15. 'Dying when Rajas is regnant, one is bom
among those who are attached to works. Like

wise, dying when Tamas is regnant,one is born
in the wombs of the witless'.
1. 'The knowers of good (ut/amtanddm) or £tma-khow«i.
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If one breathes his last when Rajas holds sway, he
comes to be born among those who perform works for
the sake of reward. And having been so born, he will

prevail on himself to launch on such works as would
procure for him Svarga and similar material fruit.
Similarly, if one departs when under the influence
of Tamas, he comes to

be born in such wombs as

those of dogs, swine etc., where he would be utterly
incapacitated for the performance of such works as would
lead to the acquisition of any of the usual ambitions of
men (riches etc.,)

picT?qr|: &c.
l6. 'The fruit of good works, they (the wise) say,
is Satvika-purity ; but pain is the fruit of
Rajas, and unwisdom the fruit of Tamas.'

Thus, one who dies when Satvam is predominant, is
born amid the atma-enlightened (=sages). He performs
virtuous acts with no motives for fruit, but such as are

solely intended to be for My worship. The fruit for such

work would be the gaining of more of Satvam. Purity
means painlessness. So say those who are in a position
to judge of such matters.
The result of Rajas reigning at the time of death

is birth among those who, desirous of fruit, are tied down

to works ; who actually engage in works with such intent;
birth again for enjoying the fruits of such works; and then
again embarking on such fructiferous works as tend to
develope more and more of Rajas; thus a perpetuation
of the sorrows of Samsara. So say the connoisseurs of the
ways of the Rajas-quality.

Similarly, the fruit of Tamas is unwisdom or ignorance,
i, e., a perpetuation thereof.
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What that pure (or happy) fruits born of Satva etc.,
are now stated:—

17. 'From Satvam springs forth wisdom ; from Rajas
avidity itself; inattention and infatuation come
from Tamas, as well as unwisdom.*

When thus Satvam goes on more and, more increa
sing, wisdom, or more and more direct enlightenment (or
verification) of atma-nature is produced.
Similarly, as Rajas goes on more and more increasing,
more and more avidity or appetite is produced for Svarga
and similar fruits.

Similarly, Tamas increasing, produces inattention,
meaning a proclivity for wickedness etc. Hence arises
infatuation, or a distorted understanding. From this more
and more Tamas is begotten. Thence unwisdom or nulli
fication of wisdom or intelligence ensues.
&c.

18. 'Upward rise those fixed in Satva; in the middle
stay those of Rajas ; downward go those fixed
in the low impulses of Tamas-quality.'
Thus in the manner explained, those who are esta
blished in Satva
upward^ i. e,, gradually accomplish
liberation from samsara-bondage.

Staying in the middle are those who from a greed for
Svarga and such like fruits are of Rajas-disp>ositidn, who
therefore engage in such activities as would fetch them
reward ; and then getting it and enjoying it, they are
born again, and. again engage in similar works. Hence,
inasmuch as this quality is attended with recurrence of
(material) births, it is full of misery.

Those of Tamas are engaged in low occupations, and

descend more and more into doing meaner acts. These go
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downward, i. e., retrograde into the lowest types of humani
ty, then back into animals, then worms, insects etc, then
into plants, going even there into the condition of creepers
and thickets ; thence still more back into the condition of

grass (the lowest type of plants), sticks, clod, stones etc.
How the upward ascent takes place is now explained,—
by those who, by adopting a strict course of food', and by
the disinterested performance of meritorious works,gradual
ly become more and more Satva-natured, and transcend the
(combination of the) qualities.
&c.

19. 'When Ihe Seer cognizes no agent other than the
qualities and knows what is beyond the quali
ties, then doth he reach to My state.'

Thus by eating food of Satva-description, and perform
ing works without regard to fruit but solely intended as
worship to the Blessed Lord, the Rajas and Tamas quali
ties must be completely suppressed; and one should
become thoroughly established in the pure Satva-quality.—

When this Seer (conversant with the ways of the qualities)
perceives that thus there is no actor or agent beyond ^the
qualities themselves, in other words that the qualities them
selves are the actors according to their respective natures ;
when the Seer also perceives that there is atma, the action-

^ess, beyond the qualities, he reaches My state, or state like
unto Mine.

The purport is that atma per se is perfectly pure, that
agency in performing various acts comps to it derived or
as a result <j/"the union with the qualities as may be prede
termined by the past Karmas; that atma by itself is no
actor, and is essentially of the nature of infinitely exp,andI. As detailed is Bh : 6'i: XVII.7 and 8 ; VI-16-17, XVIIl-sa.
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ing intelligence. When atma-nature is thus realized, then
is reached a state equal to My State.
It is stated that after cognizing the actionless nature of
atma, which is beyond or other than, the action-full quali
ties, the state of the Blessed Lord is gained. What is this
.state like is now described :—

^i^DHdMcTM &c.
20. 'Transcending these three body-bred qualities, the
embodied (ego), freed from the pains of death
and age, tastes immortality.'*
These three qualities Satvam etc., are born of the
matter-stuff symbolized by'body.' When the embodied
(entity) overcrosses the^e and cognizes that which is differ

ent from them, viz; atma, which is essentially of the nature
of intelligence, he becomes relieved from birth, death,dotage
and other such sorrows and attains to atma-enjoyment.
This is (akin to) My state.

Atjuna queries as to what .sort of conduct distinguish
es the person who has transcended the qualities and how
he can so transcend them ?
&c.

21. 'By what signs is he to be (recognized), O Lord 1
who has surmounted these three qualities?

What is his conduct, and how doth he step
beyond the.se qualities ?'

=signs=Characteristics which distinguish the
person who has surmounted the three qualities. Achara=
conduct or his behaviour in life, connoting his nature.
How=hy what means he transcends the qualities,
Satvam etc?
The Blessed Lord answers:

STOT

&c.

22. 'He (the man who has crossed the qualities) is
I. Cp: FlsA; Pun 1-7-47;"Guna-traya-mayara etc,*'
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one, Pandava! who Ls exempt from hate, when
lucidity, activity and folly prevail; who, when
they prevail not, desireth them not.'
Prakdsa=\\ic\d\ty, or brightness of disposition, the
effect of Satvam.

Pravritti=iE.^orl or activity or the disposition to
engage in active work, is the effect of Rajas.
MjAass Folly or infatuation or having a distorted dis
position,is the effect of Tamas.
Things external to atma are of a two-fold character,
the one which men desire to have ; the other which they
hatefully shun. (The sign by which one may understand
that. he. is above the qualities is that of his) not feeling a
hatred when lucidity etc., may be found to be prevailing
regarding things unwished for, and not feeling a longing
when they (lucidity etc.,) may be found to be not prevail
ing regarding things wished for.
&c.

23. 'Sitting unconcerned, whoso is by qualities not
rqflled, who.so calmly reflects: "the qualities
revolve," is not disturbed.'

Like one unconcerned {uddsinavat\ because his delight
consists in atma-vision, and therefore he is indifferent
to anything else.
Whoso is never agitated by desires and aversions
which the qualities beget; and who keeps silent by reflect

ing :'It is natural for the qualities to parade themselves
as lucidity {^prakdsa) etc.,' is never disturbed i. e., does not
allow himself to be impelled to act as the qualities would
provoke him so to act.
&c.

24. 'Equal in grief and joy ; self-centred ; looking on
clod, stone and gold alike; the same in likes and

dislikes ; equal to blame and praise ; wise ;
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&c.

25.'Equal-minded for honoftr or ignominy; the same
towards friends and foes; retired from all effort;
^—such an one is called the surmounter of the

qualities.'

Equal=Keeping the mind (or heart) balanced
in both grief and joy.
Self-centred=he who is established in him

self, i. e., from his love centred in atma, his mind is not

distracted with regard to external things, such as the events
of rejoicing, the birth of a son etc., and events of grief, such
as his death etc..

Hence a lump of earth, or stone or gold appear of
equal (worth) in his eyes. And hence there is to him
nothing which he particularly loves or particularly .hates.
Dhirah-=SN\SQ=\\t who is edified as to the distinction

between matter and atma. Hence he preserves equanimity
whether blame or praise come to him ; for love of praise
is a.consequence of egotism which inheres in the body,
but which is mistakingly referred to atma, making one to
think that it is a great honor to get praise. Similarly his
aversion to blame,is a consequenceof the same egotism mak
ing him to think that it is an ignominy to get blame ;
but neither of these illusions exists in the case of him who

is atma-wise,—a wisdom which perceives that no adventi
tious limitations such as being a man etc., attach to atma.
For the same reason that egotism is foreign to atma, what

pertains to egotism,such as honor and disgrace,friends and
enemies, does not affect atma. He who has such (spiritual)
light is unconcerned about such matters. Similarly, since
all effort or activity is the outcome of the embodied state
of existence, the atina-wi.se abandon all such effort.

Such a person is said to be the surmounter of the

qualities,
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The chief Means by which to surmount the aforesaid
qualities, is now stated : •
'IT

&c.

26. 'And whoso serves Me with unerrinpf Bhaktiyoga, surmounts these qualities and is fit to
become like Brahm.'

Not by mere reflection over the matter-soul distinc

tion, in the manner declared in : 'No agent other than
the qualities etc.,'(Gi: XIV-19), can qualities be crossed ;
for reflection is ever liable to be violated by habits ini
mical to it which the mind has contracted in the long past.
.^<f=The Infallible-willed, the Infinitely Merciful, the
Ocean of Love to My faithful, etc.
Avjya6Aickdrena='Lit: without adulteration: means un

erring^one-pointed and exclusively devoted (to Me).
BhakU-yof;a= Intense incessant and all-absorbing lovedevotion to Me. The votary of Bhakti will surmount the
otherwise insurmountable qualities, Satvam etc.

Brahma-bhftvdva = Brahma-hhdvdya = Eligibility to
partake of.the nature of Brahm. This state is the realiza
tion of the essential nature of atma,—atma, immortal and

imperishable.

siwnt &c.
27. 'I indeed am the Support of brahma (=soul),
the eternal and infinite, and of the eternal
Dharma ; and of the absolute Bliss.'

^1= Indeed : inasmuch as when by unerring Bhaktiyoga I am worshipped {vide XIV-26), I become the Sup
port (or Centre) for the eternal and infinite (brahma)"soul.
Eternal
Exquisite eternal happiness. *
Ekdntika-sukha^N\isa\\x\s. unique Bliss, which is the
I. This refers to kaivalya-tnoksha

or soul-acquisition [which is found in
Me the Seat).

2. This refers to material felici-

ties, such as Svarga etc.
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fruit of the saint {jHdni) who answers to the description:
'Vasudeva is all' etc.,(G/: VII-19).'
Although the expre.ssion 'Eternal Dharma' (the eter

nal laws, promulgated in the Vedas) usually implies a
'Means' to accomplish an'End,' here it means the'End'*
itself, occurring as the expression does between two other
expressions which also imply 'Ends' {viz; braknuino hi
pratishthd =soul-acquisition and ekdntika-sukha =God-ac
quisition).
The purport is that as declared in the Stanza:
'Verily is this. My divine maya, guna-imbued, and
hard to surmount; but those who resort to Me alone as

their Refuge pass this maya' {(ri: XII-14), and other
stranzas following it, the surmounting of the qualities
first and thence the securing of any of the goals (i)akshara (soul-gain),(2) aisvarya (material prosperity), (3) Bhagavat-prdpti(joining the Blessed Lord Himself), depends
upon the Only Means being employed, viz: loving
devotion to the Lord and praying Him to grant them.
Thus it has now been shown that by means of Bhakti-

yoga, the qualities are to be surmounted (Gi: XIV-26)
and thence Brahma-state is attained {Gi: XIV-27).
OM TAT SAT.
Thus closes Discourse Fourteen

Named the Guna-traya-vibhdga-Yoga
or

The Division of the Three Qualities
With Sri RdmanujSs Commentary thereon.
Between Sri Krishm and Arjuna,
In the Science of Yoga,
In the Theos'ophy of the Vpanishads
Or the Chants of ^ri Bhagavdn

The Bhagav^-Gitd

I, This refers to Brahma-prapti

which would be gained by following

or God•acquisition.
3. The End, vi»., Svarga etc.,

the laws (rituals etc.,) laid down,in
the Vedas.

SRI

BHAGAVAD-GITA
OR

THE DIVINE LAY.
WITH

SRI RAMANUJA'S VISISHTADYAITA

COMMENTARY.

LECTURE XV
NAMED

THE PURANA-PURUSHOTTAMA-YOGA,
OR

THE WAY TO THE PRIMAL SPIRIT SUBLIME.

Srt Ydmundchdrya, GilArtha-Sangraha,{Stanza, ig).

DistinctJrom souls, both stained and cleansed, is the Lord Supreme,
For H^s in all, props, owns, rules. Such is Fiftunth^s themd.

Sri Yogi Pdrthasdrathi Aiycutgdr,
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THE FIFTEENTH LECTURE,
NAMED,

THE PURANA-PURUSHOTTAMA-YOGA
OR

TffE WAY TO THE PRIMEVAL SPIRITSUBLIME,
PROEM.

JN the Lecture(XIII),treating of the distinction between
the- natures of matter and soul in their relationship
as Kshetra (the abode) and Kshetiajfla (the abider)
respectively, it was shown that the association of the pure

and infinitely (essentially) conscious soul with matter
as represented by the bodies of deva, man etc.,—brought
about by his attachment for eons to the qualities (of
matter)—was one which has had no beginning.
In the next Lecture (XIV), the points treated of were
that:—

(1) This association with matter in both its subtle
and manifested forms, due to the attachment which the

soul has for(matter's) qualities—is by the decrees of the
Blessed Lord Himself (XIV-3 and 4);
(2) The manner, in some detail, in which this associa
tion with the qualities is formed (XIV-6 to 25); and that

(3) The" method by which to surmount these qualities
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and realise soul nature is by Loving Devotion to the Blessed
Lord (XIV-26-27).

Now in this Lecture (XV), will be shown how the

Worshippable Blessed Lord's Sovereign glory of the
Universe is constituted of kshara—transient bound souls'—
and akshara—freed souls, for eternity*—and how from this

twofold kshara and akshara souls constituting His Kosmos

the Lord differs, He being the Supreme Person [Purushottama), supreme beyond description, and distinguished as
He who is endowed with Glorious Attributes, as he Who is

exempt from all that is evil.

For the elucidation of this

truth, the Blessed Lord takes the Asvattha Tree as the

symbol,' to represent the evolved material universe as one
of bondage (or keeping the kshara souls in bondage) and
as one which (».«., the Tree) the souls ought to exter
minate, so that the kshara souls may escape from the

bondage (in this Tree of Samsara),to become the akshara
souls of His glorious scheme of evolution. And this
freedom (from the Tree of Samsara) is to be effected

by cutting the Tree asunder by the weapon of nonattachment.

The Blessed Lord continued:—
&c.

I. 'With root above and branches below, they speak
of an Asvattha Tree' indestructible, of which
the leaves are the Vedas.

Whoso knows this

knows the Vedas.'

Samsara is emblematized as the Tree Asvattha, with
root above and branches below. Its indestructible or ever

lasting nature is declared in the Srutis thus:
1. Called Llla-vibhiiti or Bhogavibh&ti.

2. Called Nitya-vibhuti-

3. For yogic interpretation of this
Symbol consult Uttara-Gita: ch: II-

15, 17. Also see Simon Magus, pj78.
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'Having root above, and branches below, this Asvattha
is primeval*,'
'Whoso,now, knows this Tree,of root above and bran
ches below etc., etc..
The Tree is said to have the root above,since the fourfaced Brahma fthe Demiurge of the Brahmanda, or a

mundane eggl is seated above the seven' worlds. It is
said to have branches below since on earth below, are all its

denizens, man, animals, beasts, worms, insects, moths,
plants etc.
It is said to be indestructible,[avyayam) or never-end

ing like a stream flowing for ever, or a Tree which cannot
be felled, till the dawning of spiritual illumination which

would wean one from (material) clingings.
Chhanddmsi^the Srutis=the Vedas, which are said
to be the Tree's leaves,since the Tree of Samsara flourishes

in proportion to the performance of Sruti-enjoined kdtnyakarmas (or works performed with a view to obtain material
pleasures). Such as are declared in :
* The desirer of riches {prosperitj')shall sacrifice a white

(victim) for Vayu (-deva).'*
'The desirer of offspring shall oblate to Indra-Agni in
eleven cups (or dXshess^kapdlaY etc.
Leaves are supposed to be instrumental in preserving
trees.

Whoso has the knowledge of this aforesaid Tree is

the knower of the Vedas, since the Vedas teach the way
how to fell the Tree.

He is called the knower of the

Vedas, since a knowledge of the nature of this destruction1. Xath; Upx VI-i. • UrdhvamDIo&c.'

2. Taitx Aran-l-ii (52). dos
3. Bhfir, Bhuvah, Svah, Mahah,

Jana^, Tapa^, Satya.
4-

Tail: Sam t Il.i-it "VSya'

vyam &c."
5- TaitxSamx II-3-i. Aindragnam &c.*'
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worthy Tree,is essential as giving the knowledge necessary
for felling the same.
&c.

'Below as well as above, do its branches spread

nourished by the Gunas'; its sprouts (are)
the sense objects.'

This Tree having the branches of man etc., ramify
downwards along with other branches,—arising from kannu-

showing out as men, animals etc. It ramifies upwards in
the shape of Gandharvas, Yakshas, Devas etc. The
branches get nourished by the Gunas, viz\ Satvam etc.

{Vide-. Lecture XIV). It has for its sprouts the various
objects of the senses.
How?
&c.

2. * Below, in the world of men,do stretch its karmabound rootlets'.

This Tree having the root in Brahma-loka, and the

(branch-)ends in (the world of) man, has its rootlets again
in this world of man. And these rootlets are karma-bound,
i. e,, karmas are their causes, and they make these rootless

in this world of man. For, works (karma) wrought when
in the state of man, are the roots from which, on the one
hand, the conditions of man, animals etc., result on lower
levels, and the conditions of devas etc., on higher levels
above.
&c.

2^. 'Neither its shape as such, nor its end, nor
beginning nor source, is here understood'.

By people immersed in Samsara, the shape (f. e., the
meaning) of this Tree is not understood in that it has its

root above,—the four-faced Brahma being the origin
I. Or qualities or properties of matter, Satvam &c., (note I, p: 67.)
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there—;in that it has branches spreading gradually down
wards having man at the terminals; and in that its
branches again spread upwards and downwards determined
by karmas enacted when in the condition of men.* What
they perceive is simply this much, viz;'I am man ; the
son of Devadatta I am;the father of Yajhadatta I am,' etc.,
and occupy themselves in such worldly affairs as are
appropriate to these relations.

They perceive not too that an end can be put to this
Tree by weaning themselves from the Guna-generated en

joyments; nor do they perceive that its beginning lies in the
connection formed with the Gunas; nor do they,too, perceive
the source or origin wherefrom the tree springs, viz : un
wisdom producing the delusion of mistaking what is not
ego for what is ego (or what is body for what is soul).
Pratishthd—^owxcQ, origin,or the seat wherein all this-

want of understanding (or perception) is fixed, viz \ un
wisdom {ajMna) itself.
&c.

cTcT:'!^ &c.

3.

'Having by the mighty weapon of non-attach
ment, hewn down this firm-rooted Asvattha;
Then is that state to be sought after, reaching
which they return not again.'
The Asvattha Tree of the aforesaid kind has its diverse

roots wide spreading below.

The strong axe or weapon is that of non-attachment
for the Guna-sated enjoyments,—a weapon furnished by

ripe spiritual enlightenment.
Cleaving the Tree asunder by this weapon, detachment

from (or dislike for) sense-delights, is produced,followed up
I. Unwisdom is the perversity or wrong use of our free-will.
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by a search for that (high spiritual) state which, when once
attained, there is no falling back from.

How will this attachment for Guna-full pleasuies,
persisting for a long time past,depart? And its(attachment's)
cause, viparita-jflana or perverted understanding ?
&c.

4. 'Let Him the Primal Purusha alone be sought
as the Refuge—He from Whom is the old
with derived.'

He is Primal or the Beginning of everything, as declare
ed in such Stanzas as:

'By Me the Presider, matter begets all the Mobiles
and the Immobiles' {fit:IX-io).

'I am the Origin of all, from Me operates everything'
(Gi; X-S),)
,'Naught whatsoever higher than I the Primal Purusha;

exists, Dhanafijaya!'{Gi: VII-6^); and let Him therefore
be sought as the Refuge, inasmuch as all old material ins

tincts in the shape of attachment for Guna-charged enjoy
ments proceed from Him, the all-Creator {vide, Gi: XIV
3 and 4).
I Myself have already declared ;—
'Verily is this My divine Maya Guna-full, hard to
surmount. Those who resort to Me alone as their Refuge,
do pass this Maya'{Gi: VII-14).
A variant in this Stanza is ^prapady-cyatah' Instead

of'prapadyed-yatah' In this case the division of the former
compound term would be 'prapadya, iyatah'; The inter
pretation of the Stanza would then stand thus 'By the mere step taken {iyatd) viz., of having taken
Him as Refuge, all those (spiritual) instincts of old will
awaken in him. Instincts are impulses which are means to-

dispel all ignorance etc. They are called old because they
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are the instincts of the ancient moksha-seekers, {mumukskus) for they of old sought Me alone as their Asylum,
and became released from bondage.—'
&c.

5. '

enduring state, only those enlightened reach,
who are rid of love for non-self;—those victors
over the evils of attachment;—the soul-absorb
ed;—the weaned from lusts;—the freed from

the 'pairs' ofjoys and griefs —
Attaining to Me as their Shelter or Saviour, they be
come rid ofsuch illusions as the love ofnon-self(or non-soul).
The evils of attachment are those of attachment to

Guna-impregnate enjoyments. They conquer this,
Adhyatma-nityah: adhyatma is soul-knowledge; who
so are engrossed in that knowledge are the soul-absorbed.

Lust-weaned=Thos& from whom all other appetites
save the one for soul alone, have departed.
And they become delivered from the'pairs of opposites' characterized as joys and griefs.
Enlightened—
in the wisdom discriminating bet
ween soul-nature and non-soul nature.

Avyayam padam=Enduring state: is the realization of
the true nature of atma, in its unbounded-intelligence-char
acterized state (or infinitely expanded consciousness).
■ To those who claim Me as their Saviour (or Protector),

all the several stages ofthe aforesaid (spiritual)character for
ming are effected through My sole agency. Those states are
easily traversed through till perfection(or the goal)is reached.
&c.

6. 'That which the sun illumes not, nor the moon nor

fire; Thai, My supreme light, going whence
they return not.' ^
I. Vide, Kalh:
59

; II-4-9; and Mwt^ i Up"} lI-2-ii.
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That atma-Iight, no sun can illuminate (by its light),
nor the moon nor the fire ; for intelligence (or wisdom)in
deed is that which gives light to all. The external lumina
ries are only so far helpful as to scatter the obscurity that
intervenes between the senses and their objects. What
illumines (or reveals) this—viz., atma—is Yoga.^
Its antagonist is the time-less karma; and conquest
of this (antagonist), it was shown, is by accepting the
Blessed Lord as the Deliverer, by attaining Whom there
is no reversion to the world, etc., {Gi: XV-4).
That light supreme (—paramam dhama) is Mine, i. e.,

belongs to Me, i.
{amsa) of Myself.

belongs to My splendour; is a portion

The supremacy ij=-paramatvam) of this light consists
in its efficiency to light up (with its intelligencej even the
sun etc., for, the lights, such as the sun and the rest can
never illumine the light of intelligence (jMna or conscious
ness); intelligence alone is the all-illuminator.
&c.

7. 'This portion of Myself,—ancient,—(is) the lifeentity in this world of life; it attracts to itself
the matter-seated senses (five) with manas the
sixth.''

This (atma)of the aforesaid nature, ancient (=eter-

nal), constituting a portion of Myself, yet becomes en
meshed in the immemorial nescience of karma, and be
comes a life-entity in the world of life (=conditioned

existence), and attracts to itself the (five) senses and the

manas(mind)the sixth, having their seat in matter and
I. Yoga: meditation, devotion etc

'Amso

nana-vyapade»tvat' etc.,

walking any of the several Paths of

and Manu:l-i6 ,• Praft C/p":

Salvation.

lOi Punarbbavam etc.*

2> Consult Br t Su: 11-3-4^ •
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fashioned out into specific shapes as deva, man etc. But
when it treads the path laid down already {Gix XV-4-5),
it frees itself from the nescience {avidva)^ and re-asserts it
self in its native character (of soul-nature.)

The living (or incorporeated) entity is very much
limited in intelligence and power. Taking hold of the
senses and the manas—of which he becomes lord—which

he finds in the karma-begotten matter-moulded body,
drags with them hither and thither.

sfrat

&c.

8. 'Whichever body the lord (soul) enters or it quits,
it takes them (the senses) and goes, like the
wind the odour from its seat.''

Whatever body is entered into, or whatever body is

departed from, the lord of the senses (the soul) always
takes them ^the senses) along with him, as also the

essences of the elements (or rudimental elementary essen
ces); like the wind abstracting from their seats, the flowers,
sandal (chandand\, musk etc., their scents along with their
fine dust, and carrying them elsewhere.

What these senses are, is explaind :—

^

&c.

9. 'Presiding over hearing, sight, touch, taste and
smell, and manas, it(soul) enjoys sense-objects.*
Ruling these senses in such manner as they are fitted
to.function, the soul enjoys their appropriate objects, viz.,
sound etc.

'dfshHci

&c.

10. 'The unenlightened perceive not(it, the soul), the
I. Consult Br:Su i II-4, 4 to 6
(Apavascha etc.,): also III-I-I;'Tad-

antara etc.' Also read Lucifer \ p;
128, April 1896.
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Guna-cohjoined quitter, dweller, enjoyer ; but
they perceive,—the wisdom-eyed.'
Vimildhah—^t. unenlightened=those who fancy the
corporeal outward configuration, man etc., to be the soul ;
and these perceive not the soul itself—which is z^naconjoined i. e., is bound into the conditions of man and other
guna-full matter-moulded forms,—or as it which is discoverd to quit such corporeal forms,—or as it which is seen
to abide in such forms,—or as it which is seen to enjoy
or taste of guna-sated sense-objects,—or as it which is
distinct from all human and other matter-made fleshly
forms, or as it which is essentially intelligent {jfldnaikdkdrani].

jAdna-chakshiishah= The wisdom-eyed: are those who
are enlightened as to how atma-nature differs from bodyforms. And these perceive atma in its essential nature,

wherever it may dwell or whatever it may be doing.
&c.

II. 'And the persisting Yogis perceive him who in
body dwells ; but if they be of mind unrefined

and impotent, they perceive him not in spite of
their effort'

The persistence is the effort of the Yogis in the Paths of
Karma etc., undertaken after resorting to Me (to crown
their efforts with success). Their culture in these Paths

purify their inner nature, and with the eye of Yoga, they
perceive the true nature of atma abiding in the body
{dtmani) as distinct from the body.
But if their effort is destitute of confidence and trust

in Me, their inner nature remains unrefined; and therefore

are they impotent or of feeble mind, incapacitated for
atma-vision, and hence such do not perceive him.
After affirming that both the state of liberated souls—
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described as the light of intelligence (}Mna-Jyotih\ lighting
up even the external luminaries, the sun, moon fire, etc.
whose power, it was said, was but limited to that ofremov
ing the gloom preventing the senses from perceiving
objects;—and the state of bound souls {haidh-atma) are
both of them the constituent feature of Bhagavan'smanifes-

ted Kosmic glory, as in Stanzas: 'That, My supreme

light' {G'f. XV-6), 'This portion of Myself—ancient—(is)
the life-entity in this world of life '((?/: XV-7); it is now
declared that even the lights of those luminaries, etc., which
are but matter so disposed is a part of Bhagavan's glory.
&c.

12. 'Know that light in the sun which lights up all the
Kosmos, that in the moon, and that in fire,
as Mine.'

All the lights that are of the Sun etc., which illumine
the worlds, is Mine i. e., it is light granted them by Me in
answer to the worship which they severally paid to Me.
'The power in the earth to support all beings that
rest thereon, is also Mine' is now stated:—
&c.

I2J^.'Interpenetrating the earth, do I, by My vigour,
support creatures (thereon).'
G'<f=earth; Q;ViT=:vigour or energy irresistible.
Entering into the earth, I support all creatures thereon by
My vigour.

3's'irrfB wfr: &c.
13. 'And becoming the juicy moon, I do nourish all

the plants.'
Similarly, I become the moon full ofthe essence {rasa)
of ambrosia, and nourish the growth of plants.
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&c.

14. 'Becoming Vaisvanara, I do take possession of
the bodies of living creatures ; and joined with
Prana and Apana, do digest the four-fold food.*
yarsi'dttara=the digesting heat in the stomach. That,

I become in the bodies of all living beings {prdnayah), and
joined with the varieties of vital breath, viz., Prana and
Apana, digest the four classes of food which they eat, viz:

that which is (i) chewed {khddvd), (2) sucked (sosAya), (3I
licked ilehya) and (4)drunk (peya).

Inasmuch as the moon,and fire (Vaisvanara) constitute
Parama-purusha's expressed glory,'the expressions'I,
becoming the moon'(XV-13).,'Becoming Vaisvanara*(XV14) etc., are meant to indicate the predicated relation those
objects stand to Him. That such relation subsists with

reference to all things is next proved :
&c.

15. 'Verily am I enshrined in the hearts of all; from
Me is memory, wisdom, and deprivation. And
I, by all the Vedas, am to be known ; I the
Maker of the ends of the Vedas ; and I too am
the Veda-knower.'

As their Soul, ruling by My will, I am seated in the

hearts of the moon, fire, and all the sum of beings,—the
heart being the centre from which all intelligence (or cons
ciousness

radiates,—intelligence, the root of all

impulses, positive (=active
and negative (=rpass\ve=»ivriUi). So aver the Srutis. For example:
'Penetrating the interior, the all-Soul directs all
creatures 'Who seated in earth
, Who,seated

in the soul, guides inside the soul'*.'Resembling the lotus
I. Taii: 3ran: lll-il (21),

2. Bri: Up';

:22.
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flower-bud, with the point downward, is the heart etc'^.
'Now, the heart-lotus, in this city of brahma (=body) is
the abode etc

Also do Smfitis thus aver. For example:

'Vishnu is the Judge of all the universe ; He permea
tes it, and directs the minutiose of the minutest things.'®

'He the Judge, the Effulgent King, Who is seated in thy
heart' * etc etc.

Hence, from Me comes to all, memory, (=:smfiti)=the
consciousness awakened of a past experience. Also from

Me is wisdom (=jfiana)=right knowledge of things
accruing from sense(=perception),sign (=inference).Scrip
tural Authority {dgama) and meditation (=Yoga=intuitive
or supersensuous perception).
Also from Me is deprivation [apohana) of wisdom

(or loss of consciousness); or apohanam may mean Uhanam,
conjecture, or that power of the mind which hits
on a probability or a probable hypothesis by reasoning
out that such a probability or hypothesis must work out
in such and such a manner. This is knowledge which
would contribute to the constructing or the establishing of
a fact (in the future) from what was but a conjectural
theory hitherto.
I am to be known by all the Vedas: since it is the
Vedas that assert that of fire, the Sun, the wind, the moon,
Indra etc., 1 am the Soul, and the Inner Guide. The
terms, deva, man etc., (which may occur in the Vedas) are

in allusion to the individual souls {jivdtmds, infilling
those forms).

Ved-anta-krit'. Anta—tnd^ixxxiX., the fruit for per1. Taitt Upf Ndrdtii.
a. CM:
VIII-i.i.

3. Visht Pur-. i-ij.ZQ,
4« Manut
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forming such Veda-enjoined sacrifices as : 'Let sacrifice be
made to Indra;' 'Let sacrifice be made to Varuna' etc.,

As in fruit do all these Vedas find their ending (or
consummation), so end means fruit.
I am the Maker of the fruit, i. e., the Granter or

Bestower of the fruit promised in the Vedas. This fact it
may be remembered,was already declared,in the Stanzas:—
'Whatsoever form a devotee wishes in faith to worship, that

very faith in him do I render firm'(G/: VI1-21). '(He)

obtains his wishes thence verily granted by My-self'
{Gil VII-22). 'I verily am the Enjoyer of all sacrifices, and
the Sole Lord'{Gi: IX-24.I
/ am also the Veda-knower: for I know the Veda that

teaches about Myself, in that I am the Giver of the fruit
(to all My creatures). Whoso knows or understands the
Veda otherwise than what has been taught here,is no knower (of it) at all.
And therefore learn from Myself the essence of all
Veda-teaching:

3^ &c.
16. 'Twofold are the souls in the world, the Kshara
and the Akshara ; the Kshara is the sum of all

(bound) beings, Akshara is the Constant'
Two kinds of souls are known in this world, the

Kshara (Perishable) and the Akshara (Imperishable).
The soul designated by the term kshara is that which
may be called Jiva or the sum of matter-tied creatures
from Brahma down to the blade of grass, all of momen

tarily enduring existences. The singular term'soul' is to
denote the totality of all creatures by the fact of all of
them being subjected to the one common condition of
being matter-wedded.

By the term Akshara, the Constant, the Imperishable
or the freed soul, as detached from matter's connections
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called Constant {Icutastha)inasmuch as when it is exempted
from matter no connection with such bodies as those of'

Brahma etc,—which are but modifications of matter-stuff

—is formed. The singular case of this term also, viz.^
kUtastka is because it is a collective term denoting the
totality of all those souls whose one common charac
teristic has come to be that of being matter-free. It does
not therefore mean that there is but a single liberated
{mukta) soul; for that of such there are inumerable, de
clare such passages as: 'Many are they who purified by

wisdom-meditation, have come to My state.' (C/: IV-io).
'
(They) are neither bom at creation nor suffer at disso
lution'(G/: XIV-2).
&c.

17. 'But the Soul Paramount is Another, who is
proclained as Paramatma, Who—the Infinite,
the King,— penetrates all the three worlds
and sustains (them).'

But there is a Supreme Soul (or Spirit) Who is
different from both Kshara and Akshara, or Conditioned

souls and Freed souls, respectively. That Spirit is declared
as a distinct Postulate, as the Paramatma, in all the ^futis.
The very epithet Param-atma (the Supreme or Exalted
Soul) shows that the Supreme Spirit is a distinct Verity
other than the bound and the freed souls. How ? Because

He, penetrating all the three worlds, sustains {theni).
Loha=yNot\d, because it is seen {lokyate). Such worlds
are three in number viz:(i) the inanimate world {achetana),
(2) the animate world in conjunction with the inanimate,
{baddha-chetana), and (3) the freed souls [mukta). All
these three are proved to us by Authority. And these three
worlds. He—the Spirit Paramount—permeates and sus

tains. By the fact that these are worlds, by Him pervaded,
60
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and by Him sustained, He is a Principle distinct from
them. Also is this the fact by reason that He is Infinite
and King, inasmuch as only a Principle Infinite can be
distinct from the finite-natured achetana (inert matter), the

chetanas (soul), conjoined thereto and following its lead,and
the tnuktas, who once before were in union with it (matter)

and now freed; inasmuch as only a King or Universal Sove

reign can be distinct from those over who rahe holds sv/ay.
&c.

18. 'Since I do surpass the Kshara and even do

excel the Akshara, I am reputed as Purushottama both in the Smfitis and the Vedas.'

Inasmuch as, for reasons stated aforesaid, I am beyone
the

Kshara-soul—described—and

Akshara-soul—the mukia,

transcend

also

described—(hence),

the

I am

renowned as Purushottama—tl)e Sublimest Purusha.

Z.(;^a=Smfiti, by reason of its .seeing (inquiring or
understanding) the meanings of the Vedas. So, as Puru
shottama, I am famous both in the Smfitis and the Vedas.

Siuti for example : 'Reaching the Sublime Light, (the
soul) resuscitates in its own nature. He is the Person
Supremest.'^ Smyiti for example: 'Verily the incarnate
(or descended) portion of Purushottama, of Vishnu, who is
without beginning, middle or end
&c.

19. Thus, whoso wise (man), Bharata! knows Me
as the Prushottama, knows all and serves Me

in every manner.'

Whoso, grown wise, knows Me as the Purushottama
described above: viz-, as the Distinct from the Kshara and
I. C4A:

VIII-I2-2, 3.

Bhig-. III-2S-41. 'Nanyatra mad

z. VishPur: V-i-j-Zi.

bhagavatah pradhana-purush-esvarat

3, Kapila teaches Devahiiti in

8£c.'
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the Akshara souls; as the Infinite; as Him Who is
characterized as the Pervader, Sustainer, Sovereign etc.,
He knows all: Whatever there is that is to be known

as the means by which to attain Me, he knows all that.
He serves Me in every
Whatever ways of
service, in order to attain to Me, have been prescribed,
he serves Me by all those ways of service,(worship).
By knowing Me as such {viz: Purushottama), he may
assure himself of My love(for him)such as may be gainable
by all other kinds of service (or worship) relating to
Me (laid down in the Sastras).
This aforesaid Purushottama-knowledge is now eulo

gised :
fTfT

&c.

20. 'Thus is this most Occult Science unfolded by Me,
0 Sinless! Knowing it Bharata I one shall become
wise and shall have accomplished all his work.*
Considering thee sinless i. e., worthy, this Secret of
all secret Sciences, vis., the revelation to thee of the

Purushottama-aspect of Myself has been divulged.
He who knows this shall become wise-, i. e., he shall have

acquired every wisdom which one who aspires to reach Me
ought to possess.
He shall have accomplished, all his work-, i. e.. He shall

have performed every act of duty which one of his stamp
is expected to perform.
This Stanza

informs us

that the Purushottama-

knowledge—declared in this Lecture—a knowledge learnt
from Sastra, is alone sufficient to accomplish what is stated
in this Stanza {viz., becoming wise etc); and no direct know

ledge (or actual witnessing etc., of Purushottama) is
demanded (as a sine qua none for growth of spiritual wis
dom,and all that may follow thereon).
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Named The PurittM-Puruskottama- Yoga,
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The Way to the Primal Spirit Supreme,
With Sri Ramanuja!s Commentary thereon,
Between Sri Krishna and Arjuna,
In the Science of Yoga,
In the Theosophy of the Upanishads
Or the Chants of Sri Bhagavdn
The Bhagavad-Gitd}

I. This Lecture contains an
explicit explanation of the Three

to render a complete solution of the
mystery of Life and Universe. This

inevitable

is the fundamental Thesis of Rama-

Postulates,

viz., achit

(matter) chit (soul) and Isvara (God)

nuja's Visishtadvaitic Monism.

SRI
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Srl YamunUckirya, Gitdrtha-Sakgraha!(Stanza, ig).
'
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To haw to bind;Truth's wisdom, and discipline sure>
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WITH
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THE SIXTEENTH LECTURE
NAMED

DAIV-ASURA-SAMPAI>-VIBHAGA-YOGA
OR

THE BOOK OF THE GODLY
AND UNGODLY NAIXSRES^

PROEM.

JN the preceding three Lectures (xiii-xlv-xv), the topics
dealt with were *.

(1). The essential natures of matter and spirit (or
soul) when separate, and when in conjunction ;
(2). That conjunction was the result ofattachment
to matter's qualities (gunas), and that separation; was the
result of non-attachment thereto;

(3). That matter and spirit,—in whatever condition
they be,—both constitute Bhagavan's Glorious kosmos;
(4). That Bhagavan,the Container (or Owner ofsuch
Glory, is distinct from the contained (or what is owned)
viz: that which is comprised of the matter-stuff{achit) and

the spirit-stuff (cAiV) of the twofold division,—the bound
and the freed (souls),—inasmuch as He is possessed ofsuch

attributes and powers as (i) Infinity, (2) Pervasion, (3)
Sustenance, and (4)Lordship, Paramount
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In order now to strengthen conviction in all that has

been said, adherence or submission to Sastra's authority
is inculcated. This is done by instituting a comparison
between the Divine {Daivaf and Non-divine (Asuraf
natures, found in creation who respectively profess and
disown allegiance to ^astra."
SRq

&c.

1. 'Fearlessness, purity ofheart, settlement in Jflinayoga, charity, self-restraint and sacrifices, sac
red study, penance, uprightness;
&c.

2. 'Harmlessness, veracity, wrathlessness, renunci

ation, serenity, slanderlessness, sympathy for
life, relishlessness, gentleness, modesty, ficklelessness.

&c.

3. 'Lustre, forgiveness, fortitude, cleanliness, non

interference, absence of self-esteem;—(these),
Bharata! become his who is born of the Divine

kind;

Fearlessness=the absence of that pain which
is caused by dread at the prospect of the loss of what is
dear to one and dread of what is hated may befal.
Satva'Samsuddhih=^\it{iy of heart=the reigning of

Satva-guna in the antah-karona (heart), utidehled by Rajas
and Tamas.*

jnana-yoga-vyavasthitih^^&XAQXX^e.'Ci't in the practice
of devotion resulting from the knowledge which discrimi
nates soul from matter.

Z>a«a««=Charity=Thegiving of gifts to deserved recil. Vide: Bit :Vp'^-. III-3
3. Vide note 2, p: 37.

3.

Vide, note i, p:67 as to the

Gupas and Lecture XIV,
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pients,-the property of one's own legitimate acquisition.
i?«««aA=Self-restraint=The power of the mind to

withdraw itself from, or oppose itself to, sense-objects.
Yq/^a=Sa.crifices=The performance of the Mahayajfia^ and other ceremonies, regardless offruit, as service
rendered to Bhagavan.
SvaMvqyazsSacred study, or devotion to the learning
of the Holy Vedas, with the belief that they all teach of the
Gloriful Bhagavan,and the Method's of worshipping Him.
Penance=Rigid' performance of such expia
tory ceremonies as Kricchra*, Chandrayana^, etc., and
keeping Dvadasi-fasts* etc., which would qualify a person
to be fit for performing other acts for the glorification of
Bhagavan.

Uprightness=conduct towards others, con
sistent in thought, speech and deed.
.<4/%iw«=Harmlessness=absence of causing pain or
injury to others.
5o/>'a>«=Veracity=The speaking of bare truth bene
ficial to all beings.
i4^roi/AaA=Wrathlessness=Absence of resentment in

the mind which may be caused by others giving pain.
Renunciation s= The giving up of whatever is
hostile or injurious to atma (soul, or soul-advancement).
Serenity=Keeping the senses in peace

against distractions which a love for sense-objects would
naturally create.

.^/a«««fl»«=Slanderlessncss=Ceasing to utter langu

age calculated to injure another's reputation.
I. Vide, note 2, p: 96.
a. These are ascetic practices such

3. Several varieties of fastii^
regulated by the moon's age. (Vide

as Prajapatya, Santapana etc., consisting in partial fasts, etc., prescribed

ppj 59, 60,100, 101 of RSjendralal's
Voga-Sulas, Engl: Trans).

intbeJ?Aarma-Sdi/ras.

4- The fortnightly fcsts and early
breakfasts.

6t
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2?rya=Sympathy for life=Condolence for grief, dis
tress or misfortune of others.

Aloluptvam or Alolupatvam {lect \)=Alolutvam—
Relishlessness or absence of relish for sense-pleasures.
i/ari/awaffj=Gentleness=Opposite of hard-heartedness=Fitness for the company of good people.
Modesty=Feeling of shame to do what is un. worthy.

i4c^i^a/aw=Fickle-lessness=The remaining firm or
not permitting oneself to be tempted in the presence of
attractive objects.

Lustre=The illustrious or radiant presence,
resisting, or proof against, evil men's attacks.

Forgiveness=The absericf of revengeful
feelings in the heart against those by whom one is subject
ed to suffering.

Fortitude=The capacity to continue to do
what is right under the stress of the heaviest of misfor
tunes.

Cleanliness=That state of heart and of the

external senses, fit to perform l^astra-enjoined duties.

Non-interference= Not crossing(the purposes
'of) others, or not obstructing others in going their own
cherished ways.
Absence

of self-esteem = Absence of

boasting or rating oneself high in places where doing so is
unworthy.

i?awf-5«»»/a/=Virlues or accomplishments that
would belong to such as the Devas(divine beings), who are

loyal to the Divine Laws, or Laws made by Bhagavan.
The Sampat or (Virtue) of those who are godly is to walk,
in the ways of such Laws.<—
Abhijdtah^lA.& who is born conformable to this Divine
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character, or in harmony with the Divine, or who is born to
walk the Divine Path indicated.

^s^Tfsnwrw &c.
4. 'Ostentation, pride, and conceit, ire as also hauteur;
and ignorance,—(these), Partha! become his
who is born of the Non-divine kind

Daf»fia=Ostentation = A display of virtue, or preten
tious parade of righteous acts to invite flattery.
Pride= That unnatural exultation arising from

experiencing sense-objects, depriving one (afterwards) of
the discretion to do what is right and avoid what is wrong^M/»i^««*^=Conciet or self-opinion of one's own im

portance unwarranted by either learning or high birth etc.

.^ru'iAd!=Ire=Disposition of the mind to cause others
suffering, and enjoy that as one's own fruit (or pleasure).
Hauteur=Overbearing or supercilious de
meanour towards good and great men so as to rouse their
righteous indignation.
/4/>9fa«fl:»«=Ignorance=The being destitute of under
standing as to what is duty and what is not; and unacquaintance with truths great and small.
These constitute the character of him who is born of

the Non-divine kind.

The Non-divine (=ai«n=demoniac=vile) are those
who rebel against Bhagavan's Laws or Commands.

ymi^TNIM &c.
4J^. 'The Divine character is destined for complete
deliverance (or salvation); the Non-divine for
bondage.'

The Divine character {=daivi-sampat) is that character
which consists in obedience to the authority of My will;

4^
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and which in due course promises to procure release
from bondage, The iJon-divine character {=:dsuri-satnpat) is
that character which consists in the refusal to obey, or
to violate. My Mandates ; which would therefore lead to
bondage, or help his downfall.
Seeing Arjuna doubting and fearing what his own

proper character may be, the Lord assures him thus ;
HT

&c.

5. 'Grieve not, Pandava! thou art born

of the

Divine kind.'

Sorrow not. As for thyself, thou belongest to the
Divine lot, for art thou not Pandava ? or the son of Pandu
that most eminent amd righteous of men ?
ST

&c.

6. 'Twofold is the creation of beings in this world,
Divine and Non-divine.

The Divine has been

described (thee)at length; hear from Me,Partha!
the Non-divine.'

This world, where works are performed (j>., causes are
created). Beings are those who give birth to works; of
whom there are two kinds, the Divine and the Non-divine.

Creation —
time of birth. The beings are made so to
be born as either to follow the Commands of Bhagavan
or rebel against them, as may be predetermined by merits

or demerits (respectively) accumulated in the past.
Of these two kinds of creation, the Divine has been

described at length, viz: those Divine Beings who strive
to walk according to My will, and whose walking corres

ponds to the methods of Karma-Yoga,^ Jftana-Yoga' and
Bhakti-Yoga,' described at great length. Now, listen from
I. Consult the Important Table at
end of Leclf XVIII, showing at a

glance the Analysis of all the modes
of Salvation, made by ^rl Ramanuja.
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Me the other kind of creation, the Non-divine, what they
are born for, and how they behave.
See.

'The Non-divine know not (the ways of) 'activity'
or of'passivity 'Neither cleanliness, nor holy
conduct, nor truth is found in them.'

Activity or 'Effort,' or engaging in Veda-

enjoined Dharma,for securing (material) prosperity (power,
riches, svarga, siddhis etc.)»
Passivity (or cessation from pravritti) or
engaging in such Veda-enjoined Dharma as leads to

ntoksha (spiritual beatitude)., {Nivritti is literally retire
ment, or giving up all desires for material happiness, thus
contrasting with pravritH^.^
The Non-divine (Asurd) do not understand these
ways. Suac/tam=C\eax\liness of heart inside and of person
outside, so as to be fit for performing Veda-bid works.

AcAdraA = Good or holy conduct, such as the perform
ance of Twilight-Prayers {-^sandhya-vandana) etc., by
which saucha would be produced, as declared in :
'He who omits sandhya is always unholy, and unfit
for any duties,'

Satyam = li\\e utterance of that which is in conformity
with fact.

These qualities are not to be found in the Non-divine
natures.

&c.

8. 'Say they : "the Universe is unreal, without prop,
I. For a fiiU description of what
the two Paths

of Pravritt: and

Nivrilti are, consult BMg: VII-15,
47 'o 57* Also Mahahhd, SSnti
Parva, Mohha Dharma, Ch; 217;

Bh:Gl: V'III-23 to 25, refers to
the destination to which these Paths

lead.
2. Dakska-smritU 'Sandhya-hinoz.
suchie nityam &c.
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without Lord; and

what else
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is

it

but

the product of mutual union, (of male and
female) having lust for (its) cause ?"

Asatyam=\Jnrea.\, or that which is not an effect sprung
from Brahm Who is Truth :

ApratisMham= W\thout prop t. e., not having Brahm
for its (Universe's) rest or prop. Says an authority: 'This
Universe is borne on the head of the Serpent-King, the
Universe(in its turn) supporting the chain ofspheres along

with (their denizens) men, demons, and gods.* ^
Anisvaram=Without a Lord or God-less ; {. e., they
say that this universe is not under the Government of a
God—Myself—Who is Infallible-willed, Supreme Brahm,
Lord of all etc., as declared for example in:—'I am the
Origin of all; from Me operates everything' etc.,(Gf: X-8).
They also prate thus : " Do we find it rUniverse)
anything more then the product of the mutual union of
male and female sexes—the products known as man, beast
etc ? It is quite evident that it is no more than this, and
that lust (or sexual passion) is the only cause."
&c.

9. 'Adopting this view,the soul-lost,small-witted, and
deed-cruel, vile (beings), become the ruin of the
Universe.'

Adopting : means embracing or holding.
Nasht-a.tmdnah—^ou\-\os,t^ or those who have lost
their souls, or who have not seen that a soul is distinct from

body (either by faith or by experience)*
Alpa-buddhayah=Sm9\\-\N\tto6=those who cannot
cognize that there is a'cognizer'—Atma—in the'cognized

body, which is like a pot (which one sees as a separate
object).
I. KiiX:/'«n II-S-27:'Ten-eyam

naga-varyepa, sirasS vidhrita mahi.'

2. Consult Table Rt end of Lect:

XVIII.

8-xi.] 'daiv-Asura-vibhSga'or godly and ungodly natures.
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£^ra->^ama«aA=Deed-cruel=Those who are perse
cutors or molesters of all beings, by their cruel acts.

These creatures are pests who undermine the Universe
&c.

10. 'Surrendered to unappeasable desires, seizing
unlawful hold of things through (that)delusion ;
associated with hypocrisy, pride and passion ;

and practising unholy vows, they prevail.'
I

(They are) overtaken by lust or desires which are in
satiable or beyond hope of being gratified. The endeavour
to procure them is
delusion=ignorance ;—through

ignorance, unlawfully taking hold of things(for their enjoy
ment).

Asuchi.vratdh='Domg impure acts with a vow, such
as acts prohibited by 3astra, or doing what is not ^astra-ordained. With hypocrisy, pride and passion added,
these (demoniac natures) prevail or flourish (in the world).
&c.

11.' Wedded to immense schemes stretching so far even
as(kosmic) dissolution;indulging in lusts as the
highest goal, assured :"that is the be-all and
end-all."

Death is ready at their door, waiting to carry them off

to-day or to-morrow, (». e., at any moment),and yet they
are given to (worldly) schemes or thoughts so vast in their
conception and as to require all the time, till the very day
that physical dissolution may approach, to carry it out.
Similarly, they are given up to revelling in lusts as

the very acme of all of man's ambitions. And they are
rest assured that that is the be-all and end-all of all hopes,
and nothing lies beyond.
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&c.

12. 'Bound by the bonds of a hundred hopes, and
given up to lust and wrath, (they) un-justly
yearn for hoarding up wealth to minister to
gratify (their) lust'

The bounds or bonds are those of hopes, by which
they are fettered. They are wholly devoted to passions,
the cultivation and gratification thereof constituting the
highest calls of life [nishthd). In order to gratify (their)
passions, they long, by illegitimat methods,to amass riches.
& c.

13- (Say they): "By me has this to-day been gained;
I shall gain this heart-desire; this money /
have, and again it, will I earn."

7)i»=Land,sons etc. They have all been acquired
by me, i. e., by my own exertion; there is no other unseen
cause therefor. And whatever be my heart's-desires

manoratha), I shall be able to have them fulfilled by My
self; no other unseen Agent exists,

'And this money that I have / have earned indeed,

by my own single individual efforts. And I am going to
have more of it too by my own effort.
?RIT ♦iMI

14.

&c.

(Say they); 'By
has this foe been slain ; and
others too / am going to slay. I am Lord, I

am the enjoyer, /am self-existent, I am power
ful, and happy.'

" Powerful as I am, this foe has been despatched by
me; and hero and valiant as I am, I am going to do like
wise to others. Are they not weak people and of little
understanding who fancy and create a series of unseen

causes (for all these matters)?."
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"Similarly, I am Lord, i e, I am my own master,
and also the ruler of others. I am the enjoyer^ by my own
making, not that by anything unseen I am so made! I am
self-existent [siddha), not that I am made (or allowed) to
exist by any Invisible Agency 1 Similarly,/ am Powerful
and happy by my own selfs means." &c.

15. {Say they): "Rich and well-born I am; who
else is there like unto me? I will sacrifice, I

will give, I will be merry." Thus are they in
fatuated by ignorance.
"By myself I am rich, and by myself I am born in a

good' race. Who else is there in this world like me, who
has by dint of his own personal exertion secured eveiy
happiness for himself?"
"/ myself will perform sacrifices, I myself will grant

largess, I will myself be merry; no need of Isvara's help or
gracel!" So do the ignorance-blinded think.
r &c.

16. 'Tossed about by various fancies, meshed in

the net of folly, steeped in the tastings of lust,
(they) fall into foul infernum.'
Deluding themselves into the belief that without the

help of an unseen Isvara(=God),they are themselves cap
able of accomplishing everything, they are restlessly
pitched about by such foolish thoughts as
'Thus
will I do,' 'And this will I do' 'And that other will I

do,' and so on. And in this way are they caught in the
trap of folly, and well steeped in the enjoyments of lust,
they are in the meanwhile snatched away by death, and
Hung into a foul infernum
63
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&c.

17. 'Self-adulated, self-sufficient, and inflated with

wealth and pride, are they. They perform
name-sacriflces for show, with no rule confor
ming.'

Self-adulated=Y\aX\e.x\x\'g oneself by oneself. Selfsufficent(stabdhdh): thinking oneself perfect in all respects
and doing nothing. Why?, because puffed up with pride
born of wealth, and of learning, birth etc.

Name-Sacrifice5=SdiCn^cQS {yajHa) performed for the
mere sake of acquiring a name: '/performed such a
sacrifice—actuated by motives of showing forth to the
world an empty fame that so and so is a 'Sacrificer'!;
and performed without regard to any rule or law.
And they perform sacrifices, characterized as follows:

^3;^ &c.
18. 'Espoused to self-hood, strength, consequence,
lust and wrath, do they in malice antago-,
nize Me in their own and others' bodies'

.<4/w^o/'a=Self-hood,=the conceit: '/can do every
thing without any extraneous aid.'

Balatn — ln so doing,'my single strength is all-suffi
cient.' Hence;

/?«#•/«;«=Consequence ;='the importance of Myself
to the exclusion of others.'

Inasmuch as I am so,'by My mere lusting or willing
after, every desire is fulfilled.' 'And those who cause me
evil, 1 shall slay them b\\'=wrath [krodha).

Surrendering themselves to such passions, they evince
malice towards Me, the Omnific Purushottama, dwelling in
themselves as well as in the bodies of others, and make

enemies with Me; meaning that by sophistry they endea
vour to discover reasons for disproving the very fact of My
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existence, hate Me, and giving themselves up to passions
stated above, perform sacrifices and other acts.
01*1^

&c.

19. 'Them,the hating, cruel, evil, vile men, I ever do
place in samsara, aye in wombs demoniac.'
Whoso,—these vile, evil,impure men,—antagonize Me,
I hurl them, ever into the current of existence, constituting

birth, dotage and death. Even there, I fling them into
demoniac wombs, i. e., such births as may help to increase
their aversion for Me;in other words I Myself will give them
such cruel understanding as would impel them to actions
as are well suited to the circumstances of birth in which

they are born.
^flMHIM^ll &c.

20 'Entering wombs demoniac, in error spawning from
birth to birth, never Mo they") find Me, Kaun-

teya! but drag themselves down the Nether
Path.'

Demoniac womls=S\ich incarnate existences as are

opposed to affinity for Me (=dnukulya or harmony.)
Again and again do they spawn in such wombs, and their
error or illusion or distorted understanding increases.

Neverfind Af«=Never attain to the wisdom that Bhagavan (God) really doth exist,—the all-Lord,"Vasudeva.
From such births, they slip further and further down
the Nether Road.

The root-cause by which these Non-divine natures lose
their souls, is now stated :—
&c.

21. 'Triple is this door to Naraka, compassing souls'
ruin: lust, wrath and greed. Hence shun
this triad,*
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The Non-divine (^asura) nature is itself the Infernum
{narakci). The portal leading to it is triple which is
souls' ruin ; viz: lust, wrath and greed. The nature of
these passions has already been described.
Dv&ra — Door—path=cause.
Hence, fling to a distance, or completely eschew these
three (enemies), called lust, wrath and greed, since they
constitute the cause that leads to the most dreadful Naraka.
&c.

22. 'The man, ICaunteya ! who, from these triple
dark portals, is rescued, works for souls'
good; thence to the Highest End doth he wend.'
The three tamas-doors^Aoox?, of darkness, viz: lust,

wrath and greed, which beget curious wrong notions regar
ding Myself. The man who shakes them off", finds he can

work for the good of the soul(or employ himself in a manner
that is conducive to the advantage of the soulj. Having
gained (true) knowledge of Myself, he will ever work in
harmony, or in a friendly spirit, towards Me. And thence
he proceeds to
Highest £«</= Sublime Goal—Myself.

That disregard of 5astra is the sure cause of leading
to Naraka is now pointed out:
&c.

23. 'Whoso discarding ^astra's rubric, freely roams
at will, he attains not to perfection, nor happi
ness nor Highest Goal'
.Si2j/rfl=Vedas(=the Inspired knowledge of Revealed
Religion)
I^i((/Ai=Rubric=a Scriptural injunction.
Vedas are My Mandates. Whoso abandons them
and drifts in the way his unlicensed will may lead, he will

not attain to (i)

perfection=transmundane perfec-
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tions; nor to(2)-fwMawahappiness of any kind (sublun
ary); never therefore to(3) Supreme Goal (the Acme of
spiritual beatitude, joining God).
dWI^Hai &c.

24. 'Hence thy Authority is ^Sstra, to judge what
is duty and not. Knowing what I^astra's
canons teach and do enjoin, it is now for thee
to act.'

$5stra alone is thy Supreme Authority deciding for
thee what is worthy for thee to adopt and what is worthy
to reject.
What SSstra-canons teach and enjoin are what the
Vedas and their exegetic Codes, viz., Dharma-I^astra (=
Moral social Institutes) Ttihasas and Puranas(slegendary
lore of men and Gods) etc, teach as regards (i) the Highest

Truth of Purushotlama, and enjoin (2) works or services
which are pleasing to Him, and constituting Means to
reaching Him. Knowing both" these, (i) Truth and (2)
Works,—neither more nor less,—it is meet for thee now to
act in accordance therewith.
OM TAT SAT

Thus closes the Sixteenth Discourse,

Named, Daiv-Asura-Sampai- Vibhdga- Yoga,
Or the Book of the Division of the Divine and the Undivine,

With §ri Ram&nujSs Commentary thereon,
Between Sri Krishna and Arjuna,
In the Science of Yoga,

In the Theosophy of the Upanishads,
Of the Chants of Sri, BhagavSn,

The Bhagavad-Gita.

SRI

BHAGAVAD-GITA
OR

THE DIVINE LAY.
WITH

SRl RAMANUJA'S visishtadvaita
•

•

COMMENTARY.

LECTURE XVII
NAMED

THE SRADDHA-TRA YA-V/BHAGA-YOGA,
OR

THE BOOK OF THE

THREEFOLD DIVISION

OFFAITH,

Stl Ydmundcharya's GUartha-Softgraha,{Stanza, ai),

'Lecture Set'nteenth;what Law bids net's from rebels, vain.*

'Law, suiting quaPties Hdsf * what*s bid three-marked,* says plain,'
Sri Yogi S, Pdrthasarathi Aiyangdr,

AU IVI

®^hagavad-G^a
WITH

SRI RAMANUJA'S VISISHTADVAITA COMMENTARY.

THE SEVENTEENTH LECTURE.
NAMED,

SRADDHA-TRAYA-VIBHAGA-YOOA.
OR

THE BOOK OF THE THREEFOLD DIVISION
OF FAITH

PROEM.

8Y a treatment of the two classes of the Divine and the
Non-divine natures,it has been shown thata knowledge

regarding the truth of the Goal (for man), and know
ledge regarding the Means by which to reach that Goal, are
based solely on the Vedas,(Vide,, Stanza\ 2^,Lecture X VI).
And now, it will be shown,(i) that works performed
in contravention of $astra,—being of the nature of the Nondivine,—prove abortive ; (2)that works (etc.,) performed in
accordance with ^astra, are by reason of their nature,

(or motive with which they are performed), divisible into
three kinds; and (3) what^(or how) are such works known
to be in agreement with ^astra.
Arjuna, forgetting the abortiviness of works done,
in contravention to ^astra, asks to know how such works
Yagas etc—if performed in faith,— differ in their fruits, as
63
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may be characterizable by the several qualities igunas)
Satvain etc:

^

&c.

1. 'How is that Sacrifice characterized, Kfishna!
which by men, is done in faith {sraddha), but
incompatible with ^astra's canons ?'

What is that(spiritual) status [nishthd) which consists
in one renouncing ^astra s biddings, but who yet performs
a Sacrifice in full faith.—Is that characterizable as falling
under any one of the three qualities (of matter) Satvam,
or Rajas or Tamas?
Thus questioned, Bhagavan, reserving the subject of
the futility of performing anti-Sastra Sacrifices etc., albeit
they be performed in faith, first expounds the three-fold
nature ofeven the Sastra-conforming works, thus ;

151^^ &c.
2. 'Threefold is the faith of the embodied, accor

ding as it is begotton of Satva, of Rajas or of
Tamas disposition. Do thou hear it.'
Three-fold is the faith of all the embodied (= man

kind); and it conforms with the several dispositions or
characteristics peculiar to themselves. The tendencies
carried forward from past incarnations beget corresponding
tastes (or likings). And for whatever is the taste, faith
is born therefor.

Faith is Indicated where there is a dis

play of enthusiasm shown for a work lovingly undertaken
with the belief that the object for which it is undertaken
will be successfully fulfilled. Tendency, taste and faith are

powers or properties of atma, but they are only evoked when
atma happens to come in contact with the Gunas. The
causes which provoke those atma-affections, are the Satva,
Rajas and Tamas qualities inhering in the body,the senses
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and the mind {antah-karana). That such is the case is deduci-

ble from the effects which those qualities manifest. These
effects are the sensuous experiences one derives from the
guna-imbued body. From this bodily experience comes

the three-fold faith pertaining to Satvam, or Rajas or
Tamas. Listen now to an exposition which will give (thee
notions as to which of the three kinds it may belong.
&c.

3. 'The faith of every one, Bharata I accords with
his mind ; one is saturated with faith ; of what
one is, he is that:'^

Satvam—Antah-karanatn-={!T\i'& inner-sense),the mind
As is the mind, so is the faith of every person ; in other
words, whatever quality is the mind conjoined with, faith
is begot for such things as are of that quality. The term
satvam (mind) implies the body and the senses mentioned
afore-said (See Comm : Stanza*).
Sraddh&mayah or the man saturated with faith', means
that man is the embodiment of faith itself.

Of whatever faith he is united to, into that faith he

becomes transformed. The sense is that if a person is
filled with faith for a meritorious work, he becomes entitled

to meritorious fruit thereof; so that faith of any kind leads

to a fruit corresponding to that faith.
The subject is further expanded:
&c.

4. 'Those of Satvam worship the Devas ; those of
Rajas, the Yakshas and Rakshas; and then
those of Tamas worship the Pretas and the
hosts of the Bhutas.'

I. 'Desire first fathers the
thought, and then thought woos

belief says Alger.
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Those in whom the Satva quality reigns, become
united to the Satva-kind of faith, and they worship the
Devas. That faith is called the faith of Satva, which con

cerns itself with the supreme bliss-fraught DevaSacrifices,—bliss unmixed with pain :
Those of Rajas-quality (similarly) resort to the worship
of Yakshas and Rakshas; and those of Tamas-quality to
Pretas and hosts of Bhutas. The Rajas-faith is that which
gives birth to some happiness but mixed with pain ;
the Tamas-faith is that which gives birth to little or no
happiness, tantamount to pain itself.
Thus, fruits differ according to the qualities with
which Sacrifices etc., are performed in faith even, when those

Sacrifices are in accordance with 5?astra.(Lord Krishna)
now declares what he had before reserved in his mind

that not the smallest modicum of happiness attends the
performance of anti-Sastra penances, Sacrifices etc., inas
much as they are opposed to His Mandates. Not only that
no happiness results but positive evil attends.
&c.

5. 'Whoso men practise severe auserties,—unprescribed by Sastra,—wedded to pretence and selfness, to lust, longing and ability ;
&C

6. Those fools molest the group of elements imbed
ded in the body, and Me too planted therein.
Know them to be of demon-nature.'

Austerities etc. This term implies Sacrifices
{Yagds) and other works practised.
Me too planted=yi.&axi% Me, the soul; or the soul who

is of My nature and who dwells in the body.
Whoso men, then,perform anti-^astra Sacrifices etc.,
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practise penances etc., at the loss of much energy,—wedded
to pretence, selfness {ahahkdra), lust etc., and torturing the
elements lodged in the body, and also the jivatma (soul)

lodged in the body—, conclude them to be really the de
mons {asuras).

Asuras are those Non-divine beings who act contrary
to My Commands. Owing to this disposition of setting
My laws at defiance, they do nbt derive the smallest parti
cle of happiness, but as already declared in : * They fall in
to the evil Naraka'{Gi: XVT-16),they fling themselves in
to a congeries of evils.

Resuming the subject of ^astra-bid YajfSas etc., the
subject that their natures differ according to the qualities
which may influence them, is now enlarged upon. To

begin with, it is said that the Satva and other qualities are
(in their turn) the effect of food

eaten. The three-fold

nature of food therefore is first described, the $ruti itself
procaiming to that effect as in passages such as:—
'O Saumya! the mind verily is made up of food.*^
'Food being pure, mind becomes pure, etc.'*
&c.

7. 'To all (beings) food also*is three-fold and liked
(by them). So are Sacrifice, Austerity, Charity
Listen to this their distinction.'

Food also, by reason of its relation to the three
qualities, Satvam etc., becomes of three kinds, and is
liked by all living beings.

Similarly Yajfla—Sacrifices—are of three kinds ; as
also Tapas—Austerities—; and Danam—Charities.
Hear how food. Sacrifices, Austerities and Charities

all vary as the qualities vary as will be shown further on.
1. Chh I Uf\ VI-5-4.
'Anna-mayam
hi Soumya manah etc.'

2. Ckhx C^®:VH-26-2j'AhSrasuddhau satva-suddhi^ etc.*
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&c.

8. 'Dear to Satvika-raen is food promoting life,
mind, strength, health, comfort and relish;
tasteful, oleaginou.s, substantial and cordial.'

To those who are of Satva-quality, pure Satva-food
becomes dear ; and Satva-food prolongs life ; also pro
motes the mind (satvam =nntahkaratta)y the mind here
signifying its manifestation or function of intelligence

{fUSnatn). As stated already in : "From Satva-quality,
knowledge is born"{Gi: XIV-17), Satvam is promotive of
intelligence ; and hence food which is of Satvam is

promotive of intelligence ; also it is promotive of strength
and health, and also comfort and relish. Comfort {sukha)
is the feeling of happiness that arises when the food is
undergoing the process of assimilation in the body.
Relish iprlti), means that good food serves to produce a
relish or interest for undertaking works which are con
genial.
savoury, sweet. Snigdhah'—
Oleaginous=Mixed with clarified butter etc. Sthtrdk=
Substantial or that which is well assimilable with the

body, Hridydh =QoT6\a.\ or agreeable.

'I'hese are called SaXwa^-foods which Sarr'a-men like.
&c.

9. 'Dear to Rajasa-men is food, bitter, sour,saltish,
over-hot, pungent, dry and burning; productive
of pain, grief and illness.'
The bitter, the acid ; the most saltish,—very hot, very
biting, dry (or hard) and burning kinds of food. Tlkshna
are useless foods either because they are too hot or too
cold. Rukshna or dry foods are those which are dry (and

produce thirst).

Viddkinah are those that cause a burning

sensation. Such foods are liked by the Rajasa-full men.

Those foods promote pain, grief and ailments, and also
increase Rajas.
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&c.

10. 'Dear to Tamasa-men is food which is stale,

changed,stinking,and putrid ; refuse and foul.'^
Ydta}'dmam=Sia\e or very old (kept over-night, or
literally old by a ydma or three hours). Gdta-rasarn —
changed or that which has lost its (original) natural taste.
Stinking or that which emits a strong offensive
smell. Paryushitam—'2yx\x\'di or corrupted into a different
taste by long standing. Ucchishtam ='9^'eX}i%^ or leavings
after food has been eaten by others except Gurus (—spiri
tual teachers, and other privileged (holy) persons.
Amedhyam—Yov\^ or that which is to be considered impure
by not having been consecrated at a Yajfia.
Such foods are dear to those who are Tamas-full.

Bhojana=¥ood, because it is that which is eaten
(bhujyate). Tamas-food eaten breeds still Tamas. Hence
those who have a care for themselves, ought .to serve
themselves with Satva-food, to promote Satva.
&c.

11. That Law-sanctioned Sacrifice {yajfia)is Satvika,
which is done regardless of fruit, with such
resolve of mind as:'
(this) ought to be done.'
Regardless of fruit—
not any reward for
Sacrificial works &c. performed.
Vidhi-drishtah=Sdstra-dfishtah— Law-sanctioned.
Yashtavyatn=^0\x^t to be done'as a duty, as in itself
an end, since it is worship rendered to Bhagavan ;—to
be done completely in its three-fold features of Mantra,
money and labour. Where a resolve like this is made
in the mind, and a Yajfia is performed, that Yajfia is
of Satva-character.

I. Vide s Yoga-latvoponishat:
"Yoga-vlghna-kannahaiain varjayed

jrogavittamal;, lava^am safshapam
ch-amlam ushpam ifikshpafl cha etc.''

So8
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&c.

12. 'But that Yajfia, know, Bharata-Chief! is Rajasa,
which with an aim for fruit and for display—,
one performs.'

Know that Yajfia to be of the Rajas-character, which
is done for the sake of fruit, and which is vitiated further

by the desire for notoriety.
&c.

13. 'That Yajfia, they say, is Tamasa, which is void
of authority, which is devoid of earned food»
devoid of Mantra and money-gifts ; and
devoid of faith.'

Vidhi-hina—NdiA. of authority, or the sanction of the
Brahmanas, who are wise both in precept and practice;
devoid of their verbal sanction such as : 'Do this
Sacrifice.'

Asrishtannam—Voodi not lawfully earned. Food means

th\ngs={dravya), required for performing a Sacrifice.

Means unprescribed food (by Law), or food prohibited(by
Law)^=achodita-dravya.

And (Sacrifices (Yajfia) so performed, and un
accompanied by Mantras (=recitations of Holy Formu.laes), by money-gifts, and done without faith, is declared
to be of Tamas-character.

Now, in order to explain the three kinds of Austerity
{tapas) as affected by the qualities, their character first,
as that of Bodily Austerity, that as Oral, and that as

Mental, the three sources from which Austerity springs—
is first examined:

I. Taiparya-chandfika tells us

not obtained from §udras. The pro-

that siishta means'earned by right-

hibition of the Law is not to acquire

ful means for the sake of yajfia, and

things for yajfia in this manner.
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14. 'That is called Bodily Austerity (tapas) which
consists in the worship of the Devas, the
Twice-born, the Teachers and wise men; in
cleanliness, rectitude, chastity and harmlessness'.

Worship (or reverent treatment rendered by the body)
to the Gods,the Twice-born(=the deivas or the Brdhmaf^,

the spiritual classes), the Teachers

gurus) and other

men, who are ripe in (spiritual; wisdom.
Cleanliness of person by ablutions in holy
waters, etc.

Conduct in keeping with the intent(of mind)
Brahma-charyam—Chastity or the absence of lustful
looking at women etc..
Absence ofinjury to creatures[/tarm lessness).
These constitute Bodily .'Austerity.
&c.

15. 'That is called Oral Austerity, which consists
in inoffensive truthful speech sweet and soft,

and ^he reading of the Sacred Writ.'
That is called Oral Tapas, or Austerity of speech,
which offends not others, and which consists in uttering

truth, and pleasing (priya=sweet) and gentle {hitam=
soft or comforting) language, and the recitations of Scrip
tures (svadhyaya).
&c,

16. 'That is called Mental Austerity, which consists

in good temper, benevolence, quietude, selfr
control, and purity of purpose.'

Manah-prasadaJi^Good-temper, or mind kept free of
anger etc.,
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Benevolence, or mind filled with love

for others' happiness.
Quietude,or by will restraining the function
of speech.

Atma-vimgra/iaA=Self-control or fixing the mind or
keeping the mind engaged in the (holy)objects of contem
plation.
Bhava-samsuddhih=-'^\ix\\.y of purpose= Absence of

thoughts wandering away on subjects other than atma.
These constitute the Mental Tapas or Austerity of
the mind.

8FB?IT &c.

17. 'The threefold Austerity, done by men in fervid
faith, exempt from hope of fruit, and devoutly,
is Satvikam, they say.'

Not longing for fruit; and devout,{yuktaiff)—i. e., im
bued with the thought that all is worship rendered to

Paramapurusha—; and united to ardent faith, the Tapas
done by men, of the three kinds, Bodily, Oral and Mental
(aforesaid), is declared to be Satvikam.
&c.

18. 'That is here called Rajasa-Tapas which is prac
tised for the sake of gaining regard, praise and
worship, and for display ; (it is) unstable and
unenduring.'

Satkara-=^ Regard for others (in the mind.)

=Praise, or verbal adulation (by others).
Worship such as bowing, prostrating etc., with
the body.
Whatever Tapas is practised, actuated with motives

for fruit, for securing regard etc., from others,and to parade
before othe rs, is said to be Rajasa.
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Since this kind of Tapas constitutes the means for
such transitory) fruit such as Svarga eta, it is chalam^

unstable, because it is ever fraught with the fear of falling
down therefrom ; and it is a
not lasting, or de
clining.

19. 'That is declared as Tamasa-Tapas which by
the witless willed is done to torture self, or
others to hurt.'

witless or stupid. Mudha-grdh«^a-='By

the will or resolve of the stupid. Whatever Tapas is
done by such foolish resolve, regardless of one's own

capacity etc., fto carry it out), and to torture himself, or
for causing hurt to others, is called Tamasa.
&c.

20. 'That is considered SStvika-gift, which thus:
'it oufht to be given,' is given, to one unable
to return ; fgiven) in place, in time, and to reci
pient, meet.'

'The gift ought to be given,' as a duty, and not in
expection of a reward. The gift is to be given to one who
can render nothing back ; in due place, at due time, and to
a proper recipient. Such gift is said to be SStvikam.
&c.

21. 'That is considered Rajasa-gift given with hope
of return, or for fruit, and unwillingly^ given'.
Gifts preferred with an eye for,or expection of,a return;
or preferred with an aim for fruit (or reward); or preferred
unwillingly (pariklisktam)* inferior (or spoiled or damaged
articles (retaining good articles—kcUydna-drauya—for oneI. Lit * given with a pang,'
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self, from which unwillingness is evident {vide-. TatparyaCkandrikd) dite Rajasa-gifts.
&c.

22. 'That is considered Tamasa-gift which is given
in wrong place, wrong time and to wrong re
cipients ; (given) without honor, without cere
mony'.

Gifts rendered in wrong (or unholy) places, (or wrong
countries), wrong times (such as the Dead of the night),
and to unworthy persons ; also those given, without honor
asatkntanC)^ di&iovA of such respects as washing the feet
[ofthe worthy redpients\ and without ceremony (ava/hdtam)
=s unceremoniously=with disdain : (such gifts) are consi
dered Rajasa (gifts).

So far, the distinctions of Vaidika (or Veda-bidYajfla, Tapas and Dana, characterized by Gunas, Satva the
etc., have been shown. Now it is intended to show how these

same Vaidika Yajfia etc., become characterized when
united with the Pranava (OM), and when qualified by

the symbols * TAT'and'SAT':
^ driJKld &c.
23. * Brahm's denomination is declared as triple:'OM,
TAT (and) SAT.' Conjoined with it were, of
old, Brahmanas, Vedas and Yajfias created.'

The triplicit formula'OM, TAT,SAT,' is used with'
reference to Brahm. Brahm here is Veda. By Veda is
meant Vtda-ordained work {=karma). Veda-ordained

work is Yajfia etc.. The Yajfia and other ritualistic works
are connected with the symbols OM, TAT and SAT.

The symbol OM is used as a necessary part of the equip
ment of the cultus,consisting in the performance of Vaidika-

rituals; and the symbols TAT and SAT are terms of

at-as-]
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worship and symbolic ally related (in the sense explained

later on) to the (aforesaid) cultus.
Brahmands-atc those who (from prescriptive right)
have connection with these symbols; Brahmana represent
ing the three Varnas (=castes, Brahma, Kshatriya and
Vaisya, eligible for Veda-observances.)
They and the Vedas and the Yajflas were,ofold, creat
ed by Myself.
/

The manner how these three Symbols are connected
(or applied) is now explained. How, first, OM is con
nected is explained :
&c.

24. 'With Brahmavadis, therefore, all Veda-enjoined

acts. Sacrifice {yajfla), Gift {dana)and Austerity
[tapas) always begin with the repetition of OM.*
Brahmcevddis=:V&d2^-y3JA\s, or those who follow the
Vedas or the Three Castes.

Yajfia, Dana, and Tapas are Veda-prescribed perfor
mances. They always begin by the recital ofthe holy Sylla
ble OM. Vedas also begin thus. Thus the connection of the
symbol OM with Vedas and Veda-bid Yajflas etc., has
been shown. Since in conjunction with OM, Vedas are

repeated, and Yajflas etc., are performed by the Three
Castes, the connection of OM with the Three Castps indi
cated by the word Brahmanas, has also been shown.
How the symbal TAT is connected with these is
now shown :—

&c.

2$. 'With TAT, are acts of Yajfla Tapas, and
of Gift, performed by Moksha-aspirants, wish
ing not for fruit'
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Whatever acts, Veda-learning, Yajfta, Tapas and Gifts
are done by the Moksha-aspiring Tbee Castes, they are
designated by the word TAT, since they are means to
attain Brahm,—TAT Signifying Brahm. That TAT
signifies Brahm is evident from such authority as:

'Sa(h), Vah, Kah, Kim, yat Tat, fdenote) the Most
Supreme.'^
Hence the connection of the symbol TAT, has been
shown by showing that it signifies the Moksha-leading
acts, Veda-learning, Yajfla etc. Its connection with the
There Castes also is shown, because of their following them.
In order now to show how the symbol SAT Is
connected with them, the etymology of that term as in
vogue in the world, is (first) examined :

^rin% &c.
26. 'In the sense of existence and of goodness^ the
word SAT is used. SAT Is likewise used,

Partha! in relation to auspicious events.'
Sad-bhdve=\n the sense of Existence.

Sddhu-bhdve=\n the sense of Goodness.

This is the sense in which SAT is used in all things,
concerning the world and the Vedas.

Similarly, it is used in relation to any auspicious
worldly event undertaken by any person, by calling such
an event,'a good event'[sat-kamtd).

^ riqw &c.
27. 'To be Implanted in Yajfta, Tapas and Gifts, is
called SAT ; and all acts on that account are by
Sat itself designated.'
Hence the settlement of the three Vaidika Castes in

Yajfta, Tapas and Gifts,(because they follow and observe
/.

yiskt SaA-. Nimax {Mahi-Ahix Anus Parva,

^a)

I
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them), is called SAT (good), since they are ofan auspicious
character. And these acts, Yajha &c. which are for the sake
of the Three Castes, are themselves called SAT.

Hence the relation to(i) Vedas,i^2) Vaidika works and
(3) The Three Castes implied by the word firahmana, of
the symbols OM, TAT, and SAT, is denotative of how
these differ from what are non-Vedas, and from such as
are not Vaidikas.
&c.

28. 'What without faith is given, what Tapas done,

and what is done, (Yajfla) is called A-SAT,
Parthal which is

neither for

here nor for

hereafter.'

Even if it be according to ^astra-ordinance, but if it
be without faith, Homa etc., done,is called A-SAT. Why ?
Because t's neither for here nor for hereafter^ i. e., neither
for any fruit to be obtained in the world {iha) nor for any
fruit to be obtained in the shape of Moksha {pretya).
OM TAT SAT.
Thus closes Discourse Seventeen

Named ^raddha-Traya- Vibhaga- Yoga,
or

The Book of the Threefold Division of Faith,
With
Rdmanuja's Commentary thereon.
Between Sri Krishifa and Arjuna,

In the Science of Yoga,

In the Theosophy of the Upanishads
Or the Chants of Sri Bhagavdn.
The Bhagavad-Gitd.

^

SRI

BHAGAVAD-GITA
OR

THE DIVINE LAY.
WITH

SRT RAMANUJA'S YISISHTADVAITA
»

•

COMMENTARY.

LECTURE XVIII,
NAMED

MOKSH.OPADESA-YOGA,
OR

THE BOOK

(CONTAINING THE SUMMARY OF THE GlTA'S)

TEACHING OF SALVATION {LIBERATION)

GUSrtka'Sangraha
by Sri Yamuftdchdrya,

(I) Trusi that God's Actor,(2) that Salva's worthy to grow
(3) tVhat the end ofefforts,—in Eighteenth Git does show>
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AUIW

IF'

^IBhagavad-Gita
WITH

srT ramanuja's visishtadvaita commentary.

THE EIGHTEENTH LECTURE
named

MOKSH-OPADESA-YOGA
OR

THE BOOK OF THE INDOCTRINATION
OF SALVATION.

PROEM.

tY the two preceding Lectures (XVI and XVII), the
following matters were discussed :
I. That the only Means for achieving either

material prosperity {abhyudaya) or spiritual freedom {nissreyas), is the observance of Yajfia.^ Tapas* and Dana,®
along the lines laid down by the Veda; and no other.
2. That all Vaidika-obsei*vaiicesare commonly cha
racterized by the use of Pranava(OM)in relation therewith.
3. That the difference between the Means leading
to Moksha and that leading to material goods, is symboliz
ed by the term TAT,for the former, and SAT for the latter.
I. Ritualistic Sacrifices.

3. Austerities, such as mortific-

ation of the flesh by fasting &c.,

3* Gifts/ Charitable works.
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4. That Yajfla etc., when performed for the sake ofac
quiring Moksha, must be performed without aiming at fruit.
5. That so performing them is the result of the
Satva-GuM gaining prominence ; and that Satva-growth
is caused by taking Satvika-food.
Next (in this Lecture), the following points are
expounded:

1. Tyaga ^ and Sannyasa* indicated as Means to
Moksha, are identical.
2. The nature of Tyaga.

3. The contemplation that in the Sovereign Lord
Bhagavan rests the agency of all acts.
4. A description of the effects produced by the Gunas
Satva, Rajas and Tamas,in order to show that Satva alone
is worthy of acceptance for culture).
5. How the acts appropriate to Castes,—which are but
acts of worship to Paramapurusha—effect or accomplish
the gaining of Paramapurusha. And that,
6. The Quintessence of the Holy Writ of Bhagavadglta, is the Teaching or Exposition of Bhakti-Yoga.
And here to begin with, Arjuna asks that he may be
enlightened as to whether Tyaga' and Sannyasa" are identi
cal or distinct, and what is their nature :
&c.

I. 'Of Sannya.sa,® Strong-armed! and of Tyaga,*
Hfishlkesal, I Would fain distinctly know the
truth, O Kesi-Slayer.'
1. Tyaga is literally'giving up'
2. SannySsa is literally 'putting

3. Surrendering oneself to actionless contemplation (=Jiiana-yoga or

away.' Both terms mean renunciation,

SannySsa in the sense employed in

resignation, or surrender; their technical application may be leamt in

St: 1,2 and 3., Lec: V)=/'wiV«w
side of Renunciation.

the following pages, and also their
ultimate significance,

4. Abandonment of action
gative side of Renunciation.
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NotabU', Tyaga (renundationy and Sannyasa (resig
nation)* were dictated as the Means to Moksha, according
to the gratis, for example :

'Some by Tyaga (renunciation) achieve Immortality,
not by action, not by (means of) progeny, nor money,
(=property).'3
■Those Yatis (or Sannyasins) all, who ascertaining to
themselves of what is good, from the knowledge acquired
from the Vedantas; and made pure of heart by means of
Sannyasa-yoga(=resignation), are delivered (from bondage)
by reaching the Immortal (=God) in the Brahma-loka at
the close of mortal life {=pardnta-kdle=a\. the dissolution

of the last karma-body,
Ranga Rdmdnuj'a's Commentary
on Taittiriya- Upanishat, NdrdyanamV*
Distinctly do I desire to know the truth regarding
Sannyasa and Tyaga. The import is this : Do these two
terms mean different things, or do they mean the same
thing? If they mean different, I wish to learn in what does
the difference consist;

if not,

what is the unic sense

conveyed by both ?
In order to prove that the nature of both is identical
and to show what that nature is, .^ri Bhagavan first exhibits
the error of an objector. He says:

WqHf &c.
2.
1.
2.

' Learned men understand by Sannyasa, the aban-

See footnote 4, p. 520.
See footnote 3, p. 520.

31 TaihUp": mrdi X-2\. 'Na

side of Renunciation.
4. Tait: Up": Niri; X-22 ; also

M,mds Vp^s

111-2-6.

' Vedanta

karroa^i &c.'

vijffana &c.'

Ranga Ramanuja quotes the authority ' Sannyasas tyaga ity uktas saranagatir ity api' according to which
Sannyasa and Tyaga mean one and
mean seeking the Lord 'as the One

Ranga Ramanuja explains Sannyasa in this passage to mean Prapadana
or unconditional surrender (to the
Deity)=the positive side of Renunciation.

Refuge. T)gga here is the negative
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donment of
works; fothers) the wise,
declare that Tyaga is the fruit-abandonment of
all works.'

Some learned men understand that Sannyasa is the
abandonment of—or abstention from—doing frugiferous

(=kS»tya) actions. And some otherwise men assert that
in the authoritative works treating of Moksha, Tyaga
means the resignation of the fruits attached to all actions,

whether they be of the kind of nitva (daily duties),
naimittika (casual duties)or k&mva (specific acts prescribed
for specific objects). The contention here is whether the
tone of the Sastras (Authoritative Works) is for the aban
donment of kdmva works alone or whether it is for the resig
nation of the fruits of all kinds of works(nitva, etc). In the

former spense,the term Sannyasa was used,and in the latter
Tyaga. In both cases what is common is'renunciation,*
(of something or other). In this sense both Tyaga and
Sannyasa are identical. That they are used synonymously
and to signify the same .sense is evident from such
passages also such as:
'Hear from Me, OBest of Bharatas! the truth about

this Tyaga' (Gl: XVIII-4),—where Tyaga ultimately
deceides the question as meaning Renunciation (i. e., not
abandonment of works, but doing them as duty and there

fore abandoning fruits or returns therefor only);—and other
pa ssages also such: as.
'The abandonment of obligatory work is improper.
Its abandonment from misconception is declared to be

Tamasa.' (Gi: XVIII-7).
'Three-fold is the fruit of work, undesirable, desirable
and mixed, which non-renouncers reap hereafter, and never

the renouncers'{Gi\ XVI11-12).
&c.

3. 'Some philosophers declare that work should be
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abandoned as evil; and others that works,—^

Yajfta, Dana and Tapas—should not be aban
doned.'

Some philosophers like Kapila,^ and others also, who
are Vaidikas, but who still follow Kapila, assert that as all
works such as Yajfia, etc., are prolific of evil, such as desire
etc., since they conduce to bondage, they are fit to be
abandoned by the Moksha-aspirant.
Other learned men say they are not to be given up.
&c.

4. 'Hear from Me, O Bharata-Best I the truth about
this Tyaga. Verily Tyaga, O Tiger of men 1
is distinguished as threefold.'
While yet performing Vaidika-works there can yet be

Tyaga or Renunciation (not abandonment) which I have
already expounded to thee as of three kinds:
(Firstly): Renunciation with reference tofruit;

(Secondly): Renunciation with reference to work ;
(Thirdly): Renunciation with reference to agent.

Renunciation with reference to fruit, in other words^
(performing works, and) abandoning fruits thereof, such as
Svarga etc., they beget,found its expression in the Stanza:
'With mind, atma-absorbed, rest all works in Me.

Rid of desire and 'my-ness' and of (mental)fever, fight'

(Gi: III-30). The phrase, [niraslh] rid of desire means:
'Let not thefruit of Svarga etc., be for me.'

Renunciation with reference to work is (performance
of work, but) renouncal or abandonment of the egoistic
notion ;'This work is mine, and is the means for procuring

my fruit' (implied in the phrase \nirmamaK\ rid of'myness.')
[. The Father of Sfipkhya Philosophy.
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Renunciation with reference to agent is (performance of
work, but) resting them in, or surrendering them to, the
High Lord, with the thought that He is the Agent (or
Author or Auctor), and abondoning the idea that self is

the agent or author of his works, (implied in the phrase
\Mayi sannyasya] surrendering or resigning them to Me).
&c.

S. 'Work,—Yajna,Dana andTapas, should never be
abandoned ; it must of necessity be done ; for
Yajfta, Dana and Tapas sanctify the wise.'

Never, by the Moksha-aspirant, are Vaidika-acts such
as Yajha, Dana, Tapas and the rest, to be abdicated ; but
must be daily practised until the last day of death. Why ?

Because those acts pertaining as they do to the several
varnas and dsramas^ ('castes' and 'orders' of life) do

purify the

=the thoughtful or reflecting

persons.

The thoughtfulness or reflection here meant is updsana
or religious meditation, in which the Moksha-aspirant is
supposed to be engaged till the last And the practising
of Yajfta etc., destroy the past deeds {karma) which hinder
progress of the aforesaid updsana.
y.dI'MR &c.

5. 'That such works as these ought to be done, for
saking attachment and fruits, is, Partha 1 My
best and veritable verdict.'

Inasmuch as Yajfta, Dana, Tapas etc., are lustrational

to the updsakas, and partake of the nature of My worship,
they must like the updsana itself, be practised daily by the
Moksha-aspirant till time of dissolution, forsaking attach1. Vide., notes i and 2, page 65.
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ment=idea of ^my-ncss'(mamata), and forsaking fruits.
This is My true and best opinion.
&c.

7. 'Abstention from a prescribed duty is not meet.
Such

abstention out of misconception, is

considered as Tamasa.

Prescribed (niyata) duties are the Nitya, Naimittika
etc.,—the Mahayajiia.^ Ceasing altogether to perform them

is not rightful, as according to :'Actionless, thou shalt not
be able even to sustain they bodily existence'(G/: III-8),'
even bodily existence would (without action) be impossible.
As for sustaining bodily existence, it (has been shown
that it) must be done from partaking of the vestiges of
food after its consecratian to Yajha, only such food
being conducive to produce holy knowledge. Otherwise,
as declared in :'But those who cook for self-enjoyment—
sinners—incur sin' (Gl: ///-/j), food unconsecrated to
Yajfta is sinful, and such food is productive of erroneous
knowledge in the mind. For, as affirmed by the J^ruti:
'O Somya! mind verily is formed of food,'* etc., mind is by
food verily fed and nourished ; also, that knowledge of the
kind ofdirect apperception of Brahm {Brahma-sdkshatk^a=.
God-cognition) is dependent on the purity of food, is
evidenced by such passages as: 'Food (.being) pure,
mind (becomes) pure ; mind (being) pure, sustained (or
perfect)® memory (ensues); memory obtained, the loosening
(follows) of all knots (bondage).'•
Hence,since Mahayajflas,etc.,'—the Nitya, Naimittikaduties—practised until the last moment of departure, are
I. Vide: note 2, p:96; apte 2,
p: 97.

2 & 4. Chk t Uf\ VI-S-4
66

VII-

26-2'Anna-mayam etc.,'
3. Perfect memory means incess*

ant meditation ot memory of God.
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worthy of adoption as leading to Brahm-knowledge, abs
tention therefrom is not meet. The ceasing, thus, to do
knowledge-creating work, influenced by ignorance {tnoha)
is called tdmasa. For to tamos as origin is traceable the
idea of abstention, arising from ignorance; ergo^ an
effect of tamas. That tamas is indeed the root of ignorance
or unwisdom was declared in: 'Inattention and infatuation,
come from Tamas, as well as unwisdom, {Gi: XIV-17).

Ignorance or unwisdom is that which is hostile to
wisdom, and it is erroneous (or perverted
knowledge.

The same is illustrated further on as in: ^
'That intellect is Tamasa, Partha! which,(being) en
shrouded ill Tamas (mis) apprehends Adharma as Dharma
and all things pervertedly.'(Gi: XVIII-32J.
Hence, the surceasal to perform nitj/u, naimittika etc.,
duties arises from perverted knowledge.
&c.

8. 'Whoso, from fear of bodily fatigue, abandons
work as of pain, such abstention is Rajasa ; no
benefit from abandonment doth he derive.'

Doubtless, work by steps conduct to Moksha (release);

but as it involves pain (or trouble) in the shape of having to
earn money (etc.,) for its accomplishment, and (involves)
chastisement of body in the shape of undergoing great
fatigue, it is agonizing to the mind. Dreading this, should
one confine himself to the practice of meditation alone

[jnan-abhyasa)for achieving Yoga(=self-Cognition or Godcognition, refraining from doing the aJrawa-proper duties,
such as the Mahayajflas etc.,such abstention by him from
Nvork is due to Rajas ; and such abstention is contrary to
the sense of the ^astras.

The benefit from abandonment^ or the acquisition of
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wisdom (—which he supposes as arising from surceasal of
works—) never accrues to him. So it is shown further on:
'That intellect, Partha! which apprehends wrongly

is Rajasa'[Gi-. XVIII-31).
And, forsooth, work does not by any visible means
produce mind-purity, but by the medium of Bhagavan's
grace.

&c.

9. 'That is deemed Satvika-Renunciation, where

work is done as duty incumbent, but attach
ment resigned, as also fruit'

One must understand that all works such as the nitya

naimittHa etc., Mahayajflas, prescribed as duties devolving
on the several Varnas and Asramas are but modes of My
worship, being in themselves the end. If he performs thus,
forsaking attachment —/. e.. destitute of the idea of'myness' placed in the work.—and also forsaking fruit, this is
called (true) Renunciation, viz., Satvika, or renunciation
having its source in Satvam, or that which is the source of

producing true Sastra-knowledge.

That Satvam is originative of correct knowledge of
things was already stated in :'From Satvam springs forth
wisdom' (Gi: XIV-17); and further on too it is declared:
'That intellect, Partha! is

Satvika which

discerns

between action and inaction, duty and non-duty, fear and
non-fear, bondage and release.* (Gi: XVIII-30).

10. 'The Renouncer, Satva-imbued, wise and quit of
doubt (s), is neither vexed at evil act, nor is
(he") in love with good (act).*
'Thus, he, the Renouncer in act, of attachment, fruit

and authorship (or agency

who is full of
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Satvam ; I^ij«=who has correct knowledge of things, and
therefore who is bereft of all doubt; is neither troubled

at evil act, nor has he attachment for good act.
Evil act is that which is fraught with undesirable fruit.
Good act is that which brings in such desirable fruit

as Svarga, progeny, cattle, food etc.
Inasmuch as'myness'(mamatd)is absent, there is no
occasion for exhibiting either of the emotions, hatred for
one or love for another; inasmuch too as every other

end (fruit) save Brahm, has been resigned ; since, also, the
notion of'agent'(of the act) has been given up.
Evil act, prolific of undesirable fruit, is here intended
to indicate that act which one may accidentally or un

wittingly happen to perform ; not that it means that one
may deliberately perform a bad act, for that to one, who
has not ceased from wickedness, there is every obstacle

to obstaining wisdom, is evidenced by the .^ruti:
'Albeit he hath Spirit-knowledge (prajHanci), yet if he
be one not divorced from vice, not stilled of passions, not
calmed of mind, not quit of dissipation, he cannot gain
Him'.i

Hence what the Sastra inculcates is the Renunciation of

(i) authorship, f2) attachment and (3) fruit (while doing
work); and not total relinquishment of work itself.
This is explained:—
&c.

II. 'Verily, for on vested in a body, to desert work
wholesale, is not feasible ; but he is called the
Renouncer who resigns the fruit of work.'*

It is notable that for him who is in a body confined,
to entirely give up work is beyond possibility, for such
1. Kalht UP': I-2.24. 'Narrato&c.'
2. The gist of all these verses is

contained in XVIII-66 which with
Commentary should be studied.
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work (at least) as that of having to provide oneself with
food and drink required to maintain the body, and other
acts cognate, are not evitable. Hence, the observance
of the Mahayajftas etc., becomes unavoidable. Hence,
he who resigns the fruit of works such as the Mahayajftas,
is called the (true) Renouncer (tvagi), and this is the
Renunciation referred to in such Srutis as:

'Some by Renunciation obtain immortality.''
Renouncer offruit ofwork is to imply all the three kinds
of Renunciation, viz.^ (i)of fruit, (2) of authorship, and of
(3) attachment, alluded to in :
'Has been explained as of three kinds'{Gv. XVIII-4).

But, one may argue thus:—Are not all acts such as
Agnihotra, Darsa-pfrnamdsa, Jyotishtoma etc., and the
Mahdyajftas^ decreed by the Sastras, in connection always
with appropriate fruits such as Svarga etc., to be achieved
therefrom? Are not,even for the performance of nitya and
naimittika acts,such incentives are held as: 'For House

holders, Prajapatya(-ceremony)etc.'^ implying fruits there
for ? Hence it would clearly seem that between acts pres

cribed by Sastras and appropriate fruits therefor, there is
inseparable relation, inasmuch as every act must have its
fruit, as a seed sown (into the ground) must grow into a fruit
(ultimately). Hence fruit, either desirable or undesirable,
is inevitable, albeit one may perform the act with no motive
for fruit. Such fruit then would necessarily be inimical to
Moksha and hence no Moksha-aspirant ought to perform

any work. Answers(to this objection) are now given:

STHERt &c.
12. 'Threefold is the fruit of work: good, evil, and
t. Mdhi-Ndrdyana 1 (If: 12;
Taitt

N3rd:

Up" t

VI-I0-2H

'
Tyagen-aike amritatvam anasuh

2.

Visht Pttr t I-6>38i'prajapat-

yam &c.,'
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mixed, which befals, after death, to the nonrenouncers, but never to the renouncers.'

Evil (or undesirable) fruit is hades [naraka) etc. Good
(or desirable") fruit is hfeven (svar^a) etc. Mixed is that
which is related to evil, such as sons, cattle, food etc.
These fruits befal to him only, after death, who does not

renounce

viz.., the three kinds of renouncement,

(I) of fruit, (2) of attachment, and (3") of authorship
(or agentship).
Prelya=(L.H): After death. It means, subsequent to
the performance of an act:'
Never do such fruits, evil etc., inimical to Moksha, fall

to the lot of renouncers {^sannydtindni) of authorship etc.
The gist is this:—No doubt, Agnihotra etc., are nityaacts ; i. e., obligatory acts for one, by the fact of his birth

(in a certain varna, in a certain society,nation, country etc).,
and for one who has in view the achieving of fruits there
for

How the same one act (i.e., Agnihotra etc).,

finds a different application in each case (in the case of
fruit-seeker, y^ivins;frutt, and in the case of Moksha-seeker

not givingfruity finds justification by the canons of'Variety
of Application.'* Its application or employment in the case
of Moksha, is .seen in .such Texts as:

'By study of the Vedas, by Yajflas, by Danas, by
Tapas, observance of fasts, do the Brahmanas try to know
Him."

1. Ramanuja comments thus on
the word'pretya' keeping in view

shya (Telugui Edn: p:
3. Bf:
VI-4-22. etc., this

that there are some fruits like getting
a son etc., which a man reaps, as a
result of his work, before death..

imploying, as VedantachSrya explains
that works lead to contemplation and
by contemplation, God is known, so
that works indirectly help to God

2. This is called the 'viniyogaprtlhaklva-nydya' (vider Purva Mimamsa; Su.- IV-3-3.5.And S*t BM-

being known.
necessary#

Hence works are
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Hence sannydsa that the .Sastras proclaini is no other
than tydga^ both meaning renunciation of agentship etc.,
while acts are being necessarily performed. Renunciation
doth not therefore mean the total abandonment of acts

themselves (in other words entire cessation from work).^
Now, the manner how one may disown for himself

authorship of his acts by assigning authorship to Bhagavan,
Purushottama, the Inner Guide,is pointed out. From this,
kind of reflection, it is a necessary corollary that all self-ness
(or persona\ity—mamatd), as regards a work having been

performed by him or as regards fruit thereof, is completely
resigned. For^e case would stand to him thus:'Verily
it is Parama-purusha, that is the Motor of all acts,—which

He performs by His own (instrument)jivatma(soul), by His
own (sub-instrument of) body and members of it and the

Pranas (therein),—to subserve His own Purposes of
Pleasure.* Hence even the gratification, such as getting

one's appetite appeased, and all work which such nature's
demands necessitates, all belong to Him (not me).'*

q^cirr^ &c.
13. 'Learn from Me, O Mighty-armed 1 these five
causes for the fulfilment of all acts, declared in
the sankhya-system.'

* Sankhya=Sense or reasoning or ratiocination.
Sdnkhye kritdnte=-TlaQ system composed according
to the reasoning in the (or the sense of the) Vaidika-tenets,
regarding the categorical nature of things.
1. The argument started by the
I/jtd in Stanza 2 a<»<«,-^is thus clos-

well as the salvatibn ofcreatures;says
Vedantachar^a ^ziVll; Ydti Chand).

ed by hisverdict that Tyaga and Sannyasa are identical.
2. Pleasure etc., {lllddi a. leel •,
vari:) Then the Purpose is Pleasure as

3. This is'directing the Intention to God alone.' Pi 244: Thonoasa
Jmiiation of Christ,
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These five causes are component factors, all combining
to produce one work.
Learn from ^1/^= Through Me, learn to contemplate
oti them.

This Vaidika-sense is verily that which conclusively

regards, Paramatma alone as the Author, having jivatma
(soulj, prana, (life) the senses, and the body, as His instru
ments, as evidenced by such passages as :
'Who is seated in atma. Who the Interior of atma,

Whom atma knows not, of Whom atma is body, Who

rules in the interior of atma,—He is thy Atma, the Inner
Guide, the Immortal' '■

' Penetrating the interior, the Director of creatures,
the Soul of all.' *
&c.

14,

' The Seat

and the Actor, and the various

Instruments, and their several Functions of

various sorts and then Divinity as well, the fifth.'
&c.

15. ' Whatsoever act man doth by the body, speech
and mind,—right or the reverse,—these five
are its causes,'

/dt^hi^That which Sastra sanctions.
The reverse=That which Sastra proscribes.
In all acts of any nature, whether they pertain to
body, or speech or the mind, the following are their five,
fold causes:—(i) ai/htshfhanam=Seat=hody, since it is
the /ocus of the jivatma, (soul)—or the collocation of

the five great Elements: (Earth etc.,);
(2).
Actor=jivatma; or jivatma endowed
with the properties of intelligence and action (or capacities
to think and to act) as established in the Brahma-Sutras:
I. Bfit UftV-J-azt 'YaStmani
&C«'

3< Taii ^roMi lll-u-z,
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'He is knower (or intelligent),—therefore.*'

'He is actor,—Sastras (thus alone) becoming signi
ficant ;*

(3). The various instruments or organs {=karaMWi)
are the quintuple groups, voice, hands, feet etc., with thfe
manas^the organs endowed with different functions all
combining to produce an act.;
(4)i The several functions of various sorts mean the
several functions of the five-fold (vital) air, in its divisions

of Pfdna, Apana, etc. vitalizing the body and the senses ;
(5) The Divinity (=DaivamJ the Fifth-. Divinity
sParamatma, the Inner Guide, is the Chief Fifth Factor

in completing an act, since it has already been affirmed :
'Verily am I enthroned in the hearts of all; from Me
is memory, wisdom and conjecture etc.*, {Gi: V-t5)
And further also it will be found stated :

'Isvara, Arjuna 1 is seated in the heart-region of all

beings, whirling all beings (as if) mounted on a machine.'
(Gi: XVIII-6I).
That the Jivatma's actorship (or the capacity of Jlv-

atma to act) is dependent on Paramatma, is established
in the Brahma-Sutra:

'Verilyfrom (Him) the Superior—(for) so declares
the Sruti."

It may be brought forward as an objection that if

Jivatma's agentship (or actorship) is dependent(or conse
quent) on Paramatma, then Jivatma has no concern in
work, and then the ^astras embodying rules of injunction
and interdiction become useless 1 This objection was how
ever anticipated by the Sastra-kara himself, and met thus:
'But with a view to the efforts made;—on account of

the (otherwise) purposelessness of the mandates and
It 11-3-191'JnoLtaevo.*
3t Br\ SSti 11-3-33'Karta &c.,'
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prohibitions (of Sastras).'^
The purport (of the whole) is this: Paramatma
grants the body and its organs, and also the powers in
herent in them, all dependent on Him ; and Jivatma, so
equipped, and so empowered, but dependent himself on
Him, manifests his will in the shape of effort through the
organs. And Paramatma who is located inside him,allows
him to act by His (silent) sanction. Jiva (soul) may in this
sense be supposed to be the actor by self-will, and becomes
himselfsubject to the mandatory and interdictory provisions
(of l^astra); for example ; A heavy stone or timber re

quires the help of many persons to move, and though
many people do constitute the combined cause in effecting
the movement, there is the chief person for whose benefit
alone the movement is effected, the benefit or non-bene

fit of the act done by more than one agent thus (accruing
to the chief agent*
&c.

16. 'It being so, whoso looketh on his mere self as the
actor, is one of warped will. He seeth not,since

enlightenment hath not dawned(on him as yet).'
In verity, the agentship o^f Jivatma is subject to the
sanction of Paramatma ; and such being the case, should

one fancy that one's own self is the actor in all indepen
dence, he is to be considered as durmati, or one whose

understanding(or will)is perverted. And since no enlighten
ment (or wisdom) has yet bloomed in his case, he sees not,
i. e., sees not every other necessary factor that is needed to
constitute his agentship.
1. Brt Lut II-3-411'Krita-prayama &c.,'

him to point out how to use it. Infraction becomes punishable. The soul is

2. The soul's powers are delega-

the subject of punishment necessarily,

ted. He is endowed with the free-

See articles on Predestination and

will to use them, a Law being given

£ree-will. (TheosepMst, 1897). .
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&c.

17. 'He who is exempt from 'self-ness,' whose mind
is not tainted,—even though he kill those
beings, he killeth not, nor is he fettered.'
Self-ness(=ahahktitl— ahahk&rd)=Egoity,=that func
tion of the mind which attaches to one's own self the notion

of'/ do the act' {aham karonti) arising out of self-love.
This idea is absent in him who is sufficiently enlightened
to refer all agentship to Paramapurusha.
Whose mind is not tainted—^ Since I am no (indepen
dent) agent, the fruit resulting from the act, doth not con
cern me. The act itself is not mine.' Whose enlightenment is
of this sort, his mind is said to be untainted. The inference

is that though he kill all these people (lokdn)—/. e., not
merely Bhlshma etc.,—in the conflict, he killeth not. Hence
by the act called war, he is not fettered i. e., he does not

commit himself in a manner so as to be a party to share
in the good or the evil fruit consequent on such an act

That this (higher) reflection of one's not being (in
dependently) actor, arises from the prevalence of Satvaguna, that Satvam is therefore worthy of acquisition (or
culture), and that differences in acts result from the Gunas,
are now explained at length in order to demonstrate
wherein inducement or incentive to act lies.

IffiT

&c.

18. 'Knowledge, Knowable, Knower: this Triple
constitutes the motive to act;'the Means, the

Act, the Actor: this Triple constitutes the
factors of act.'

Jhdnam=Knowledge of the act to be done.
fAeyam=Knowable is the act itself which is to be
known and done.
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ParijAdtd^Knower QX he whq knows the act.
These Three are requisites to impel one to undertake
such acts asjyotishtoma etc.,

Among these the jneyam or the act itself is comprised
of the three elements :

Karaifam==t\\& means, such as money (and other ma
terials) required to carry out an act.
Arari»a=the Acts such as Yaga etc.,
Kartd=th.Q Actor or performer of the work.

^ &c.
19. 'Knowledge and

Actor are (each) threefold

as differenced by the Gunas, declared in
the Science of the Guna.s. Hear from Me their
true nature as well.'

Knowledge regarding the work (or act) to be per
formed.

The act or work that is to be performed.

And its Actor is the performer thereof.
Guna-sahkhydne='SN\\s.n enumerating the varieties of

the effects of the Gunas (or qualities).
Their true nature—
nature of Knowledge etc., as
differenced (or affected) by the Gunas (or qualities).
&c.

20. 'That knowledge, know, is Satvika, by which one
seeth the one indestructible reality in all beings,
—the indivisible in the divisible.'

The division among beings is the division as Brahma-

pas (the hierarchy), Kshatriyas (the roya,lty) etc.,(Brahmachari (student), Gfihastha (householder) etc., who are all

qualified for performing works; and also the divisions
(or differences) numerous such as white, tall etc., Seeing
the one reality is seeing the oneness of the essence of §tma,

l8-a2.}
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and seeing it as indivisible is by reason ofall atma sharing in
common the one attribute of intelligence; and seeing it
as indestructible or unchangeable amid the destructible or
changeable bodies such as that of a Brahmana etc., and
also seeing that while in the capacity of performing an act
(or ceremoney) that the actor r=atma)has no interest in
the fruit of that act. This kind of Knowledge is Satvika.
&c.

21. 'But that Knowledge, know, is Rajasa, which
apprehends among all beings, plurality in sub
stance, and variety in quality, as distinct/
Distinctness is that which appearances such as
Brahmana etc., among beings, cause.
Pluralitv in substance is considering atma-substance

to vary with the variance of the bodies.
Variety in quality is considering atma to have the
qualities of whiteness, length etc.
And this is Knowledge of the Rajasa-kind,.which also
includes those engaged in an act as having interest for the
fruit thereof.
&c.

22. 'But that (Knowledge) is called Tamasa, which
clings to one act as if it were all, without reason,
without grasping the reality, and narrow.'
Any one act, such as constitutes the worship of the
hordes of Pretas, Bhutas etc., and considering this one act,
which by nature carries but small fruit, as if it were all,
or as that which would bestow any and every fruit desired.
Without reason CahetukamJ=Blindly thinking that

that which is productive of but small result is pregnant
with all results.

Without reality (atatv&rthavat)^t\vt notion of sepa-

rateness in substance, quality etc., of atma-nature referred
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to previously (in Stanzas 20, 2t),
Narrow {alpam\ since it relates to such trivial acts
as those of worshipping ghosts etc.

After thus showing the Guna-formed threefold charac
ter of Knowledge as abiding in one in the capacity of
Performer of an act, the Guna-formed threefold character

of the performed Act itself is. now explained
&c.

23. That Act is called Satvika, which by a non-desirer
for fruit, is done as duty, void of attachment
and void of love and hate.'

Duty {niyatam)=th2X which is prescribed as appro
priate to ones varna^ and asjamd>.
Void ofattachment such as one's being the agent,etc.
Void oflove for acquiring fame, and void of hate for
infamy. Act not done with such loves and hates is act
done without vanity. And done as duty without desiring

forfruit. This kind of work (or act) is called Satvika.
1^5
&c.
24. 'But that Act is declared Rajasa, which is
done with desire-aim and egotism, and attended
with great effort.'
Desire-aim—iXmivag or desiring for fruit, and attended
with egotism [ahaUkdra), or the self-love that one is the
performer of the work;and also 'attended with great effort'
or trouble. This kind of work is called Rajasa,—work which
is done with the egotistic idea or conceit;'What a work
of enormous trouble this; it has by me been done' etc.
&c.

25. 'That Act is called Tamasa which, in daring, is
undertaken from delusion, heedless of issues,
loss and hurt.

I. Vide notes i and 3, p: 65.
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Issues {anubattdhd)—^Q pain etc., which is a necessary
concomitant of work.

Loss{kshaya) is the expenditure of money (etc.,) accru
ing from performing a work.
Hurt \^hmsd)=injury (trouble, annoyance, pain etc.,)
that a work subjects creatures to.

Daring {paurusha)=x}s\'& boast of the person to be able
to carry a work on to completion.

A work done in such a heedless manner,from delusion
(jnoha) or ignorance of the real Actor-ship of Paramapurusha. Is called Tamasa.
&c.

26. 'He is called Satvika-Actor who is attachment-

free, boasts not of'I-ness,' full of courage and
zeal, unmoved by success or failure.*
Attachment-free—
from attachment for fruit

An-aham-vddi=-vfho boasts not ofself(=I-ness), as the

agent, or who is devoid of the pride or love of self being
agent (of an act).
Courage or fortitude, or the being able to
bear up against all unavoidable sufferings incidental to the

prosecution of a work undertaken.
Utsdha=Z&2\, enthusiasm for effort, or the being
enlivened with an active spirit for work.
And to be unmoved whether success ot failure follow
an action such as that of a war, or other acts such as earn

ing money and other necessaries for prosecuting such a
war. To be such an Actor is called Satvika.

<.l<n &c.
27. 'That is Rajasa-Actor who is ambitious, fruitseeking, niggardly, hurtful, impure, and en

slaved by joy and grief.'
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Ambitious(ra^/)=An eager desiring after fame,power
honor, or distinction.

Fruit-seeking=expecting to reap the benefits of work
done.

Niggardy (/«WAa)=The being unwilling to Incur ex
penditure demanded by a work.
Hurtful {him-ittnaka)tBlYiQ getting of a work done
by subjecting others to cruelty.
Impure[asuchih)— The being destitute of(personal and
other! holiness, a prerequisite for work.
And a slave to joy and gtief, consequent on success or
failure attending any work such as war;—such is the
Rajasa-Actor.
&c.

i8. 'That is called Tamasa-Actor, who is unqualified,
vulgar, inert, wicked, deceitful, remiss, doleful
and rancorous.'

Unqualified (a^«^/aA)=The not having the requisite
competency for performing a ^liastra-prescribed work.
Vulgar (j)rdkriiah)—1Yic. not having letters or wisdom.
Inert {stabdho)=T\K: being destitute of inclmation to

even begin a work.
Wicked {sathaJf)=1h& having a predilection for black
magic such as sorcery.

Deceitful {naikritiko)=T\\& character to impose on
others.

Remiss (jalasah)=Th& being dilatory or lazily slack in
a work undertaken.

Doleful [vishddi)=iTYi& being always most despondent
or gloomy.

Rancorous(dirgha-sUiri)'=Th^ harbouring of deep and
long vengeance against others towards whom,even witch

craft has been practised. Such a person is tdmasa-Aciot,
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Thus has the threefold character been described of

the(i) Knowledge of work to be done, (2) Act that is to be
done etc., (3)the Actor of the work (wafe.. Stanza ig afte).
And now the threefold character of Reason {duddhi) and

Purpose [dhriti], the essentials for determining all truth and
all aim, is described :

1%^ &c.
29. * Listen Dhanahjaya I to the distinction of Reason
and Purpose made threefold by the Gunas;
—completely and severally to be described.'
Reason (^««/dA/)=the ratiocinative faculty, or the
intelligence which wisely determines.

Purpose {dhriti)=T\\'& resolve, steadfastness or courage
to stand any trial which may attend the prosecution of a
work undertaken:

Hear the threefold distinctions of these rendered so by
the Gunas:^—
^ &c.

30. 'That is Satvika-Reason, Partha I which discerns
action and inaction, duty and non-duty, fear
and non-fear, bondage and release."

Action or advance [pravnttif
Dharma(or method)
to be observed for achieving material goods{cd>hyudaya.)
Inaction or retiring {nivntti*)=\he Dharma (or
method)by which Moksha (release) is effectible.

Duty and non-duty {kdry-dkdrye)—'Yhe knowing by
a person of what may be done and what may be avoided,
according to time, place and circumstances ; by a person
I. Lili Circling forwards:mov-

a. Lilt Circling backward or in

ingsactionsoutgoing impulses, or

ward = retiring::inaction se Ingoing

evolutioot

tendencies, or involution.
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who may have embraced either of the courses of pravritti
or nivritti.

Fearand non-jear [phay-dbhaye). Fear Is that which is
occasioned by infraction of ^astra. Non-fear is that which
is occasioned by observance of Sastra.
Bondage {,bujidha)=i)a& exact nature of Samsara.
Release{mQkshd)=the exact nature ofliberation there
from (f. e., from bondage).
The Satvika-Reason is that which discriminates all this.
W

&c.

31. 'That is Rajasa-reason,Partha I which erroneous
ly conceives Dharma and Adharma, duty and
non-duty.'

That is Rajasa-Reason, which rightly discerns not
between the two kinds of Uharma above mentioned (f. e.,

pravntH and nivritti), and their opposiles, Adharma ; and
whicn rightly oiscerns not what a person ought and

ought not to do according to time, place, and circumstance.
&c.

32. 'That is Tamasa-Reason,Partha! which enwrapped
in gloom, understands all things pervertedly:
Adharma as Dharma (etcj.'

As for the Tamasa-Reason, enveloped as it is in
Tamas,it perceives all things contrariwise,such as mistaking
Adharma(.wrong)for Dharma(right;; Dharma for Adharma
of a fact for a figment;a fancy for a fact; a superior ideal for
a base one; a base one for a superior ideal; and so on,
&c.

33. 'That is Satvika-Purpose, Partha I,—that of
unerring Yoga,—by which the energies of mind
prana and the senses are sustained.'

'That Purpose of unerring Yoga (concentratedness),

3®*34-!I
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by the strength of which a person sustains all the energies
of tnanas (mind), prdna (vitality), and the senses,' is the
paraphrase. Ftf^a= The meditation on Bhagavan, which is
the Means for release {moksha). This Yoga is the only
efficacious one and should be done with singleness of

purpose; (the efficacy consisting in the effecting of the
highest beatific bliss for man, and singleness consisting
in the discarding of all other fruits antagonistic to moksha^
vide., Tdtparya-chandrika).

Now, the mind, the vitality (or the organic life of
the body), the senses and all acts of a person, to, as means,
be made to be engrossed in the achievement of such a

Yoga, is the Satvika-Purpose or Will.
W § &c.
34. 'That is Rajasa-Purpose, Partha! by which,—
from motives of attachment and fruit—,Dharma,

pleasures and wealth are maintained.'

'That is Rajasa-Purpose or Will by which a person'
who, longing for fruit, and who, on account of much
attachment,—maintains, feeds or keeps alive such desires

as virtue {dharma), pleasures {kdma\ and wealth {artha)
is the paraphrase.
Dharma, Kama and Artha^ figuratively stand for the

means by which those ambitions are achieved, viz., the
powers of mind, life, and the senses.
Fruit, aimed at, is only the fruit of these, viz: Dharma

Kdma and Artha( not Moksha of Stanza 33).
So, that Purpose or Will is called Rajasa,which main
tains or sustains the energies of the mind, life and the
senses directing themselves to the achieval of the ends,
viz: Dharma, Kdma and Artha}
I. Read page 9 for explanation of Dharma &c.
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35. 'That is Tamasa-Purpose, Partha ! by which the
fool doth not shake off slumber, dread, grief,
despair and folly.'
Svapnam=^s,\\imh&[, or sleep.

Madam=io\\y arising from the enjoyment of objects.
The fool or the ill-wise man {durmcdhdh) does not hinder
the mind and other life-forces in him dragging him into

sleep and surrounding him with fancies. He abets them
in their coursings in that direction.

The terms, dread, grief and despair symbolize the
objects which cause these feelings.
The sustenance of the powers of the mind, life etc.,

which occupy themselves along these lines is the RajasaPurpose or Will.

^
35

&c.

'Now listen from Me, Bharatarshabha!' the
three kinds of Happiness.'

All the aforesaid. Knowledge, Act, Actor etc., are
with reference to, or to subserve the purpose of, obtaining

Happiness. This is of a threefold complexion. Listen :
&c.

36. 'Where, one by habit delighteth, and the end of
pain reacheth.'
That Happiness, by long habituation thereto, one

gradually derives exquisite pleasure by. and finally reaches
ike end of/«/w=the termination of the pain of samsara.
The same (Happiness) is now examined :—
&c.

37. 'That is called Satvika-Happiness, which at
first as venom is, but nectar in the end;—

spiringing from atma-knowing .serenity.'
I. A nomo.U guerre of Aijuna;

'The Bull of the Bharata-race.'
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That Happiness, which by hard effort at the beginning
of Yoga has to be achieved, and which by its singular nature
has not yet been tasted; and therefore 5e.eva.s-like venom, i.e.,
painful. But in the end, or when by the strength of practice,
its singular nature is experienced, it is like nectar.
And this Happiness springs from dtma-knowing serenity.
The mind or the understanding which concerns itself
with atma is atma-knowing mind. .
Serenity means the calmness which comes to this
mind when all other objects(save atma)have been divorced

from its contemplation.

From this divorcement arises the

experience ofatma, and this experience is the Happiness

which is like nectar; and this is called Satvika-Happiness.
38. 'That is declared Rajasa-Happiness, which by
contact of sense with object, is at first as nectar,
but venom in the end.'

What, when enjoying objects by means of the senses,
seems as nectar, but which in the end,—when no more

relish or hunger

remains for obtaining such sense-

gratification, when it Is realized too as a premium paid for
infernum—, is felt as if a potion were taken of poison, that
is said to be Rajasa-Happiness.

*1^ &c.
39. 'That is said to be Tamasa-Happines.s, which en
thrals atma, both in the beginning and the end ;
and which springs from sleep, sloth and listlessness.'

The beginning is during experience, the end is when
the experience shows itself in results. Always it (this
Happiness) enthrals atma. Infatuation {tnoha) means the
obscuration of things from appearing in their true lights.

Sleep etc., are causes of delusion even during the time
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of enjoyment. The delusive character of sleep is selfevident.

Sloth (rt/ai>'a)=the languidness of sense-functions.
When senses are dull, certainly dullness of intellect follows
suite.

Heedlessness {pramada) is inattention to work on
hand. Here also the dullness of intellect is patent. Hence
the delusive character of sloth and heedlessness as well,

(like sleep). Hence this Happiness is of the Tamasa-kind.
Thus it has been shown that both Rajas and Tamas

are fit to be suppressed by the Moksha-aspirant, and Satvam acquired.
&c.

40. 'No being exists either on earth, or above amid
the Devas, exempt from these triple matterborn Gunas.'

On earth — among men ; above in the higher regions
amongst the
celestials. All from Brahma down to
the plant, there is not one creature which is free from these
three qualities (gunas), begotten of matter.

Thus, Tyaga—Renunciation—referred to in the Sruti:
'By Tyaga they obtain Immortality'', as the Means
to

Moksha, does

not differ from

whdt the term

Sannyasa signifies. Both mean Renunciation in the sense
that works ought to be performed, but all idea of

agentship therein (personality) should be sacrificed. Sacri
fice (r) of fruit for work done(2) of the idea of arrogation
of work to self, and (3) of one's own authorship of work,
are to be realized by the reflection which sacrifices to, or
ascribes to, Paramapurusha alone, all Authorship. This
reflection is evoked under the dominating influence of
Satva-guna alone. In order to apprise one that this Guna
I.

Taii:tf3r3:X-2i. 'Tyagena-ike Amritatvam-anasuh.'
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is worthy of culture, the effects of the other Gunas, Rajas
and Tamas have also had to be dwelt upon.
And now, that complexion of work—as the Gunas
modify, so as to fit itself to the several spheres of life in
which the natures and occupations of Brahmanas etc., find
expression—will be illustrated, in order to show that all
work performed as means to Moksha is of the nature of
worship to Paramapurusha, and to show that when work is
performed in this view the fruition thereof becomes
Himself the Goal:

41. 'The duties, O Foe-harasser 1 of Brahmanas,

Kshatriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras, are assigned
according to the qualities born of(their) nature.'
Svabhdva=ndX\it&—ovin or inherent nature, of Brah
manas, etc. This nature means the past Karma that has;
been the cause of determining the several births as

Brahmana etc. The Gunds, viz: Satvam etc., are born of this.
Of the Brahmana, the quality dominating is Satvam
which supresses the qualities of Rajas and Tamas.

Of the Kshatriya, the quality dominating is Rajas, by
suppressing the qualities of Satvam and Tamas.

Of the Vaisya, the quality slightly dottiinating is
Tamas, by overpowering the qualities of Satvam and Rajas.
But of the 3udra, the quality strongly regnant is
Tamas, by eclipsing the qualities of Satvam and Rajas.
Duties, varying according to the qualities born of the
natures of Brahmanas etc., are assigned by the Sastras; i. e.,
the ^astras define that such are the qualities possessed by

the Brahmanas etc., such the duties proper to their station,
and such their occupations etc.
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&C.

42. 'Restraint, governance, austerity, purity, for
giveness, and uprightness ; knowledge, wisdom,
faith;—these are duties native to Brahmanas.'

Restraint=The Discipline of the outer senses.
Governance=The Discipline of the inner
sense (=antajt-karam — mind).

Austerity=The denia' or forbearing to indulge

one's own appetites, and imposing on self bodily restric
tions dictated by !5?astras.

^aucham=y\in\.y=Th& preparatory holiness required
for discharging a IJ^astra-ordained duty.
Forgiveness=The preserving the composure
of the mind against prov ocation offered by other parties.

iir/av<»/«=Uprightness=The correct outward expres
sion to others of what is thought of in the mind.

y;«<iHaw'=Knowledge of the higher and lower Truths
or Verities of the Kosmos.

= Wisdom, or knowledge relating to the
characteristics or attributes of these Verities.

.4f/i/f'>'a/«=Faith=lmplicit belief and trust in all the
averments of the Vedas;—such that it remains impregnable

against any attempt. to shake it. This firm conviction
consists (in the main)in the belief that:
1. Vasudeva is Bhagavan, the Furushottama, and
Para-brahma.

2. He is Beyond all evil.
3. He is possessed of the countless Illustrious Attri

butes, such as Omniscience, Omnipotence etc, which are
innate and transcendent

I. Cp> Tailt Up"-. Vl-10.32. Also
t Up'', i 111-2-6. 'Vedanta-

vij&ana &c.'
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4. He is the Object of knowledge to be known by all
the Vedantas.^

5. He is the Sole Cause of the infinite Kosmos.

6. He is the Sole Prop of the infinite Kosmos.
7. He is the Sole Director of all Kosmic operations.
8.

All Veda-enjoined duties are but various Modes

of His worship.
9. And so worshipped, He confers on men, each ac
cording to the terms of his petition, their several wants
such as Dharma, Artha, Kama and Moksha.'*

That 3uch is the sense has already been evidenced by
such Texts as: 'By all the Vedas, I am the Sole Object
to be known': (Gi: XV-is); 'I am the Origin of all,
from Me all moves {Gi: X-8); * In Me is all this woven
{Gi: ViI-7); * I am the Enjoyer of all "Vajfta and Tapas
,knowing Me, Peace is attained {Gi: V-29);'There
is nothing exists higher than Me, Dhanafijaya!: {Gi:
VII-6^); 'Whoso knows Me, the Birthless, the Begin-

ningless, and the great Lord of the Kosmos': {Gi: X-3);
and further illustrated in such Texts as; 'Whence impul
ses of all beings are derived, by Whom all this is permeat
ed, Him does man, worshipping by his act, gain.' {Gi
XVIII-46).
Such are the duties proper to a Brahmana.

^

&c.

43. 'Bravery, fire, constancy, adroitness, and not re
treating in battle, benevolence, and the nature to

rule;—these are duties native to the Kshatriya.'
Sauf}'am =Bra.very=The

intrepid

plunging

into

conflict.

I. 6pt A!'alAt Up^t "Sarve VedS

yat-padam imananti''.
69

2. Read: pj 9. for an explanation

ot these terms*
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75/<w=fire=The invincibility or irresistible front pre
sented to others.

Dhritih = Constancy = The perseverent carrying
through any enterprize despite difficulties or hindrances.
Adroitness=The ability in execution of
ail work.

Apaldyanam='iiot running away from battle, albeit one
is convinced of his death.

i><f«aw=Benevolence=The parting with one's own

properly for the benefit of others.
Isvarabhdva='i^sX\xre or capacity to govern others. All
these are duties proper to a Kshatriya.
&c.

44. 'Agriculture, cattle-tending, and commerce
are duties native to a Vaisya. And service
constitutes the duty native to a Sudra.'
ArmAf=Culture intended to produce crop.
Go'raksha=.Th.t protection of cattle.

Vanijydm=AW those trading concerns consisting of
buying and selling which bring in money.
These are duties proper to a Vaisya.
And acts of service to all these three classes constitute

the duty proper to a Sudra.
Thus in defining the duties, the necessary performance
of Sastra-enjoined acts such as Yajfla etc., and the

occupations of the Four Varnas, have all been implied.
Yajflas etc., are certainly common to the Three
Varnas (Brahmana, Kshatriya and Vaisya). S^ma, Dama
etc., are also common to all the Three Varnas, but being
natural to and easily attained by, the Brahmana, by reason
of Satvam being regnant in him, they were allotted to him
as his characteristics proper; and not allotted to the

Kshatriya and the Vaisya inasmuch as by reason of Rajas
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and Tamas being uppermost in them, they ($ama) etc., are
not easily attained by them.
As for the occupation of the Brahmana, it is to teach
others to conduct Yajflas, to teach others Vedas, and receive

gifts; the occupation of the Kshatriya is to rule the country ;
of the Vaisya, cultivation of land etc., as aforesaid ; and of
the 3udra, to do all menial services necessary for the due

discharge of duties apportioned to the three (above-stated)
classes.

^^

&c.

45. 'Each devoted to his own duty, man wins perfectness. How the devoted to his duty wins
perfectness, listen.'

Every man devoted to his own duty obtains Samsiddhi=
Paramapada—ThQ final State of Perfection. How a man
wins Paramapada, listen :
&c.

46. 'Whence all beings evolve,' by Whom all this is

pervaded, Him doth man, worshipping by his
acts, attain.*

Man attains perfection, i. e., attains My.self by My

grace granted, when he worships Me as the Inner Soul
abiding in Indra etc..—Me, from whom all beings originate,
move etc., and by Whom all this is pervaded. That every

thing originates from Me alone, and that by Me is all
pervaded, has already been declared in such Stanzas as;
'
[ am the Origin as well as the End of all the Kosmos':
(Gi: VII-6); 'There is naught else higher than I, Dha'nafljayal' {Gi: VII-7); 'By Me is all this Kosmos filled
—by My subtle form': {Gi: IX-4A; 'By Me the SuperI. 'Activity' may also be used to
translate pratiitti or 'Poteny' mean-

sing 'power for action' as contrasted
with latency.
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visor, matter begets all mutables and immutables' (Gi:
IX-io); 'I am the Source of all, from Me all operates':
(Gi: X-8), and so on.
&c.

46^. 'Betterone's own Dharma, (though) void of
merit, than doing another's Dharma even

though it be done excellently well.'
One's own Dharma is, as pointed out already, the sum of
acts constituting My worship, fit for the person to observe,

sacrificing all claims to agentship etc. Dharma or duty ex
pressed in visibleact(^a/-»«a-y(7^a)conforming with the nature
of the incorporeated person, comes to him easily. Karmayoga is thus by nature on£s own Dharma albeit it be desti
tute of merit. By anothers Dharma\& meant Jftana-Yoga
demanding the ability on his part to conquer the senses,
and it is a Yoga which presupposes the conquest of all the

senses. This Yoga being, besides, subject to dangers.
Karma- Yoga is better, even though thef former be per
formed excellently well on odcasions.
Moreover it is shown :
&c.

47. 'Doing work that by nature is appointed, one
incurs not sin.'

To a being joined to matter, and endowed with senses,
it is normality to act, inasmuch as his organs tend in that
direction. Fulfilling acts so warranted, no sin, t. e., samsara is incurred, for to action, no danger is incidental.
But Jfldna-Yoga is one which has to be achieved by first
obtaining mastery over the senses, and is besides beset
with dangers, dragging one to sin.

By showing that thus Karma-Path Is better,the doct
rine promulgated in the Third Lecture is now (corroboratively) noticed :
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^ &c.

48. 'Let natural duty, Kaunteya!, though faulty, be
not forsaken. Verily all endeavours are in faults
svathed, like fire in smoke.'

Hence as act comes natural, easy of execution, and is
beset with no dangers, let it be done though it be faulty
and painful. The import is:'Let even he who is competent
for Jflana-Yoga, follow the Path of Karma-Yoga. Endeabe they of Karma-Yoga or of Jfiana-Yoga, are all in
deed surrounded with faults and pain. The difference
however consists in that Karma-Yoga is easy and not beset
with dangers, and Jffana-Yoga is the reverse (in these res
pects).
&c.

49. 'WithBuddhi unfettered, with .self subdued, and
desires departed,—by Renunciation, doth one
attain to high devotional consummation.'
Buddhi (or intellect) unfettered=Mm.\X9.c)^e6L to fruits or
anything.

Selfsubdued=m\nA, conquered.
Desires departed', because all claims of self being agent
&c., are abdicated and transferred to Paramapurusha.
Renunciation^ Sannydsa, established to be the same

as 7>'«^rt,=Renunciation of fruit etc., but discharging duty
as incumbent.

By this Renunciation, one attains to the supreme
stage of devotional contemplation
paramdn,=t\\& stage of meditation (dhydna) where the
stilling of all sense-faculties is easily obtained, the end

sought after by Jflana-Yoga itself.

WrfelMIHI &c.
50. 'Learn from Me in brief, Kaunteya! how the per-
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fection-attained reaches Brahm', the culminat
ing Goal of Knowledge.'

The perfection-attained=Y{.e. who by ceaselessly practis
ing Karma-Yoga has attained to the perfection of dhydna or
devotional contemplation.

Learn from Me briefly how, or by what conduct, such
a person reaches Brahm :

Brahm (or soul) is described as that which is the High
Goal or Aim of knowledge, or knowledge full of devotion.
&c.

51. 'With Buddhi made holy, with Manas firmly
reined in ; with (sense) objects such as sound,
resigned ; and with loves and hates rejected.;
&c.

52. 'With solitude selected ; on light diet living; in
speech, body and will governed; to DhyanaYoga ever devoted, to dispassion wedded.;
&c.

53. 'With ahankara, power, pride, lust, wrath and
covetousness given up;from 'my-ness' freed ;—
the man of peace is fitted for the state of
Brahm.'

Buddhi made ^o/v=The intellect or consciousness got

to be occupied with subjects relating to atma.
Mana% firmly reined in:

Atma here means manas;

the feelings to be put in opposition to sense-wiles,
and manas (or the mind) thus rendered fit for Yoga or
contemplation.
Resigning pursuits such as the senses hanker after, vizx
I. Brahm here means the soul in

agreement with that sense intended

to be conveyed by the same term ac-

cording in Stanza 53,*following.
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sound(=the ear-sense tempting the mind to hear songs
etc),—means: keeping them at a distance;
It is these pursuits that occasion friendships and hos
tilities. Ceasing from those pursuits would thus be
giving up loves and hates ;

Seeking solitude is resorting to sequestered spots
where one is aloof from all disturbances to meditation ;
Light diet is moderate diet, between overloading
and famishing.
Speech^ body and mind, governed means directing them
all towards meditation;

Ever devoted ta Dhyana-Yoga=-'^^\n^
engaged in
Bhakti-Contem{)lation, till the day of departure ;

Wedded to </w/aMio«=Gradually increasing the aversion
for all things other than atma, by dwelling over their
imperfections;
Ahank&ra=Ths. love ofself in what is not-self; or the
mis-notion that apprehends what is not atma as atma;
£alam — ?oyN&r of previous associations {vdsantis),
which helps growth of ahankara\
Darpam—^x\^Q. ox conceit that follows from balam,
These and lust, wrath and covetousness should be laid aside.

Nir-mamah^The. ho\x\g free from 'my-ness,' or the
notion of possession in what is not one's own.

Peace—The serenity of bliss accruing from atma-enjoyment; when a person so characterized practises DhydnaYoga or God-contemplation {=hhakti-yogd),he is rendered fit
for the state of Brahm ; i. e., he is entirely released from all
bonds and realising the true nature of atma, enters into
its bliss.

&C,

54, 'Become firahm-Kke and clear-*souled, he la
ments not and longs not; equal towards all be

ings, he doth attain to My love supreme.'
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The realizing of atma-nature as that
which is characterized by infinite intelligence {jAdna or
consciousness), and essentially leige to Me. The essential,
character of leigeship forsooth, was that which was posited
id: 'But My other nature, higher than that, know' {Gv.
VII-5).
Clear-souled

Clearness of on's nature:

meaning nature not rendred turbid by deeds of pain etc.^
Laments not=SaL\Q Myself, he has no grief as in rela
tion to any other being. (^His only grief is God-grief);
nor has he love for anything else. (His only love is Godlove).
Same or equal to all btings—An attitude of indifference

towards every creature, save Myself; and thus not caring
a straw for anything. Supreme (^=pard-) bnakti for Me is
attained.

Pard-bhakti, or supreme loving devotion is of the form
of exquisite or rapturous bliss occasioned by (the soul's
enjoyment of Me,—Me the Lord of all,—the Author of the
drama of Kosmic evolutions, processions and dissolutions*
—the Antithesis of all trace of evil,—the sole Depository
of the boundless and superb multitude of Illustrious Attri
butes,—the Nectar-ocean of beauty,—the ^ri-united,—

the Lotus-eyed,—and the soul's own Sovereign.
The fruit of this Love is declared :•—
&c.

55. 'By Love, doth he full know. Who and What I
am in truth; by it, after knowing Me in truth
doth he enter into Me.'*

Who I tim=V^\\o I am in essence, and by essential
attributes whatIam-=Wh.dX I am by manifested attributes
and manifested glories of the Universe.
1. That is deeds of sin and merit
{vide Tdt: Chani)

2. Cp: Bki GU VIIl-22; Xl-54.
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By Bhakti or Love,(t\ e., the emotional part of man's
nature—which constitutes the subjectivity of the heart—
employed in seeking out God), of this kind, one finds Me
out in My true-Self. This knowledge or finding Me out
means the obtaining of the vision of Myself as I am in
essence, in essential attributes, properties and glories (such
as that which Arjuna saw,described in the Eleventh Lecture).
After this Vision, is the 'entering' into Me,i. e., joining
Me,borne aloft by the same intense Love.
Tatah=''^y it' means ]mx& thereby (not there)=hy Bha.kti,

this constituting verily the Means by which the said * entry'
into Me, is in reality effected ; this is testified to by what
has been declared in the Stanza:

'But by Love, undivided, I am possible' {Gt: XI-S4).
The fruition of such works as those of nitya and
uaimiffiha,—performed with fruits therefor resigned, etc.,
performed as but modes of worshipping Faramapurusha—,
has now been told. That the same fruition attends the works

of the kamya kind—performed in the same manner—, is
now declared:
&c.

56. 'Doing all works, at all times, with trust reposed
in Me, one,through My Grace, wins the eternal
infinite Stat^.'

AU works: Not merely the nitya and the nainUttika
works but all works inclusive of those of the kamya kind.

Trust reposed in Me= Accrediting Me with or-ascribing
to Me all Authorship etc.

Sto/^==That which is reached (padam)= Goal= My
self. By doing all works (in the manner aforesaid) I am
reached,—1 who am Eternal {^dsvata in time) and Infinite

[avyaya^ in space).
Since it is so, therefore:
70
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%c!^ &C.
57. 'In thought, dedicating all works to Me, be ever
thoughtful of Me, wedded to Buddhi-Yoga.*
In thought= In the thought that atma(soul)is Mine and
under My guidance. In this wise was the sense of the
term {cketasd) glossed in the Stanza:—
'With mmd,atma-absorbed, rest all works in Me'(Gi:

111-30).
Dedicating works=Ofi&r'mg up to Me everything in
relation to works, whether it be the Authorship (of the
works) or the worshipped objects (of the works, viz;
Indra etc.)

Thoughtful of Me (»ia:/-/ar/7A)=Considering Myself thy
Goal and as thy Fruit, and doing all works from this point
of view. This constitutes Buddhi- Yoga or the Religion of
Wisdom, in which ever do rest.
&c.

571^2. 'Heart set on Me, thou shalt, by My
Grace, overcome all obstacles.'

With heart {chitta or thoughts) placed on Me, (,or
thy heart given to Me), thou shalt engage in all acts ; and
by My Grace sole, all samsara-obstacles shalt thou cross.

58. 'But if from egotism thou wilt not heed (Me;
thou wilt perish.'
Egotism (ahankara)=the notion of selfness ; I know

well what is proper to be done and what is not.' If from
such notion thou wilt pay no heed to Me, thou wilt become

a ruined person. For verily no one except Myself,
amongst the infinity of creatures, is a knower of what is

proper, or not, to be done ; nor is there (amongst them) a
Governor like Myself.
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59. 'If by embracing egotism, thou resolvest:'I
will not fight,' that resolve of thine .shall be
vain ;(for) nature will impel thee.'

£^Aj»i(ahank^ra)=The notion of self-ness or freedom
in deciding for oneself what is good and what is bad.
If by assuming this independence, thou shouldst
determine to thyself:'I will not fight', in disregard of My
Mandate fto the contrary), thy independent resolve shall

prove to be a failure, inasmuch as thy naturef prakfiti) will
compel thee to the combat; for thy nature will govern thee
u.surping My place, because thou ownest Me not.

The same (subject) is amplified :
&c.

60. 'Bound (as thou art) Kaunteya! by thy own
nature-born act, despite, in thy folly, not
wishing to do the act, thou wilt yet do it
even against thy will.'

Nature-horn act. It is the 'natural tendency of the
Kshatriya to be heroically predisposed. In case, thou
desirest not fight,out of.some misnotion, this heroic nature
of thine shall however exercise such power over thee, as to

compel thee to plunge into fight even against thy own will;
when thou wilt find thou art unable to withstand the sting
of vituperation by others.
Moha= misnotion=ignorance.

Indeed, the totality of creatures are ordered forth by
Me, the Lord of all, to follow the ways of matter, in the
manner determined by past Karma:
&c.

61. 'Tsvara, Arjuna! sits in the heart-region of all
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beings,borne fas it were)on a machine, spinning
them by His maya.'^

7svara=T\\e all-powerfull Ruling Lord, Vasudeva.
Hrid-dese=T\\e region or cavity of the heart, which is
the source of all intelligence or consciousness, the basis of

all active (pravritti) and passive {nivrittt) energies of man.
The Lord has taken up His abode here. To do what?
He Himself makes the machine, called the body,—the
body with limbs and senses, etc., moulded out of matterstuff; the creatures are made to ride this machine and whirled

round in it by His mdyd, the maya that is full of the gunas,
satvam etc. The creatures are made to spin in this machine

consistently with the gunas (for which they are predis-

posedly born). This import was already expressed in the
Stanzas:'And 1 am infixed in the hearts of all; from Me

is memory, knowledge and fits) forfeiture' {Gi: XV-15).
'From Me does all operate'(Gi: X-8). Srutis also, as the
following, proclaim likewise;'Who, seatedin atma etc.*
The way to get rid of this maya is explained :
7JW &c.

62. 'With all the soul, Bharata! seek Him as fthy)
Refuge. By his Grace shalt thou attain to
supreme peace, and eternal state.'

Such being the case (referring to Stanza 61 an/e), with
all thy soul (or being), fly for Refuge to Him,—Him the
Governor of all,—Him Who governs thee by saying :'Do
thus etc.,'—Him, indeed who out of love for his creatures
has condescended even to become thy Charioteer.
Seek Him as Refuge=Follow Him or His directions

in every way ; i. e., carry out all His injunctions such as

prosecuting the (impending) war etc., as, even when thou
I. Magic, Marvellous or Mysterious Power of the Almighty, vide.,
Commy to VII-14.

2. Bri: Up"-. V-7.22.' Yaatmanti
&c.,'
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wiliest Otherwise, thou will find thyself unable to carry out
thy mind prompted as thou wilt be,— ignorant as thou art,

—by his maya; and that will lead to thy perishment. Obe
dience to Him,on the other hand, shall by His grace, pro
cure for thee supreme peace^ or cessation of all karma-bonds,
and also Eternal State or the Immortal Empyrean.
Srutis by the hundred declare thus:
'That is Vishnu's exalted Empyrean, which Saints
ever .see'^

'Verily do they, become meritorious, reach Heaven,
where the Uevas Sadhyas dwell.'*
'Where the archaic fir.st-born Rishis Care).''
'Which is hidden away beyond the material heaven.'♦
'Who,in the Supreme Heaven,is the Lord of Kosmos''
'Now, that Divine Light which shines above this''

'He reaches the End of the journey (viz;) Vishnu's
Superb Empyrean etc.

fit t &c.
63. 'Thus is wisdom taught thee by Me,—the mys
tery of mysteries ; reflect on it all and act as
thou wilt.'

Wisdom-=-{iflanam\ wi.sdom that is to be indispensably
acquired by the moksha-aspirant,—wisdom which is more
secret than all that is secret,—wisdom concerning (i.)
Karma-Yoga [2)Jfldna-Yoga And (3) Bkakti-Yoga.
Reflect etc=Examine them all well and then act as

may harmonize with thy wish; i. «., use thy choice and elect
any of them, Karm i-Yos^a, jHana- Yoga or Bhakti- Yoga.
1.

I-3-6 and IV-2-9.'

•Tad Vishijoh&c.,'
2. Ta it\ ArUtfi III-12; 'Teha
nakam,*
3. Tail: Satnh: IV-7-13!'Vatra
rishayah.'
^
4> Tail', Nird: Up"-. X-21: Parena

nakam &c.,'

S- Taih BrUk-.
'Yoasyk
&c.,'
6. CAAi
111-13-7:'Athayad
atah
7- K^athi Uf\ I-3-9:'So 2.dha'vanah &c.,'
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64. 'Hearken again to My Supreme Word, the most
secret of all as thou art to Me, precious and
beloved. So I will tell what is good for thee.'
Among these three Paths, Bhakti-Yoera is pre-eminent,
and hence it is the most secret,as declared already in :'To
thee, who art devoid of malice, I shall disclose this the

profoundest secret etc.,* {Gi: IX-i).
Again do thou hear My Word Supreme concerning
this topic. Because thou art dear to Me and attached
to Me, I tell thee what is for thy good.
&c.

65. 'Be thou of My thought, be My lover. My wor
shipper; do thou prostrate to Me. To Myself
thou wilt come. In troth I promise (this) unto
thee; (for) thou art sweet unto Me.'^

Manmand bhava —'Be thou etc.,' expresses a Divine
Command embodied in such Vedanta texts as:

'This Transcendent Purusha,of the radiance of the Sun,
Who is beyond tamas (matter), I know by meditation
Knowing Him thus, one becomes here immortal. There
exists no other Road for Immortality.'*

Be thou of My thought is with reference to one's thought
being of that kind which is implied by such expressions as
veduna, dhydna, updsana etc., signifying an unbroken suc
cession of memory, intensely made vivid, so much so as to
approach the reality of a sensible experience;and this joined
to deep devotion,—all directed to Me (as the Subject of
this meditation.)

Mad-hhaktah=My lover; inasmuch as I am to theedear,
I. Cp.* Krishna giving this assu-

ranee to Draupadi; 'Dyauh patet,
pnthivi siryet, himavan sakati bhavet
sushyet toyanidhih Krishne I na me

moghatn vacho Chavet.'

2. Tail: Afaftilll-12: 'Vedaham etam etc.'

64-66.3
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make thy constant thought(or meditation) of Me intensely
loving,(or full of the exuberance of thy emotional mature.)
My worshipper. Yajana=pQjana=aradhanam = worship (and therefore not a mere dry formal obser
vance of ceremonial ritual such as Jyotishthoma,— Tdt-chan.)
'My worshipper,' should be read with * My lover', implying
that the worship or services rendered to Me should be full
of love. Worship means the carrying out of the entire
round of services which are incumbent on a liege (to his
Sovereign and Master).
Matt namas-kuru:^namasy^itatnaiiam^bending^ implying

the utmost attitude of reverence, love and humility to Me.
Prostrate to Me is thus not a mere physical genuflexion;
but the physical is to constitute outwardly the sincere
expression of the love etc., felt within,—Idt-chan).

If thy conduct be like this,then wilt thou come to Myself.
This is a Truth of which I give thee assurance;about which
I make thee promise. It is not to be interpreted as a mere
hollow persuasion addressed to thee,by reason that thou art

My beloved. Was it not already statedthus?: I am verily
dear to the wise, and he too is dear to Me.'{Gi: VII-17).
Where there is in his heart much love for Me, much
love on My part there is for him*; so much so that I
should hardly bear separation from him; and therefore will
join him to Myself. 'Thou shalt come to Myself : is then

Truth, and nothing but Truth, for which I pledge and
vouch in the most positive manner.
&c.

66. 'Renouncing all Dharmas, hold Me as thy Sole
Refuge. I will deliver thee from all sins. Grieve not.'^
I. Cpi Matt: IX-2. 'Son, be of
good cheer, thy sins be forgiven thee'

stitutes one of the Three Kahasyaa
or Mysteries of the Visishtadvaitis,

This verse is known as the Charama-

and voluminous Commentaries have

sjoka, or the quintessence of Bhagavad'Gita-teaching. This verse con-

been written thereon. Ramanuja gives
here the ordinary interpretation mean*
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A^/ Dhartms= A)\ the Paths of Rightousness incul

cated in BHAGAVAD-GITA as Means to Moksha, viz'.
Karma-yoga, Jfiana-yoga and Bhakti-Yoga.
Renouncing—Thz practising of these Means as Modes

of My worship, and in love; but entirely renouncing or
relinquishing,—as explained above (r^ide Commehtary to

stanza 4;—(.IJ the fruit thereof [phcUa-tydgd) (2) the per
sonal ownership of act, {karma-tvdga) and ^3) personal
authorship of act {kartritva-lydga)\
Hold Me= Adopt Me i. e., reflect that 1 am solely The
Actor, the Worthy of worship, the End (=the Worthy of
acquisition) and the Means.
That this is the kind of Renunciation, the Sastras war

rant, was emphatically asseverated in the opening of this
Lecture, in the following manner:—
'Hear from Me,O Bharata-Best I the truth about this

Tyaga (Renunciation). Verily, Renunciation, O Tiger of
menl is distinguished as three-fold. (Gi ; XVIII-4).
'That is deemed Satvika-Renunciation, where attach

ment, as also fruit, is renounced. {Gi; XVIII-9).
'Verily for one housed in a body, to desert work
wholesale is not possible ; but he is called the Renouncer
who renounces the fruit of work.
:XVllI-ii).

/ willfrom allsins deliver thee: If thou behavest thy
self in the manner explained, 1 will deliver thee from all
the sins of omission and of commission, cumulated in the

long immemorial past,—sins which stand as a bar against
thy reaching Me. Grieve not' Another interpretation is this.
l^ri Bhagavan consoles Arjuna in his griefs which
may be supposed to be caused by the reflection that Bhaktiing 'BkaklF, whereas a higher laterpretation is 'PrapaUi'. An attempt

the most valueble Table appended
at the end of this work, where he

will be made to elucidate this subject
in my Second Volume; but in the

can generally gather some account as
to how '■Prapalti' differs from

meanwhile, the Reader is referred to

*BhaklP,

66-67.]
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Yoga is one which has to be practised by a person whose
sins have (first) entirely ceased and who dearly loves the
Lord, but the sins that obstruct at the very outset of the
undertaking of Bhakti-Yoga are endless, and it is impossible
to exhaust them by expiatory duties occupying but a short
duration, and hence Arjuna reflected on his unfitness to
launch on Bhakti-Yoga, and cried out in his helplessness.
To console Arjuna in this predicament, the Lord may be
understood to have counselled him thus:—'The endless sins

hoarded up in the long past are barriers to Bhakti-Yoga
being commenced ; and to perform, in the short time thou
livest,all the expiatory ceremonies prescribed as appropriate
to the several kinds of sins committed, such as Kficchra,

Charidrayana,Kusmanda,Vaisvanara,Vratapati,Pavitreshti,
Trivfit, Agnisthoma, et hoc^—ceremonies these, of various
kinds, countless, and difficult of performance—is out of
the question. Therefore give up these Dharmas(of duties
otherwise incumbent),and adopt Me in lieu thereof, so as to
enable thee to launch on Bhakti-Yoga,—adopt Me, Sole,—
Me the Most Merciful,—Me, the Asylum of the Kosmos,

demanding no price whatever for admission,—Me, the
Ocean of compassion for those who depend on Me.'
If thou comest to Me thus, I will untrammel thee from

all the fetters of the sins described, which obstruct thy
embarking on Bhakti-Yoga.
&c.

67. 'This to thee. It is not to be revealed to the nonaustere, to the loveless ; not to the undutiful,
and never to him who hateth Me'.

7)4w/i;

This Science, the most esoteric that I

have divulged to thee.
I. Vide note 2, p> 158,

n

5^ THE BHAOAVAD-GtrX WITH RAMANUJa's COMMGNTARy. ^LeC.

Atapaskaya='Yo one who does not undergo rigid aus
terities, this Science ought not to be disclosed.

Abhaktdya=To him who has no love for thee, the teller
(of the science,)—nor for Me. Even if one should undergo
the tests (of discipleship), but if he is destitute of love,
he ought not to be initiated (into this Secret).
A-susrmkave=\Jndut'ifuh

This means that even if

one has love, but if he does not show discipular homage
(=j«jrfljAa=reverential services to Teacher etc.,) he ought
not to be trusted with the Secret.

And never to him who hdteth Me\ i. <?., to him who mock

ingly vilifies Me whenever he happens to hear about My
nature, about My greatness, about my attributes (etc).
The difference of case employed,or changing from the
ablative form {a-tapaskdya, a-bhaktdya etc)., to nominative
form (To ntdm etc.,) is to accentuate the despicable charac
ter of the latter person since it is he who hates more than
the non-austere, or the non-loving etc (the former).
^

&c.

68. 'Whoso will proclaim this Great Secret among My
lovers, will love Me deeply and doubtless
reach Myself.'

He who will make an exposition ofthis High Mystery
among My lovers, will have his own love for Me multi

plied, and he will come to Myself. Of this, there is no
doubt.
^

&c.

69. * There is not one among mankind who does Me
dearer service than he ; nor shall there be on

earth any one dearer to Me than he.'

There has not been in the past one man in all mankind,
who has done to Me dearer service than he, and one such

67-73-!|
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is not going to be in the future. The reference in this verse
to those outside the God-lovers,is with the object ofstrongly

placing them in contrast(with the Lovers). The exposure
of the wicked is more imperious than the laudation of the

good in as much as the former are most despicable.
&c.

70. 'Whoso, furthermore, will recite this Pious Dis
course between us, I shall consider Myself

paid by him the wisdom-sacrifice. Such is
My mind.'

My mtnd or will is this, that whoso will rehearse
our conversation brimming with (righteousness), I shall
consider Myself served by him with a Sacrifice (Yajfla)—
the wisdom-sacrifice^ consisting in the rehearsal of this our
Conversation.

The wisdom-sacrifice is that which is inculcated in
this Conversation.

The mere recital is tantamount to

having made a sacrifice to Me.

srsrapf &c.
71. 'And whoso man,in faith,and exempt from envy,
even hears (it), he also is released and shall

reach the Blessed Abodes of the Righteous.'
The mere hearing of our discourse by one of faith, by
one from malice free, is enough. It wili deliver him from the

sins obstructing him in the pursuit of Bhakti-Yoga.

He

will join the ranks of My Bhaktas (God-lovers) dwelling
in the Blessed Regions.
&c.
n9

72. 'Has this been heard by thee, ParthaI with one-

pointed mind ? Has thy ignorance-bred folly,
Dhanafijaya! vanished ?
Has this Exposition (of Spiritual Doctrines) made
by Me been heard by thee with close attention ?
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Igmrance-hred /o/^= Ignorance or want of wisdom
making thee fatuous enough so as to make thee say:'I will
not fight' {^Bh\ Gi. II-9).
Arjuna now exclaimed :
&c.

73. By Thy Grace, Achyuta!infatuation has left me and
wisdom has been gained. I now sit with all doubts
dispelled. I am settled. I will do Thy bidding.'
Infatuation, illusion or folly; means the obfuscation of true knowledge {vtpdrit-ajfidna\ or perverted
knowledge. By Thy Grace, this has vanished.
Wisdom or enlightenment concerning the true
nature of spiritual verities {tatvam). And this has been
obtained by me by Thy Grace alone.
Moha or Infatuation is the love of self that is misplaced
in not-self, or matter. It is the conceiving of the, Kosmos
of Sentients (cAiV) and Insentients (acAjV), which constitute
Paramapurusha's body—whose Soul He is—as not so con
stituted and not so Ensouled. It [Moha) is also the mis
conception of the nature of karma, nitya and naimittika, as
if it led to bondage instead of its being the Mode of

Paramapurusha's Worship and the Means of reaching Him.
Smnti or Jddnd or wisdom consists in knowing that
atma is distinct from matter; is different in nature from

matter; is essentially intelligent; is leige to Paramapurusha;
and is solely under His direction. It also consists in
knowing that Paramapurusha is the Dramatist of the
Infinite Kosmos's origination, duration and dissolution ;

He is the Antithesis of all evil; He is essentially Blessed ;
He the mighty Ocean of such Illustrious Attributes as
Omniscience,Omnipotence, Empire, Power, Energy,Lustre
etc; Who is called Parabrahm. It also consists in

knowing that Thou, Vasudeva, art Paramapurusha; art
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He Who is knowable by the Vedantas, Who is to be reached
by Love Devotional—known as Bhakti, Bhakti being
culturable by the atma-qualities such as external and
internal restraints [sima and dama\ overcoming barriers

in the way of discharging the naitya and naimittika duties
solely intended as acts done to endear oneself to Parama-

purusha,—a Love which is developed by the possessing of
the knowledge of higher and lower Truths {tatvas)—and
reducing such knowledge to daily practice.
Hence I am freed from doubts, and I am relieved

from all the grief that perverted knowledge begets,—
perverted knowledge bred by wrong ideas of relationship,
friend.ship, and pity (I was wont to entertain towards such
persons as Bhlshma, Duryodhana etc). But I am now
freed from such doubts; I am now settled. I will immedi

ately put into execution Thy bidding such as engaging
in war etc., i. e., I will, without further ado, go to war at
once (thus loyally and without question carrying out they
Divine Dispensation or without allowing my Individual
will to arre.st the harmonious course of Thy own High
Universal Will.)

Saftjaya (now) addressed Dhfitarashtra who had
questioned him as to what his own sons (the Kauravas)and
the Pandavas were going to enact in the (impending) war:
&c.

74. Thus did I hear the discourse between VSsudeva
and the highly wise Partha, so wondrous as to
set the hairs athrill.

Vdsudeva^The son of Vasudeva (showing how the
Divine condescends to man hiding Its Divinity by the very
ma.sk of humility and fleshly form to which mankind is
accustomed).
Partha=(Arjuna), the son of His(Vasudeva's) paternal

aunt(implying how dearly the Divine loves all its creation.)
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Mahiitma—\^\v. Great-Souled):is adjectival to Arjuna
meaning,'one who is eminently wise,' inasmuch as he has

betaken himself to His (Vasudeva's) Foot-Pair as his Rest.
Thus didIhear, etc =l gathered this conversation—so

wondrous as to set the hairs athrill—^just as it passed
(between the interlocutors).
75. What, direct by Kfishna Himself—the Lord of
Yoga,—was narrated, that most Mysterious and
Exalted Yoga,I did, by Vyasa's blessings, hear.
By Vydsa's blessings=By Vyasa's grace, obtaining the
divine (or spiritual)eyes and ears.'
Thai or the Mystery known by the denomination of
Yoga:
The Lord of Yoga{Yogesvara)\ The Lord, Who Is the
Treasury of Wisdom, Prowess, Empire, Energy and
Power,«—

KRISHNA.

What He (Krishna) in person did discourse, I direct
ly heard (by means of the boon of the clairaudient faculty
conferred on me by Vyasa for the time being).
&c.

76. More and more do 1 joy. King I the oftener and
oftener 1 recollect this Marvellous and Holy
Colloquy between Kesava and Arjuna.
Inasmuch as this wondrous and sanctifying Dialogue
between Kesava and Arjuna was directly (through the
power of distant hearing) heard by me, my joy, the more
passes measure, the more I bring it (Dialogue) to my
memory.

1. These are the preternatural
faculties of clairvoyance and clairaudience developed in adepts etc.

2.

Vide verses 6 and 18, Bk. X,

where 'Yoga' was explained

by

RSmSnuja as meaning the 'union' of
divine attributes with Divinity (=the

God of Perfect Qualities).
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77. And that,—Hari's most Miraculous Figure'—
strikes me, Great King! with astonishment,

the more I recall (it); and again and again
do I exult.

That (kosmic) Figure (or Form) of Hari, the most

glorious (or godly=3Wz;ara»i),and marvellous, which was
revealed to Arjuna,' and which 1 gazed on (with the

celestial eye). The more and more I recall it (in my
thought) the more filled with rapturous transport [ do
become. So becoming, I again marvel (at that strange
Transcendental Spectacle). Marvelling, I again am tran

sported with delight.
Why expatiate on this topic?
See.

78. (In short), I trow that where there dwells Yoga's
Lord, Krishna, (and) where the bow-bearer
Partha, there shall eternally dwell Fortune and

Victory, Power and Virtue.

Yogesvara= Yoga's Lord i, e, The Lord or Designer of

all the various dispensations or combinations {;yoga) appro
priate to the singular natures characteristic of the sum of
Sentientand Insentient existences,—Superior and Inferior—

composing the Universe); the Lord,to Whose Will is subject
the diversities of all existences—save Himself—consisting

jn their several essential natures; in (their periods ot) dura
tion; &c., and in (their) modes of operation.
Krishna=Th& son of Vasudeva.
A

•

{And) where the bow-bearei"^ Partha,(dwells); the son of
t« The Form displayed to Arjana
In the manner described in Book XL
8. Indicating that Arjuna is now

ready to do the Lord's bidding, contiasting with his unwillingness shown
before (read
1-47).
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His (Krishna's) paternal-aunt—whose sole Refuge is His
Foot-Couple.'
(Where these Personages dwell, or read, heard or

spoken of, together,*) there do ever (or permanently) dwell
Fortune (srih), Victory(vi/aya), Power(or Prosperity,b/tUd)
and Virtue(or Law or Righteousness, ndi).
OM TAT SAT.

Thus closes the Eighteenth Discourse
Named Moksh-opadesa- Yoga,
or

The Book of the Teaching of Salvation,
With ^ri Rdmdnuja's Commentary thereon,
In the Science of Yoga,
In the Gnosis of the Upanhhads
Or the Chants of Sri Bhagavdn,

The Bhagavad-Gitd.

BOW TO BLEST RAMANUJA.

X. Shows that Refuge in God is
the cardinal virtue that God recogni-

gether as Teacher and Pupil in eternal
companionship. Doubtless connected

zes, not mere consanguinity.

with Nerens and Nerieds(vide G. P.

2« Esoterically, these personages
arc Nariya^^a and Nara, dwelling to-

Tiele's Outlines of Ancient Religions,
P. 148).

i

Gifts
(mina)

Holy-bathings
{Ptuffa-Hodt-sndna)

(Yajha)

Sacrihoes

(Vrata)

Solemn Vows

1

Austerity
(Papas)

i

i

i

i

1

~

Holy-Reading

(S3str-3hky3sa)

I

Holy-Eating

(YajHa-seska)

Pflakiyajna)

Holy offerings to Manes, Gods etc.
(Tarpana)

ksketra-vSsa)

Holy-feasting
(Samdrddkana)

yatra)

etc.

(Putfya-

^

vandana)

I

{Paragata-svikSra)

its own accord.

J Gjrace coming <A

Hol^-Place- Small Penances Fasts etc.
living
(Kricekra) (CkiT/iifrdyaita)

i

G {2rta-prapatti)

Patient

Resignation
H Pripta-prapatti).

{Svagata-svlkSra)

obtained

[Gttru-kiipa)

or

{.AckirySbkimina)

Teacher's or Saviour's Grace

I Grace sought and

I

Resignation or God's Grace
P {PrapttUi)

Prayers The Five Sacrifices Fire-ceremony Pilgrimages
(Saitdkya(PaUcka(Agttikalrd)
(Tirlha-

or Vivekaja)

I
Impatient
Resignation

concrete or abstract.

and Images. Meditations: either

E,Knowledge by
experience(Para-brakma

Gud-knowledge, through
Soul-knowledge.

S^bols of Power and Grace,

Meditation of Gm,
in His Essence, Attributes,

Incessant Loving

i-Lov

God-Love

D (Bkakti)

I
Knowledge

C (Jflina)

i
' I
Soul-knowledge God-knowledge

Knowledge obtained
by study {Sakda-brakma
or AgS/uaja)

B {Karrna^

Work or Active virtue

A(UpSya or Dkarma)

THE SEVERAL MEANS OF SALVATION

to this Table are so comprehensive in their character that every rel^ion finds its place in one or more of them.

Soteriology or the several Means of Salvation, referred to by the Term Hharma in XVIII-66, exhibited in a Tabular Form, The meanses according

BHAGAVAD-QITA: LECTURE XVIII.

EXPLANATIONS.
A. Sniritual knowledge consists of Five Elements:—(l) Soul-nature
{sz-a-svarttpa);{2) God-nature(fara-svarupa)\(3)End sought(purushirihasvariipa); (4) Means (upSya-svariipa)-,(5J Obstacles (lirodht-siariipa). Of
these the table (overleaf) concerns itself witn (4) UpSya. For information,

on (l),(2),(3), & (5), read Sri Yogi Parthasarathi Aiyangar's 'Five Topicsi'
Hinduism.

B. Is ancillary or complementary to Jndtta (C)O- Includes Yoga or Psychic Developments of man, or mental spiritual

Dtacipline consisting of the seven-fold elements of Yama,Niyama,PrSniydma,
Praty(lhdra, J)hirani,aad HAyaua culminating in Sa'nddAi (vide; Pdtatljttla- Yoga-Sutra). (B)and(C)are ancillary to DD' About concrete (sdlambma) and abstract (nirdlambana) Ways of

God-meditation, vide, Vishnu-Purdna, VI {amsa), 5, 6 & 7 (adhpdyas); and

Sfi Bhdgavata XI. {siandha), 14 {adhydya). To a bhakta, all sins are remit

ted except that which has be^n to work, and which may require a number
of incarnations before it is exhausted (Vide G and H-)

G1.E2' About knowledge by faith, and knowledge by actual realization

or verification, rrad Vishnu Purdna VI-s-61 & 65.(Ej) is stepping-stone
to (E2}. E|is intellectual assent, Ea is actual perception, of Spiritual Truth,
p. This is unconditionally surrendering oneself into the hands of God.
or complete resignation in the spirit of the following verses:—
"Thy way, not mine O lord,
However dark it be t
Lead me by Thine own hand,
Choose out the path for me.

The Kingdom that I seek
Is thine ;so let the way
That leads to it be Thine,
Else I must surely stray.

Smooth let it be or rough.

Take Thou my cup, and it

It will be still the best;

With joy or sorrow fill,

Windiitg or stright, it leads
Right onward to thy rest.

As best'to Thee may seem ;
Choose Thou my good and ill.

I dare not choose mv lot;

Not mine, not mine the choice,

I would not if I might:
Choose thou for me, my God
So shall I walk aright.

In things or great or small;
Re Thou my Guide, my Strength
My Wisdom and my All."

G- In Ikis case, the irta-prapanna finds his present life so intolerable
that he seeks for immediate salvation by death. And therefore in his case, idl

the two kinds of karma in force [ahhyupagala-prdrabdha'] and kamia in

waitii^[Abhyupdgata-prdrabdhii)are at once remitted, and the soul accept^

for Eter^ Blesisedness.

H. In this case, the dripta-prapanna finds his present life bearable, and

awaits for salvation until after death comes in the natural course of events ;arid

the present incarnation is the last to this soul as contradistinguished from the
bhakta (vide, Dj. Christianity teaches this case. Also Mahommedanism.
I. This is the case of souls seeking out a Saviour, to mediate between
them and God.

J. This is the case of souls being sought out by God-sent Messengers or
Saviours like Lakshmi (the Universal Mother and Mediatrix), 2lvdrs and

^chdryas like Sri Rdmdnuja, Christ, Mahomet etc.
I'& J are hinted in Gttd IV-34: "Tad-viddhp'
B to H are Salvation-seekers directly with God. And it is left to

God to save them or dispose of them otherwise as He may will. But I and
J are, by reason of their Salvation-seeking indirectly, or through God-sent
Saviours, necessarily saved, and God can never dispase of them otherwise,

than save, by keeping them in bondage etc. For God's will to sate through
His own will-sent Commissioners, is non-alterable, when such Commissioners

execute their mission by bringing to souls God's Feet.
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